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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  50+ years, but in 


different forms and with 


breaks 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 


tradition  


50+ years, but in 


different forms and with 
breaks 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Extracurricular education, 
information, participation, 


sports 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Extracurricular education, 


information, sports, 
recreation 


1.1 Definitions 


The National Youth Act (2012) is the piece of legislation that introduces a formal 


definition1 of youth work and youth worker for the first time. Youth worker is the 


"adult who has undergone special training to work with young people and / or 


acquired professional experience working with youth and implementing youth 


activities." Youth work is “an organised activity or initiative that aims to represent, 


protect and develop the interests and needs of youth. “ The Act identifies the following 


youth activities: “1. information and consultancy services to support the personal, 


social and career development of youth 2. activities aimed at supporting young people 


for their successful work and life fulfilment; 3. organising activities for leisure; 4. 


promoting non-formal education to expand the knowledge, experience and skills of 


young people for their adherence to the values of civil society, science, culture, art, 


entrepreneurship, healthy lifestyle, sports, traffic safety roads and to prevent 


antisocial behaviour of young people; 5. activities in support of youth volunteering.” 


These definitions are in nature similar to the ones provided by the EU Youth Strategy.  


The National Youth Strategy 2010-2020 describes youth workers as “needed resource 


for the implementation of the Strategy” and “professionals trained to provide special 


support for personal, social and economic development and stimulate young people to 


participate fully in society, consistent with the characteristics of adolescence.” 


Informally, youth work has generally been referred to as social services for young 


people, which are needed and need to be delivered and youth workers have most 


often been called trainers and counsellors. 


The year 2012 has been a very important milestone in youth work development and a 


huge stride ahead for Bulgaria with regards to formalising, validating and streamlining 


the youth work sector.  


                                           
1 National Youth Act, <http://www.minedu.government.bg/opencms/export/sites/mon/left_menu/documents/law/zkn_mladezh.pdf> date 
accessed: 10th of November 2012. 



http://www.minedu.government.bg/opencms/export/sites/mon/left_menu/documents/law/zkn_mladezh.pdf
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1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work developed long before the fall of Communism in Bulgaria in the form of the 


so-called Komsomol2. It represented the source of youth organising and was a formal 


youth structure, political in nature, created to provide the young people of its time 


with guidance in their development and in forming their mindsets, norms and values. 


The idea behind the institution was to help young Bulgarians make their lives 


meaningful for themselves, in one way or another, through offering a variety of 


services, in addition to the political aspects that the organisation entailed. Such 


services ranged from sports and arts, to research, technical and scientific work, 


community service, etc. Komsomol was for youth aged 14-28, but functionaries could 


be older. It operated through committees at all levels – national, regional, municipal, 


local. With the fall of Communism, in Bulgarian youth emerged a form of nihilism to 


any form of organisation and unwillingness to participate in organised youth 


structures. At the same time, in the years of tumultuous socio-economic transition to 


Democracy, youth policy was among the most underrated.  No effort was put in 


promoting and developing young people’s values, skills and motivation to get involved 


in their own development and that of their country. Youth work was not on the agenda 


for more than a decade and youth services were not available due to lack of 


organisation in the debilitated sector. All of this had a dire effect on Bulgarian youth 


and brought about a number of issues, which persist to the present day.  


Large gaps exist in the education system, which does not sufficiently prepare young 


people for their future lives as working and socially responsible individuals. Youth 


emigration is also a growing issue3. Both of these issues have created a necessity for 


finding and building alternative methods to make up for the inadequacies of the formal 


education system and the upbringing of young people.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 


youth work 


In recent years, and especially after joining the EU in 2007, the government began to 


realise that investing in young people through a systematic policy and creating 


conditions for their participation in all levels of decision-making and implementation 


are of utmost importance in the environment of population ageing, growing illiteracy 


rates, youth unemployment and low levels of civic participation. Nevertheless, 


progress in the public sector is seen through the fast increasing number of youth-


related initiatives and also in youth non-governmental organisations (YNGOs).  


Thus, with the steadily growing need for youth work, on the one hand, and the 


awakening of both state and society, on the other, the importance of youth work in 


supporting the lives of Bulgarian youth has been increasing. This is well visible from 


the legislative and institutional developments, which evidence some increase in 


political commitment, and also from the fact that both governmental and EU funding 


for youth work is assimilated at 100% through YNGO-led projects across sectors and 


from all over the country4.  


                                           
2 Communist Youth Organisations, Gale Encyclopaedia of Russian History, 
<http://www.answers.com/topic/communist-youth-organisations> date accesed:  12th of 
November 2012. ; 
Pilkington, H. (1994). Russia's Youth and Its Culture: A Nation's Constructors and Constructed. 
New York and London: Routledge. 
3 National Youth Strategy 2010-2020, 
<www.minedu.government.bg/opencms/export/sites/mon/left_menu/documents/strategies/stra


tegy_youth_2010-2020.pdf> date accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
4 National Centre “European Youth Programmes and Initiatives”, <http://www.youthbg.info/> 
date accessed: 10th of November 2012 



http://www.answers.com/topic/communist-youth-organizations

http://www.youthbg.info/
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Due to growing EU and domestic socio-political pressure, more political attention on 


youth work for minority groups can be observed, focusing on social inclusion and early 


school leavers or youth who never attended school.  


Some formal work with young people (crime prevention, employment, social work, 


sports, etc.) exists through the state and municipalities, although these activities are 


not named youth work, neither are the specialists executing them categorised as 


youth workers. As further explained in the following sections, the Youth Act (2012) 


introduced youth work as an official profession, so expectations are that statutory 


youth work will take place, however, at this stage legislation does not provide specifics 


about what precisely this profession is to entails and what makes a qualified youth 


worker.    


Youth work is mostly delivered informally by non-governmental organisations, youth 


associations, clubs and networks. Most of these NGOs offer combinations of cross-


sector services directed towards responding to young people’s needs. While the 


general tendency is for cross-sector expansion of youth work, in the last couple of 


years of economic crisis, increasing emphasis is put on activities focusing on projects 


promoting youth entrepreneurship and combating youth unemployment, which has 


been put high on the priorities list for financing. Target groups vary, but a trend is 


observed for an increase in work with minorities and disadvantaged youth. The 


general observations are that these services have been improving in terms of quality, 


but the main challenge is to study their effects. In addition, young people have 


expressed growing interest in volunteering, evident from the increasing participation 


of Bulgarian volunteers in the European Volunteering Service (EVS), compared to 


previous years5. Also, a widespread cost-cutting incentive to NGOs has been attracting 


youth volunteers to work on youth projects.  


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National, regional, local 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Science, but also 


cross ministerial 


involvement 


2.1 Legal background 


2.1.1 National Youth Act 


On 20 April 2012, after approval by the Council of Ministers, for the first time in 


Bulgaria a national law on youth came into force, which establishes the institutional 


framework, defines the controlling bodies and channels of financing, as well as the 


main principles and priorities with regard to Bulgarian youth and the realisation of the 


Bulgarian national youth policy. This Act also arranges the ways of interaction among 


the state, municipalities, youth organisations and individual youth groups. As per the 


new Act, youth are considered people between 15-29 years of age and a national 


youth organisation is considered such that has at least 900 members and operates on 


the territory of no less than 30 per cent of the national municipalities. The Act 


                                           
5 National Youth Forum, Home, <http://nmf.bg/> Accessed: 12th of November 2012. 



http://nmf.bg/
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provides a definition and legalises the statute of youth worker and it defines and 


outlines the scope of youth work.   


Long-awaited and needed, the initiative to draft such piece of legislation was met with 


wholehearted approval by all stakeholders. However, criticism towards the process of 


its development was not absent. Critics, in the face of the Confederation of the 


Independent Trade Unions (KNSB) and some municipalities, identified shortcomings in 


the new legislative text, including the lack of description of how decentralisation of 


regulation and financing are to be setup at sub-national, municipal levels. They also 


point out insufficient provisions for ensuring that the environment exists for 


sustainable development of youth work in Bulgaria at municipal level, as the Act does 


not make this mandatory6. Some characterised the Youth Act as lacking clarity in 


describing how decision-making is to be done and how the achievement of the 


objectives of the National Youth Strategy will be measured. As another deficiency are 


seen the lack of identification of the precise role young people will play in the various 


institutional arrangements that the Act mandates, such as the National Consultative 


Council, and the exclusion of the National Youth Forum from the final decision-making 


process.  


Nevertheless, the Youth Act is the sole adopted piece of legislation that covers youth 


and youth work and it has been a milestone in streamlining youth-related efforts in 


the country. Bulgaria had national youth policy prior to the coming into force of the 


Youth Act, but only the latter has provided a legal framework for the implementation 


of the policy and has regulated the system. The Youth Act motivates the creation and 


fulfilment of the National Youth Strategy and outlines it.  


2.1.2 Volunteering Act 


Even though volunteering has been present and developing in Bulgaria for the past 


decades, no legal framework existed for it before the Youth Act (2012), which 


provided a legal framework for volunteering in Bulgaria for the first time. It was as 


late as 5 November 2012 when the government submitted to the National Assembly a 


proposal for a separate law on volunteering. The Volunteering Act aims to regulate the 


legal and social relationships of organised volunteering in Bulgaria and to express 


national commitment to supporting participation in volunteering, which the 


government sees as vital in contributing to the harmonious development of society 


and to economic and social cohesion7. The adoption of the Volunteering Act is pending 


as the draft awaits approval by the National Assembly and the Council of Ministers.  


These two pieces of legislation have been an essential step for Bulgaria by providing 


the long-needed legal and institutional framework for the youth sector and throwing 


light on the scope of youth work. Specific criteria for youth workers’ qualifications 


have been left out and are yet to be defined; nevertheless, the road to a more 


structured and strong youth work sector has been paved. 


                                           
6 Confederation of Independent Trade Unions (CITU), Становище на управителния съвет на 
СНЦ „Младежки форум 21 век” по Закнопроект за младежта №202-01-11, внесен от 
Министерски съвет на 10.02.2012 г, <www.knsb-
bg.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2224%3A--------21------202-01-11----
--10022012-&catid=73%3A2012-02-17-17-16-40&Itemid=125&lang=bg> date accessed: 10th 
of November 2012. 
7 National Alliance for Work with Volunteers, С решение № 888 правителството предложи 
Закон за доброволчеството, <http://navabg.com/bg/2012/11/05/с-решение-№-888-
правителството-предложи/> date accessed: 10th of November 2012. 



http://www.knsb-bg.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2224%3A--------21------202-01-11------10022012-&catid=73%3A2012-02-17-17-16-40&Itemid=125&lang=bg

http://www.knsb-bg.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2224%3A--------21------202-01-11------10022012-&catid=73%3A2012-02-17-17-16-40&Itemid=125&lang=bg

http://www.knsb-bg.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2224%3A--------21------202-01-11------10022012-&catid=73%3A2012-02-17-17-16-40&Itemid=125&lang=bg
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2.2 Governance 


As per the Bulgarian Youth Act, the main body that governs youth work and 


coordinates carrying out of the National Youth Policy in Bulgaria is the Ministry of 


Education, Youth and Science (MEYS). The Youth Directorate at the Ministry is 


responsible for planning, preparing and coordinating youth policy, new initiatives and 


programmes. Nevertheless, in the monitoring and governance of the youth sector take 


part a number of other ministries and state structures. The Youth Act has mandated 


an advisory body to assist MEYS in the development and implementation of youth 


policy in Bulgaria. This Youth Consultative Council consists of representatives of other 


stakeholder ministries and national agencies that play supporting roles: Deputy-


minister of Economy, Energy and Tourism, Deputy-minister of Labor and Social Policy, 


Deputy-minister of Health, Deputy-minister of Culture, Deputy-minister of Internal 


Affairs, Deputy-minister of Justice, Deputy-minister of Regional Development and 


Public Works, Deputy-minister of Finance, Deputy-minister of Physical Education and 


Sports, and Deputy-chairman of the State Agency for Child Protection; a 


representative of the National Student Councils; and one representative of each 


nationally-represented youth organisation.    


The Ministry of Education, Youth and Science has mandated the National Centre 


“European Youth Programmes and Initiatives” (NCEYPI). This body plays the major 


role in delivering information to youth workers and young people in general and 


coordinating youth-related programmes and projects at the state, local and European 


level. NCEYPI carries out national youth programmes of the government; currently, 


this is the National Youth Programme 2011-20158. In scope of NCEYPI are youth 


exchanges, initiatives, projects and their financing, volunteering, youth workers’ 


resources and training, cooperation with EU member states and third countries, as 


well as creating common ground for young people who seek to be socially engaged. 


The Centre maintains a YNGO register.  


Though not a governmental body, the National Youth Forum of Bulgaria (NYF) must be 


mentioned because it has been a key driving force behind achievements in the youth 


sector in Bulgaria and has served as an auxiliary body for promoting and carrying out 


the priorities of the national youth policy and strategy. The NYF is the largest formal 


platform for YNGOs in Bulgaria. It was founded in October 2010 and in November 


2012 became a member of the European Youth Forum. The NYF represents the 


interests of young people and aims to provide effective structured dialogue through 


cooperation with relevant stakeholders. It has an executive body and is composed of 


representatives of different non-governmental organisations, political and non-


political, dealing with different types of youth-related activities and advocacy - 


volunteering, informal education, human and civil rights, interest clubs and others, 


working for and managed by young people under 35 years. The National Youth Forum 


of Bulgaria is considered expert and it gives recommendations to decision-making 


institutions.    


The NYF resulted in higher public interest in youth matters throughout the country and 


led to increases in funding for youth activities at the regional and local levels. 


Currently, all municipalities have been obliged to have in place a youth programme 


and budget set aside for its fulfilment. This has been a significant step forward, 


although the freedom that each municipality has to decide how much to allocate to 


youth activities creates disproportionate youth sector development across the country.  


                                           
8 National Youth Programme 2011-2015.  
<www.youthbg.info/files/File/npm/National_programmeme_for_youth_2011-2015.pdf> date 
accessed: 10th of November 2012. 



http://www.youthbg.info/files/File/npm/National_programme_for_youth_2011-2015.pdf
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Apart from financing from municipal budgets, youth activities are financed through the 


national budget for youth and the Youth in Action Programme (through the NCEYPI)9. 


Targeted initiatives may receive financial assistance from different EU funds in the 


framework of operational programmes, such as Regional Development programme, 


Human Resource Development and others.  


On September 3, 2011 was adopted Ordinance No.4 for the Terms and Conditions of 


Financial Support of Youth Activities10, which regulates the financing of youth projects 


through national youth programmes. The piece of legislation defines the application 


process, requirements for candidate NGOs as well as limits and co-financing 


stipulations.  


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth work Weak to Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work None 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Throughout Bulgaria’s transition period, prior to its EU membership in 2007, political 


commitment to the development of young people was weak and efforts directed 


towards Bulgarian youth were marginal and lacking consistency, clear vision and, 


mostly, sufficient funding. Youth policy existed and national youth reports were 


prepared by the Ministry of Youth and Sports (responsible for youth matters until 


2009). However, formal approval of the reports by the National Assembly lagged and 


they did not result in enough strategically organised actions on behalf of the 


government to tackle issues that young people faced and to increase opportunities for 


their development and their active participation in Bulgaria’s socio-political dialogue. 


After joining the EU, growing attention to youth matters has been observed.  On the 


Bulgarian political arena, the development of youth work is increasingly seen as the 


means to achieving a healthier, more engaged and informed society in the long run, 


evident from the submission of three separate proposals for legislation on youth and 


youth work in the beginning of 2012.  


Youth policy in Bulgaria is currently carried out through the National Youth Strategy 


2010-2020 and annual youth plans that are adopted and implemented each year and 


reflect modifications to the general strategy, based on circumstantial necessities. The 


National Youth Strategy 2010-2020 has incorporated European standards for youth 


work and one of its 7 priorities is commitment to bringing youth work in Bulgaria to 


excellence. The Strategy is based on cross-sector collaboration and aims to improve 


conditions for young people and encourage their civic engagement and career 


development domestically. A variety of public stakeholders, including more than 900 


youth leaders from around the country, and representatives of state and district 


                                           
9 Ministry of Education, Youth and Science, 
<www.minedu.government.bg/left_menu/budget/mon/> date accessed: 12th of November 
2012. 
10 Ministry of Education, Youth and Science, 
<www.minedu.government.bg/opencms/export/sites/mon/left_menu/documents/process/nrdb_
4-2011_podpomagane_mladezh.pdf> date accessed: 16th of November 2012. 



http://www.minedu.government.bg/opencms/export/sites/mon/left_menu/documents/process/nrdb_4-2011_podpomagane_mladezh.pdf

http://www.minedu.government.bg/opencms/export/sites/mon/left_menu/documents/process/nrdb_4-2011_podpomagane_mladezh.pdf
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administrations were sought for the development of the strategy. A very important 


consequence of the National Strategy is that it envisions increased funding allocated to 


youth initiatives, made available through state and municipal budgets via the Youth in 


Action Programme, discussed further down. Nevertheless, YNGOs receive a lot of their 


funding through private sponsors.  


Some political commitment is also visible from the increased number and scale of 


state-sponsored campaigns and programmes for youth and coordination of different 


trainings for youth workers. Partnership with YNGOs and other youth-related 


organisations is manifested through enhanced participation of public officials as 


patrons of different non-governmental youth campaigns and projects. Analyses of the 


National Statistical Institute show a formidable trend of fast decreasing number of 


Bulgarian youth, due to aging society, but also, due to significant number of young 


Bulgarians leaving the country. Bulgarian youth are sceptical about civil participation 


and, what is more, they enter the work force less experienced and prepared than their 


peers in other EU member states. The government has started to realise its important 


role in tackling this dire problem and, through the National Strategy, it envisions 


creating the necessary effective mechanisms for motivating young people to be 


involved in political and social decision-making.   


Political will has been increasing, but has not reached yet a level that would make it 


proportionate to the needs of the youth sector so that all these needs are adequately 


addressed. The main issues that stand out are two. The first one is financing: The 


planned in the national policy increase in youth sector public budget by 2015 is a 


manifest of politicians’ commitment, but facts, such as the national budget for youth 


for 2013, show some discrepancies between written commitment and reality: the 


National budget for education and youth, which was just presented by the 


government, shows the opposite of what has been promised – a decrease in funding 


for youth work, which will total around 1,000,000 BGN for 201311. A number of 


municipalities have announced youth budget raises. Varna municipality, for example 


allocates around 400,000 BGN, so the fact that this city alone will provide as much as 


about half of what politicians give to the entire country demonstrates that there is a 


lot more to desire from politicians. The second issue is the cumbersome and outdated 


bureaucracy, expressed in poor communication of youth organisations with some key 


stakeholder governmental institutions as well as undermining of the value of youth 


work by a number of stakeholder ministries12. 


Nevertheless, investing in youth is slowly and sporadically but increasingly seen as a 


mechanism to cope with the crisis and drive Bulgaria’s development forward, so the 


process of realising the true value of youth work has began.    


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


The first national programme, which devoted attention to youth work, was the 


National Programme for Youth Informational-Consultative Centres - MIKC (2007-


2010). This programme was developed, based on and as a response to a study on 


Bulgarian youth made in 2006, which showed insufficient information and awareness 


among young people about key issues that concerned their lives as well as limited 


access to youth work services, especially in smaller towns and villages. The purpose of 


the MIKCs is to promote youth work and support young people and youth workers. 


The centres are funded through national youth programmes and as of 2012, there 


have been established 34 such centres around the country, functioning in a network.  


                                           
11 Source: Interviews 
12 Source: Interviews 
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After joining the European Union, the National Youth Work Programme (2008-2010) 


was developed, which further devoted attention to youth work. The impetus for the 


programme came with recognising the needs and issues that young Bulgarians have 


and in light of the priorities of the European Youth Policy. It was aimed at supporting 


and developing youth work in Bulgaria by 1) promoting and enhancing capacity 


building of youth and non-governmental organisations working with young people and 


2) spreading and multiplying best practices and lessons learned in the area of youth 


work. Among the main tasks were stimulating youth and youth organisations to work 


with peers, and also setting and applying standards for youth work.   


Youth work development is also in the focus of the new National Youth Programme 


(2011-2015). This programme was developed based on the outcomes of its 


predecessor programmes, in correspondence with the National Youth Strategy 2010-


2020, the Lisbon Treaty (2009) and the Youth in Action initiative of the European 


Commission’s Youth Strategy 2020. The main areas of focus include four sub 


programmes: 1) Further development of the Youth Informational-Consultative Centres 


(MIKC); 2) National youth campaigns and initiatives; 3) Youth volunteering and 


participation in volunteering initiatives; 4) Development and recognition of youth 


work.  


The National Youth Programmes are instrumental for carrying out the priorities of 


national youth policy and introduce funding opportunities for their accomplishment. 


The NCEYPI implements the programme, coordinated by the centre’s director, who 


proposes the annual budget, announces annual priorities and starts the application 


procedures for the respective sub programmes. Youth NGOs run with project 


proposals to the respective sub programme, so YNGOs are the main mechanism, 


which fulfils the goals of national programmes. Programmes are evaluated based on 


National Annual Reports (NARs)13, which are discussed with a wide pool of 


stakeholders, including youth NGOs, and are approved by the National Assembly. The 


format and approach to these NARs has undergone major transformations in the past 


two years to enhance their quality. The involvement and feedback of youth and youth 


workers have grown in importance. The government has put efforts in improving the 


statistical indicators used for assessing progress and has been working closely with 


the National Statistical Institute (NSI) to achieve this. Quantitative indicators, such as 


number of successfully realised projects (min. 200), locations in range (min. 50 


municipalities), youth reached directly and indirectly, participation of special need and 


marginalised youth in the projects, media coverage, utilisation of funds (100%) have 


already been set, however, statistical data has been hard to obtain.  


National youth programmes are supported and complemented by the Youth in Action 


programme of the European Commission. Within the period 2009 – 2010, at the 


national level, 832 project proposals were submitted, of which 362 were approved. 


Project proposal submission in 2010 increased by 11% compared to 2009 and by 


42%, compared to 2008. Projects approved have increased by 6.8% and 19%, 


compared to 2009 and 2008, respectively. The absorption of funds was above 98% for 


2010 and 100% for 201114. Programmes and projects to develop youth work at the 


local administration level vary, but good examples increase. Varna is one of the most 


active municipalities on youth-related issues. Among their projects aimed at youth 


work development is the Peers Train Peers initiative, allowing young people to educate 


each other about the issues of their time. Another good example is the Because There 


                                           
13 National Assembly (2012), Adoption of Youth Report 2009-2010, 


<http://youth.mon.bg/images/docs/doklad-mladej.pdf> date accessed: 14th of November 2012. 
14 Ministry of Education, Youth and Science (2012), National Report for the Activities of Ministry 
for Education, Youth and Science 2009-2012. Sofia: Ministry of Education, Youth and Science. 
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Is Tomorrow15 project of the town of Targovishte, which aims to enhance youth skills, 


participation in local public life and awareness about various matters, through 


initiating and maintaining long-term partnerships with NGOs and state agencies 


working with young people.  


Financing and the Economic Crisis  
The economic crisis had a negative effect on the national and local budgets. In both 


2009 and 2010, cuts were made in the budget for education and youth. Nevertheless, 


the allocated amounts for delegated budgets for programmes were not touched, so 


the amount of subsidies available for financing of youth activities through NCEYPI 


remained the same. In 2011 and 2012 no budget cuts took place16. At the same time, 


the approved for Bulgaria budget for the Youth in Action programme increased and 


was 5,013,422BGN and 5,600,171BGN, for 2011 and 2012, respectively17. 


Furthermore, youth work on early school-leaving prevention benefited from funding 


through the Human Resource Development programme of the EU, which granted aid 


in the amount of 2,933,173 BGN of which 2,493,683.25 BGN from European Social 


Fund and 440,061.75 BGN national co-financing18. 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes, but only if applying for 
state or EU funding 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes, since 2012 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Higher education, 


professional education – 
psychologists, teachers, 


social workers 


Number of youth workers  No statistics available 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increasing 


                                           
15 Non-Profit Organisations Club, Project “Because There Is Tomorrow”, 
<www.clubngo.org/projects.html> date accessed: 14th of November 2012. 
16 Ministry of Education, Youth and Science (2011), National Report: Contribution to the Joint 
Progress Report of the Council and the Commission on the Implementation of the Strategic 


Framework for European Cooperation in Education and Training 2020. Sofia: Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Science. Available at: <http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-
policy/doc/natreport11/bulgaria_en.pdf> date accessed: 17th of November 2012. 
17 Ministry of Education, Youth and Science, <http://youth.mon.bg/> date accessed: 16th of 
November 2012.  
18 Ministry of Education, Youth and Science (2011), National Report: Contribution to the Joint 
Progress Report of the Council and the Commission on the Implementation of the Strategic 


Framework for European Cooperation in Education and Training 2020. Sofia: Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Science. Available at: <http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-
policy/doc/natreport11/bulgaria_en.pdf> date accessed: 17th of November 2012. 
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4.1 Training and qualifications  


At the moment, no specific criteria exist for required minimum qualifications, which 


youth workers in Bulgaria need to have. Nevertheless, the prerequisites to apply for 


funding through a call for youth projects reveal that to qualify, youth workers need to 


have completed at least secondary education and, most importantly, need to have 


some prior experience with youth work or to have passed specialised trainings for 


working with young people. The Youthpass certification is increasingly sought from 


people who wish to provide youth services as it serves as evidence for acquired 


internationally recognised skills and fieldwork experience. At the same time, many 


youth workers come with specialised educational background or from other 


occupations, which have prepared them to deliver services as per their respective 


specialty, but tailored to suit young people. These may vary from social work, 


personal counselling and coaching, to sports, arts, leisure activities, etc.   


Qualifications of youth workers in Bulgaria vary substantially across the country and 


from organisation to organisation. Larger NGOs usually include members that have 


successfully gone through specialised national and international training, programmes 


and seminars. Smaller organisations can have less experienced people. However, 


workshops and capacity building programmes are increasingly available and open to 


all interested in applying:  Information about them is disseminated mostly through the 


National Centre for European Youth Programmes and Initiatives, but also through 


other NGOs, which have trained their staff domestically and internationally. The 


NCEYPI has a coordinating function as it announces and organises the application 


procedures for a wide range of trainings for youth workers and leaders. Listings of 


open trainings and details about application are posted on NCEYPI’s website. A recent 


training that was made popular through the centre was the Training for Hosting and 


Sending Organisations EVS – SOHO (Cyprus), started 13 November 2012, which was a 


weeklong training directed at youth workers and leaders with experience in 


volunteering and the European Volunteering Service (EVS). Many of the trainings are 


under the Youth in Action programme of the EU. The Centre also coordinates calls for 


filling up openings for youth workers within Bulgaria and abroad.  


In addition, there are different non-governmental organisations, which provide 


services for young people, but also offer workshops and other resources for people 


who work or wish to work with youth. Such NGOs are most often funded through EU 


programmes or private sponsors.    


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


The Bulgarian Youth Act of April 2012 legalised the status of the youth worker and 


defined youth work as social youth service, delivered based on an identified need for 


its provision. Thanks to strong advocacy on behalf of national youth experts and the 


NMF, youth worker was officially classified as a profession and added to the National 


Classifier of Statutory Occupations, maintained by the Ministry of Labour and Social 


Policy. What this means is that people working with youth are guaranteed a minimum 


wage (430BGN / 220EUR) when they are employed as youth workers19. 


Standards for exercising the new profession are still to be prepared and experts are 


now working on developing and getting approved standardised educational and 


training qualifications for youth work. The effects of formally recognising youth work 


as a profession have not been seen yet because the profession is yet to develop.   


                                           
19 Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, <www.mlsp.government.bg> date accessed: 17th of 
November 2012. 
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4.3 Youth worker population  


Youth workers and experts agree that high turnover has been prevalent among youth 


workers, who have low salaries as well as lack of job security, due to the project-


based approach of operation. Nevertheless, the number of youth workers has been 


growing in the past 10 years and especially in the past few years. There have been 


people working with youth within both the formal and the informal sectors. Experts 


interviewed estimate that, with the formalisation of the youth work profession, which 


guarantees a minimum wage and provides more stability in terms of income and 


access to protection and services, the share of people offering youth services formally, 


which at the moment is very low, will increase and turnover with be reduced. 


There are 343 YNGOs20 registered with the NCEYPI and the Bulgarian Non-


Governmental Organisations Information Portal cites 32621, but there are many other 


YNGOs that are not registered. Most YNGOs focus on popularisation and strengthening 


of non-formal education, social inclusion and creating opportunities for realisation of 


social, entrepreneurial and art skills of young Bulgarians. The number of youth 


workers is expected to keep rising as the number and size of youth organisations is 


also waxing. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


The youth worker in Bulgaria can be of any legal age, as no upper age limit exists. 


Youth workers are most often university-educated people. They come from different 


areas of expertise – training and coaching, pedagogy, psychology, public 


administration and management, social work, financial services, the medical field, the 


arts, sports, etc. Or they are youth leaders, still studying or recent graduates, who 


work for the rights and development of their peers through advocacy groups, 


awareness raising on different issues that affect young people, etc. What all Bulgarian 


youth workers have in common is high motivation and ambition to contribute to youth 


development. Youth workers in Bulgaria are pioneers in indentifying the growing need 


for delivering services for young people and using targeted approach, outside of the 


formal system, to tackle the difficulties that today’s young people face.  Youth 


workers, both youth leaders and people working with youth, are the segment of 


Bulgarian society, which have managed to escape or recuperate from the widespread 


apathy of society that has permeated the country throughout the years of socio-


economic transition, so at the moment, the contribution of these people to youth 


development and participation is crucial for the future of Bulgaria.    


Common has been the attitude that society can go without youth workers, so their 


importance has been historically undermined and they have faced hardship with 


asserting themselves. It has been only in the past few years that people’s perceptions 


have begun to change as they have started seeing the dilapidating state of Bulgarian 


youth and the gaps in the formal mechanisms for providing for this segment of 


society.  


Given that youth work has only recently been approved as a formal profession, at this 


point very few people on the field, if any, have been formally classified as youth 


workers. It is still impossible to estimate the share of qualified youth workers vs. 


social workers vs. other professionals or unqualified staff because these indicators 


have not been reported. What can be stated though is close to 100% of youth work 


currently comes from the informal / third sector. Similarly, while a tendency for 


                                           
20 NCEYPI NGO Register, <www.youthbg.info/bg/npo/?page=1>, date accessed: 17th of 


November 2012. 
21 Bulgarian Non-governmental Organisations Portal, <http://ngobg.info/en>, date accessed: 
17th of November 2012. 
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increasing territorial mobility among youth workers is observed22, quantitative data is 


not available to analyse it. It is also difficult to provide data about the share of paid 


workers vs. unpaid volunteers because no statistics about this is available. However, 


volunteering has been getting more popular and an upward trend in the number of 


youth volunteers has been observed within the past couple of years, along with 


improving capacity building opportunities for Bulgarian volunteer youth workers 


through various domestic and international channels. Nonetheless, now that the legal 


framework for youth work has been set, national and NGO experts believe efforts will 


be put in enhancing the quality of gathering and analysing statistical data about the 


youth-worker population.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


The deepening economic crisis has had a positive effect on youth work development 


and affirmation. The crisis has exposed the problems that young people have faced 


and the dire need to have those addressed, but it has also divulged the gaps in 


governmental mechanisms in charge of youth issues. At the same time, with 


Bulgaria’s membership in the EU, public awareness of the opportunities to influence 


policy-making and pursue social aims through NGOs have been increasing and have 


led to the proliferation of such organisations in the country. The administration has 


also recognised the value of the non-governmental sector for filling the gaps of the 


formal system. As a result, all these processes have influenced youth policy and led to 


an increase in financing for NGO-led youth projects, spurring more public interest and 


ideas to contribute. Being the main delivering agents of youth projects, youth workers 


have had a major role in advancing the positions of young people in Bulgaria. The 


collaboration of the government and state institutions with the NGO sector is still 


young and is yet to be developed and evaluated, but progress is already visible.  


Youth workers have played an invaluable role in the building and strengthening of the 


national network of Youth Informational-Consultative Centres (MIKC)23. Although a 


governmental initiative, most centres are hosted and maintained by youth NGOs, 


funded by up to 90% by the government. The number of MIKC is growing, driven by 


the positive example of existing centres. According to the National Report on Youth for 


2011, national research and focus groups with young people have shown that the 


MIKCs are increasingly seen as 1) providing the best environment for peers to share 


their problems and seek advice, 2) a platform or self-expression and creativity 


through the realisation of various ideas and initiatives and 3) a great tool for youth 


from big cities and small towns alike to have access to information and get involved. 


With the problem of unbalanced commitment by local administrations across the 


nation, youth workers in MIKCs contribute to reaching more young people from all 


over the country. More and more local administrations partner with NGOs for the MIKC 


projects. Beneficiaries of the centres are primarily all young people, including 


vulnerable youth groups, such as young people with disabilities, marginalised youth, 


based on religion or ethnicity and other. However, the centres are also open to those 


responsible for young people’s personal development - parents, educators and school 


counsellors.  


What youth workers and youth leaders have been doing for Bulgaria can go beyond 


the services they provide – they can greatly contribute to facilitating the development 


and maturing of Bulgarian society by raising awareness and provoking initiative and 


commitment through involvement in solving various issues. It can be said that youth 


                                           
22 Source: Interviews 
23 National Programme “Youth Informational-Consultative Centres” 2007-2010, 
<www.mikc.bg/node/430> date accessed: 15th of November  2012. 
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workers have contributed to getting closer to a more democratic society by serving as 


a partner and, at the same time, as informal checks and balances to the government. 


Even though there is a lot more to desire from synchronisation and balancing of efforts 


related to working with young people, youth work is gaining momentum. The number 


of success stories and value added is growing, although not consistently across all 


areas.  


5.1 Education and training 


The provision of non-formal education and counselling is widespread throughout 


Bulgaria. Initiatives vary in form and target groups. Non-formal learning opportunities, 


such as out-of-school clubs and workshops have been widespread and probably 


represent the largest share of youth work provided. Two kinds of services exist: one 


focuses on leisure activities and hobbies, including arts, crafts and sports; the second 


aims to complement the formal educational system by providing language or subject 


courses – individual and group courses. Young people in Bulgaria have increasingly 


expressed dissatisfaction with the formal education system, which has not undergone 


sufficient reform since communist times. It is largely outdated, student unfriendly and 


limited in terms of enabling development of the individuality, skill-building and 


encouraging creativity and initiative. The demand has been increasing for more 


attractive ways to learn24. Non-formal training organisations have emerged in 


Bulgaria, covering a great variety of subjects and areas. They have become popular 


among young people and their parents. Most common and numerous are clubs and 


associations providing services for high-achiever youth, such as courses in math, 


literature or another subject. Mostly, the purpose of such organisations is to help 


young people achieve higher results, either in school, or at school-entry examinations, 


or to prepare bright young people for participation in national and international 


competitions (math, physics, debate, etc.). The same or similar training organisations 


also assist students that have faced difficulties with school subject material and are at 


risk of failing. Very often school teachers themselves provide private tutoring. Youth 


work contributes to the development of soft skills for employment, gaining confidence 


as well as instilling values such as solidarity. A good example is the Burgas-based NGO 


“Usmivka” (Smile), which is a provider of social services for children and youth, 


licensed with the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy. The organisation creates 


opportunities and conditions for young people to learn and accomplish higher results 


by aiding their educational needs, regardless of their socio-economic, ethnic 


background and level of preparation25.  


Each year about 2-3% of school-age young people drop out of school, primarily due to 


socio-economic and/or ethno-cultural reasons. 75 % of the dropouts come from Roma 


families. About half of all drop out due to socio-economic hardship. Around 25% quit 


due to lack of interest or falling too far behind with school material26. Given that the 


main reasons for leaving school early have been predominantly social in nature, the 


informal sector, as a tool for social inclusion, works directly with school leavers or with 


their parents, providing counselling, information about the benefits of education, 


alternative ways to learn, etc. Unfortunately, in order for youth workers’ efforts here 


to be fully successful, strong cooperation needs to be established between youth 


organisations and the education system. Such cooperation has so far been weak.  


Coaches/trainers have been an increasingly important segment of youth workers for 


facilitating and developing non-formal learning methods and for young people’s skills-


                                           
24 Non-Profit Organisations Club, Targovishte, <www.clubngo.org/projects.html>  date 


accessed: 15th of November 2012. 
25 “Usmivka” Association, <www.miamontessori.org/> date accessed: 26th of November 2012. 
26 “National Statistical Institute, <www.nsi.bg> date accessed: 15th of November 2012. 
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building. That is why the National Youth Forum has launched a project for the 


development of its own team of trainers to advance and promote informal education 


and its recognition in Bulgaria.     


Counselling and career services have been available within the formal education 


system, but there are also NGOs which focus on providing information and services 


with regard to studying abroad; exchange programmes; assistance with selection, 


communication, and application process. In addition to providing services for youth, 


most of these organisations often accept youth volunteers to help their peers with 


study abroad logistics.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Youth organisations step in when the school system does not sufficiently prepare 


young Bulgarians to enter the work force. From business English and computer skills, 


to small business and non-profit management, many NGOs have offered youth 


services for improving employment and entrepreneurship opportunities. With the 


rising youth unemployment rates in the last few years, career and skill-building 


training through the NGO sector have become more popular. 


■ 42 Training27 is a group of trainers, using informal learning methods and 


offering a variety of courses and creativity workshops on practical 


orientation, entrepreneurship and essential professional and leadership 


skills. Some of the trainings include Teambuilding, Project Design & 


Management, Introduction to the Third Sector & NGO-capacity, and 


Presentation Skills. Through its website, the organisation also provides 


practical advice and a database of resources for young professionals and 


entrepreneurs.42 Training holds forums known as Key – forums, where 


young people can stand up and share best practices, present and discuss 


ideas, share, motivate and get motivated. Through these forums, the NGO 


experts want to bring bright young minds together, show society that 


success stories exist and motivate more young people to participate.  


National and regional meetings on youth development and entrepreneurship have also 


taken place at the local and national level, initiated and coordinated by the National 


Youth Forum. These events attract over 200 representatives of youth organisations, as 


well as representatives of the government and EU institutions, Human Resource 


platforms, academia, media, etc. The main purpose is to discuss ways to foster 


entrepreneurship in young people by also involving in the discussion various 


stakeholders – youth and training organisations, local authorities, experts, policy-


makers, even foreign diplomats28.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


Among the most visible youth initiatives have been those related to educating young 


people about STDs and family planning. The role of youth workers here has primarily 


been in the area of prevention through raising young people’s awareness about 


reproductive health. This is the field which attracts many youth volunteers. A good 


practice has been the common use of the Peers Train Peers approach. Youth groups 


have worked independently or in cooperation with municipalities. School and city 


prevention clubs have been created, where youth have access to various health-


related information. Health is perhaps the area where cooperation between the formal 


                                           
27 42 Training, <http://42training.org/> date accessed: 23rd of November 2012. 
28 Youth Society for Peace and Development of the Balkans, <http://mp.yspdb.org/>  date 
accessed: 26th November 2012. 
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and informal sector has worked best29. The Bulgarian Family Planning Association 


(BFPA) has held numerous prevention projects around the country. It also maintains a 


youth informational network Play by the Rules. One of the latest projects of the 


Association on STD and HIV/AIDS covers more than 15 cities, with more than 80 


specialised events30.  


5.4 Participation  


Youth NGOs have been instrumental for increasing young people’s participation in 


community and political life as they have brought information and understanding 


about different socio-political issues that concern them and have created common 


ground for young people to discuss and express their views and ideas. The growing 


network of youth informational-consultative centres (MIKC), has had an important role 


for getting young people involved in decision-making, as described in detail at the 


start of this section.    


The Bulgarian Youth Alliance has 12 clubs and more than 230 youth members and 


many youth workers in support, which makes it one of the largest YNGOs in the 


country, aimed at mobilising social potential for identifying the most appropriate forms 


of social-support activities31. Another large youth organisation is the Bulgarian Youth 


Parliament (BYP), which has been active in holding national youth forums, meetings 


with parliament officials, state institutions, etc, aiming to establish and strengthen the 


link between government bodies and YNGOs to promote the opinions of young people 


and include them in decision-making. The BYP’s activities range from awareness 


raising about AIDS, social inclusion, eco-friendly youth and cleaning campaigns, to 


promoting informal education, career development & entrepreneurship32.  


Many university-associated youth-led political (but not politicised) groups also exist, 


such as Ego Politico of the University for National and World Economy.  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Non-governmental organisations, targeting young Bulgarians have been the main 


advocates for publicising volunteering and its importance for society. It was under 


pressure from such organisations that public discussions began on defining the status 


and rights of volunteers which lead to the drafting of the Volunteering Act. National 


campaigns on volunteering have been possible thanks to the resources that youth 


workers provided to assist the coordinating body of the Ministry of Education, Youth 


and Science. Generally, youth workers have been underpaid, but striving to expand 


their reach and advance their cause, they have actively sought students and other 


youth to volunteer. As a result, young people have been able to meet interesting and 


highly motivated people who have enriched their outlooks, taught them practical skills 


and very often, motivated them to embark on a project of their own. Volunteering at 


NGOs and through NGOs, engaging in a variety of activities, has been beneficial to 


young people in that is has provided them with alternative pastime opportunities and 


has taken many youth out of the computer-game clubs and away from the street. 


Working with youth workers, young people have been exposed to real-world issues 


                                           
29 Ruskova, N (2012), 390 Young People from Varna and the Region Have Been Trained to Work 
on Programmes for Prevention of HIV/AIDS, <www.focus-news.net/?id=n1723687> date 
accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
30 Bulgarian Family Planning Association, <www.safesex.bg/> date accessed: 15th of November 
2012. 
31 Bulgarian Youth Alliance,< http://bma.dir.bg/> date accessed: 27th of November 2012. 
32 Bulgarian Child and Youth Parliament Association, <http://bg.abdmp.eu/> date accessed:  
23rd of November 2012.  
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and situations, which is very different from the theoretical knowledge they have 


received at school and which has expanded their outlook and understanding about 


their surrounding world.  


■ The Bulgarian Charities Aid Foundation (BCAF) is an expert organisation, 


working for the development of modern philanthropy and a strong and 


effective non-profit sector33. It has been very active in organising 


volunteer campaigns and also in attracting youth volunteers for its many 


projects, covering the entire spectrum of youth groups and needs.  Some 


other good examples are the Youth Red Cross and the Big Brother, Big 


Sister Foundation.  


By enabling young people to take part in volunteering activities, youth workers have 


contributed to reducing young people’s apathy and have promoted involvement.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


Youth NGOs have been active in reducing social exclusion among Bulgarian youth by 


promoting equal rights, opportunities and resources for young people across sectors 


and helping them voice their opinions. Improvements are still small scale, but the 


capacity of the service is growing.  


■ The most impact youth work has had is on the deinstitutionalisation of 


youth without parents and creating opportunities for them: the Agapedia 


Social Integration Centre has offered informal counselling, literacy and 


skill-building for the employment of youth deprived of parental care and 


coming from poor families. Over 35 young people have been given a 


chance to learn through the Protected Homes programme, under the 


constant assistance by trainers, a psychologist and a social worker34. 


■ A great example of an YNGO devoted to increasing opportunities for 


Bulgarian youth and upholding the social inclusion of all young people, is 


Kauzi Foundation (“Causes”). This is a Sofia-based organisation, founded 


in 2009, which advances its mission via the development of different 


programmes and projects aimed at 1) the integration of children and 


young people from marginalised groups, disadvantaged economic groups, 


youth with problematic families, and with different ethnic backgrounds; 2) 


creating opportunities for youth for a healthy development and for building 


social, creative and professional skills; and 3) helping young entrepreneurs 


acquire knowledge, experience and skills to enable them to actively and 


successfully participate in the market economy. An essential aspect of the 


Kauzi Foundation is that it maintains one of the national youth 


information-consultative centres (MIKCs). This centre is the major tool for 


advancing youth work and assisting youth workers. Its recent activity has 


been participation in youth workshops under the motto “Building a Better 


World: Partnership with Young People”, in light of the 2012 international 


youth day35.  


■ Another success story is the St. Minas Youth Day Centre of the We Exist 


Too Association. The centre facilitates social inclusion of youth above 16 


years of age with permanent mental and physical disabilities by offering a 


variety of activities to make them feel useful and able to take care of 


themselves and communicate with their peers. Activities provided include 


rehabilitation, social skills building, work and creative art therapy, sports 


                                           
33 Bulgarian Charities Aid Foundation, <www.bcaf.bg/> date accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
34 Agapedia Training Centre, <www.agapedia-bg.org/> date accessed: 29th of November 2012. 
35 Kauzi Foundation, <www.kauzi.org/MIKC.html> date accessed: 29th of November 2012. 
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and leisure activities, as well as workshops aimed at developing vocational 


skills to aid work force integration36. 


Many other good-practice cases exist, such as, for instance, the Centre for Interethnic 


Dialogue and Tolerance37, working with marginalised goups of young Roma people in 


rural areas. However, the overall impact on social inclusion is small, due to the small 


scale, uneven capacity and geographic location of the services available.  


5.7 Youth and the world 


The Bulgarian Youth Alliance and the Bulgarian Youth Parliament have been very 


active in organising thematic campaigns on various global issues. Events have ranged 


from presentation of the UN Declaration on human Rights, to panel discussions and 


round tables with experts.  NGOs have greatly contributed to promoting participating 


in and understanding of international issues by supplying information about events, 


concepts, movements and opportunities to get involved. NGOs coordinating youth 


exchange programmes have been popular in Bulgaria. Also, information portals have 


been a great resource to young people. Several information portals exist, such as the 


National Youth Information Portal38. Another example is the Selmira-Start initiative of 


the Together Foundation for building of a national virtual library for youth 


development, accomplished with financial assistance through the NCEYPI and the 


Ministry of Education, Youth and Science, in partnership with Varna Municipality and 


Young Reporter Union, based in the town of Haskovo39.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


One of the main domains of youth work is the area of creativity and culture. Active 


Ideas is an NGO, educating youth about preservation of national heritage, and leisure 


activities, including nature appreciation, sports and creative arts40.  


■ Youth groups have been indispensable for enhancing young people’s 


computer skills and teaching them to make effective use of technology for 


educational, professional and leisure purposes. Such an NGO is the 


Student Computer Art Society (SCAC), which, in addition to holding 


educational workshops, conferences and seminars, also aids people who 


manage youth projects and provides information on the value of 


intercultural education. SCAC is partner of all the state institutions working 


on youth problems and a member of the Forum of Associations for 


International Relations (FAIR)41.   


■ Another good example is the National Scout Organisation of Bulgaria, 


which works for instilling spirituality and personal responsibility, as well as 


building social, physical and intellectual skills through engaging youth in 


practical activities42.  


                                           
36 St. Minas-2 Centre, <www.bcaf.bg/en/deca-i-vazrastni-s-uvrejdania/174-dneven-mladejki-
centar-qsveta-minaq-2> date accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
37 Centre for Interethnic Dialogue and Tolerance, 
<amalipe.com/?nav=programme&id=9&lang=1> date accessed: 29th of November 2012. 
38 Bulgarian Youth Information Portal, <www.bgmladi.info> date accessed: 1st of December 
2012. 
39 Selmira Virtual Library, <www.selmira.net> date accessed: 1st of December 2012. 
40 Active Ideas Organisation, <http://activeideas.org/ActiveIdeas/BG/About-Us.aspx> date 
accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
41 Student Computer Art Society, <http://scas.acad.bg/index.php/products/?lang=bg> date 
accessed: 30th November 2012. 
42 National Scout Organisation, <http://scoutbg.org/> date accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Youth-work groups target all segments of the youth population aged 15-29, but in 


some cases 14-30. Youth work is s used tool for 1) social inclusion and 2) offering 


opportunities for young people. Depending on the interests of the particular NGO, 


target beneficiaries are high achievers; underachievers and early school leavers; 


youth with problematic backgrounds, including abusive or substance-dependent 


parents or absence of parents; violent youth and youth delinquency; substance abuse 


youth, young mothers and fathers; minority youth (based on ethnicity and religion); 


and youth with disabilities. A number of youth services exist, which are mainly 


expressed in awareness raising and delivering information to young people about 


various opportunities that exist for them. In so doing, such organisations target the 


entire youth population. No clear target-group trends are observed.   


6.1.2 Reach  


Very limited data is available on the reach of youth work services, but the number of 


young adults covered by youth work is still too low, especially in small towns. The 


latest report of the EU Council and the EU Youth Strategy shows that only 0.9% of 


young people in Bulgaria (almost 13,500 people) are reached by youth activities and 


are a subject of youth work, compared to the EU’s average rate of 9%. At the same 


time, the report indicates that on average 43% of the young people in the country are 


at risk of social exclusion and have no access to quality social services tailored to their 


needs and interests. The report highlights the need to develop quality youth-work 


systems as tools for social inclusion43. Reasons are complex and include the still young 


and insufficiently developed youth work infrastructure, the limited resources in the 


hands of youth workers, still insufficient political and social commitment and, last but 


not least, the continuing misconception that university students and young people 


means the very same thing and entails the same needs.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


The true outcome of youth work in Bulgaria is yet to be seen. At this stage, in its still 


dynamic state of development, strengthening and affirmation, youth work has started 


to push Bulgarian young people away from the path of marginalisation that was the 


trend in the last couple of decades. The motivation that youth workers have 


demonstrated and the awareness that they have been raising can help society to 


realise and identify the needs of young Bulgarians, which is a sine qua non for 


achieving success in assisting vulnerable youth groups in the future.  


However, the impact observed is still very small, given the low level of reach. A great 


number of youth work provides non-formal education services, capacity-building for 


youth to help them enter the work force as well as career coaching, but the 


infrastructure to offer these services to a greater number of young people is still 


insufficient. Due to the already-mentioned growing-but-still-incipient grasp of the 


benefits from youth work services to society, circumstances exist, which limit the 


effect of youth work. Thus, for example, efforts directed towards early school leavers 


                                           
43 European Commission (2012), EU Youth Report. Available at: 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/eu_youth_report_swd_sit
uation_of_young_people.pdf> date accessed: 30th November 2012. 



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/eu_youth_report_swd_situation_of_young_people.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/eu_youth_report_swd_situation_of_young_people.pdf
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have been limited by the lack of sufficient communication and synchronisation among 


schools and youth work providers, which has translated into a minimal impact on that 


youth group. Also, the delivery of youth work is not consistent throughout the country, 


so members of a particular youth group receive care in some places, while in other, no 


similar services are available. This is the case with youth with disabilities. The latter 


have been facing great obstacles to being active participants in society and even 


greater difficulties with entering the work force. However, the specific needs of youth 


with disabilities have been addressed only marginally and, again, very little or no 


improvement is seen. Nevertheless, substantial increase is observed in youth 


volunteering and a general decrease in youth crime44, which youth workers and the 


Ministry of Education both agree is related to growing youth services and opportunities 


for youth to get involved in different social activities. NGO and national experts believe 


that conditions in the youth sector have started to improve, even though effects are 


hard to quantify. A lot remains to be done to expand the outreach and deepen the 


impact. A great step forward in that direction has been the establishment of the 


National Youth Forum, which actively works towards creating a common ground 


between youth workers and the state, crucial for highlighting the benefits from youth 


work services.   


 


 


 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Bulgaria 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Set legal and institutional framework 


that structures and synchronises actors 


and efforts. 
■ Outreach and strengthening of youth 


networks. 


■ Partnerships have started to emerge. 
■ Youth groups with various orientations 


are increasing in number but also 


become more visible and active. 
■ The young people already involved are 


very motivated. 


 


■ Youth work gaining momentum in the 


socio-political arena and in the 


government’s priority list. 
■ Increasing interest in volunteering and 


self-expression among young people. 


■ Increasing awareness about 
opportunities available to young people 


to get involved. 


■ Observed tendency for return to 
Bulgaria of foreign-educated young 


people. 


■ Partnerships among stakeholders are 
increasing in size and strength, thus 


contributing to a more coherent and 


comprehensive youth work network. 
■ More political commitment to the 


development of youth work, compared 


to 5-10 years ago. 
■ Numerous undeveloped opportunities 


for strengthening youth work and its 


support for key areas. 


                                           
44 Ministry of Education, Youth and Science (2012), National Report for the Activities of Ministry 
for Education, Youth and Science 2009-2012. Sofia: Ministry of Education, Youth and Science. 


Available at: <www.minedu.government.bg/opencms/export/sites/mon/news-


home/2012/otchet_momn_2009-2012.pdf> date accessed: 17th of November 2012. 
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WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Historically, marginal political 
commitment to youth work 


development, which is changing, but 


very slowly.   
■ Continuing weak positions of the NGO 


sector in general, which limits the 


checks-and-balances function that 
youth work NGOs play vis-à-vis the 


government structures in charge of 


youth matters.  
■ Irregular allocation of resources - 


underfunding of some areas of youth 


work and areas that are less 
developed. 


■ Insufficient coordination and 


information exchange among youth 
groups to share lessons learned and 


best practices in their youth work 


experience. 
■ Still insufficient public awareness of the 


value of youth work. 


■ No formal youth work yet. 


■ Insufficient transparency of funding 
utilisation. 


■ Low wages, especially in the public and 


non-profit sectors, which drives young 
people away from youth work. 


■ Tendency for a decrease in the number 


of young people due to aging and 
emigration 


■ Widespread disengagement of young 


people and apathy.  
■ Irregular provision of youth services 


around the country; no work with 


youth in some areas. 
■ Insufficient political attention to the 


opportunities that youth work provides. 


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


The youth work sector in Bulgaria is in the process of transformation. After 


two decades of progressive worsening of the conditions for Bulgarian young 


people, the year 2012 is a milestone for youth and youth work development 


with the adoption of the Youth Act and the formalisation of the youth worker 


profession. Having neglected its youth for a long time, Bulgarian society has 


seen the gaps in youth development and in the infrastructure currently in 


place to take care of youth. The average Bulgarian continues to 


underestimate and disregard youth workers, who at the moment come from 


the informal sector. However, perceptions are slowly changing and people 


have started to realise the role and value of youth work. More flexible than 


formal structures, youth work groups create common ground for young 


people to interact, based on trust and understanding. Thus, they manage to 


get closer to young individuals than institutions can and, therefore, can better 


detect trends, identify root causes and contribute to the solution of problems.  


In Bulgaria there is a lot of potential for youth work development, but first an 


infrastructure for it needs to be built, for which political commitment to a 


better dialogue and cooperation between institutions and youth work 


providers will play an important role.   


National authorities should: 


■ Cooperate with and involve YNGOs more actively and regularly. 


■ Promote research in the area of youth needs and youth work development 


to allow analysis and measuring effectiveness. 


■ Encourage and facilitate collaboration between the education system and 


youth sector; 
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■ Foster and create conditions for youth services in all rural areas, towns 


and cities. 


■ Endorse the affirmation of the value of youth work and aid with increasing 


its popularity.  


On the other hand, to further develop youth work, youth associations 


and other NGOs active in this field should: 


■ Advocate the positive effects of youth work on youth and raise public 


awareness. 


■ Develop their own capacity for researching and analysing the impact of 


their services. 


Thanks to Bulgaria’s EU membership, the youth work development in 


Bulgaria has greatly benefited from EU youth programmes, shared best 


practices and resources. Nevertheless, the EU can do more to facilitate 


Bulgaria’s youth work sector by lobbying national authorities for higher 


acknowledgment of youth work and the provision of more resources for its 


development, in collaboration with youth organisations in Bulgaria.   
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No 


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Long - more than 50 


years 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 


tradition  
50 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 


young people 
Remained the same  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 


work 


“Animation” (socio-


educative and cultural 


activities) 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work “Animation” (socio-
educative and cultural 


activities) 


1.1 Definitions 


There is no well-established or legal definition for youth work in France or indeed a 


commonly agreed translation of this concept. The literal translation of youth work 


(travail de jeunesse) is understood by interviewees, but is generally considered as not 


applying to the French context due to different traditions1.  


In France, most of the activities corresponding to youth work are delivered through 


what is known as “animation socio-culturelle”, “animation socio-educative” or 


sometimes just “animation”2.  “Animation” is however not an equivalent of youth 


work:  although it tends to focus mostly on young people, it is defined by the type of 


activity delivered (engaging a group of participants in an activity with a social and 


educational purpose, typically during their leisure time) and not by the target group. 


In addition, animation generally has a social purpose but also includes commercial 


activities e.g. in the tourism sector (holiday clubs). 


Some forms of youth work fall outside the scope of animation, especially those 


activities targeting disadvantaged young people which can be classified as social work. 


The boundary between animation and social work is however, very blurred, as many 


activities for young people sit across both fields (e.g. use of educative tools with 


young people at risk). 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work started a long time ago as a private initiative in France and the role of the 


State in the field emerged from the late 1930’s. A key turning point for the 


development of youth work and its institutionalisation was reached in the 1960’s.  


The organisation of voluntary activities for youth during their leisure time and holidays 


in France has a particularly long tradition dating back to the 19th century. The first 


                                           
1 Source: Interviews with representatives of INJEP, CNAJEP, UNIJ and Ministry in 


charge of youth. 
2 In the French version of the European recommendation on youth work, youth work is 


translated as “animation socio-educative”. The most commonly used expression in 


France is animation socio-culturelle. 
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activities of this type were organised by churches as part of charity work and targeted 


children from urban, lower socio-economic backgrounds.  A wide range of religious 


and secular organisations and movements active in the field of youth have been 


created all over the territory since the late 19th century. Among them, organisations 


belonging to the “popular education” movement relying on the work of activists 


(mostly teachers) have played an important role in developing holiday camps (colonies 


de vacances). Scout movements also developed in the early 20th century. 


The first intervention of the State to encourage such activities dates back to 1936 at 


the time of the creation of the Undersecretary for youth and sports. The development 


of holiday camps took off in the post-war period with public support and access to 


such activities became common for children from low and medium economic 


backgrounds. From the 1960’s the process of quick urbanisation also generated a need 


for more interventions to support the access of young people in urban areas to 


cultural, leisure and sport activities.  


The purpose of activities for children/youth has also evolved over time from public 


health and moral considerations towards socio-educative and cultural activities and 


personal development. Currently, organisations offering activities for children in their 


leisure time must define an educational purpose to justify their activities and define a 


pedagogic project.  


The development of such activities has been accompanied by the development of 


State qualifications for the staff looking after children and their managers, starting 


with “non-professional qualifications”. The sector of “animation” has emerged 


gradually as a result of the professionalisation of the “popular education” movement. 


The post-war period and particularly the 1960’s have witnessed a continuous process 


of institutionalisation and formalisation of the youth sector. 


■ Cultural activities: In the context of the French Resistance, the proposal 


was made to create a local structure for the promotion of cultural 


activities in every school and village. Maisons des Jeunes et de la Culture 


have been developed from the post-war period.  


■ Street youth work/Prevention activities/: private initiatives aiming at 


direct interaction with young people known as Clubs de 


prevention/Equipes de prevention) developed in the post-war period, a 


legal basis was created for these activities in 1972. 


■ Youth participation in civic life: The very first children municipal council 


was created in 1979 as a local experiment; during the 90’s local councils 


for teenagers have multiplied as local elected representatives have tried 


to foster dialogue with young people in their municipality. A national 


association of children/youth councils (ANACEJ) was created in March 


1991 to promote such activities and support to local authorities that are 


interested in developing them3. 


■ Youth information services were recognised as a mission of general 


interest in 1969 with the creation of the information centre for youth 


(CIDJ). 


■ Youth professional and social insertion: the development of the network 


of local youth insertion centres (Mission locales) started in 1982, to fill a 


gap in the delivery of services to young people not covered by the Public 


Employment Services. 


                                           
3 Source: ANACEJ website. 
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1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Typically, the local level and especially municipalities play a large role in the delivery 


of and funding of youth work.  Delivery of youth work is to a very large extent assured 


by non-profit organisations (associations type loi 1901), either issued from civil 


society or created by public authorities, to fulfil a mission of general interest. Given 


the important role played by non-profit organisations in the delivery of youth work in 


France, the boundary between formal and non-formal youth work is hard to draw. 


Indeed, most of the non-profit organisations that contribute to deliver youth work 


receive public funding (both from the national and local level) to support their 


activities. 


The primary role played by non-profit organisations can be seen in different types of 


activities. For example, concerning socio-educative and cultural activities outside 


school time, activities for underage children (under 18) are mostly delivered by non-


profit activities4. Youth and popular education NGOs can be accredited by public 


authorities if they have been active in the field for at least three years and meet some 


general requirements (such as compliance with general principles such as non-


discrimination, democratic functioning, etc.).  


Prevention activities/street youth work is assured by public or private organisations 


under the responsibility of local authorities (Departments). 


 


Public authorities also set up various structures with a non-profit status, in charge of 


delivering youth work, such as: 


■ Youth information services part of the Reseau Information Jeunesse (one-


stop-shop and online information and services) - regional centres (CRIJ), 


a national centre (CIDJ) providing technical expertise and training, and 


1300 local structures either managed by municipalities or NGO-led 


(BIJ/PIJ)5.  


■ Local centres for youth insertion offering both information/one-stop-shop 


approach and personalised support/coaching are set up by the local 


authorities (while their president is generally a local elected 


representative). 


2 Legislative context and governance 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No unified framework 


Level of regulation for youth work Mostly national 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth 


work 
Multilevel 


2.1 Legal background 


There is no unified legal background for youth work in France or any single law that 


regulates the intervention of youth workers. There is however, a variety of legal 


                                           
4 Nutte A. (2012) Rapport du groupe de travail sur le contrat d’engagement éducatif 
5 To be part of the network, local structures must receive a label delivered by the 


Ministry in charge of youth, which guarantees a certain standard of quality. 
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provisions relevant to youth work. Collective agreements are in place for some 


branches which apply to part of youth workers. 


There is no statutory right for children and youth to have access to activities during 


their leisure time. However, as the protection of children underage is a duty of the 


State, the legislation (Code d’action sociale et des familles) strictly controls the 


conditions under which any public or private organisation can offer recreational 


activities to underage children (under 18) as these must receive an authorisation by 


the local authorities in charge of youth and sports. This type of activities for underage 


children is known since 2007 as accueils collectifs de mineurs (ACM). There are 


several types of legal forms of ACM from holiday stays (formally known as colonies de 


vacances) to afterschool clubs/centres.  Various types of requirements are foreseen by 


the legislation depending on the age group, overnight stay (e.g. minimum number of 


staff required, required diplomas etc.). There is also some specific legislation 


regulating sport activities (Code du Sport).  


Measures in deprived (urban) areas aiming to prevent exclusion/marginalisation of 


young people and their families are one of the obligations of the State as part of “aide 


sociale a l’enfance” and are therefore governed by legislation (Code d’action sociale et 


des familles). The Code defines such measures and outlines responsibilities for their 


implementation.  


The Labour Code (Article L5314-1 and following articles) defines the status and roles 


of local centres for youth social and professional insertion (mission locales/PAIO) 


whose purpose is to support all young people aged 16 to 25 who need support for the 


construction of their professional project. There is a statutory right for all young 


people to benefit from such support. 


2.2 Governance 


Governance of youth policies is shared between the State and regional/local 


authorities (régions, départements, communes, communauté de communes et 


d’agglomérations). The decentralisation reforms of the 1980s have transferred specific 


competences from the State to the other level in the field of education, vocational 


training and social insertion (but not in the field of socio-educative activities and 


culture). In practice, regional and local authorities have started developed activities in 


the field of youth for a long time.  


At the national level, there is a Ministry in charge of Youth and Popular education 


whose remit is both sectoral (focusing on socio-educative activities for youth) and 


inter-sectoral (transversal coordination of youth policies): 


■ It oversees aspects such as socio-educative and cultural activities (youth 


camps/holiday camps/ leisure centres), youth information services, 


initiatives to foster the engagement of young people, European and 


international exchange programmes and support to accredited 


associations which active in the youth field. To implement its policies, the 


Ministry in charge of youth is supported by 26 regional directorates 


(directions régionales de la jeunesse et des sports) and 105 local 


directions and public bodies (directions départementales 


interministérielles et établissements publics nationaux). 


■ It is in charge of the coordination of the actions carried out in the youth 


field by various Ministries in charge of national education, employment, 


social affairs, health, urban policies, etc. An inter-ministerial committee 


on Youth is also in place. 
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The State consults NGOs active in the youth field to define its policies. The main 


intermediary between the Ministry in charge of youth and youth NGOs is the 


Committee for National and International Relations of Youth Associations (Comité pour 


les relations nationales et internationales des associations de jeunesse et d’éducation 


populaire, CNAJEP) which gathers 74 national associations6.  CNAJEP represents all 


major youth organisations and plays a lobbying role in relation to the State to promote 


the importance of work undertaken by youth NGOs. 


Furthermore, in June 2012, a new structure has been set up by organisations 


managed by young people (NGOs, youth sections of political parties, student trade 


unions etc.) to relay the views of young people in the public debate. The French Youth 


Forum (Forum Français de la Jeunesse)7 aims to promote the debate on specific 


questions affecting youth including access to accommodation, employment, etc. and 


has already been recognised by public authorities. 


3 The Policy and programme framework 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Strong/Medium  


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No (NB: no existing 


definition of youth work) 


but broader youth 
strategies can refer to 


objectives achieved 


through youth work 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes -  general support  


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Neutral (no clear trend) 


3.1 Policy commitment 


There is yet no explicit strategy focusing on ‘youth work’ in place in France, although 


within the public policy debate, youth issues are very prominent and general 


strategies and policies in favour of youth have been promoted by successive 


governments. 


Youth policies has featured on the policy agenda for years, in great part due to the 


structural difficulties faced by young people in their school-to-work transitions. Indeed 


youth policy debates in France typically focus on the role of formal initial education 


                                           
6 In total the number of NGOs active in the field of youth in France with a nation-wide 


coverage is estimated to be about 450, while the great majority of NGOs active in the 


field of youth are only established at the local level. Source: interview with 


representative of CNAJEP. 
7 Members of the French Youth Forum are  Animafac, Associations des élus et de la vie 


lycéenne (AEVL), EMEVIA, Fédération des Associations généralistes étudiantes (FAGE), 


Jeunesse ouvrière chrétienne (JOC), La Mutuelle des étudiants (LMDE), les Jeunes 


centristes, les Jeunes écologistes, les Jeunes populaires, les Jeunes radicaux de 


gauche (JRG), le Mouvement des étudiants (MET), le Mouvement des jeunes 


communistes de France (MJCF), le Mouvement des Jeunes socialistes (MJS), le 


Mouvement rural de jeunesse chrétienne (MRJC), la Promotion et défense des 


étudiants (PDE), l’Union nationale des étudiants de France (UNEF), l’Union nationale 


des lycéens (UNL).  
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and training and the integration of young people in the labour market and more 


generally on the socio-economic status of youth, including aspects such as access to 


housing.  


Under the previous government, a High Commissioner for Youth was set up and 


released in 2009 a Green Book on Youth8 formulating a number of recommendations 


grouped along twelve priorities ;  later on, the objective of developing transversal, 


comprehensive youth policies was formulated as part of the governmental plan “Acting 


for youth” in the same year.  


Youth has also been highlighted as a key priority of the new government in place since 


May 2012. Following the change of government, the term ‘popular education’ has been 


included in the official title of the Ministry in charge of youth (Ministère de la jeunesse, 


des sports, de l’éducation populaire et de la vie associative). This can be considered as 


a positive sign for the youth work sector, in terms of the importance given to 


animation socio-culturelle as part of youth policies. The current Minister in charge of 


youth argued that a national policy for popular education is being defined; one of the 


working groups of the inter-ministry committee on youth (CIJ) should specifically 


discuss topics such as youth access to cultural activities, youth citizenship and 


personal development9.  


Furthermore in February 2013, the government has released a new plan of action for 


youth10 which does stress the importance of involving youth organisations in youth 


policies, promoting the participation of youth in political life and encouraging youth 


mobility and young people’s access to sport, leisure and cultural activities. This plan 


however, as previous strategies, actually goes well beyond the scope of youth work 


and encompasses different types of interventions across policy areas (health, 


education, employment, etc.)  


In terms of financial commitment of the State, the current government has reiterated 


that youth policies in general are a key priority, for instance in the document 


presenting transversal policies for youth in the 2013 budget11. As far as youth work is 


concerned, two main spending programmes and their objectives are outlined in this 


document, concerning “youth and civic life” and “implementation and support of 


policies in the field of health, sport and youth activities and civic life”12.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


There is no available evidence of a significant negative impact of the recession on the 


budget for youth work activities, although budgetary pressures are being noted 


according to youth NGOs13. According to the current Minister in charge of youth, 


budgets supporting youth associations are currently safeguarded (46 million EUR in 


                                           
8 Commission sur la politique de la jeunesse (2009), Livre vert 
9 Source: Journal de l’animation, 26 November 2012, available at: 


<http://www.jdanimation.fr/actualite/item/interview-exclusive-valerie-fourneyron-


expose-sa-vision-de-l-animation.html> 
10 Available at 


<http://www.jeunes.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/CIJ_Rapport_21_fevrier_2013.pdf>. 
11 République Française (2012), Document de politique transversale, projet de loi de finances 
pour la politique en faveur de la jeunesse  
12 République Française, op.cit. 
13 Source: Interview with representative of CNAJEP. 



http://www.jeunes.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/CIJ_Rapport_21_fevrier_2013.pdf
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total) after several years of successive reduction and the total credits for youth 


programmes and support to NGOs’ activities are increasing by 7% in 2013.14 


The Ministry in charge of youth and popular education promotes the delivery of socio-


educative and cultural/recreational activities, health prevention activities, promotion of 


active citizenship, youth mobility (e.g. camps, international exchanges) and youth 


information services, through financial support. There is a specific State fund to 


support employment in associations active the field of youth and popular education 


(FONJEP). Accredited NGOs can also apply for a multi- annual grant if the activities 


they plan to implement require them to recruit staff (including youth workers). Such 


grants are subject to an agreement stating objectives and outcome indicators15.During 


the last decade, there has been an increasing formalisation in the way that the State 


provides funding for youth NGOs activities (linked with the implementation of the EU 


directive on State aid), with an increased used of calls for tenders and calls for 


proposals instead of subsidies16. 


In the field of youth participation, the Ministry in charge of youth supports the role of 


the associations of Children and Youth Councils (Association Nationale des Conseils 


d’Enfants et de Jeunes, ANACEJ). Support is provided as part of a pluriannual 


convention (for 2010-2012: EUR 125 000 per year plus a grant for three full-time 


posts provided via the FONJEP)17. 


Youth information services are co-funded by the State (by between 30 and 50%) and 


by local authorities. 


In addition, youth prevention measures and professional insertion measures are 


funded by other Ministries.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes, for some profiles 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Not as such, but various 
professions are recognised  


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 
workers 


Yes, corresponding to 
various profiles 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Different types of 


qualification and levels of 


qualification 


Number of youth workers  No data available on ‘youth 


workers’ as such but 


estimates of related 


                                           
14 Source: Journal de l’animation, 26 November 2012, available at: 


<http://www.jdanimation.fr/actualite/item/interview-exclusive-valerie-fourneyron-


expose-sa-vision-de-l-animation.html> 
15 Source: Website of the Ministry in charge of youth. 
16 Source: Interview with representative of CNAJEP. 
17 Source: Website of the Ministry in charge of youth 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


professions at about 180 000  


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase (moderate) 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


Note: this follows the distinction between the types of youth workers in France 


explained in the next section. 


Recognised qualifications exist for the professions of animateurs and éducateurs, 


which can be obtained via formal training or validation of non-formal learning.  


Concerning the profession of éducateur spécialisé, the DEES (Diplôme d’État 


d’éducateur spécialisé) is a tertiary level qualification. Training is delivered in 70 


specialised schools in France and has a duration of three years (including mandatory 


internships). 


In the field of “animation”, various diplomas exist from the levels V to II of the French 


national qualification framework18 : 


■ Secondary/post secondary levels : BAPAAT (Brevet d’Aptitude 


Professionnelle d’Assistant Animateur Technicien de la jeunesse et des 


sports) and BP JEPS  (Brevet Professionnel de la Jeunesse, de l’Education 


Populaire et du Sport) ; options : ICT, recreational activities for all 


publics, social activities, cultural activities 


■ Tertiary level qualifications for managers: DE JEPS (Diplôme d’État de la 


jeunesse, de l’éducation populaire et du sport) and DES JEPS (Diplôme 


d’État supérieur de la jeunesse, de l’éducation populaire et du sport) in 


socio-éducative and cultural activities.  


The curriculum for such diplomas is elaborated by the Ministry in charge of youth and 


sports in co-operation with the social partners of the ‘animation’ branch19. For the 


tertiary level diplomas, social partners consider that professionals should have a 


generalist profile and therefore no specialisation in terms of target group or focus of 


activity is currently available20. 


It is important to note the role played by the so-called “non-professional” diplomas in 


the field of youth work, which also exist in France. These are known as BAFA or brevet 


d’aptitude aux fonctions d’animateur and BAFD or brevet d’aptitude aux fonctions de 


directeur. Such diplomas are required for limited interventions with groups of children 


or young people, e.g. during holiday camps. These are considered as the main entry 


gate in the profession and many professionals in the sector actually only hold a BAFA 


or BAFD instead of one of the qualifications listed above. As shown in the figure below, 


the number of non-professional diplomas awarded is also much higher than the 


number of professional diplomas. 


                                           
18 Source: Ministère de la Sante, de la Jeunesse et des Sports (2007) Les métiers & diplômes 
professionnels relevant du sport et de l’animation, BAPAAT - BPJEPS - DEJEPS - DES JEPS,  
Paris : Minisere de la Sante, de la jeunesse et des sport. 
19 The branch was created in 1988. 
20 Source: Interview with officials from the Ministry in charge of youth and sports. 
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Figure 4.1 Evolution of the number of diplomas granted in the field of 


youth and sports 


 


Source: Ministry of Sport  
Note: Data for 2008 includes up to October 2008, 
http://www.sports.gouv.fr/index/communication/statistiques/donnees-
detaillees/donnees-detaillees-2011 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Youth worker is translated in French as animateur de jeunesse or travailleur de 


jeunesse (a more literal translation), as is the case, for example, in working 


documents of the CoE/EC partnerships on youth worker training. There is however no 


commonly agreed definition of the term ‘youth worker’ in France as this umbrella term 


covers different occupations, each of them including various professional profiles.  


Therefore, the youth worker profession is heterogeneous.   


Two main groups of professionals can be distinguished as youth workers, as follows 


(while some teachers, psychologists and social workers are also involved in the 


delivery of youth work): 


■ Those who provide leisure, cultural, sport activities for children and young 


people: animateurs. 


■ Those working with at-risk youth and belonging to the group of social 


workers (Educateurs specialises). 


 


Animateurs are not considered as social workers and work mainly for local authorities 


or non-profit organisations. This group was progressively organised during the 60’s 


but in a rather informal way.  The literature considers that the process of 


professionalisation of this group is still incomplete; “it does not – or only hardly – 


constitutes a profession defined as an organised body, with its rules, its identification 


procedures and its careers. Professional identity […] appears fragmentised, fragile, 


and pulled apart between the various institutional worlds in which the activities are 


developed”21. There is no national professional association of animateurs but 


‘animation’ is defined by a collective agreement as a branch in France (since 1988). All 


animateurs are not covered by this collective agreement, however. 


                                           
21 Lebon F. (2007) Les animateurs socioculturels et de loisirs : morphologie d’un 


groupe professionnel (1982-2005), Marly Le Roi, Institut national de la jeunesse et de 


l’éducation populaire 



http://www.sports.gouv.fr/index/communication/statistiques/donnees-detaillees/donnees-detaillees-2011

http://www.sports.gouv.fr/index/communication/statistiques/donnees-detaillees/donnees-detaillees-2011
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Educateurs spécialisés work with children and young people facing social, family, 


health or personal problems. They typically work in close cooperation with other types 


of social workers, teachers, psychologists, judges, etc. also in relation to the 


prevention of youth delinquency. A large part of éducateurs spécialisés are employed 


by local non-profit organisations performing a service of general interest.  


Those having the status of civil servant have different titles depending on the type of 


public service (e.g. assistant socio-éducatif in hospitals, assistant socio-éducatif 


territorial in local public administrations). They can work in different contexts:  


■ Visiting children/young people and their families at home as part of 


measures requested by judicial authorities (Action Educative en Milieu 


Ouvert). 


■ Diverse types of local social centres, youth/children centres and services, 


including services to support young children in foster care (services de 


l'aide sociale à l'enfance), socio-educational assistance for children (e.g. 


Maison d'Enfants à Caractère Social), one-stop-shop health services for 


youth (Maison des adolescents). 


■ Street youth work. 


■ Schools. 


■ Hospitals. 


The researcher Patricia Loncle, in a report on the history of youth work in France 


prepared for a European conference on youth work (European Commission/Council of 


Europe partnership), considered that youth workers also includes at least two 


additional groups of professions on top of those mentioned above22: 


■ Advisors working for local youth job centres (Missions locales pour 


l’emploi des jeunes/PAIO); this profession is similar to vocational 


guidance advisers/counsellors. A collective agreement exists to cover all 


workers working for such structures (including those involved in 


administrative tasks) since 2001. 


■ Health youth workers (Animateurs de prevention or animateurs de santé) 


are specialised in the field of health and on the prevention of risk 


behaviours (alcohol, drugs, road safety etc.): They are employed by 


Municipalities, Departements or NGO’s. 


Another smaller category of “youth workers” concerns those working in youth 


information services’; this currently does not constitute a recognised profession with 


specific qualifications23. 


Interviewees consulted for the preparation of this report have expressed the view that 


due to the transversal character of youth policies, the boundaries of the “youth 


worker” are not clear-cut and therefore a broad and open interpretation should be 


retained in the French context24. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


There is no national data available for the group of youth workers as a whole although 


estimates are available for some professions which can be assimilated to youth 


workers.  


                                           
22 Loncle P. (2008) Youth work and youth policy in France 
23 Source: Interview with representative of youth information services (UNIJ). 
24 Source: Interview with representative from INJEP 
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Data about the number of animateurs is not readily available, due to the difficulty of 


defining the occupation.  Some studies report an estimate of about 120 000 


animateurs among which a majority are considered to be working mostly/exclusively 


with children and young people25.  


According to another recent study, there are in total about 165,000 animateurs, in 


addition to 13,300 animateurs-coordinateurs, 9000 directors and 25,000 animateurs 


with a specialist profile (intervenants specialisés)26. 


Concerning éducateurs spécialisés, there are about 55 000 in France (including 4 000 


working in prevention/street youth work), most of them work with children and young 


people27. Local youth insertion centres employ around 11 000 persons while youth 


information services employ about 3 000 persons (in both cases, including staff who 


are not in direct contact with young people)28. No estimates are available for the 


group of “health youth workers” as this profession is not regulated, part of them may 


be counted among animateurs. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


The profile of youth workers is very heterogeneous, reflecting the different types of 


titles they hold (animateurs, éducateurs, etc.) and work contexts where they operate 


(public administration, NGOs, etc.) 


Concerning animateurs29, most of them work for non-profit organisations and local 


authorities, although some work in national public administration (Conseillers 


Education and Jeunesse Populaire) or in hospitals. It is a female dominated and young 


profession (the average age is between 32 to 34 years) and for many people only a 


transitory job. Indeed, the average tenure in the job is 4.5 years. 


In terms of qualification profiles, many animateurs hold so-called non-professional 


diplomas (BAFA), only 8% hold a professional qualification in the field of cultural, 


leisure and sports activities and about 15% have a general qualification not related to 


this field. More than half of animateurs work under temporary contracts, while about 


40% work part-time with a significant proportion of staff having very reduced working 


hours. In general, membership of trade unions in the profession is low. 


Educateurs spécialisés tend to be more qualified than animateurs. Some hold various 


diplomas on top of those required to work in the profession and can also have a 


stronger activist profile. 


Professionals working in youth information services have different types of 


qualifications and status30. 


                                           
25 Lebon F. (2009), Les animateurs socioculturels, Paris : La Découverte. 
26 CAFEMAS (2013), Panorama des situations professionnelles du champ de l’animation 
27 Loncle P. (2008), op.cit. 
28 Source: interview with representative from UNIJ. 
29 Lebon F. (2009), op.cit. 
30 Source: Interview with representative of youth information services network (UNIJ). 
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5 The role and value of youth work 


This section does not provide a comprehensive overview of all youth activities 


but only refers to some examples of what can be considered “youth work” in 


France. As stressed by one interviewee, the value of youth work should not be 


interpreted in a restrictive way31. 


5.1 Education and training 


Historically, this is the main focus of the popular education movement. 


Examples of initiatives involving NGOs include:  


■ Non-formal learning opportunities outside school hours 


So-called local educative projects can be developed upon the initiative of 


local authorities and implemented in partnership with non-profit 


organisations. 


 


In disadvantaged urban areas, as part of the Programme for educational 


success (Programme de Reussite Educative) multi-disciplinary activities 


outside school hours are provided to children from 2 to 16 (extra tuition, 


cultural, artistic and sport activities as well as parent-school actions are 


organised)32. Various types of professionals are involved in the delivery of 


such activities (teachers, animateurs, social workers etc.). 


■ Support for at-risk pupils 


Relay workshops: NGOs active in the field of youth and popular education 


work in cooperation with the public education system to encourage the 


development of measures for young people at risk of leaving school 


before acquiring a qualification. Various NGOs have signed a convention 


with the Ministry of education to participate in the implementation of 


“relay workshops”33 (ateliers relais). These are open to young people 


under the age of 16 facing educational/social or psychological problems 


and in acute conflict with their school. Such workshops aim to re-socialise 


and re-motivate pupils by spending a few weeks in a sheltered learning 


environment before their can reintegrate in their school of origin. Relay 


workshops are under the responsibility of a secondary school and staff is 


composed by volunteers from NGOs, professional youth workers 


(educateurs specialises), teachers, teaching assistants, social workers and 


health professionals34. 


 


                                           
31 Source: Interview with representative of INJEP 
32 Agence nationale pour la cohésion sociale et l’égalité des chances (2011), Familles et 


personnels salariés dans le programme de réussite éducative, Paris: Agence nationale pour la 
cohésion sociale et l’égalité des chances. 
33 Ligue de l’enseignement, Centres d’entraînement aux méthodes d’éducation active, 


Fédération nationale des Francas, Fédération générale des associations 


départementales des pupilles de l’enseignement public, Fédération des oeuvres 


éducatives et de vacances de l’éducation nationale, Union nationale des centres 


sportifs de plein air, Fondation d’Auteuil (les Orphelins apprentis d’Auteuil), Institut de 


formation, de l’animation et de conseil 
34 Convention cadre relative aux ateliers relais 
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Mediators: Mediators (Médiateurs de réussite scolaire) contribute to 


implement actions to reduce absenteeism in secondary schools located in 


disadvantaged urban areas35. This includes developing direct 


communication with parents, support and dialogue about the rights and 


obligations of the schools. Mediators are also in charge of building 


relations with local administrations and non-profit organisations 


specialised in social insertion, etc. Mediators are recruited under fixed-


term contracts, while they often come from disadvantaged areas.  


■ Career advice services 


Provision of vocational guidance is one of the key tasks of the youth 


information services network at different geographical levels (CIDJ at the 


national level, CRIJ at the regional level, BIJ and PIJ at the local level). 


About half of requests of information from young people concern 


vocational guidance36. Youth information services are not the only 


providers of such services, however and work in close cooperation with 


other structures involved in the delivery of vocational guidance.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship  


The activities of local insertion missions could be viewed as youth work. Local missions 


for the social and professional insertion of young people (missions locales pour 


l'insertion professionnelle et sociale des jeunes) support all young people aged 16 to 


25 who need support to develop professional plan (e.g. information, guidance 


services, coaching).  There are currently 427 missions locales and 55 PAIO (smaller 


structures) funded by national and local public authorities37. They complement the role 


of the Public Employment Services. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


Youth information services provide access to information on health issues (free of 


charge, anonymous). However, as all local youth information services do not have in-


house specific expertise in such issues, they can orientate young people with specific 


questions towards specialised health services / social services. 


 


There are various local structures providing support to young people in the area of 


health, which are delivered by multidisciplinary teams at the interface between youth 


work, social work and healthcare: 


■ « Welcome centres » for young people (Point Accueil Ecoute Jeunes, 


PAEJ) provide support to families and young people aged 12- 25 facing 


specific difficulties (such as problems at school, family conflicts, 


depression, delinquency, drug abuse etc.)38. There are currently more 


than 100 PAEJ in France which are largely concentrated in urban areas. 


PAEJ offer guidance and support in a friendly environment to help young 


people make a new start and can act as a link towards specialised 


services.  Support is free, confidential and anonymous. Support is 


                                           
35 See: http://www.education.gouv.fr/cid23676/mediateurs-de-reussite-scolaire-dans-


le-second-degre.html 
36 Source: Interview with representative of youth information services (UNIJ) 
37 Source : Website of the network of missions locales  
38 Circulaire DGS-DGAS n° 2002/145 du 12 mars 2002 relative à la mise en oeuvre 


d’un dispositif unifié des points d’accueil et d’écoute jeunes 



http://www.education.gouv.fr/cid23676/mediateurs-de-reussite-scolaire-dans-le-second-degre.html

http://www.education.gouv.fr/cid23676/mediateurs-de-reussite-scolaire-dans-le-second-degre.html
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provided by a multi-disciplinary team of psychologists, nurses, social 


workers and educators. Some PAEJ also develop prevention activities in 


schools or other structures for young people e.g. presentations, 


workshops on topics of relevance for youth (e.g. sexuality, drugs, 


bullying). 


■ Maison des adolescents (local centres for teenagers) are a relatively new 


type of structure with a stronger focus on the delivery of healthcare, 


based on the principle of free access for the first visit; in some cases they 


are also involved in prevention activities, e.g. organisation of workshops, 


presentations in schools. According to a 2009 report39, most of these 


structures are being coordinated by hospitals.  


5.4 Participation  


Leisure time activities encourage participation in society (in a broad sense) in different 


ways: on the one hand, they contribute to the process of socialisation of children and 


youth and on the other hand, many young people are directly involved in their 


implementation:  young people can take a non-professional diploma in the field of 


animation from the age of 17 and take part in the organisation of leisure activities for 


underage children. Training courses are organised by NGOs in the field of youth and 


popular education. 


Concerning participation in political life, children and youth councils (conseils d’enfants 


et de jeunes) are one of the main types of structures in place in France to encourage 


participation of young people.  In addition to children (7-12) and teenagers’ councils 


(12-17), some municipalities have also developed similar structures for young adults, 


recognising that although young people between the age of 18 and 25 are formally 


able to vote and engage in political activities, they are underrepresented in political 


life.  


Youth/children councils are set up by local authorities (mostly municipalities) on a 


voluntary basis. Members of children/youth councils can give their opinions to local 


elected representatives on various aspects. Currently, the number of such councils is 


estimated to be about 2 500 by the National Association of Children and Youth 


Councils (Association Nationale des Conseils d’Enfants et de Jeunes, ANACEJ)40 and 


according to the Ministry in charge of youth there about 30 000 children and young 


people involved in these structures in France. The work of children and youth councils 


is generally facilitated by a coordinator «animateur» who ensures the functioning of 


the structure, liaises with young people who are members of the council as well as 


with local elected representatives. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


There is significant interest from (young) people for this type of activities and 


interviews highlight that volunteering has a strong impact on civic participation41. 


A new type of voluntary work (service civique) has been created in 2010, for young 


people aged 16-25, consisting of 6 to 12 month spells in a non-profit organisation, 


                                           
39 Buisson M., Salles F. (2009), Les maisons des adolescents, Paris: Ministère de la Sante et des 
Sports 


 
40 Source: http://anacej.asso.fr/. 
41 Source: Interview with representative from CNAJEP. 



http://anacej.asso.fr/
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public administration or local authority. In 2011, 13 400 young people took part in 


such voluntary work42. 


5.6 Social inclusion 


Measures to reduce social exclusion among young people are considered to belong to 


the area of social work but can be considered as youth work when the method of 


action chosen is based on educational measures. So-called «specialist prevention 


measures» for young people at risk are funded by local authorities at the sub-regional 


level (Conseil généraux). Such interventions aim to avoid marginalisation of young 


people that cannot be reached through any other institutional educational approaches. 


They are carried out by teams of “educateur specialises”43.  


The implementation of specialised prevention is based on local coordination between 


different stakeholders (départements, municipalities, non-profit organisations, NGOs) 


and must be articulated with other prevention and educative measures organised in 


the area.   


5.7 Youth and the world 


This is mentioned as one of the objective of youth NGOs. 


No major nation-wide initiative identified under the responsibility of the Ministry of 


youth although the Ministry of foreign affairs organises initiatives aiming to develop 


awareness of international issues and foster international solidarity (VVV Solidarité 


internationale for young people aged 17-25 from disadvantaged urban areas and 


Jeunesse Solidarité internationale for young people aged 15-25 on the basis of 


partnership with NGOs). Activities organised within these programmes (in France or 


abroad) have social, educational, cultural and sport purposes. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


This is one of the key areas for youth work and NGOs active in the field of youth work 


and popular education, many local initiatives in the field are directly or indirectly 


supported by public authorities.  Many youth work activities include cultural and 


artistic activities, while some have an explicit thematic focus on cultural activities e.g. 


youth clubs and holiday camps. 


 


The role of “Maison des Jeunes et de la Culture” (MJC), one of the main provider of 


cultural and artistic activities for young people in France is important to stress. MJC 


are local non-profit organisations and their activities are supported through public 


finding (they sign multi-annual conventions with local authorities and are attached to 


the Ministry in charge of youth). MJC provide their activities in partnership with a 


range of actors.  While the activities of MJC are also open to the public, they play an 


important role for children and young people as these are more likely to engage with 


such structures than with other cultural institutions such as theatres, museums, etc. 


One of the key objectives of MJC is to foster creativity, autonomy and social 


participation44. 


                                           
42 République Française (2012), op.cit. 
43 Conseil technique des clubs et équipes de prévention spécialisée (2010) Groupes de 


jeunes et pratiques de prévention spécialisée 
44 Source: Website of the Federation of MJC 
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


In general, there are no explicit target groups for the different activities which can be 


regrouped under the umbrella term of youth work.  Many activities are opened to 


relatively broad age groups, including children. Some leisure activities specifically 


focus on underage children (under 18) because this type of activities is regulated by 


legislation while similar activities for young people aged 18 and over are not 


regulated. 


In terms of geographical focus, some interventions target children and youth in 


deprived urban areas (e.g. Programme de Réussite éducative). 


6.1.2 Reach 


No consolidated figures or estimates are available for all youth work activities, but 


some information is available depending on the type of activity/provider, for example: 


 


■ During the academic year 2009/2010 more than 3.5 million children 


under the age of 18 took part in about 30 000 leisure time activities. 


These included 1.8 million children involved in activities including an 


overnight stay; the participation of young children under the age of 12 in 


such activities is significant (close to 900 000 participants)45. 


■ Local youth insertion centres receive more than 500 000 first visitors per 


year, while 


1 million attended an interview (among them, half engaged in a training 


course or a job)46. 


■ 135 000 children aged 2-16 benefit from local projects for educational 


success47. 


■ About 30 000 children and young people are involved in children and 


youth councils in France48.  


■ In 2011, 13 400 young people took part in service civique (voluntary 


work). 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


Evidence on the impact of youth work activities is not readily available. Youth work 


activities tend not to be evaluated in terms of outcomes and impact, for various 


reasons: first, outcomes are unknown as many activities are based on the principle of 


voluntary participation and beneficiaries are not followed over time, secondly, most of 


the expected impacts of these activities are related to “soft outcomes” which are 


typically very hard to measure and/or may only be observed with a time lag (e.g. 


well-being, changes in values, perceptions and attitudes among young beneficiaries). 


                                           
45 Nutte A. (2012), op.cit. 
46 Source: Website of the network of missions locales 
47 Agence nationale pour la cohésion sociale et l’égalité des chances (2011), Familles et 
personnels salariés dans le programme de réussite éducative, Paris: Agence nationale pour la 


cohésion sociale et l’égalité des chances. 
48 Source: Website of the Ministry in charge of youth  
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In the field of animation, inspired by the principles of popular education, there is no 


emphasis on the measurement and evaluation of results and outcomes. The Ministry in 


charge of youth has defined a process for the evaluation of structures delivering 


activities during the leisure time of children under the age of 18, rather than the 


evaluation of the outcomes for participants. Regional directorates in charge of youth 


and sport are in charge of coordinating policies on the evaluation and educational 


quality of ACM49. 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in France 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Numerous NGOs active in the field 


of youth, well established relations 


at the local level between schools, 


institutions and associations. 


■ Well-developed tradition of State 


support for youth and popular 


education NGOs. 


■ Official recognition of the 


importance of non-formal 


education. 


■ Existence of recognised diplomas 


for some youth worker professions. 


■ Public authorities have expressed a 


commitment to develop a more 


efficient and coordinated youth 


policy, based on transversal 


approaches (bringing together 


efforts and the interventions of 


Ministries in charge of youth, 


education, employment, health 


etc.).50 


■ The newly created French Youth 


Forum offers opportunities to 


develop the dialogue between 


public authorities and youth 


associations. 


■ There are opportunities for better 


reorganisation of the competence 


and governance system, in the 


context of the decentralisation 


reforms (transfer of competence 


from the State to local level). 


 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Youth work is more about working 


for young people than working with 


young people; most NGOs active in 


the field of youth are not led by 


young people themselves.  


■ Lack of coherence and unified 


framework of action for youth with 


insufficient cooperation between 


ministries dealing with youth 


policies (in charge of youth, 


employment, social affairs, health, 


foreign affairs, urban policies, 


etc.). 


■ An underinvestment in youth work 


could have negative long-term 


consequences such as a decline of 


the associative youth sector and 


youth participation in civic life. 


■ Risk of geographical inequalities 


and uneven access to youth 


measures and services, if the 


decentralisation process is not 


linked with some national level 


intervention. 


■ Risk of ideologisation of youth 


work, based on negative images of 


                                           
49 Circulaire N° DJEPVA/DJEPVAA3/2011/236 du 20 juin 2011 relative à l’évaluation et 


au contrôle des accueils collectifs de mineurs 
50 République Française (2012), op.cit. 
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■ Complexity - offer of services for 


young people can be difficult to 


understand. 


■ Multiplicity of funding streams for 


youth work -organisations 


delivering youth work must 


constantly identify and secure 


financial resources coming from a 


range of local and national 


authorities.  


■ Youth workers are not a unified 


profession are often in a precarious 


situation (fixed-term contracts, 


part-time work). 


young people as victims or as a 


threat (e.g. emphasis on activities 


to address delinquency). 


7 Conclusions and recommendations 


The boundaries of youth work are difficult to identify in France and implementation of 


youth work activities is very complex.  Although the intervention of the State in the 


area started decades ago, “youth work” as such is not officially defined as a category 


of public intervention and there is no single legislative framework regulating youth 


work.  


Most of the activities corresponding to youth work are delivered as part of socio-


educative and cultural activities offered during leisure time (“animation”), while some 


other youth work activities take place within the field of social work. In addition, it is 


difficult to distinguish between youth work provision and the delivery of various 


sectoral initiatives and measures targeting youth in the field of employment, 


vocational guidance/education and health. In addition, given the ways these activities 


are delivered, with a strong role played by NGOs and non-profit associations, it is also 


difficult to distinguish between formal and informal youth work in France. 


With a view to developing youth work in France, the following key recommendations 


can be formulated: 


■ There is a need to clarify the framework of public intervention in “youth 


work” as well as the governance of youth work, especially the 


articulation between the national, regional and local level of 


interventions.  


■ In view of the role played by non-profit organisations in the delivery of 


youth work, it is of key importance that public authorities (at various 


levels) maintain the existing levels of financial support to these 


organisations. 


Both public authorities and non-governmental actors should be working 


together with a view to: 


■ Ensuring that young people and their aspirations are put at the centre of 


youth policies and youth work delivery. 


■ Supporting the recognition of youth worker professions. 


■ Promoting the evaluation of youth work activities in order to assess and 


disseminate findings about the value of youth work. 


■ Monitoring and addressing identified inequalities in terms of provision 


and access to youth work across the territory. 
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Concerning youth policies more generally, the development of more 


transversal and comprehensive approaches advocated by the 2009 Green 


Book on Youth still stands as a priority. Coordination between sectoral policies 


led by Ministries in charge of youth, education, employment, social affairs, 


health, etc. should be improved in order to develop more coherent initiatives 


as well as simplify and streamline the offer of services to young people. 


Concerning the coverage of youth work activities in relation to the different 


areas of the EU Youth Strategy, as already stressed in the recommendations 


of the 2009 Green Book on Youth, there is still an important potential in 


France for the development of further activities in the field of participation and 


volunteering, building on existing initiatives and good practice such as local 


youth councils and the recently launched service civique.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Officially there is none 


Legal definition for youth work None 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  A century 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


3 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Has remained the same 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Education, social care 
system, sport, culture, 


NGOs 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work NGOs, informal groups 


1.1 Definitions 


There is no commonly agreed definition of youth work in Hungary. There are different 


services for young people at the local, regional and national levels, as well as a 


number of youth organisations and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). 


However, youth work is understood in different ways. As the report by the 


international team of the Council of Europe put it:  


 


“[One] main problem to be highlighted is the lack of a decent description of youth 


work in Hungary. The profession of youth workers is very often carried out by 


graduates of courses for cultural management; a clear distinction from social work is 


missing as well. Also a detailed job description can only be given for youth helpers; 


not even for local youth desk officers does an occupational profile really exist. At the 


same time the linkage between youth work and non-formal or informal learning is not 


seen, whereby an important feature of extracurricular youth work is currently widely 


neglected … 


 


The emphasis of youth work in this regard can only be found in connection to the 


goals of Mobilitás: the social recognition of youth work and its methodology is one of 


the strategic aims of Mobilitás. Only time will tell if the recognition of youth work in 


society will at the same time lead to a higher recognition of non-formal and informal 


learning.” 


 


Although this report was written in 2008, the situation has not changed much. The 


definition of youth worker is still very ambiguous, and the term is essentially used as a 


synonym for youth helper or youth coordinator (while ‘youth work’ means ‘helping 


young people’). There is not yet any legal definition either. Youth work is largely 


regarded as interactive actions between young people and those who are in contact 


with them as professionals, such as youth helpers.1 ‘From birth to adulthood, youth 


work can take several different forms and be present at different levels. These forms 


(and levels) may or may not be interconnected.’2 Direct forms of youth work delivery 


involve real contact with young people; indirect forms concentrate on the 


                                           
1 Nagy, Á. (2008), Ifjúsági munka, ifjúsági szakma, ifjúságügy, Új Ifjúsági Szemle.  


2 Szabó, A., Az ifjúsági munka, Youth Work blog, available at: 
<http://ifjusagimunka.blogter.hu/190179/az_ifjusagi_munka> date accessed: 18th of February 
2013. 



http://ifjusagimunka.blogter.hu/190179/az_ifjusagi_munka
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governmental or institutional framework that makes it possible to work with young 


people.  


 


Youth work does not have to be non-formal – i.e. it does not cover only voluntary 


activities. For example, local governments employ paid youth ‘referents’ or ‘points of 


contact’ (POCs). Instances of youth work are also to be found in formal education, run 


by teachers who specialise in youth care. 


The socialisation of young people occurs in three general venues: within the family, at 


school and wherever they spend their free time – e.g. on the internet, in shopping 


malls, or with friends. According to one piece of Hungarian literature on youth work, 


this third venue is a special focus for youth work.3 The author of the article classifies 


youth work into the following: 


■ Helping young people to learn informally. 


■ Youth service activities, complete advisory and information service. 


■ Personal youth aid/help. 


■ Youth community development. 


■ Local youth work. 


■ Management of youth projects. 


■ Management/guidance of youth institutes. 


■ Protection of the interests of young people. 


■ Virtual youth work. 


The main actors are identified as: 


■ Natural and ‘lay’ helpers (e.g. the family, friends, neighbours, volunteers, 


peer helpers, self-help groups). 


■ Professionals (e.g. youth helpers, local authority-employed youth POCs 


(referents), teachers, psychologists, social workers, etc.). 


■ Other professionals (e.g. doctors, drug prevention experts, policemen, 


artists, etc.). 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work has roots that stretch way back before the transition to democracy, which 


started in 1989. The Scouting movement reached Hungary in 1910 (see below). In the 


socialist era, it was compulsory to join the party’s youth organisation KISZ 


(Association of Young Communists). Experts interviewed are of the shared view that in 


those days, youth policy existed and covered all young people. But from 1989, this 


broad approach vanished and youth policy became much more focused on 


disadvantaged groups or young people in trouble – drug users, the underprivileged, 


ethnic minorities, etc. From that point on, youth work gained a strong social care 


aspect. This is why youth work in Hungary is so closely related to social work. 


 


However, the European approach does show up in some organisations that have been 


launched under European initiatives. For the past decade and a half, the Mobilitás 


(Mobility) National Youth Service has been important in the institutional system of 


Hungarian youth work and policy. It was established in 1995 by the minister of culture 


and education – as the Mobilitás National Youth Service – as the national agency of 


the EU programme for communities of young people (the Youth Programme). Its 


spheres of action have broadened significantly in the intervening years. At the end of 


1999, the minister of youth and sport set up regional youth services in each statistical 


region of Hungary. By providing the services needed, and by acting as background 


institutions of the Regional Youth Board (a body that distributes the regional budget of 


                                           
3 Nagy, Á. (2008), Ifjúsági munka, ifjúsági szakma, ifjúságügy, Új Ifjúsági Szemle. 
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the National Child and Youth Fund), these also became integrated into the Mobilitás 


Youth Service. 


 


The task of developing the human resources of the youth communities and non-


governmental organisations was also delegated to Mobilitás, at the same time as the 


network of regional offices was established. From 1999 onward, it has acted as 


coordinator of the Hungarian Eurodesk4 network, in which the regional offices play an 


important role. Eurodesk is a service supported by the European Commission. 


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Formal youth work certainly exists in various areas, but not in a ‘pure’ form. There are 


certain teachers in education who focus on youth care; there are social workers who 


organise programmes for young people who are hanging around on the streets; and 


there are coaches who focus on the young population. Cultural institutions, too, 


arrange programmes that target youngsters. The local authority might employ a youth 


POC, but his or her job and responsibilities for young people may differ widely, 


depending on the attitude of the local mayor. 


 


Besides formal institutions, NGOs and informal groups arrange activities, most 


commonly for specific target groups. Unfortunately, transparent and systematic data 


are not available on the activities of such NGOs and (especially) the informal groups. 


As for formal youth-related activities, there is no clear indication of what they are 


seeking to achieve, and there are no official standards governing them. Thus whether 


a local authority youth POC contributes to youth-related work directly or indirectly 


depends on the mayor’s attitude. There is not even any obligation to have such a 


post: 


 


“At present youth referents are employed at local, regional and county level local 


governments, as well as by organisations with a task contract with the local 


government in regard to the performance of youth tasks. During his work the 


youth referent liaises with the committee of the local government responsible for 


youth affairs and with the youth councillor, if there is one. The youth referent is 


in regular contact with the experts performing youth assistance tasks, as well as 


with youth communities and professional communities (their informal groups), 


organisations, the actors participating in local youth representation of interests 


and in the youth dialogue network. In theory, the youth referent acts as an 


extended arm of the youth age groups, communities and organisations living in 


his area of competence in the office, since he represents and makes visible their 


interests in the system.5” 


 


The main delivery agents are youth helpers, but there are no statistics available about 


these people. In the public education and the social welfare system, this job is done 


by teachers and social workers; but local-authority POCs (referents) are just run-of-


the-mill public servants who have a specific role – they do not necessarily have any 


training on how to help young people.  


 


NGOs have a more specific target group; within the formal system, this is mainly the 


12–35 age group. The NGO Camp Brave, for example (see below), has as its target 


                                           
4 Eurodesk, Come To Hungary - Discover your opportunities!, 
<www.eurodesk.hu/en/cometohungary> date accessed: 18th of February 2013. 


5 Nagy, Á. and L. Székely (2010), Beyond the Family and the School: The theoretical 
foundations of the tertiary socialisation environment and the youth profession as an 
autonomous field. Budapest: Excenter. 
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group permanently or severely ill children. NGOs generally undertake direct youth-


related work, whereas government institutions operate much more indirectly. 


 


According to one study,6 while most youth organisations (obviously) embrace young 


people, they also target older folk. The typical age of the leader of these associations 


is between 30 and 45. Most of the organisations focus on disadvantaged groups, 


providing cultural activities and education (and sport) (see Figure 1). 


 
Figure 1: Activity of youth organisations, 2011 (several activities could be selected by 


the online respondents) 
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Source: Bauer (2011). 


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work  No 


Level of regulation for youth work National/Local  


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth 


work 


Ministry of Human 


Resources 


2.1 Legal background 


Hungarian youth policy since 1990 has been marked by two overarching themes: 


youth legislation and decentralisation/regionalisation. As regards youth legislation, the 


Constitution refers to young people only with regard to education and training and 


protection. However, up to now, there has been no legal act that has specified the 


                                           
6 Bauer, B. (2011), Ifjúsági szervezetek Magyarországon. Budapest: National Family and Social 
Institute.  
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public services related to young people. The last law on youth was passed in 1971. 


Thus youth policy is not clearly defined as an obligatory public task and does not have 


reliable mechanisms for resource allocation. This also means that priorities and 


procedures change constantly. Consequently, the debate about (and the battle for) a 


‘youth act’ has been a constant thread ever since the regime change. To date there 


have been three attempts to enact such a law, none of which has succeeded in gaining 


parliamentary approval: in 2000 (by the then Ministry for Sport and Youth), in 2006, 


and finally at the start of 2012. Only a little part of the youth service7 is governed by 


any legislation, and so most of the institutions and services dealing with youngsters 


are not protected or supported by the law, which gives them little authority.8 Most of 


the experts interviewed referred to this situation in terms of a ‘structural deficit’, 


which impedes the effective development and professionalism of youth policies. 


However, most sectoral legislation does have elements that refer to youth issues. The 


law on local government, for example, makes it obligatory for a local authority to 


undertake some kind of action to benefit those young people who live within its 


catchment area. As this is not specifically regulated, and as no specific financial 


support is directly offered to this end, the implementation of these actions is 


haphazard and depends greatly on the ambitions of the leader of the town or village.  


However, the National Youth Strategy that was adopted in 2008 could serve as a 


framework for youth policy.9 It functions on the basis of two-year action programmes 


(from 2012, four-year programmes) and is constantly monitored. Social targets that 


focus on young people, as well as tasks that require national coordination, are 


formulated by the National Youth Strategy for 15 years ahead. The broad aim is to 


nurture the human resource of youth and help the social integration of young cohorts. 


Overarching aims are: to facilitate equality and the experience of being Hungarian and 


European, and to create a good environment in which to live. The map of youth acts 


consists of family, independent life, solidarity, learning and its environment, culture, 


social integration, civil society, resources and youth work. 


As the National Youth Strategy emphasises, the whole point of youth policy, the youth 


helper profession and youth work is to enforce the rights of children and young 


people, to elaborate the training portfolio and the life-path model of youth assistance 


and the youth helper profession. The indicators to be followed are: 


■ Amount of budgetary and EU funds directly allocated for youth-specific 


purposes, according to budget activities. 


■ Number of local authority youth POCs. 


■ Number of accredited youth service-providing institutions. 


■ Number of young people reached by accredited youth service-providing 


institutions. 


                                           
7 2/1999. (IX. 24.) (ISM rendelet a Gyermek és Ifjúsági Alapprogram és a Regionális Ifjúsági 
Irodák működéséről) Decree on the Children and Youth Basic Programme and on the Work of 


the Regional Youth Offices. The minister responsible for youth policy provides a service and 
support system that achieves its aims via the Children and Youth Basic Programme and the 
Institute for Family and Social Policy. Paragraph §8(1) of the 1990 Act on Municipalities (which 
has been modified several times) mentions the provision of amenities for children and youth as 
a local public service, but this is not classified as obligatory and the content of the provision is 
not specified. 
8 Ifjusagugy.hu, Kezdeményezés, <www.ifjusagugy.hu/ifjusagitorveny> date accessed: 18th of 


February 2013. 
9 Government of Hungary (2009), Hungarian National Youth Strategy, 2009–2024. Budapest: 
Government of Hungary. 
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■ Number of cases resolved that affect the rights of children and young 


people. 


■ Number of people reached by programmes financed from the budget and 


designed to raise legal awareness. 


■ Number of organisations providing programmes to raise legal awareness, 


as a proportion of all organisations engaged in youth-related activities. 


■ Number of qualified youth assistants. 


■ Number of jobs available for qualified youth assistants. 


2.2 Governance 


Responsibility for youth issues has changed several times in the past two decades (see 


Table 2.1). 


Table 2.1 Government organisation responsible for youth issues, 


1986–2010 


Years Government organisation responsible 


1986–89  State Youth and Sport Agency 


1990–94  Prime Minister’s Office 


1994–98 Ministry of Culture and Public Education 


1995–98 Prime Minister’s Office 


1998–99  Prime Minister’s Office 


1999–2002 Ministry of Youth and Sport 


2002–04 Ministry of Children, Youth and Sports 


2004–06 Ministry of Youth, Family, and Social 


Affairs and Equal Opportunities 


2006–10 Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour 


Institute for Political Science (2007). 


 


Since 2010, national responsibility for youth policy has rested with the Ministry of 


Human Resources under the state secretary for social affairs, but responsibility will 


shortly be moved to the state secretary in the ministry responsible for sport. The fact 


that youth policy cannot find its place in the system of government and, according to 


the experts interviewed, has too many ‘owners’ is symbolic of its lowly status. 


However a Professional Youth Consultation Forum has been established in Spring 2013 


to help coordination between the ministries. 


Furthermore, currently the Mobilitás National Youth Service is split into two different 


parts, working totally separately. The part that operates the regional youth services 


moved in 2012 to the Ministry of Administration and Justice, while the other part, 


which coordinates the Youth in Action Programme and non-formal training, has 


remained at the Ministry of Human Resources.10 Youth work itself is not the subject of 


legislation, but the different forms of action that it takes are regulated by various 


laws. At the moment it is cross-governmental, since it is partially regulated under 


different laws. But for any real consultation, there needs to be a national consultative 


                                           
10 In this field new changes are in the wind. 
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committee; this has been written into the 2012–13 action plan for the National Youth 


Strategy.11  


Funding cannot easily be traced, as youth work does not exist in a ‘pure’ form, but 


rather crops up in some form in different sectors. No funding is targeted directly at 


youth work by the Ministry of Human Resources, but each sector has a youth-related 


element as part of its budget. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Low 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes  


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes  


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


There is a National Youth Strategy 2009–24 for Hungary that deals with youth work as 


an important element for the up-and-coming generation. Every two years (from 2012 


every four years), an action plan has to be carried out by the government. Its 


fulfilment is monitored according to specified indicators, and the data and information 


is provided by the ministries:  


 


‘It is necessary in our country, too, that we regard young people as a resource with 


continuous, innovative and up-to-date knowledge, capable of renewing society and 


taking an active role. We look at the members of youth generations as decisive 


individuals who can shape the future, and provide them with the opportunity to exploit 


their abilities.’12 


One of the strategy’s measures has been the creation of a National Youth Council. This 


was established on 1 December 2012 and embraces more than 100 organisations. Civil 


groups and associations can sign up, and so development of the council takes place 


from the bottom up. This initiative stemmed from young people at the European Youth 


Forum. 


The Hungarian Youth Conference was established in 1999. It is a consultative body for 


young Hungarian-speaking people in Hungary and the neighbouring countries and the 


Hungarian diaspora in the world. The task of the organisation is to nurture the 


network of young people and the distribution of resources beyond the borders of 


Hungary. 


                                           
11 Its main targets are: to develop an environment that helps the social integration of young 
people, to assist the work of the youth helper profession and civil organisations, and to 


strengthen young cohorts and their communities. 
12 Government of Hungary (2009), Hungarian National Youth Strategy, 2009–2024, Budapest: 
Government of Hungary. 
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3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Within the framework of the 2012–16 action plan, new initiatives for young people will 


be planned within the programme entitled ‘For the Future of the New Generation’. This 


programme will be financed by the structural funds, and a newly appointed ministerial 


commissioner will be responsible for the effective operation of the action plan. The 


most important initiatives are: 


 


■ ‘ifjusag.hu – for a Successful Generation’ 


This portal (The Youth) includes communication channels and integrated 


youth programmes designed to provide young people with information on, 


for example, career development, drug prevention and cultural and social 


programmes. The Youth portal will develop a career–life model to help 


young people plan a career and choose a profession. Young would-be 


entrepreneurs will receive mentoring and training. 


■ The programme ‘There is Someone to Turn to’ 


This is to be launched to support the mental health of young people. The 


main idea is an internet-based mental health network, where teachers and 


peer mentors are trained in how to help young people via the internet and 


how to develop methods to transfer values. The target group for this 


programme is the 10–23 cohort, who will be able to ask for help 


anonymously, through emailing software, from well-prepared mentors. 


The programme is based on the National Youth Strategy.13 However, 


experts interviewed expressed doubt about the efficacy of the plan, 


criticising its technical approach. As they see it, youth help/work is less 


likely to succeed without personal contact. 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Youth helpers, certain types 


of teachers, social workers 
psychologist, etc. 


Number of youth workers  NA 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers No data (but the number of 


youth helpers is growing)  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


As youth work is not a recognised profession in Hungary, there is no specific 


qualification standard for such a job. Youth workers are primarily qualified in other 


professions, such as social worker, teacher, psychologist, etc. There is a graduate 


profession of ‘youth assistant’, and this is on its way to becoming a BA-level course. 


However, it is not clear in which workplaces and for what positions a ‘youth assistant’ 


                                           
13 Ibid. 
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degree is required. It is not even recognised as a profession in the national 


classification of jobs (FEOR).  


These ‘youth assistant’ courses – which are currently run in nine higher educational 


institutions – fall within the broad field of educational sciences, but they also have 


roots in the discipline of public cultural work (e.g. in community centres). Their 


curricula vary: some are more psycho-pedagogical, while others have a social science 


or management-oriented profile. To varying extents, they include practical training, 


only part of which takes place in the field. While most of the experts interviewed 


agreed on the need to standardise and upgrade training provision – and therefore 


welcomed the initiative as such – they were ambivalent about the courses themselves, 


a view that was shared to some extent by students. Some critics referred to the 


absence of any connection between the training and the professional sector.  


There is no follow-up to these courses, but some interviewees highlighted the low 


level of interest among students in embarking on a youth work career; they tend to 


move on to study for other degrees.  


Non-formal or informal training is becoming more readily available through NGOs and 


associations – for example, Mobilitás and the Tempus Public Foundation both offer 


training courses that are approved by the Higher Education Accreditation Committee 


(which ensures that the training attains a certain level of quality). Most commonly, the 


applicants have to pay for this extra training.  


In the field of further training for those already engaged in the youth field (whether as 


volunteers or employed by a local authority or NGO), Mobilitás is probably the most 


important provider. No figures are available on how many courses have been held so 


far or how many individuals have taken part. In the case of NGOs and informal 


groups, there are not necessarily any transparent qualification standards or 


monitoring systems for youth workers. However, people employed at a government 


workplace, a school or social care settings do undergo stringent checks on their 


educational background.  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


In Hungary, there is no such profession as ‘youth worker’; indeed there is not even a 


profession of ‘youth helper’ or ‘youth assistant’. Despite the fact that there is no 


tradition of youth work, one can still find traces of it in certain sectors. According to 


one youth expert interviewed, most youth workers are teachers and cultural managers 


or social workers. Most of them are volunteers, and their numbers have decreased 


since the economic crisis broke. The financial position of local authorities has 


deteriorated and financial state support has ceased. A lot of the civil organisations that 


used to be engaged in youth work have disappeared. The trend is for more and more 


professionals to have to leave due to budget cuts. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


It is difficult to estimate the number of youth workers in Hungary, as the profession is 


not formally recognised. There are many people however, working in various sectors, 


who are involved in working young people. 
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According to the latest study,14 there are approximately 4,000 recognised youth 


organisations in the country. Most have fewer than 50 members and they function 


locally (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). 


Table 4.1 Number of members of youth organisations, 2011 


Number of members Number of organisations % 


0 8 3.7 


1–50 150 69.1 


51–200 37 17.1 


201–500 11 5.1 


501+ 11 5.1 


Total 217 100.0 


Bauer (2011) 


Table 4.2 Number of organisations, by region and focus, 2011 


 Middle
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Total 


Local 19 8 10 13 7 15 11 83 
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district 


7 5 4 8 3 5 12 44 


Regiona


l 


11 3 11 5 4 9 10 53 


Country 


level 


32 3 0 3 0 1 2 41 


Inter- 


nationa


l 


5 0 2 1 0 0 0 8 


Bauer (2011) 


According to researchers and Mobilitás, these organisations reach only a few young 


people (7 per cent). The leaders of the organisations are not young: they are 


generally aged between 30 and 45.15 Over the past two decades, youth work and 


youth policy have focused on disadvantaged groups. Young people from ordinary (i.e. 


not disadvantaged) families are not involved, and therefore prevention does not 


function effectively: young people in trouble are sometimes not detected by these 


organisations until it is too late to help them. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


The key challenge is to have a legally and professionally accepted written definition of 


youth work and to achieve its recognition as a profession, with qualification and 


working standards (e.g. salary, working hours, supervisory authorities, follow-up 


                                           
14 Bauer, B. (2011), Ifjúsági szervezetek Magyarországon. Budapest: National Family and Social 
Institute. 


15 ibid. 
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monitoring system, etc.). Without a definition or recognition of youth work, it is not 


possible to collect data on those working in the field. 


One positive sign of the ‘professionalisation’ of youth work is the launch of ‘youth 


assistant’ courses. The aim is to increase the prestige of this profession and to develop 


it by means of a formal BA-level qualification. 


5 The role and value of youth work  


There is no valid evaluation of youth work in Hungary. Youth research in Hungary has 


a long tradition that is rooted in the socialist era, but surveys still focus mainly on 


young people’s attitudes and background. The small number of empirical studies that 


deal with youth institutions and organisations do not examine the impact or effect of 


youth work. Programme evaluation in Hungary is still in its infancy. 


5.1 Education and training 


Schools can employ school psychologists (who are not teachers and are therefore 


independent of the teachers’ board). Social workers may also be employed. The 


problem is that increasingly schools cannot afford to employ such people, and 


therefore these professions are lacking in the neediest schools. 


Youth work to reduce violence in schools 


In April 2010, the Community Service Foundation in Hungary provided an 


introductory training course for teachers at four Budapest ‘youth group 


homes’ in how to facilitate restorative conferences. This was part of their work 


to spread restorative practices in Hungary, which also includes major efforts 


in schools and prisons. 


This work has been supported by the Ministry of Justice and the city of 


Budapest. It includes a project that seeks to reduce aggressive behaviour in 


children and young people and that brings restorative practices to six of the 


city’s high schools. 


Restorative methods are spreading in Hungary. The country’s Institute for 


Educational Research and Development has just completed a programme of 


alternative conflict resolution in which teachers were trained to use mediation 


and restorative methods to reduce aggression in schools, among the pupils. 


Programmes for active citizenship  


The School-based Youth Service Programme of the Foundation for Democratic 


Youth (see below) is an effort to bring youth service into the formal school 


system. Dozens of schools have joined the constantly growing network, which 


encourages service learning in an academic environment. A survey is 


currently under way in the schools to evaluate the impact of a structured 


youth service programme. 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


One of the most flourishing elements of youth work is to be found in the field of active 


citizenship and entrepreneurship. Defined as key competencies by the European 


Union, it is an essential part of the Hungarian Core Curriculum. Even so, most of the 
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youth work initiatives in schools emanate from civil organisations or alternative private 


schools.  


Young Enterprise programme 


Hungarian secondary schools that specialise in economics are able to take 


part in a ‘Young Enterprise’ programme. This targets young people aged 15–


19 and runs for an academic year. Students form a ‘business’ and elect a 


‘board of directors’ from their group; they raise share capital, and then 


create, sell, and market products in the hope of generating a profit. In a 


nationwide contest, the most profitable and efficient ‘company’ gets the 


chance to participate in the European competition. 


 


Programmes for active citizenship and youth employment 


The Foundation for Democratic Youth (DIA) is a leading NGO in the following 


areas:
16


 


■ Youth service 


■ Debating (EU Structured Dialogue programme and the National Youth 


Council) 


■ Policy and strategy development in the areas of citizenship and global 


education. 


The main principle of the NGO is that modern and thriving democracies rely 


on the active participation of well-informed citizens. Therefore, its mission is 


to promote youth service at the national and the international level. 


Over the past 13 years, the DIA has reached out to: 


■ More than 100,000 young people aged 14–25 


■ Hundreds of youth volunteer groups 


■ Hundreds of teachers and youth workers 


■ 350 local communities 


■ Over 150 schools 


■ 5 universities and teacher training colleges. 


The DIA has coordinated: 


■ 6 National Youth Service Day campaigns 


■ local awareness-raising campaigns about social responsibility and 


democratic participation 


■ Dozens of teacher training sessions in project management, formal 


debate, life development, employability, entrepreneurship, and citizenship 


skills 


■ Training sessions for young activists on leadership and cooperation skills 


■ International student exchange programmes. 


The DIA manages a variety of programmes, all of which seek to develop 


young people’s democratic skills through experiential learning opportunities 


offered by youth service activities. DIA’s National Youth Service Network 


Programme (KöZöD!) offers a grant scheme, professional support, campaign 


support and awareness, and regional meeting opportunities for young people 


aged 14–25 who are eager to volunteer. 


                                           
16 See: Dia, Home, <http://english-dia.blogspot.hu> date accessed 18th of February 2013. 
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The DIA is also committed to developing young people’s democratic skills 


through formal debating. The 3D Programme (Dilemma – Debate – 


Democracy) offers hands-on training modules for teachers and youth workers 


in debating. It focuses mainly on 


young people who come from underprivileged backgrounds and 


neighbourhoods. 


Each year the DIA also organises a National Debating Tournament, which 


brings together over a hundred young debaters. It also runs a Structured 


Dialogue programme, which is an offshoot of the 3D Programme and focuses 


on bringing young people together at nine different local communities to 


debate issues of relevance to the European Union. 


Youth employment is a key issue these days, and the DIA is committed to 


running programmes that help disadvantaged youth become successful 


employees or entrepreneurs. It has been managing programmes such as the 


Life and Employability Skills Programme and the Motivation Club Programme. 


These comprise teacher training modules, teaching materials, and ongoing 


mentoring for the participants. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


Youth work in the field of health and well-being could play a big role in prevention. 


The mental and physical health of young people in Hungary is far from optimal. Few 


young people engage regularly in sport and prefer to spend most of their time 


watching TV or playing computer games. However, youth work that involves health 


and well-being tends to focus on young groups on the edge, such as drug-addicted or 


very ill children.  


The Bátor Tábor (Camp Brave) was established in 2001 to offer complex 


therapeutic recreation programmes for children with cancer, diabetes, juvenile 


rheumatoid arthritis or haemophilia, and for their families.17 Various camps 


are organised through the year: children’s camps in summer, family camps 


and sibling camps in the spring and autumn. These are free of charge for the 


campers and their families. 


Each year, up to 700 people are involved in this programme, participating in 


things that they might otherwise miss out on due to their illness. All 


programmes are designed to promote a sense of achievement. This has a 


positive effect on their self-esteem and the recovery process. In the past ten 


years, thanks to the cooperation of hospitals, over 4,400 people have taken 


part.  


The success of Bátor Tábor is primarily due to the commitment of the 


volunteers (known as cimboras or ‘chums’). Since 2001, more than 3,200 


cimboras have given ten days of their time to provide some wonderful 


experiences for the children targeted by the programme. The cimboras must 


be over 20 years of age, since dealing with terminally ill children is very 


stressful. Among them are volunteer health care professionals, who ensure 


the safety of children throughout the camp.  


                                           
17 See: Bátor Tábor, Home, <www.batortabor.hu/?id=fooldal&lang=eng> date accessed: 18th 
of February 2013. 
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The Kompánia Foundation is an NGO that has connections with several 


schools. It engages in drug prevention and communication training in the 


schools, employing non-formal methods.18  


5.4 Participation  


The main focus of traditional youth work in Hungary was always to involve young 


people in social activities. Today this goal is waning, according to the experts 


interviewed. 


Hungarian Scout Association  


The first Scout camp began on 1 August 1907, on Brownsea Island in the south 


of England. The Scouting movement, founded that year by Robert Baden-


Powell, reached Hungary in 1910, and the Hungarian Scout Association was 


established on 28 December 1912.19 


At present, the Hungarian Scout Association has ten Scout districts. Each 


district is divided into areas, which operate their own Scout groups. There are 


also specialised, non-geographical branches of the Scouting movement (such 


as the Sea Scouts and the Air Scouts), where Scouts can pursue a particular 


interest. The training takes place in small communities called ‘patrols’, which 


are run by young leaders. Several patrols with members of a similar age are 


overseen by an adult. The leaders are given assignments that depend on the 


level of training they have had. 


                                           
18 See http://www.kompania.hu 
19 See http://cserkesz.hu/en 
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5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Quite often, young people would like to be involved in voluntary work, but cannot find 


any way of participating, especially in rural areas. Between two-thirds and three-


quarters of young people do not participate in any voluntary work (see Figure 2). 
 


 


Figure 2: Voluntary work in Hungary, by cohort, % 
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Source: Bauer, research for the National Youth Strategy. 


However, the new Education Act contains a fresh initiative.20 From 2016, every pupil 


will have to do at least 50 hours of community work in order to pass the school 


leaving exam. Experts doubt whether making this compulsory is an effective way of 


encouraging young people to volunteer. The National Volunteer Centre 


(http://www.oka.hu/) and the Community Service portal 


(http://www.kozossegi.ofi.hu/) try to match the demand for voluntary work with the 


supply. Those people interviewed stated that it is difficult for young people to find a 


volunteering place: they require special care and attention and need to be mentored, 


but there is a lack of human and financial resources in this field. 


 


5.6 Social inclusion 


‘Social inclusion’ is open to broad interpretation, and one could say that most youth 


work in Hungary – be it a cultural programme, drug prevention or developing civic 


awareness – contains some aspect of social inclusion. 


                                           
20 Government of Hungary (2011),  évi CXC. törvény a nemzeti köznevelésről (CXC. Act on 
National Education, 2011). Budapest: Government of Hungary. 
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Youth work as it is has a strong element related to social inclusion in a way because 


there are a huge gap between the poor and the middle class in Hungary, but poverty 


is everywhere. And poverty and social gaps lead to several different conflicts and 


difficulties in the society which appears in youth work as a necessity.   


Unemployment as a main factor in social inclusion is a crucial issue today, as 


mentioned above in 5.2.2, and it affects even more young people with a 


disadvantaged background. In 2010, among the young people aged 15-24, and with a 


qualification level of at most ISCED 0-2, only 5.4% were employed, as opposed to the 


EU-27 average of 21.5%. Youth unemployment rate in Hungary is higher than the EU 


average (2009: 26.5% among 15-24 year-olds versus 19.7%) and particularly high 


among those with the lowest level of educational attainment (ISCED 0-2): 45.9%. 


This is by 20 percentage points higher than the EU-27 average.   


Early school leaving is a great and unsolved problem in Hungary mostly among young 


people from disadvantaged backgrounds, and among Roma people.  


Free and accessible family- and child care services operate in the whole country and 


they usually have a department dealing with the youth population of the community, 


It means different practical actions such as so called street social work. It is quite 


common to organise programs for young people to avoid their presence in criminal 


activities by offering a place to stay after (or instead of) school, providing facilities and 


social and psychological help for them. These are mostly opened for everyone but are 


most commonly used by disadvantaged young people with family problems or with no 


family background at all.  


There are several foundations and projects aiming at social inclusion of young and 


disadvantaged young people or at communication between young people with a very 


different background and lifestyle. Unfortunately some of them operate only during a 


certain project period due to lack of continuous finance. It is crucially important in the 


countryside where central services are much more difficult to be reached compared to 


the bigger settlements and especially to the capital city.  


■ One example is the Alternatíva programme of Kompánia (see above) 


which was put in place for young people at risk who are hanging about on 


the streets from 2008. 


 


No conditions are imposed on the use of its services, which are free of 


charge. Young people dropping in can ask for information and advice. The 


programme emphasises prevention and tries to reach the neediest. The 


Kompánia Foundation organises prevention programmes both inside and 


outside schools. During group work they focus on health promotion, self-


knowledge and relationship issues. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


There are several regional NGOs or civic organisations that seek to promote student 


exchange, voluntary work abroad, etc. Since there has been no evaluation of their 


work, it is hard to pick up any good practice. The biggest actor in this field is Mobilitás. 


The Mobilitás National Youth Service hosts the national agency of the European 


Commission’s Youth in Action programme. As such, its tasks are: 


Comprehensive information service concerning the project lifecycle. 


■ Management and administration of the application procedures. 
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■ Accreditation of European Voluntary Service. 


■ Sending and hosting delegations from organisations. 


■ Development of skills and competences related to international youth 


projects. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


By developing their creativity, it is possible to train young people to be open, flexible 


and socially sensible. Therefore, in the literature of youth work methodology in 


Hungary, culture and creativity are the focus. As one methodological guide for youth 


work on creativity and self-expression puts it, youth helpers should make up for any 


deficiency in young people’s formal education by creating situations in which, through 


creativity and art, their competencies for surviving in the real world can develop.21 


Creativity and art are often used in programmes that aim at inclusion. 


 


■ The Real Pearl (Igazgyöngy) Foundation has been active for 11 years in an 


area of eastern Hungary, near the Romanian border, that is one of the 33 


most disadvantaged micro-regions in the country. It also operates the 


Igazgyöngy Basic Art Education Institute, which provides an opportunity 


for creative activity at six different locations for 670 children from 23 


different settlements. The work of the Foundation draws on the methods 


of Nóra Ritoók, which are based on creative drawing and painting. Nearly 


70 per cent of the students are underprivileged, and around 250 live in 


deep poverty. The majority of these children are Roma. 


 


The aim is to show that talent is present everywhere. In recent years, the 


Foundation’s activities have broadened – from educational activities to 


providing social services, primarily to the families of the pupils. These 


activities include distributing aid (clothes, food, wood, building materials, 


transport, etc.) and, very importantly, giving advice and help in managing 


a crisis (e.g. collapsed roofs, illness or court cases) and in dealing with the 


authorities and official procedures. Every year, the Foundation takes on 


young volunteers to help. 


 


■ The Káva Drama and Theatre in Education Association is a theatre group 


operating since 1996, primarily working with and for young people. Their 


basic activity is to create such contemporary theatrical (and also 


pedagogical) environment that provides the opportunity for kindergarten 


groups and students of elementary and secondary schools participating in 


our programmes to analyse questions and problems focussing on the very 


nature of our humanity, in a creative way, through acting and thinking 


together.  


 


The work referred to as the ‘Theatre of the Participant’ is most importantly 


characterised by using theatre as a means to approach social issues, while 


it does not give up on artistic-aesthetic goals and methods either. In this 


work with children and young people theatre is used as the means to find 


the way towards a deeper understanding of problems.  


In their programmes drama and theatre primarily works as a communal 


space in this context. They make drama lessons, mantle of the expert 


workshops, or series of drama games tailored specially to the needs of a 


given school class. The teacher of the students defines the learning area 


                                           
21 See Mobilitas (2011), Elméleti bevezető, 
<www.sie.hu/files2/ikszt/szakkonyvek/ifjusagi_modszertani_kezikonyv/9_Kreativitas.pdf> date 
accessed: 18th of February 2013. 
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(which can be connected to any school subject or theme), or a pedagogical 


aim, and the drama experts work out the frame and course of the drama 


lesson, drawing on our expertise in dramapedagogy. 


The Association works both in Budapest and all around the country, with 


groups of children aged between 7 and 18, who often come from an 


underprivileged environment. Average number of programmes per year 


held by the organisation is: 200-250 theatre and drama programmes. The 


members of the Káva Drama and Theatre in Education Association are 


amongst the most experienced and highly trained theatre in education and 


drama professionals of Hungary and Europe. From the season of 


2011/2012 they attempt to put more energy into training programmes 


made in partnership with different Hungarian and European universities. 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


The target group for youth work in Hungary is young people aged 12–35. Some 


experts believe that widening the range or scope of this target age involves a hidden 


political agenda to gain and retain more influence over young people. NGOs have very 


specific target groups, for example chronically ill children or high-school students; but 


local government youth POCs (see above) have to focus on the whole local youth 


population. 


6.1.2 Reach 


According to one estimate, only 7 per cent of young people are reached by youth 


work.22 Mobilitás has observed that underprivileged and problematic youth are the 


focus of this work, but ordinary young people are the most difficult to reach and to 


involve. 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is a shortage of data and evidence-based evaluation on the youth programmes, 


and the ambiguous approach and lack of a clear definition of youth work make it 


impossible to measure the outcomes and impact of youth work. 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Hungary 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Committed and experienced youth 


work force, particularly among 


volunteers. 


■ Good examples to be followed of 


■ To build on informal youth 


organisations and to use their 


experience in training and 


community building. 


                                           


22 Bauer, B. & Szabó, A. (2011), Arctalan (?) nemzedék. Budapest: NCSSZI. 
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STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


youth work among NGOs. 


■ Youth work is embedded in the work 


of local authorities (via youth POCs). 


■ Most of the youth workers come from 


professions that take a holistic 


approach to their clients. 


■ A colourful and long tradition of youth 


work. 


■ Most youth work is focused on 


engaging the most disadvantaged. 


■ There is a good corpus of professional 


literature on youth work. 


■ Youth work as a profession is helped 


by a wide range of experts and 


researchers. 


■ There are signs of 


‘professionalisation’, with a 


move to bring ‘youth assistant’ 


training into higher education 


(BA and MA degree). 


■ To get to know and to exploit 


good European practices via 


international organisations, 


initiatives in youth work in 


Europe, etc. 


■ To involve real, living youth 


organisations in the legislative 


process and in training. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ No uniform national formal 


recognition of informal learning and 


engagement in youth activities. 


■ No formal profession of youth worker. 


■ Weak image of youth work in society. 


■ Quality of delivery of youth work is 


difficult to assess due to a either very 


recent developed quality standards or 


absence of quality standards. 


■ Under investment in funding 


youth activities and lack of 


continuous provision of 


structural support for youth 


associations and open youth 


work drives youth work towards 


project termed operations 


making it difficult to employ 


staff on a long term or full time 


basis. 


■ Not enough recognition of open 


youth work in especially rural 


areas and regional planning due 


to a lack of political prioritising. 


■ Despite the young age of voters 


(16) youth is not yet recognised 


as a group of stakeholders 


which limits the impact of their 


voice for youth activities and 


structure of youth work. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


As a whole, most of the people interviewed thought that the biggest problem is the 


weakness of civil society and the misinterpretation of good governance. The latter is 


confused with centralisation (currently under way in public education). The roles of the 


state and of the market are not clearly delineated or understood. The state steps in 


when the market could function (funding projects that could have been realised just as 


well without it), but it does not help when the market cannot cope (to aid civic NGOs 


in creating public goods).  


A civic attitude requires solid economic foundations and a democratic culture. And 


Hungary is currently lacking both. This means youth work comes to be narrowly 


interpreted – i.e. it is focused on disadvantaged young people or else has a special 


political slant (most of the youth interest groups are incubators for potential politicians 


of the future). The whole system is therefore scattered, underfinanced and not 


monitored. The lack of adequate data and evaluation prevents us from gaining a clear 


picture of what is going on in Hungary in the field of youth work. However, there are 


some positive signs as well: the profession of ‘youth worker’ is going to be 


professionalised with the launch of degree-level courses.  


The need for youth work itself and for it to be recognised has grown, as the social 


problems facing young people have increased. However, central and local 


government’s ability or desire to pay for it has decreased, in part on account of the 


economic crisis and stagnation. 


7.1 Recommendations 


More robust legislative framework and financing 


■ A common definition of ‘youth work’ and the passage of a Youth Act is 


required.  


■ There is a need to create a framework of reference for an effective 


government youth policy that serves the objectives of the National Youth 


Strategy. This requires more effective government coordination, a better 


institutional system and a conscious decision on where to place youth 


matters in the organisational structure of government.  


■ Effective youth work requires special tools and new resources: special 


instruments in the field of legal protection (e.g. a commissioner in charge 


of youth matters) and new resources (e.g. to help those professions and 


occupations that deal directly with young people to become aware of, 


advocate, disseminate and teach child and youth rights).  


Professional standards and training 


■ It is important to develop a set of criteria for local government youth 


work, to define the tasks and to support their performance in 


methodological terms. The educational objectives of youth work should be 


strengthened in the entire organisational and institutional system of youth 


policy.  


■ It is necessary in the Hungarian youth work and youth field to establish 


criteria for recognising the value of the professions of ‘youth assistant’ and 


‘youth specialist’ – professions that deal directly and multilaterally with the 


age groups concerned. Based on past experience, the qualification 


requirements and training standards of the ‘youth assistant’ and ‘youth 


specialist’ professions need to be drawn up, as do the norms relating to 


jobs that require such qualifications. In higher education, the related 
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professional fields (adult education, social worker, educational manager, 


community developer, etc.) should be taken into account when 


establishing a coherent system of tertiary vocational education and tertiary 


youth assistant training. 


Research, follow-up, monitoring, evaluation 


■ For us to know where we are going data is needed and standards must be 


followed and regularly evaluated. Therefore more problem-oriented and 


development-focused research is needed, with regular reporting on trends: 


one solution could be a regular Report on Youth Work, to be published by 


the responsible ministry. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  1850s 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


1960s 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Remained the same (i.e. 
important) 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Socio-cultural sector 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Socio-cultural sector 


1.1 Definitions 


Youth work in Flanders is defined by decree as non-commercial, voluntary socio-


cultural work organised in the leisure sphere for or by young people between the age 


of three and thirty years old and under educational guidance. It promotes the 


advancement of the full development of young people1.  


The abovementioned definition applies to formal and non-formal youth work as both 


types of youth work are run by organisations with non-commercial purposes. 


Generally speaking there exist two sectors in Flemish youth work: universal youth 


work provision and targeted youth work provision. The universal youth work sector is 


much larger than the targeted youth work sector.  


Universal youth work provision refers to those activities that do not distinguish among 


the target groups – they are accessible and targeted at all young people. This includes 


youth movements (e.g. Scouts and Chiro) and a large number of other types of youth 


work (e.g. playground associations, political youth associations, youth centres or 


clubs, youth amateur art associations, youth workshops). The youth movements are 


usually youth organisations (with regular activities for specific age groups) and young 


people themselves, above the age of 16, run the local groups. This form of youth work 


is generally volunteer-led with very limited involvement of professional youth workers.  


Targeted youth work includes activities aimed at hard-to-reach groups such as young 


people with disabilities, young people with a migration or ethnic minority background 


and socially vulnerable young people. The activities are in general developed through 


self-organisation and volunteering, often supported by professional youth workers. 


Some of the initiatives organised as part of targeted youth work are referred to as 


“open initiatives” as they do not require regular or timely attendance and do not 


demand participation in prescheduled group activities2 3.  


                                           
1 Flemish government (2008), Decreet van 18 juli 2008 houdende het voeren van een Vlaams 
jeugd- en kinderrechtenbeleid,  
<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreetVJKB_18072008_officieuze_co
ordinatie.pdf>. 
2 Coussée, F. (2008), A Century of Youth Work Policy. Ghent: Academia Press.  
3 Van de Walle, T Coussée, F and Bouverne-De Bie, M (2011), Social Exclusion and Youth Work 
– From the Surface to the Depths of an Educational Practice, Journal of Youth Studies, Vol. 14, 
No. 2, March 2011, 219-231 



http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreetVJKB_18072008_officieuze_coordinatie.pdf

http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreetVJKB_18072008_officieuze_coordinatie.pdf
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1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work in Flanders has a long tradition with its origins in the 1850s with the 


emergence of the first Flemish youth movements (e.g. the Roman Catholic youth 


groups in 1850, the Socialist Young guards in 1886 and the Flemish Student 


Movement in 1875). These initiatives provided working-class youngsters with healthy 


recreation and development activities and were often led by citizens and parish 


priests4. Also youth work activities around political topics were common and youth 


self-organisations were established by working class people who fought for better 


living conditions and opportunities.  


Youth movements further emerged and developed in the beginning of the 20th 


century, after the First World War. The movements’ focus however shifted from 


countering social and material inequalities to playful outdoor activities taking place in 


the participants’ leisure time. Over time youth work gradually became a place to 


socialise, in addition to the family and the school or factory. The latter could partly be 


explained by the fact that the scouting initiative reached Flanders in 1910. Scouting 


was seen as a “new” and “innovative” outdoor recreational method for lower-class 


young people5.  


Youth movements increased in popularity during the interwar period until the 1960s 


and were characterised by increased membership. In the midst of individualisation, 


secularisation, commercialisation and the emergence of new recreational opportunities 


(e.g. dance halls) new forms of youth work started to emerge. Youth workers 


experimented with new methods but also less demanding forms of youth work (i.e. 


“open youth work”) to reach the growing number of unorganised (i.e. older and 


working-class) youth. New youth clubs, hobby clubs, youth sport activities, youth 


assistance centres and initiatives for the socially excluded arose. Many of these 


organisations allowed free access at any time and no membership was required. There 


was also more need for professional youth workers in the open youth work. In that 


period of time the open youth work also started to target socially excluded young 


people and Flanders adopted its “universal youth concept”. In reality the youth 


organisations focussed predominantly on the middle-class leisure culture and forms for 


the hard-to-reach groups were not considered to be a priority6.  


The emphasis on hard-to-reach groups however started to emerge in the last decade 


characterised by shift from merely traditional forms of youth work (e.g. youth 


movements such as the Scouts and Chiro) towards a wider concept of youth work also 


targeting the hard-to-reach (e.g. young people with a migration background, young 


people living in poverty). New forms of youth work emerged, such as migrant self-


organisations but also experimental youth work for instance on new culture, media 


and arts (e.g. graffiti, theatre). Overall this led to more diverse youth organisations 


offering more diverse forms of youth work for broader target groups. It is noteworthy 


to mention that these forms of youth work occur separate from one another.   


In the last decades youth work remained important in Flanders; young people have a 


strong need to organise themselves but also the government and society recognises 


the important role of youth work. Additionally, local administration started to organise 


youth work themselves. Flanders’ youth work history, and particularly youth 


movements, made its mark on the contemporary Flemish youth work resulting in a 


strong focus on leisure and recreation. From a historical point of view, Flanders always 


focussed on positive youth work as an emancipatory and empowerment instrument for 


young people rather than an instrument for prevention.  


                                           
4 Ibid 
5 Ibid 
6 Ibid 
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1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


In Flanders there is no clear separation between formal and non-formal youth work; 


instead there is a clear separation between universal and targeted youth work. 


Universal youth work works predominantly with middle-class young people and offers 


them meaningful leisure activities. It is mainly delivered by young people occasionally 


with support of professional youth workers. The role of professional staff in universal 


youth work relates to supporting the volunteers rather than delivering tasks.  


Targeted youth work works with hard-to-reach target groups and offers them 


additional or compensatory support7, this often has an educational character. This 


type of youth work is delivered by professionals and young volunteers. The 


involvement of professionals is essential in relation to activities targeting hard-to-


reach groups (e.g. young people with a migration background, unemployed youth, and 


underprivileged youth) as these activities go beyond offering leisure activities but 


emphasise additional or compensatory educational support (e.g. homework support, 


language training). In targeted youth work professional staff is, contrary to universal 


youth work, engaged with the target group as they require more professional support. 


Volunteers are also actively involved in this sector.  


Overall the Flemish youth work sector as a whole is very much volunteer-led and 


characterised by limited involvement of professional youth workers.  


The youth care sector on the other hand, although not part of the youth work sector, 


is highly professionalised. The youth care sector focusses on young people with 


difficulties (e.g. mental, social and pedagogical difficulties) and therefore there an 


obvious need for professional staff well trained to support youngsters with more 


serious difficulties. The youth work sector and the youth care sector are separated yet 


there exist links to facilitate transitions of young people between the two sectors. 


There also exist links between youth work and other sectors (e.g. education, youth 


welfare, prevention, culture) but interviewees pointed out that cooperation is not 


always evident and could be improved. This country report does not cover youth care 


due to the fact that it is a distinctive sector.  


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work Community (i.e. Flanders) 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Flemish Ministry of Culture, 


Youth, Sport and Media 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work is regulated by the decree of 18 July 2008 on conducting a Flemish policy 


on youth and children’s rights8 which sets out the essentials of the Flemish youth 


policy. The decree includes definitions for “youth work”, “youth worker” and “youth 


                                           
7 In Dutch referred to as “jeugdwelzijnswerk” which targets vulnerable groups. 
8 Flemish government (2008), Decreet van 18 juli 2008 houdende het voeren van een Vlaams 


jeugd- en kinderrechtenbeleid,  
<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreetVJKB_18072008_officieuze_co
ordinatie.pdf>. 



http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreetVJKB_18072008_officieuze_coordinatie.pdf

http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreetVJKB_18072008_officieuze_coordinatie.pdf
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organisation” and it stipulates that the Flemish government is to produce a youth 


policy plan9 with particular emphasis on youth work. The decree also lays down a 


number of requirements for the allocation of funding to youth organisations operating 


at Flemish level (i.e. not organisations operating at regional or local level as these 


receive funding by municipalities). In Flanders funding for local youth organisations is 


mainly organised at local level as part of the local youth policy but the Flemish 


government has a separate funding scheme for national organisations and for 


experimental projects. The Flemish government is responsible for setting the 


framework and priorities for youth work at Community level.  


On 1 January 2013 the decree of 20 January 2012 on a renewed Flemish policy on 


youth and children’s right10 will enter into force and replaces the decree of 18 July 


2008. The renewed Flemish policy on youth and children’s rights brings about a 


number of changes in order to “fine-tune” several conditions of the decree of 2008. 


Overall the essentials of the decree of 18 July 2008 remain unchanged. The main 


changes include restructuring of national-level organisations (e.g. merger between 


Flemish Youth Support Agency (Steunpunt Jeugd), Flemish Youth Council and VIP 


Youth) and restructuring of the allocation of project funding11.  


2.2 Governance 


Youth work, which is part of universal youth policy, falls under the competences of the 


Flemish Community and is therefore governed by the Flemish Ministry of Culture, 


Youth, Sport and Media. The Ministry is responsible for setting the legal framework, 


identifying sector-specific priorities and providing funding to the youth work sector.  


The youth work policy was decentralised in 1993 by the decree of 9 June 199312 


amended by the decree of 14 February 2003 for lending support to and providing 


incentives for municipal, inter-municipal and provincial youth and youth work policy13. 


This signifies that youth work, in line with the Community-level priorities, is shaped 


and coordinated by the municipalities and are supported by the provinces. The decree 


determines the funding conditions applicable to local and provincial authorities and the 


Flemish Community Commission in Brussels regarding the design and implementation 


of a youth policy plan. Each of these authorities should develop a policy plan thereby 


clearly describing how these will be developed, implemented and evaluated in 


consultation with local youth work initiatives, experts, youth councils and young 


people themselves. Setting up a youth council is one of the funding criteria for local 


authorities and provinces14.   


                                           
9 The Flemish Youth Policy Plan was launched in 2010 (see section 3.1). 
10 Flemish parliament (2102), Ontwerp van decreet houdende een vernieuwd jeugd-en 
kinderrechtenbeleid, 
<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreet_vernieuwdJKRB_tekstPLEN.p
df>. 
11 Flemish government (2012), Besluit van de Vlaamse Regering tot uitvoering van het decreet 
van 20 januari 2012 houdende een vernieuwd jeugd- en kinderrechtenbeleid, 


<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/regelgeving/Vlaamsjeugdbeleid_wijzigingen.aspx>. 
12 Decreet van 9 juni 1993 houdende subsidiëring van gemeentebesturen en de Vlaamse 
Gemeenschapscommissie inzake het voeren van een jeugdwerkbeleid, 
13 Flemisch government (2003), Decreet van 14 februari 2003 houdende de ondersteuning en 
de stimulering van het gemeentelijk, het intergemeentelijk en het provinciaal jeugd- en 
jeugdwerkbeleid, 
<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_lokaal/decreet_lokaal_provinciaal_gecoordi


neerd.pdf>. 
14 Caluwaerts, L. (2011) Country Sheet on Youth Policy in Flanders (Belgium). Brussels: Council 
of Europe.  



http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreet_vernieuwdJKRB_tekstPLEN.pdf

http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreet_vernieuwdJKRB_tekstPLEN.pdf

http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/regelgeving/Vlaamsjeugdbeleid_wijzigingen.aspx

http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_lokaal/decreet_lokaal_provinciaal_gecoordineerd.pdf

http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_lokaal/decreet_lokaal_provinciaal_gecoordineerd.pdf
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The rationale for decentralising youth work policy to local level is because the local 


authorities are closest to young people and therefore they can tailor their policies to 


the needs of young people in their municipality. This allows for a high degree of 


autonomy and flexibility at municipal level which is by many seen as a positive 


development in order to tailor to the needs of young people and youth organisations in 


each municipality.  


The new decree of 6 July 2012 provided even more autonomy to local authorities. 


From 2014 onwards, municipalities will no longer produce youth policy plans, instead 


they are eligible for community-level funding when picking up on priorities set by the 


Minister of Youth.   


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Medium-Strong 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes (funding mainly) 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Small cut (one-time only) 


in funding (“cheese slicer” 


approach - shaving an 
equally thick slice off the 


top of all budgets) 


3.1 Policy commitment 


The third Flemish Youth Policy Plan “Towards a Youth Pact 2020”15 outlines the main 


priorities of the Flemish government for the period 2010-2014. It outlines 24 strategic 


goals in order to “provide all children and young people in Flanders and Brussels with 


the biggest possible scope for development and the opportunities to be part of a 


democratic, open and tolerant society”16. The strategic goals set out in this plan are 


aligned to the eight priority themes of the European Youth Strategy 2010-2018.  


Youth work is prominent in the Youth Policy Plan, in addition to, for instance, formal 


education, employment and housing. The plan does not only set (direct and indirect) 


objectives to further develop youth work but also highlights how youth work can 


contribute to the overall development of young people (also in relation to education, 


culture, youth care, health, employment, mobility). In an effort to mainstream youth 


policy, the policy plan is linked to other Ministries (and requires action from them) 


such as employment, education, welfare, urbanisation, and mobility. 


In a nutshell, the plan highly encourages cooperation with youth organisations and 


particularly emphasises the need for the development of a structural policy by the 


Flemish authorities for youth work for and by young people with fewer opportunities. 


                                           
15 European Commission (2012) National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012 (Belgium – Flemish community), Brussels: European Commission. Available 
at: http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/belgium_-
_flemish_community.pdf. 
16 Flemish government (2011), Synthesis of the 3rd Flemish Youth Policy PLAN & 


Priorities for the governing period 2010-2014, Brussels: Agency for Socio-Cultural Work for 
Youth and Adults,  <http://www.vlaanderen.be/en/publications/detail/synthesis-of-the-3rd-
flemish-youth-policy-plan-towards-a-youth-pact-2020>.  



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/belgium_-_flemish_community.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/belgium_-_flemish_community.pdf

http://www.vlaanderen.be/en/publications/detail/synthesis-of-the-3rd-flemish-youth-policy-plan-towards-a-youth-pact-2020

http://www.vlaanderen.be/en/publications/detail/synthesis-of-the-3rd-flemish-youth-policy-plan-towards-a-youth-pact-2020
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Societal changes have led to a more diverse population. Flanders considers the 


inclusion of young people with a migration background into youth work as one of their 


key priorities as this group is considered to be hard to reach by traditional forms of 


youth work (e.g. youth movements such as the Scouts). To this end, it is foreseen 


that more efforts will be directed at developing networks and structures at Flemish 


level to support youth work for and by this target group (and other young people with 


fewer opportunities) and for local youth policy to take these types of youth work into 


account. Moreover, diversity and intercultural competences need to be addressed in 


youth worker trainings. More efforts are also to be targeted at making youth workers 


and young people aware of the skills gained in youth work.  


The political commitment to youth work is high as it is strongly supported and 


embedded in society. Another indicator of strong political support for the youth work 


sector is the government funding programmes at Community and municipal level. 


Interviewees also felt that youth work is supported by the administration as many 


officials were once a member of a youth organisation and are familiar with the sector. 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


With the Flemish Youth Policy Plan and the decree of 18 July 2008 on conducting a 


Flemish policy on youth and children’s rights the Flemish Community sets out a 


framework of national-level priorities of youth policy within which youth organisations 


need to operate. The Flemish government facilitates the development of youth work 


and of young people in general by funding programmes.  


The decree of 18 July 2008 ensures structural support for youth work organisations at 


community level. It sets out funding conditions for national-level (i.e. Flemish) youth 


organisations and requires that the organisations operate in line with the national-


level priorities. Through this funding programme, the government supports 108 


national youth organisations. For these organisations the main funding source stems 


from the government budget in the form of multi-annual funding programmes. The 


total youth budget of the Flemish Community for 2012 was set at 69,550,000 EUR of 


which 32% (i.e. 22,407,000 EUR)17 was allocated to national youth organisations. 


Moreover, the decree provides for additional budgetary space to finance new youth 


work initiatives (e.g. “experimental youth work”) that could gain national relevance or 


initiatives which correspond to one of the following themes: participation, 


communication, youth culture and international. In 2012 these initiatives were 


allocated 8% (i.e. 5,660,000 EUR) of the youth budget18.  


During the interviews it was pointed out by several actors that the governmental 


funding is strongly organised by Ministry and it is difficult for youth organisations to 


receive funding from more than one Ministry. This can be explained due to the fact 


that the Government wants to avoid double-funding. If youth organisations want to 


receive funding from more than one Ministry, they would need to produce additional 


policy memoranda or project applications to demonstrate that they indeed target also 


other sectors.   


Local youth organisations are financially supported by municipalities; the activities of 


the funded youth organisations need to be in line with the local youth policy and tailor 


to the needs of the citizens. Therefore, the funded activities may strongly differentiate 


between municipalities. The total youth budget of the Flemish Community for 2012 


was set at 69,550,000 EUR of which 29% (or 20,228,000 EUR) was allocated to the 


                                           
17 Data provided by the Agency for Socio-Cultural Work for Youth and Adults (Ministry Culture, 
Youth, Sport and Media) 
18 Ibid 
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municipalities for the implementation of their local youth policy and 2% (or 1,366,000 


EUR) was allocated to the provinces for the support of youth work at provincial level19.  


Youth work is strongly embedded into Flemish society and the national authorities 


acknowledge the important role youth work plays in Flemish society therefore a 


scenario without or with only limited government funding would be inconceivable. 


Local youth organisations strongly rely on their government (through the 


municipalities) as it is the only form of sustainable multi-annual funding available. 


There exist a limited number of private funds but funding is allocated on a project-


basis and therefore rather unsustainable. Youth organisations also gain income 


through membership fees (and the organisation of events).  


The economic crisis has not had significant effects on the funding programmes for 


youth work. Over recent years the government implemented minor budget cuts 


according to the so-called “cheese slicer” approach whereby an equally thick slice off 


the top of all budgets is taken. This approach avoided major budget cuts with serious 


implications on the youth work sector.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth workers No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Not data available, most 


likely social work 


Number of youth workers  No data/estimates 


available 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Stable 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


Youth worker as such is not an officially recognised profession in Flanders and 


therefore no targeted youth work training programmes and qualifications exist. Most 


youth workers are trained via other professions such as socio-cultural worker (as part 


of the wider social work bachelor study programme) or pedagogy but they also have 


other educational backgrounds, mainly due to the non-existence of a youth worker 


qualification. There is no separate educational pathway for youth workers.  


Although formal youth worker qualifications do not exist, youth workers, both 


professional staff and volunteers, can obtain youth worker certificates20. The 


certificates are awarded by the Ministry of Culture, Youth Sport and Media after 


completion of an approved training programme. The training programmes are 


generally delivered by the youth organisations and are assessed and approved by the 


Ministry on the basis of a number of criteria.  The following types of youth worker 


certificates are awarded by the Ministry:   


                                           
19 Ibid; Decree of 14 February 2003 on Municipal, Intermunicipal and Provincial Youth and Youth 


Work Policy 
20 Agentschap sociaal culureel werk, Attesten, 
<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/landelijk_attesten.aspx> 



http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/landelijk_attesten.aspx
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■ Animator – the animator training programme aims to train candidates in 


supporting young people in youth work. The programme focusses on 


developing understanding, attitudes and skills necessary to work with 


young people. It is based on a theoretical part (participation (60-hours) in 


a recognised training programme) and a practical part (60-hours 


internship). 


■ Senior animator – the senior animator training programme aims to further 


train candidates in supporting young people in youth work and to take up 


responsibilities within a coaching team. The programme focusses on 


strengthening the understanding, attitudes and skills necessary to work 


with young people. It is based on a theoretical part (participation (30-


hours) in a recognised training programme) and a practical part (30-hours 


internship). 


■ Instructor – the instructor training programme aims to develop 


participants in taking up responsibilities in youth organisations. The 


programme focusses on developing an understanding and skills in group 


dynamics, in communication skills and conflict management. It is based on 


a theoretical part (participation (30-hours) in a recognised training 


programme) and a practical part (60-hours internship). 


■ Senior instructor - the instructor training programme aims to support 


participants to take up management-level or final responsibilities in the 


youth organisation. The programme focusses on developing an 


understanding of the existing types of youth work in Flanders, the actors 


and the policy factors in youth policy, and the aspects of youth culture. It 


is based on a theoretical part (participation (120-hours) in a recognised 


training programme) and a practical part (producing a report). 


Youth workers are not obliged to take part in such training programmes, although it is 


encouraged by local governments through the allocation of additional funding to such 


youth organisations.   


The Flemish government aims to develop, as part of the Youth Policy Plan, a 


competence plan for youth work and it is envisioned that the youth worker certificates 


will be adapted and integrated into the larger framework for the recognition of 


competences. It also outlines that there are plans to set up a competence profile for 


youth workers possibly aligned to a qualification profile.   


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Youth worker as such is not an officially recognised profession in Flanders but the 


notion of “youth worker” is however defined by law. The decree of 18 July 2008 


defines a youth worker as any person who takes responsibility in youth work and has 


demonstrable experience, or makes efforts in the area of education or training in 


relation to youth21. It is noteworthy that the definition does not distinguish between 


professional or volunteering staff.  


The youth work sector is predominantly volunteer-led with limited employment of 


professional staff; the latter are mainly active in the youth care sector (e.g. social 


work). It seems that in general there is not a strong need for an official recognised 


youth worker qualification, and therefore recognition of the youth worker profession, 


due to the high share of volunteers active in the sector. Voluntary engagement as well 


                                           
21 Flemish parliament (2102), Ontwerp van decreet houdende een vernieuwd jeugd-en 


kinderrechtenbeleid, 
<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreet_vernieuwdJKRB_tekstPLEN.p
df>. 



http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreet_vernieuwdJKRB_tekstPLEN.pdf

http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/regelgeving_VJKB/decreet_vernieuwdJKRB_tekstPLEN.pdf
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as the high degree of diversity in the educational background of youth workers is by 


many perceived as one of the main strengths of the sector in Flanders.  


Generally speaking, professional youth workers are relatively young and often recent 


graduates (meaning that they gain their first work experience as a youth worker). It is 


however very common that youth workers move on to other activities within a few 


years’ time, partly due to lower levels of remuneration in the youth sector compared 


to other sectors (e.g. social work or youth care sectors). From within the sector this is 


however not necessarily perceived as a negative development, rather the contrary. It 


means that there is a regular inflow of new youth workers whilst former youth workers 


make transitions to other relevant organisations and sectors (e.g. local, regional or 


national administration, other NGOs). This ensures that there are relevant links 


between the youth work sector and others.   


The youth care sector – not part of the youth work sector - is highly professionalised 


as they support young people with mental, social and pedagogical difficulties where 


there is clearly a need for well trained professionals.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


There are no aggregate data on the number of youth workers, both professional and 


volunteering staff, in Flanders. Data from Sociare, the Socio-Cultural Employers’ 


Federation, indicates that 1,579 persons were employed by their 149 member youth 


organisations in the first quarter of 2012. This however does not only include youth 


workers employed by youth organisations but also other staff such as administrative 


and management personnel.   


Flanders does not collect data on the number of professional or voluntary youth 


workers but rough estimates from interviewees suggest that the number of voluntary 


youth workers could be as large as 100 000 persons. The ratio professional versus 


voluntary youth worker is estimated to be 9:1, meaning that for nine voluntary youth 


workers there is one professional youth worker. This would suggest that there is 


between 1000 and 2000 professional youth workers in Flanders. This ratio very well 


reflects the structure of the sector which is mainly volunteer-led, occasionally 


supported by professional staff.  


With respect to the number of youth organisations, no aggregate data is available. The 


youth work sector is very large therefore a highly complex issue to measure in 


numbers. The Flemish government funds 108 national youth organisations but of 


course many exist even at regional and local level. Overall there are on average 3.57 


youth work initiatives per 1 000 young inhabitants in Flanders, which means one 


youth work initiative per 280 young people. In 2010 the municipal youth services 


counted 5 802 local youth work initiatives, including the                               


municipal youth work initiatives, across Flanders.22 In municipalities with less than 15 


000 inhabitants, youth clubs are a highly popular form of youth work and youth 


amateur art associations are popular in municipalities between 15 000 to 20 000 


inhabitants.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


There is no data available on the profile of youth workers, but as already described 


above, since there is no academic qualification available to become a youth worker in 


                                           
22 Agentschap Sociaal-Cultureel Werk voor Jeugd en Volwassenen (2013), Cijferboek  Lokaal 


Jeugdbeleid 2011-2013, p.76, Brussels: 22 Agentschap Sociaal-Cultureel Werk voor Jeugd en 
Volwassenen. Availible at: 
http://cjsmcijferboek.vlaanderen.be/download/jeugd2012_anysurfer.pdf. 
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Flanders, the great majority of existing professional youth workers have an 


educational background from fields such as of socio-cultural worker (social work), 


psychology or pedagogy.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


Interviewees pointed out that youth work has an important role to play in Flemish 


society: ensure that young people spend their leisure time in a meaningful way 


whereby they increase young people’s well-being and self-esteem and empower them 


to make their own decisions. That is an important objective in itself. Subsequently this 


may result in positive impacts in other areas such as an increase of young people’s 


employability or reduce early school-leaving. Overall interviewees pointed out that 


youth work in Flanders should not be used to replace the existing welfare system, 


therefore the clear distinction between youth work and social care.  


5.1 Education and training 


Youth work focusses primarily on offering informal learning activities in leisure sphere 


and thereby contributes to the field of education and training and complements what 


is offered in formal education. Interviewees pointed out that youth work complements 


formal education by allowing young people to learn and acquire skills and 


competences in a “fun and playful manner”. Moreover, young people with learning 


difficulties in school learn to discover other abilities and talents.  


It is evident that the activities offered by youth organisations are based on informal 


learning but there are also many youth organisations that offer non-formal learning 


courses (e.g. courses on how to run a youth organisation or manage book keeping and 


administrative tasks) to its participants. This equips young people not only with skills 


relevant for youth organisations but also promotes lifelong learning among young 


people.   


Although links between the youth work sector and formal education are not always 


evident, there exist a number of youth organisations that address early school leaving. 


See below two examples of youth projects which contribute in the field of education 


and training:  


■ “Time-Out Projects” target young people who are in conflict with their 


teachers, their peers or those who have difficulties in formal education in 


general. During the so-called “time-out period” the pupil is taken out of 


formal education (or in some cases employment) for a limited period of 


time and instead engages in non-formal learning opportunities. After the 


time-out period, the youngster returns to formal education.  


■ “Brede School” is an active network of organisations (e.g. youth work, 


sport clubs, library, police) around one or more schools that form an 


alliance for a common goal: the broad development of pupils in school and 


leisure time23 24.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Most youth organisations do not explicitly aim to improve their participants’ 


employment and entrepreneurship opportunities. There are however a number of 


                                           
23 See: http://www.comace.org/belgium-flanders/brede-school  
24 See: 
http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/bredeschool/visie/Wat%20is%20een%20Brede%20School.pdf  



http://www.comace.org/belgium-flanders/brede-school

http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/bredeschool/visie/Wat%20is%20een%20Brede%20School.pdf
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youth organisations, mainly those working with professional staff, which support 


young people in increasing their employability and guide them on the labour market. 


Overall youth organisations contribute to developing entrepreneurial skills (e.g. 


creativity, taking responsibility, organising activities) among their participants. The 


following two examples make valuable contributions in the area of employment and 


entrepreneurship:  


■  “Job Club” is an initiative implemented by the Regional Open Youth Centre 


in Mechelen and supports vulnerable and unemployed young people in the 


labour market. Many young people are not comfortable seeking help or 


being supported by more formal organisations (e.g. public employment 


services) and there the organisation launched the Job Clubs where young 


people are supported with any issues they have in relation to the labour 


market25.     


■ Youth houses are youth centres run and set by and for young people. Each 


youth house tailors to the needs of local young people – therefore each 


youth house is different - and functions as (an easily accessible) meeting 


space where young people can organise activities (e.g. organise concerts, 


watch movies) or just play and “hang out” together. Over 400 youth 


houses existed in Flanders with roughly 7 700 volunteers and almost 54 


000 young people had membership of a youth house in 2011. Young 


people themselves organise the activities they want and therefore youth 


houses are an environment where young people are allowed to show their 


entrepreneurial skills by taking leadership, being creative, working 


together to organise activities26.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


Although increasing the well-being of young people is one of the main goals of Flemish 


youth work, there are not many links to the health sector. There exist youth 


organisations that integrate health issues (e.g. drugs and alcohol prevention, hearing 


loss) into their activities or set up specific campaigns to raise awareness among young 


people. The following projects are recent example in the field of health and well-being: 


■ “Iets Minder is de Max” is an awareness-raising campaign for young people 


about hearing loss due to loud music. Young people are informed through 


a website, a short movie and campaign materials which they can order for 


their youth organisation. It is a partnership between the Ministry of 


Health, health organisations and youth work organisations27.  


■ “NokNok” is a campaign launched by the Ministry of Health and 


implemented in cooperation with youth organisations. It is an awareness-


raising and education campaign about mental health issues among young 


people in the 12-16 age range28.  


5.4 Participation  


There are a number of youth organisations - especially those focussing on hard-to-


reach groups - that promote participation of young people. The participation of the 


                                           
25 See: http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/rojm-begeleidt-jongeren-naar-de-arbeidsmarkt  
26 See: http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/50-jaar-jeugdhuizen-met-meer-dan-50-000-


jongeren  
27 See: www.ietsminderisdemax.be  
28 See: http://www.noknok.be/  



http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/rojm-begeleidt-jongeren-naar-de-arbeidsmarkt

http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/50-jaar-jeugdhuizen-met-meer-dan-50-000-jongeren

http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/50-jaar-jeugdhuizen-met-meer-dan-50-000-jongeren

http://www.ietsminderisdemax.be/

http://www.noknok.be/
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most hard-to-reach groups is a key theme in youth work discussions29. There are 


however also organisations that focus on other aspects of participation. Below are two 


examples presented: 


■ “Youth Houses for and by Young People with a Migration Background” are 


youth houses run by and for young people with a migration background. 


These youth houses find it important to also integrate homework support 


and language classes into their activities in order to help young people 


with a migration background participate in society. In these youth houses 


the link with formal education is more evident than in youth houses 


targeting youngsters without a migration background.   


■ “Charter 700” is a partnership between the youth organisation Paljas and 


five Flemish municipalities whereby young people design a game around 


the theme “the future of our cities and democracy”. Participants need to 


reflect upon the future of their city and democratic processes. A few young 


people will then present their game at a local event30.  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


■ The youth work sector is characterised by volunteerism and is, as 


described above, a volunteer-led sector; many young participants become 


volunteers at their youth organisations when they reach the age of 16. 


Therefore youth work as such can be taken as an example of how to move 


young people into volunteer youth work. There is however no statistical data 


available regarding the number of young people who volunteer in youth 


organisations.   


Two examples of youth work as a means to move young people into volunteer work 


include:  


■ “Let’s do it! Belgium campaign” is a project that invites people to help one 


day to clear all streets and public spaces from illegal waste. The 


municipalities stimulated young people to volunteer and thus to make their 


living environment a cleaner place for all. 


■ “Kom op tegen kanker” is a project that invites people to do all kinds of 


activities to raise money for cancer research; a large number of young 


people and youth organisations participate. Fundraising activities 


organised by young people include selling plants, planting trees, baking 


cakes for sale.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


In Flanders services aimed at improving social inclusion mainly fall under the 


competence of social work sector which is distinct from youth work.  


However, in 2011 the youth work sector launched their annual campaign in all youth 


organisations on the topic of “young people and poverty”. Through informative games 


young people were made aware of issues related to poverty and social exclusion31.  


                                           
29 Coussée, F. (2009), Youth Work and its Forgotten History: a View from Flanders. In: 
Verschelden, G. Coussée, F. Van de Walle, T. and Williamson, H. (Eds). (2009), The History of 
Youth Work in Europe and its Relevance for Youth Policy Today. Council of Europe Publishing. 
Ch. 5. 
30 Agentschap Sociaal-Cultureel werk, Gesubsidieerde initiatieven informative en participatie, 
<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/participatie_gesubsidieerd.aspx>. 
31 See: www.maakerspelvan.be  



http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/participatie_gesubsidieerd.aspx

http://www.maakerspelvan.be/
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The following two examples are youth work initiatives that promote social inclusions 


among young people:  


■ “Open camp” is organised by Scouts and these camps are specifically 


organised for young people who are generally hard-to-reach or not-


reached by the Scouts.  


■ “UiT-card” was launched in the city of Aalst by Cultuurnet Vlaanderen and 


it aims to stimulate young people with fewer opportunities to participate in 


leisure time activities. The UiT-card is a loyalty card for culture and sports, 


sponsored by the Flemish government. Young people with fewer 


opportunities pay less for leisure activities but this is not made visible to 


others which is to avoid stigmatisation.  


5.7 Youth and the world 


In Flanders there exist a number of youth organisations whose core activities 


concentrate on topics related to “youth and the world”, such as: human rights, social 


justice, social rights and nature and the environment. These organisations are perhaps 


not as prominent as the Scouts and the Chiro, but they certainly exist.  


■ “Samen Wortels Plukken” is a project based in Ghent and it engages young 


people in organic gardening in their community. It not only teaches young 


people about a sustainable world but also shows them the potential of 


their environment (“the environment as a food supplier”). The project 


ensures the involvement of parents and the wider community and makes it 


a meeting place for all32.     


■ “Music for Life” is an annual initiative organised by the radio station Studio 


Brussel and the Red Cross Flanders. It is a fundraising event for which 


many youth organisation organise activities to raise money for developing 


countries.  


■ “Nature Study Working Group” set up by the Youth Organisation Nature 


and Environment allows young people to study and photograph animals 


and plants. It aims to make young people aware of the environment and 


study nature in a “fun and active way”33.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Youth work has a strong role to play in the context of increasing creativity and cultural 


participation among young people. This is for instance very prominent in youth houses 


were young people have the space to indulge in their youth culture by, for instance, 


organising concerts, watching movies or stand-up comedy. Over the past decades new 


types of youth work have emerged, focussing on new media and arts (e.g. graffiti, 


poetry, theatre).  


■ “Experiment” is one of the largest music events in Antwerp which started a 


number of years ago, as a scouts’ event. The event turned out to be very 


successful as it is now Antwerp’s largest music event, organised by two 


eighteen year olds and previous members of the scouts34.  


■ “Graffiti Youth Service” is a youth organisation aiming to expose children 


in a creative and experimental fashion to novel forms of communication 


(e.g. graffiti art, poetry, junkyard blues, theatre, “DJ-ing”, animations).  


The organisation organises workshops, field trips and courses to allow 


                                           
32 See: http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/kwetsbare-jongeren-tuinieren-gent  
33 See: http://www.jnm.be/  
34 Alles over jeugd (2012), Van scouts tot experiment, 
<http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/van-scouts-tot-experiment>. 



http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/kwetsbare-jongeren-tuinieren-gent

http://www.jnm.be/

http://www.allesoverjeugd.be/nieuws/van-scouts-tot-experiment
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young people to experiment and be creative with new forms of 


communication35.  


■ “Gamelab BXL” is an experimental project launched in 2012 which allowed 


young people from Brussels youth organisations to design and develop 


their own computer games. It intended young people to seek for 


inspiration from their own community and environment. The project is 


funded by the Ministry of Culture, Youth, Sport and Media36.    


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


As said earlier there are two types of youth work when it comes to how the target 


group is defined: universal youth work and targeted youth work. Universal youth work 


targets “all young people”. In 2010 the six largest Flemish youth movements37 had in 


total over 232 000 members and approximately half of their members is below the 


age of twelve38. Targeted youth work is much more focussed on the hard-to-reach 


groups such as social vulnerable young people, young people with a migration or 


ethnic minority background and young people with disabilities. At local level, 184 


youth initiatives were running in 93 municipalities and specifically target the “hard to 


reach”39. 


In terms of age groups, interviewees indicated that participation in youth 


organisations typically starts at the age of 7 until they reach the 16 to 18 age range. 


Young people between 16 to 21 years are generally involved as a volunteer with sharp 


declines from the age of 24. The participation of young people in the age range 24 to 


30 years is significantly lower.  


6.1.2 Reach 


Although an increasing number of youth organisations focus on hard-to-reach target 


groups, it still remains a serious challenge to reach and engage them, especially into 


universal youth work. In that respect, Coussée (2009)40 referred to it as the struggle 


on “how to reach the hard-to-reach” and pointed out that low-skilled young people, 


young people from low-income families and young people from ethnic minority 


backgrounds participate less than other young people in the youth sector. 


Interviewees added that young people with disabilities and young people living in 


poverty are also hard-to-reach target groups. Youth work has a limited reach whereby 


                                           
35 See: http://www.jeugdwerknet.be/adressen/organisatie/graffiti-jeugddienst  
36 Agentschap Sociaal-Cultureel werk, In de kijker, 
<http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/expjeugdwerk_indekijker.aspx>. 
37 i.e. Fos, Chiro, KSJ-KSA-VKSJ, KLJ, VNJ, VVKSM/Scouts en Gidsen 
38 Vlaamse Overheid (2012) VRIND 2012 - Vlaamse Regionale Indicatoren. Brussels 
39 Agentschap Sociaal-Cultureel Werk voor Jeugd en Volwassenen (2013), Cijferboek  Lokaal 
Jeugdbeleid 2011-2013, Brussels: 39 Agentschap Sociaal-Cultureel Werk voor Jeugd en 
Volwassenen. Availible at: 
http://cjsmcijferboek.vlaanderen.be/download/jeugd2012_anysurfer.pdf. 
40 Coussée, F. (2009), Youth Work and its Forgotten History: a View from Flanders. In: 


Verschelden, G. Coussée, F. Van de Walle, T. and Williamson, H. (Eds). (2009), The History of 
Youth Work in Europe and its Relevance for Youth Policy Today. Council of Europe Publishing. 
Ch. 5. 



http://www.jeugdwerknet.be/adressen/organisatie/graffiti-jeugddienst

http://www.sociaalcultureel.be/jeugd/expjeugdwerk_indekijker.aspx
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there are clear indicators that those who seem to be the most in need of organised 


leisure activities as offered by youth work do not participate41. 


Interviewees suggested that contemporary youth work reaches indeed all target 


groups, including the hard-to-reach but the level of youth work participation varies 


significantly and membership is unequally distributed across the population42. 


Universal youth work remains almost exclusively attended by white middle class 


young people with limited involvement of the hard-to-reach groups. This has also been 


confirmed by research which suggested that “while youth social work [i.e. targeted 


youth work] reaches some of the most disadvantaged young people, youth 


movements ([i.e. universal youth work] have to put in great effort in order to attract 


only a fraction of young people from socially marginalised groups”43. Recent research44 


found that among the six largest youth movements, 11.6% of participants are of non-


Belgian origin and 10.8% of the instructors are of non-Belgian origin.  Approximately 


10% of the participants say they have a disability versus 6.5% of the instructors. 


Current data suggests that 6.9% of Flemish young people between 14 and 30 years of 


age is an active member of a youth movement and 5.7% of young people is involved 


at organisational level in a youth movement. Out of young people between 14 and 40 


years of age, 4.6% is an active member of a youth club and 1% is a member at 


organisational level in a youth club. In the 12-13 age range, 27.9% of young people 


reported to be involved in a youth movement.45  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


In Flanders it is a common belief that youth work produces positive outcomes for its 


participants. Coussée (2009) mentioned in his research that participation in youth 


work may contribute to academic results, the development of social and cultural 


capital, mental health, promotes a sense of citizenship and may lead to a stronger 


position in the labour market46.  


Although (international) research points to the abovementioned positive outcomes of 


youth work, the interviewees suggested that youth work in Flanders aims to increase 


young people’s well-being and self-esteem and empower them to make their own 


decisions. Subsequently this may well lead to positive outcomes in other areas (e.g. 


increase employability, reduce early-school leaving) but this is not youth work’s 


objective in itself. Youth work supports young people in their self-development and 


equips them with a basic skills-set but it would be incorrect to say that youth work 


works or should work on the development of young people in relation to, for instance, 


the labour market or early school leaving47.  


Another interviewee put forward that youth work fulfils an essential role in allowing 


young people to be young and engage in activities which are appealing to them. This 


ideally should lead to young people who can have an impact on their own lives, society 


and policy. It becomes apparent that the Flemish government and the EU 


                                           
41 Ibid 
42 Also found in: Coussée, F. (2009), Youth Work and its Forgotten History: a View from 


Flanders. In: Verschelden, G. Coussée, F. Van de Walle, T. and Williamson, H. (Eds). (2009), 


The History of Youth Work in Europe and its Relevance for Youth Policy Today. Council of Europe 
Publishing. Ch. 5.  
43 Ibid, p. 221 
44 De Pauw, P. et al. (2012), Jeugdbewegingen in Vlaanderen: een Onderzoek bij Groepen, 
Leiding en Leden. Brussel: Vlaamse Overheid.  
45 Interviews and Vettenburg, N., Deklerck, J. & Siongers J. (eds.) (2010), Jongeren in cijfers en 
letters. Bevindingen uit JOP-monitor 2. Leuven: Acco. 
46 Ibid 
47 Source: interviews 
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administration put increasing emphasis on outcome-focussed work while interviewees 


suggest that the strength of youth workers lies in the fact that they consider their 


work not to be outcome-focussed. In general youth workers support and empower 


young people instead of working towards national targets. 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Flanders 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ The majority of youth organisations are 


volunteer-led which shows high 


commitment from the side of citizens. 


■ The government funding (i.e. local or 


Community level funding) on which the 


youth sector relies is sustainable and 


was maintained despite the crisis. 


■ Due to its long history, there is strong 


societal support for youth organisations 


and strong local embedding. This is in 


line with the governments’ decision to 


have local youth policies at municipal 


level as they are closest to its citizens 


and therefore better positioned to 


address young people’s needs at local 


level.  


■ Youth work organisations are well 


organised and structured across 


Community, regional and local level 


and there is an on-going dialogue 


between the youth sector and the 


government administration.  


■ Over the past decades more divers 


forms of youth work have emerged 


which now leads the sector to explore 


other forms to attract the hard-to-


reach groups.  


■ Increasing cooperation with other 


sectors and professionals working with 


young people (e.g. teachers, social 


workers, youth care workers) and also 


parents.   


■ Setting up of stronger partnerships 


between the provinces and 


municipalities in order to ensure better 


local support for youth work. If 


municipalities have complete autonomy 


it may turn into a threat for youth 


organisations in municipalities without 


a well-functioning youth policy in place.  


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Youth organisations are strongly 


dependent on government funding (i.e. 


local or Community level funding) and, 


although funding seems sustainable, 


some raise questions as to the stamina 


of youth organisations without or with 


limited government funding.  


■ The limited reach of the hard-to-reach 


target groups in youth work and 


particularly in universal youth work 


(e.g. Scouts). It is essential that more 


efforts are targeted at these groups 


and to also explore why universal 


youth work is less appealing to hard-


to-reach target groups.  


■ The high number of volunteers in the 


youth work sectors is considered a 


positive development, but they lack 


skills and training to deal with the 


hard-to-reach groups.     


■ The legislative (e.g. regulations against 


noise pollution which requires youth 


organisations to purchase measuring 


equipment as well as to use and repair 


it) and administrative (e.g. book 


keeping, process payments) burden 


imposed on youth organisations make 


it more difficult for youth organisations 


to be led by young volunteers.  


■ Volunteering by young people in 


general is under pressure as young 


people need to juggle youth work with 


other priorities (e.g. school, 


homework, student jobs, and other 


forms of leisure time spending).  


■ Youth work sector is expected from 


national and EU authorities to become 


increasingly outcome-focussed. In 


some cases this results in the fact that 


more focus is put on the quantity (e.g. 


how many young people are reached) 


instead of quality.  
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7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Recommendations to national level authorities 


■ There is a need for a more integrated and inter-sectoral funding approach; 


currently funding programmes hinder funding from different sectors (e.g. 


education, welfare, culture). This signifies that it is difficult for youth 


organisations to be funded by more than one sector and therefore 


government funding should become more integrated and inter-sectoral.  


■ It is essential that national authorities target more efforts towards the 


inclusion of young people with a migration background and from ethnic 


minority groups into youth work. This fits in with on-going debates as to 


whether hard-to-reach targets groups need be stimulated to enter 


universal youth work whilst others suggest that it is more effective to have 


targeted youth work for hard-to-reach target groups, completely separate 


from universal youth work.  


■ There is a clear need for the collection of statistics on the youth work 


sector (e.g. the number of volunteers, their qualifications, the youth 


organisation members, reach).  


■ Take into account the constraints of the youth work sector when putting in 


place legislative and administrative requirements that concern the types of 


activities that youth sector organises.   


■ Although there is an on-going dialogue between the youth sector and the 


Flemish government in particularly in relation to education and welfare but 


there is a need to also cooperate on themes such as employment, politics 


and the economy.   


■ During times of economic downturn youth work and informal learning are 


less of a priority on the political agenda. Nevertheless, the youth work 


sector strongly advocates that national governments, as well as at EU 


level, recognise the importance of the sector, also in times of crisis. 


Recommendations to the EU 


■ The EU puts too much focus on youth work as an instrument to tackle 


social issues; several interviewees suggested that it is an unrealistic point 


of view to expect youth work to make a significant impact on education, 


employment related issues. Youth work in Flanders is first and foremost 


considered to contribute to the well-being of young people and empower 


them. It should however not be overlooked that youth work, indirectly and 


informally, could contribute to such issues.  


■ EU policies should mainstream a youth perspective whereby the 


implications for young people of any planned action including legislation, 


policies or programmes are assessed.  


■ There is some concern that the youth work sector is not well represented 


in the envisioned “Erasmus for All” programme. It would be important to 


have a separate budget line for youth exchanges and informal and non-


formal learning.  
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Recommendations to the youth work sector 


■ Due to societal changes and more diverse societies, it is important that the 


youth work sector and youth organisations in particular continue to evolve 


and develop new methods to also attract the hard–to-reach target groups 


in order to ensure that they also have a place in youth work. Particular 


emphasis should be placed on how to engage young people with a 


migration background and from ethnic minority groups into youth work.  


■ Youth sector needs to organise itself better in order to have more influence at 
Community and Federal level when it comes to topics such as employment, the 
economy and pensions. Currently the youth sector does not have any impact on 
these themes, which are also important for the future of young people.  


■ There is a need for more debate on the recognition of prior learning in order to ensure 
that young people’s skills acquired through youth work are recognised.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  The history of youth work 


stretches over several decades, 


although it changed its nature 
and purpose over time 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


No real tradition in formal youth 
work; an occupational standard 


for youth workers has been 


recently introduced to recognise 


this profession 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in 
supporting young people 


Mixed views 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory 
youth work 


Difficult to judge given the 
limited scale of public sector 


youth work 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth 


work 


Social, cultural, education 


(particularly non-formal 
education), volunteering 


1.1 Definitions 


Romania has a legal framework for the provision of youth work set out by the Youth 


Law 350/20061. The Law defines ‘youth work’ as ‘any activity organised to improve 


the necessary conditions for the social and professional development of youth 


according to their necessities and wishes’. There is no other formal definition in 


Romania, although some other ad-hoc/informal definitions are used in practice.2 One 


stakeholder drew a distinction between (formal) work for youth (e.g., state-funded 


social services for young people with disabilities) and youth work carried out by and 


for young people (which is usually carried out on a pro-bono basis, with the active 


participation of young people).  


As mentioned in an earlier study carried out for the European Commission and Council 


of Europe, the aims of youth work in Romania include: ‘Access to information provided 


to young people, involvement in civic activities: ecological, political, community 


support activities, addressing exclusion through prevention, political participation 


inclusion and integration, self-development, education, offering space, time and 


support for leisure time activities.’ (EU-CoE, 2006) 3 


Consulted stakeholders and previous studies confirmed that the scope of youth work 


in Romania is broad, encompassing all young people aged between 14-35.  


                                           
1 Youth Law no. 350 of 21 July 2006 (‘Legea Tinerilor’). Published in Official Monitor Part I, 648 
of 27 July 2006. Available 
at:<http://www.anst.gov.ro/documente/documente/Legea%20Tinerilor_350_2006.pdf> date 
accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
2 Interview with representative of the National Agency for Community Programmes in Education 
and Training (ANPCDEFP).  
3 EU-CoE, I. (ed) (2006), The Socio-Economic Scope of Youth Work in Europe. Final Report. 
Council of Europe, 


European Commission, Institut for Sozialarbeit and Sozialpädagogik 



http://www.anst.gov.ro/documente/documente/Legea%20Tinerilor_350_2006.pdf
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1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


The history of youth work stretches over several decades, although it changed its 


nature and purpose over time.4 During the communist regime, the young people were 


organised in political structures attached to the communist party; in this role they 


would carry out activities in various areas such as sport, tourism, culture and arts, 


health and social assistance for young people. However such activities would have an 


ideological and political character.   In contrast with the youth work carried out during 


the former political regime, the majority of youth work nowadays is delivered through 


the third sector (as opposed to the public sector). Although no precise figures exist, it 


is thought that more than 50% of youth work in Romania is delivered through the 


third sector.5 According to the people consulted, the private sector has a limited role in 


the delivery of youth work. The majority of stakeholders believe that youth work in 


the third sector has been on the rise, encouraged by existing EU funds and 


programmes (primarily Youth in Action) and the increase in the civil participation and 


number of youth NGOs. In contrast, two stakeholders asserted that youth work in the 


public sector has stagnated, if not decreased.  Another stakeholder asserts the 


opposite. It is likely that the rate of youth work has increased in the third sector, and 


decreased (in relative terms) in the public sector. There is however a consensus with 


regards to the negative impact of the recent recession in Romania over the level of 


funding and range of youth activities available.6 As informed by the data provided by 


the national authority, funding for youth camps, for example, has decreased between 


2010 and 2012 by about 30%.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 


youth work 


Stakeholders consulted for this study agreed that most of the youth work in Romania 


is delivered through the third sector, although public sector bodies such as schools 


and county-level youth departments (‘directii de tineret’) functioning under the 


national youth authority are involved in delivering youth work on a formal basis.7 


Although no precise figures could be provided, one stakeholder estimated that more 


than 50% of youth work in Romania is delivered through the third sector, with the 


private sector having only a minor role in this domain.8 One stakeholder asserts that 


most youth workers in the third sector work on a pro-bono basis but no statistics are 


available.9 


Regarding the third sector, an important distinction must be made between formal 


youth structures (associations, foundations, federations, unions) and informal youth 


structures (such as pupils associations, county-level pupils associations, local councils 


of children and young people or other informal groups of young people etc.) (Asociatia 


Romana a Tinerilor cu Initiativa, 2008). It is estimated that 83% of youth non-


governmental organisations are formal, whilst 17% are informal (ibid.). The vast 


majority of the formal youth organisations (86%) work with volunteers. Almost half of 


them operate in the social domain (24%) and the cultural domain (24%). After the 


social and cultural domains, the educational field is the third most common domain of 


activity for formal youth organisations in the third sector (ibid.)  


                                           
4 Interview with representative of the National Agency for Sport and Youth (ANST) and the 
National Convention for Youth Foundation.  
5 Interview with representative ANST 
6 Interview with representative ANST, National Convention for Youth Foundation and the 
National Agency for Community Programmes in Education and Training (ANPCDEFP) 
7 Interviews with representative of ANPCDEFP and the National Convention of Youth 


Foundations.  
8 Interview with representative ANST 
9 Interview with representative of the Romanian Youth Council.  
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A recent survey of the beneficiaries of Youth in Action programme (which represents 


the largest funding source of youth activities in Romania, see below) shows that 76% 


of the 416 respondent organisations were ‘youth organisations’.10 The vast majority of 


these organisations are NGOs, with only a small proportion being public bodies or 


informal organisations. Although this survey is not representative of all youth 


organisations in Romania, it is worth highlighting that 72% of the organisations which 


responded to the Youth in Action survey in Romania reported that they were active in 


the volunteering sector, 66% in the non-formal education, 46% in the civic 


participation area and youth exchanges, respectively, and 44% in the culture sector. 


From all the respondent organisations, 50% work with volunteers only, 48% work with 


both volunteers and employees, and only 2% of them have employees only (ibid.).  


2 Legislative context and governance 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National (although relevant 


funds are allocated by both 


national and regional 
authorities) 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work National Authority for Sport 


and Youth (under the 


subordination Ministry of 
Youth and Sport). 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work has a legal basis in Romania laid down in the Youth Law 350/2006, 


published in the Official Monitor (Part 1, no. 648 of 27/07/2006).11 The law sets out 


the definition of youth work, its scope (i.e., young people aged 14-35), the 


governance structures and funding mechanisms at national and county level, and the 


legal characteristics of youth NGOs12 . In addition, the Law sets out national measures 


(including funding mechanisms) to support youth entrepreneurship, education and 


research, social protection and labour market integration of young people.  


There are plans to revise the existing legislation as it is considered slightly obsolete in 


light of the recent changes brought to the professional status of youth workers. 13 


Current proposals are also looking into the possibility to strengthen the funding and 


consultation mechanisms at the local/regional level (it is acknowledged that although 


the current Youth Law requires local authorities to fund youth activities and consult 


young people in strategic decision-making, this obligation is often not fulfilled by local 


authorities). Research undertaken by the Romanian Youth Council in 2008 shows that 


less than 10% of the 42 counties have implemented these provisions of the Youth 


Law. In addition to the newly introduced occupational standard for ‘youth workers’, 


                                           
10 ANPCDEFP (2013), Report on the implementation of Youth in Action in Romania 2007-2011. 
Data collected in 2012. Draft version provided by representative of ANPCDEFP on 22 March 
2013. Draft version may be subject to some minor revisions.  
11 Available at: 
http://www.anst.gov.ro/documente/documente/Legea%20Tinerilor_350_2006.pdf 
12 The Law asserts two main criteria for youth NGOS: a) their primary objective of activity 


should be youth-related; and b) two-thirds of their members comprise young people (Article 
11,a,b) 
13 Interview with ANST. 
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certain non-governmental institutions lobby for the introduction of two new youth-


related occupations such as the youth counsellor and youth specialist.14 In the 


legislative proposal, the youth specialist is the person ‘who provides information, 


advice and counselling to young people and youth NGOs; informs, organises and 


participates in recreational and educational activities for young people; provides 


advice / consulting services to young people in conflict situations, or at risk’. A youth 


counsellor is someone who provides services and activities for and with young people. 


In contrast with the youth worker (who does not need to have a university degree), 


the youth counsellor must have a university degree and attend relevant/specialist 


postgraduate courses15.  


Consulted stakeholders support the introduction of mandatory professional 


requirements for youth workers in the public sector. 16 However it is unclear at the 


moment how the new occupational standard will impact on the youth sector. This is 


because, as stakeholders noted, no new public policies have been introduced with 


regards to the professional standards of youth workers as a result of the new 


occupational standard.   


2.2 Governance 


According to the Youth Law, The National Authority for Sport and Youth (ANST) 


elaborates and coordinates all youth policies, including youth work, in Romania.17 The 


national authority carries out its activities under the subordination of the Ministry of 


Youth and Sport.  


At the county level, there are 42 County Departments for Youth and Sport which 


report to the National Youth Authority, primarily in relation to programmes and 


activities funded by the national authority. The County Youth Departments are 


responsible for the implementation of the national policies but they are financed from 


their own revenues, supplemented with grants from the state budget. 


Alongside the county departments sit the ‘youth foundations’ which are non-


governmental bodies regulated by Decree 150/1990. The Youth Law 350/2006 


stipulates that county youth foundations are non-governmental entities of public 


utility. They aim to develop, organise, fund and support youth programmes and 


activities in each county. There is no formal partnership between the county-level 


youth departments (which are public bodies under the subordination of the National 


Authority for Sport and Youth) and the youth foundations (above described), but they 


can collaborate occasionally.18  


The foundations are organised at the national level in the National Convention of 


Youth Foundations (CNFT) which represents the interests of more than 300 local youth 


NGOs. Above all sits the Romania Youth Council (CTR) which is recognised as the main 


non-governmental partner in dialogue with the central public authorities in the youth 


field. CTR is the Romanian member of the European Youth Forum.19 


                                           
14 Interview with representative of National Convention for Youth Foundations.  
15 ANST (2012), Proiect pentru modificarea Legii 350/2006 - Legea tinerilor. Text available at: 
www.anst.ro 
16 Interview with ANST and CNFT. 
17 See: http://www.anst.gov.ro/ 
18 Interview with ANST. 
19 http://www.ctr.ro/eng/articles/index 
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3 Policy and programme framework 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Low 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No 


Programmes on the development of youth work No national programmes; 


Youth in Action and many 


projects and initiatives 
which tend to be sparsely 


documented.  


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative impact. Funding 


for programmes run by the 


national authority has 
decreased in the past 2 


years 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Romania has no national Youth Strategy or Action Plan (National Youth Report2012; 


stakeholders interviews).20  Efforts are currently being made to introduce a strategy 


although the outcome and timeline of this process is uncertain.  In addition, Romania 


has not undertaken any additional/specific measures as a result of the EU Youth 


Strategy 2010-2018, although it is asserted that the EU Youth Strategy has reinforced 


existing priorities in the country in relation to youth, particularly in the areas of 


volunteering, health and sport (National Youth Report 2012). 


Consulted stakeholders agree that authorities support youth policies at the declarative 


level - reflected in the existing legal framework for youth and volunteering; however, 


the declarative commitment is rarely translated into actual initiatives, or dedicated 


funding at the national or local level. There is also a conspicuous lack of research and 


statistics in this area.21 In addition, although the Youth Law requires youth 


NGOs/foundations to be consulted in the decision-making regarding the allocation of 


funding at the local level, it is noted that there are no formal mechanisms of 


consultation in place. 22  Information also suggests that a disproportionately higher 


proportion of the national and local budget for youth and sport goes into the 


promotion of professional sport (estimated by a stakeholder at about 90%), with the 


remaining being invested in youth work. It is worth mentioning that the national 


authority has gone through numerous structural changes making it very difficult to 


ensure continuity in the policy-making.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


As previously mentioned, youth work does not appear to be at the forefront of national 


policy-making, apart from initiatives part of EU-funded programmes such as Youth in 


Action.  Stakeholders invoked various reasons for the lack of policies and dedicated 


programmes to develop youth work, chief being lack of funding, aggravated by the 


recent recession, lack of consistent political commitment, low membership/civic 


                                           
20 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012. Brussels: European Commission. Available at: 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/romania.pdf> 
21 Interview with representative of the National Institute of Scientific Research in the Field of 


Employment and Social Protection.  
22 Interviews with representative of the National Agency for Community Programmes in 
Education and Training (ANPCDEFP) and the National Convention of Youth Foundations. 
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participation amongst young people. According to one stakeholder, Youth in Action 


remains the main funding source for youth work in Romania; funding from national 


and local authorities comes second and third respectively. 23 


Nevertheless several initiatives or projects (as opposed to large-scale programmes) 


have been identified in the areas of employment, volunteering, entrepreneurship and 


education & training. These are described in more detail under the corresponding 


headings in section 4. 


Table 3.1 summarises the annual budgets committed by the National Authority for 


Sport and Youth to support ‘youth work’ at the national level in the period 2009-2012. 


The figures do not capture the funding allocated at the county level (in addition to the 


national level budget). It should be mentioned that the budget allocated to youth 


camps covers student camps, social camps, and camps for young people with 


disabilities. Social camps are organised for children and youth people coming from 


low-income households or other socio-economic disadvantaged environment. Given 


that most of the activities carried out in youth camps are undertaken for relaxation 


and touristic purposes, benefitting young people (who would otherwise not afford such 


breaks), this stream of funding is of less relevance to the present study. It is worth 


noting that available figures show a decrease in funding for programmes of about 30% 


between 2010 and 2012, in the context of the recent recession.24  


Table 3.1 Funding (EUR) allocated from the state budget to youth 


work 2009-201225 


Year National authority 
funding for youth 


programmes 


Funding for youth camps 


 Student 


camps 


Social camps Camps for 


young people 
with 


disabilities 


2012 1,302,383 717,640 500,955 626,708 


2011 1,350,172 1,014,282 716,807 195,775 


2010 1,925,162 n/a n/a n/a 


2009 808,461 n/a n/a n/a 


Source: National Authority for Sport and Youth, November 2012 


Youth in Action programme remains the most substantial source of funding in this 


area, its funding having increased steadily over the past 7 years as highlighted in 


Table 3.2. 


Table 3.2 Funding of Youth in Action in EUR (2007-2013) 


Year Budget allocated to Youth in 


Action 


2007 2,960,296 


2008 3,816,350 


                                           
23 Interview with Romanian Youth Council.  
24 Funding figures were provided by ANST on 5 November 2012.  
25 Historical exchange rates (as of December) retrieved from ECB database. Exchange rates 


used as follows:  
1 EUR = 4.515 RON (2012); 1 EUR = 4.355 RON (2011); 1 EUR = 4.297 RON (2010); 1 EUR = 
4.255 RON (2009) 
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Year Budget allocated to Youth in 


Action 


2009 4, 673,260 


2010 4,721,811 


2011 5,130,598 


2012 6,448,359 


2013 7,480,713 


Source: National Agency for Community Programmes in Education and Training 
(ANPCDEFP), March 2013. 


The results of the 2012 survey carried out by the Youth in Action in Romania also 


provide some information on the sources of funding of youth organisations 


(ANPCDEFP, 2013). As previously mentioned, this survey is not representative of all 


youth organisations in Romania; nevertheless, given that Youth in Action remains the 


main source of funding of youth activities in Romania and more than three-quarters of 


its beneficiary organisations are youth organisations, the results are considered 


relevant for the present study. Results show that main sources of funding of youth 


organisations in Romania are – in descending order - Youth in Action programme, 


donations, other European funding sources, and membership fees/subscriptions. A 


smaller proportion mentioned local/regional authorities, and national central 


authorities (e.g., National Authority for Sport and Youth with its county-level 


departments), revenues from economic activities and grants.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for 


youth workers 


No  (although in order to acquire the 


professional qualification based on the 
occupational standard of ‘youth worker’, a 


person must have secondary education at 


minimum) 


Youth worker as a recognised profession 


/ occupation 


Yes, through the newly introduced 


occupational standard. After the introduction 
of the occupational standard, a number of 


youth workers have been trained or had their 


competences validated according to the newly 
introduced occupational standard of ‘youth 


worker’ (estimated number in the region of 1 


000, the exact number could not be 
confirmed). 


Availability of formal, dedicated 
qualifications for youth workers 


No qualification programmes; however 
accredited training programmes have been 


introduced in line with the new occupational 


standard 


Education background of the majority of 


youth workers 


No information available, youth workers form 


a mixed pool of workers  


Number of youth workers  No information available; according to 


stakeholders‘ views, most youth workers work 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


in the third sector (youth NGOs) and work on 


a pro-bono basis (not remunerated) 


Trend in the overall number of youth 


workers 


No information available; according to 


stakeholders’ views, the number of youth 


workers in the third sector has increased 
whilst in the public sector it is likely to have 


decreased.  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are no minimum formal qualification requirements for youth workers in 


Romania. In addition, there is no educational qualification on youth work in the formal 


education system. There have been calls to introduce minimum professional standards 


for youth workers working with young people in the public sector but so far no new 


regulation has been introduced.  Those who are involved in youth work are likely to 


have entered this domain of activity through other routes such as social work, 


sociology, teaching, engineering, education, sports education etc. 26 


Nevertheless, the new occupational standard for youth workers (described in section 


4.2) has brought about the first accredited training programme on youth work. Two 


(private) organisations are currently known to deliver accredited training programme 


in this area27 (although more organisations can now develop similar programmes). A 


centre for the evaluation and validation of competences in youth work has also been 


set up.28 It is estimated that approximately 1 000 youth workers have been trained or 


had their competences validated since the introduction of the occupational standard in 


2011.29 


There is also a range of non-formal training opportunities made available to youth 


workers by NGOs, in the form of training sessions and short courses to their 


volunteers. These can be offered free of charge or not (EU-CoE, 2006). Training 


courses can also be offered through EU programmes such as Youth in Action. For 


example, The National Agency for Community Programmes in the Field of Education 


and Vocational Training (ANPCDEFP) is responsible for volunteer exchanges under the 


Youth in Action programme as part of its wider mission to develop cooperation in the 


education field and to enhance the participation of Romanians in various European 


programmes.30 More specifically, Youth in Action in Romania offer standardised 3 day 


training to interested youth workers/organisations, although the training focuses on 


‘youth in action’ activities, grant proposal writing as well as instruments of non-formal 


learning, management of volunteers, and procedures to establish an NGO. They also 


have leadership, coaching and mentorship sessions for their youth workers.31 A total 


of 100 training courses are provided to approx. 2,000 youth workers per annum; 


courses for youth leaders, coaches and mentors are provided twice per year.32 A 


breakdown of the types of training courses which are provided by Youth in Action in 


year 2011 is provided in table below: 


                                           
26 Interview with ANS and Romanian Youth Council  
27 EURO26 and Schultz Consulting. 
28 Interview with National Convention, partner in the project ‘Youth Worker which established 
the occupational standard.  
29 Interview with National Convention.  
30 Interview with ANPCDEFP. 
31 Interview with representative of the National Agency for Community Programmes in 
Education and Training (ANPCDEFP). 
32 Ibid.  
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Table 4.1 Youth in Action (YA) training opportunities (2011) 


Type of training module Number of modules Number of 


participants 


Proposal/project writing in 


the YA programme 


50 755 


Methods and tools used in 


nonformal education 


18 278 


Project management 5 231 


Volunteer management 16 234 


ONG set up 3 47 


Mentoring 2 29 


Socio-educational animation 2 40 


Coaching in the YA  2 42 


Leadership in the YA 1 13 


EVS 19 565 


Other  3 45 


Total 121 2279 


Source: National Agency for Community Programmes in Education and Training 
(ANPCDEFP), - National network of trainers ‘Youth in Action’. Available at: 


http://www.tinact.ro/files_docs/statisticifomratorisite2008-11.pdf (Accessed on 


20 March 2013).  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


There have been recent efforts to professionalise the status of youth workers in 


Romania. ‘Youth worker’ is currently an occupation recognised in the Romanian Code 


of Occupations (code COR 341205).The standard was introduced in 2011 as a result of 


an ESF-funded initiative coordinated by the national youth authority which aimed, 


amongst others, to  train 810 youth workers and validate the competences of 320 


experienced youth workers. 33 It is worth noting that the standard does not stipulate a 


university degree but emphasises competences in non-formal/informal learning, 


personal development and inclusion of young people.  


As stipulated in the occupations code, the youth worker has the role to facilitate the 


processes of non-formal/informal learning and development of young people. The 


youth worker can work in youth centres, NGOs or governmental bodies etc.  


Nevertheless, some stakeholders raised concerns about the potential downsides 


associated with the professionalisation of youth workers. This primarily relates to the 


possibility that good quality work delivered by dedicated persons might be overlooked 


if those workers will not have the required professional credentials.  


                                           
33 Schultz Consulting (unknown), Proiect: Lucratorul de tineret. < 


http://www.schultz.ro/proiecte/lucratorul-de-tineret.html> date accessed: 5th of November 


2012. 



http://www.tinact.ro/files_docs/statisticifomratorisite2008-11.pdf

http://www.schultz.ro/proiecte/lucratorul-de-tineret.html
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4.3 Youth worker population  


There is no definitive data available on the total number of youth workers in Romania. 


The lack of data is determined by several key factors. First, youth workers form an 


extremely varied pool, their work (often informally delivered) depends on the needs of 


local communities which they serve.34  In relation to this, a stakeholder noted that in 


Romania, there has been no comprehensive needs assessment of youth work. Second, 


youth workers have only recently been recognised as an occupation, hence in 


principle, only a limited pool of workers can be called’ youth worker’ as such (although 


note that the legal definition of ‘youth work’  preceded the occupational standard). 


Third, there is also conspicuous lack of research in this area and a general disinterest 


in the situation of youth workers and their professional development. 35 Apart from the 


Youth in Action representative, none of the consultees were able to provide estimates 


of the number of youth workers, whether remunerated or not.  With regard to Youth in 


Action programme, estimated 15,000 youth workers have been involved in YiA 


training courses and funded projects in Romania, the vast majority of them doing this 


pro-bono.36  


In the absence of exact figures, there are some useful sources of secondary data, 


notably survey data such as the 2008 European Values Survey.37 According to this 


source, 3% of those aged between 18-29 do voluntary work for youth organisations. 


This is the highest proportion of volunteers found across all age groups although it 


must be noted that 2% of those aged 60-69 do voluntary youth work as well. Overall 


only 1% of the adult population (above 18) do voluntary youth work. Although these 


statistics only capture the voluntary/informal youth sector, it still gives a sense of the 


small scale of youth work in Romania. A survey coordinated by the Romanian 


Association of Young People with Initiative Action (Associatia Romana a Tinerilor cu 


Initiativa) shows that at the end of 2007, there were 2,291 youth NGOs (4.5% of all 


NGOs in Romania) and 469 informal youth structures (such as county-level pupils 


associations, local councils of children and young people etc.) but these figures should 


be treated with caution as they are not official statistics.  


It is also difficult to draw any firm conclusions regarding trends in the number of youth 


workers in Romania because of the lack of definitive data on this issue. Two 


stakeholders suggested that the number of youth workers working in the third sector 


(which constitute the vast majority of youth workers in Romania) has increased in the 


past 5-10 years. In the public sector, the opposite could hold true. The increase in the 


third sector is likely to be driven by EU funds in this area, by the growing number of 


youth NGOs, interest in and demand for youth-related actions. The youth national 


authority suggests that the number of youth NGOs has increased over the past years. 


If one looks at the trends in volunteering rates (which could be used as a possible 


indicator of youth work), research shows that volunteering amongst those aged 18 


and above has increased only modestly over the past 10 years, from 9.5% in 1999 to 


12.8% in 2008 (European Social Values Surveys, 1999, 2008).38 Stakeholders suggest 


                                           
34 Interview with representative of the National Agency for Community Programmes in 
Education and Training (ANPCDEFP) 
35 Interviews with representatives of the National convention and ANPCDEFP.  
36 Interview with representative of the National Agency for Community Programmes in 
Education and Training (ANPCDEFP) 
37 The Research Institute for Quality of Life (2009), ’European Values Survey 2008’. Preliminary 
data provided by 
The Research Institute for Quality of Life (ICCV). Romania, Bucharest. 
38 Voicu, Mălina, and Bogdan Voicu. (2003), Volunteering in România: a rara avis. In Loek 


Halman, Paul Dekker (eds.). The Values of Volunteering: Cross-Cultural Perspective. New York: 
Kluwer Academic/ Plenum Publishers. 
The Research Institute for Quality of Life (2009). Ibid. 
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that some sub-sectors of the youth sector (e.g. volunteering, environmental and social 


action, inclusion of disadvantaged young people, entrepreneurship) have received 


more funding and attention (motivated by the EU agenda), although one stakeholder 


commented that there is little evidence at the national level to suggest that this is in 


line with the most pressing needs of the young people in Romania. 39 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


Given the scarcity of research in this area, stakeholders could not comment on the 


profile of youth workers. As previously mentioned, it is recognised that youth workers 


form a mixed pool of workers, with different backgrounds and experience. One 


stakeholder commented that youth workers tend not to have a university degree – 


this being reflected in the current occupational standard for youth worker as well.  


On the other hand, the literature on volunteering suggests that youth workers working 


as volunteers in the third sector are likely to be young, well educated, wealthier, and 


display higher levels of social trust (Voicu & Voicu, 2003). It can be therefore assumed 


that the socio-demographic characteristics of youth workers differ across the domains 


of activities and sectors (public versus third sector).  


5 The role and value of youth work  


There is a conspicuous lack of information and research on the role and value of youth 


work. Lack of funding, weak political commitment, the heterogeneity of the youth 


sector and lack of conceptual clarity (youth work, voluntary work etc.) are some of the 


factors contributing to the status-quo. However, some evaluative studies have been 


indeed carried out in this area - particularly in the context of Youth in Action in 


Romania- which are highlighted in the section below. It is worth mentioning that an 


evaluation of the Youth in Action in Romania which takes stock of the achievements of 


this programme made during 2007 and 2011 shows that a total of 87 projects were 


approved under Action 4.3 during the five-year period. During the same period, it is 


estimated that approx. 7,243 youth workers had access to a total of 411 training 


courses (e.g., on management of volunteers, methods and tools for non-formal 


education etc.).40  


5.1 Education and training 


This is an important area of youth work. According to a 2008 survey, about 18% of 


formal youth organisations operating in the third sector have ‘education’ as main 


domain of activity (Asociatia Romana a Tinerilor cu Initiativa, 2008). This is the third 


most important field of activity for youth organisations, after social and cultural fields. 


In the Youth in Action survey in Romania, non-formal education was the second most 


often quoted area of activity (66% of the beneficiary organisations which responded to 


the survey question). It is interesting to highlight that non-formal education has 


gained momentum in Romania, particularly amongst young people 20-24, where 18% 


of them participate in non-formal education (Institute of Education Sciences, 2010). 


                                           
39 Interview with representative of the National Agency for Community Programmes in 
Education and Training (ANPCDEFP) 
40 National Agency for Community Programmes in Education and Training (ANPCDEFP) (2013), 
Report on the implementation of Youth in Action in Romania 2007-2011. Draft version provided 
by representative of ANPCDEFP on 22 March 2013. 
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Between 2007 and 2011, Youth in Action in Romania trained a total of 1,845 youth 


workers on the use of non-formal education methods and tools.  


■ A good practice example mentioned by several stakeholders is the portal 


‘Nonformalii.ro’ which aims to promote non-formal education in Romania.41 


The project run between February 2012 and January 2013 is the result of 


a collaboration between third sector and public sector organisations which 


include the Civil Society Development Foundation, together with the 


National Agency for Community Programmes in Education and Training 


and the Institute of Education Sciences. The project was funded through 


the Lifelong Learning Programme. The portal is managed by the Youth in 


Action (ANPCDEFP) and aims to become a reference point for non-formal 


education in Romania. The portal shares information on resources, 


methods, best practices and has created a community of young people 


and institutions interested in non-formal education. A similar project is 


„Non-Formal și PUNCT” run by Euro26 with funding from the national 


authority (October-November 2012). The project aims to develop the 


social and personal skills of young people through the use of non-formal 


education methods. 


■ Another example of good practice is the project ‘Trainer's Labouratory – 


Experience non-formal training tools!” („Labouratorul trainerului –


Experimentează metode de învățare non‐formală!). This constitutes a 


training course focused on non-formal learning organised by the Team 


Work Association (in Bucharest) and funded through Youth in Action 


programme (Action 4.3). The course was run between 29 July and 6 


August 2011 with 23 young trainers and aspiring trainers in the field of 


non-formal education from seven countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Denmark, 


Italy, Portugal, Romania and Turkey). The course aimed to develop the 


participants’ competences required in supporting/ facilitating non-formal 


learning and to promote innovation in non-formal education. Trainers were 


encouraged to develop their own methods and tools of non-formal 


learning. As a result of this training, an online brochure was produced for 


all trainers interested in non-formal learning.42 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


This area has gained momentum in the past years as volunteering is increasingly seen 


as a route to the labour market and career development.43 Another stakeholder 


commented that many initiatives in the field of employment target young people 


under 25 in the context of high unemployment amongst this group.44 


■ IMPACT (Involvement, Motivation, Participation, Action, Community, 


Youth) is an initiative taken by New Horizons Foundation (NHF).45 Through 


IMPACT, 141 youth clubs with over 3,000 members have been set up in 


Romania. The clubs combine learning, fun and community service to help 


young people develop in four key domains: active citizenship, 


employability, social entrepreneurship, and leadership.  IMPACT members 


are directly involved in the community, having to implement a community 


                                           
41 See: http://www.nonformalii.ro 
42 See: 
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B7vYxwL23ki_MTRlZWQ2NzAtZWUzMy00ZTljLTkzODUtMTI2NjQ
1OGFhODBh/edit?pli=1 
43 Interview with representative of the Romanian Council of Youth.  
44 Interview with representative of the National scientific research institute for labour and social 
protection 
45 See: http://www.nonformalii.ro/programmee/impact 
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service project every 4 months.46 Over 450 volunteer club leaders operate 


within the IMPACT club network, 80 per cent of them comprising teachers, 


students, clergy, and social workers. The model has been replicated in 


neighbour country Moldova where 4 similar youth clubs have been set up.  


■ Another relevant initiative is the programme “Erasmus for Young 


Entrepreneurs” implemented in Romania which encourages 


entrepreneurship, internationalisation and competitiveness of start-up 


entrepreneurs. The project is run by the National Agency for Small and 


Medium Sized Enterprises and Cooperatives. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


No information available. The National Youth Report 2012 reports that measures to 


encourage health and well-being amongst young people (whether through youth 


workers or other means) ‘had already been taken before the EU Youth Strategy came 


into force in January 2010, with no additional initiatives being necessary’. There is 


insufficient information about the nature and outcomes of these measures. 


5.4 Participation  


One example of good practice is the IMPACT initiative led by New Horizons Foundation 


(see above).  Other examples include Youthbank47 and the School of Values48. 


■ Each year, YouthBank provide 85-100 high school students aged 15-20 


with an opportunity to create, promote and manage a special fund 


dedicated to financing projects initiated and implemented by young people 


with the aim to develop the local community. The initiatives (based on co-


financing and public/private/third-sector partnerships) help young people 


to familiarise themselves with the problems faced by the local community, 


find solutions as a team and become financially astute. Overall, the project 


aims to instil the spirit of philanthropy, civic initiative and responsibility 


amongst young people. The programme was launched in 2006 in the city 


of Cluj-Napoca being coordinated by the Association for Community 


Relations (ARC). Since 2009, the programme has been replicated in six 


other cities, including the capital city Bucharest. Over the past three years 


(since the project was extended at the national level), an estimated 210 


young people have been involved in the local YouthBank branches and 


over 75,000 benefitted –directly or indirectly – from the projects financed 


through YouthBank.49  


■ The School of Values is a non-governmental structure aiming to promote 


the formal and non-formal education of young people (particularly high 


school pupils) in Romania through the use of innovative methods of 


learning. The initiative was launched in 2009 and has been particularly 


focused on promoting learning experiences based on internationalism, 


non-formal education, dialogue and diversity. As part of this initiative, 


GROW programme was launched in 2010 in partnership with the student 


organisation AIESEC. GROW (2010-2015) is a nationwide youth 


development programme, designed to improve the quality of the formal 


education in Romania through the use of non-formal education 


                                           
46 Ibid.  
47 For more information see: http://www.youthbankromania.ro/pagina.php?idtemplate=1 
48 For more information see: http://www.scoaladevalori.ro/ 
49 Youth bank (Unknown), Cu ce ne mândrim?, 
<http://www.youthbankromania.ro/pagina.php?idtemplate=42> date accessed: 5th of 
November 2012. 
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techniques/tools. More specifically, the programme provides high school 


students (aged 14-18) a professionally designed education curriculum 


running over a four-year cycle which complements the formal education 


system. The curriculum which comprises four modules has been designed 


with the support of the Educational Board and experts in educational and 


youth psychology.50  The curriculum focuses on strengthening, inter alia, 


self-esteem, self-awareness, eco-friendliness, management skills and 


European citizenship.51 Feedback from the beneficiaries of the first phase 


of the programme (Grow 0.9) shows that 90% of the participants found 


the programme very useful for their educational and practical needs. The 


evaluation also found that the skills which the curriculum developed and 


implemented during GROW 0.9 covers skills that are in demand by 


Romanian employers (e.g., analytical skills, continuous learning, 


innovation, team work and communication). Between 2010 and 2011, over 


3700 participants and 172 international trainers have been involved in the 


overall GROW programme.52  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


There is an intrinsic role between youth work and volunteering given that the majority 


of volunteers operate in the third sector (often on a pro bono basis). The profile of 


volunteering has also been raised the activities of the European Year of Volunteering. 


In the context of the European Year of Volunteering, Romania also set up a national 


recognition system of competencies acquired through volunteering, having been 


inspired by the Youthpass and Europass   initiatives. There are various training 


programmes for young volunteers. A number of them are run by ANPCDEFP through 


the Youth in Action programme which trains EVS volunteers (GHK, 2010). 


Young people also featured in the initiatives taken by the national authorities and 


NGOs as part of the 2011 European Year of Volunteering (National Youth Report 


2012). Several NGOs with national coverage (such as Provobis) have focussed their 


activity on developing young volunteers and promote volunteering amongst young 


people.  


The national authority also funds training on leadership and communication in youth 


NGOs.53 


5.6 Social inclusion 


Stakeholders suggested that there are some groups of young people who are more 


difficult to reach, particularly young people in rural areas, of Roma ethnicity and with 


disabilities. There is a growing number of projects targeting these specific groups. 


However, one stakeholder commented that the initiatives with the greatest potential 


to combat social exclusion are those which target all young people, allowing for the 


interaction of the harder-to-reach groups with the rest of young people (e.g., Youth in 


Action).  


                                           
50 Scoala de Valori (2011). Grow 0.9 2011 Evaluation. 
<http://www.scoaladevalori.ro/en/impact/projects/grow/> date accessed: 5th of November 
2012. 
51 Ibid 
52 For more information see: http://www.scoaladevalori.ro/en/impact/projects/grow/ 
53 Interview with ANST. 
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5.7 Youth and the world 


There is an acknowledged need to raise awareness amongst Romanian young people 


about global issues such as human rights, transparency and social justice.  With the 


view to address this need, the  Association for the Defence of Human Rights in 


Romania-the Helsinki Committee carried out in 2010 a project entitled "The 


involvement of youth NGOs in the promotion of transparency and accountability 


amongst public authorities " (APADOR-CH, 2010). Through training activities and 


training-of-trainers initiatives, the project raised awareness about citizenship rights, 


government transparency and accountability amongst high school pupils, school 


inspectors, teachers and youth NGOs. As part of this study, a guide was produced for 


NGOs to support their awareness raising and dissemination activities in other schools. 


The project was run from January to November 2010 with EU funding from the 


Transition Facility. 


There have been several projects managed through Youth in Action programme in 


Romania which aimed to support youth exchanges, training and networks as well as 


volunteering involving the EU Neighbouring Countries.54 In addition, the Eastern 


Partnership Window has run in Romania since 2012. This is a programme aiming to 


increase the cooperation in the youth field with Eastern Partnership countries 


(Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine).  


The 2012 National Youth Report states that the national authority has cooperated with 


the Youth in Action National Agency with the view to support the development of the 


EVS programme. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


It is worth highlighting here the contribution of the National Cultural Fund 


Administration (AFCN) which provides non-reimbursable funding for cultural projects. 
55 Inter alia, the project KickStart is an initiative funded by AFCN to promote the 


creative and cultural education of children and adolescents in a rural area in Romania 


(Limanu, Constanta County). The project aims to facilitate their access to 


culture/cultural events, to support the local rural communities and local authorities in 


developing their own educational and cultural programmes and to grow the creative 


potential of these young people living in the rural area (AFCN, 2011).56 Another similar 


project co-financed by AFCN in partnership with Brasov County School Inspectorate 


(‘Museum comes to you’) aimed to provide a group of 250 young people living in the 


rural area of Brasov County with access to museum education. The project aims, in 


addition to raising awareness about the ethos of museums amongst the rural young 


generation, to help teachers use non-formal education methods and develop an 


interest in alternative forms of learning (ibid.).  


The National Youth Report 2012 reports that Romania had taken measures to develop 


intercultural awareness and creativity amongst young people before the EU Youth 


Strategy came into force in January 2010, with no additional initiatives being 


necessary. There is insufficient information about the nature and outcomes of these 


measures.  


                                           
54 Interview with representative of the National Agency for Community Programmes in 
Education and Training (ANPCDEFP) 
55 Ibid. 
56 AFCN (2011), Activity report 2010-2011, Available at: http://www.afcn.ro/activitate/raport-


de-activitate.html 
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work [proposed 


length: about 2 pages] 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Several stakeholders (including the national youth authority) mentioned that youth 


work in Romania tends to address all young people in the age 14-35 (as stipulated in 


the Youth Law).  


A much earlier study suggests the opposite. EU-CoE 2006 suggests that 


disadvantaged and/or socially excluded group of young people are more often 


targeted, in particular ‘Roma youth, girls, students, institutionalised young people, 


drug consumers, HIV positive young people or young people from rural areas’ (EU-


CoE, 2006). 


6.1.2 Reach 


There are no precise estimates for the number of young people reached by youth work 


each year and share of all young people covered.   


According to the statistics of the Youth in Action programme (YiA) in Romania, approx. 


30,000 young people participated in the YiA activities between 2007 and 2011 


(ANPCDEFP, 2013). Although the YiA are not representative of all persons involved in 


youth work and volunteering in Romania, their 2011 data show that the majority of 


those who participated in the YiA activities are aged 25 or below and have tertiary 


education (ibid.). In addition, the vast majority of the YiA beneficiaries (88%) are 


youth NGOs, most of them working with volunteers. According to the same source, 


between 2008 and 2011, almost 1,500 people attended the course on non-formal 


education tools and methods; over 600 were trained in the management of 


volunteers; and 138 were taught how to set up a youth NGO in the YiA context.  


There is a common understanding that young people in rural areas are hardest to 


reach.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is limited information on this matter. Some of the outcomes and impacts of 


various programmes/projects (mostly funded through the Youth in Action programme) 


have been highlighted throughout this report.  In addition, the data on the Youth in 


Action programme in Romania shows that the vast majority of the participants felt 


that the YiA activities had a very positive impact on their lives (ANPCDEFP, 2013). 


Individual participants reported positive impact on various sets of skills, in particular 


teamwork, freedom of expression, personal development, interpersonal and civic 


competences. In over 60% of the projects under Actions 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 3.1 and 4.3, 


participants received a Youthpass, recognising and describing the learning outcomes 


(ibid.) 


The beneficiary organisations (mostly youth NGOs) have also reported positive 


outcomes. The most common themes of the projects approved and funded through 


YiA organisations were volunteering, social inclusion, active participation and anti-


discrimination. Most common positive outcomes mentioned by the organisations which 


implemented the YiA funded projects include improvement of the skills in working with 
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youth, enhanced visibility of their organisation in the local community and amongst 


young people, as well as development of new events/opportunities for young people.  


In addition, there is  a common understanding amongst interviewees that youth 


workers (compared to other workers or professionals in the youth works) have two 


advantages: first, they approach youth problems/challenges from a holistic way, with 


no professional bias; second, they communicate and work with young people on an 


equal foot (rather than from a higher hierarchical  position). 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Romania (information exclusively based on 


the views of consulted stakeholders) 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Enthusiasm, focus on the 


development of non-formal 


education. 


■ Integrated approach to working 


with young people (compared with 


practices in the formal education 


system). 


■ The existence of a dedicated 


national authority for youth (and 


sport). 


■ The Youth in Action programme. 


■ Growing interest in non-formal 


education amongst NGOs and 


young people. 


■ Lobbying for the introduction of 


youth work, volunteering and non-


formal education support schemes 


in the European Social Funds 


starting with 2014. 


■ Youth related policies and 


measures at European level such 


as Youth on the Move or Youth 


Opportunities Initiative. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Low / inconsistent political 


commitment to youth policies. 


■ Low level of 


membership/associativity amongst 


young people, low levels of civic 


participation and volunteering, 


some persistent misconceptions 


about non-formal education (‘it is 


not serious enough’) and lack of 


recognition of the results of non-


formal/informal learning in the 


formal education system. 


■ Narrow view of ‘young age’ (i.e., it 


ignores the age group 5-14 which 


youth work should target as well). 


■ Lack of data/statistics. 


■ Lack of information, counselling 


and non-formal education services 


for young people at the county and 


local levels.  


■ The lack of a national youth 


strategy. 


■ Possibility of further funding cuts. 


■ Difficulty for smaller scale NGOs 


which carry out grassroots youth 


work to access national/EU funds 


(due to high administrative burden, 


lack of financial expertise and low 


levels of pre-financing). 


■ Restructuring of Youth in Action 


from 2014 onwards and the 


possible end of the national youth 


initiatives support. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Evidence collected for this study, although scarce, draws a mixed picture 


about youth work. On the one hand, youth work seems to have gained 


momentum in the third sector helped by an increase in the number of formal 


and informal youth organisations, EU funding (particularly Youth in Action, 


and to a much lesser extent ESF) and a growing concern about youth 


unemployment and exclusion at the EU and national level. Also on the positive 


side, there have been efforts to professionalise and up-skill youth workers 


with the help of the main authority in the field and EU funds.  


 


On the other hand, the history of youth work in Romania also shows an 


inconsistent political commitment to youth work, and youth policies more 


generally, with no national youth strategy in place, with an obsolete youth 


law, with insufficient funding allocated at national and local levels to support, 


inform and engage young people, and a fragmented infrastructure in this 


sector (with very little coordination between the public, private and third 


sector actors). Volunteering and civic participation amongst young people – 


although on the rise – remain very modest in Romania with repercussions on 


youth work.   


 


Recommendations to the national authorities: 


■ A wide range of stakeholders should be consulted to put together a 


comprehensive and longer term national youth strategy. 


■ The strategy should be approved by legal act to make sure it is 


implemented and enforced; penalties for authorities which fail to meet the 


policy and funding priorities should be put in place. 


■ There should be mechanisms to monitor the progress made towards 


meeting the objectives set out in the national strategy. 


■ Youth work should be professionalised; the introduction of an occupational 


standard in Romania is a good first step in this direction but now public 


authorities must create an institutional framework to absorb the new 


professionals; minimum qualifications standards should be introduced at 


least for youth workers in the public sector. 


Recommendations to EU funding arrangements: 


■ The promotion of youth work and non-formal education should become 


funding priorities for ESF in the period 2014-2020. This could allow for a 


different funding mechanism (similar to Youth in Action and Lifelong 


Learning programmes), with smaller grants and simplified procedures to 


better respond to grassroots local and national initiatives. These projects 


would complement the large, strategic ESF projects (funded through 


strategic grants). This approach could lead to higher absorption of EU 


funds, less bureaucracy and creation of smaller scale, community based 


projects. It is viewed that, at present, minimum ESF budget thresholds are 


set at too high levels and the financing procedures are too complex for 


small size actors such as NGOs, schools, cultural institutions, volunteer 


clubs.  In addition, the principle of reimbursement associated with low pre-


financing acts as a deterrent for small youth NGOs.  


■ Funding should not only be made available for activities targeting 


disadvantaged groups (e.g. young people in rural areas) but also for those 


projects taking an integrated approach targeting all young people (e.g. all 


young people would benefit from an employability boosting initiative).  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Since early 19th Century 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth 


work tradition  
Since mid of 19th Century 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in 


supporting young people 
 Increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory 


youth work 


Political Education, cultural 


education, general non-formal 


education, preventive measures, 


youth welfare, youth protection, 


international youth work, inclusion 


and integration of young people with 
disadvantaged background  


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led 
youth work 


Political Education, cultural 
education, general non-formal 


education, preventive measures, 


youth welfare, youth protection, 
international youth work, inclusion 


and integration of young people with 


disadvantaged background 


1.1 Definitions 


The definitions that relate to youth work and youth services in Germany can be found 


under the Social Book SGB VIII – the Child and Youth Services Act1. The main principles 


can be found under § 1 of the Act:  


1. Every young person has a right to assistance in his or her development and 


to an appropriate upbringing so that he or she can become a responsible and 


socially skilled personality.  


2. Care, upbringing and education of children are the natural right of parents 


and their primary duty. The state polity monitors the fulfilment of that duty. 


3. For the realisation of this right, child and youth services shall especially 


– Support young persons in their individual and social development and 


help to avoid or remove disadvantages. 


– Provide educational counselling and assistance to parents and other 


persons having parental powers. 


– Protect children and young persons from harm to their welfare,  


– Help maintain or create positive living conditions and a favourable 


environment for children, young people and their families. 


This definition sets forth the state’s responsibilities for youth which guarantees the 


personal development of young people, a positive living environment and welfare 


protection. Youth work in general terms is used as a tool to provide for these rights. 


There are three fields defined where the state will provide services for youth: youth 


work, socio-educational youth work and socio-educational child and youth protection. The 


following definitions lay down what kind of objectives and tasks each type of youth work 


has: 


 


                                           
1 Sozialgesetzbuch SGB VIII from 26. June 1990 (Federal Law Gazette 1, p. 1163) last changed  on 
22. December 2011 (Federal Law Gazette. 1, p. 2975, 2976 ff.) 
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■ § 11 Youth Work 


1. Appropriate measures promoting the development of young people, need to 


be provided through youth work. Measures should be oriented towards the 


interests of young people. Youth should be actively involved in the design of 


measures and in co-management in order to empower them towards self-


determination and to take responsibility in society, as well as incite them to 


take over social responsibilities.   


2. Youth work will be provided by associations, groups and youth initiatives of 


voluntary and statutory youth services. They provide for activities of their 


members, open youth work and community oriented offers.  


3. The focus of youth work lies in: 


– Out-of school youth education with an emphasis on general, political, 


societal, health related, cultural, natural science and technical education. 


– Youth work in sports, games and in sociality. 


– Youth work should relate to employment, school and family. 


– International youth work. 


– Child- and youth recreation. 


– Counselling. 


4. Activities of youth work can include persons over 27 years of age in an 


adapted way. 


■ § 13 Youth socio-educational provisions 


1. Young people, due to social inequality or due to individual impairment, who 


need professional support, should be offered social pedagogic help in order to 


promote their integration in school, vocational training, transition into 


employment and society. 


2. In addition to national programmes which ensure vocational training is 


provided by statutory providers, social pedagogic measures can also be taken 


in this area to accompany and make transitions easier for these young people 


into employment. 


3. Young people should be offered accommodation that includes specific social 


pedagogic mentoring whilst at school or in vocational education 


arrangements.  


4. The latter offer should be co-decided with school administration, the public 


employment service and providers of educational training.  


■ § 14 socio-educational child and youth protection  


1. Young people and parents are to be made offers of educational child and 


youth protection. 


2. The measures should: 


– Empower young people to protect themselves against harmful influences 


and lead to ability to judge critically, ability to take-decisions and take 


personal responsibility and within society. 


– Enable parents and guardians to better protect children and young people 


against harmful influences. 


The three fields are in practice not always separate from each other. It can be said that 


youth work is rather carried out by youth associations, socio-educational work by youth 


welfare service providers and socio-educational child- and youth protection by statuary 


youth offices. The state will provide for adequate funding to implement the necessary 


measures. Furthermore, when guaranteeing youth personal development opportunities, a 


state needs to also provide the right framework conditions in which youth work can 


operate. This is the reason why the German Youth Services Act provides definitions on 


protection and upbringing. 


The German definition for the field of youth work as stated under paragraph 11 is similar 


to the European definition. Yet it differs because in Germany youth work is a tool to 


guarantee the right of young persons to personal development. Whereas the European 


definition does not define a purpose of youth work but tries to summarise in general 
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what kinds of activities would fall under this term. In addition, the German concept of 


child and youth services understands that the socio-cultural background of young people 


differs. Therefore two additional fields are added under youth work services which 


address these particular differences: socio-educational work that supports 


integration/inclusion and transitions from school to work and youth protection addressing 


the family to prevent crisis situations. The three fields also make use of different 


scientific/ pedagogic methods. This distinction cannot be seen in the European definition 


which does not seem to consider a scientific concept of professional youth work. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work2 


The following brief historical overview of the development of youth work in general and 


the attached concepts is necessary in order to understand the current state of play. 


19th century: Pre-professional forms of youth work 


Due to a lack of socio-cultural meeting spaces for the working-class movement in 


industrialised towns, initiatives were started, by the likes of Adolph Kolping (and other 


priests), teachers and officers, in order to exercise influence over young people that were 


regarded as threatened by moral decline. Debates on the control and emancipation of 


young people and also on the concepts of 'sensible' and 'useful' leisure soon emerged 


and have become typical debates in youth work up to the present day. 


1890 to 1933: Volunteers as professionals 


Groups of the Bourgeois youth movement profoundly influenced a new generation of 


teachers, artists, politicians and welfare officers, to become role models for different 


social contexts for many decades to come. 


From the mid-19th century, special youth associations based around the fields of religion, 


sport, politics or leisure began to take form under adult organisations, which opened 


these youth departments with more freedom and room for the interests of young people.  


Public youth work was organised directly by the state (received a big boost from the 


Prussian Youth Care Law reforms of 1911/13 which established public youth work 


formally in Prussia). 


1933 to 1945: The National Socialists’ ideological youth work 


This period was characterised by a restructuring of youth work under the Nationalist 


Socialist regime. Many existing associations were declared illegal or were integrated into 


the new associations (HJ and BDM). Under this government (with the intention of 


creating a 'state youth') the Hitler Jugend ('Hiter youth') and the Bund Deutscher 


Madchen ('Federation of German Girls') were formed as instruments to indoctrinate 


youth. 


1946 to 1989: Youth work in post-war West Germany 


Following the breakdown of the National Socialist system, youth work activities were 


characterised by traditional forms of established youth work, coupled with the new ideas 


brought to the table by the allied bodies under the German Youth Activity (GYA). People 


involved in youth work before and during the war tended to carry out the youth work 


that took place in post-war Germany. 


Youth work came therefore under strong protest by the young people it catered for, 


during the protest movements of the 1960s and 1970s, as these young people were 


increasingly against their parents' generation's ideology and their former involvement in 


                                           
2 This historical section is based on information  from, Verschelden, G., Coussee, F., Van de Walle, 
T., and Williamson, H., (2009), The history of youth work in Europe and its relevance for youth 
policy today, Council of Europe Publishing 
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the National Socialist dictatorship. German youth, who were riding the tide of the 


emerging pop cultures, demanded more liberation and self-organisation in society and 


traditional forms of youth work were challenged intensely by this new generation. 


During this period, three main types of approach came to characterise leading theory 


models for youth work: emancipatory theories; radical anti-capitalist and revolutionary 


approaches; and, the more moderate needs-oriented approach to youth work. 


1946 to 1989: Youth work in the GDR 


Under Soviet occupation, the German Democratic Republic the official youth organisation 


that was established, the Free German Youth (Freie Deutsche Jugend - FDJ), was 


intended to be one key instrument for the transmission of the socialist state ideology. 


The organisation was directly linked with schools, offering 'sensible' and 'useful' activities 


in a variety of group and leisure activities, holiday camps and youth clubs. The FDJ 


facilitated quality voluntary activities from adults and young people: the ideological 


design, however, was mostly controlled by the state.  


1990 to 2000: Modern youth work – trends and developments I 


In the decade following German re-unification (1990-2000), three new paradigms began 


to dominate professional debates on youth work. 


The first of which, by Franz Josef Krafeld, received a positive response within the 


professional community, for its focus on peer-group-oriented youth work (1992). Krafeld 


identified that youth workers should work with already existing peer groups and their 


specific interests and potential, demanding that youth workers should respect youth 


cultural styles and forms of expressions. Youth workers should strive to be companions of 


peer groups and not simply their teachers. 


A second model for youth workers, also by Krafeld (1996), was designed to cater for 


hard-to-reach youth, those involved in sub-cultural life styles and criminal behaviour. 


This 'accepting' approach focused on the development of trust and relationships between 


youth worker and the young person, two prerequisites for the changes that would only be 


possible after a longer-lasting social pedagogical process. 


In 1997, a third approach was developed by Albert Scherr, which was subject-oriented 


youth work. This work reconnected the emancipatory traditions of former decades and 


recommended that young people be provided support by youth workers, in developing 


themselves as full, autonomous and responsible subjects. 


2000 to present day: Modern youth work – trends and developments II 


Since 2000, three issues and approaches have come to dominate youth work debates: 


social-space orientation, in which youth workers are the mediators between young people 


and social spaces and provide change and innovation within special contexts; connection 


between social work and school, whereby youth workers continue to teach informally in 


tandem with formal education institutions; and, a movement towards evidence-based 


social work, which demands youth work to function in line with concepts based on 


empirical research. 


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal youth 
work 


The delivery of formal youth work is ensured by all youth service providers that organise 


activities within the three legally determined fields of youth services for which the state 


guarantees funded activities. Non-formal youth work could be understood as any other 


activity that would go beyond the state funded guaranteed activities. In Germany youth 


work is highly professionalised and a distinction between formal youth work and non-


formal youth work from a professional perspective would not be justified. Nevertheless 


there is a difference between those actors that continuously exercise state funded 
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activities as they can employ more professionals on a long term basis and they have to 


comply with quality standards for the services they provide. In many youth associations 


which do depend on a high number of volunteers also employ professionals even though 


less than others, but professionals are needed to guarantee for advice and supervision to 


the volunteers. In practice also youth associations carry out state funded activities. 


In Germany, volunteering has been crucial within the long history of youth work and to 


its continuing development and success. It forms the basis for youth work and presently 


(2012) there are 26 active federal youth associations.3 These associations have a number 


of supra-local organisations, with the total number of youth associations estimated to be 


approximately 400. There are three general types of youth associations: church oriented, 


civic and trade union based. 


Despite the long tradition of associative youth work, it was not clear in the past whether 


youth associations would keep their strong position in youth work and co-determination 


of youth policies. A study4 conducted by the German Youth Institute which is the official 


research institution for youth research put in place by the Bundestag (Parliament) in 


1963, concluded that their presence is continuously quite strong. In about 75% districts 


and cities there is a youth council in place with on average 24 member youth 


associations. Whereby 57% are registered associations, 21% a public cooperation, 12% a 


non-registered association and 11% work as a working party. This means that there is 


quite strong institutionalisation of the youth councils organising projects and activities, 


lobbying and networking for young people at local, communal, Lander and federal level. 


Youth associations can voluntarily organise themselves in youth councils but are 


recognised partners for public youth services. 


The reason for the amount of variation of youth service providers is that after World War 


II, youth work was not supposed to be controlled by public institutions or politics. Youth 


associations created their own bodies for representation and lobbying and a variety of 


providers were registered to be a provider for youth services. Church organisations have 


a big variety of providers as well. It should be taken into account that the Catholic and 


Protestant Church youth associations and their welfare service providers are the biggest 


voluntary youth service providers in Germany.  


The political priorities for youth work have been the participation of young people and 


political education on democratic processes. Another important focus was recognition of 


informal learning and volunteering through the Juleica Card. 


National statistics show that socio-educational services in schools and integrative 


vocational training or vocation orientation have increased, as well as mobile youth work5. 


This can be related to fact that transitions of young people from school to work have 


become more and more difficult6 and the number of school drop-outs has stagnated 


during the past 10 years affecting often the same type of students from lower secondary 


schools.7 While on the one hand, initiatives against extremism have been increasing due 


to the rise of neo-Nazis groups; on the other hand initiatives concerning the integration 


of migrants have also seen an increase. These fields of actions are mentioned in the 


funding instrument as priority for funding and have consequently existed for a period 


beyond the past 10 years. In general, youth programmes and politics are mainly initiated 


at Lander level. The federal level exercises its influence mainly through the Child and 


                                           
3 Association Members List German Federal Youth Council: http://www.dbjr.de/der-
dbjr/dbjr/mitgliedsorganisationen.html 
4 Mamier, J.,Pluto, L., van Santen, E., Seckinger, M., Zink, G. (2002), Jugendarbeit in Deutschland, 
Ergebnisse einer Befragung der Jugendverbände und –ringe zu Strukturen und 
Handlungsmöglichkeiten, Projekt: Jugendhilfe und sozialer Wandel - Leistungen und Strukturen, 
DIJW, München. 
5 Bundesamt für Statistik (2010), Statistiken der Kinder- und Jugendhilfe, table Einrichtungen und 
tätige Personen. 
6 Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung, Berufsbildungsbericht 2012, Interviews also 
informed about this fact.  
7 Hoffmann, S. (2010), Schulabbrecher in Deutschland – eine bildungsstatistische Analyse mit 
aggregierten und Individualdaten, discussion paper, University Erlangen Nürnberg: Lehrstuhl 
Arbeitsmarkt und Regionalpolitik. 
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Youth Plan – the funding act – and via the utilisation of European funds such as the ESF 


that is centrally applied to specific youth issues and politics.  


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes  


Level of regulation for youth work Federal / Land / Regional/ 
Local  


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Ministries for Family Affairs, 
Senior Citizens, Women and 


Youth; Ministries of Education, 


Ministries of Labour; Statutory 


and non-statutory youth 


service providers, youth 


councils, youth offices at 
federal, land, local level 


2.1 Legal background 


Germany has ‘youth law’/legislation that specifically refers to youth issues/laws in a 


section addressing the needs and/or rights of young people. This comes under the Social 


Code, Book VIII – Child and Youth Welfare (Achtes Buch Sozialgesetzbuch – Kinder-und 


Jugendhilfe) – Article 1 of the Act of 26 June 1990 (see above). The law states that every 


young person has a right to his personal development, therefore youth work has to be 


subsidised and funded in order to provide adequate activities. Even if the law states that 


youth development is a right, it does not grant as such an entitlement to claim 


something specific. It only states that the state is obliged to act within the limits of 


available budget. Yet, the Social Book VIII places youth work at the heart of society. It 


should be kept in mind that the direct translation is not “youth work” but would be 


literally “youth help”. Therefore it is not only an instrument to provide generally activities 


for all young people regardless their social origin but it focuses in particular on those 


young people that actually do need help or assistance to make the transition from youth 


to adulthood.8 The Social Code, Book VIII also determines the terms voluntary and 


statutory youth work provider and their status.9 


Furthermore there is the Child and Youth Plan Act laying down the basis for funding rules 


of youth work. It has been recently updated and dates from the 16th of January 2012. 


Nevertheless, as a funding instrument the law exists since 1950. This funding is granted 


at national level and is complementary to funding from Lander and Commune level. 


2.2 Governance 


The governance of youth work for young people up until the age of 27 years is regulated 


under the Social Law Book VIII (SGB VIII). The law sets an obligatory requirement for 


the state to promote youth work. Youth work is governed differently on three levels: 


federal level, state level, community/local level.  


                                           
8 A website written by Professors of Social Pedagogy/socio-educational studies explains the 
paragraphs under the Social Book VIII in more detail: http://www.sgbviii.de/S40.html Reference is 
made here in particular to the article of Siegmueller- Jugendarbeit http://www.sgbviii.de/S86.html 
9 Reference to the article of Prof. Kunkel : http://www.sgbviii.de/S40.html 



http://www.sgbviii.de/S40.html

http://www.sgbviii.de/S86.html

http://www.sgbviii.de/S40.html
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Figure 2.1 Scheme Youth Work Governance  


 


Federal level political tasks: 


■ Coordination of youth policies as a transversal political field with other 


Ministries. 


■ Management of the main source for funding in youth work, the Children and 


Youth Plan (KJP). 


■ Integrate advice from the Federal Youth Curatorship. 


■ Initiate Programmes concerning out-of school learning focussing on general, 


political, social, health, cultural, scientific, nature and technical education; 


youth information and youth counselling; sport and family related youth work 


and youth recreation 


■ Ensure youth participation in society. 


■ Guarantee political education for youth, management of relevant national 


agencies on civic education. 


State level political tasks: 


■ State level youth ministry ( or ministries as not all states coordinate youth 


under a central ministry or administration) encourages all youth work 


providers to provide for personal development youth activities; promotion of 


youth organisations, agencies and welfare; integration of young migrants; 


gender related youth work; participation of youth in political and societal life; 


youth social work; aide for families and education, provision of child day care 


centres; adoption; children and youth advocacy and help in criminal 


proceedings, coordination of children under guardship. 


■ Provision of structural resources and ensuring the functioning of the welfare 


offices in the state. 


■ Participation of youth minister conference – steering group that coordinates 


all issues in youth policies that are dealt with at state level. 


Communal level political tasks: 


■ Central institution is the youth welfare office – consisting of a department of 


general administration (linked to general state/ communal/municipal 


administration) and the communal youth council which represents all local 


actors – the communal youth welfare offices are again subdivided into 


municipal, city and city communal offices having each the same 


organisations; the welfare office implements all state level programmes, 


carries out all activities as set up under the SGB VIII; decides for funding of 


activities. 


The Federal Youth Council represents the biggest representative youth associations and 


open youth umbrella organisations in Germany. It is an association and is the main 


lobbying voice speaking directly through young people. Youth councils are present at 


Youth 
codetermination 


Political Governance 
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Land level and city level comprising only youth associations. They appoint a member to 


the steering committee for youth at each governmental level and act as lobby towards 


politics. They are not to be mixed with communal youth councils official bodies in youth 


welfare bodies which represent all youth service providers (associations, welfare 


organisation, counselling offices, youth centres etc.) to discuss the provision of the 


statutory youth services. These bodies have real co-decision powers. To the difference of 


youth councils which not have a legal recognition as social partner. Other youth actors 


have each their own national lobbying bodies and organisations. This means that there is 


a large variety of national lobby depending on the field of youth work. 


In order to fully grasp the division of tasks at governing levels, actors of youth work and 


services need to be further specified. Statutory youth services (the three fields as set out 


in the SGB VIII) are further specified at communal and Land level and are not only 


provided by state authorities. State authorities for statutory youth services are in general 


territorial authorities and the youth welfare service (Jugendamt). Germany has the 


principle of subsidiarity and whenever the youth welfare service (which is in general the 


executing organ for youth policy and service provision) can delegate or the statutory 


service can be better provided by private not for profit organisation – called voluntary 


youth services – than it has to do so. The subsidiarity principle in youth work and the 


decentralised provision of youth services consequently creates variation in all Lander and 


regions so that providers are often not the same. The basic working principle between 


public and voluntary youth service providers is to recognise each other as partners. In 


the end, it is the youth welfare office that remains responsible on outcomes no matter 


which provider organised the activity. This governance principle needs to be kept in mind 


when speaking about youth services/youth work in Germany in general. It explains also 


why most youth association employ professionals because they actually provide statutory 


youth activities. In practice the distinction of these activities might even become blurred 


because the associations organises statutory and non-statutory activities. 


Finally there are “free youth work providers”, generally those that operate youth work 


services as a private company with an aim for profit making and generally work with 


professionals. They do execute in rare cases statutory youth services. 


In Germany the public youth service providers are represented at federal level through 


the following bodies:  


■ Federal Working Group of highest youth welfare office representations 


(Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Obersten Landesjugend- und Familienbehörden). 


■ Federal Group of Cities and Municipalities with the following members: 


Deutscher Städtetag, Deutscher Landkreistag, Deutscher Städte und 


Gemeindebund. 


The voluntary youth services are represented by the following federal bodies: 


1. Bodies for youth associations: 


– German Youth Council (Bundesjugendring). 


– Federal Youth Sports Association (Deutsche Sportjugend). 


– Federal Association of Political Youth associations (Ring Politischer 


Jugend). 


– At international level, youth associations are represented by the National 


Committee for international Youth Work (Deutsches Nationalkommitee für 


internationale Jugendarbeit). 


2. Bodies for socio-educational youth work 


– Federal cooperation association for socio-educational youth work 


(Kooperationsverbund Jugendsozialarbeit). 


– Federal association for local and regional socio-educational youth work 


providers (Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft für örtlich regionale Träger der 


Jugendsozialarbeit). 
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Both, public and voluntary youth work providers are represented in two bodies at 


federal level for youth political aspects: 


■ Federal Working Group for Children and Youth services (Arbeitsgemeinschaft 


für Kinder- und Jugendhilfe). 


■ Federal Expert Group for International Youth work (Fachstelle für 


internationale Jugendarbeit). 


 


Annex 1 provides a graph that shows the entire system of youth services governance. 


Annex 2 provides an overview of the structure of the youth welfare office administration. 


3 Policy and programme framework 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of 


youth work 
Strong 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth 
work 


NA 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Youth policy has been a priority for 60 years in German politics as it is defined under the 


national social legislation for youth work (enabling young people in the society) and 


youth social work (targeted youth policies for young disadvantaged people). 


The broader national policy is called - An alliance for youth policy10– an independent 


youth strategy and was initiated in 2010. Its aims and objectives include: 


■ Strengthen prospects for the future and foster optimism. 


■ Increase social recognition for young people. 


■ Optimally co-ordinate the promotion, support and assistance of all of actors. 


■ Provide fairer access to starting opportunities for young people as they 


embark on the youth phase; counteract socially-induced (educational) 


disadvantages. 


■ Develop the individual potential of all young people. 


■ Allow young people greater participation in society. 


■ Create spaces and time for young people to have new experiences and 


explore their creativity. 


 


The alliance for youth has set out specific work targets short and medium term - such as 


the Federal Government intends to cluster all of its youth activities to have a full-fledged 


overview by the end of 2012. There will also be a review the legislative framework for 


youth work and youth welfare policies; further development of the Federal Government's 


Child and Youth Plan transforming it into a control mechanism of independent youth 


policy; improve youth involvement through eparticipation, international cooperation 


projects and peer learning and inter-sectoral exchange to further integration of youth in 


aspects of society. In this regard the national government set up a funding programme 


(part of the Child and Youth Plan 2011) the Innovation Fund – which provides funding in 


relation to the targets of the alliance of youth strategy. The fund has 4 headings: political 


education, cultural education, associative youth work and international youth exchange. 


German youth policies cover all aspects of youth work. Youth is certainly a priority on a 


policy level however it depends largely on the federal states and regions to implement 


concrete aspects of the policy. The fact that Germany covers all kinds of aspects of youth 


                                           
10 For further information: http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/Kinder-und-Jugend/eigenstaendige-
jugendpolitik.html 



http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/Kinder-und-Jugend/eigenstaendige-jugendpolitik.html

http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/Kinder-und-Jugend/eigenstaendige-jugendpolitik.html
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policy, implemented by many actors and stakeholders through a variety of programmes 


and projects at national and federal level, governmental and non-governmental level, 


makes it difficult to get a grip on the overall coordination and guidelines of them. It 


seems to be more of a patchwork rather than a united and overall steered process.  


The alliance for youth is in this sense a step towards an independent overall approach 


that will place the young person and his individual development at the centre. Before 


youth policy has been a policy on its own but it covered only specific aspects and special 


target groups. Youth policy has been seen in the past as a reaction to a problem whereas 


the alliance for youth should be understood as a policy framework and as a tool to 


empower youth participation in society and a mainstreaming and pro-active tool to youth 


policy. In this regard, the new strategy for youth can be seen also as a paradigm shift of 


German politics and its view of the function of youth policy and youth work. Yet, 


interviewees see it as a good step into the right direction but are sceptical due to the fact 


that until now funding and subsidies have been provided mainly on the “old” basis 


namely reaction to a problem. There is still a process to be accomplished to make the 


paradigm shift a reality. Interviewees have been raising concerns about the focus of 


politics on youth from a perspective that is often centred on preparing youth for the 


world of work and the knowledge intensive economy. Informal education is seen as an 


additional mean next to school education to fill the knowledge gaps that school was not 


able to deliver. This makes youth more a mean rather than an aim. A fact that has been 


criticised by interviewees and as well the national youth curator. Youth work and informal 


education should help youth to participate fully as a member in society, develop its 


talents and create their networks of exchange. Finally, another aspect of criticism raised 


by the national youth curator is that youth policy has been a resort of the youth 


department in the ministries for family alone and that mainstreaming and focus of youth 


to other resorts has been far absent.11 


The national level is however not the most important political decision making level. It 


will provide for general national strategies, implement EU policies or EU budgets such as 


the ESF fund but it is the Lander and the Communal level that will actually put strategies 


into practice and has to take decisions for funding. Each Commune will plan its budget 


for either 2 years or 1 year period. In order to assess the necessary investment for youth 


work as described by the Social Book VIII (paragraph. 80) the local (highest) youth 


welfare office will make an assessment plan for the activities that are necessary to 


finance. This assessment is the most important tool for all voluntary youth work 


providers regarding their activities. The youth councils have to be consulted and the 


assessment will be part of a debate. The political commitment depends highly on the 


Commune and the Lander regarding how much co-decision making they will allow for the 


youth councils or other working groups and what kind of investments are made in youth 


work.12  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Several national policies are in place to develop youth work, in particular ‘the alliance for 


youth’ in place since 2010 which defines short and medium term priorities.  


The national government has to finance national relevant governmental youth policy 


stakeholders such as the “Bundesjugendring” (the national level organisation regrouping 


all federal organised youth associations) and those bodies at a national level that are 


responsible for youth protection as set out under social legislation. The Lander 


governments do the same under the federal and regional framework.  


                                           
11 National Youth Curator (2009), Position on the new positioning of national youth policies, 


<http://www.bundesjugendkuratorium.de/pdf/2007-
2009/bjk_2009_1_stellungnahme_jugendpolitik.pdf> 
12 Hopmann (2005), Jugendhilfeplanung als Funktion, Zeitschrift Jugendhilfe jugendhilfe-netz.de, 
Nr 2/2005 <http://www.hopmanns.de/dok/Hopmann_Jugendhilfeplanung_als_Funktion.pdf; and 
article of Siegmueller- Jugendarbeit http://www.sgbviii.de/S86.html> 



http://www.bundesjugendkuratorium.de/pdf/2007-2009/bjk_2009_1_stellungnahme_jugendpolitik.pdf

http://www.bundesjugendkuratorium.de/pdf/2007-2009/bjk_2009_1_stellungnahme_jugendpolitik.pdf

http://www.hopmanns.de/dok/Hopmann_Jugendhilfeplanung_als_Funktion.pdf

http://www.sgbviii.de/S86.html
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The federal and state governments agreed on three thematic corridors in which to 


implement activities with subsidiary responsibility for the European youth strategy and 


under the national Alliance for youth policy. The headings are as follows: 


■ Promoting participation and strengthening democracy. 


■ Facilitating new learning areas for young people and actors in the youth field.  


■ Strengthening the skills of young people and the educational opportunities 


offered by youth work. 


 


The German Ministry for Family, Elderly, Women and Youth has implemented 


programmes under the EU youth policy framework to develop youth work. Under the 


heading called - competencies for young people13 – sub-programmes focus on 


development trajectories for young people and provide for education initiatives. One of 


the sub-programmes is: foster tolerance and build up competencies14. This programme 


has the objective to fight right-wing extremists, xenophobia and anti-Semitism. It is a 


follow up programme which started 2011. The yearly budget of this programme is 24 


million till 201315. Target group of the programme are youth all ages, pedagogues, 


parents, influential stakeholders in society and multipliers. The programme works with 


three differentiated actions – local action plans which are mainly targeted at young 


people and implemented through a variety of associations, church organisations and 


municipal actors. A second sub-programme under the heading – competences for young 


people is the initiative – strengthen democracy16 – aiming to fight against left-wing and 


Islamic extremists. It is similar to the programme against right-wing extremists and 


provides education about democracy and problem solving methods that avoid the use of 


violence. Part of this action is to provide training and qualifications for youth workers. A 


third sub-programme of the action for competences for young people is a campaign 


called – politics and sport against right-wing extremists17 – this campaign aims to 


sensitise young people in sport clubs with the help of well-known athletes.  Final focus of 


the competencies programme is the objective to provide youth with digital and internet 


competencies. Under this umbrella action an initiative was created called ‘youthpart’18 – a 


multilateral cooperation project that researches methods and ideas on how to enable 


young people to participate in society through internet and social media. 


Another umbrella action is the – integration and chances for youth which implements 


parts of the EUs objectives in the youth field and projects are covered through the ESF.  


The umbrella action is called – strengthen youth19 - which aims to provide for a better 


social, school and professional integration of young people who cannot be reached 


through the regular programmes and actions, especially those that have a migrant 


background.  The reason for this initiative was that in Germany 6,5 per cent of students 


leave school without any school degree and 15 per cent of young people aged between 


20 and 29 do not have a professional degree. In a situation where the German society 


changes substantially in its demography it is important to not leave any young person 


behind. The national report on education 201220 found that it is mainly students and 


young people with a disadvantaged social background or migration background that are 


affected and who have difficulties to be re-integrated professionally.  This programme 


has four sub-programmes:  


                                           
13 For more information: http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/Kinder-und-Jugend/kompetenzen-junger-
menschen.html 
14 For more information: http://www.toleranz-foerdern-kompetenz-staerken.de/ 
15 See: http://www.toleranz-foerdern-kompetenz-staerken.de/tfks_bundesprogramm.html 
16 For more information: http://www.demokratie-staerken.de/ 
17 For more information: http://www.vereint-gegen-


rechtsextremismus.de/VGR/DE/Home/Startseite_node.html 
18 For further information: http://dialog-internet.de/web/initiativen_youthpart/artikel 
19 For more information: http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/kinder-und-jugend,did=12252.html; 
http://www.jugend-staerken.de/ 
20 To see the report: http://www.bildungsbericht.de/index.html?seite=10203 



http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/Kinder-und-Jugend/kompetenzen-junger-menschen.html

http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/Kinder-und-Jugend/kompetenzen-junger-menschen.html

http://www.toleranz-foerdern-kompetenz-staerken.de/

http://www.toleranz-foerdern-kompetenz-staerken.de/tfks_bundesprogramm.html

http://www.demokratie-staerken.de/

http://www.vereint-gegen-rechtsextremismus.de/VGR/DE/Home/Startseite_node.html

http://www.vereint-gegen-rechtsextremismus.de/VGR/DE/Home/Startseite_node.html

http://dialog-internet.de/web/initiativen_youthpart/artikel

http://www.bmfsfj.de/BMFSFJ/kinder-und-jugend,did=12252.html

http://www.jugend-staerken.de/

http://www.bildungsbericht.de/index.html?seite=10203
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■ Active in the region21 – a programme that finances in 35 pilot regions across 


Germany new support structures to help disadvantaged young people to 


make a successful transition from school, over professional orientation to an 


established professional live. 


■ 2nd chance for early school leavers22 – the target group are students from age 


12 and who actively or passively are not present in school. The aim of this 


initiative is to support these students and find ways back to school. The 


background for the study is that early school leaving is a process and that 


this process could be prevented to become a negative spiral. The programme 


finances more than 200 counselling and guidance centres across Germany.  


■ Competency centres23 – the initiative finances special counselling agencies 


that focus on disadvantaged young people, to help them with the transition 


from school into professional live. The counsellors are seen as case managers 


that first search the contact of the person via street work for example and 


later accompany the person and help them approach training centres and 


companies. Further the agencies develop reinforced networks at local level 


that provide an intensive support structure. 


■ Youth Migration service24 – these locally centred helpdesks for young people 


with a migrant background aged 12 to 27 are additionally financed through 


the national funds and provide individualised support for the transition from 


school into professional live. There are more than 400 helpdesks across 


Germany. They are building up local networks with other support structures 


and organise open group activities.  


■ A new action was launched in 2011 called 1000 chances for juniors in the 


economy – which will be working on new concepts of how to create interest 


and integrate young disadvantaged people in companies. This initiative is 


implemented through the association of young entrepreneurs.25 


Another core area in national youth work is the focus on youth welfare policies and youth 


protection. Preventive polices to avoid criminal actions by young people and children and 


youth welfare policies that prevent from exclusion, discrimination and violence, policies 


that enables children and youth to become self-dependent and policies that provide for 


positive living conditions for children and families are part of a national action plan. 


Germany disposes of a large network of approximately 600 youth welfare offices that 


help parents with education of their children, coordinate adoptions, provide for trainings 


and life-long learning opportunities for youth workers, offer expert level advice and 


guidance for questions of youth welfare, provision of operation permits for youth work 


project and centres, develop at Lander level a general youth work strategy and work in 


close cooperation with the ‘Landesjugendring’. Priorities in youth protection include 


informing about occupational safety, dealing with alcohol and other drugs, youth media 


protection which deals with the risks of computer games and internet services. The youth 


welfare office provides preventative services and as well as emergency hotlines for 


children and young people.  


The budget set out below shows expenditure at federal level. The budget at Lander level 


per policy area is not available. It is noted that, for some policy areas, responsibilities are 


highly decentralised, which means that the costs at federal level are likely to represent 


only a small share of the total expenditure allocated. The federal subsidies have in 


general decreased in the period 2009 – 2012. Yet, this might be due to national action 


programme changes. The subsidy for national youth associations has remained stable 


and so have the allocations for international youth work. The professional integration of 


youth suddenly decreased after 2010 which might be linked to a change in priorities.  


                                           
21 For more information: http://www.aktiv-in-der-region.jugend-staerken.de/ 
22 For more information: http://www.zweitechance.eu/ 
23 For more information: 
http://www.kompetenzagenturen.de/das_programm_kompetenzagenturen/ 
24 For more information: http://www.jmd-portal.de/_template.php?1=1 
25 For more information: http://www.wjd.de/Jugend_staerken.WJD 



http://www.aktiv-in-der-region.jugend-staerken.de/

http://www.zweitechance.eu/

http://www.kompetenzagenturen.de/das_programm_kompetenzagenturen/

http://www.jmd-portal.de/_template.php?1=1

http://www.wjd.de/Jugend_staerken.WJD
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Table 3.1 Overview national budget lines for youth work in 1000 Euro 


Budget Name 2009  2010 2011 2012 


All subsidies to youth institutes, 


voluntary service providers and 


Land  


189 809 191 921 149 817 147 931 


Subsidy Youth association 14 419 14 780 15 302 15 302 


Professional integration of youth 54 229 51 698 9 520 7 712 


Political education 9 978 10 398 10 060 11 965 


Protection of children and youth 4 153 4 221 4 757 5 510 


International Youth work 16 866 16 387 17 937 17 937 


Source: Federal Ministry of Finances website 


The national office for statistics for youth work has published an article stating that the 


expenses for youth work (according to Social Book VIII) were at 1.57 billion euro for 


201026 for Germany (including expenses at Land level). Under Annex 3 further details 


can be found concerning the spending of each of the Lander. 


Finally, it should be mentioned that also the European programme Youth in Action 


provides quite an additional financial support to develop national and international youth 


work activities. The funding has increased since 2007 over 60% and planned funding for 


Germany for 2013 is 16 million euros.  


Table 3.2 Youth in Action Programme Funds 2009-2012 in euros 


Budget Name 2009 2010 2011 2012 


Youth in Action 9,861.521  10,628,122 11,078,492 13,923,930 


Source: National Youth in Action Agency Germany 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes (social pedagogy)  


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Youth worker as such does not 


exist but the social pedagogue and 
all other professions active in 


youth work are recognised   


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
Yes  


Education background of the majority of youth workers Social pedagogue (applied science 


university level), psychiatrist, 


social work, pedagogue (university 
level), nursery teacher 


(apprenticeship vocational training) 


Number of youth workers  NA – the profession does not exist 


as such – personnel working in 


public funded youth work 45.060 
persons 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers increase 


                                           
26 Pothmann, Thole (2012), Infrastruktur Kinder- und Jugendarbeit, Bureau of statistics for children 
and youth services, report forthcoming (www.akjstat.tu-dortmund.de). 
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4.1 Training and qualifications  


All persons active in the provision of youth services come from different professions. The 


biggest professional group are social workers/social pedagogues, followed by nursery 


teachers, pedagogues and administrative personnel professions.27 The following table 


maps entry requirements, duration of training and number of training institutions. 


Table 4.1 Overview types of qualifications of the most representative 


professions in youth work 


 


Pre-service 


Training 


 Universities (in all Länder) 


Institutions Technical College for 


Social Pedagogy 
(FH) 


University of Applied 


Science (FH) 


Others 


Name of occupation Erzieherin (nursery 


teacher) 


Dipl. 


Sozialpädagogin 


(Social Worker) 


Dipl. Pädagogin 


(Pedagogue)  


Entrance 


requirement 
  


Secondary-I school 


leaving certificate 


Secondary-II school 


leaving certificate 


Secondary-II school 


leaving certificate 


Duration Two years full-time 
at the school and 


one probationary 


year in the field 


Either three years 
full-time at the 


Fachhochschule and 


one probationary 
year in the field, or 


in some Länder, the 


probationary year is 
integrated into the 


four year choose 


Four years at the 
University/College. 


There is no 


probationary year 


Letter of recognition 


by the Land 


Yes Yes - 


Number of training 
institutions28 
(including New 


Länder) 
 


224 public, 48 


protestant, 82 
catholic, 13 other 


Fachschulen (=367 


including New 
Länder) 


44 public, 11 


protestant, 13 
catholic Fachhoch- 


und 


Gesamthochschulen 
(=68 


Fachhochschulen) 


35 Universities, 


teacher training 
colleges and 


Gesamthochschulen 


(with Sozialarbeit 
option) 


In-service 


training 


Berufsakademien / vocational/professional academy 


                   (only in Baden-Württemberg) 


Institution Berufsakademie for 


Sozialpädagogik 


Berufsakademie for 


Sozialpädagogik 


 


Name of occupation ErzieherIn (BA) Diplom-


SozialpädagogIn 


(BA) 


 


Entrance requirment Decondary-II school 
leaving certificate 


Decondary-II school 
leaving certificate 


 


Duration Two years in 
employment with 


concurrent courses 


in the academy 


Two years in 
employment with 


concurrent courses 


in the academy 


 


                                           
27 Statistics of the Federal Office for Statistics and the office for statistics for youth work. 
28 Hamburger, F. (1995), Überlegungen zur Lage der universitären Sozialpädagogik, In: 
Erziehungswissenschaft 6, p. 92-128, p.102. 
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Pre-service 


Training 


 Universities (in all Länder) 


Letter of recognition 
of Land 


Yes Yes  


External 
Examination 


In Hessen and some of the New Länder exists a possibility to gain 
a diploma in Sozialpädagogik or Sozialarbeit without being 
enrolled as students. The candidates have to prepare themselves 
for the examination in another appropriate way. 
 


Name of Occupation  Diplom-


SozialarbeiterIn/Soz


ial- 
pädagogIn (FH) 


 


Entrance requirment  secondary-II school 
leaving certificate, 


at least 25 years old 


and a minimum of 
five Years 


engagement in 


social, youth or 
community work 


related fields 


 


Duration  Without individual 


preparation 


approximately one 
year, followed by 


one probationary 


year (internship) 


 


Source: Prof. Friesenhahn, Youth Work in Germany, 1995 


With regard to young volunteers in youth associations, Germany has created in 1998 a 


qualification mechanism called Juleica. This is a card that certifies specific competencies 


for youth leaders in youth associations and recognises their voluntary work. There are 


minimum qualification levels that were set at national level; however additional 


qualification standards are often added at Lander level.  


The minimum qualification standards are the following: 


■ Basic knowledge about the development of children and youth and their 


general living circumstances and backgrounds. 


■ Teaching of leadership skills in theory and practice. 


■ Planning and execution of activities. 


■ General knowledge about structures of statutory and voluntary youth services 


and youth work (working groups, decision making processes, funding). 


■ Values orientation of youth associations. 


■ Knowledge about legal and insurance issues. 


■ Prevention of sexual abuse. 


■ Gender conscious work. 


 


In order to be able get the Juleica card, the young person has to be volunteering 


over a longer term period (the association will be certifying this) , needs to 


follow a training course of at least 34 hours, needs to be at least 16 years old 


and has successfully integrated a first aid course. Once obtained the card, it is 


valid for 3 years. After the end of its validity the person has to complete 


additional training of at least 8 hours in order to prolong the card. 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


In Germany social work is a regulated profession. It is regulated by social skills 


recognition laws in each jurisdiction of each of the 16 Länder. In general the profession 


of social pedagogue can be studied at university such as at the university of Applied 
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Sciences (Fachhochschule). This profession is the most common used profession in youth 


work among statutory and voluntary service providers. 


The second largest profession in youth work are nursery teachers (Erzieher/in). They can 


be found mainly in services such as youth residences, specific accompanied residences 


for difficult youth, disabled youth homes or homeless youth; they work as well in youth 


centres and leisure centres for youth. A nursery teacher is a regulated profession (see 


above).  


The third largest profession are pedagogues which are similar to social pedagogues but 


have mostly studied in university and their training is very close to the training of 


teachers. Also strongly specified teachers work in youth work especially in youth homes 


for young people that no longer wish to live with their families or where the parents no 


longer detain parental authority. The pedagogue is not a regulated profession and 


universities determine the general curriculum. The studies focus more in general on 


education and learning environments, pedagogic and educational theories and instructing 


designs. Pedagogy plays an important role in youth socio-educational work dealing with 


disadvantaged youth and offering occupational training activities, specific learning 


modules to help students in school and other types of out-of school education. 


The national statistics office for youth work data of the University of Dortmund (Bureau 


of statistics children and youth services) and the Federal Statistical office provide 


regularly an overview of types of professions employed in the various types of youth 


work services that are determined under Social Book VIII.29 


Furthermore, there is quite a notable amount of psychiatrists working in youth work 


mainly in counselling services for family education and life orientation. Also other medical 


professions can be found in youth work especially in homes that are for ex drug addicts 


that want to end their addiction. 


From interviews with representatives of youth associations it is known that there is quite 


a substantial amount of people working in youth work that have various professions not 


necessarily linked to those types of professions as already mentioned. There are quite a 


number of communication specialists employed in associations but also legal professions, 


administrative professions and economists.  


The reason for the strong representation of social pedagogues in youth work is that they 


encompass of a variety of competencies. During their training they will focus on legal 


texts of youth work, funding of social welfare activities, they learn how to undertake 


social scientific research and empirical work, setting up of concepts and projects and they 


are able to evaluate projects. These are all very relevant skills that are needed in most of 


the activities and services carried out by statutory and voluntary youth services. Due to 


the fact that most of the social pedagogic degrees are delivered by universities of applied 


sciences, internships and trainings inside different institutions and fields of social work 


are required. Therefore, students learn to specialise along their interests and gain 


insights into relevant practices. As many of the social welfare providers in youth work 


belong to church organisations and the youth associations of the Protestant and Catholic 


Church in Germany are the biggest ones, many of the universities of applied sciences 


belong to the church. They would further include into the training topics that are in 


particular relevant for church.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


In 2010, the personnel statistics (see table below) for youth work services counted 


16,725 facilities nationwide, where 45,060 people are employed at 21,775 numbers of 


positions. Statistics report that per 10,000 of the 6 - to 21 – year olds 35 employees 


working in 17 full-time employment positions. It can be remarked – at least when 


interpreting the information provided by the statistics - that the eastern states at least 


                                           
29 Information on the statistics can be found on the website of the University Dortmund – Bureau of 
statistics for children and youth services (National statistics for youth work in Germany in 
cooperation with the German Youth Institute) http://www.akjstat.uni-dortmund.de/ 



http://www.akjstat.uni-dortmund.de/
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quantitatively for employment positions for the age group 6 to 21 year olds, are better 


equipped in child and youth work in contrast to western states. Only publicly funded 


youth work is counted in the statistics. 


Table 4.2 Employment in youth work services in Germany 


 Total 


Germany 


Western 


Germany 


Eastern 


Germany 


Service providers in children and 


youth work1 2010 


16.725 12.926 3.799 


Staff in children and youth work 


services1 2010 


45.060 38.284 6.776 


Share of staff in voluntary youth 


service providers (in %) 


69,9 67 86,3 


Employed Persons per 10.000 of 6- to 


21-year old 


35 34 43 


Volume of employment positions in 


children and youth work services1 
2010 


21.775 17.424 4.351 


Number of Jobs per 10.000 of 6- to 
21-year old 


17 15 28 


Note to the table:1 Institutions of youth work in the set-up of staff statistics: youth 
conference locations and youth training centres, youth centres and leisure centres, youth 
facilities and homes, youth counselling centres, the initiatives of the mobile youth work, 
youth art schools and recreation centres, pedagogically supervised playgrounds, holiday 
recreation centres, youth camp sites, cure sites, convalescent and rest facilities and youth 
hostels are considered. Only institutions that received public funding are considered. 


Source: Bureau of statistics for children and youth services (www.akjstat.tu-


dortmund.de) 


The statistics show that during the 1990s an expansion of human resources can be 


noticed in youth work. While in the period of end 1990s and 2006 a decrease in full-time 


positions can be observed compared to recent years where an increase was again noted. 


One of the reasons is that public funding has been continuously increasing in the past 20 


years (except in the period 2004 – 2006) allowing for creation of positions in youth work 


services. Employing professionals helps to give more weight on the political scene also 


from a technical expertise point of view to youth work services and allows for better 


assessments of needs for investments. 


The number of volunteers in association youth work is difficult to assess. The German 


Youth institute assessed in a study in 2009 that on average a youth organisation has 90 


volunteers. The study inquired via survey and received for the assessment 352 replies 


from youth associations.30 The number of Juleica card holders for 2010 amounts to 


105.550. The number of card holders has been stable since 2002.31 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


The growing complexity of society and the social tasks and problems led to the 


recognition that those involved in social and youth welfare must have proper professional 


training. Family and school cannot further provide the full range of educational 


upbringing of youth. This is also the reason why the youth work sector gained a new 


growing responsibility for society.  


                                           
30 Seckinger et al (2009), Jugendverbandserhebung, Befunde zu Strukturemerkmalen und 
Herausforderungen, Deutsches Jugendinstitute, Muenchen. 
31 Pothmann (2011), Juleica Card Report 2011, published for the National Youth Council available 
at: http://www.dbjr.de/uploads/tx_ttproducts/datasheet/DBJR_SR51_Juleicareport_CC-by-nc-
sa.pdf 



http://www.dbjr.de/uploads/tx_ttproducts/datasheet/DBJR_SR51_Juleicareport_CC-by-nc-sa.pdf

http://www.dbjr.de/uploads/tx_ttproducts/datasheet/DBJR_SR51_Juleicareport_CC-by-nc-sa.pdf
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Nevertheless, the youth work sector is also a sector with a high number of determined 


labour contracts and a high share of part-time employment32. Another characteristic is 


that in some Lander in West Germany – in North Westphalia 16% - a substantial share is 


contract labour (independent workers that are employed on a temporary basis with a 


limited number of working hours).33 Furthermore, 46% of persons working in youth work 


services are between 40 and 60 years old while only 40% are between 25 and 40 years 


old.34 Interviewees stated that there is a fear of possible lack of skilled workforce for the 


future.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


In the literature it is widely recognised that youth organisations – like youth work as a 


whole – offer a richly stimulating environment, creating opportunities for self-education 


and political education. There are activities designed, which foster the development of 


young people, link in with their interests and awaken new ones, empower them to self-


determination and motivate them towards a joint responsibility in society. They orientate 


themselves in the process always around the interests and living conditions of the 


children and youth, therefore taking care of the principals of free-will and participation. 


Taking place in youth organisations, self-organised by children and youth is learning that 


is character building, furthering democracy and political, such as social interaction. 


Politics recognise that informal learning in youth organisations and activities in youth 


work can be a chance for better integration and part of inclusion politics of young people 


with difficulties and disadvantages. Youth policies are therefore as well designed as 


capability policies through informal education and subsidies for youth work activities. 


However at this stage there it still debated how to best recognise informal education and 


learning that occurred in youth work activities. At this stage initiatives from different 


actors exist to certify at least participation and description of the project.35 Yet, there is 


no standardised form for recognition available due to the fact that no common 


understanding of “competence” was agreed. 


In Germany there are different concepts of projects where school and youth work 


services (youth welfare providers) are cooperating together. The projects are publicly 


funded by the Lander level and are regulated under the Social Book VIII. There are 


strategies available in all Lander. 36 The school social work concepts include specific 


working group activities with class to create better understanding among students for ex, 


specific counselling and pedagogical work with particular difficult students as well as work 


with parents and teachers. It seems to work particularly well once an external provider is 


continuously available for students, teachers and parents. 


There are many examples per Lander, here two examples: 


                                           
32 Bröring, M./Buschmann, M. (2012), Atypische Beschäftigungsverhältnisse in ausgewählten 
Arbeitsfeldern der Kinder- und Jugendhilfe, Frankfurt a.M. 2012 (www.gew.de >> Jugendhilfe >> 


Publikationen; Zugriff 31.08.2012) 
33 Pothmann, Thole (2011), Prekaeare Beschaftigungsbedingungen in der Kinder- und 
Jugendarbeit, AK Dortmund. 
34 Pothmann, Schramm (2012), Etwa jeder zweite in der Jugendarbeit ist zwischen 40 und 60 
Jahre, AK Dortmund.  
35 For example the IJAB Organisation for International Youth work started an initiative of how to 


certify the participation in an international project. There is a website describing this initiative at: 
http://www.nachweise-international.de/welche-gibt-es/teilnahmenachweis.html 
36 An overview and link to all strategies, concepts etc can be found on the following webpage: 
http://www.bmfsfj.de/doku/Publikationen/kjhg/4-Broschueren-handreichungen-websites-und-
literaturhinweise/4-1-Regionale-informationen-broschueren-und-links/sachsen.html 



http://www.nachweise-international.de/welche-gibt-es/teilnahmenachweis.html

http://www.bmfsfj.de/doku/Publikationen/kjhg/4-Broschueren-handreichungen-websites-und-literaturhinweise/4-1-Regionale-informationen-broschueren-und-links/sachsen.html

http://www.bmfsfj.de/doku/Publikationen/kjhg/4-Broschueren-handreichungen-websites-und-literaturhinweise/4-1-Regionale-informationen-broschueren-und-links/sachsen.html
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■ Gemeinsam Ziele erreichen e.V37. is an association that carries out for the 


Commune local projects with schools of intermediary secondary level and 


specific schools for students with learning disabilities, to provide students 


with different kinds of social capabilities and skills, help students deal with 


problems, or empower parents in the education of their children. The 


association carries out these projects since 1995 and is part of a wider 


number of Land Saxony sponsored providers.38 


■ Kobranet Brandenburg39 – is an association that helps schools set up 


projects and concepts of socio-educational school work with providers of 


youth welfare work and provides training for socio-educational teachers in 


schools and school social work. It is a cooperation point for the Land 


Brandenburg and acts on its behalf. 


 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


The impact of youth work on transitions to employment or entrepreneurship is various. 


Please find here some examples: 


■ The apprenticeship in Germany plays an important role for young people with 


an intermediary secondary school education. Today the situation is that there 


are not enough apprenticeship places available for all students with this type 


of degree. Thereof providers of youth social work (welfare work) and youth 


associations can provide training measures that enables those not in 


apprenticeship yet to get further qualification and the required soft skills 


(team work, social skills) or application training to be able to find a company 


to take them as apprentice. The Public Employment Service provides these 


training measures but many youth work providers do so equally due to the 


subsidiary clause. One of the big providers is the Internationale Bund40 a 


youth welfare service provider. Furthermore there is the system of the 


Berufsbildungswerke – Institute for Occupational Training. There is a German 


wide network of these institutes available.41 Generally, these institutes are 


directed at young people with disabilities (including learning disabilities). 


Furthermore youth institutions and youth welfare providers run counselling 


offices to help disadvantaged youth to find the right profession and 


accompany them during their search for an apprenticeship or training. Many 


of the church associations have these types of counselling such as the 


Catholic Youth Welfare.42 A best practice example given by the Federal 


Institution for Vocational Professions and Training BIBB is the initiative called 


“Manege” 43in Berlin. Two church organisations help disadvantaged youth to 


become young adults helping them to deal with problems and support them 


in choosing a profession and search for employment. 


■ It can be mentioned that the DGB Youth – German Trade Union Federation – 


is one of the biggest youth associations in Germany with more than 500.000 


members engaged in many activities to help young apprentices orient in the 


world of work, know their specific employment rights, provide learning 


                                           
37 Link to the organisation and description of the project: 
http://www.gemeinsamzieleerreichen.de/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10%3A
schulsozialarbeit&catid=6%3Aalle-projekte&Itemid=10 
38 The Ministry for Family and Youth of the Land Saxony details all projects under the following 
report accessed at: http://www.bmfsfj.de/doku/Publikationen/kjhg/01-Redaktion/PDF-
Anlagen/slfs.sachsen.de%2cproperty%3dpdf%2cbereich%3dkjhg%2csprache%3dde%2crwb%3dtr
ue.pdf 
39 Further details about this association: http://www.kobranet.de/kobranet/index.php?uid=770 
40 Link to the welfare provider: http://internationaler-bund.de/index.php?id=655 
41 See: http://www.bagbbw.de/junge-menschen/ 
42 Link to the Catholic Youth Welfare in North Westphalia – Leverkusen : 
http://jugendpastoral.erzbistum-
koeln.de/fachstelle_ost/kjw_lev/einrichtungenkjwlev/Offene_Jugendberufshilfe.html 
43 Link to the initiative: http://www.manege-berlin.de/willkommen.html 



http://www.gemeinsamzieleerreichen.de/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10%3Aschulsozialarbeit&catid=6%3Aalle-projekte&Itemid=10

http://www.gemeinsamzieleerreichen.de/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=10%3Aschulsozialarbeit&catid=6%3Aalle-projekte&Itemid=10

http://www.bmfsfj.de/doku/Publikationen/kjhg/01-Redaktion/PDF-Anlagen/slfs.sachsen.de%2cproperty%3dpdf%2cbereich%3dkjhg%2csprache%3dde%2crwb%3dtrue.pdf

http://www.bmfsfj.de/doku/Publikationen/kjhg/01-Redaktion/PDF-Anlagen/slfs.sachsen.de%2cproperty%3dpdf%2cbereich%3dkjhg%2csprache%3dde%2crwb%3dtrue.pdf

http://www.bmfsfj.de/doku/Publikationen/kjhg/01-Redaktion/PDF-Anlagen/slfs.sachsen.de%2cproperty%3dpdf%2cbereich%3dkjhg%2csprache%3dde%2crwb%3dtrue.pdf

http://www.kobranet.de/kobranet/index.php?uid=770

http://internationaler-bund.de/index.php?id=655

http://jugendpastoral.erzbistum-koeln.de/fachstelle_ost/kjw_lev/einrichtungenkjwlev/Offene_Jugendberufshilfe.html

http://jugendpastoral.erzbistum-koeln.de/fachstelle_ost/kjw_lev/einrichtungenkjwlev/Offene_Jugendberufshilfe.html

http://www.manege-berlin.de/willkommen.html
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seminars on the workers co-determination, organise action days in 


apprentices schools to explain about the work of trade unions. The DGB 


includes institutes which provide trainers and teachers to learn more specific 


aspects about employment rights but also generally about democracy and 


politics. 


■ The national programme of 2nd chance youth (as mentioned above) also 


provides funding for a number of projects to help especially young people 


that no longer attend school or that have no school diploma. For example: 


voluntary youth service provider organises meetings with the Communal 


school office, the youth welfare office and the student and an independent 


person to discuss alternatives for the student to find integration back to 


school.44 The programme has been partially financed by ESF. 


■ The Federal Ministry for Family, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth also runs 


a project together with the Young Entrepreneurs of Germany 


(Wirtschaftsjunioren), an association that represents many of successful 


young entrepreneurs. The project ‘1000 chances’ provides the possibilities for 


disadvantaged youth that are still in school/ or with diploma to have a look 


into an enterprise, work there a day or do an internship or get a sponsor that 


will help him with the search for employment or profession.45. Another Young 


Entrepreneurs association (Junge Unternehmer) organise since 1980 a 


competition called – “students being the boss for one day” – allowing the 


winners of one school will follow a young entrepreneur during one day in his 


daily routines. The project aims to provide insights of the tasks of young 


entrepreneurs.46 


■ Other initiatives of Lander include building up an early cooperation with 


school and youth welfare providers/ training providers to prepare students for 


a smooth transition into the world of employment. The Land North-


Westphalia for example provides several examples in this regard. One is 


called BUS – School and Occupation – allowing students experiencing 


difficulties in school to make experience in an enterprise during an 


internship.47 


■ The Bertelsmann Stiftung (private foundation) initiated and funded together 


with the 16 Lander a project called “Übergänge mit System“ – Transitions 


from school to job. This project tested the policy of “youth guarantee” for an 


apprenticeship place after school, promoting early support for job search and 


occupational orientation; accompany those – young people and enterprises - 


with difficulties during the apprenticeship. The ideal aim of the project was to 


find ways to adapt the school and apprenticeship system to make it more 


flexible to accommodate all young people by taking into account their specific 


needs. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


The Social Book VIII provides under paragraph 11 that health education is part of 


statutory youth work. Germany has a Federal Office for health education.48 It provides 


general information on different topics also in particular addressed to youth. The office 


set up internet sites concerning the prevention of drug use, alcohol abuse, sex education 


and alimentary education websites that are also directed at schools and kindergarten.  


The state provides funding for the provision of counselling services with regard to drug 


abuse and dependencies. In each of the municipalities a service specifically for young 


people can be found. The counselling services are often provided by the typical youth 


                                           
44 A link to one example receiving funding, an organisation in the Land Thuringia in Erfurt: 
http://www.kontaktinkrisen.de/index.php?cat=2 
45 The link to the initiative: http://www.wjd.de/Jugend_staerken.WJD?ActiveID=10001 
46 Link to this initiative: http://www.junge-unternehmer.eu/aktionen/schueler-im-chefsessel.html 
47 Link to the project: http://www.businnrw.de/bus-in-
nrw/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2&Itemid=6 
48 Link to the offices website: http://www.bzga.de/ 



http://www.kontaktinkrisen.de/index.php?cat=2

http://www.wjd.de/Jugend_staerken.WJD?ActiveID=10001

http://www.junge-unternehmer.eu/aktionen/schueler-im-chefsessel.html

http://www.businnrw.de/bus-in-nrw/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2&Itemid=6

http://www.businnrw.de/bus-in-nrw/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2&Itemid=6

http://www.bzga.de/
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welfare service providers from church organisations such as Caritas, Diakonie or Rotes 


Kreuz (Red Cross).  


Germany organised in 2010 for the 5th time a competition for communes and 


municipalities to contribute their strategies on addiction prevention. The prize is extra 


funding for these projects. One example that won the prize in 2010 came from 


Berlin/Tempelhof. Their project PEaS was built in three parts: courses for parents – 


creating parent peer groups in order to exchange addiction prevention and how to 


address it with their teens; creation of parent groups to continue build up networks 


between parents after having participated in a course; training of multipliers to help 


inform about addiction prevention. The pilot project was launched in 3 schools in 


2009/2010. This example especially focussed on a peer group strategy and openness for 


all to participate in the project without any obligation. There are different strategies of 


how to deal with all kinds of addiction prevention and treatment. 9.5% of municipalities 


(projects in the competition 760 in total) work with the peer group model – for example 


train youth leaders that will provide information to their peers. Other strategies include 


empowerment via information, training of multipliers or direct work with families and 


individual counselling.49 


An innovative project can be considered the one of the Christian youth welfare CJD – the 


institute in Karlsruhe hosts a radio show that is accompanied by social workers in which 


young people discuss consequences of alcohol abuse and drug use. The project is 


nominated for the national competition of youth projects on alcohol prevention by the 


Federal Office for health education. 


Youth and sports is also a very important area of youth work in Germany. The federal 


level representation is the Deutsche Sportjugend50 regrouping all Land youth sport clubs 


and 54 national sport youth associations and 10 specific associations with sport activities 


for young people. In total the organisation represents more than 10 million young people 


and 91.000 youth sports clubs. It has its own funding and organises many different types 


of events. The association also runs thematic seminars and strategies. In the year 


2011/2012 it has been especially focussed on young volunteers that help to organise 


sport activities. Further topics concentrate on inclusion, prevention of violence and 


international sport activities. 


5.4 Participation  


Participation has been in the focus of youth work in general. There is a variety of 


strategies that try to encourage young people to take up responsibility in society and 


participate in political debate. It is in general recognised by actors in youth work and 


politics that youth associations in general help young people to organise on specific topics 


and express their interests. Youth associations are built up democratically and transmit 


democratic values. New media and other participatory online tools have especially 


changed the range of possibilities to make participation easy. Here are two examples: 


■ The German Youth Council started in 2011 a project called “I do politics” that 


accompanies the alliance for youth strategy. The project wishes to encourage 


young people to participate in politics and express their opinion. Young 


people could develop positions, ideas and strategies on the topic of 


transitions from youth to adulthood – including topics such as occupation 


orientation. Therefore an IT tool has been created the “epartool”51. The tool 


helps to monitor all inputs and be a tool for sharing the ideas that had been 


expressed. The Youth Council will then draw further conclusions. In this 


participatory manner any young persons is empowered to provide input to 


develop the new youth strategy and participate.  


                                           
49 Deutsche Institut für Urbanistik (2011), Vorbildliche Strategien kommunaler Suchtprävention – 
Suchtprävention für Kinder und  Jugendliche in besonderen Lebenslagen, Berlin: Deutsches Institut 
für Urbanistik gGmbH 
50 Link to the association: http://www.dsj.de/startseite/ 
51 Link to the website: https://tool.ichmache-politik.de/ 
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■ The German Bundestag has developed a webtool 52for youth that will allows 


young people to discuss in a forum the current debates of the Bundestag, 


there is a voting instrument or there is the possibility to introduce or 


contribute to a petition.  


A topic that is in the focus of the attention in Germany is the fight against right 


wing extremists. Many youth initiatives and organisations either organise 


projects to prevent extremisms or organise debates especially in those Lander 


where extreme right wing parties are represented in local parliaments or Lander 


level parliaments. The Federal Ministry for Family and Youth has a national 


funding programme to finance specific strategies and programmes (see above). 


Here two best practice examples provided by the Ministry: 


■ CJD Waren53 – speaking with extremist oriented young persons. The project 


is organised in a region that is characterised as economically structurally 


weak. The aim is to reach out to these particular young people and enter in a 


dialogue. It is a pilot project that aims to build networks between schools, 


youth clubs and youth welfare offices in order to better reach out to youth 


and help dealing with this topic. The project is funded until 2013. 


■ Braunschweig: Zentrum Demokratische Bildung. Demokratiepädagogik in 


Kooperation von Staat und Zivilgesellschaft54 – this project aims to provide 


more concept input by providing material and technical knowledge on 


democratic pedagogy and provide teaching on extremism. It addresses young 


people with and without migration background and sensitise them on this 


topic.  


There is as well a national service point on youth participation55 that helps youth 


associations, municipalities and other statutory bodies implement democratic 


structures to allow young people to express their voice. The service point has 


carried out a project called “young Germans” a participatory study in which 


young people can contribute articles and research reporting about living realities 


of youth in Germany56. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Volunteering is central for youth associations and young people are encouraged via 


different initiatives to start their own projects and become active. 


One central project funded at national level and lander level is the volunteering year – 


during which young people can volunteer to work in a social welfare project or in an 


environmental project. They will receive a small amount of pocket money during this 


time. It usually lasts for 10 months. A report from the Ministry for Family and Youth 


states that in 2005 more than 32.000 young people have taken part in this programme.57 


A study carried out in 201158 from the Bertelsmann Stiftung stated that volunteering 


among young people is decreasing due to time constraints. In fact, many young people 


have to fulfil more and more obligations related to school or university, feeling the 


pressure to enter the world of work in order to become independent. For example, 


students in an all-day schools (generally school is not all day in Germany) are only 31% 


to take up voluntary engagements, to the contrary of 51% students in part-time 


                                           
52 Link to the website: http://www.mitmischen.de/index.jsp 
53 Link to the initiative: http://www.cjd-waren.de/waren/pages/index/p/7892 
54 Link to the institute and the initiative: http://www.zdb-wolfsburg.de/ 
55 Link to the institute: http://www.servicestelle-jugendbeteiligung.de/ 
56 Link to the report: http://jungedeutsche.de/junge-deutsche-2011/young-germans/ 
57 Report on the changes in the volunteering year available at: 
http://www.bmfsfj.de/RedaktionBMFSFJ/Freiwilligendienste/Pdf-Anlagen/evaluierungsbericht-
freiwilligendienste,property=pdf,bereich=bmfsfj,sprache=de,rwb=true.pdf 
58 Picot (2011), Jugend in der Zivilgesellschaft, Bertelsmann Stiftung, link to the study: 
http://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/cps/rde/xchg/bst/hs.xsl/nachrichten_106683.htm 
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schooling taking 8 years to a secondary school diploma. Also interviewees for this report 


have made similar remarks. Due to the intensification of university studies young people 


in the age of 20 to 25 are missing more and more in youth associations. 


Further initiatives for volunteering are directed at youth to get funding or participate in 


shorter term projects: 


■ 72 Hours – Uns schickt der Himmel59 – a project organised by the federal 


Catholic Youth Association, it encourages volunteering by calling young 


people to form groups and imagine a project within a social welfare 


organisation such as senior citizen residence or residences for people with 


disabilities, kindergarten etc. and to put it into practice during 72 hours. 


Many other bigger national or local youth associations contribute each year to 


this initiative. The next date for this project is June 2013 and already at this 


stage more than 1000 groups wish to contribute. 


■ Freistil Sachsen- Anhalt60 – is an association that provides support to all 


young people that wish to become a volunteer and set up a project. The team 


provides support on the organisation, funding requests etc for the Land 


Sachsen – Anhalt. This association is also supported by the Ministry for 


Labour and Social Affairs of the Land. The association carries out a 


competition to recognise specific projects organised by young people. For 


example in 2012 a group of students organise a student travel agency to help 


organise school class trips. The prize is a small financial contribution. 


■ The German children and youth foundation – funding programme “Think big” 
61calls for young people in the age from 15-24 to hand in projects that help to 


create a nice environment for young people in cities or communities or 


innovative ideas to the transition to job world and adulthood. In 2011 more 


than 525 projects have been funded. 


5.6 Social inclusion 


All types of socio-educational youth work are focussed on disadvantaged young people or 


those with specific needs for support. Already above fields of action of socio-educational 


have been mentioned such as cooperation between school and socio-educational service 


providers (welfare service providers) and specific support for occupational training and 


orientation. There are two more central fields of action of socio-educational work: helping 


youth in specific living projects – accompanied residences and street social work.  


The following three examples are given to illustrate these fields of activity: 


■ Projects regarding accompanied youth homes are especially relevant for 


young people having to move to another city to start an apprenticeship for 


example. In order to help these young people into a new start shared homes 


and residences are provided. A social pedagogue accompanies the young 


people helping them deal with their new living situation. There are more than 


550 of these youth home projects in Germany providing a space for more 


than 60.000 young people.62 


■ Other youth home projects are directed at youth that no longer wishes to live 


at home or lives on the streets. There is national network of specialists 


working in this area63. Many youth welfare providers have projects in this 


regard. To cite one example: Diakoniewerk Duisburg – project you@tel helps 


young people without home to find a new perspective for their life. Social 


                                           
59 Link to the initiative: http://www.72stunden.de/startseite.html 
60 Link to the association http://www.freistil-lsa.de/ 
61 Link to the initiative: http://www.thinkbig.de.com/think_big 
62 Link to website with interactive map showing all projects and providing further information: 
http://www.auswaerts-zuhause.de/?p=main 
63 Link to the national working group, the website contains an interactive map with examples of 
projects: http://www.buendnis-fuer-strassenkinder.de/ 
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pedagogues work for at least six months with the young person’s individually 


while providing them a home.64 


■ Mobile street work aims to get into contact with those young people that 


cannot be reached otherwise by youth work. Social pedagogues will try to 


establish first a level of trust of the persons and help them make new 


experiences to find new self-esteem and confidence to undertake new steps 


in their life and solves problems. This can be done via experimental pedagogy 


and outdoor activities. Furthermore counselling and clearing can be offered to 


take the next steps. To cite one example, the mobile social work in 


Stuttgart65 has several teams to work in different areas of the city. A study 


on the impact of their work in 2008 highlighted that the effects of mobile 


street work left long term impacts in peoples biographies and has created 


more self-confidence to undertake new steps. It has especially provided 


support in occupational orientation and transitions from youth to young 


adulthood. 


Another example should be mentioned as it is widely known in Germany which is 


the children and youth association Arche 66– a church carried association, 


consisting of centres in difficult social areas especially in bigger cities, originally 


the first organisation was created in Berlin. It helps in particular children and 


teens from underprivileged families, organising activities after school, helping 


with homework, organise camps during vacation and provide cultural youth 


work. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


International youth work is promoted to a large extent in Germany. All bigger 


organisations from voluntary youth service providers and youth welfare providers are 


internationally organised, host youth exchange and professionals exchange examples of 


practice and theory. In Germany there is the specific network of specialists on 


international youth work IJAB. It is a platform for professionals and organisations to 


discuss tendencies and outcomes of international youth work. Germany finances 


especially bilateral international youth work.  


■ French-German Youth foundation – Jugendwerk67:  it coordinates youth 


exchanges and meetings for youth associations, schools and cities, provides 


information on France in general, its education system, how to find 


employment or how to go for an internship. It promotes intercultural learning 


and develops concepts. There is also the German – British and the German 


Polish youth foundation that does similar work. A remarkable project for 


German – polish cooperation is a project funded under the German Youth 


Innovation fund – Schloss Trebnitz Bildungs – und Begegnungstaette e.V.68 


which aims to build up a polish-german pupil firm which will put into practice 


inclusive and intercultural learning via artistic productions. It further aims to 


build up a concept for youth participation in this frontier region and ways to 


animate the community for young people. Therefore the association will start 


a dialogue with officials and experts.  


■  The Diakonie has an association for international youth work69, it 


accompanies au pairs that came to Germany and help them integrate, it 


detains youth home projects for young foreign students or workers to support 


them in their new live in Germany, projects for integration of migrants or 


                                           
64 Link to the project of the Diakoniewerk: http://www.diakoniewerk-duisburg.de/ 
65 Link to the project: http://www.mobile-jugendarbeit-stuttgart.de/index.php, report on impact 
Stumpp (2008) Wirkungseffekte von mobiler Jugendarbeit, Institute fur Erziehungswissenschaft 


University of Tuebingen, available on the same website. 
66 Link to the project in Berlin http://www.kinderprojekt-arche.de/ 
67 Link to the association http://www.dfjw.org 
68 Link to the organisation: http://users.itmr.net/kidopolis/freizeit/schloss/index.htm 
69 Link to the association http://www.vij.de/index.php 
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people with a migrant background and as well a project called OPEN that 


helps young women from Ukraine, Russia ,Byelorussia  and Romania to 


support them in their orientation to find occupation, language courses or 


studies. 


■ A remarkable association is Aktion Suenezeichen70 – an association that 


organises among other activities youth summer camps for 2 to 4 weeks to 


work on international memorials and historical sites to help preserve them. 


The projects are intended to contribute to peace building and historical 


learning. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


There is a large variety of activities available in the area creativity and culture. In general 


open youth centres provide a large amount of activities in this area. These activities are 


easy to access as any young person can just join activities of his interest.  


In Germany there is a national organisation for cultural youth work.71 It discusses 


theories and provides concepts of cultural education and provides some best practice 


examples. To cite on in particular, there is a Circus called Abrax Kadabrax a project in 


Hamburg72 which teaches children and youth circus acrobatics and promotes integration 


of all young people. The national organisation for cultural work further organises 


exchanges of experts and host workshops and trainings. Furthermore under the Social 


Book VIII on youth work youth art schools (Jugendkunstschulen) are subsidised and 


other cultural pedagogical associations. These schools help to build up creativity, show 


techniques and provide a number of art related projects. They connect different cultural 


active organisations, museums and theatres. Art education is furthermore understood as 


a medium to help youth participate in society or integrate young migrants or 


disadvantaged youth. 


The national Ministry of Education runs a funding programme for cultural education. It 


aims to combat poor education in this area and help all youth access to cultural activities 


and open up new perspectives. Projects are financed that work with new media, dance 


and music schools.73 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Youth is legally determined by the Social Book VIII from 14 to 18 years old. The law 


further lays out that the young people are considered to be those aged from 18 to 27 


years old. The Juleica card is generally held by young people around the age of 16.74 


More than 50% are actually below 20 years old and 22.2 % are in between 20 and 25, 


though the card can be attributed to people aged up to 99. Taking these numbers as a 


reference one could generally say that the young people mainly participating in youth 


associations or other youth work activities are in the range of 16 to 19 years old. This 


has been confirmed by interviewees for this report. 


Specific target groups in youth work that were identified are the following: 


                                           
70 Link to the organisation: https://www.asf-


ev.de/de/friedensdienste/sommerlager/uebersicht.html 
71 Link to the organisation: http://www.bkj.de/home.html 
72 Link to this organisation: http://www.abraxkadabrax.de/de/zirkus_freizeit.php 
73 Link to the initiative: http://www.buendnisse-fuer-bildung.de/content/80.php 
74 Pothmann et al (2011), Juleica Report 2011, Deutscher Bundesjugendring. 
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■ Young people who are NEET or at risk to become NEET – this in particular in 


the context with students of intermediary or lower secondary school diplomas 


going into apprenticeships. 


■ Young migrants or with a migrant background. 


■ Young disadvantaged people coming from families with low income and low 


education level are at risk to be in poverty. 


■ Young people experiencing addiction – drugs, alcohol, smoking, computer or 


internet, as well as those that are at risk to become addicted. 


■ Young people experiencing homelessness or are no longer living with their 


family. 


■ Young disabled. 


■ Young people in sports – especially football. 


■ LGBT community. 


■ Young families in particular lone parents, mainly young mothers. 


6.1.2 Reach 


In Germany, activities and projects that receive public funding can be measured by the 


participants in relation to the number of funded activities. The tables below are not 


representative to demonstrate total funding and participation. Numbers are based on 


estimations in order to be able to provide a general picture on children and youth 


services in Germany.  


Table 6.1 Development of children and youth work in Germany – 


participants 


 Number of 
funded 


activities 


Number of 
participants 


Number of 
facilities  


Sums 
invested 


1990/91 / / 13.437 -.- 


1992 127.915 4.308.121 / 1.116.804 


1994 / / 13.446 1.163.216 


1996 130.372 4.671.921 / 1.254.208 


1998 / / 17.920 1.297.277 


2000 116.643 4.547.306 / 1.411.459 


2002 / / 17.372 1.459.099 


2004  97.267 3.667.451 / 1.349.776 


2005 / / / 1.377.591 


2006 / / 17.966 1.400.846 


2007 / / / 1.451.260 


2008 89.157 3.282.471 / 1.544.488 


2009 / / / 1.559.525 


2010 / / 16.725 1.565.078 


Developement5 - -38.758  - -1.025.650  3.288  448.274 


in %4 -24 -14,9 33,7 29,9 


 


Data in relation to the population of 6 to 21 year olds 


 Number of 


funded 


activities 


Number of 


participants 


Number of 


facilities  


Number of 


investment 


1990/91 /  /  95 -.- 
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Data in relation to the population of 6 to 21 year olds 


 Number of 


funded 
activities 


Number of 


participants 


Number of 


facilities  


Number of 


investment 


1992  91  31 /  79,20 


1994 /  /  95 87,35 


1996  90  32 /  86,16 


1998 /  /  123 88,73 


2000  80  31 /  96,73  


2002 /  /  121 101,24 


2004  69   /  95,24 


2005 /  / /  98,20 


2006 /  /  129 100,95 


2007 /  / /  105,98 


2008 66 24 / 114,78 


2009 / / / 118,06 


2010   129 120,80 


Source: AKJStat University Dortmund, Bureau of statistics children and youth services 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is a widespread strong consensus that youth work in all its sectors positively 


contributes to the development of all young people. The sector has adapted its offer to 


specific youth groups and to youth culture, upbringing education difficulties of schools 


and changes of family life and structure such as single parenting and patchwork families 


to encourage and help young people to make transitions into adult life successful. 


Furthermore, Germany had to deal with a quite important challenge in the past 20 years 


namely to create similar youth work providers and participatory youth work in the new 


Lander of Eastern Germany. Important investments were made to create structural 


support for youth associations and especially voluntary youth service providers. 


Important achievements were made in Eastern Germany, though the pressures on actors 


to build up a general civil society structure and the demographic changes in the regions 


were quite a weight to overcome despite the important financial investments made. By 


2012, experts said that youth work structures in the East are similar to the old Lander 


though further efforts on youth participation have to be made; especially the fight 


against extremism is in the centre of attention. 


In general it can be noted that most of the model projects or national wide pilot projects 


publically funded are scientifically evaluated in its outputs. At federal level for each 


legislative period (4 years) a youth report has to be presented to the Parliament. The 


report is often based on the framework programmes, action plans or pilot projects run 


during one legislative period. The latest report dates from 2009 and focused on initiatives 


of youth work that promote health and well-being of young people. At Lander level, 


several Lander also regularly report about funded activities. Yet, reports focus more on 


output, professional input and structures of service providers, cooperation of experts and 


outcomes of the general structural organisation and cooperation between voluntary and 


statutory youth service providers.  


Regarding outcome and impact of youth work it is a patchwork according to different 


activities and sectors of youth work. Partially this is the effect of the national funding 


instrument the child-and youth work plan which funds all kinds of activities, such as 


campaigns, projects, publications, working groups, expert meetings, personnel; etc. 


Consequently different funded short-term activities for the same organisation can again 


be for a long-term strategy building up a larger project. It is therefore difficult to assess 
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what are the outcomes or impact. In 2009 a project started to evaluate the national 


funding instrument and its effects. This evaluation was commissioned by the Federal 


Ministry for Family and Youth. The first two reports75 that have been published provide 


insights regarding effects for structures of providers of youth work and youth 


representation. The reports however have not been reporting about the impact on youth 


itself. The bureau of statistics for children and youth services analyses a rising of the 


amount of funding, number of services per activity of funding, number of personnel 


working in youth work and their occupation.  


In fact, in 2007 a working paper76 of the German Youth Institute highlighted that aspects 


have been so far not taken into account in evaluations: the impact on youth itself and the 


consequences of youth work in a specific area in a long term. From 2006 to 2008 a 


national pilot project has been running to help develop evaluation standards to measure 


impact and outcome of youth work (youth help especially in services that help in 


education of children and youth in different forms). The aim of this project was to 


develop in model projects nationwide, training for professionals to work according to 


standards of quality and expected impact of youth work. The evaluation of the project 


shows that an increase of transparency and participation by parents, schools, community 


and youth was achieved. Furthermore, selection criteria for projects and reporting criteria 


of selected projects have been developed or newly debated.77 


Quality standards play an important role as well in youth associations. Youth associations 


see quality in providing training to their employees and volunteers, network with related 


providers of youth activities and statutory youth services, contribute to expert groups 


and representation of young people. Central for youth associations is the democratic 


participation of members and participants and to empower them to take over 


responsibility and act in solidarity with others.78 Other criteria include: 


■ Relation of activities to a specific area 


■ Orientation according to needs  


■ Activates should have reference for society at large 


■ Provide for sustainable actions 


■ Take into account youth culture79 


 


Regarding impact on youth itself it depends on different types of activities and the 


general aim of projects and programmes.  


■ Regarding projects of school and social work it has been found that those 


projects that offer varied, open door and social pedagogic oriented activities, 


a long standing and sustainable offer, long term personnel that is trusted, 


has the autonomy to act and works full-time are successful. The impact for 


youth is manifold if successful: creation of a better school climate – decrease 


of violence, openness of school and its administration for the living worlds of 


young people, better and faster help in conflict situations, less repetition of a 


                                           
75 Ebner et al (2012), Evaluation des Kinder- und Jugendplans des Bundes, Endbericht zum KJP 
Foerderprogramm, Zentrale Einrichtungen der Fortbildung, P12, Deutsches Jugendinstitut, 
Muenchen; Ebner et al (2012) Evaluation des Kinder –und Jugendplans des Bundes, Endbericht 
yum KJP Foerderprogramm, Allgemeine Jugendverbaende 10.01 und Sportliche Jugendverbaende 
10.02, Deutsches Jugendinstitut, Muenchen. 
76 Liebig (2007), Effekte und Wirkungen der Kinder –und Jugendarbeit, Grundlagen zu einem 
Forschungsdesign, Deutsches Jugendinstitut, Muenchen.  
77 Information of this project is provided by the according website: www.wirkungsorientierte-
jugendhilfe.de and information has been taken from the report University Bielefeld, ISA Planung 
und Entwicklung GmbH (2008), Band 06, Zwischenberichte der Regiestelle und der Evaluation zum 
Modellprogramme, Bielefeld. 
78 Kampmann-Gruenwald et al (2000), Qualitaetsprofile verbandlicher Jugendarbeit, Beispiel 
Katholische Jugend Deutschland, Bundesministerium fuer Familie, Senioren, Frauen und Jugend, 
Fachinformation zur Jugendhilfe. 
79 Land Youth Council Lower Saxony (2002), Handbuch der Qualitaetsentwicklung in der 
Jugendverbandsarbeit, Hannover. 
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class level by students, a better learning environment and better out-of 


school competency building.80 


■ A study on the long term impact of international youth exchange in which 


more than 500 participants have been interviewed showed that more than 30 


% of the persons asked still consider the exchange as one of the most 


important events in their life, and more than 70% see it as important event 


having influenced a number of decisions in life; 59% of persons still have 


contact to people they know from the exchange and better intercultural 


learning and openness towards others are consequently developed 


competencies.81 However, a report on international youth work of the Land 


Rhineland Pfalz it states that almost 80% of all participants in international 


youth work are from a higher education background and come from well 


situated families.82 


■ The National Youth Council and the Ministry for Family and Youth has started 


under the framework programme structural dialogue a website where young 


people could indicate and vote what kind of competencies and abilities they 


gained from out-of school education: the first place was attribute to learning 


and working in a group – seen as an ability that would be highly important 


for their professional life, secondly young people regarded learning by doing 


and self-determination as especially sustainable, thirdly it was estimated that 


young people could best try out new things, develop their strengths and to 


learn more about themselves in a protected framework as in youth work.83 


■ A study that evaluated the framework programme for better participation of 


youth in society remarked that with regard to projects for political 


participation – youth that was not interested in politics before have at least a 


better knowledge about local decision making processes and actors, and 


general awareness has increased even if they did not became politically more 


active.84 


With regard to youth associations, literature repeatedly stated that they contribute to 


help young people build new relationships and provide an environment in which youth 


can test their ideals and develop strengths. Youth associations can also contribute to 


understanding of gender roles and the examination of the own gender identity. That is 


why gender specific activities and sex education play an important role in associative 


youth work. Yet, youth associations seem to have also their limits. A study that was done 


inside of Protestant youth associations revealed that especially youth leaders only played 


a role as “group leader” and rather less as person of trust as in generally he was not 


accepted as a peer. This would limit the approach that youth leaders should function as 


“role models”.85 


 


                                           
80 Speck, Olk et al (2010), Forschung zur Schulsozialarbeit, Stand und Perspektiven, Muenchen: 
Juventa Verlag. 
81 Thomas et al (2005), Langzeitwirkungen der Teilnahme an internationalen 
Jugendaustauschprogrammen auf die Persönlichkeitsentwicklung der TeilnehmerInnen, 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.2 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth work 


sector in Germany 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Long tradition of youth work with quite 
different experiences made in history 


in terms of types of youth work and 


methods used – draw on rich source of 
information. 


■ Strong youth associations represented 


in all communes with strong 
coordination and networking structures 


at regional, Lander and Federal level 


through youth councils – allowing a 
broad interest group representation 


towards politics and statutory youth 


services. 
■ A strong voluntary community in youth 


associations and other youth work 


providers, young people organise 
themselves in their own projects to 


take over responsibility in their local 


community. 
■ A big variety of youth service providers 


due to the principle of subsidiarity 


allowing for a flexible, adapted offer for 
needs of young people. 


■ A variety of professionals with a strong 


pedagogic and socio-educational 
background to be a person of trust for 


young people providing help adapted 


to needs and abilities. 


■ Launch of the Modern Youth Policy 
programme at federal level – 


promoting review of approaches and 


activities in youth work sector – 
funding innovative youth work and 


debating the impact of young people as 


interest group in society. 
■ Paradigm change from functional youth 


policy to a more integrated self-


standing youth policy. 
■ Open dialogue of professionals in 


expert groups on quality, 


professionalisation and outcome 
oriented youth work approaches allow 


for a review of youth work methods, 


foster further professionalisation of the 
sector and improve data collection and 


evaluation. 


■ Federal Youth Institute that evaluates 
the federal youth work funding tool, 


assessing impact on all kinds of 


aspects of youth work such as 
structures of participation, youth 


representation and cooperation 


between youth service providers. It will 
improve the knowledge over the 


current funding impact and to review 


the funding tool helping to provide 
further structural support to providers 


of youth work in the future. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Diversity of sectors and types of youth 
work and youth help has created a big 


patchwork which makes 


communication between actors of 
different organisation levels and in 


other locations difficult, limiting effects 


of best practice exchange, and 
knowledge exchange. 


■ Youth work is strongly centred around 


social spaces at local level impacting 
on the central level representation, 


transparency of representation is not 


provided. 
■ The professionals of youth workers 


have to face precarious working 


conditions making the provision of 
sustainable activities difficult. 


■ There seems to be a free market of 


youth social services making structures 
of youth work not always clear for 


parents and youth and quality 


assurance is difficult to monitor. 


■ Underinvestment in youth work 
especially in regions that are 


economically and structurally weak. 


■ Youth work is perceived as rectifying a 
problem and so that the popular 


approach of youth associations and 


open youth work is undermined. 
■ Underestimation of competencies 


gained in informal education and 


volunteering activities due to a 
patchwork of different forms of 


recognition and lack of definition of 


competence. 
■ Longer school hours and intensive 


university courses are a threat to 


youth volunteering. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Key aspects of youth work in Germany: 


■ Youth work/youth help is seen as a right for every young person and is a 


means to help every young person to develop according to his needs and 


personality. 


■ Guarantee of youth work activities in all communes and municipalities. 


■ Youth work is organised through the principle of subsidiarity giving priority to 


private not for profit youth work providers. This has created a free market of 


youth work providers that developed a strong sector of not for profit private 


youth service providers and associations, making youth work as diverse as 


young people themselves. 


■ Youth work is organised in a decentralised way which makes youth 


representation at federal level patchy and delimiting transparency of decision 


making. 


■ Each field of action - youth socio-educational work and youth work - seems to 


be separate from each other - making an overall assessment of youth work 


very difficult and underestimate synergies that could be used. 


■ Data is collected at a central level at the German Youth Work Institute and 


the Bureau of statistics for children and youth services, though also these 


institutions admit that they do not utilise of all evaluations and a central 


overview of all kinds of activities for each field of youth work. 


■ Process of communication and decision- making is rather very slow due to 


the large number of representation bodies of actors in youth work. 


■ Funding of youth work comes from various sources - public and private. 


There is a lack of clarity over the impact of private investments from various 


foundations and the youth service providers themselves. The federal budget 


for youth work represents 1% of the overall federal budget spending. Public 


funding for youth work comes largely from communal level (over 60%) which 


demonstrates the dependency of the budget for youth work on the economic 


situation of a region.  


■ The professions that work in youth are various though the biggest groups of 


professionals are socio-pedagogues, general pedagogues and nursery 


teachers. This provides evidence for the fact that youth work is approached 


from a very educational and pedagogic point of view, reaching a quite high 


level of professionalisation of the youth work sector. 


Key recommendations from literature and interviewees are: 


■ Need for strong political engagement to put the Modern Youth Policy (Alliance 


for Youth) to the first level of priorities at federal level to prepare the 


paradigm change from functional, problem focussed youth policy towards an 


empowering, positive and recognising approach of policy. 


■ Federal level and the Youth Institute should place an emphasis on a mapping 


exercise to identify key types of structures in youth work available in local 


communities in order to understand structural weaknesses in the provision of 


youth work services and identify funding needs. 


■ The Youth Institute or a federal report could provide for an overview of 


general youth policy emphasis in the different Lander per legislative period to 


be able to communicate at central level and to use sources efficiently. 


■ All levels of political authority need to reflect on how to provide better and 


sustainable funding structures that contribute to improve working conditions 


of professionals in the youth work sector. Statistics show that the workforce 


is ageing indicating that not enough young people grow into the sector due to 


poor attractiveness. Experts fear that there might be a lack of professionals 


for the sectors in the years to come. 


■ Germany should provide for a legal recognition of the youth councils at all 


levels under one single legal status to make their role in decision-making 
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transparent also to outsiders and to increase their co-decision powers in 


order to guarantee representation of youth at all levels. 


■ The recent over emphasis by politics concerning youth works’ contribution to 


help bring young people into employment could lead to a decrease of funding 


of other types of youth work activities and undermining other important 


aspects of youth work, namely creativity and self-determined development. 
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Annex 1  Governance structure of youth services in Germany 
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Annex 2  Administrative Service at the local youth welfare office 
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Annex 3  Funding of youth services 


Table A3.1 Expenditures for 2007 
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Table A3.2 Funding sources 
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Table A3.3 Public funding per Land for population of 6 to 21 year olds in euro 


 
Public expenses for youth work per Land. D= Germany; OD= East Germany; WD = Western Germany 


Source: Bureau of statistics for children and youth help services, University of Dortmund.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes  


Legal definition for youth work No  


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  150 years 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


70 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Socio-cultural sector 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Socio-cultural sector 


1.1 Definitions 


According to the 2012 Youth policy review1 produced by the Council of Europe, there is 


no single definition of youth across the territory of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation 


(Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles)2. Each policy area and institution concerned by youth 


usually set their own definitions (e.g. targeting young people of different age groups) 


and priority actions. 


Regarding youth work, interviewees and research confirmed that no formal definition 


exists. These nevertheless revealed that what can be assimilated into youth work falls 


historically under the remit of Youth department of the Ministry responsible for 


Culture3 and takes the form of voluntary socio-cultural work (‘animation 


socioculturelle’). The latter is delivered outside formal education to and by young 


people whose age may vary from 3 to 30 years old. Considering the above, the wider 


concept of youth work as defined at EU level was not considered to be fully meaningful 


by some of the interviewees.  


Against this background, public authorities have increasingly acknowledged the value 


of youth policies to address issues affecting young people that result from various 


societal changes including the current economic crisis (e.g. growing unemployment 


rates, early school leaving rates, social exclusion, etc.). At a practical level, youth 


work is delivered through voluntary socio-cultural work whilst youth issues are also 


indirectly addressed by other Ministries (e.g. responsible for childhood, education and 


training, employment, health, etc.). 


Despite the absence of a formal definition, common approaches are found through 


several decrees (see section 2) that were adopted by the Minister in charge of Youth 


over a number of years. A common feature of this set of legislation is that they all 


support the same objective for socio-cultural work: to support and foster the 


development of discerning, active, responsible citizenship (known as ‘CRACS’, 


Citoyens Responsables, Actifs, Critiques et Solidaires).  


Latest developments in the area involve the preparation of a Youth Plan (due for 


adoption in 2013) by the Minister in consultation with key actors of the youth sector as 


                                           
1  Pudar, G., Suurpää, L., Williamson, H. and Zentner, M. (2012), ‘C’est plus compliqué que ça’: 


an international youth policy review of Belgium. Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. 
2 The French Community of Belgium has been renamed Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles since end 
2011. 
3 Youth Department in the Culture Field – Ministry of the French-speaking Community of 
Belgium. 
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well as other Ministers. One of its main purposes will be to offer a more consistent, 


readable and transversal framework for youth work.    


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


The first forms of youth work date back to the second half of the 19th century and 


were mainly represented by catholic organisations (called ‘patronages’)4 that rose in 


prominence at the end of the 19th century. Political youth organisations also emerged 


by then (e.g. young guards of the parties or student circles). These were soon 


followed by scout organisations in the early 20th century.  


At that time, the State played hardly any role (i.e. in light of both principles of 


subsidiarity5 and pillarisation6 proper to the Belgian State), recognising the interests of 


the different actors and intervening only when necessary. 


A second phase of expansion of youth organisations took place after the First World 


War. This period was characterised by growing interest in catholic scouting; the 


creation of a scout federation and other youth organisations (e.g. socialist 


movements). The Catholic Association of Belgian Youth was also reorganised into 


various specialised youth movements (independent, student, agricultural worker, 


university, etc.) by then. In the early 1930’s, the ‘patronages’ were renamed ‘Patro’7 


and the first youth hostels were set up in 1933. 


The third main phase of development of the sector took place between 1940 and 1968 


and was marked by governmental recognition and expansion of youth work. Public 


authorities created the Youth Service and the National Youth Council in 1945. These 


developments were seen as the first official recognition of youth work and its issues. 


By then, the State limited its support to existing organisations.  


Another important development during this period was this of the creation of the 


Maisons de Jeunes (youth centres) following the adoption of a decree in 1956. The 


latter assigned these centres to ‘contribute to the development of active recreation for 


non-organised youth by promoting the creation of youth centres and musical, literary 


and artistic organisations for young people’8. Initially aimed to host young people in a 


non-formal way, their influence and number grew which led public authorities to 


formally support their actions.  


The last phase of development encompasses the period since the end of the 1960’s. 


Spurred by various societal changes (e.g. students’ demonstrations of 1968, 1970’s oil 


crisis, etc.), the principles of ‘permanent education gave youth work a larger 


dimension of involvement, participation and creativity’ and led society to reconsider 


youth overall.  


                                           
4 Gauthier S. (2009), Historique des politiques de jeunesse en Communauté française : une 
approche institutionnelle, Blankenberge : Ministère de la Communauté française, service de la 


jeunesse. 
5 The principle of subsidiarity means that the State apparatus participates as little as possible as 


a direct operator. 
6 Two of the major dominant political families (Catholics and Liberals, and then Socialists) were 
opposed, for different reasons, to too much interventionism by the State. This had the 
consequence of creating a relatively compartmentalised society: this is what observers of 
political life in Belgium called pillarisation.  
7 I.e. to mark their distance from the ‘patronages’ in the beginning, where the richest people 
‘supervised’ the poorest. 
8 Gauthier S. (2009), Historique des politiques de jeunesse en Communauté française : une 
approche institutionnelle, Blankenberge : Ministère de la Communauté française, service de la 
jeunesse. 
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Following the division of the Belgian State into Communities in 1971, each Community 


started defining its own objectives for youth work. In the Wallonia-Brussels 


Federation, this took the form of further acknowledging the role and the value of 


youth centres (Centres de jeunes), youth organisations (Organisations de jeunesse) 


and other organisations to help young people to be ‘Critical, Responsible, Active and 


Solidary Citizens (CRACS)’. Several decrees determining the conditions for official 


recognition and subsidies as well as professionalisation of the sector were 


subsequently adopted. 


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 


youth work 


Youth work involves three main actors: the Minister responsible for youth, its youth 


service (in particular) and a wide range of youth associations including their 


professionals and voluntary workers.  


Interviewees indicated that the distinction between youth institutions established by a 


public authority versus youth associations publicly recognised would be preferable to 


the distinction of formal versus non-formal youth work. 


Regarding publicly recognised youth work, legislation subdivides youth associations 


into four main categories. 


In the youth field: 


■ Organisations de jeunesse (youth organisations) 


■ Centres de jeunes (youth centres) 


■ Conseil de la Jeunesse de la Communauté française (Youth Council) 


■ Ecoles de devoirs (homework schools) 


In the field of youth care: 


■ Services d’aide en milieu ouvert (AMO) (further support services) 


In accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, public authorities recognise 


organisations that are working for and by youth people, based on different criteria. 


Further details are set out below for each of these. 


■ Organisations de jeunesse9: targeting young people aged between 3 and 


30 years old, their main purpose is to help them become ‘CRACS’. These 


organisations are mainly active at Community level. In 2012, there were 


92 recognised youth organisations. These are split into six categories: 


– 17 thematic movements aiming at engaging with young people to 


debate societal issues and foster active citizenship (e.g. focused 


on students, labour, environment, North-South co-operation, 


etc.). 


– 5 youth movements (i.e. scouts or similar): building on local 


branches supervised by volunteer group leaders. 


– 53 youth services (i.e. trainings, projects and activities): these 


enable young people to take part in group leading trainings, socio-


cultural expression, international exchanges, etc. 


– 8 youth centres’ federations. 


– 5 youth organisations’ federations. 


– 5 further youth groups. 


■ Centres de Jeunes10: mainly active at local level they mainly target young 


people aged 12 to 26 years old. Their purpose is similar to that of youth 


                                           
9 The total budget planned for youth organisations in 2012 exceeded €21 million. 
10 In 2012, the total amount allocated to youth centres nearly approached €21 million.  
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organisations. In 2012, there were 196 recognised youth centres spread 


over the territory. These are split into four categories: 


– 147 ‘Maisons de jeunes’: out-of schools clubs open to all young 


people that foster participatory and creative approaches.  


– 23 ‘Centres de Rencontres et d’Hébergement (CRH) (youth 


hostels)’. 


– 26 information centres (Centres d’Information des Jeunes (CIJ)). 


– 8 youth centres’ federations. 


■ Conseil de la Jeunesse de la Communauté française: the Youth Council, a 


non-profit organisation, is the official advisory body and representation of 


young French-speaking Belgium. Its main mission is to bring the voice of 


youth in national and international level, on initiative or at the request of 


the Government. It is intended to be consulted by different political bodies 


on all matters relating directly or indirectly to the youth, especially on 


draft decrees and draft decree on Youth policies. Opinions are not binding. 


However, when soliciting the opinion of the Youth Council, the Minister of 


Youth must, if necessary, justify in writing the reasons for not taking 


account of the latter. 


The General Assembly (Assemblée Générale or AG) consists of a maximum 


of 50 members, aged 18 to 30 years, including 30 from the youth 


organizations and youth centres, 15 representatives of students and Youth 


care, 5 collective initiatives. They are elected directly by young people 


aged 16 to 30 years residing in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation. Their 


mandate is two years. Gender balance is required within the AG. The 


Board consists of 12 to 17 members. A team of 8 workers help to 


implement the decisions of the AG. 


■ Ecoles de devoirs: targeting young people aged 6-15 years old, their main 


purpose is to supply homework, socio-cultural support and social inclusion-


related projects at the local level. Disadvantaged young people are among 


their main target groups. In total, there are 346 recognised and granted 


écoles de devoirs in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation (including over 200 


in Brussels capital area). These fall under the joint responsibility of the 


Minister of youth and the Minister responsible for childhood (Ministre de 


l’Enfance). Four regional coordination and 1 Community federation are 


under the responsibility of the Minister for Youth. 


■ Services d’aide en milieu ouvert (AMO): the 94 AMO offer individualised 


support (of a preventative, social and educational nature) for young 


people (0-18 years old) and their families. They fall under the 


responsibility of the Minister of Youth Care. 


On the other hand, non-publicly recognised youth work encompasses different 


realities. Mostly volunteer-led, it comprises organisations similar to the above but that 


have not been formally homologated/funded by public authorities, and it involves 


targeted youth work delivered by the third sector (e.g. focusing on hard-to-reach 


young people with social, health or educational difficulties such as detached youth 


work/‘street work’). 


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work Community (i.e. Wallonia-


Brussels Federation) 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Minister of Youth and Youth 


care – Ministry of Culture 


(Service Jeunesse) and 
Ministry of Youth Care  


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work is not explicitly regulated by a legislative framework in the Wallonia-


Brussels Federation. The sector is however regulated by several sectoral decrees of 


the Minister of Youth that set the conditions for youth associations to be publicly 


recognised/funded. These include: 


■ Decree of 20 July 2000 establishing the rules for the recognition and 


subsidisation of youth centres and facilities11. 


■ Decree of 26 March 2009 establishing the rules for the recognition and 


subsidisation of youth organisations. 


■ Decree of 28 April 2004 (amended on 9 January 2007) on conditions for 


public recognition and support for the écoles de devoirs. 


■ Decree of 17 May 2009 on holidays centres (centres de vacances). 


■ Decree of 14 November 2008 setting up the Youth Council of the French-


speaking Community. 


■  


■ As noted earlier, these decrees support the same overarching objective 


which is to help young people to be ‘Critical, Responsible, Active and Solidary 


Citizens’ (CRACS). According to an interviewee this set of legislation is 


generally considered helpful by youth work actors. In addition, 


complementary legislation that may have an impact on youth work has been 


also issued by other Ministers during the past years, among which the Decree 


of 4 March 1991 on support for youth (Youth Care, Aide à la Jeunesse).   


■  


■ Interestingly, latest developments include an extensive work and 


consultation process (involving key stakeholders and other interested 


Ministries) launched by the Minister of Youth in 2010 to issue a youth plan in 


2013. One of its main purposes will be to offer a more consistent and 


transversal framework for current and future youth policies. The Declaration 


of Community’s Policy 2009-2014 that was adopted by the government after 


the elections of June 2009 notably announced the introduction of a 


transversal youth programme for the 12-25 years old. The government also 


pledged to set up a Permanent Interdepartmental Conference dedicated to 


matters relating to Youth in order to allow better articulation of Youth policies 


led at the different levels of power (federal, regional, community)12. 


2.2 Governance 


The Minister of youth and youth care is responsible for defining Wallonia-Brussels 


Federation’s youth policy. As reflected above, youth work is historically embedded in 


voluntary socio-cultural work. 


                                           
11 I.e. maisons de jeunes, centres de rencontres et d'hébergement, centres informations jeunes 
et leurs fédérations. 
12 Country sheet on youth policy in Belgium http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Country/Country_sheet_2011/Country_sheet_Belgium_F
landers_2010.pdf  



http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Country/Country_sheet_2011/Country_sheet_Belgium_Flanders_2010.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Country/Country_sheet_2011/Country_sheet_Belgium_Flanders_2010.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Country/Country_sheet_2011/Country_sheet_Belgium_Flanders_2010.pdf
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As part of the Ministry of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation, the service jeunesse13 


(youth department) is responsible for implementing youth policy (and youth work). As 


a key contact point for the whole youth associative sector, it has privileged 


relationship with publicly recognised associations. The service jeunesse notably: 


■ Promotes and supports youth associations by recognising and granting 


youth organisations and youth centres; granting projects from both 


recognised and non-recognised youth associations; etc.  


■ Provides financial, institutional and training support for those 


implementing youth policy objectives at local level. 


■ Promotes and supports specific initiatives such as ‘Projets jeunes’14; 


organises seminars, conferences; supports research on specific themes, 


etc. 


■ Supports regular dialogue and consultation among youth official 


representative bodies (i.e. the Advisory Commission of the Youth 


Organisations15, the Advisory Commission of the Youth Centres and Youth 


Facilities16 and the French Community’s Youth Council17). 


■ Implements international youth policy priority actions jointly with the 


Direction for international relations18 and International Youth office (BIJ)19. 


In total, public authorities subsidised 92 youth services for a total amount of €21 


million and 193 youth centres, youth hostels and youth information centres for 


approximately €21 million in 201220. 


Other public bodies undertake complementary actions to the above and include: 


■ Other ministries (e.g. education, employment, health, justice, etc.). 


■ The Bureau International de la jeunesse (BIJ21): a public interest 


institution that delivers youth international projects in more than 70 


countries. The BIJ also hosts the National Agency of the Youth in Action 


Programme. 


■ The Observatoire de l’Enfance, de la Jeunesse et de l’Aide   la Jeunesse22 


(OEJAJ) which falls under the remit of the Secretary General of the 


Ministry for Wallonia-Brussels Federation is aimed to inform public 


authorities and the civil society on childhood, youth and youth care 


policies.  


■ The Direction générale de l’aide   la jeunesse offers preventative 


measures; individualised support for young people facing personal or 


family conflicts; juridical or judicial support, etc. It also recognises and 


grants the AMO services.  


Against this background, interviewees and research confirmed that the upcoming 


Youth Plan will strengthen existing consultations, transversal approaches and reorient 


current policies at Federation, regional, provincial and local level. In this respect, 


                                           
13 See: www.servicejeunesse.cfwb.be  
14 The circular “Soutien aux projets jeunes” allows young people who are not involved in a 
recognised association to get support for the organisation of their projects. A progression in the 


objectives is suggested in the circular. It invites young people to be more and more involved in 
the project until they form a structured association. 
15 Commission Consultative des Organisations de Jeunesse 
16 Commission Consultative des Maisons et Centres de Jeunes 
17 Conseil de la Jeunesse de la Communauté française 
18 Direction des Relations Internationales. 
19 Bureau International Jeunesse (BIJ). 
20 Data provided by Service de jeunesse. 
21 Bureau International de la Jeunesse. See: www.lebij.be  
22 See: www.oejaj.cfwb.be  



http://www.servicejeunesse.cfwb.be/

http://www.lebij.be/

http://www.oejaj.cfwb.be/
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research23 states that ‘the part played by the provinces and the municipalities is 


important’ and that ‘there is no structured local or provincial youth policy’.  


Regarding the amount of public funding dedicated to youth work, data supplied by the 


service jeunesse for 2003-2010 shows that the main youth work-related programmes  


(youth organisations and youth centres) represent around 0.3% (€42 million in 2012) 


of the total budget for programmes of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation. Interviewees 


confirmed that these amounts have remained rather stable since then and that the 


economic crisis has not affected these considerably. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No but under development 


Programmes on the development of youth work No 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Slightly negative 


Policy commitment 


There is no overarching youth strategy at the time being but this is in the process of 


being defined and will take the form of a youth plan in 2013. At a practical level, the 


governments jointly with other key stakeholders have reflected upon a comprehensive 


reform of youth policy since the end of 2010.  


The future youth plan will aim to address the following general objectives:  


■ To strengthen the profile of youth policy as a significant policy sector. 


■ To integrate youth policy more effectively in other arenas of public policy. 


■ To combine universal and general approaches (i.e. youth work supported 


by the Service jeunesse) with more specialised provision (supported by 


youth care services). 


According to the governmental note of intention ‘For an ambitious Youth Plan in the 


French-speaking Community of Belgium24’ and the draft political declaration 2009-


2014 ‘Une énergie partagée pour une société durable, humaine et solidaire’ 25, youth 


(i.e. young people aged 12-25 years old) is to be considered as a transversal policy 


area.  


In this regard, these documents raise the need to better coordinate youth policies 


developed by different ministries (e.g. responsible for education, sport, employment, 


health, etc) and decision-making levels whilst preserving youth actors’ organisational 


autonomy. 


In December 2010, the federal government approved the creation of a permanent 


inter-ministerial Conference for Youth (CIM Jeunesse26) in charge of preparing the 


Youth Plan. Bringing together ministers of the government of Wallonia-Brussels 


                                           
23 Pudar, G., Suurpää, L., Williamson, H. and Zentner, M. (2012), ‘C’est plus compliqué que ça’: 


an international youth policy review of Belgium. Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. 
24 Note of intention “For an ambitious Youth Plan in the French-speaking Community of Belgium” 
- version of December 14th, 2010. 
25 See: www.federationwalloniebruxelles.be/fileadmin/sites/portail/upload/portail_super_edit 
26 See: www.plan12-25.be/CIM-JEUNESSE.html for further details.  



http://www.federationwalloniebruxelles.be/fileadmin/sites/portail/upload/portail_super_edit

http://www.plan12-25.be/CIM-JEUNESSE.html
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Federation and governments from other levels (i.e. Walloon Region, COCOF27), the 


CIM approved in July 2011 the following strategic objectives for the youth plan28:  


■ To support young people’s capacity of action and joint commitment. 


■ To acknowledge and value youth’s diversity of competences. 


■ To reduce and prevent socio-economic disparities among young people. 


■ To offer young people better conditions for their educational and 


professional pathways. 


■ To foster better articulation between school and the labour market. 


■ To raise young people’s awareness on various societal issues 


(environmental, social, economical, cultural, etc.). 


■ To take into account the specificities of youth in terms of their life 


conditions and get most appropriate actors/level involved. 


■ To value the image of young people and their citizen actions. 


Latest developments include the establishment of 16 committees involving key 


actors29 which were established as well as 6 main working groups. By early November 


2012, work undertaken by the first five groups was over whilst the sixth (called 


‘territorialité de jeunesse’) was about to start. Their respective conclusions will feed 


into the youth plan.      


Intensive cooperation among ministerial cabinets to agree upon the overall work 


programme, budget, etc. is also taking place at the time being. These will issue a draft 


proposal that will be presented to the next CIM that will meet in March 2013 to 


approve the Youth Plan.  


An interviewee revealed that the cabinet of the Minister of youth supports the issuance 


of a youth plan-related decree that would be adopted by the parliament of the 


Wallonia-Brussels Federation. The idea is that the latter would maximise the impact of 


the youth plan (e.g. inviting future governments to commit themselves on youth 


priority actions as defined in the youth plan and reviewing these when necessary). 


Among other key priority actions, the youth plan should recommend the establishment 


of an inter-university research platform; the issuance of shared definitions, and 


referential and methodological approaches.   


Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


There is no specific government programme aimed to further develop youth work.     


An interviewee confirmed that although they set the rules for the sector, existing 


sectoral decrees do not have a programmatic dimension. These do not formulate any 


obligations in terms of territorial coverage (except for youth organisations) or 


quantitative targets but rather specify the values and quality objectives of youth work. 


They acknowledge and support organisational autonomy (the ‘fait associatif’) of youth 


work. 


The youth plan should in principle foster convergence at this level in the future. The 


Minister responsible for youth foresees a review of existing rules for a part of funding. 


Some extra funding could be, in practice, allocated to projects that would specifically 


address the youth plan’s priority actions. In order to foster ownership of the process 


by all actors, interested youth associations should submit detailed proposals to the 


Minister who in turn would select and formally fund the most relevant ones.  


                                           
27 Administration de la Commission communautaire française 
28 European Comission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 
2010-2012 (Belgium – French community). Brussels: European Commssion. 
29 Key actors: ministries for different departments, youth workers, experts 
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Interviewees also reported that the impact of the economic crisis has been visible in 


youth work since 2009. For example, several youth associations that met criteria for 


being publicly recognised and subsidised could not be been subsidised as from early 


2011 as corresponding budget that ran until 2010 was not increased.  


Overall, interviewees ranked political commitment to support youth work as medium. 


Whilst the value of youth work has been increasingly acknowledged by public 


authorities over the past decade, related financial means have remained limited in 


proportion. 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No/Yes 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No  


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Variable  


Number of youth workers  Around 1641 professional 


youth workers30 (full time 
equivalent) 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Stable  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


‘Youth worker’ as such is not a formally recognised profession in Wallonia-Brussels 


Federation as no targeted youth work qualifications exist. In practice, the profile and 


status of youth workers may greatly vary between publicly and non-publicly 


recognised youth work.  


The Service jeunesse distinguishes professional youth workers and volunteers.  


The Commission paritaire 329 defines some specific functions for31: 


■ Animateur-coordinateur: (s)he works in youth associations comprising 2 to 


5 permanent youth workers and is responsible for designing and quality 


ensuring the activities of the association. The animateur-coordinateur is 


also responsible for the budget of the association and supervises 


professional and volunteer youth workers. This title is frequently found in 


the Youth centres. No specific qualifications are normally required to 


undertake this post except in Youth centres where the competences of the 


animateur-coordinateur must be assessed by the ‘Sous-commission de 


                                           
30 Data supplied by the youth department of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation’s Ministry 
responsible for youth and youth care. 
31 In Belgium the social dialogue in the private sector, especially for wage negotiations, is in 
joint committees ("Commission Paritaire"). Joint committees are established by industry. They 
bring together representatives of organisations of employers and workers. The Joint Committee 
is chaired by a social conciliator, an official of the Federal Ministry of Labour and Employment. 
CP 329 concerns the socio-cultural sector. 
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qualification’ (sub-committee for qualifications)32. The examination builds 


on a ‘dossier’ and the visit of an inspector. A training course can help to 


acquire competences of this function and may lead to the award of a 


BAGIC (Brevet d’aptitude   la gestion d’institutions culturelles) that is 


officially recognised by the Wallonia-Brussels Federation. 


■ Animateur: (s)he usually acts on behalf of the animateur-coordinateur. 


The animateur is responsible for designing and undertaking animation 


projects/programmes; for ensuring consistency between his/her activities 


and these of his/her colleagues, etc. A distinction between specialist and. 


generalist ‘animateurs’ may be found depending on youth associations.    


■ Animateur-formateur classe 1: (s)he has a pedagogical role aimed to 


foster young people’s and adults’ knowledge and behaviours; to support 


the development of programmes and pedagogical tools. (S)he is 


furthermore responsible for identifying new sources of funding.  


■ Animateur adjoint: (s)he assists the animateur and/or animateur-


coordinator and works on behalf of other animateurs (whatever paid or 


volunteers) providing support for the preparation or practical organisation 


of given projects. 


■ Animateur adjoint classe 2: based on a fixed programme, (s)he is 


responsible for delivering specific knowledge to young people or adults on 


given socio-cultural issues. 


As mentioned above, these titles correspond to youth work that can be paid as defined 


in the commission paritaire 329. Overall, related definitions leave room for 


interpretation and the extent to which they are applied may vary from one youth 


association to another. In relation to strictly publicly recognised youth work, youth 


centres and youth organisations can freely determine the conditions, content and 


delivery of training for their staff. This differs from the ‘écoles de devoirs’ and ‘centres 


de vacances’ for which stricter rules (set by individual decrees) apply. 


In these settings, youth workers can obtain a ‘brevet d’animateur’ upon completion of 


300 hours of training (spread over theoretical and practical training of 150 hours 


each) for ‘centres de vacances’ certificates and 225 hours (i.e. 125 hours of theoretical 


training and 100 hours of practical training) for those applying to ‘écoles de devoirs’. 


These are delivered by youth organisations such as CEMEA (Centres d’Entraînement 


aux Méthodes d’Education Active), scouts, patros, etc. that are recognised by 


Wallonia-Brussels Federation. Though identical in terms of content, each delivery 


organisation usually tailors its training provision according to given pedagogical 


approaches, themes or types of activities that are usually supported internally. 


A further possibility to obtain a ‘brevet d’animateur’ exists through formal education 


as part of secondary education or adult learning (‘enseignement de promotion 


sociale’33). 


Lastly it can be noted that those organisations applying for public funding for ‘centres 


de vacances’ must supply evidence that at least an animator (out of 3) possesses or is 


about the obtain a ‘brevet d’animateur’. For other organisations no specific 


qualification or training are required.    


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Considering the fragmented nature of youth work, the status of youth worker tends to 


suffer from a lack of visibility. Its actors, purposes and actions often appear to be 


                                           
32 The ‘Sous -Commission de qualification’ has been established by decree and is composed of 
Youth centres’ representatives for each federation and members of the Ministry (Youth service 
and inspection for Culture field). 
33 For further details, see: www.enseignement.be/index.php?page=26391  



http://www.enseignement.be/index.php?page=26391
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misunderstood by civil society (e.g. youth workers are often mistakenly perceived as 


social workers working with marginalised or delinquent young people). According to an 


interviewee, even beneficiaries do not always fully understand what the role and 


status of youth workers are. This, alongside the fact that youth work is being 


increasingly delivered by ‘traditional’ socio-cultural youth workers but also by others 


(e.g. involved in organisations falling under the remit of youth care) means that ‘youth 


worker’ fails to be perceived as an understandable occupation/profession in most 


cases. 


Interviewees nevertheless acknowledged that public recognition of youth work is quite 


recent (i.e. if one considers that the first sectoral decrees were issued since 2000) and 


that actions aimed to support recognition of youth workers have been undertaken by 


public authorities as well as some actors of the sector (e.g. scouts) over the past few 


years. 


At Minister level, a circular adopted in 200934 aimed to support training provision for 


targeted socio-cultural youth workers (which includes the following topics: ‘training 


leading to certification’ and ‘support for continuous training for animators, 


coordinators and trainers’) can be mentioned in this regard. Interestingly, one of the 


key priorities of the youth policy for the period 2009-2014 is the training of youth 


leaders, whether they are volunteers or paid staff. In 2010, a sum of 1,385,000 euro 


has been dedicated to this purpose35. 


The service jeunesse also formally supports training for animateurs-coordinateurs and 


animateurs. The table set out below supplies information on the number of certificates 


delivered between 2008 and 2012 to animateurs-coordinateurs and animateurs 


working within youth work.  


Table 4.1 Certificates delivered to ‘animateurs-coordinateurs’ 


and ‘working’ within youth work, 2008-2012 


 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012* TOTAL 


Animateur
s 1,951  2,128  1,948  1,659  588  8,274  


Coordinate
urs 85  115  115  93  22  430  


Total  2,036  2,243  2,063  1,752  610  8,704  


* : partial results for 2012 


Source: Service Jeunesse 


At association level, the initiative of the French Community scout movement (jointly 


with their Flemish counterpart, the Scouts en Gidsen Vlaanderen), Scout Leader 


Skills
36


, that supports recognition of non-formal learning acquired by animateurs-


coordinateurs and animateurs can be highlighted.  


The latter results from a partnership with two higher education institutions (HEC-


Université de Liège and Vlerick Leuven Gent Magement School). The project ran from 


                                           
34 Service général de l’Educationpermanante et la Jeunesse (2009),  Circulaire ministérielle 
organisant le soutien des programmes de formation des cadres de l’animation et de l’activités 
socioculturelles et socio-artistiques. Brussels: Service général de l’Educationpermanante et la 


Jeunesse.  
35 European Comission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 
2010-2012 (Belgium – French community). Brussels: European Commssion. 
36 See: www.110eme.be/site/actualites/2012-09-13-les-scouts-nomines-pour-le-prix-de-
linnovation-sociale  



http://www.110eme.be/site/actualites/2012-09-13-les-scouts-nomines-pour-le-prix-de-linnovation-sociale

http://www.110eme.be/site/actualites/2012-09-13-les-scouts-nomines-pour-le-prix-de-linnovation-sociale
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March 2011 to September 2012 and enabled 25.000 ‘animateurs’ and volunteers to 


assess and validate the competences they acquired through non-formal learning. The 


project involves an online personalised test; a ‘dossier’ tracking the results to the 


‘bilan de compétences’; personalised guidance and support. These tools will be 


evaluated in September 2013 and progressively adjusted if required. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


There are no aggregate data on the number of youth workers, both professional and 


volunteering staff, in Wallonia-Brussels Federation. According to data supplied by the 


Service jeunesse, the number of professional youth workers active in the publicly 


recognised youth associations that fall under its remit includes: 


■ Around 1.060 full-time equivalent staff members in youth organisations. 


This however includes other staff such as administrative and management 


personnel. The number of ‘animateurs37’ is estimated to be around 800-


900. 


■ 725 full-time equivalent staff members in youth centres. This may include 


196 animateurs-coordinateurs (one per maisons de jeunes). 


These numbers should be added to the number of professional youth workers involved 


in other settings such as the ‘centres de vacances’ and the ‘écoles de devoirs’ (both 


under the remit of the ‘Office National de l’Enfance (ONE)38; municipalities and non-


publicly recognised youth associations. There is no available data on the number 


involved in these other settings.  


The same applies to the number of volunteers. An interviewee mentioned that only for 


youth movements (Scouts, Guides and Patro) it is estimated that these may be 


around 20.000 in their sector. The Service jeunesse noted that this estimation is likely 


to be downwardly biased as it does not include all volunteers involved in publicly 


recognised youth work.      


No aggregated data exists for the number of youth associations, except for those 


recognised and subsidised by the Wallonia-Brussels Federation. The number of publicly 


recognised youth associations accounts for 283 organisations, comprising 87 youth 


associations, 196 Maisons de jeunes, youth hostels and youth information centres. The 


total number of recognised ‘écoles de devoirs’ and ‘centres de vacances’ exceeds 


2.300 but these do not exclusively target young people aged 12-25 years old. 


Meanwhile, the number of non-publicly recognised youth associations (as well as these 


delivering services at local and regional level) is unknown.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


No data available was found which indicated the profile of youth workers. As 


mentioned above, bearing in mind that there is no academic qualification available to 


become a youth worker in Wallonia-Brussels Federation, the main bulk of youth 


workers have educational backgrounds from fields such as socio-cultural worker, 


psychology or pedagogy, though youth workers do not exclusively come from these 


educational backgrounds.  


                                           
37 An ‘animateur’ can be broadly defined as a group leader who undertakes activities for and 
with young people. As noted earlier, various titles and scales exists ‘animateur’. These 
nevertheless usually correspond to a youth worker responsible for designing and undertaking 
projects/programmes for young people. 
38 See: www.one.be  
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5 The role and value of youth work  


In accordance with the overarching objective of the sector to help young people 


become ‘Responsible, Active, Critical and Solidary Citizens (CRACS)’, interviewees 


recognised the value of youth work at different levels and outlined a few good practice 


examples within each of the eight policy areas set out below. They indicated that some 


of these examples are not made visible enough but also stressed that upcoming youth 


policy should ensure better convergence and  visibility among/of projects delivered by 


the sector.    


5.1 Education and training 


Education and training is the primary area where the impact of youth work was clearly 


valued by interviewees. Though building upon informal and non-formal learning, all 


interviewees considered that youth work has an essential and complementary role for 


raising young people’s awareness and self-confidence of their capacities, knowledge 


and promoting lifelong learning among them. Examples of initiatives include:  


■ Non-formal learning opportunities: various examples supported by publicly 


recognised youth associations were supplied by several interviewees. For 


example, these include training provision for youth workers leading to 


certificates such as those supported by the service jeunesse; the ‘centres 


de vacances’ and the ‘ecoles de devoirs’ (see above for further details) 


including CREE (Collectif recherche et Expression)39 that offers tailored 


training for deaf youth workers leading to those certificates (‘brevet 


d’animateur’ or ‘brevet de coordinateur’). The example of the CEMEA 


Centres d’Entraînement aux Méthodes d’Education Active)40 is also worth 


noting. Both CREE and CEMEA deliver youth work and training for youth 


workers that focus on participatory methods and validation of individual 


competences and self-esteem. 


■ Transition school-work and support for at-risk students:  


– SAS Compas-Format (Service d’Accrochage Scolaire) represents 


an effective combination of youth work, youth aid, educational 


and social services. It is a local service whose aim is to take care 


of the re-integration of young people to the educational system.  


– Solidarcité41 is a youth organisation present in Brussels and Liege 


that targets young people aged 16 to 25 years old and addresses, 


among other things, the issue of early school leaving. 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Through various initiatives youth work also supports the improvement of employment 


opportunities for young people. Several Maisons de jeunes (MJs) undertake projects in 


this area organising workshops to help young people prepare their curriculum vitae. 


Whilst implementing projects led by young people, they help them to take 


responsibility, develop organisational skills, team work and other relevant skills that 


are useful on the labour market. 


The following initiatives can be outlined for youth associations: 


■ Two youth organisations, Jeunes CSC and Jeunes FGTB (i.e. the youth 


branches of the Christian and Socialist Unions respectively) work 


                                           
39 See: www.creeasbl.be  
40 See: www.cemea.be/Accueil  
41 See: www.solidarcite.be 



http://www.creeasbl.be/

http://See:%20www.cemea.be/Accueil
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exclusively in the employment field. Their aim, aside from providing 


individual help to job seekers, is to defend young workers’ rights. 


■ The service AMO Plan J42 and more specifically its project ‘jobs   l’appel’43 


undertaken in 4 municipalities44 jointly with neighbouring MJs is aimed at 


young people aged 15 to 18 years old. Its main aim is to help them to find 


summer jobs and thus gain their first experience with the labour market. 


Youth workers involved in the project help beneficiaries to be aware of 


their individual and collective capabilities. Launched in 2010, the initiative 


has been regularly renewed since then. 


■ The Scout Leader Skills initiative offers an interesting tool (based on a 


‘bilan de compétences’) that track youth workers’ competences acquired 


through group leading tasks, provide support and advice to them, 


organises training sessions for drafting good CVs. etc. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


Interviewees reported that youth work encourages healthy lifestyles for young people 


via physical education, education on nutrition, etc. This was also confirmed in the 


report depicting the first cooperation cycle of the EU youth strategy (2010-2012) 


produced by the French Community of Belgium45 that states that several youth 


organisations undertake projects that primarily target young people’s health. 


These examples take the form of: 


■ Initiatives set up by different Maisons des jeunes (MJs):  many of these 


focus on sexual education and related preventative measures. These 


include the ‘Safe box’ project developed by the MJ ‘chez zelle’ in Louvain-


la-Neuve in partnership with the ‘planning familial’46 or the ‘prisme de 


l’amour’ project designed by the MJ La Mezon in Huy jointly with the local 


youth information centre and the AMO.  


 


■ Ad hoc websites:  


– The ‘ifeelgood.be47’ website developed by Latitude Jeunes 


provides information for young people on health, sexuality, 


behaviours but also citizenship and communication among young 


people.  


– The youth organisation ‘Jeunesse et Santé’ regularly publishes an 


online kit called ‘starting bloque’48 that supplies tips on nutrition 


and healthy habits to young people whilst they study for their final 


school examinations. 


– The ‘Jeunesse et Santé’ website49 is addressed to youth workers 


and provides information and suggestions for health-related 


activities and projects. 


5.4 Participation  


Participation is the main objective of youth centres and youth organisations: through 


the different stages (i.e. selection, definition of objectives, implementation and 


                                           
42 See: www.planj.be  
43 See: www.planj.be/page2.php 
44 Tubize, Rebecq, Ittre et Braine-le-Château. 
45 European Comission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 


2010-2012 (Belgium – French community). Brussels: European Commssion. 
46 Public social structure active in preventative actions and support for young people/adults. 
47 See: www.ifeelgood.be  
48 See: www.startingbloque.be  
49 See: www.jeunesseetsante.be/sante_ajs.htm  



http://www.planj.be/
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evaluation of activities), young people are encouraged to be fully engaged in the 


projects offered by above-mentioned associations and to define the overall objectives. 


Interviewees and desk research revealed that various initiatives are supported by 


youth work in the field of citizenship education and awareness. 


These include: 


■ Interactive training/ information sessions delivered in schools by youth 


organisations such as ‘Jeune et Citoyen’ that targets young class 


representatives or the ‘plateforme apprentis citoyens50’ project that 


organises exchanges among young people and young political parties’ 


representatives. 


■ Various punctual activities and projects are undertaken by most youth 


organisations and youth centres in periods preceding elections. 


■ Binding participation of young people (i.e. beneficiaries) in MJs’ and youth 


organisations’ management boards. According to legislation and in line 


with the CRACS objective, 1 out of 3 young people under the age of 26 


must take part in these boards for MJs and 2 out of 3 young people under 


the age of 35 must take part in these boards for OJ. 


■ The Youth Council is dedicated to young people’s participation at national 


and international level. It is in charge of coordinating the structured 


dialogue at the EU level and must publish a memorandum before each 


election at the Community level. 


■ Consultative bodies include representatives of youth associations for each 


sector of activity. Their main role is to give advice on given initiatives or 


upon governmental request for matters that affect young people. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Interviewees noted that youth work that is mostly volunteer-led supports de facto 


voluntary activities/volunteering, though no clear patterns that volunteer-led supports 


lead to volunteer activities were found. Whilst some youth organisations specifically 


focus on volunteering (e.g. Volont’R51), others (e.g. youth movements such as scouts 


and guides, patros, etc. and other thematic movements) mainly build on volunteers 


who may individually inform or encourage young people to become volunteers. 


An interviewee reported that the above-mentioned Solidarcité organises a ‘citizen 


year’ (‘année citoyenne’) that is aimed to help marginalised young people (i.e. early 


school leavers, young people from disadvantaged backgrounds, etc.) re-integrate into 


society through individual and collective voluntary activities. 


According to interviewees, youth volunteers are estimated to be aged between 16 and 


21 years old.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


In addition to the initiatives mentioned above that support social inclusion (e.g. SAS 


Compas-Format, Solidarcité), the review of material supplied by the Service jeunesse 


illustrates that the promotion of young people’s social inclusion is among the core 


missions of the Maisons de Jeuness. Several of these are actively involved in the ‘Plans 


Communaux de Cohésion Sociale (PCS)’ developed by municipalities. In addition, the 


                                           
50 See: www.apprentis-citoyens.be 
51 See: www.volontr.be 



http://www.apprentis-citoyens.be/
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circular ‘Histoires croisées52’ allows the MJs alone or jointly with AMO or other 


stakeholders to undertake projects aimed to foster social inclusion.   


Other youth associations such as GRATTE53 or the Compagnons bâtisseurs54  


undertake initiatives that support disabled young people’s social inclusion. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


In the Wallonia-Brussels Federation there are several youth organisations whose main 


activities focus on topics related to ‘youth and the world’ such as human rights, social 


justice, nature and environment . These include: 


■ The BIJ55: a public body that manages several international non-formal 


education programmes for young people (e.g. Bel-J, Axes-Sud, Citoyens 


d’Europe, Eurodyssée, etc.). 


■ Youth organisations such as YFU Bruxelles-Wallonie56, AFS57, Défi Belgique 


Afrique58, Quinoa59, SCI60, Javva61, etc. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Considering the traditional socio-cultural remit of youth work in the Wallonia-Brussels 


Federation, unsurprisingly the latter supports a wide range of activities aimed to 


enhance creativity and culture among young people.  


In this area, the circular ‘Soutien aux projets jeunes’ offers the opportunity for groups 


of young people to receive funding for the creation of cultural projects. 


At youth association level, the following initiatives can be outlined: 


■ The Federation of Maisons de Jeunes is actively involved in this area. It 


has in particular undertaken a successful project called ‘Une autre 


Carmen62’ jointly with the Opera Royal de Wallonie in 2011. Its purpose 


was to raise young people’s awareness of classical music and opera 


specifically and to offer them the opportunity to take part in the 


preparation of an opera representation. Following the success of the event 


(that involved over 1,000 people), the project has been renewed and 


beneficiaries are currently involved in the preparation of a new 


representation ‘Violetta, une autre Traviata’ that will be presented in 


January 2013 in the Opera Royal de Wallonie. 


■ The association Action Ciné Média Jeunes carries out several initiatives in 


the field of media education by and for young people63. 


■ The Jeunesses Musicales64 undertake initiatives (within or outside schools) 


aimed to raise young people’s awareness on music. 


                                           
52 See: www.servicejeunesse.cfwb.be/index.php?id=9375  
53 See: www.gratte.org  
54 See: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be 
55 Bureau International de la Jeunesse. See: www.lebij.be/ 
56 See: www.yfu-belgique.be 
57 See: www.afsbelgique.be 
58 See: www.dba.be 
59 See: www.quinoa.be 
60 See: www.scibelgium.be 
61 See: www.javva.org 
62 See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZML2Ym2t-Zk  
63 See: www.acmj.be 
64 See: www.jeunessesmusicales.be 
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■ C-Paje is a network of organisations that organises training services for 


youth leaders and projects for young people in the field of creativity and 


environment.65 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


In light of the above, two types of youth work can be distinguished when it comes to 


how the target group is defined: universal youth work (i.e. targeting all young people) 


and targeted youth work.  


According to the definitions and criteria set in the sectoral decrees, youth work is of a 


universal nature. Not surprisingly, most publicly recognised youth work targets all 


young people though their age groups differ from one youth associations to another 


(i.e. from 3 to 30 years in youth organisations; 12 to 26 years old in youth centres66, 


6 to 15 years in the ‘écoles de devoirs’, etc.).  


This said, it cannot be deduced that these associations do not develop initiatives that 


focus on specific or harder-to-reach target groups. As suggested in the previous 


section, the MJs (often in partnership with other youth associations) or given youth 


organisations are actively involved in projects targeting marginalised young people 


such as early school leavers, unemployed or young people. Those youth organisations 


and youth centres that can supply evidence that they are working in disadvantaged 


environments and are developing specific actions targeting socio-economically 


deprived young people can for instance apply for a subsidiary funding that allow them 


to hire a half-time youth worker and a yearly grant called “dispositif particulier égalité 


des chances”.  


Meanwhile, both universal and targeted youth work may be offered by non-publicly 


recognised youth work, municipalities and provinces. Whilst early school leavers or 


NEETs67 constitute an important target of youth work, no significant evidence was 


found on the extent to which young people with a migrant background or those who 


are disabled are considered as important target groups and effectively targeted.  


6.1.2 Reach 


No aggregated statistics on the number of young people reached by youth work were 


found.  


Though only indicative, an interviewee estimated that youth organisations may reach 


over one hundred thousands of young people (including young volunteer youth 


workers) and youth centres around 15,000-20,000 young people.  


When answering the question of whether there are groups of young people who are 


not reached by youth work, interviewees suggested that though all young people are 


theoretically targeted, socially excluded ones as well as those with a migrant 


background are among the hardest to reach. An interviewee added that youth centres 


(MJs in particular) are not equitably spread over the territory of the Federation 


                                           
65 See: www.c-paje.net  
66 In practice the MJs increasingly deliver activities for young people aged 7-8 years old as an 
interviewee revealed. 
67 Young people who are not in education, employment or training. 
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suggesting that this may hamper efforts to reach all young people (e.g. those living in 


certain remote areas). 


Furthermore, interviewees confirmed that there are no data assessing the outcomes of 


youth work on either wider or specific target groups and added that the sector (as 


opposed to education) is not fit to be evaluated in terms of outcomes and impact 


overall.   


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


Both research and interviews signal that youth work has a positive impact on young 


people’s lifestyles and attitudes and that many initiatives undertaken by the sector do 


address the overarching objective of ‘CRACS’. Though not an objective of youth work 


in itself, evidence also suggests that several of these individual initiatives have a 


positive effect on other cross-cutting areas such as education (e.g. addressing the 


issue of early school leaving), employment (e.g. delivering projects aimed to (re)-


integrate young people on the labour market) or health (e.g. developing online or in-


house informative/preventative tools) to name only a few.  


One of the main assets of youth work and youth workers is their autonomy of action, 


flexibility and capacity to reach and deliver activities suited to different groups of 


young people. 


In terms of the impact of youth work on specific target groups, young people from 


migrant backgrounds are an important case. According to a recent report from the 


Council of Europe68, “there is no cross-sectoral vision about what should be done with 


newcomers (...). Moreover, due to the federal structure of the country, the question of 


immigration is very delicate, revealing many complexities of the country”. This 


statement can be applied to the youth work sector where immigration and 


multiculturalism are said to ”serve as an excellent example of how complex political 


arrangements at the Federal level may lead to scattered policies and segmented 


practices at the Regional, Community and Municipal/local level”. This may help explain 


why little research evidence was found in this area.  


Interviewees also recalled that youth work has risen in prominence over the past 


decade primarily through socio-cultural policies and initiatives. Though no tools exist 


to measure the impact69 of the sector, available data suggests that no significant 


changes or improvement (i.e. resulting from youth work or other sectors that are 


more outcome-based) of young people’s socio-economic conditions or lifestyles have 


occurred during the last number of years. According to an interviewee, this is mainly 


attributable to the lack of convergence and consistency both within the youth work 


sector and between it and other cross-cutting policy areas. Ensuring better 


cooperation, interaction and visibility across the sector and with other policy areas will 


be an important challenge and key priority action supported by upcoming youth plan.  


In this respect, the complex and fragmented architecture of the sector (e.g. marked 


by a diversity of actors and settings; no official local youth policy structure and 


varying approaches, etc.) is likely to constitute an important challenge. 


                                           
68 Pudar, G., Suurpää, L., Williamson, H. and Zentner, M. (2012), ‘C’est plus compliqué que ça’: 
an international youth policy review of Belgium, p54. Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. 
69 Both research and interviews confirmed that the essence of youth work is not to work 
towards national targets but to support and empower young people. 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the 


youth work sector in the Wallonia-Brussels Federation 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ The principle of subsidiarity and negotiated 


autonomy given to youth work associations allow 


them to directly address local specificities. 


■ Youth work offers flexible approaches and 


activities suited to all young people as well as the 


most disadvantaged target groups (e.g. early 


school leavers, unemployed). 


■ The sector mainly builds on volunteers who are 


flexible and motivated players. 


■ Though no comprehensive policy or legislative 


framework exists, policy commitment has risen in 


prominence since the early 2000’s. Sectoral 


decrees which fix rules allowing youth 


associations to be publicly recognised and 


subsidised. 


■ An overarching objective (i.e. enabling young 


people to become ‘CRACS’) has been defined by 


public authorities and is being increasingly 


addressed by the sector. 


■ Transversal approaches are being supported 


across the sector.  


■ The recognition of youth workers’ competences 


acquired through non-formal learning is 


supported. 


■ The upcoming Youth plan will lay down the 


conditions for getting a more consistent and 


sustainable framework for youth work; 


definitions and methodologies. 


■ The Youth Plan will also support better 


consistency across the sector and increased 


dialogue both within youth work and with other 


sectors and professionals working with young 


people.   


■ The Youth Plan shall also support evidence-


based policymaking through an inter-university 


platform.  


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Though increasingly recognised and valued, 
youth work is not always well understood by the 
civil society and beneficiaries. 


■ The sector is fragmented (i.e. building upon a 


large amount of publicly and non-recognised 


settings). 


■ Though valued, the autonomy of the sector has a 


side effect – i.e. resulting in a scattered service 


structure. There is no official local youth policy 


structure and municipalities differ considerably 


when it comes to their investment in youth work. 


■ Harmonisation is a delicate matter for the sector 


that has been traditionally based on a strong 


voluntary ethos. 


■ Despite on-going developments, transversal 


approaches across the sector and with other 


cross-cutting policy areas are still lagging behind. 


■ Though it has remained stable, public funding is 


perceived as modest by several associations that 


have to turn to complementary funding sources 


(e.g. municipalities, provinces, etc.).   


■ The limited reach amongst the hard-to-reach 


target groups in youth work and particularly 


those with a migrant background.  


 


■ In accordance with the subsidiarity principle, 
the extent to which the youth plan will be 
successfully implemented will highly depend on 
youth associations’ commitment. An 
interviewee noted that there might be 
resistance from the sector on certain aspects 
that have not been formally debated among the 
different parties yet.   


■ Public authorities’ intention to review funding 
rules (i.e. calls for proposals would be launched 
to fund projects. Best proposals – addressing 
youth plan-related objectives - would be 
selected) might create resistance.  


■ The economic crisis will stretch existing needs 
(i.e. in terms of budget, number of youth 
workers, etc.).  


■ Whilst outcome-focussed policymaking has 
risen in prominence in other sectors, the risk of 
‘instrumentalisation’ of the sector is seen as an 
important threat. Most actors fear that youth 
work will become harnessed to wider societal 
agendas rather than focusing on the needs of 
the young individual. 


■ Similar concerns regard the relationship 


between professionalism and 


professionalisation of youth workers. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations  


As suggested earlier, both research and interviewees confirmed that the value of 


youth of work has been acknowledged and the sector has been steadily supported by 


public authorities over the past decade.  


Obstacles that hamper youth work are still numerous though and mainly involve the 


fragmentation of the sector; the lack of consistent and transversal approaches among 


youth associations, youth workers and with other sectors (e.g. education, 


employment, health, etc.). Other obstacles concern the lack of readability of the 


sector for its beneficiaries and their families; the limited reach amongst the hard-to-


reach (young people with a migrant background in particular) and scarcity of data. 


Recommendations for both public authorities and youth work associations relate to: 


■ Strengthening coherence in terms of how local youth work is structured 


and organised, in theory and in practice. 


■ Fostering transversal approaches and measures in order to help youth 


work best address the challenges faced by young people overall (e.g. in 


terms of education; employment; discrimination; health; access to 


information and participation, etc.). 


■ Encouraging effective dialogue among the different parties in order to 


have more impact at Community and Federal level on cross-cutting 


societal issues. 


■ Making youth work more visible and understandable for young people and 


the whole of civil society.  


■ Developing reliable data collection mechanisms that will focus on topical 


issues such as immigration, integration and discrimination in order to 


serve policy-makers and practitioners. 
■ Furthering the recognition of prior learning to ensure that young people’s 


skills acquired through youth work are effectively recognised. 
It is intended that these priorities will be embedded in the Youth Plan that should be 


adopted in 2013. Considering the autonomy traditionally given to youth associations 


(under the subsidiarity principle), the extent to which the youth plan will be 


successfully implemented will highly depend on their willingness. 


When asked how the EU can contribute to further develop youth work, interviewees 


firstly recognised that EU funding (e.g. through the youth in action programme) has 


been key for supporting the sector and advocated that this should be maintained, 


particularly in the context of economic crisis.  


Concerns were also voiced about the risk of instrumentalisation of the sector. As 


opposed to other ‘outcomes-based’ policy areas (e.g. education or employment), 


youth work is by essence aimed to support young people’s emancipation and well-


being through measures and approaches that cannot be quantified. According to 


interviewees, such an instrumentalisation would not be appropriate for the sector and 


they recommended that its specificities should be preserved. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Since late 19th century 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


Since 1960s 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Remained the same 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


All areas 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work All areas (e.g. political, 


religious, environmental, 


cultural). 


1.1 Definitions 


Hans van Ewijk (2006) once said “youth work [in the Netherlands] is more or less an 


undefined field of activities”…”and there are endless ways of categorising it”1. The 


main form of categorisation is to make a distinction between professional youth work 


and voluntary youth work (i.e. most commonly referred to as youth organisations) – 


this form of categorisation has been selected for the purpose of this research. It is 


noteworthy to mention that these two sectors operate in practice separately from one 


another.  


The Dutch government does not apply a legal definition for youth work but a number 


of definitions exist; mostly commonly put forward by civil society or research 


institutes. Although the definitions and understanding of the concept varies, most 


refer to the following key words: support, pedagogic objectives, group-focussed, 


leisure time, children and young people in the 4 – 23 age range2.  


The three core tasks of professional youth work are recreation, informal education and 


support. With respect to the latter, there exist three main methodological approaches: 


individual coaching of young people, working with groups of young people, and social 


activation3. There are a wide variety of working forms which tie in with the 


abovementioned description including: child work (roughly 4-12 age range), teenager 


work (roughly 12-15 age range), community school, socio-cultural work, community 


work, youth participation, street work (i.e. “straathoekwerk”) and outreaching youth 


work (i.e. “ambulant jongerenwerk”)4. The work is carried out by professionals 


together with volunteers.  


Neither does a separate legal definition on voluntary youth work exist. The 


abovementioned definition for professional youth work would to a large extent also 


                                           
1 Van Ewijk, H. (2010), Youth Work in the Netherlands. History and Future Direction. In: 


Coussée, F., Verschelden, G., Van de Walle, T., Medlinska, M. and Williamson, H. (eds.). The 
history of youth work in Europe and its relevance for youth policy today. Vol. 2 (pp. 69-82). 
Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. p. 71. 
2 See for instance: Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk 
in Nederland anno 2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
3 Source: interviews 
4 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
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apply to voluntary youth work. The following key words are commonly used when 


referring to this sector: volunteers, offering activities in leisure sphere, recreation, 


development and participation5. In practice voluntary youth work refers to youth 


organisations which are volunteer organisations supervised and counselled by adults 


with professional staff at national or regional level. Examples of such youth 


organisations are: the Scouts, religious youth organisations, political youth 


organisations (e.g. trade unions, political parties, national and local youth 


parliaments) and self-organisations of young people with a migration or ethnic 


minority background6 7.  


In the rest of this document, the general term youth work refers to professional youth 


work. Voluntary youth work is referred to as such, or is referred to as youth 


organisations if appropriate.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


The first signs of early youth work emerged in the Netherlands in the 19th century 


when the predecessor of the Young Men’s Christian Association was established in 


1853, the first fenced playground appeared in 1887 and the establishments of student 


clubs at the beginning of the 20th century. Youth work’s objectives were in those days 


merely ideological than socio-psychological by nature8.  


In the 1920s Dutch society was segregated through pillarisation and in that period of 


time the first youth groups were established within each pillar (i.e. Catholic, Protestant 


and Socialist pillar). Youth organisations never reached more than 25% of young 


people9. At the beginning of the 20th century three main youth work trends emerged: 


youth organisations for the middle-class and emancipated working-class youth, club 


houses for the poor and deprived, and “open-door work” for the in-betweens. Youth 


movements hardly existed at the time10.  


The Second World War led to a shift in thinking and socio-psychological approaches to 


youth work became more apparent. Youth work became a supportive instrument for 


young people to lead them into adulthood. It became a common place for young 


people to socialise with their peers. The 1960s were important as the professional 


youth work sector and youth organisations gradually drifted apart. Youth organisations 


were no longer part of mainstream youth work and youth policy as the government 


decided that youth organisations targeting middle-class young people could organise 


themselves without governmental support. Governmental support was reserved for 


youth organisations reaching out to marginal, low-educated young people. In the 


1980s these organisations also lost their structural state support as the government 


felt that such organisations could and should gain sufficient income from their 


membership fees.  


                                           
5 See for instance: http://www.thesauruszorgenwelzijn.nl/vrijwilligjeugdwerk.htm (Thesaurus 
Care and Welfare) and  
http://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/XHTMLoutput/Actueel/Arnhem/20929.html 
(municipality of Arnhem)  
6 Van Ewijk, H. (2010), Youth Work in the Netherlands. History and Future Direction. In: 


Coussée, F., Verschelden, G., Van de Walle, T., Medlinska, M. and Williamson, H. (eds.). The 
history of youth work in Europe and its relevance for youth policy today. Vol. 2 (pp. 69-82). 
Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. P. 71.  
7 Source: interviews 
8 Van Ewijk, H. (2010), Youth Work in the Netherlands. History and Future Direction. In: 
Coussée, F., Verschelden, G., Van de Walle, T., Medlinska, M. and Williamson, H. (eds.). The 
history of youth work in Europe and its relevance for youth policy today. Vol. 2 (pp. 69-82). 


Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. P. 71. 
9 Ibid 
10 Ibid 



http://www.thesauruszorgenwelzijn.nl/vrijwilligjeugdwerk.htm

http://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/XHTMLoutput/Actueel/Arnhem/20929.html
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Youth work changed significantly in the 1960s and 1970s. Firstly the youth work 


sector professionalised due to the education of hundreds of educated youth workers 


and, secondly, it became more emancipatory focussed (i.e. (equal) rights for young 


people).11 The first youth policy document produced by the government was launched 


in 1969 and emphasised meeting places for young people and support for the most 


marginalised youngsters. The development of young people was a priority and this line 


of thinking was further developed in the 1990s; in the 1995 youth policy document 


more emphasis was put on productive contributions from young people to society and 


space for developing their own identity. More attention was also given to social issues 


faced by young people (e.g. related to education, employment, living conditions). 


More efforts from youth work to cooperate with educational and labour market 


partners and the police were called for. Youth work has over time gradually become 


part of the social intervention chain together with the family, school, leisure time 


activities, youth care, mental health institutions, police and justice, labour market 


agencies and local social policy12; this is still true today.  


With regard to developments from the 2000s onwards, two main trends can be 


identified: on the one hand, the increased focus on prevention and youth care and, on 


the other hand, the focus on talent development among young people (as part of 


positive youth policy). Interviewees pointed out that the prevention aspect of youth 


work has taken a more prominent place in national policies as opposed to talent 


development. However, an increasing number of municipalities and providers of 


professional youth work are working on positive youth policy13. In 2009, 78% of 


professional youth work providers versus 64% of municipalities indicated that their 


youth services aimed at both on talent development and the prevention of youth 


nuisance. Approximately 18% of professional youth work versus 8% of municipalities 


pointed out that their youth services exclusively focus on talent development; and 6% 


of the providers versus 28% of municipalities exclusively focus on the prevention of 


youth nuisance14. 


An interviewee also pointed out that youth work gradually became an integral part of 


local youth policy and no longer is a stand-alone service.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 


youth work 


In the Netherlands there is clear separation between the formal and non-formal youth 


work sectors and there are substantial differences between their target groups and 


service delivery models. The formal youth work sector (i.e. professional youth work) 


as a service provider mainly targets young people at risk and marginalised young 


people, who respectively make up 10% and 1% of the total population of young 


people as shown in Figure 1.1. Youth organisations (i.e. voluntary youth work) focus 


on young people who outside of these groups of at risk or marginalised, which is 


approximately 85% of all young people. The total population of young people 


amounted to 1,184,529 in 200915.  


The remaining youth service provider is the youth care sector. The youth care sector 


works with young people who have complex needs and who make up 4% of all young 


                                           
11 Veenbaas, R. Noorda, J. and Ambaum, H. (2011), Handboek Modern Jongerenwerk: Visie, 
Methodiek en Voorwaarden. Amsterdam: VU Uitgeverij. 
12 Ibid  
13 See: http://www.vng.nl/onderwerpenindex/jeugd/nieuws/internationale-visitatiecommissie-
onder-indruk-van-positief-jeugdbeleid-in-nederland  
14 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
15 Ibid 



http://www.vng.nl/onderwerpenindex/jeugd/nieuws/internationale-visitatiecommissie-onder-indruk-van-positief-jeugdbeleid-in-nederland

http://www.vng.nl/onderwerpenindex/jeugd/nieuws/internationale-visitatiecommissie-onder-indruk-van-positief-jeugdbeleid-in-nederland
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people in the Netherlands16. The main difference between youth care and youth work 


is that the youth care sector offers specialised care to young people who are facing 


serious mental and social issues whereas youth work focusses more on prevention of 


problems thereby looking at young people’s potential and talents (i.e. positive youth 


policy). As described above, in 2009 78% of professional youth work providers 


indicated that they focus on both talent development and youth nuisance prevention, 


18% exclusively focus on talent development and only 6% tackle youth nuisance 


prevention17.  


Figure 1.1 Estimates on young people’s needs in the Netherlands (and 


the service provider responsible for each needs group) 


 


Source: NJI website18 and interviews 


As described in section 1.1 the target groups and service delivery models of the 


professional youth work sector and youth organisations differ substantially; the main 


differences are summarised in Table 1.1. 


Table 1.1 Main differences between professional youth work and 


youth organisations 


 Professional youth work Youth organisations 


Keywords Support, pedagogic 
objectives, group-focussed, 


leisure time, children and 


young people in the 4 – 23 
age range. 


Volunteers, offering 
activities in the leisure 


sphere, recreation, 


development and 
participation. 


Type of organisation Welfare organisations (local 


social services) of which 


mostly are non-profit 


organisations (96%) and a 


Volunteer organisations, 


mainly non-profit 


organisations.  


                                           
16 Source: Interviews  
17 MO Groep (2009), Sterk Jongerenwerk: Jongerenwerkers Weten Hoe de Hazen Lopen. 


Utrecht: MO Groep. 
18 See: http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-
participation/Youth-work-policy  



http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-participation/Youth-work-policy

http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-participation/Youth-work-policy
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 Professional youth work Youth organisations 


few are profit organisations 


(4%).19 


Professionals versus 


volunteers 


The work is carried out by 


professionals together with 


volunteers. 


The work is carried out by 


volunteers supervised and 


counselled by adults who 
are professional staff at 


national or regional level. 


Target group Young people at risk. Young people who present 


no cause for concern. 


Service delivery Individual coaching of 


young people, working with 


groups of young people, 
and social activation. 


Offer young people 


possibilities for recreation, 


development and 
participation. 


 


 
 


Examples Child work (roughly 4-12 
age range), teenager work 


(roughly 12-15 age range), 


community school, socio-
cultural work, community 


work, youth participation, 


street work 
(straathoekwerk) and 


outreaching youth work 


(i.e. ambulant 
jongerenwerk). 


Scouts, religious youth 
organisations, political 


youth organisations (e.g. 


trade unions, political 
parties, national and local 


youth parliaments) and 


self-organisations of young 
people with a migration or 


ethnic minority background. 


Source: Interviews and literature review 


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No 


Level of regulation for youth work Local (municipality-level) 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Ministry of Health Welfare 
and Sport and the 


municipalities 


2.1 Legal background 


In the Netherlands there is no dedicated Youth Act nor is there a dedicated youth work 


policy plan in place at national level. Youth policy and youth work is a decentralised 


responsibility of local municipalities.  


The Social Support Act of 200720, replacing the former Welfare Act, is one of the main 


legislative instruments in the area of children and youth. The Act supports active 


citizenship and participation at local level through the creation of a coherent set of 


                                           
19 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
20 See: http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0020031/geldigheidsdatum_22-11-2012  



http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0020031/geldigheidsdatum_22-11-2012
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social support services at the local level. The Act is not directly aimed at children and 


young people but they are certainly affected by it as the act creates one window of 


support for local citizens. Municipalities are required to develop a four-year plan for 


their services which may include supporting provisions for young people in the local 


community21. Municipalities are largely autonomous in developing its youth policy and 


setting local priority targets; youth policies and the extent to which they include youth 


work and youth organisations may differ substantially as a result.  


Although not part of the youth work sector, the second main legislative instrument at 


national level in the field of youth policy is the Youth Care Act of 200522. It provides a 


legal framework for youth care services. The responsibility for youth care services lies 


currently at provincial level but it is foreseen that it will be transferred from 2015 


onwards to the local level. The transfer should be completed by 2016 after which all 


competences of youth policy lie at local level.   


No legal framework exists for the voluntary youth sector; governmental funding 


support was abolished in the 1980s.  


2.2 Governance 


The Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport is responsible for the general youth policy at 


national level. The ministry is responsible for setting the overall framework and adopts 


a “stimulating role rather than of a policy making role”23. Through the Social Support 


Act municipalities receive funding from the government to implement their youth 


policy. Municipalities are thus primarily responsible for youth policies.  


The rationale for making municipalities responsible for youth policy is that local 


governments are closest to their citizens and can offer services which are tailored to 


their needs. This could, however, also imply that service offerings for youth may vary 


substantially among municipalities; whereby some municipalities could have a very 


well-functioning youth work policy in place and in other municipalities it could be 


somewhat of a neglected area. Secondly, the decentralisation of youth policy to the 


local level including the youth care sector, centralises funding opportunities which will 


then solely be offered at local level.     


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Weak (i.e. national level) 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No 


Programmes on the development of youth work At municipal level 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Varies across municipalities 


3.1 Policy commitment 


The policy commitment to youth policy appeared stronger under the Balkenende IV 


Cabinet (governing period 2007-2010) when a Ministry for Youth and Families was 


                                           
21 European Union (2012), The Netherlands National Youth Report 2012: First Cooperation Cycle 
of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012. Available from: 


http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/the_netherlands.pdf  
22 See: http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0016637/HoofdstukI/geldigheidsdatum_22-11-2012  
23 Source: interviews 



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/the_netherlands.pdf

http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0016637/HoofdstukI/geldigheidsdatum_22-11-2012
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established and a dedicated policy plan “Opportunities for All Children” was developed. 


When Balkenende IV was succeeded in 2010 by the Rutte I Cabinet the Ministry of 


Youth and Families was, due to renewed national priorities, adjourned and youth 


policies were transferred to the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport.  


Currently, there is no dedicated youth work strategy in place. Overall national Dutch 


youth policy is mostly problem-oriented (i.e. focussed on e.g. young people with 


complex needs but also on youth loitering) and has a specific focus on youth care. The 


government is mainly concerned with prevention aspects and those youth with 


complex needs; the latter is targeted through the youth care sector. In 2011 the 


Dutch government published two policy documents24 on the restructuring of the youth 


care sector (i.e. transfer to municipal level by 2016). There are no recent policy 


documents related to youth work.  


Due to the decentralisation of youth care, municipalities will be responsible for all 


fields of youth policy by 2016, which covers a wide range of fields including voluntary 


activities, youth participation, social inclusion, education and health services25. 


Discussions have emerged at municipal level to better develop non-problem oriented 


youth policy (i.e. development of a “positive youth policy”) aimed at all children and 


young people and not only young people with complex needs. This could become 


particularly topical in 2016 when all youth policy competences are transferred to the 


municipalities; municipalities may decide to invest in talent development of young 


people at an earlier age in order to prevent problems at later ages. As stated before, it 


is up to municipalities to decide on the extent to which they wish to engage in 


developing a positive youth policy versus a problem-oriented youth policy.  


Overall interviewees labelled the national political commitment to youth work as 


“weak” due to a lack of national-level legislation, strategy and knowledge vis-à-vis the 


role and impact of youth work. The national administration focusses very much on 


youth care and prevention aspects with less focus on the development of talents as 


part of positive youth policy. Interviewees pointed out that talent development is 


seen, at national level, as a responsibility of the educational sector.  


The government’s policy commitment to youth work is characterised by the funding 


schemes allocated to the municipalities through the Social Support Act as part of the 


local youth policy in the Netherlands. The total sum of funding available for local 


professional youth work in the Netherlands is estimated at approximately 


€250,000,000.26    


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Youth work policies and programmes are implemented at municipal level, funded by 


the government through the Social Support Act. Municipalities are autonomous in 


setting their policy, programmes and service delivery offer, in line with the needs of its 


citizens. Governmental funding could sometimes be complemented by co-financing 


from partners such as housing associations, educational institutes and funds27.  


In addition to available local government funding, youth organisations can receive 


funding from other non-governmental funding programmes such the National Youth 


                                           
24 “Stelselwijziging zorg voor Jeugd” (September 2011) and “Geen Kind Buiten Spel” (November 
2011).  
25 European Union (2012), The Netherlands National Youth Report 2012: First Cooperation Cycle 
of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012. Available from: 
http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/the_netherlands.pdf 
26 Source: interviews  
27 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 



http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/jeugdzorg/documenten-en-publicaties/kamerstukken/2011/09/30/kamerbrief-over-stelselwijziging-zorg-voor-jeugd.html

http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/jeugdzorg/documenten-en-publicaties/kamerstukken/2011/11/09/beleidsbrief-stelselwijziging-jeugd-geen-kind-buiten-spel.html

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/the_netherlands.pdf
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Fund “Jantje Beton” or the “Oranjefonds” which finances sustainable projects that 


actively contribute to social cohesion and social participation. Generally speaking 


however, youth organisations mainly gain income through membership fees. Political 


youth organisations may receive funding from the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom 


Relations28.  


No general information on local youth policies and programmes is available due to the 


high level of diversity across municipalities. No aggregate statistical data is collected 


on the municipal budgets reserved for youth issues. The funding received through the 


Social Support Act is used for a wide range of social services (related to participation 


at large which includes e.g. home care, elderly persons) of which youth is only a part 


of.  


The economic crisis in Europe has resulted in budget-cuts at municipal level 


(approximately 25% budget cuts for welfare institutions in the next two to three-year 


period) but this does not necessarily imply budget cuts on youth policy or, more 


specifically, youth work and youth organisations as it depends on the priorities of the 


municipality; the effect of the economic downturn on youth work sector as such is 


unknown. However, interviewees suggested that the harsh economic climate means 


that the youth sector also has to do more with less means and also led to dismissals of 


youth workers in some instances.   


                                           
28 See: http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Participation/2011/information_sheet_participation_of_y
oung_people_Netherlands_2011.pdf  



http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Participation/2011/information_sheet_participation_of_young_people_Netherlands_2011.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Participation/2011/information_sheet_participation_of_young_people_Netherlands_2011.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Participation/2011/information_sheet_participation_of_young_people_Netherlands_2011.pdf
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4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Social work 


Number of youth workers  3,870 (in 2009 and 


expected to be roughly the 


same in 2012) 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase 


 


The information provided in section four will mainly relate to professional youth work 


unless otherwise specified.  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


‘Youth worker’ as such is not an officially recognised profession in the Netherlands and 


there are no specific youth worker training programmes in VET or higher education. 


Most youth workers are trained via other professions, most notably social work but 


also other educational backgrounds are common, for instance, pedagogy. Youth 


workers need to at least complete VET education29. Some VET or higher education 


providers offer specialised minor programmes on youth work to their students. Overall 


it seems that professional youth workers are trained “on the job”.   


Youth workers can also undertake supplementary training during their career 


organised by different (civil society) actors such as BVJong30 (i.e. professional 


association of youth workers), or private training providers31. In 2009 approximately 


52% of youth work professionals did not or did not often undertake supplementary 


training post-graduation. Roughly 39% described their on-the-job training through 


their employer as “occasionally” and 9% of professionals engage a lot in training 


opportunities32 33.     


There are no official standards set for volunteers in the youth work sector and youth 


organisations. As a general rule of thumb, volunteer work is accessible to all but 


organisations may set specific requirements (e.g. with regard to skills and 


competences).  


                                           
29 See: http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-
participation/Youth-work-policy  
30 See: http://www.jongerenwerker.nl/  
31 See: http://www.fcb.nl/welzijn/scholing%20en%20loopbaan/opleidingsdatabase.aspx  
32 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
33 The data in this report taken from “Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- 


en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke 
Dienstverlening.” and refers only to professional youth workers, working with young people 
between 12 to 18 and 23 years of age.  



http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-participation/Youth-work-policy

http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-participation/Youth-work-policy

http://www.jongerenwerker.nl/

http://www.fcb.nl/welzijn/scholing%20en%20loopbaan/opleidingsdatabase.aspx
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4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


“There is no legal basis for social work and neither for the youth worker as a 


professional. Nor is there a legal basis for youth work as such, or its definition and 


description”34. Although the profession is not officially recognised as such, two 


important developments had been initiated by actors in the field: the launch of a 


competence profile for youth workers and the establishment of the professional 


association of youth workers “BVJong”.  


In 2008 a competence profile for youth workers35 was published under the auspices of 


BVJong supported by ABVAKABO (i.e. employees’ union) and the MO-Groep (i.e. 


employer branch organisation). The profile described a set of knowledge, attitudes, 


skills and qualities that youth workers need to have in order to execute their 


profession. Although this is not an officially recognised competence profile, many 


youth work organisations now make use of it (e.g. for staff recruitment).  


BVJong was established in 2003 and it aims to monitor, reinforce and support the 


profession of youth work in the Netherlands. They not only aim to increase the 


knowledge and skills of professional youth workers but also aim to identify and 


promote the interest of the professional sector to governments and other important 


actors36. The establishment of BVJong is an important step towards uniting the sector 


and advocating its interests and concerns.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


In 2009 approximately 3,870 professional youth workers were employed in the 


professional youth work sector37. With regard to the number of professional youth 


workers exclusively working with young people in the 12-23 age range, the number of 


professionals has increased by 60% in the period 2000-2009; in 2009 2,818 


professionals were counted. By comparison, the number of youth workers working 


with the 12-23 age range increase only by 2% in the period 1989-200038. The 


increase between 2000-2009 can be explained by the increasing number of 


municipalities which consider youth work(ers) to be an effective instrument to 


approach local youth issues and to support youngsters from socially disadvantaged 


environments39. In the interview stage it was suggested that a further increase of the 


youth worker population is expected due to the growing need for support to young 


people from socially disadvantaged environments40.  


In 2009 there were at least 346 providers of professional youth work, the majority 


(i.e. 96%) non-profit organisations and a small number (i.e. 4%) of profit 


organisations41. The latter category emerged in the 2000s. Out of all providers, 55% 


offers youth work in only one municipality and 45% are active in multiple 


municipalities42. 68% of the providers were completely funded as part of the local 


                                           
34 Van Ewijk, H. (2010), Youth Work in the Netherlands. History and Future Direction. In: 
Coussée, F., Verschelden, G., Van de Walle, T., Medlinska, M. and Williamson, H. (eds.). The 
history of youth work in Europe and its relevance for youth policy today. Vol. 2 (pp. 69-82). 
Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing 
35 Van Dam, C. and Zwikker, N. (2008), Jongerenwerker. Utrecht: MOVISIE. 
36 See: http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-
participation/Youth-work-policy  
37 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
38 Ibid 
39 Ibid 
40 Ibid 
41 Ibid 
42 Ibid 
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youth policy, 11% received additional funding through the governmental programme 


“youth and security” and 21% had additional other funding sources43.  


With regard to voluntary youth work, it is impossible to draw up a complete picture of 


this sector as there is a great variety of types and identities. In most cases voluntary 


youth work is not part of the local youth policy plans. Youth organisations are mostly 


organised by local organisations that have regional or national support structures or 


are based on private initiatives44. The sector is volunteer-led; professional staff are 


not very common and mostly work on regional or national level. There are no 


statistical data available regarding the number of volunteers in youth organisations. In 


2010 the Eurobarometer45 of the Youth on the Move Campaign found that the 


volunteering rate of Dutch young people in organised volunteer work was the highest 


in the EU with approximately 40% of young people engaged in it46. Although this does 


not accurately reflect the situation of the youth work sector, it does suggest that a 


relatively reasonable share of young people is engaged as volunteers.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


In 2009 55% of professional youth workers had completed a degree at a university of 


applied sciences and 45% has a VET qualification47. Roughly 48% had between 3-9 


years of working experience in the sector, 22% had more than 10 years of experience 


and 30% had less than 2 years of experience48. This disputes the assumptions about 


the high turnover rate among professionals in the youth work sector49.   


There is no data available on the profile of youth workers in youth organisations as 


this sector is mainly volunteer-led. As a general rule of thumb, volunteer work is 


accessible to all, however organisations may set specific requirements (e.g. with 


regard to skills and competences). 


5 The role and value of youth work  


Interviewees pointed out that youth work has an important role to play in Dutch 


society and particularly fulfils an essential role in the empowerment and participation 


of young people at risk. There is, however, no evidence available on the role, value 


and impact of youth work in the Netherlands which many consider a weakness of the 


Dutch youth work. It is however evident that youth work can make a difference in 


society, in the lives of young people and can contribute to the eight priority fields set 


out in the EU Youth Strategy. For each of the categories below a number of project 


examples are given to demonstrate how youth work in the Netherlands contributes to 


the development of young people in these areas.   


                                           
43 Ibid 
44 See: http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-
participation/Youth-work-policy  
45 See: http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-
participation/Youth-work-policy 
46 See: http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/Youth-Policy/Youth-Policy-subjects/Youth-work-and-
participation/Volunteering-and-leisure-time-figures  
47 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 


2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
48 Ibid 
49 Ibid 
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5.1 Education and training 


The link between youth work and education and training is of paramount importance. 


Cooperation with the formal education is essential due to youth work’s role in tackling 


early- school leaving and bringing young people back into formal education. With 


regard to non-formal learning, both professional and voluntary youth work make use 


of non-formal learning methods and consider it an essential part of the sector. An 


example of how the formal education sector and youth work cooperates is through the 


“rock and water programme”50. This is an educational programme aiming to enhance 


the social, emotional and spiritual development of boys and girls. In the Netherlands, 


there are youth workers that offer trainings as part of the “rock and water 


programme” at schools.  Another example in relation to education and training 


includes the following: 


“De Mast” is a unique concept, launched in the city of Enschede in 2010, as it 


combines youth work and special needs education at secondary school level 


by locating the two in the same building. Young people attend formal 


education while also making use of after-school activities offered by youth 


work. Youth work engages in those forms of education which are not offered 


by the formal sector, for instance young people learn how to cook and paint. 


The project’s purpose is to assist in making smooth transitions between 


formal education and leisure time51 which is facilitated due to the fact that 


formal education and youth work are located at the same premises.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


The theme of employment and entrepreneurship is becoming increasingly important 


whereas youth workers are becoming more involved in bringing young people back 


into employment. To this end, there exist also links between youth workers and 


enterprises, especially enterprises with social corporate responsibility policies in place. 


Youth workers are essential partners in this chain due to their relation of trust with 


young people. Youth work, both professional and voluntary, also undertakes activities 


that encourage entrepreneurship, for instance by supporting young people in creating 


a music band or setting up business (activities). The following two examples 


demonstrate how youth work contributes to the theme of employment and 


entrepreneurship:   


“LEARN2WORK” is a project for the NEET group (i.e. young people not in 


education, employment or training) in the 16-24 age range. Over a period of 


ten months young people undertake training on empowerment, job interviews 


and social skills with the aim to help them (re)enter into education or 


employment equipped with an improved skills set (i.e. work attitude, skills 


and motivation)52.  


 


“Dream Youngsters” is a partnership between a welfare organisation and an 


educational institution to support young people to realise their dreams in an 


effort to tackle early-school leaving and youth unemployment. Youth workers 


help young people to deal with their problems after which they get support to 


                                           
50 See: http://www.rockandwaterprogramme.com/  
51 See: http://www.deweekkrant.nl/pages.php?page=1194000  
52 See: http://www.lerenenwerkenindewijk.nl/  
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obtain a qualification. An essential part of this project is to firstly focus on the 


issues young people face before starting education53.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


In the Netherlands it is very common for the youth work sector to cooperate with 


health service providers, especially institutions working on the issues of drug or 


alcohol use and the prevention thereof. The following two projects are examples of 


how youth work contributes to the health and well-being of young people:  


“O% Alcohol, 100% Feest” is a thematic week organised by three youth work 


providers in the Utrecht area to make young people aware of alcohol and drug 


use. For this purpose youth workers drove around in bus to different schools 


and had young people engage in “fun yet informative activities” on alcohol 


and drug use54. 


   


“Sport Activities in Youth Centres” – promoting a healthy lifestyle through 


sports is a common method applied to young people. The youth centre in 


Geldrop-Mierlo offers kickboxing and soccer classes to young people; 


supervised by youth workers. Sport activities are not only a healthy leisure 


activity but they also train young people to work together with their peers to 


achieve common goals.  


5.4 Participation  


In the Netherlands there is no specific definition of youth participation by law55. 


Instead participation is a generic term which may relate to young people’s 


opportunities to influence decision-making structures and to take initiatives to be 


actively involved in society. Participation is a process and not a goal in itself. 


Participation of young people in society is becoming an increasingly important 


theme.56  


Most provinces in the Netherlands have a budget for youth participation projects; two 


examples of the province of Groningen and the province of Gelderland are described 


below: 


“Youth Participation Budget Province of Groningen” – the main aim is to 


encourage youth participation activities for and by young people and provide 


information about participation to young people. The funding is for 


organisations that focus on young people between 12 and 25 years of age, in 


particular young people in (pre-)vocational education57.  


 


“Youth Participation Budget Province of Gelderland” – the province is funding 


a number of youth volunteer organisations to stimulate the involvement and 


interest of young people in society. Scouting, Rural Youth Gelderland, and 


Youth work Bureau Lava organise weekly activities centred on developing 


                                           
53 Hoogendoorn, K. Hilverdink, P. and Darwish, L. (2012), Including All Children and Young 
People: Moving Towards a Positive Approach in Youth Policy in the Netherlands. Utrecht: 
Netherlands Youth Institute. Accessed on the 21st of November 2012. 
54 See: http://www.jou-utrecht.nl/actueel/0-procent-alcohol,-100-procent-feest! 
55 See: http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0020031/geldigheidsdatum_27-02-2013  
56 See: http://www.nji.nl/smartsite.dws?id=127479  
57 See: http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Participation/2011/information_sheet_participation_of_y
oung_people_Netherlands_2011.pdf 
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social skills and independence. Young people learn to take initiatives and are 


encouraged to participate in social work and voluntary work. They also 


discuss current issues such as alcohol abuse58. 


 


“Young Leaderz” trains 12 Moroccan-Dutch youngsters how to become good 


leaders who could contribute to the community. The aim is that the 


youngsters become Ambassadors and role models to their peers and 


contribute to the neighbourhood. The project contributes to the development 


of young people and enhances their social participation59.  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Youth organisations are characterised by volunteerism and is, as described above, a 


volunteer-led sector; many young participants become volunteers at their youth 


organisations when they reach the age of 16. Therefore youth activities in this area 


are an example of how to move young people into volunteer youth work.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


Social inclusion of young people, especially in times of economic downturn, is 


considered to be an important theme in the Netherlands and youth work is one of the 


main actors to contribute to young people’s social inclusion. As one of the 


interviewee’s put it: “youth work guides young people from social exclusion to 


inclusion”. Youth work often employs the “community approach” when it comes to 


promoting the inclusion of young people, whereby community-based activities are the 


main instrument to include youngsters (see “Street League” example). This is in line 


with the well-known saying “it takes a village to raise a child”. The following projects 


aim for the social inclusion of young people:  


“Street League” – young people from a number of districts for soccer teams 


and compete against each in the “street league”. Young people from different 


districts, cultures and lifestyles meet in order to learn from one another and 


learn mutual respect. Young people do not only engage in play but also get 


involved in their community.  


 


“Raster Kinderwerk” – is a partnership between youth work and youth care 


which offers after school activities to support children to develop their social-


emotional and cognitive development. A youth worker is present to help the 


children with their social skills60.  


5.7 Youth and the world 


Young people are more globally oriented through the use of internet and social media 


and also exchange programmes in formal education as well as youth work (e.g. Youth 


in Action Programmes). With regard to exchange programmes, it is however important 


to note that the participation rate of young people from disadvantaged backgrounds is 


considerably lower compared to young people from affluent backgrounds. The 


following two projects are examples of how youth work is connected to the wider 


world:  


                                           
58 See: http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Participation/2011/information_sheet_participation_of_y


oung_people_Netherlands_2011.pdf 
59 See: http://www.stad-haarlem.nl/nieuws-item/young-leaderz-schalkwijk  
60 See: http://www.nji.nl/nji/dossierDownloads/Gouden_kans_gemeenten_transformatie.pdf  
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“Red Cross Student Desk” – students organise events and activities in nine 


university cities in the Netherlands to raise-awareness about the Red Cross 


and its work in the Netherlands and the rest of the world. The purpose is not 


only awareness raising but also aims to increase students’ involvement Red 


Cross activities61.  


 


“Jongeren in de Natuur” is a youth organisation for young people between 12-


25 years interested in nature. The volunteers of the organisation organise 


excursions and camps to national parks in the Netherlands and Europe. 


Through participation in the camps and excursions, young people learn about 


nature in a fun and playful manner while being exposed to a group-setting. It 


is seen as an excellent way to complement the teaching in formal education 


as young people explore animals and plants in real life62.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


With a view to the increased focus on talent development of young people, more 


consideration has been given to developing creativity and cultural aspects among 


young people. Youth work has been working on supporting sub-cultures (e.g. hip hop, 


rap, urban, dance) as well as arts (e.g. drama) by developing community arts and 


culture projects. Talent development is an important driver for investing in creativity, 


culture and arts. The following two examples demonstrate how creativity and culture 


are part of youth work.  


“EventHands” is carried out in Amsterdam by the welfare organisation B-


Challenged. Young people at risk in the 16-23 age range work at cultural and 


music events such as Mysteryland, Mundial or Over het IJ Festival. Young 


people undertake varied and easy-to-do tasks (e.g. selling tickets). They are 


supported by youth workers and the aim is to activate young people and have 


them participate in society. It also allows young people to work together with 


their peers and learn not only how to work in teams but also independently. 


Young people discover their talents, which they would not necessarily learn in 


formal education63.  


 


“UCee Station” – media is used in this project as a tool for young people to 


discover their talents, increase their tenability and involvement in society. 


Young people learn how to produce movies, radio shows, articles and 


photographs. They receive support by youth workers and trained media 


coaches. It is also a means to connect to the community; their work is by and 


for young people in the neighbourhood and covers topics that are of concern 


to young people. The project ensures that young people are more involved 


and feel responsible for their neighbourhood. An impact assessment by the 


University of Applied Sciences in Amsterdam concluded that the project 


helped young people to stimulate language development, learn about different 


presentation methods which are useful for educational and employment 


purposes64.  


                                           
61 See: http://www.rodekruis.nl/wat-kunt-u-doen/jongeren/paginas/jongeren.aspx  
62 See: http://www.jongerenindenatuur.nl/  
63 See: http://www.nji.nl/nji/dossierDownloads/Gouden_kans_gemeenten_transformatie.pdf  
64 Ibid  
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


It is often suggested that youth work in the Netherlands focusses on “all young 


people” but literature and interviews with stakeholders point to a different conclusion. 


As described in previous sections, there are great differences between the target 


groups of professional youth work and youth organisations.  


Professional youth work mainly attracts young people at risk whereas youth 


organisations attract young people who present no cause for concern. With respect to 


the latter category, these are very much capable to organise their own leisure time 


and do not need additional support from the professional sector65. This group is 


however targeted by the voluntary youth sector.  


6.1.2 Reach 


In 2009 professional youth work reached 161,991 young people66. Professional youth 


work is mainly a service offering for lower-skilled young people and young people at 


risk. It was found that 79% of young people in youth work have a secondary school or 


VET qualification at the highest. Roughly 80% of the young people in professional 


youth work are at risk, although the extent (i.e. young people at minimum risk to 


severe risk) ranges67. An interviewee pointed out that professional youth work is 


successful in reaching young people that are not reached through the formal education 


system and the labour market based on a relation of trust with youngsters. 


Approximately 79% of young people reached by youth work has at most completed 


VET level which points to the fact that youth work is mainly reaches low or medium 


educated youngsters68.  


With regard to ethnic background, 59% of the providers pointed out that their target 


group mainly consists of young people of Dutch origin, 23% indicated that their target 


group is ethnically diverse and 19% pointed out that their target group has primarily 


an ethnic minority background69.  


Voluntary youth work reaches young people who present no cause for concern. There 


are no data available on the number of young people reached by their services. 


Interviewees estimate that a few million young people are reached by youth 


organisations.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


The national government, municipalities and youth work each have their own views on 


the role and value of youth work in Dutch society. Youth workers often are confronted 


with the gap in expectations from young people and those of society or policy makers 


                                           
65 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
66 Noorda en Co. (2009), De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
67 Ibid 
68 Ibid 
69 Ibid 
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who demand youth workers act as “problem-solvers” for societal issues70. Youth 


work’s main objective is however to increase the participation and empowerment of 


young people. The strength of youth work is their ability to easily reach young people 


due to their position in the community and their relationship with young people. 


In reality there is very little data available about the field of practice and the impact it 


makes. “There is very little data available, both quantitative data about the field of 


practice (although it has existed for more than a century); and qualitative data: what 


do youth workers actually do about youth at risk?”71. Due to the lack of data it is 


therefore difficult to identify how and to what extent the sector impacts the lives of 


young people and society (e.g. reduce early school learning or youth unemployment). 


Nevertheless, it is evident that youth work indeed can make a difference in the lives of 


young people.  


Recently two impact studies on youth work and similar activities have been carried 


out.72 The results indicate that youth work can indeed have an effect on young people 


provided that the supply of youth work is almost equal to the demand for youth work 


among youngsters. In that sense, youth work is a powerful alternative to street 


culture. Results of youth work under those conditions are a high decline in youth 


nuisance over a one-year period and a remarkable decline of youth crime over a five-


year period. Moreover, the studies also found other effects of youth work such as 


general positive effects on the neighbourhood, effects on young people themselves for 


participating youngsters as youth work provides a more meaningful and independent 


spending of their leisure time, and an increase of young people’s social competences. 


More impact studies have to be carried out in order to investigate whether these 


effects are long-lasting.   


Youth work’s main objective is to increase the participation and empowerment of 


young people. This is achieved through a wide range of methods including: 


recreational and educational activities, courses, services, information provision and 


coaching. Youth work fulfils an important role in communities with regard to 


prevention of youth nuisance73.  


Noorda en Co’s research (2009)74 found that the following five services were pointed 


out as the most basic services of youth work: 


■ Meeting people 


■ Development (including personal development and social participation) 


■ Recreation 


■ Referral to specialised organisations for questions and problems 


■ Mediation between elderly and young people in the community 


By offering these services, youth work certainly makes an impact. Individual coaching 


of young people was also considered to be an important element of youth work. 


Individual coaching is particularly important for the NEET group (i.e. young people not 


in education, employment or training) and youth work has a role to play to help them 


                                           
70 Hilverdink, P. Meijer, E. and Bakker, K. (2010), Empowerment and repositioning youth work 
in a threesome of research, policy and practice. In: Forum 21, pp. 80-87. 
71 Baillergeau, E. and Hoijtink, M. (2010) Youth Work and “Youth at Risk” in the Netherlands. 
In: L'inclusion sociale en pratique. Intervention sociale et jeunes marginalisés en Europe. 
72 (1) Noorda en Co (2012), Effectonderzoek Jongerenwerk in Drie Werksituaties, Amsterdam.  
(2) Van de Pol, M. and Noorda, J. (2011), Buurtsport voor Jeugd: Goed voor Sociale Cohesie, 
School en Werk. Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Jeugdzaken. 
73 Noorda en Co. (2009) De Staat van Professioneel Jeugd- en Jongerenwerk in Nederland anno 
2009. Utrecht: MO Groep Welzijn en Maatschappelijke Dienstverlening. 
74 Ibid 
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make their way back into society. Providers think this is especially important in times 


of economic crisis. 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in the Netherlands 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Youth work is strongly embedded 


in local communities, which shows: 


(for professional youth work) the 


close relationships that exist 


between professionals and (young) 


people in the neighbourhood and 


(for voluntary youth work) the 


strong commitment from the 


citizens. The “streets are youth 


work’s front office” and they 


maintain close ties with other 


actors (e.g. schools, policy, health 


practitioners).  


■ Professional youth work has the 


ability (due to their expertise and 


close relationship with people in 


the neighbourhood and relation of 


trust) to reach young people at 


risk, those who are in most need of 


such support.  


■ Despite of the lack of evidence, 


interviewees think that youth work 


makes a valuable contribution to 


society and the lives of young 


people.  


■ Highly motivated volunteers in 


youth organisations, which are 


predominantly volunteer-led and 


are the backbone of the sector.  


 


■ A more structured and better 


organised sector of professional 


youth work at national level with 


closer cooperation between the 


organisations could potentially be 


beneficial for lobbying purposes 


and for gaining more influence as a 


sector at national level. This would 


also be essential in demonstrating 


the value and role of youth work to 


the government.  


■ A more structured and better 


organised sector of youth 


organisations at national level with 


closer cooperation between the 


organisations could potentially be 


beneficial for lobbying purposes 


and for gaining more influence as a 


sector at national level. This would 


also be essential in demonstrating 


the value and role of youth 


organisations to the government. 


■ Legislative instruments (or policy 


plan or strategy) at national level 


could serve as a tool to 


demonstrate the political 


importance attached to the youth 


work sector with respect the 


development of young people and 


their contribution to society.  


■ The decentralisation of general 


youth policy to municipal level may 


be an incentive for municipalities to 


invest more in positive youth policy 


and talent development. Investing 


in talent development at an early 


stage in young people’s lives helps 


to deal with problems they may 


have at an early stage.  
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WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Lack of political commitment and 


acknowledgement of the 


contribution youth work makes to 


the development of young people 


and society.  


■ Due to a lack of a centralised 


policy, regulations and a pool, of 


knowledge municipalities are 


“reinventing the wheel”. 


■ Youth work and youth 


organisations are merely scattered, 


highly diverse and not well 


organised at national level neither 


as a sector as such.  


■ Funding opportunities for youth 


organisations are scattered across 


municipalities, non-governmental 


funds, European funds (e.g. Youth 


in Action programme)  


■ Lack of evidence on the role and 


value of youth work 


■ Lack of dedicated youth worker 


training 


■ Lack of definition and positioning 


the sector at national level. 


■ The national authorities put too 


much emphasis on prevention  


■ Professional youth work is not a 


recognised profession. 


■ The economic crisis has forced 


municipalities to cut back their 


budgets which may also impact the 


youth work sector.  


■ The decentralisation of the youth 


care sector to municipalities in 


2016 could potentially result in 


even more focus on prevention and 


health with not enough focus on 


talent development.  


■ The youth work sector and youth 


work organisations have no or 


limited influence at national level.  


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Recommendations to national level authorities 


■ It is important that positive youth policy is emphasised more at 


national level and the focus is not only on prevention and health 


aspects.  


■ National authorities should, in turn, encourage municipalities to focus 


more on (positive) youth work and include youth organisations as part 


of their local youth policy in addition to prevention and health aspects.  


■ There is a lack of data on the effects and impact of youth work in the 


Netherlands; evidence would be helpful to convince the government of 


the added-value of the sector given the current lack of political support 


at national level.   


■ Some interviewees questioned whether youth policy should be placed 


at municipal level; municipalities are highly autonomous in 


implementing youth policy and deciding to what extent it fits in with 


their overall policy objectives. This means that youth policy takes a 


more prominent place in local youth policy in some municipalities than 


in others. More involvement and steering from the national government 


would be considered a positive development to ensure that youth work 


is an equal part of local youth policy in every municipality.  


■ It is important to continue to implement targeted activities for young 


people with a migration or ethnic minority background. 
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■ National authorities (as well as European) should invest in building a 


knowledge-base built on research and practice-based evidence, support 


European exchanges and develop standards (recognised by law) in 


order to better develop professional youth work.  


■ Due to decentralisation of youth policy, there is a lot of knowledge 


centred at municipality and organisational level. The national 


government should take a more prominent role in collecting and 


synthesising information in order to prevent municipalities and 


organisations to “continuously reinvent the wheel”.  


Recommendations to the EU 


 


■ EU youth policy should be made more obligatory by nature among the 


Member States in order to ensure that Member States implement a 


youth policy, in line with EU standards and priorities. 


■ More input from young people themselves in youth policy is desirable. 


The following recommendation was made at the European Expert Meeting for 


Youth Workers in Rotterdam on 17-19 March 2010 and it is still valid today:  


 There is a need for the development and exchange of knowledge at 


European level (and also at national level), for example by means of 


the European Knowledge Centre. Network building, pilot projects and 


funding remain necessary to further develop and enhance knowledge 


of youth work75.  


Recommendations to the youth sector 


The youth work sector (both the professional sector and the voluntary sector) 


should organise itself better as they have a role to play to convince local and 


national authorities about the added-value and role of youth work.  


The following recommendations were made at the European Expert Meeting 


for Youth Workers in Rotterdam on 17-19 March 2010 and are still valid 


today:  


■ The youth work sector (both the professional sector and the voluntary 


sector) should increase its professional level by speaking a common 


language (i.e. make us of similar terminologies and definitions) and 


further develop (continuous) education and training with formal 


qualifications and registration of the profession76.  


■ Facts and figures on results and effects of youth work (both the 


professional sector and the voluntary sector) and its methods are 


essential in order for youth work to anticipate the future needs of young 


people. To this end, it was suggested to apply research into the effects of 


methods and approaches within youth work as it raises the quality level 


and demonstrates the effects of youth work. Moreover, participants at the 


European Expert Meeting suggested that there is a need for increased 


cooperation and dialogue between youth work, youth policy (and policy 


makers) and research77.  


                                           
75 See: http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/downloadsyp/Conclusions-in-short.pdf  
76 Ibid 
77 Ibid 



http://www.youthpolicy.nl/yp/downloadsyp/Conclusions-in-short.pdf
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Nota Bene 
 


In 1999, the UK government relinquished its central powers to Scotland, 


Wales and Northern Ireland, which led to the establishment of the Scottish 


Parliament, the Welsh Assembly and the Northern Ireland Assembly. There 


are different levels of devolved responsibilities among Scotland, Wales and 


Northern Ireland, which means that government policy on youth work varies 


between the countries. Given these changes, and at the request of the 


European Commission, this report contains two sections: one that covers 


England, Wales and Northern Ireland, and the other that covers Scotland. 
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Part I: England, Wales and Northern 


Ireland 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


 KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes for all 


Legal definition for youth work Yes for all 


Approximate length of youth work tradition  100+ years 


Approximate length of formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


60 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


England - Remained the 
same / Decreased 


Wales and Northern 


Ireland - Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 


work 


All areas but increasing 


focus on targeted delivery 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work All areas but moving 
away from niche delivery 


to delivering 


universal/open access 
provision 


1.1 Definitions 


“It is in the combination of role model and mentor, good friends, structured fun and 


 informal education that the genius of good youth work resides.”1 


Along similar lines to the European definition, Jeffs and Smith in the UK, identified 


three key features of youth work, all of which they argue need to be present for it to 


be classified as such. These three characteristics are that: 


■ The relationship between the client or participant and the worker remains 


voluntary, with the former retaining the right to both initiate or terminate 


any association with the worker. 


■ The work undertaken primarily has an educational purpose i.e. the 


personal and social development of young people, provided through 


informal education. 


■ The focus of the work is directed towards young people.2  


 


Merton further adds to the definition of youth work as including: young people’s active 


involvement in different features of local youth provision; and a flexible approach to 


provision which is responsive to their preferences.3 Indeed, the principles of youth 


work as being rooted in a focus on young people, the building of relationships, working 


collaboratively, reflective practice, and the prerequisite of choice are echoed 


throughout the literature on youth work in the UK.4 


                                           
1 London Youth (2011) Hunch: A vision for youth in post austerity Britain, London  
2 Jeffs, T. & Smith, M. K. (1999), ‘The problem of “youth” for youth work’, Youth and Policy. This 
article ultimately argues that a focus on youth as a distinct age group with specific issues is 
decreasingly useful, and that youth workers should redefine themselves as ‘informal educators’ 
and work with people of all ages. 
3 Merton, B. et al. (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England, London: 


Department of children schools and families. 
4 See for example: Rogers, A. (2003), Inside Youth Work: Insights into informal education. 
London: Rank Foundation; National Youth Agency’s, What is youth work, 
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The National Occupation Standard for youth work across all four countries of the UK 


drawing also on these key principles specifies that: 


“Youth work helps young people learn about themselves, others and society, through 


informal educational activities which combine enjoyment, challenge and learning. 


Youth workers, work typically with young people aged between 11 and 25. Their work 


seeks to promote young people’s personal and social development and enable them to 


have a voice, influence and place in their communities and society as a whole.”5 


London Youth in their discussion on the role of youth work highlight how the definition 


of youth work can be used to span across a range of sectors and agencies:  


“Youth work (or a youth work approach) can be undertaken by specialist youth work 


organisations; as an integral aspect of other activities young people take part in (such 


as arts or sports); within wider services for young people (including schools); and in 


services and walks of life that young people also experience (including the work 


place).”6 


In Wales the Youth Work in Wales Review Group published in January 2013 a 


document which replaced the youth work curriculum statement. This new document 


reflects the main principles and purposes of youth work outlined above for example in 


terms of the voluntary relationship between young people and youth workers. It also 


highlights the ‘five pillars of youth work’ as being: educative, expressive, participative, 


inclusive and empowering. Drawing on the National Occupation Standards the purpose 


of youth work in Wales is defined as: 


“[Enabling] young people to develop holistically, working with them to facilitate their 


personal, social and educational development, to enable them to develop their voice, 


influence and place in society and to reach their full potential.” 7 


In Northern Ireland the most recent official definition of youth work is in the Delivery 


of Youth Work Strategy (DE) 2005-2008, which stated that 


 “Youth work is a vital non-formal educational process of personal and social 


development, through which young people can develop their knowledge, 


understanding, attitudes, confidence and personal and inter-personal skills”.8 


However, this definition is liable to change following the release of the Priorities for 


Youth strategy document later in 2013. Given that the draft Priorities for Youth 


consultation document failed to define youth work, it is possible that the definition 


within the National Occupational Standards (NOS) as outlined above for Wales will be 


adopted. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work across the UK has a long tradition with its origins lying in the church based 


Sunday Schools set up towards the end of the eighteenth century. They are arguably 


the forerunners of youth work approaches in that they often used more informal ways 


                                                                                                                                
<www.nya.org.uk/about-nya/what-is-youth-work> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. and 
London Youth (2011), Hunch: A vision for youth in post austerity Britain, London: London 
Youth. 
5 National Occupational Standard 2008 
6 London Youth (2011), Hunch: A vision for youth in post austerity Britain. London: London 
Youth. 
7 CWVYS (2013), Youth Work in Wales: Principles and Purposes. Cardiff: Youth Work in 


Wales Review Group. 
8 Department for Education (2005), Delivery of Youth Work Strategy 2005-2008. Bangor: 
Department for Education. 



http://www.nya.org.uk/about-nya/what-is-youth-work
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of working with young people and later developed a range of activities including team 


sports and day trips.9
 


Youth work, as a discrete practice and occupation, followed this and can be traced 


back to the voluntary and philanthropic work organisations set up in the nineteenth-


century. With the emergence of and focus on the concept of ‘youth’ or ‘adolescence’ 


we saw for example: Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), set up in 1844 (and 


1852 in Wales)10, which was the first dedicated youth organisation, followed by the 


Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA), founded in 1855 and the Girls’ Friendly 


Society, launched in 1875; also the establishment of youth's institutes and clubs in the 


1850s and the Ragged School movement, which pioneered school-based youth work 


but also community-based practice.11  


During the early twentieth century we saw the proliferation of uniformed groups 


across England and Wales, e.g. the Scouts. By 1930 there were nearly 390,000 Scouts 


and cubs and nearly 35,000 Scout leaders.12 During this time, the primary role of 


central government in relation to this emerging youth sector was simply to provide 


financial support.  


However, central government took more of a keen interest in youth work during and 


immediately following the Second World War. Youth work became increasingly 


professionalised and state controlled during the 1940s as part of a wider agenda to 


support a disciplined transition to adult citizenship and to improve the physical health 


of young people.13 Attempts were made to formalise the vast network of local youth 


organisations which helped establish early on some of the key principles that still 


underpin youth work today i.e. that youth work was educational and participation was 


voluntary.14 


Nevertheless early attempts at defining youth work were thwarted with a number of 


competing bodies staking their claim on youth work such as youth leaders, teachers 


and social workers.15 As the YLA put it in 1943, unless 


‘we obtain a coherent conception of what we are or rather what we want to be we will 


continue to flounder . . .’ 16 


The debate on what constitutes youth work continued throughout the 1940s and 


1950s. During this time Government accepted that formal knowledge had a role to 


play in the development of the competent professional youth worker and set up the 


Informal Youth Training Committee (IYTC) to identify possible schemes of training for 


youth leaders. Following this, a number of university courses were established 


providing vocational and professional training for youth work.17 


                                           
9 Smith, M. K. (1999, 2002), 'Youth work: an introduction', 
<http://www.infed.org/youthwork/b-yw.htm> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
10 Rose, J. (1997), Milestones in the Development of Youth Work. Pontypridd: Wales Youth 
Agency. 
11 Jeffs, T. (2011), The relevance of history in youth work. In: Verschelden, G., Coussée, F., van 
de Walle, T., Williamson, H. (2010),The history of youth work in Europe. Brussels: Council of 


Europe. 
12 Smith, M. K. (1999, 2002), Youth work: an introduction, 
<http://www.infed.org/youthwork/b-yw.htm> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
13 Bradford, S. (2007), The ‘Good Youth Leader’: Constructions of Professionalism in English 
Youth Work, 1939-1945, Ethics And Social Welfare, London: Taylor & Francis. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Potts 1961, p. 5 
17 Bradford, S. (2007), The ‘Good Youth Leader’: Constructions of Professionalism in English 
Youth Work, 1939-1945, Ethics And Social Welfare, London: Taylor & Francis. 
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Running in parallel to the state supported youth work role, was the on-going youth 


work being delivered by volunteers. Such organisations were keen from the outset to 


keep their independence and resisted ‘state interference’. General unease grew about 


how state intervention in youth work might compromise the ‘vocation’ or ‘the calling’ 


that underpinned voluntarism.18 


With the publication of the Albemarle Report in 1960 there followed a golden age for 


youth work in England and Wales particularly in terms of investment in large youth 


club/centres and the development of project work (especially around detached youth 


work and coffee bars).19 This was followed, however, in the 1970s with a decline in the 


overall numbers of young people. This, combined with other factors, such as the rise 


of the home as a centre for entertainment and increased participation in formal 


education, undermined the demand for such large scale youth club provision.20 


This spelt the end of the traditional youth club giving way to issue-based youth work 


and a growing emphasis upon concrete outcomes by policymakers. There was a shift 


from 'open' provision toward working with groups of young people identified as 'at 


risk.' This trend was heightened by the coming to power of the Labour Government in 


1997. Their wider goal of tackling social exclusion meant that for youth work in 


England and Wales much investment was channelled into the establishment of the 


Connexions Service – the main information, advice and careers service created in 


200021 - and the development of the role of the personal advisor.22 During this time 


we also saw a focus on supporting young people who were NEETs and using youth 


work approaches to tackle anti-social behaviour as part of New Labour’s respect 


agenda.23 


With the current Coalition government which came to power in 2010, the current 


policy focus is on giving more freedom to local authorities to decide on priorities for 


youth provision. While overall, there is now much more of an emphasis on personal, 


social and health development and soft skills, youth work is also increasingly issue-


driven, with huge variation in approaches existing between different local authorities.  


Local authorities are also changing their role; becoming the commissioners of, rather 


than deliverers of, youth services.24 Consequently, we are increasingly seeing the 


outsourcing of youth services wholesale to private and voluntary organisations. In 


Bristol for example, there has recently been a major reorganisation of young people’s 


services resulting in GBP 22m of contracts being awarded for youth provision over the 


next five years.25 Indeed, more generally, and as never before, we are beginning to 


                                           
18 Ibid. 
19 Smith, M. K. (1999, 2002), Youth work: an introduction, 
<http://www.infed.org/youthwork/b-yw.htm> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Connexions is / was a UK governmental information, advice, guidance and support service for 
young people. The Connexions centres offer support and advice on topics including education, 
housing, health, relationships, drugs, and finance. Connexions is currently in a state of 


transition following the announcement of changes to the delivery of careers in England by the 
Coalition government, with many Connexions services having been closed down in the last 
couple of years. 
22 Smith, M. K. (1999, 2002), Youth work: an introduction, 
<http://www.infed.org/youthwork/b-yw.htm> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
23 Source: NYA interview 
24 Sources: NYA and DFE interviews.  
25 Puffett, N. (2012), Bristol youth services outsourced in £22m deal, 
<http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1074757/bristol-youth-services-outsourced-gbp22m-
deal> date accessed: 10th of February 2013.  



http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1074757/bristol-youth-services-outsourced-gbp22m-deal?utm_content=&utm_campaign=280912_Daily&utm_source=Children%20%26%20Young%20People%20Now&utm_medium=adestra_email&utm_term=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cypnow.co.uk%2Fcyp%2Fnews%2F1074757%2Fbristol-youth-services-outsourced-gbp22m-deal

http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1074757/bristol-youth-services-outsourced-gbp22m-deal?utm_content=&utm_campaign=280912_Daily&utm_source=Children%20%26%20Young%20People%20Now&utm_medium=adestra_email&utm_term=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cypnow.co.uk%2Fcyp%2Fnews%2F1074757%2Fbristol-youth-services-outsourced-gbp22m-deal
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see a range of private sector organisations getting involved in partnership delivery of 


youth services e.g. O2, Barclays, Starbucks.26 


Where local authorities are still engaged in direct delivery the focus is more on 


targeted delivery with universal services being increasingly commissioned to voluntary 


and community organisations (VCOs)27. The latest Section 251 Expenditure returns 


from local authorities to central government showing levels of spending on youth 


services, for example, show that: while there has been an overall cut in youth service 


provision by local authorities particularly among open access services, there has been 


an increase for targeted services.28  


Overall, in terms of developments over the last ten years, there has been significant 


investment in youth work provision at the national level in terms of funding and 


intellectual energy. We have also seen huge steps forward in recent years in terms of 


giving young people a voice.29 At the local level, in particular, youth work has 


increased in importance given the increased autonomy now given to local authorities 


to deliver youth services. Key drivers for the development of youth work in England 


and Wales over the last decade or so include: 


■ Social issues: Increasing exposure for young people to risky environments, 


whether drugs, alcohol, bullying, social media etc.  


■ Changing family patterns – single families. 


■ The need for a wider skill set for young people entering employment. 


■ Government recognition of the importance of significant adults for young 


people. 


■ Schools by themselves not always able to meet the needs of young 


people30. 


However most recently at the national level, and in the light of the economic crisis, we 


are now seeing significant cuts to central funding for youth provision. As part of this 


there is also increasing pressure on all public services,, including youth services, to be 


more accountable.31  


While the development of youth work in Wales has tended to be along similar lines to 


England, with devolution we have seen a renewed focus on youth work provision and 


the incorporation into domestic law of the UN Convention of the Rights of the Child in 


2011 which has served to reinforce existing youth work principles.32 As part of this 


and given the relatively high levels of unemployment and low economic productivity 


compared with the rest of the UK33, the Welsh Government has placed particular 


emphasis on addressing concerns about young people who are NEET, school 


                                           
26 Source: NYA interview 
27 Source: DFE interview 
28 The proportion of authorities that have reported a planned decrease in the ‘universal services’ 
budget is much greater than the decrease in the ‘targeted services’ budget (71% compared to 
56%); 42% of authorities have reported a planned increase in expenditure for targeted 
services, compared to 28% of authorities reporting an increase in universal services 
expenditure. This is based on 135 authorities. See: 
http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/strategy/financeandfunding/section251/


archive/b0068383/section-251-data-archive/budget-data---summary-level 
29 Source: DFE interview 
30 Sources: DFE and WLGA interviews 
31 Source: NYA interview 
32 Since 1 May 2012 Welsh Ministers are now under a duty to have "due regard" to the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) when planning and developing new legislation or 
policy, or reviewing or changing existing legislation or policy. On 1 May 2014, this duty will 


extend to all the functions of Welsh Ministers. 
33 See for example: Welsh Government (2011), Annual Population Survey 2011. Cardiff: Welsh 
Government. 



http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/strategy/financeandfunding/section251/archive/b0068383/section-251-data-archive/budget-data---summary-level

http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/strategy/financeandfunding/section251/archive/b0068383/section-251-data-archive/budget-data---summary-level

http://www.unicef.org.uk/UNICEFs-Work/Our-mission/UN-Convention/

http://www.unicef.org.uk/UNICEFs-Work/Our-mission/UN-Convention/
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attainment, and progression to employment and further education. This focus on 


NEETs may become a key driver for youth work in Wales.34 


In Northern Ireland, VCO youth provision has been around since the 1800s and the 


statutory youth sector was created in the 1970s with the NI Order Act. Since 


devolution, youth sector has become much more community based, and accountable 


to local politicians.35 The political context in NI (whether the NI Assembly is operating 


or suspended) inevitably has a direct impact on all policies, including youth policy. The 


NI Assembly was established in 1999, but there were several suspensions due to 


political division, and hence periods of Direct Rule.  However there has been relative 


stability over the past 7 years, with the re-establishment of devolution from 2007. 


This has allowed local politicians rather than UK Ministers   to devise education/youth 


work policy.  It seems that Assembly Members are generally supportive of the value of 


youth work and consequently the importance of youth work in supporting the lives of 


young has increased. The role and value of youth work has been increasingly 


acknowledged by government departments over the past decade. For example, the 


contribution of youth work has been referenced in recent policies on juvenile justice, 


volunteering, community relations, social development, NEETS, and mental health. 


Within the education sector, there has always been an impression that youth services 


are the ‘poor relation of formal education’. However members of the Education 


Committee of the NI Assembly and the Education Minister do make a point of 


recognising the value of youth work, and the youth service budget has been relatively 


protected in terms of public spending cuts.  Whilst all departments have been hit by 


public sector cuts, the Minister for Education recently announced that additional funds 


(£2 million per year) would be made available for increasing access to mainstream 


youth services in disadvantaged areas and for outreach/detached work.36  


Key drivers for the development of youth work in Northern Ireland include:  


■ The current economic climate in NI, particularly of high youth 


unemployment, and the policy drive towards a skills and knowledge 


economy. This has led to a growing focus of the contribution of youth work  


to employability e.g. increased focus on accreditation, on developing 


career paths and leadership skills among young people, providing 


opportunities to gain experience through volunteering, softer skills, 


interventions with NEETS and pre-NEETs etc.    


■ The post conflict context of NI is also still very relevant as a driver for 


youth work, with specific funding and policy for the development of 


Community Relations, Equality and Diversity (CRED). NI is awaiting the 


publication of the Cohesion, Sharing and Integration policy, which will set 


the direction of Assembly policy on community relations. It is anticipated 


that the role and value of the youth service will be acknowledged as one of 


the vehicles for promoting acceptance and understanding of others (as this 


is one of the main principles of the youth work curriculum in NI).    


■ The theme of participation, which has always been a feature of youth 


work, continues to have a central role, with the difference being that over 


the past decade other government departments have also recognised the 


need to engage with and involve young people in decision making.  The 


draft Positive for Youth policy reaffirms the importance of participation, 


and includes several tangible actions such as a small-grants initiative to be 


                                           
34 Source: WLGA interview 
35 Source: CDU interview.  
36 Northern Ireland Executive (2013), The Department of Education today published statistics on 


attendance at grant-aided primary, post-primary and special schools, 
<http://www.northernireland.gov.uk/news-de-280213-attendance-at-grant> date accessed: 
10th of March 2013; Interview YCNI. 
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run by young people, and development of a Network for Youth which will 


help to co-ordinate participation.37 


However, inevitably there are shifts in social policy and some feel that youth work 


remains vulnerable.  For example, there is a growing policy momentum in NI for early 


intervention, driven by a recently developed cross-sectoral partnership called the 


Children and Young People’s Strategic Partnership.  This partnership provides a very 


strong case for the diversion of funds to early intervention (and often early years).  


Whilst the Youth Council of Northern Ireland is very supportive of the value of early 


intervention, they believe that it needs to operate in tandem with a strong youth 


policy; it should not be case of either /or.38 


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


The landscape of youth provision across England, Wales and Northern Ireland is 


complex. Youth services are provided by both professional youth workers employed by 


local authorities as well as by youth workers within the voluntary sector.  


In England, the 152 local authorities are ultimately responsible for ensuring that youth 


work is provided in their area. This tends to be managed through the local Children 


and Young People’s Service, Integrated Youth Services, or its equivalent, working in 


partnership with a complex network of other youth work providers, community groups 


and voluntary organisations.39 As well as youth work specialists, youth work 


approaches are also delivered within more general services for young people (schools, 


colleges, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services - CAMHS and Youth Offending 


Teams) and within universal services that young people access (National Health 


Service, Job Centre Plus).  


In Wales youth work is provided through voluntary organisations and the 22 local 


authorities. For both provider types youth provision is delivered in a range of settings 


including: centre-based work, street based, outreach and mobile work; residential 


work and targeted provision.40  


In Northern Ireland, the voluntary sector has always been the primary delivery 


mechanism for youth work, comprising around 95% of facilities, and 90% of youth 


service memberships. The draft Priorities for Youth affirms this arrangement whereby 


‘statutory youth services will continue to deliver youth work where there is no viable 


alternative’.41 Unique to statutory provision is school based youth work where pupils at 


risk of expulsion are referred to an in-house youth worker.42 The statutory youth 


service is controlled by five Education and Library Boards (ELBs) (Non-Departmental 


Public Bodies), and consists of youth clubs, outdoor education centres, area projects 


etc. The ELBs disburse funds to local groups, both voluntary and statutory. 


Indeed, across England, Wales and Northern Ireland, the vast majority of youth work 


provision is still delivered by volunteers outside of local authority control. The 


voluntary sector consists of a much broader range of organisations that include local 


                                           
37 Information provided by YCNI 
38 Ibid. 
39 National Youth Agency (2012), What is youth work?, <http://www.nya.org.uk/workforce-and-
training/want-to-work-in-youth-work> date accessed: 10th of February 2013.; For example, at 
the local level, increasingly we are seeing other agencies drawing on youth workers and youth 
work practice/techniques, such as community police team and health teams.; DFE interview . 
40 CWVYS (2013), Youth Work in Wales: Principles and Purposes. Cardiff: Youth Work in 


Wales Review Group. 
41 Draft Priorities for Youth, provided by YCNI. 
42 Source: CDU interview 



http://www.nya.org.uk/workforce-and-training/want-to-work-in-youth-work

http://www.nya.org.uk/workforce-and-training/want-to-work-in-youth-work
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community projects, residents’ associations, uniformed organisations, NGOs and 


national charities. Key players include:  


■ In England - the National Youth Agency, the British Youth Council, The 


Confederation of Heads of Young People’s Services, the National Council 


for Voluntary Youth Services, Catch 22, Fairbridge, UK Youth, Princes 


Trust, and the Youth United Foundation, to name but a few.  


■ In Wales – there is a vibrant voluntary youth sector including, for 


example, CWVYS (the Council for Wales of Voluntary Youth Services - the 


umbrella organisation for the Voluntary Youth Sector in Wales), Youth 


Cymru (a charity that works with youth groups, youth workers and young 


people throughout the whole of Wales), YMCA, Young Farmers Clubs and 


Duke of Edinburgh. 


■ In Northern Ireland – The Voluntary sector is the much larger of the 


sectors, comprising organisations such as YMCA, uniformed groups, Duke 


of Edinburgh, and Young Farmers Clubs. The regional headquarter 


voluntary bodies of these groups are funded by the Youth Council and 


there is also a voluntary/statutory forum called the Youth Service Liaison 


Forum, which assists the Department of Education in formulating and 


implementing youth service policy proposals and in establishing  coherence 


among the major stakeholders.43  


Both formal and informal sectors are perceived as vital in the delivery of youth work 


across the UK with some evidence of effective partnership working between the two. 


This includes the sharing of skills, experience and techniques and the use of outside 


experts to conduct training with local authority youth worker staff.44 In Northern 


Ireland, for example, the draft Priorities for Youth (PfY) affirms the importance of the 


voluntary sector working in partnership with the Department for Education to deliver 


youth services as part of the 2011 Concordat.45 Concerns were expressed however 


during some PfY consultation seminars about how the voluntary sector will be engaged 


in future planning and decision making processes. As the final policy hasn’t been 


published it’s unclear how these concerns will be addressed. 


In England and Wales, local authority provision is hugely variable, with different local 


authorities prioritising different areas, taking different approaches and investing 


different amounts. This is largely a product of the localism agenda.46 Within a local 


authority there can also be a diverse range of youth work provision. In the borough of 


Knowsley in England for example different services for young people are provided 


and/or commissioned according to the needs of specific geographical areas, issues 


affecting particular groups of young people or a more universal demand. Some 


activities target anti-social behaviour “hotspots”, where detached youth workers 


gather intelligence before engaging young people in programmes focusing on risky 


behaviour. Others such as Teenage Health in Knowsley (THinK) run a programme for 


young women at risk of teenage pregnancy and sexual health problems. At the other 


end of the spectrum ‘Youth Zones’ provide universal activities delivered in secondary 


Centres for Learning across the borough on Friday evenings, aiming to provide a wide 


range of positive activities for those aged 13-19 years.47 


                                           
43 Information provided by YCNI.  
44 Cotton, N. (2009), Global Youth Work in the UK: Research Report. London: Department of 
Economic Affairs. 
45  The Concordat is the formal agreement between Government and the voluntary/community 
sector, which establishes protocols for how both sectors will work together. 
46 Merton, B. et al. (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England, London: 


Department of children schools and families. 
47 National Council for Voluntary Youth Services (2011), An education for the 21st century: A 
narrative for youth work today. London: National Council for Voluntary Youth Services. 



http://www.byc.org.uk/

http://www.chyps.org.uk/

http://www.chyps.org.uk/

http://www.ncvys.org.uk/

http://www.ncvys.org.uk/
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Given the complexity of youth provision, a descriptive model provided by London 


Youth provides a useful way to draw out key features:48 


1. Demographics (who they are) e.g. age, gender, ethnicity, disability etc. 


2. Engagement (how young people are reached) e.g. self/peer referral; 


membership; outreach; targeted support; drop-in. 


3. Method (what is done) e.g. sports, arts, music, mentoring and coaching; 


key working or group work; youth action and leadership. 


4. Setting (where it is done) e.g. club based, public spaces, residential 


centres; the outdoors. 


More generally, across both formal and informal youth provision and across the UK, 


we are seeing a shift in focus away from open access provision through clubs and 


centres to more short term targeted delivery including street-based and school-based 


youth work.49 This type of delivery necessitates engaging with vulnerable and hard to 


reach young people using informal, flexible, and responsive delivery techniques. These 


are skills deployed by youth workers across both informal and formal sectors. VCOs in 


particular have made real progress in their efforts to build up the competency and 


capacity of their workforce – not always as all embracing as the highly qualified youth 


worker with a degree – but VCOs are now much better on safeguarding and learning 


for example. This is making them more attractive to local authorities in terms of 


partnership delivery and commissioning.50  


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work Local 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth 


work 


England - Department for Education – 


national overview 


Local Government Association and 


Children’s Improvement Board – local 


authority monitoring 
Wales – Department for Education 


and Skills 


Northern Ireland – Department for 
Education 


2.1 Legal background 


In the UK a range of legislation exists that provides the basis for statutory youth 


service provision. In England, this relates to the provision of: 


■ Positive activities for those aged between 13 and 19 years (and in some 


cases up to 24). 


                                           
48 Taken from: London Youth (2011), Hunch a Vision for youth in post-austerity Britain. London: 
London Youth. 
49 49 Merton, Bryan et al (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England. London: 
Department of Children and Family Services.  
Crimmens, D. et al (2004) Reaching socially excluded young people: A national study of street-
based youth work, JRF. See also: Smith (2005) Detached, street based and project work with 
young people: http://www.infed.org/youthwork/b-detyw.htm; and Fletcher, A. Bonell, C. (2008) 


Detaching youth work to reduce drug and alcohol related harm, Public Policy Research, 
December 1, 2008. YCNI intervew; and WLGA interview. 
50 Source: DFE interview 



http://www.infed.org/youthwork/b-detyw.htm
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■ Support with decision making by young people and provision for 14-19 


learning. 


■ Youth offending services, which aim to prevent (re-)offending among 


young people and the provision of multi-agency Youth Offending Teams. 51   


The October 2011 Government’s response to the Education Committee’s report on 


young people’s services set out key policy statements on local service delivery and 


confirmed that the statutory duty to secure positive activities including youth work for 


13-19s is to be retained.52 


Where youth work falls within statutory or legal functions they are bound by statutory 


and/or obligatory codes of practice specific to their remit. This includes, for example, 


Youth Offending Team workers supervising young people on court orders; education 


welfare officers’ enforcement duties; social workers; and teachers. For youth workers 


delivering non-statutory defined youth work and/or working with young people based 


on a voluntary relationship, voluntary codes of conducts are often put in place to 


establish behavioural parameters. For example there is a London-wide Code of 


Practice for Youth Support Workers working in Integrated Youth Support Services, 


which is a voluntary code of practice for a range of youth work practitioners. The 


National Youth Agency (NYA) is looking into options for setting up an Institute of Youth 


Work, which would also have a role in setting quality standards for youth work across 


the formal and informal sectors.53  


In Wales, the Learning and Skills Act 2000 provides statutory legislation for youth 


support services and under Section 123, the National Assembly may direct local 


authorities to provide, secure the provision of or participate in the provision of youth 


support services.54 While the guidance refers more specifically to youth work, the term 


‘youth support services’ within the legislation refers to all youth related services 


including social services and education.   


In Northern Ireland, the youth service has a statutory footing, dating back to 


legislation in 1973 and more recently the Education and Libraries (NI) Order 1986, 


and the Youth Service (NI) Order 1989.  The 1986 Order relates to the five education 


and library boards and their duty to ‘secure the provision for its area of adequate 


facilities for recreational, social, physical, culture and youth service activities…’  whilst 


the 1989 Order established the Youth Council as a non-departmental public body with 


a range of functions, including the funding of regional voluntary youth organisations. 


In order to register with Education and Library boards (local groups) or secure funds 


from the Youth Council (regional headquarter groups) youth groups must fulfil all 


compliance legislation and regulations. However, the legislative basis for youth service 


will be included in the forthcoming Education Bill, which will repeal the current Youth 


Service Order 1989.55  


                                           
51 Section 507B of the Education Act 1996 - introduced through Section 6 of the Education and 
Inspections Act 2006.    
52 Department of education (2011), Government response to the House of Commons Education 
Committee report on services for young people, 
<http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/strategy/laupdates/a00199742/govern
ment-response-to-the-house-of-commons-education-committee-report-on-services-for-young-
people> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
53 National Council for Voluntary Youth Services (2012), An Institute for Youth Work: second 
phase consultation response to the NYA: a response from the NCVYS. London: NCVYS. 
54 Welsh Government (2002), Extending Entitlement: support for 11 to 25 year olds in Wales, 
Direction and Guidance. Cardiff: Welsh Government. 
55 Information provided by YCNI  



http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/strategy/laupdates/a00199742/government-response-to-the-house-of-commons-education-committee-report-on-services-for-young-people

http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/strategy/laupdates/a00199742/government-response-to-the-house-of-commons-education-committee-report-on-services-for-young-people

http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/strategy/laupdates/a00199742/government-response-to-the-house-of-commons-education-committee-report-on-services-for-young-people
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2.2 Governance 


The main bodies responsible for youth work in England are:  


■ Department for Education – this has main responsibility for young people’s 


services in England – as part of its wider remit of children and education. 


There is a Children’s Minister responsible for a range of children and young 


people's services, and who chairs a cross-departmental Youth Action 


Group (YAG). This includes key youth sector VCOs and is a mechanism for 


a coordinated response to issues faced by the most disadvantaged young 


people. It has oversight of: Positive for Youth – government’s cross-


departmental youth policy for 13- to 19-year-olds; MyPlace – £240m 


capital investment programme for youth centres; and Youth Voice – youth 


participation service run with British Youth Council. 


■ Cabinet Office: this has oversight of the National Citizen Service – flagship 


youth initiative providing residential and community projects for 16-year-


old school leavers and the Decade of Social Action – project to direct 10- 


to 20-year-olds towards youth volunteering opportunities. 


■ Department for Communities and Local Government: which is responsible 


for Youth United – £10m fund for uniformed youth groups 


■ Department for Work and Pensions, which is leading on the Youth Contract  


- a GBP 1bn fund to help unemployed young people find work and also has 


responsible for child poverty and social justice.   


■ Ministry of Justice, which is responsible for youth justice and young 


offending and reoffending prevention services and rehabilitation projects 


■ Department of Health Children and Young People’s Health Outcomes 


Forum – independent expert group gathering young people’s views about 


health service improvements. 


The Department for Education has recently announced that it is considering 


transferring responsibility for youth policy to another department possibly to the the 


Department for Communities and Local Government.  If this were to happen, it would 


represent “the most profound shift youth policy has ever experienced” according to 


Tom Wylie, former chief executive of the National Youth Agency.  Youth work since its 


formal inception has been the responsibility of the various incarnations of a “Ministry 


of Education” and he argues that the education department is the right home for 


youth work since it is “outside the formal system, but still an educational service”.56 


At the local level, the Local Government Agency, the National Youth Agency (NYA), 


and the Children’s Improvement Board all play a pivotal role in supporting and 


representing youth work among local authorities and receive government funding for 


this.57  


The NYA is also an active participant of the Youth Work Stakeholder's Group, which 


brings together key national youth work bodies in England - the NYA, British Youth 


Council, The Confederation of Heads of Young People’s Services and National Council 


for Voluntary Youth Services - to advocate for and promote the critical role of youth 


work in supporting young people’s learning and development and building healthy, 


strong and sustainable communities. 


                                           
56 Jozwiak, G. (2013), Youth policy in Whitehall limbo. London: Children and Young People Now. 
57 The NYA is one of three Education Support Bodies to receive funding through the top-sliced 
revenue support grant under the Local Government Finance Act 1988. The Local Government 
Association (LG Association) has oversight of all three bodies, governed by a Memorandum of 
Understanding, originally with the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister and now with 


Communities and Local Government. As the lead national organisation supporting and 
improving services for young people, this funding supports NYA’s work and promotes the role of 
local government and its partners in youth policy. See: www.nya.org.uk/supporting-youth-work. 



http://www.nya.org.uk/

http://www.byc.org.uk/

http://www.byc.org.uk/

http://www.chyps.org.uk/

http://www.ncvys.org.uk/

http://www.ncvys.org.uk/
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The amount of spending on youth work as a proportion of overall GDP in England is 


not specified in official government data. Latest available Government data for 2011-


12 in England, however, show that GBP 2.66 billion was spent on “Children, young 


people and families” which is less than 0.5% of total spending.  


In Wales the main body responsible for youth work and youth policy more broadly is 


the Department for Education and Skills. Statutory youth provision is subject to 


government Estyn inspections as part of wider Local Authority. In terms of funding for 


youth work in Wales, the total income for the youth service in 2011-2012 was GBP 


44.1 million and the total spend by the Youth Service in Wales was GBP 43.7 million. 


The total spend per head of population aged 11-19 years was GBP 128.58 Spend on 


youth services by local authority shows significant variation ranging from GBP 0.7 


million in one local authority to GBP 5.5 million in another.    


Latest annual statistics show that in line with previous years the majority of this core 


funding comes from Welsh Government national sources but that a substantial 


proportion comes from other sources: 


■ 70% - WG national sources i.e. revenue support grant apportioned 


locally59. 


■ 30% - other local sources i.e. European funding, Communities First, 14-16 


Pathway funding; Local authority departments i.e. other departments such 


as social services or health ‘buying’ youth services and lottery funds.60 


Welsh Government also provides grant funding for national voluntary youth 


organisations. For 2011-12 GPB 0.75 million was grant aided to the youth voluntary 


sector. Most recently it was announced that nine such organisations would receive just 


under £680,000 in the form of annual grant settlements ranging from £35,000 to 


£116,000.  With the aim of increasing the extent and quality of informal learning 


opportunities for young people aged 11 – 25, the following amounts were distributed: 


Clubs for Young People - £66,000; Duke of Edinburgh’s Award - £56,215; Girlguiding -


 £63,045; Gwerin y Coed - £35,000; Order of St John -£70,000; UNA Exchange -


 £55,000; Urdd Gobaith Cymru - £99,619; YFC - £116,000; and YMCA Wales -


 £110,140.61 


The main statutory funder/policy driver for youth services in Northern Ireland is the 


Department of Education. Statutory youth services are subject to inspection by the 


Education and Training Inspectorate.62   However, fundamental change is underway in 


the entire education sector with: the imminent establishment of an Education and 


Skills Authority (ESA); and, within the youth sector the imminent publication of a new 


youth service policy entitled Priorities for Youth (PFY): 


■ The Executive of the NI Assembly agreed to streamline education 


administration by merging the five education and library boards, the Youth 


Council, and a number of other education bodies, into one large body 


called the Education and Skills Authority.  The Education Bill which will 


enable this convergence has gone through two stages at the Northern 


Ireland Assembly, and is currently at committee scrutiny stage. The 


Education Bill is primarily concerned with formal education, but has some 


                                           
58 Statistics for Wales (2012), The Youth Service in Wales, Cadiff: Welsh government. 
59 The amount provided by core national funding varies hugely among local authorities, ranging 
from 93% in Conwy to 21% in Carmarthenshire. Statistics for Wales (2012), The Youth Service 
in Wales, Cadiff: Welsh government. 
60 Statistics for Wales (2012), The Youth Service in Wales, Cadiff: Welsh government. 
61 Welsh government (2013), £680,000 boost for Voluntary Youth Organisations, 


<http://wales.gov.uk/newsroom/educationandskills/2013/130124voluntary/?lang=en> date 
accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
62 See: www.etini.gov.uk 
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clauses on youth services. The Bill will repeal the previous Youth Service 


Orders, replacing these with a commitment to ‘ensure the provision of 


efficient and effective youth services that contribute towards the spiritual, 


moral, cultural, social, intellectual and physical development of those for 


whom those services are provided’. Therefore youth services will continue 


to have a statutory footing in future.  However the convergence of 


education administration bodies will inevitably impact on the future 


planning and administration of youth services. 


■ Previously the strategic direction for youth work was set by the 


Department of Education’s Delivery of Youth Work Strategy 2005-08.  


However since 2008 the Department of Education has been consulting on 


a major new policy for youth services, with a draft policy entitled Priorities 


for Youth.  Pre-consultation and formal consultation has now ended (the 


formal consultation closed in December 2012) and the sector is awaiting 


the finalised policy.  


According to the draft Priorities for Youth report, the Department for Education in 


Northern Ireland invests approximately £29 million revenue funding and £5million 


capital funding into youth services annually, which is approximately 1.5% of the 


overall education budget.  Information is not available showing the totality of funding 


to youth work from other government departments.  


 


 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of 


youth work 
Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No but youth work policies due to 


be published in Northern Ireland 
and Wales in 2013 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth 
work 


Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


For England, there is a published youth strategy Positive for Youth (2011). It outlines 


the Coalition’s cross-government policy for young people aged 13 to 19 years. It 


includes reference to a number of initiatives such as a national youth scrutiny group 


and Youth Innovation Zones. There are references to youth work and the important 


role of youth workers throughout but couched within a wider push for local delivery 


and for more integrated working across all professionals working to support young 


people. It deliberately does not prescribe any top-down approaches nor sets out any 


significant funding plans for youth provision.63 A progress report one year on from the 


                                           
63 Department of Education, Positive for youth, 
<www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/youngpeople/Positive%20for%20Youth> date 
accessed: 10th of February 2013.; also see: 


Puffett, N. (2012), Bristol youth services outsourced in £22m deal, 
<http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1074757/bristol-youth-services-outsourced-gbp22m-
deal> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 



http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/youngpeople/Positive%20for%20Youth
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original publication is due in December 201264, however there are concerns that 


original commitments may have weakened.65 


In England, the level of political commitment is perceived as medium to 


weak66, particularly in light of the recent and on-going cuts to youth services 


at the local level.67 The economic crisis has had a significant impact, while 


spending on youth services has never been particularly high, it is much tighter 


now. Despite this, there are still committed individuals within the Department 


for Education and within local authorities with a number of initiatives under 


way. There is also now much more of an emphasis on new financial models 


for funding, such as social financing and payment by results.68 


 


In Wales the level of political commitment is perceived as medium in that 


while the Minister for Education and Skills retains a youth work portfolio, 


leadership and funding for the youth sector is perceived as weak. At the local 


level, the extent of political commitment varies considerably. 69 A new 


strategy on youth work for Wales is due in 2013.  


 


In Northern Ireland the level of political commitment could also be described 


as medium or as in the words of one interviewee “strong with weak 


elements”; while a new policy on youth work is pending it has been in the 


pipeline for some years and it is not yet clear what the priorities will be. 


However the NI Executive’s Programme for Government (PfG) 2011-15 sets a 


wider policy context that would seem to be conducive to youth work policy in 


terms of the following priorities: 


■ Supporting economic recovery and tackling disadvantage and in particular 


the need to rebuild the Northern Ireland labour market following the 


impact of the global economic downturn. 


■ Tackling disadvantage; improving health and wellbeing; protecting our 


people and the environment; building a strong and shared community; 


and delivering high quality services.70 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work  


Key policy developments that refer explicitly to youth work include:  


England 


■ The government’s launch in 2011 of the National Citizen Service – led by 


the Cabinet Office this is a flagship initiative targeted towards young 


people. It is a voluntary eight-week summer programme for 16-year-olds 


and is currently being piloted over two years across England. The 


government describes it as drawing on and contributing to the further 


development of youth work: 


                                           
64 Source: DFE interview. 
65 Higgs, L. (2012), Conservative conference: Youth services in danger at DfE, warns Loughton, 


<http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1074928/youth-services-danger-dfe-warns-loughton> 
date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
66 Source: DFE and NYA interviews. 
67 95 % of local authority youth services face disproportionate budget cuts this financial year, 
many are proposing to completely dispose of their youth services. 82 % of voluntary sector 
youth groups anticipate that they will have to close whole projects. See: 
http://nya.org.uk/dynamic_files/Future%20YW%20Rally.pdf. 
68 Source: DFE interview 
69 Source: WLGA interview 
70 Taken from Appendix 4 of the draft Priorities for Youth policy. Provided by YCNI.  



http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/youngpeople/nationalcitizenservice/b0075357/national-citizen-service-prior-information-notice

http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1074928/youth-services-danger-dfe-warns-loughton

http://nya.org.uk/dynamic_files/Future%20YW%20Rally.pdf
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“Its model builds on the strengths and experiences of youth work, and the 


youth organisations involved in the 2011 pilots have benefited from 


developing more and stronger partnerships, sharing best practice, and 


learning new skills. The programme will bring greater investment into the 


development of the youth workforce, for youth workers and volunteers, in 


skills ranging from programme management and communications to direct 


work with young people.”71  


■ On-going capital funding for the building of new youth centres through 


Myplace funding. Launched in April 2008, the Myplace programme has 


awarded Government grants totalling around GBP 240 million for the 


development of world-class youth centres in some of the most deprived 


areas in England. The current Coalition government has committed to 


supporting this programme. 


■ Between February 2012 and March 2013, the funding of 12 Youth 


Innovation Zones. Facilitated by Local Government Association (LGA) and 


the Children’s Improvement Board, these Zones are being funded to 


innovate youth work practice and to share learning. One area of focus is 


on developing commissioning models and including lower tiers in 


commissioning processes. Case study reports from this will be published in 


December 2012. 


■ The removal of ring fenced funding for youth services at the local authority 


level; replaced with the Early Intervention Grant, which provides local 


authorities with funding for services for vulnerable children, young people 


and families (worth GBP 2.365 billion in 2012-13). Local authorities are 


able to top-up this grant with other sources of funding such as the 


Revenue Support Grant, and have the flexibility to prioritise funding for 


different services. This has resulted in many youth services being 


significantly cut and/or contracted out. 


■ An increasing focus on payment by results mechanisms in the delivery of 


youth services. It is already being tested with youth offender programmes 


and is currently being applied to work with NEETs.  


■ On-going developments in young people’s workforce qualifications, such as 


most recently, the introduction of two new qualifications by the National 


Council for Voluntary Youth Services (NCVYS) relating to personal 


development, work-based skills and working with young people.72  


■ In September 2011, the commissioning of a group of national youth sector 


leaders to develop a narrative for the role and impact of youth work, which 


the Government endorses. However, it is not a statutory duty and 


ultimately it is up to local authorities as to whether or not they choose to 


adopt this view.   


■ Finally, the Local Government Association (LGA) has commissioned NYA to 


develop and manage LGA’s knowledge hub which includes a Supporting 


Young People Group. This is an information resource aimed at 


professionals but open to all those working with young people. 73 


However the economic crisis is having a negative impact on available funding 


for youth provision. NCYVS report that in a survey of 135 voluntary and 


community youth sector (VCYS) organisations conducted in September 2010:  


■ Almost 70% saw a drop in income over the last year. 


                                           
71 Department of Education (2012), Positive for Youth. London: Department of Education.  
72 See for example: http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1073032/ncvys-launches-youth-
qualifications 
73 Source: DFE interview 



http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/youngpeople/b00213818/myplace

http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1073032/ncvys-launches-youth-qualifications

http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/1073032/ncvys-launches-youth-qualifications
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■ 75% were cutting projects and over 80% cited the end of targeted 


programmes for young people. 


■ 90% thought that the young people they work with would be adversely 


affected as a result of cuts. 


■ Over 70% said that they were making reductions in their staff training 


budgets.  


The responses from those charities which were able to put a figure on their losses 


showed that over £10 million had been cut from the voluntary and community based 


youth organisations. The Education Select Committee’s services for young people 


inquiry, also found that there have been “very significant, disproportionate cuts” to 


local authority youth services, ranging from 20 -100%.74 Yet, arguably the need for 


youth work is higher than ever: Unemployment for those aged 16-17 is now 38% and 


for those aged 18-24 the unemployment rate is 20%. The total number of young 


people unemployed is now 1.4million.75 


Wales 


In Wales the most recent youth work strategy is the Young People, Youth Work, Youth 


Service: National Youth Service Strategy published in 2007. As a three-year strategy 


technically it expired in 2010. An independent evaluation of the strategy concluded 


that: 


“The Youth Service Strategy clearly brought welcome attention, and funding, to the 


Youth Service. This was a sector that had previously suffered due to a lack of overall 


vision and central strategic direction. As such the concept of a Strategy was received 


with enthusiasm by the sector as it was seen to provide, for the first time, a 


framework which was relevant to youth work in Wales. However, […] it is clear that 


not all the actions have been achieved.”76 


 Key shortfalls noted for example include: 


■ The Strategy’s vision and its content did not seem to have permeated far 


beyond the Youth Service teams in the local authorities. 


■ While the total income for Youth Services had increased across Wales, a 


greater proportion of funding was through additional income, as opposed 


to core Youth Service budgets, as such funding for the Youth Service was 


a constant concern for those across the sector.77 


A new strategy is due to be published in 2013.   


Northern Ireland  


In Northern Ireland as described above in Section 2.2, the Delivery of Youth Work 


Strategy 2005-08 is the most recent strategy. However the publication of the new 


‘’Priorities for Youth: Improving Young People’s Lives through Youth Work’’ policy is 


imminent and will replace the previous strategy.   The draft Priorities for Youth policy 


states that youth services will remain the responsibility of the Department of 


Education and will be included in the remit of the Education and Skills Authority (ESA). 


The Youth Service Policy Paper for ESA signalled the intention for youth services 


managed by ESA to  


‘ensure as far as is reasonable that the commissioning and delivery of youth services 


is planned and carried out to meet Ministerial/Departmental objectives, to standards 


                                           
74 National Council for Voluntary Youth Services (2011), Comprehensive cuts summary: Key 
points from the reports. London: NCIVYS. 
75 Office  for National Statistics (2012), Labour Market Statistics, Cardiff: Office for National 
Statistics. 
76 Arad Research (2010), Evaluation of the National Youth Service Strategy for Wales, Cardiff: 
Welsh Assembly Government Social Research.. 
77 Ibid.   
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set by the Department, having regard to a combination of effectiveness, economy and 


efficiency’. It also stressed that ‘the themes of inclusion and participation are core to a 


successful modern youth service that meets the needs of young people today and into 


the future. In addition, the strong ethos of partnership working, particularly across the 


statutory and voluntary sectors, needs to be maintained. This partnership approach is 


central to ensuring that the Education and Skills Authority (ESA), which will be both a 


deliverer and commissioner of youth services, is a gateway to effective services and 


not a gatekeeper.’78 


The draft Priorities for Youth policy further states that:  


■ Youth work (funded by DE) will be much more closely aligned with 


educational priorities – for example it will target those who are 


educationally underachieving, and will contribute to reducing barriers to 


learning. 


■ There will be greater focus on a structured planning process, with a three 


yearly Regional Youth Development Plan Youth and annual area plans. 


Youth work will be based more clearly on an assessment of need (as 


defined by DE). 


■ Historic funding arrangements will no longer apply – future funding will be 


based on adherence to the Regional Youth Development Plan and to 


assessed local need; 


■ There is a proposed cap on the level of funding support to Regional 


Voluntary youth organisations. 


■ The age range for youth services will change from 4-25 years to 9-18 


years, with generic (open access) provision for 4-8 and limited forms of 


provision for 18+ years. 


■ Current forms of support will change – for example existing structures 


such as the Curriculum Development Unit and Youth work Training Board 


will converge into a Practice Development Unit. 


■ There will be greater focus on targeted provision to help meet the needs of 


specific groups of young people and to overcome barriers to learning. 


■ There will be enhanced access /opening times for centres operating within 


areas of disadvantage, and a change to the way outreach and detached 


workers are deployed.79 


Not all of these proposals have been welcomed in all parts of the youth sector. For 


example, during consultation seminars held by the Youth Council and attended by 


approximately 200 youth service stakeholders, some concerns were expressed that 


the policy may be too aligned with formal education and with tackling educational 


underachievement/targeting educational underachievers, to the detriment of the 


holistic nature of youth work.   As the final policy hasn’t been published it’s unclear 


whether and how these concerns will be addressed.   


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth 
workers 


No – but established National 
Occupational Standards.  


Youth worker as a recognised profession / Yes 


                                           
78 Youth Service Policy Paper for ESA, provided by YCNI.  
79 Draft Priorities for Youth policy  
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


occupation 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for 


youth workers 
Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth 


workers 


England -The vast majority of youth 


workers hold a vocational (non-HE) 


qualification of Level 2, 3 or 4 or above.  
Wales – 86% of statutory youth workers 


have at least 2 JNC qualifications 


Northern Ireland – 26% of paid youth 
work staff have a JNC qualitication. 


Number of youth workers  England - 6 million including around 
912,000 paid youth workers and 5.2 


million volunteers 


Wales – 1,142 full-time equivalent 
statutory Youth Service workers; data on 


voluntary staff not available.  


Northern Ireland – 27,703 youth workers 
across formal and informal sectors with 


90% being volunteers. 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Stable 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are a set of minimum standards for youth workers as set out by the National 


Occupational Standards (NOS) for youth work (2012) that relate to all four countries 


of the UK including England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The NOS for Youth Work do 


not equate directly to qualifications, but instead sets out a framework of competencies 


required to carry out the functions carried out by the youth worker. It is written in a 


flexible manner to allow the use of the standards across different parts of the sector, 


with scope for performance standards being met in different ways by different roles.80 


They can be used by employers to inform job descriptions, consider skills needs and 


identify areas of improvement, and can also support an individual’s professional and 


continuous development.81 While these standards are open to all those delivering 


youth work, it is not clear the extent to which these standards are used within the 


voluntary (unpaid) youth work sector.  


To become a fully-qualified youth worker in England, Wales or Northern Ireland, there 


is the need to hold a qualification that is recognised by the Joint Negotiating 


Committee (JNC). The JNC is composed of youth work employers and trade unions, 


which has recognised a range of qualifications including a foundation degree, a 


diploma in higher education, a postgraduate certificate or an honours degree.82  


Professional (higher education) qualifications are recognised in England, Wales and 


Northern Ireland as long as the programme of study has been professionally validated 


by the NYA (England), ETS Wales or the Joint ETS for Northern Ireland and Ireland. 


Working closely with youth work organisations Education and Training Standards 


group in Wales and NSETS Ireland, the National Youth Agency is supporting the youth 


work sector across England, Wales and Northern Ireland to review and revise 


                                           
80 Learning and Skills Improvement Agency (2012), National Occupational Standards: Youth 
Work NOS factsheet. London: Learning and Skills Improvement Agency. 
81 National Youth Agency (2012), Youth Work National Occupational Standards, Leicester: NYA 
82 Children & Young People Now (2008), Guide to Courses and Training 08/09. London: Children 
& Young People Now. 
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qualifications against the 2008 National Occupational Standards and establish 


qualifications that are fit for purpose.83 


In England, there are a range of optional qualifications for youth workers, which 


include84: 


■ Level 2 Award in Youth Work Practice. This qualification is also suitable for 


young leaders, aged 14+. 


■ Level 2 Certificate in Youth Work Practice. Only the Level 2 Certificate 


constitutes a ‘full’ qualification classified as meeting the requirements for 


conferring occupational competence within the Joint Negotiating 


Committee (JNC) for Youth and Community Workers framework for Youth 


Support Work roles. 


■ Level 3 Award in Youth Work Practice 


■ Level 3 Certificate in Youth Work Practice. The Level 3 Certificate 


constitutes a ‘full’ qualification classified as meeting the requirements for 


conferring occupational competence within the JNC framework for Youth 


Support Work roles. 


■ Level 3 Diploma in Youth Work Practice. This qualification provides 


additional learning and preparation for those seeking progression into 


Higher Education programmes leading to Professionally Qualified status.  


Latest data (September 2010) for England show that there were 41 higher education 


institutions offering 66 Programmes on youth and community work. However, over the 


last five years there has been a general decline in the average number of placements 


and fieldwork supervisors within HEI programmes. In 2005/06 there were 55 


placements and 49 supervisors per course compared with 37 and 36 in 2009/2010.85  


In Wales, since March 2007, responsibility for granting professional endorsement of 


initial courses leading to JNC-qualified youth and community work status in Wales lies 


with the Education and Training Standards Advisory Group (ETS). Several universities 


in Wales run youth work qualifications, including North East Wales Institute of Higher 


Education and the University of Wales Institute, Cardiff. There is currently no 


minimum standard required for working with young people. 86  


In Northern Ireland, since 2008, we have seen the establishment of a new North-


South Youth Work Education and Training Standards Committee for Youth (NSETS) 


which sets standards for youth training throughout Ireland. Initially, the focus was on 


endorsement of professional courses in higher education, but subsequently it has 


looked to raise standards and open up pathways at all levels of training. JNC still has a 


role in validating these courses.  


In terms of the educational background of youth workers, latest available data for 


England show that of youth and community workers classified by ONS in 2008: 


■ 49% held qualifications equivalent to level 4 or higher, 22% at level 3 and 


14% at level 2 (the remainder held lower/ other/none); 36% held an NVQ 


(National Vocational Qualification), 33% were graduates.87 


                                           
83 Children & Young People Now (2010),Development of vocational qualifications for youth work, 
Children & Young People Now, London: MA Business & Leisure. 
84 NYA, Getting qualified, <http://www.nya.org.uk/workforce-and-training/getting-qualified> 
date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
85 National Youth Agency (2011), Annual Monitoring of Youth and Community work programmes 
2009-10. Professionally Validated by the National Youth Agency 2009–2010. Leicester: NYA. 
86 Children & Young People Now (2008), Guide to Courses and Training 08/09. London: Children 


& Young People Now. 
87 Children’s Workforce Development Council (2010), A Picture Worth Millions: the State of the 
Young People’s Workforce Report’. Leeds: Children’s Workforce Development Council. 
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■ 3,367 students were registered at HE institutions on youth and community 


work courses recognised by the JNC for professional status, of whom 22% 


were on Dip HE programmes, 22% on BA Honours degrees and 21% on 


foundation degrees. 22% were studying for post graduate certificates, 


diplomas or MAs and 11% on programmes due to transfer from DipHE to 


BA courses.88 


The majority of graduates tend to take up roles in statutory agencies, with a 


significant but lesser number working in the voluntary sector. Overall numbers for 


both however have decreased.  


■ Much fewer youth work graduates go onto to work for a statutory sector 


youth service: just under 25% of youth work graduates in 2010-11 went 


to work in the statutory sector compared with over 45% in 2007-8. 


■ Similarly, 20% of graduates went onto work for a voluntary sector youth 


service in 2010-11 compared with nearly 30% in 2007-8.  


■ There has been a rise in the number of graduates unsuccessful with their 


applications to youth work posts89.  


Most youth workers, particularly those in the voluntary sector, work without JNC 


recognised qualifications. Instead they either have related qualifications or extensive 


experience of working with young people.  


In Wales the evaluation of the 2007 Youth Service Strategy for Wales concluded that 


progress has been made in improving the skills and qualifications of the youth 


workforce, but that the proportion of the workforce holding Joint Negotiating 


Committee (JNC) professional qualifications had fluctuated and remained far below the 


target.90 Latest available data for 2011-12 on qualifications show that in line with the 


previous year, 86% of all Youth Service delivery staff held at least 2 JNC professional 


qualifications. Of the staff without a Level 2 or above JNC qualification, 49% were in 


training. Information on those working in the informal sector is not available.91 


In Northern Ireland, the figures are much lower with just over one quarter (26%) of 


paid youth work staff (776) having a JNC professional youth work qualification and 


c.90 (3%) as being locally OCN or NVQ youth work accredited.92 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Following state intervention in youth work activities following the Second World War 


(see Section 1.2), youth work across the UK is now a recognised profession. This is 


embodied by the existence of UK-wide National Occupational Standards (see section 


above) and the Joint Negotiating Committee (JNC) for Youth and Community Workers’ 


Agreement (Pink Book, 2012).93 As discussed in the previous section, although not 


mandatory, we have also seen the development of a programme of youth work 


                                           
88 Ibid. 
89 National Youth Agency (2011), Annual Monitoring of Youth and Community work programmes 
2009-10. Professionally Validated by the National Youth Agency 2009–2010. Leichester: 


National Youth Agency. 
90 Arad Research (2010), Evaluation of the National Youth Service Strategy for Wales, Cardiff: 
Welsh Assembly Government Social Research.    
91 Statistics for Wales (2012), The Youth Service in Wales, Cadiff: Welsh government. 
92 Courtney Consulting (2011), A Profile of the Youth Work Workforce in Northern Ireland. 
Bangor: Courtney Consulting. 
93 This includes the full, current conditions of service for youth and community workers and 


covers issues such as maternity, sick leave and qualified youth worker status. See: 
www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/youngpeople/positive%20for%20youth/b00775
31/positive-for-youth-discussionpapers/a-narrative-for-youth-work-today. 



http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/youngpeople/positive%20for%20youth/b0077531/positive-for-youth-discussionpapers/a-narrative-for-youth-work-today

http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/youngpeople/positive%20for%20youth/b0077531/positive-for-youth-discussionpapers/a-narrative-for-youth-work-today
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qualifications across the UK and a growing body of academic research on the question 


of youth and youth work.94 


While important for ensuring minimum standards, the establishment of a professional 


status for youth workers has served to alienate and undermine the contribution of 


some volunteers, or those without degree qualifications. For some it implies the 


contribution of those without qualifications is unprofessional, or incapable of 


professionalism. In light of this, NCYVS are keen to argue that professionalism, or 


taking a professional approach to a role, is not exclusively connected to a level of 


qualification or pay.95  


It is also important to note that youth work practice and techniques also extend 


beyond specialist youth workers not just into the informal voluntary sector but into 


other statutory sectors that come into contact with young people, for example: social 


workers, teachers, community police officers and health workers. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


In England, according to a report published in 2010, there is a youth sector workforce 


of over 6 million, with over 5.2 million people working as part of the voluntary and 


community workforce (the analysis identified around 912,000 paid workforce and 


5,271,000 volunteers). The figures are based on headcount i.e. numbers of people 


rather than the hours they work. A significant number of workers are part-time or 


sessional. 96  


In terms of areas of work: 


■ Among the paid workforce, most were delivering sport and recreation 


(363,000), followed by children’s health (153,000), playwork (110,000), 


creative and cultural industries (provisional estimate of 93,000), and youth 


work (85,000).97 


■ The greatest concentrations of volunteers were in sport and recreation 


(3.4 million), the outdoors (1.15 million) and the youth voluntary sector 


(0.53 million).98 


Long term trend data on numbers of youth workers is not available. For example, 


while the estimate of paid youth workers showed an increase since the 2009 report 


                                           
94 There are a range of youth focused academic journals in circulation such as Journal of Youth 
Studies, Youth and Society, Journal of Youth and Adolescence, Youth and Policy, International 
Journal of Child, Youth and Family Studies and New Directions for Youth Development. Most 


recently we have also seen in the UK, the establishment for the first time of a new national 
resource centre for Youth Work at De Montford University, National Youth Work Collection 
launched at De Montfort University, Source: Children and Young People Now (2011). 
95 National Council for Voluntary Youth wok Services (2012), An Institute for Youth Work – 
Second phase consultation response for the National Youth Agency. A response from the 
National Council for Voluntary Youth Services. London: NCVYS. 
96 This is based on all available information on the workforce, which in some cases is very recent 
whereas in others has not been updated for a number of years. (Children’s Workforce 
Development Council (2010), A Picture Worth Millions: the State of the Young People’s 
Workforce Report. Leeds: CWDC.).  
97 Children’s Workforce Development Council (2010), A Picture Worth Millions: the State of the 
Young People’s Workforce Report. Leeds: CWDC. 
98 However, some data sources on volunteers are still based on estimates or are out of date, 


based on information from the Children’s Workforce Development Council (Children’s Workforce 
Development Council (2010) A Picture Worth Millions: the State of the Young People’s 
Workforce Report’). 
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from 750,000 to 912,000, this was more of a reflection of having included new data 


on creative and cultural and health and fitness workforces. 


Other key statistics include 


■ In sectors where data are available (including the voluntary sector), 


around 10% of the workforce were managers, just over 50% 


‘practitioners’, around a quarter operational or support and 10-15% were 


administrative staff. 


■ The majority of the young people’s workforce were female, ranging from 


95% of playwork staff and 91% of parenting skills advisers, to 49% of 


youth workers and 55% of outdoors staff. 


■ Across the workforce the main BME groups were Asian/Asian British (0.9% 


to 7.5%) and black/black British (1.4% to 10.7%). The numbers of white 


staff range between 77% and 95%. 


We know from available data that there are still not enough youth workers for the 


numbers of young people receiving support. Analysis of NYA audit data, for example, 


shows that there is a mean ratio of one (full time equivalent) youth worker to 680 


young people (13 - 19) across England with a regional variation of between 493 and 


860. This falls short of the NYA service standard of 1:400 published in Resourcing 


Excellent Youth Services99 in Wales for 2011-12 the ratio of full time equivalent youth 


work delivery staff (excluding management) to users aged 11-25 to was 1:140. 


Part of this is about levels of investment in youth work and partly about being able to 


recruit and retain youth work staff. While over the medium term, recruitment and 


retention difficulties reported for youth and community workers have fallen 


considerably difficulties have begun to emerge again. Whereas in 2001 nearly half 


(47%) of local authorities had difficulties recruiting nationally qualified workers, just 


10% reported having difficulties in 2009. Over the same period the proportion of 


authorities reporting retention difficulties for youth and community workers fell from 


20% of authorities in 2001 to 3% in 2009.100 However, more recently employers are 


reporting difficulties again compounded by: 


■ The introduction of university tuition fees with corresponding drops in the 


numbers of students going into youth and community work. 


■ Continued lower than average starting salaries: The starting salary of 


Community and Youth Work is GBP 20,591 with an hourly rate of just over 


GBP 11, compared with the median graduate starting salary of GBP 15.18 


an hour. 101  


In Wales, as of March 2012, there were 1,142 full-time equivalent Youth Service 


management, delivery and admin staff working across local authorities in Wales102, of 


these: 


■ 7% were management staff. 


■ 77% were youth work front line staff both core and externally funded103 . 


■ 15% admin staff. 


The ratio of full time equivalent youth work delivery staff (excluding management) to 


users aged 11-25 to was 1:140, a much lower ratio than for England.104  


                                           
99 Merton, B. et al. (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England, London: 
Department of children schools and families. 
100 Children’s Workforce Development Council (2010), A Picture Worth Millions: the State of the 
Young People’s Workforce Report. Leeds: CWDC. 
101 Joint Negotiating Committee for Youth and Community Workers (2012), Staff Side Pay and 
Conditions Claim 2012. Unite, Unison, NUT and UCU. 
102 Data on the wider youth sector workforce in Wales is not available. 
103 The proportion of staff funded via external funding had increased from the previous year. 
104 Statistics for Wales (2012), The Youth Service in Wales, Cardiff: Welsh government. 
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In Northern Ireland latest available research on the youth workforce profile suggests 


that there are at least 27,703 individuals involved in delivering and supporting youth 


work in Northern Ireland.105 This is more than the number involved in either the 


energy & water, or agriculture, forestry and fishing, sectors, in NI. Of the workforce 


total, 


■ 90% (24,452) are volunteers, 78% of which are engaged in uniformed or 


church-based youth work. 


■ 919 (3.3%) are full-time paid staff (8% of which are 


clerical/admin/finance/marketing staff). 71% of full-time staff work in the 


voluntary sector, including one-quarter of the full-time staff working in 


local clubs/groups/units. 


■ 2,332 (8.4%) are part-time paid staff, 47 of whom (2%) are 


clerical/admin/marketing/ research staff. 61% of part-time staff are 


employed in the statutory sector.106  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


As described above, across England, Wales and Northern Ireland there is a youth 


sector workforce of over 6 million, of which around 85% are working as part of the 


voluntary and community workforce and the rest as paid workforce. 


The young people’s workforce is described in a variety of ways using different 


terminology, including youth workers, youth support, youth and community workers, 


or youth facing services. As described above, many of those delivering youth work do 


have a professional qualification. The youth sector workforce however also includes a 


large number of practitioners without degree qualifications but still providing youth 


work and/or youth work related support to young people.  


Many in the wider workforce would describe their roles as ‘youth work’ because they 


are working with young people and widely employ youth work approaches in their 


roles. The table below provides a useful overview of these different roles. In practice 


there is much overlap between the subsectors.  


Table 4.1 Different Types of Youth Workers by sector 


Sub-sector Typical job role Typical activities 


Creative and cultural 


Activities 


Youth art worker Arts and Crafts Activities 


Education and schools ‘youth worker’ Using arts/sports etc with challenging 


young 
people within formal education settings 


Health Youth Health 
advisor 


Health promotion (sexual health, 
substance 


misuse, advice and guidance etc) 


Housing Youth participation 


worker 


Activities in specific geographic areas 


(estate-based initiatives, inter-


                                           
105 There is evidence that these figures significantly underestimate the number of people 
involved in delivering and supporting youth work in Northern Ireland, because: many clubs are 
not registered with an ELB; half the Regional Voluntary Headquarter Organisations funded by 
YCNI did not return the workforce questionnaire issued as part of the current research; and 
regional organisations involved in youth work not funded by YCNI, such as the church youth 
departments, were not included in the research. (Courtney Consulting (2011), A Profile of the 


Youth Work Workforce in Northern Ireland. Bangor: Courtney Consulting. ). 
106 Courtney Consulting (2011), A Profile of the Youth Work Workforce in Northern Ireland. 
Bangor: Courtney Consulting. 
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Sub-sector Typical job role Typical activities 


generational work) 


Outdoors Young or Youth 


Leader 


Camping, bush craft, orienteering, 


walking 


etc. 


Playwork Play worker (for 


under-16s and 
youth 


worker for post-16)  


Activities that support emotional and 


educational development through play 


Social Care Youth support 


worker/assistant 


Advocacy / general support on behalf of 


young people 


Sport and Recreation Sport and 


recreation Sports 


Leader / Coach 


Sports activities 


 


Substance misuse Substance misuse 
Youth worker / 


advisor 


Reducing harm through creative 
activities, 


information advice and guidance 


Youth justice Youth worker / 


youth 


panel member 


Advocacy, advice and guidance, 


diversionary 


Activities 


Source: DfE (2011) A Narrative for youth work today 


There are a number of key challenges for youth workers, which include107: 


■ The whole sense of youth work being a ‘Cinderella’ service – youth 


workers as a profession often struggle to get their voice heard at the table 


– this was an issue raised for both England and Northern Ireland. 


■ The lack of funding for youth work – exacerbated by removal of ring 


fenced funding, with further cuts imminent. Youth workers in Northern 


Ireland, for example, in response to the draft Priorities for Youth pre-


consultation stated that “short term and limited funding impedes youth 


work delivery in a number of ways, including staff retention, the ability to 


offer varied programmes, and reducing the chance to sustain relationships 


with young people.”108    


■ The changing nature of the workforce – youth workers increasingly have to 


work in new non-traditional areas e.g. many youth work graduates having 


to find work in formal education.  


■ Concerns that the push for more targeted delivery is undermining core 


youth work principles, particularly the voluntary nature of youth work. In 


this context, youth work can commonly be misperceived as a social care 


model rather than an educational model. 


■ Furthermore, with targeted provision comes the need for additional 


training and resources particularly in terms of managing challenging 


behaviour – a key issue for youth workers. As expressed by Jenkinson 


(2011): 


“Addressing challenging behaviour is a common aspect of the youth 


worker’s practice, and demand for training is high in this area. A common 


dilemma reported by youth workers is that the young people whom they 


consider to be in most need of the particular service are often those young 


                                           
107 Source: NYA interview and information from YCNI 
108 Taken from a summary of responses from youth workers to the PfY pre-consultation, as 
provided by YCNI.  
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people whose behaviour is most  disruptive and difficult to 


manage.”109 


Further to this, a number of skill gaps in the youth workforce have also been identified 


in England which are also relevant to Northern Ireland and Wales. NCVYS in their 


submission to the 2010 Sector Skills Assessment, for example, identified the following 


particular skills gaps, most acutely felt among smaller voluntary organisations:110  


■ Understanding commissioning.  


■ Developing supervision practice and reflective practice.  


■ Child protection and safeguarding – there are significant gaps in training 


provision and a lack of understanding of the requirements in levels of 


training needed.  


■ Managing volunteers and fundraising e.g. sourcing funding for a youth 


project.  


■ The spiritual development of young people – faith organisations employ a 


large number of workers and volunteers in the delivery of youth services.  


■ General skills e.g. team work, managing a team, project management.  


■ Assessor and verifier skills – with the sector becoming an increasingly 


important provider of training delivery, these skills will help increase 


capacity in the sector to deliver key programmes such as youth work 


apprenticeships.  


■ Optional units connected to global youth work for youth work 


qualifications.  


5 The role and value of youth work 


5.1 Education and training 


Although there is a long history of collaboration between formal education and youth 


work, the relationship has not always been comfortable. There is evidence of current 


successful youth work in schools, primarily focusing upon alternative curricula for 


those young people who do not benefit from school; and youth workers mediating 


between young people, schools, families and other services.111 See below for some 


good practice examples: 


■ In the UK, the NYA (2010) cites recent research showing that the most 


successful schemes designed to re-engage with young people NEET 


recognised that young people who had dropped out often needed help to 


resolve personal and social problems before they could return. Young 


people responded to short, flexible, accredited programmes provided 


outside traditional places of education in informal settings such as youth 


clubs. Successful programmes were also typified by the close involvement 


of young people in developing, reviewing and revising programmes, 


ensuring they were matched to their needs. 


                                           
109 Jenkinson, H. (2011), Youth workers’ experiences of challenging behaviour: lessons for 
practice, Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties, London: Taylor&Francis . She highlights the 
following effective practice in managing challenging behaviour: the importance of one-to-one 
work, the significance of understanding background factors leading to difficult behaviour, and 
the need for managers to support youth work staff through challenging encounters. 
110 Joint Negotiating Council for Youth and Community Workers (2010), The JNC Agreement for 
Youth and Community Workers (Pink book). London: Joint Negotiating Council; also see: CWDC 


2010. 
111 Merton, Bryan et al. (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England. 
Leicester: De Montfort university.   
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■ An evaluation of the NYA managed Neighbourhood Support Fund, a 


programme designed to re-engage hard-to-reach young people, found that 


the ‘youth work relationship’ between workers and young people, and 


attention to the personal social and emotional issues that impact on young 


people’s lives, were the key to re-engaging with them. The evaluation 


found that over two-thirds of young people progressed on to positive 


outcomes and that they also gained skills which ‘laid the foundations for 


future progression to mainstream provision’.112 


■ UK Youth’s Youth Achievement Foundation course builds skills for young 


people unable to gain these elsewhere. This offer comprises small 


independent schools that deliver courses recognising young people against 


achievement marks. Over 75% of young people participating achieved a 


skill and over 94% had improved school attendance rates.113 


■ Youth work-led approaches to supporting pupils’ attainment: Ely College 


with the local Locality Team provided a programme of support to 


vulnerable students who were at risk of permanent exclusion, not being in 


education, employment or training, or who were liable to get involved in 


anti-social behaviour outside school. The aim was to re-engage students in 


their education by raising their self-esteem and reinvigorating their 


interest in learning. The students were led through a ten week ‘K9’ 


programme which included the ‘carrot’ of visiting a dogs home, building a 


relationship with a dog, and going to Wales to climb Pen-Y-Fan together as 


a team with their dogs. The programme built students’ confidence, self-


esteem, and self-discipline; taught them about risk-taking; and addressed 


their specific needs. The College noted improvements in all these areas; 


the students’ attendance at school also improved, and a number started a 


work experience programme.114 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Youth work approaches to enhancing employment and entrepreneurship tend to focus 


on techniques that help raise aspirations among disadvantaged young people. See 


below for some specific examples: 


■ Working in partnership with Barclays, the National Youth Agency is leading 


a consortium of five youth and information charities to deliver the Barclays 


Money Skills 'champions' project. Barclays Money Skills ‘champions’ is an 


innovative peer education project designed to build the financial 


knowledge and confidence of up to 5,000 young people, and equip them 


with the skills to share this information with their peer group. Over a three 


year period they hope to reach 100,000 young people through this model. 


■ Working In The City/City 4 A Day, The Brokerage Citylink: The Brokerage 


aimed to raise the aspirations of London’s students by providing them with 


opportunities to learn about the City and the financial sector in general. 


Although they may live in close geographical proximity to the City, many 


inner London students will have little awareness of career opportunities in 


the City and may lack the confidence to apply for jobs within the Square 


Mile. The Working in the City and City 4 a Day programmes aimed to 


capture the interest and attention of young people early in their 


educational journey and to inform them about the range of roles that 


                                           
112 Golder, S. et al (2004), Supporting the hardest-to-reach young people: the contribution of 
the Neighbourhood Support Fund. London: Department of education and skills.  
113 National Council for Voluntary Youth Services (2011), An education for the 21st century: A 
narrative for youth work today. London: Department of education. 
114 Department of Education (2011), Positive for Youth. London: Department of Education. 
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exist. By breaking down negative stereotypes and informing young people 


through some form of direct experience of the City, the project aimed to 


motivate young people to seek employment in the City of London. The 


target group was Year 8-13 students in inner London boroughs.115 


■ Enterprise And Entrepreneurship Programme, Merrill Lynch: The project 


ran a range of enterprise and business focused initiatives for young people 


from year 8 to year 12, which were aimed at developing skills in enterprise 


and financial literacy. The programme was targeted at schools in the 


Tower Hamlets area. The programme engaged with learners in their early 


years of comprehensive school in order to raise the aspirations of young 


people at an early stage.  


■ The government’s GBP 1 billion investment in the Youth Contract to help 


young unemployed people get a job. Launched in April 2012 and led by 


the Department for Work and Pensions this aims to provide nearly half-a-


million new opportunities for 18-24 years olds, including apprenticeships 


and voluntary work experience placements.  


■ Opportunity Youth’s Youth Works programme is an education and training 


programme aimed at NEET young people aged 16-17 in Derry and the 


greater North-West within Northern Ireland. It aims to provide young 


people with a continuum of support mechanisms to help them realise their 


potential and maximise their employability while addressing the legacy of 


conflict and division in Northern Ireland. Delivered by key workers, an 


‘essential skills’ tutor and a selection of other peace and reconciliation 


specialists each young person on the course receives: One-to-one 


Mentoring; Accredited Qualifications including Peace and 


Reconciliation/Community Relations; Opportunity Youth Calendar of cross 


community events; Access to a continuum of supported; and next Step 


Planning /Career planning. 116 


■ Switch on to Employment is a project in Northern Ireland designed to 


meet the literacy and numeracy needs of young people aged 16-24 who 


are not in employment, education or training. It is an intensive 12-week 


programme designed to help those involved achieve their essential skills in 


English, Maths and an ICT qualification. In addition, to these subjects they 


work towards gaining OCN qualifications in Employability and Personal 


Development.117 


5.3 Health and well-being 


There are a number of examples of youth work being used to promote and support 


healthy lifestyles, for example: 


■ The UK’s National Youth Agency outlines youth work as having a role to 


play in the following four health areas: healthy lifestyle, healthy sex and 


relationships, substance use, mental and emotional well-being. NYA 


website has many health youth work examples118. For example: in Bolton, 


Farnworth Inclusion Team’s Youth Work 4 Health (YW4H), which targets 


young people with health issues who are vulnerable and unlikely to access 


                                           
115 Pinnock et al (2009), Identifying Effective Practice in Raising Young People’s Aspirations: 
Final Report. Coventry: Learning and Skills Council National Office. 
116 Opportunity in youth, not in employment education and training (NEET), 
<http://www.opportunity-youth.org/services/employability/not-in-education-employment-or-
training-neet/> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
117 Opportunity in youth, Switch on to employment, <http://www.opportunity-


youth.org/services/28/switch-on-to-employment/> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
118 See: http://www.nya.org.uk/targeted-youth-services/health-yw4h/healthy-youth-work-case-
studies 
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mainstream services. The age range is 13 to 19 and the project works with 


36 young people annually. 


■ LEAP: Learn Educate and Progress, Teenage Pregnancy Support Service: 


The aims of the project are to engage young parents and parents-to-be in 


learning activities to improve their social, financial and emotional well-


being and provide the necessary toolkit for young parents to be effective 


parents, to prevent future unplanned pregnancies and sexually transmitted 


infections and to progress into further training, education and 


employment. Although the initial target group was young parents and 


parents-to-be not in education, employment or training between the ages 


of 13 and 19, the project has worked closely with schools to engage young 


people within education who are at risk of becoming NEET.119 


■ Between April 2011 and March 2013 the grant funding (GBP 13m) by the 


Department of Education of eighteen VCOs supporting young people in the 


areas of:120  


– Drug and alcohol prevention (Addaction). 


– Supporting disadvantaged young people into education, learning, 


training or employment (Bolton Lads and Girls Club; Clubs for Young 


People; Groundwork; The Princes Trust; Tomorrow’s People; UK Youth; 


V). 


– School engagement, anti-bullying and school exclusion (Catch 22; 


Endeavour; Kidscape; Reachfor). 


– Teenage pregnancy (Children Our Ultimate Investment – Teens and 


Toddlers). 


– Personalised holistic support (The Foyer Federation; Kids Company). 


– Creative media and youth-led campaigning (Media Trust). 


– Tailored career and learning advice (QED (UK)). 


– Sexual health (Terrence Higgins Trust). 


■ In Northern Ireland, DAISY (Drugs and Alcohol Intervention Service for 


Youth) aims to support young people aged 8-21 years who are using, at 


risk of using or have been impacted by the use of drugs and or alcohol. 


There are strong family intervention and support aspects to this service, 


allowing interventions to be designed specific to the young person and also 


taking account of the family's needs. Opportunity Youth and ASCERT work 


in partnership on the DAISY project. Services offered include: Keywork 


including mentoring, groupwork and brief interventions; Counselling; 


Family Systemic Therapy; Family Support; Specialist support for young 


people with combined mental health and alcohol issues.121  


5.4 Participation  


In the UK, the National Youth Agency cites research from Ofsted showing that the 


highest performing youth services make young people’s voice and influence a priority. 


They further argue that research shows that accountability and legitimacy is increased 


amongst decision makers where young people are involved in public participation 


activities. Youth engagement has been shown to support young people to make better 


transitions into the labour market and encourages young people to vote in local and 


                                           
119 Pinnock et al (2009), Identifying Effective Practice in Raising Young People’s Aspirations: 
Final Report. Coventry: Learning and Skills Council National Office.  
120 Department for education, Grand funded projects – young people, 


<http://www.education.gov.uk/childrenandyoungpeople/youngpeople/a0077707/grant-funded-
projects-young-people> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
121 See: http://www.opportunity-youth.org/services/health/drugs-alcohol/ 
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national elections.122 Indeed, the UK has a strong track record in participatory work 


with young people at national and local authority levels. Specific examples include: 


■ In most local authority run youth services, young people’s participation is 


central to delivery. Nearly three quarters of local authority plans surveyed 


in a study by Merton (2004) indicated that youth workers were engaged in 


developing further structures to secure participation in, for example, youth 


councils and forums. Through such mechanisms, young people learn about 


citizenship and acquire particular skills linked to research, teamwork, 


problem-solving, negotiation and communication.123 


■ In addition to this, some youth services are developing more creative 


approaches to engaging young people. These include peer mentoring and 


mediation schemes, peer-led research, and the use of new technologies or 


the arts to encourage discussion, consultation and influence.124 


■ The UK Youth Parliament is a youth organisation consisting of 


democratically elected members aged between 11 and 18. Formed in 


2000, the parliament now consists of around 600 members, who are 


elected to represent the views of young people in their area to government 


and service providers. Over 500,000 young people vote in the elections 


each year, which are held in at least 90% of constituencies. It is currently 


managed by the British Youth Council.  


■ The Youth of Today is a consortium of leading organisations working 


together to increase the quality, quantity and diversity of opportunities for 


young people as leaders of change in their communities. 


■ The UK government’s recent launch of ‘Cadet forces’ which are youth 


organisations committed to preparing young people for active involvement 


in community life. Sponsored by the Ministry of Defence (MOD), they use 


military themes to foster confidence. The Department for Education and 


Ministry of Defence (MOD) are putting in GBP 11 million to improve the 


MOD infrastructure needed to support the expansion plans, including 


training teams, facilities and equipment.  


■ On-going commitment by the UK government to the involvement of young 


people in policy development and as inspectors of youth services.125 


■ In Wales, the Welsh Government has a set of Participation Standards for 


children and young people based on the UNCRC. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Good practice examples include:  


■ London 2010 Olympics and Paraolympic Games – Young Gamemakers. 


Around 2,000 young people aged 16-17 were successful in becoming 


Young Games Makers, a voluntary role which required strong leadership 


and communication skills.126  


■ Young people supporting older people with IT skills through volunteering. 


Young people aged 15-25 years are provided with training to go into old 


                                           
122 NYA (2010), Valuing Youth Work. Leicester: NYA. This includes a number of good practice 
examples in a range of localities across England 
123 Merton, B. et al. (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England, London: 
Department of children schools and families. 
124 Ibid. 
125 Department of Education (2011), Positive for Youth. London: Department of Education 
126 UKYouth, Young volunteers make the games, <http://www.ukyouth.org/stories/item/487-
young-volunteers-make-the-games.html> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
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people’s homes to help older people with latest technology on 12-week 


volunteering placement of 1 hour a week.127  


■ Ofsted published report “Choosing to be a Volunteer” in 2011, which 


reported on findings from a volunteering survey that evaluated 


volunteering programmes located within a sample of schools, colleges, and 


youth and community settings. 128 It reports on the experiences of the 


young people, particularly the most vulnerable and disadvantaged, who 


participate in volunteering programmes. Key findings were that: 


– Opportunities need to be well structured and managed if volunteering 


is to be a meaningful and positive experience. 


– Well-planned projects often provided alternative opportunities for 


young people to achieve and gain valuable experience in the world of 


work. 


– Dedicating time from the normal school or college day to volunteering 


helped raise academic standards. 


5.6 Social inclusion 


Arguably many of the good practice examples listed in this report could all fall under 


the label of social inclusion, although as a term it is not always explicit. Below is one 


example where the aim of the project was to include young people within their 


community.  


■ Birmingham: Conka Island – promoting youth inclusion: Kingstanding 


Youth Inclusion Project (YIP) and the local police worked together with 


young people to develop Conka Island, which had been identified as a 


‘hotspot’ area. The YIP worked with local residents and the young people 


together. Young people engaged with the project went into the community 


to ask other local young people for their views on facilities in the area and 


what they would like to see changed. Local residents were also asked 


about their concerns and suggested improvements. As a result, a number 


of agreements were reached between the police, local residents and the 


local young people including involvement with key local service providers 


to submit an application for Lottery funding for an improvement plan for 


Conka Island. Young people were able to influence plans for developing 


the space which included an all-weather multi-use activity pitch, children’s 


play area and sensory garden. Young people also sought to ensure the 


plans included elements for all age groups and users of the Island. 


Activities on Conka Island now include football sessions during the 


summer months organised by the YIP and the police, and environmental 


projects involving young people. Young people no longer congregate in the 


places that previously caused a nuisance and antisocial behaviour statistics 


in the area fell by 50% between 2006-07 and 2007-08 and 90 per cent in 


2009-10.129 


■ Opportunity Youth provide support including coaching, mentoring and 


advocacy to young people in the youth justice system. Placing a clear 


emphasis on reducing re-offending and risk-laden behaviour, the focus of 


this work is on early intervention and prevention. Opportunity Youth offer 


                                           
127 UKYouth, Looking for young people o share their online skills, 
<http://www.ukyouth.org/stories/item/489-looking-for-young-people-to-share-their-online-
skills.html> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
128 Ofsted (2011), Volunteering can be beneficial to the most vulnerable youngsters, 


<http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/news/volunteering-can-be-beneficial-most-vulnerable-youngsters-
0> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
129 National Youth Agency (2010), Valuing Youth Work, Leicester: NYA. 
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a wide-range of diversionary activities for young people who are on the 


periphery of offending behaviour including mentoring and coaching. Early 


Intervention and Prevention with Opportunity Youth operates across a 


number of regions in Northern Ireland including the Northern, Western and 


South-Eastern Health and Social Care Trust areas.130 


■ Probation Support provides assistance to develop care, support and action 


plans, producing a schedule of agreed intensive mentoring for young 


people referred to Opportunity Youth by their Probation Officer. 


Interventions and support commence post-assessment of individual needs. 


Young people are challenged through mentoring interventions and 


supported and assisted in addressing offending and high risk behaviours 


over an initial period 12 week period. There is an option for extension of 


support if required and agreed with the probation officer and the client.131  


5.7 Youth and the world 


In the UK, a number of organisations play key roles in the development and delivery 


of ‘Global Youth Work.’ Some key organisations132 include: 


■ DEA – DEA have a Global Youth Action Project which is a national project 


that supports young people to explore and take action on the global issues 


that affect them. They do this through a range of long and short term 


projects. 


■ Y Care International – Y Care International support Global Youth Work 


through the network of YMCAs through a range of Youth Work projects and 


training and support for Youth Work staff. 


■ Development Education Centres (DECs) - there are 45 Development 


Education Centres across the UK which are independent local centres that 


raise the profile of global learning and encourage positive local action for 


global change. The DECs define their own areas of work and therefore not 


all are engaged in Youth Work. This was supported by the questionnaire 


responses from this group (questionnaire 6). 


■ East Midland Regional Youth Work Unit (EMRYWU) – EMRYWU coordinates 


a Global Youth Work network for Youth Workers across the East Midlands. 


Membership includes workers from statutory and voluntary organisations. 


The group provides funding and project support, shared examples of 


practice and training opportunities in conjunction with De Montfort 


University. 


■ Cyfanfyd - Cyfanfyd's Global Youth Work project aims to ensure that global 


citizenship and sustainable development education form an integral part of 


Youth Work provision in Wales. They provide specialist support and advice 


to partner agencies to develop Global Youth Work initiatives133. 


 


Other examples include: 


■ The government’s International Citizen Service developed to create 


opportunities for 18-24 year olds to work on projects overseas that aim to 


help reduce poverty. The aim is for such experiences to help young people 


                                           
130 Opportunity youth, In the community, <http://www.opportunity-
youth.org/services/justice/in-the-community/> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
131 Opportunity youth, Probation support, <http://www.opportunity-
youth.org/services/25/probation-support/> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
132 Cotton, N. (2009), Global Youth Work in the UK: Research Report. London: Department of 


Economic Affairs. 
133 See the following for more detailed examples: 
http://www.cyfanfyd.org.uk/resources/pdf/Global_Youth_Work_Guide.pdf 
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develop skills, broaden their horizons, and contribute to society. As part of 


this, the Government is encouraging the participation of young people in 


international exchanges, such as those facilitated by the European Union’s 


Youth in Action programme.134 


■ Eurodesk is a service by NYA providing European information for young 


people, e.g. volunteering or exchange opportunities, how to work or study 


abroad, how to find European funding and contacts. Eurodesk is a service 


supported by the European Commission.135 


■ NYA’s support of the Youth in Action programme, which provides young 


people aged between 13 and 30 years old with a variety of opportunities 


for non-formal and informal learning with a European or international 


dimension. Opportunities range from youth exchanges to supporting young 


people with running their own projects and volunteering overseas. During 


2011, the NYA provided telephone support and ran a series of information 


events to promote the programme and improve the quality of applications. 


It also partnered with youth information charity YouthNet to profile the 


experiences of young people through blogs, articles and social media. 


There was a five per cent increase in the number of applications received 


by British Council in 2011 and more than 300 successful projects were 


awarded funding – a significant increase since 2010.136 


■ International youth work remains relatively strong in NI and popular with 


young people. The Youth Council of Northern Ireland recently published a 


short report on the state of international youth work and EU support in the 


youth sector.  ‘Outward and Forward Looking youth work.’137 This drew on 


a series of independent studies commissioned via ‘WRITE Associates’ 


between 2009 and 2012, and which explored the current status of 


international youth work across Northern Ireland. Through surveys and 


interviews with individuals from a broad cross-section of organisations, the 


benefits of engaging in international work were identified, as were barriers 


and inhibitors to the further development of international activity. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Good practice examples include: 


■ As part of the London 2012 Cultural Olympiad, the Arts Council developed 


Stories of the World (SotW), which “puts young people at the heart of the 


curatorial process, to present exciting new museum exhibitions across the 


UK.” SotW is led by the Arts Council in partnership with the London 


Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (LOCOG). 


The programme began in 2010 resulting in a network of major exhibitions. 


With 1,500 young people recruited, SotW is the largest ever youth 


participation initiative run by museums. Young people received training, 


skills development and accreditation and included a mix of: NEETs; 


students; young workers; and school pupils.138 


                                           
134 Department of Education (2012), Positive for youth. London: Department of Education. 
135 National Youth Agency, Eurodesk, <http://www.nya.org.uk/eurodesk> date accessed: 10th 
of February 2013. 
136 National Youth Agency, The impact of youth in action, 
<http://www.nya.org.uk/news/volunteering/youth-in-action-2 also see: 
http://www.nya.org.uk/major-programmes/the-impact-of-youth-in-action> date accessed: 10th 
of February 2013. 
137 See: www.ycni.org 
138 Arts council England, Stories of the world, <http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/what-we-do/our-
priorities-2011-15/london-2012/stories-world/> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


In England, in terms of statutory youth provision, the following age group is targeted: 


13 - 19 years up to 24 for those with special needs. Provision comprises both open 


access and targeted, with an increasing focus on the latter139. A range of groups are 


targeted through youth provision across formal and informal sectors to varying 


degrees. These include, for example:  


■ Young people who are NEET or at risk of NEET. 


■ Young people with disabilities. 


■ Children in care/Care leavers140. 


■ Drug and alcohol users or at risk of use. 


■ Young people experiencing homelessness or with housing needs. 


■ Young offenders/crime or those at risk of offending. 


■ LGBT community. 


■ Young mothers or young women who are pregnant or at risk of 


pregnancy141. 


■ Particular Black and Minority Ethnic groups. 


In Wales the youth service is a universal entitlement, open to all young people within 


the specified age range 11-25 years.142 While the most recent 2007 Youth Services 


Strategy does not refer to particular target groups, it does state that youth work will 


benefit young people in a number of areas including for example in reducing anti-


social behaviour, youth crime, youth unemployment and teenage pregnancy.143 


In Northern Ireland the current age range for youth service is 4-25 years. The draft 


Priorities for Youth policy proposes a priority age range of 9-18, with generic (open 


access) provision for 4-8 and limited forms of provision for 18+ years.144 There is 


much variation in targeted groups across the sector. Statistics show that the 


uniformed sector, which works with over a third of all youth service members, for 


                                           
139 C4EO Delivering better outcomes for young people by increasing the impact of targeted 
youth support and development Introduction, 
<http://www.c4eo.org.uk/themes/youth/supportanddevelopment/default.aspx?themeid=16> 
date accessed: 10th of February 2013.). 
140 For example: Time Out (Southampton County Council) The programme is for young people 
who are looked after. In order to improve placement stability, and to reduce the financial 


burden of requests for breaks at crisis points, foster carers receive planned breaks. Each young 
person at risk of placement breakdown is offered a residential break in the summer, and 12 
weekends throughout the year. Activities include outdoor team games, sports, drama 
workshops, and crafts. Each residential stay is tailored to the group’s interests. C4EO (2011), 
Final Summary and Recommendations. London: C4EO. 
141 For example: Teens and Toddlers This intervention is for teenagers at risk of pregnancy and 


aims to raise their self-esteem, aspirations and educational attainment. Schools help to identify 
participants. There has been a reduction in teenage pregnancy and relationships between staff 
in participating agencies have strengthened. The programme includes one-to-one contact 
between the young woman and a young child, and personal development and life-coaching 
sessions. C4EO (2011), Final Summary and Recommendations. London: C4EO. 
142 CWVYS (2013), Youth Work in Wales: Principles and Purposes. Cardiff: Youth Work in 
Wales Review Group.  
143 Welsh Assembly Government (2007), Young People, Youth Work, Youth Service: National 
Youth Service Strategy for Wales. Cardiff: Welsh Assembly Government. 
144 Draft Priorities for Youth policy, provided YCNI.  
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example, tend to provide more for the younger age groups, whereas community based 


groups are more likely to work with older age groups up to age 25 years. More 


generally, the youth sector in Northern Ireland currently combines universal, open 


access provision with targeted provision – the latter targeting either by group (e.g. 


LGBT, young people with disabilities etc) or by geographic area of socio-economic 


disadvantage.  According to the draft Priorities for Youth policy, Targeted provision will 


be supported to help meet the needs of specific groups of young people to include 


young people: 


■ Who are disadvantaged, vulnerable, or at greater risk of social exclusion. 


■ Engaged in risk taking behaviour. 


■ Who live in areas of deprivation or in interface areas. 


■ Not in, or who are at risk of disengaging from, education, employment or 


training. 


■ With a SEN or with disabilities. 


■ Who are newcomers or have English as an additional language. 


■ In care. 


■ Who are young carers and young parents. 


■ Who are gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender. 


■ From the Traveller Community. 


■ Living in rural isolation.145 


6.1.2 Reach 


In England, there are no central data on young people reached by youth work at 


national level nor central data requirements to collect such information. Available 


data, however does suggest that only a little over half of local authorities in England 


achieved the standard of 25% ‘reach’ suggested in Resourcing Excellent Youth 


Services.146 However, this varies from one locality to another. Whereas some 


vulnerable groups of young people may be catered for in one local authority, this may 


not be the case in others. The rationale for patterns of provision often reflect local 


(sometimes historical) political pressures rather than the identified (contemporary) 


needs of young people.147 


In Wales for 2011-12, 123,110 young people were registered members of the 


statutory Youth Service across the 22 local authorities in Wales. This represents 21% 


of the population of 11-25 year olds in Wales and was an increase from 19% in the 


previous year. In terms of gender it is fairly evenly split with 52% male and 48% 


female. In terms of age breakdown, the majority engaging in youth services were 


under 16 years: 


■ 34% were aged 11-13 years. 


■ 45% were aged 14-16 years. 


■ 16% were aged 17-19 years. 


■ 5% were aged 20-25 years.148 


In Northern Ireland the proportion of young people attending youth service provision 


remains relatively high compared to the rest of the UK.149 All youth providers that 


register with their local education and library board are required to complete an 


annual statistical return, and these forms are then analysed by each ELB, and 


centrally analysed by the Youth Council. The following statistics show the number of 


registered youth groups/units in 2011, along with the number and % of young people 


                                           
145 Ibid.  
146 Merton, B. et al. (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England, London: 
Department of children schools and families. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Statistics for Wales (2012), The Youth Service in Wales. Cardiff: Welsh government 
149 Information provided by YCNI 
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who are members.  This indicates a total of 144, 223 memberships.  However 


additional young people are also involved in provision which is not unit-based, such as 


outreach youth work, summer schemes, development programmes etc. Adding these 


young people, another 38,294 were involved in non-unit based provision.  In 2011, it 


was calculated that 49% of all 4-18 year olds in NI were involved in some form of 


youth service provision (both unit based and non-unit based). There are fewer 


members in the upper age bands of 19-25, hence once these are added on it shows a 


total of 34% of all 4-25 year olds in NI were involved in some form of youth service 


provision. See Table 6.1 below for a breakdown in membership between voluntary and 


statutory (controlled).  


Table 6.1 The Breakdown in Membership between voluntary and 


statutory (controlled) youth services in Northern Ireland. 


 Number of 


units 


% of units Number of 


young 


people 


% of 


membership 


Controlled-school 
based 


38 2% 5,155 4% 


Controlled purpose 
built 


53 3% 8,362 6% 


Controlled – other 17 1% 1,679 1% 


Voluntary – Church 


based 


341 18% 32,613 23% 


Voluntary – 
Community 


347 19% 35,342 25% 


Voluntary – Purpose 
built 


21 1% 4,284 3% 


Voluntary – Other 25 1% 1,322 1% 


Uniformed – Church 


based 


831 45% 47,338 33% 


Uniformed – Other 178 1% 8,128 6% 


TOTAL 1,851 100% 144,223 100% 


Source: Youth Council, 2011.  


The quality of contact is also important. NYA in their interview for this study were keen 


to emphasise that it is not just about the numbers of young people reached but the 


extent to which this contact is regular and sustained over a period of time.150  


The pre-consultation for the Northern Ireland Priorities for Youth strategy engaged 


with approximately 4000 young people, and the feedback was generally very 


affirmative about the value attached to youth services.  However, it also highlighted 


that: 


■ Many young people living in rural communities experienced difficulties with 


transport to and from youth services. 


■ The provision of services did not always meet the needs of a variety of 


marginalised groups. Some of the older age consultees (16+) for example 


expressed the view that youth services did not always understand and 


respond to their needs, and were adult led and controlled. 


                                           
150 Source: NYA interview. 
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■ For those young people who were not accessing youth provision, they 


simply were not aware of local projects or groups they could get involved 


in.  Teenage consultees tended to also believe that youth provision served 


younger age groups or was too structured and not relevant to them.151   


Indeed, one of the interviewees for this study explained that young people in remote 


areas, young people with disabilities; young people who are LGBT, and Travellers and 


minority groups are not always reached by current youth work provision. While there 


is some pockets of good practice, there is no uniform/consistent approach to these 


groups across NI.152  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is widespread consensus that youth work’s core purpose is the personal and 


social development of young people, provided through informal education. However 


collecting outcome data on this has proved difficult with many providers collecting 


output data instead. Whilst the collection of data on young people and outcomes has 


improved over the last ten years, largely via programme management information, it 


is not collected in one place, and consists of various forms collected locally by different 


organisations. In England, in response to this, DfE funded the development of an 


outcomes toolkit for all work with young people. Rather than a performance 


management tool, the emphasis is on empowering providers and commissioners to 


articulate and demonstrate impact more effectively. This Framework of Outcomes for 


Young People is designed to facilitate the capturing of social and emotional outcome 


data. As shown by the Figure below, this framework maps all outcomes for young 


people, defined by two dimensions – the distinction between individual and social 


outcomes and between intrinsic and extrinsic outcomes153. 


Figure 6.1 Outcomes model, the Young Foundation 


 
Source: The Young Foundation (2012), A framework of outcomes for young people. page 12. 


                                           
151 Taken from an overview of responses from young people prepared by the Youth Council for 
DE. Provided by YCNI.  
152 Source: CDU interview. 
153 McNeil, B. Et al (2012), Framework of outcomes for young people. London: The Young 
Foundation. 
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Another major study on outcomes of youth work is that by Merton published in 


2004.154 This found that: 


■ Two thirds of young people in their survey – and case study fieldwork - 


reported that youth work had made a considerable difference to their lives 


including, for example, increased confidence, making new friends, learning 


new skills, making decisions for themselves and feeling more able to ask 


for help and information when needed. 


■ Almost three out of five young people reported that youth work had helped 


them understand better people who are different from themselves. 


■ More than two out of five said they thought their prospects of finding a job 


had also been improved through their engagement in youth work 


activities. 


■ By working with young people in schools or hospitals for example, youth 


workers are able to help young people to make better use of those 


services; and in some cases, enable the services themselves to become 


more responsive, and hence more effective, in meeting young people's 


needs and aspirations.  


■ Youth work can also contribute to re-integration, diversion and 


engagement in preventative activity, protection and enablement, 


enhanced levels of aspiration and achievement, and active citizenship. 


Similarly London Youth claim that the cumulative effect of evaluations of individual 


programmes coupled with practitioner experience, survey data and anecdotal evidence 


does provide some useful insights. They highlight the following evidence: 


■ Increasing formal education attainment and employability: in the UK more 


than one in ten children leave school with no qualifications; large numbers 


are excluded from school; and a rising number of 16-24 are NEET.  


In this context, youth work provides personal and social development 


support both within and outside of schools to support their learning. E.g. 


60% of primary schools and 15% of secondary schools engage in the SEAL 


(Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning) programme, with many 


reporting reduced aggression; depression and anti-social behaviour and 


enhanced cooperation, resilience, and empathy.155 Youth work also seen 


as a proven developer of employability skills such as team work and 


problem solving, which are recognised as key by employers156. 


■ Tackling youth crime and anti-social behaviour: youth work directly 


addresses known key risk factors associated with offending and anti-social 


behaviour i.e. associated with anti-social peers and a lack of participation 


in purposeful activities.157 There is a wealth of research showing the value 


of skilful youth work in diverting young people away from crime158 e.g. 


research shows that gang members value having a significant respected 


adult they can turn to in preventing them turning to crime.159  


For example, Catch 22 is delivering projects across 150 towns and cities 


with tens of thousands of young people already involved in or at risk of 


                                           
154 Merton, B. et al. (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England. London: 


Department of children schools and families.  
155 Wells, J, Barlow, J & Stewart-Brown, S. (2003), A systemic review of universal approaches to 
mental  
health promotion in schools, Health Education, Bingley: Emerald Group Publishing Limited.  
156 CBI (2011), Building for growth: business priorities for education and skills. London: CBI. 
157 London Youth (2011), Hunch: A vision for youth in post austerity Britain, London: London 
Youth.   
158 158 E.g. The Centre for Social Justice (2009), Dying to Belong. London: The Centre for Social 
Justice; Pitt, J. (2007), Reluctant Gangsters. Bedford: University of Bedfordshire. 
159 Youth Justice Board (2007), Groups, Gangs and Weapons. London: YJB. 
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becoming involved in the criminal justice system. They report that 9 out of 


10 young people who have been involved in crime do not re-offend whilst 


in their programmes and that 8 out of 10 young people they work with say 


that they have found new goals and ambitions with their help.160 


The Welsh Government in their annual statistics on the youth work sector collect and 


report on the number of young people achieving nationally or locally accredited 


outcomes. For 2011-12, they reported that: 


■ 11% of all young people (13,376) engaging in statutory youth services 


gained a national accreditation. 


■ 17% (21,500) gained a local accreditation. 


■ Most of the young people that gained these accreditations were aged 14-


16 years (65%).161 


From the literature and interviews, it is possible to identify a number of key success 


factors for the youth work approach as distinct from other professionals who work with 


young people.162 These include: 


■ The voluntary nature of engagement (unlike for example social workers) 


meaning that youth work tools are dialogue and persuasion rather than 


enforced compliance. 


■ A trusted adult and young person relationship. 


■ Close connection with the local community/family. 


■ Empowering young people to make own informed decisions rather than 


just simply provide info/advice. 


■ A holistic approach in terms of looking at all the issues affecting the young 


person.  


■ Acting as mediator/advocate for young people in relation to other 


services/local communities. 


■ Sustained contact over time. 


■ Putting young people and their needs first. 


■ Concentrating on personal and social development in a non-judgemental 


way; and, 


■ Encouragement of opportunities for positive peer relationships. 


In addition to this, responses by youth service users in Northern Ireland as part of the 


pre-consultation exercise for the Priorities for Youth strategy showed that most young 


people: 


■ Valued the opportunities to socialise, take part in activities and have fun 


with many being able to articulate personal, social and educative benefits 


of their involvement.  However it was also found that while the majority of 


attenders gave positive reasons for getting involved, a significant minority 


stated they went to youth groups simply because there was ‘nothing else 


to do’ locally. 


■ Viewed youth workers as supportive and as positive role models, 


particularly evident among marginalised young people, who frequently saw 


youth workers as an influential and non-judgemental source of help.  


                                           
160 Catch22 (2009), Life changing results: Our services are here to help you achieve them. 
London: Catch22. 
161 Statistics for Wales (2012), The Youth Service in Wales, 2011-12. Cardiff: Statistics for 
Wales. 
162 Merton, B. et al. (2004), An Evaluation of the Impact of Youth Work in England. London: 
Department of children schools and families. and NI Youth Service Sectoral Partnership Group 
(2010). 
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Youth provision was also found to provide an important social outlet to 


those with limited social opportunities.163   


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.2 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector across England, Wales and Northern Ireland 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ A strong and long tradition of youth 
work. 


■ A strong professional body with 


qualifications. 
■ A skilled and committed youth work 


force particularly leading the field in 


participation and advocacy. 
■ A strong voluntary and community 


organisations (VCO) sector with high 


numbers of volunteers. 
■ Statutory guidance on youth provision 


for local authorities. 


■ One of the few professions that takes a 
holistic approach to their clients 


offering a diverse range of provision. 


■ Skilled in engaging the most 
disadvantaged. 


 


■ To build on and collate existing 
evidence of the cumulative impact of 


youth work – much to draw on – but 


currently all in different places.  
■ The increasing policy focus on payment 


by results particularly in England 


presents an opportunity to the sector 
to improve its data collection and skills 


in demonstrating impact. 


■ The devolved governments in NI and 
Wales provide leverage to carve out 


own paths, e.g. Concordat in Northern 


Ireland is a useful framework for youth 
work provision and the new “Priorities 


for Youth” policy could help the sector.  


■ For Northern Ireland, there is potential 
learning from greater links with the 


South of Ireland.  


■ For Wales the role for 
networks/managers to engage more 


with front line youth work practitioners 


via the Principle Youth Officer Group. 


 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Poor communication/Weak at 


demonstrating impact/lack of a 


compelling narrative/internal 
divisions/rivalries – particularly a 


weakness in current climate of 


favouring payment by results/social 
return on investment.  


■ Youth work as a whole has not 


benefited from the consistent 
application of quality standards – so 


difficult to identify and demonstrate 


quality delivery. 
■ Not always well organised – as 


delivered on a voluntary basis a 


relative degree of chaos is inherent. 


■ The nature of the work is demanding 


on youth workers – not traditional 9-5 


hours with relatively low pay (and 
where pay scales reward management 


rather than front line delivery) – this 


drives away talented and experienced 
people away from front line delivery 


■ Under investment/Cuts to government 


funding overall; specifically lack of ring 


fenced funding for youth services. 
■ ‘Project-itis’/Target driven delivery 


linked to funding – encourages short 


‘termism’ and prohibits a holistic 
approach and diverts front line delivery 


staff away from their work with young 


people towards paperwork for multiple 
funders. 


■ Technology, traffic and parental 


concern about public space have 
resulted in young people spending less 


time in their communities. 


■ The focus on or perception of youth 


work as only about rectifying a 


problem – so leading to assumption 


that youth work is only about young 
people in difficulty – which in turn 


undermines popular appeal and wider 


support for investing in youth work. 
■ In Northern Ireland, the continued 


                                           
163 Taken from the overview of responses from young people (both members and non-members 
of provision) prepared by the Youth Council to inform DE. Provided by YCNI.    
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leading to high staff turnover. 


■ In Wales the absence of leadership in 
the youth work sector. 


delay in the establishment of the ESA.   


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Key points to note are that: 


■ Youth provision across England, Wales and Northern Ireland is very 


complex in terms of funding and delivery models, consisting of a strong 


and large voluntary sector.  


■ The context in which services for young people are delivered is evolving 


rapidly particularly in terms of a move towards more localised delivery and 


integrated working between formal and informal providers, with progress 


being variable. 


■ In Northern Ireland and Wales in particular, youth work strategies are 


currently in flux with new emerging priorities to be agreed and finalised 


later in 2013.  


■ In England, The Department for Education has recently announced that it 


is considering transferring responsibility for youth policy to another 


department possibly to the Department for Communities and Local 


Government.   


■ The private sector currently does not seem to be included to any great 


extent although some early signs in England.  


■ Commissioners and funders do not generally capture reliable outcome 


data, though have seen recent introduction of new outcome toolkit.  


■ Qualifications for youth work continue to evolve, with the introduction in 


England and Wales in 2010 of a degree level profession. 


■ The need and recognition for youth work has grown in terms of growing 


social problems for young people; however the ability or desire to pay for 


it by central and local government has decreased.  


Key recommendations from the literature and interviewees include the need to: 


■ Invest more in youth work in both the statutory and voluntary sectors, and 


to support the development of youth work approaches in parallel fields 


(such as teaching) including, for example greater investment in Continuing 


Professional Development. 


■ Establish a Youth Premium for local authorities for local authorities to 


invest in high quality youth work  


■ Greater investment in impact assessment, sharing lessons, sound financial 


management and staff and volunteer development. 


■ For Wales and Northern Ireland in particular the need to establish a body 


that represents the interest of youth work. 


■ Take an Invest to Save approach in funding youth work i.e. taking a longer 


term perspective. 


■ Be more assertive about quality assurance within youth provision and to 


establish reliable and transparent procedures by which needs are assessed 


and resources allocated in response. 


■ Develop and nurture good and skilled commissioning processes, especially 


important for local authorities. 


■ Maintain open access/universal provision alongside targeted provision: 


both are mutually supportive. 


■ Greater links between national youth work strategies and EU youth 


policies. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  100 years 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


40 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in 
supporting young people 


Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory 
youth work 


All areas but increasing focus on 
targeted/issue based delivery 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led 


youth work 


All areas but with increasing 


focus on participation of young 


people 


1.1 Definitions 


Along similar lines to the European and UK definitions (as set out in the report 


covering England, Wales and Northern Ireland)164, the official working definition for 


youth work in Scotland rests on three main principles: 


■ Young people choose to participate: participation is voluntary. 


■ Youth Work must build from where young people are in terms of their 


geography and interest communities. 


■ Youth Work recognises the young person and the youth worker as 


partners in a learning process.165                                                                                                                                                                


This definition was drawn up as part of the preparation for the Scottish Government’s 


2007 strategy on youth work by a national policy forum based on consultation with a 


range of membership bodies and networks. It has received widespread support across 


the youth work sector in Scotland and continues to provide framework for government 


policy on youth work. 


The National Occupation Standard for youth work across all four countries of the UK 


including Scotland draws also on these key principles and specifies that: 


“Youth work helps young people learn about themselves, others and society, through 


informal educational activities which combine enjoyment, challenge and learning. 


Youth workers, work typically with young people aged between 11 and 25. Their work 


seeks to promote young people’s personal and social development and enable them to 


have a voice, influence and place in their communities and society as a 


whole.”(National Occupational Standard 2008) 


                                           
164 In the UK Jeffs and Smith identify three key features of youth work, all of which they argue 
need to be present for it to be classified as such. These three characteristics are that: the 


relationship between the client or participant and the worker remains voluntary, with the former 
retaining the right to both initiate or terminate any association with the worker; the work 
undertaken primarily has an educational purpose i.e. the personal and social development of 
young people, provided through informal education; and the focus of the work is directed 
towards young people. Tony Jeffs and Mark K. Smith (1999) ‘The problem of “youth” for youth 
work’, Youth and Policy 62, pages 45 – 66. Also available in the informal education archives, 
http://www.nfed.org/archives/youth.htm.  
165 Youth Link Scotland (2009), Statement on the nature and purpose of youth work. Originally 
produced in 2005 and reprinted/updated in 2009.  All key youth organisations contributed to the 
development of this definition and it is recognised and used by the Scottish Government.  
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The Youth Link Scotland statement further sets out that youth work in Scotland: 


■ Supports the 11-25 year age group. 


■ Is an educational practice contributing to young people’s learning and 


development; 


■ Takes place in a variety of settings including community venues, 


uniformed groups, schools, youth cafes and on the street. 


■ Uses a variety of approaches including outdoor pursuits, drama 


workshops, health initiatives, peer education and single issue/single 


gender work.166 


The report of the 2003 National Development Project entitled “Defining the Purpose of 


Youth Work and Measuring Performance” describes the purpose of youth work as: 


■ Building self-esteem and confidence. 


■ Developing the ability to manage personal and social relationships. 


■ Creating learning and developing new skills. 


■ Encouraging positive group atmospheres. 


■ Building the capacity of young people to consider risk, make reasoned 


decisions and take control. 


■ Develop a “world view” which widens horizons and invites social 


commitment.167 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


As with the rest of the UK, the origins of youth services in Scotland lie in the voluntary 


sector with organisations such as the Scouts, Guides, and YMCA providing the early 


examples of youth focused activities.168 In the latter years of the 20th century, youth 


work became more focused on social group work, social education and the 


empowerment of young people.169 


Within Scotland and from 1945 in particular, local authorities became significant 


providers of youth and community services with youth work becoming more formally 


recognised as part of the ‘Community Education’ agenda following the 1975 Alexander 


‘Challenge of Change’ report. This agenda saw the development of an integrated adult 


education and youth and community work service underpinned by centre based 


provision.170 As described by one of the interviewees, “youth work is a specialism 


within the wider Community Learning and Development framework.”171 While the 


Alexander report did not examine youth or community services in any detail, most 


local authorities adopted its recommendations and combined their informal adult 


education services with youth and community work to form Community Education 


Services.
172


 Underpinning this was also the introduction of a common core of 


knowledge and skills for the training of practitioners resulting in the creation of a 


national body in 1990 to validate and endorse community education training. While 


important in terms of helping to ‘professionalise’ community education more broadly, 


                                           
166 Youth Link Scotland (2009), Statement on the nature and purpose of youth work. Edinburgh: 
Youth Link Scotland. 
167 Milburn, T. et al. (2003), Step it Up…Charting Young People’s Progress, Glasgow: University 


of Strathclyde and Scottish Executive 
168 Standard council for Scotland, History, 
<www.cldstandardscouncil.org.uk/About_CLD/History> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
169 Milburn, T. et al. (2003), Step it Up…Charting Young People’s Progress, Glasgow: University 
of Strathclyde and Scottish Executive. Op. cit.   
170 Source: Interviews. Also see: 
www.cldstandardscouncil.org.uk/files/progress_of_community_development.pdf. 
171 Source: Interviews. 
172 Standard council for Scotland, History, 
<www.cldstandardscouncil.org.uk/About_CLD/History> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
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voluntary youth organisations were not convinced of the role that Community 


Education could play in promoting youth work specifically. One interviewee for 


example from the voluntary sector felt that youth work had become lost within this 


agenda and had become an ‘invisible’ service.173 


With the advent of the Scottish Parliament in 1999, there has been a renewed interest 


in youth work (and, arguably, an associated movement away from community-based 


learning and education) most evident in 2007, with the publication of the Scottish 


Government’s Moving Forward Strategy.174  


The Moving Forward Strategy followed an extensive consultation exercise around the 


question of “how we can work together to create growth and success in the youth 


work sector in order to achieve more positive outcomes for young people in 


Scotland”175 and had a long term vision that all young people in Scotland are able to 


benefit from youth work opportunities which make a real difference to their lives; and 


that a youth work sector is equipped and empowered to achieve ongoing positive 


outcomes for young people now and in the future. The strategy covers a number of 


long term and short term measures which are described in more detail in Section 3.2. 


The impetus for this strategy and renewed focus on youth work came about from the 


recognition that youth work had become the ‘invisible sector’  - following many years 


of campaigning from voluntary youth organisations – and the recognition that support 


for youth work needed to come from across a number of government departments. 


The increasing recognition of the role of youth work is also part of the wider policy 


shift away from an approach that ‘punishes’ young people towards one that 


understands and supports them.   


While the strategy does maintain youth work as a universal service, it signalled a 


more targeted approach and included a focus on measures to support young people 


not in education, employment or training. Indeed, in recent years the context for 


young people and youth work has become more complex –with a range of intervention 


types developed to respond to the myriad issues affecting young people ranging from 


large scale group approaches to tailored one-to one support.176  


The Youth Work Summit, Communique and  a subsequent meeting with the  Minister 


led to the government agreeing to undertake with YouthLink Scotland and its 


members a refresh of the National Youth Work Strategy. This is nearing its final stages 


and should be complete by the end of 2013. 


This move towards greater recognition of youth work at the political and policy level, 


however, has been undermined by an overall decrease in available resources for youth 


work on the ground. According to Youth Link - the national agency for youth work - we 


have seen in the last 10 years an erosion of community based youth work. 
177


 For 


example, the average amount of grant funding distributed annually to youth 


organisations by YouthLink Scotland is in the region of £7m compared to £11.5m 


grant funding in 2007-08.178 


                                           
173 Source: Interviews. 
174 Scottish Executive (2007), Moving Forward: A Strategy for Improving Young People’s 
Chances Through Work, Edinburgh: Scottish Executive..  
175 Scottish Executive (2007) Moving Forward: A Strategy for Improving Young People’s 
Chances Through Work, Edinburgh: Scottish Executive. They received 3,091 responses over 
2,500 of which were from young people. 
176 Smith, M. K. (2002), Youth work: an introduction, <http://www.infed.org/youthwork/b-
yw.htm> date accessed: 10th of February 2013.; and Information from interview for this study. 
177 Youth Link Scotland (2009), Statement on the nature and purpose of youth work. Edinburgh: 
Youth Link Scotland. 
178 Source: Interviews. 
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1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Statutory or formal youth provision consists of youth work practitioners at the local 


authority level. However, the extent to which there are dedicated youth work teams 


across Scotland varies considerably between local authorities with many local 


authorities employing youth work practitioners as part of wider community education 


teams.179 Local Authority youth work teams deliver both general and specific youth 


work i.e. centre based provision alongside targeted interventions – along similar lines 


to the voluntary sector.180 Indeed, Local Authority teams often work in partnership 


with voluntary youth providers. 


The voluntary youth sector is particularly strong in Scotland with a range of 


organisations working to support young people. Key players include: 


■ YouthLink Scotland: This is a registered charity and the national agency 


for youth work. It is a membership organisation and is in the unique 


position of representing the interests and aspirations of the whole of the 


sector both voluntary and statutory. YouthLink Scotland champions the 


role and value of the youth work sector, challenging government at 


national and local levels to invest in the development of the sector. It 


acts as a critical friend to government and also has a role in workforce 


development/training and information sharing across the sector.  


■ Youth Scotland: Set up in the early 20th century, this is a network of 


youth clubs and groups across Scotland. It is the largest non-uniformed 


youth organisation in Scotland and delivers quality youth work 


programmes, information, resources, training and support to community 


based youth work across Scotland.  


■ Young Scot: a national youth information and citizenship charity, which 


provides young people, aged 11 - 26, with a mixture of information, 


ideas and incentives to help them become confident, informed and active 


citizens through books, magazines, online, and phone. Has 1.5 million 


annual turnover - 50% funded by central gov (Dfor E and D for H), 25% 


by LAs and 25% by fundraising.  


■ Other youth focused VCOs include: YMCA Scotland and YWCA Scotland; 


Barnardo’s Scotland; The Princes Trust; Clubs for Young People 


(Scotland); Various uniformed organisations (including, the Scout 


Association, Girlguiding Scotland, Girls Brigade in Scotland, and Boys 


Brigade, Army Cadet Force, Sea Cadet Corps); Various outdoor youth 


focused organisations (e.g. The Outward Bound Trust; Scottish Outdoor 


Education Centres; Woodcraft Folk Scotland; Venture Scotland); LGBT 


Youth Scotland; Ocean Youth Trust; Rathbone; SAYFC; Scottish Youth 


Parliament; Youth Scotland; Fast Forward; and Various religious 


organisations with a focus on youth (including Church of Scotland; 


Scripture Union Scotland; the Methodist Church in Scotland; Youth for 


Christ). 


While data has not been systematically collected on youth work activities across both 


formal and informal sectors, a survey of national voluntary youth work organisations 


conducted in 2012 found that181: 


                                           
179 Ibid. 
180 Ibid. 
181 YouthLink Scotland (2012), National Voluntary Youth Work Organisations (Scotland) Survey. 
Edinburgh: Youth Link Scotland. 
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■ Nearly half of all those surveyed described themselves as membership 


organisations, with a further 26% describing themselves as ‘issue based’ 


and a further 26% opting for ‘other’.  


■ There was evidence of youth work provision with at least one voluntary 


youth work organisation in every town, village and community – and 


often more. 


■ The nature of provision ranged from targeted intervention supporting 


vulnerable young people to universal provision. Typical examples 


included: 


– Accredited programmes 


– Outdoor education 


– Sports activity 


– Youth health issues 


– Diversity and equality issues 


– Work with unemployed 


– Work in schools 


– Transitional programmes 


– Intergenerational 


– Youth participation 


– Street work 


– Holidays and exchanges 


– Arts/music/drama groups 


– Youth literacy work 


– Environmental work 


– Home/school partnerships 


– International work 


– Special needs 


– Legislative context  


Overall, the nature of youth work delivery has not changed significantly over the last 


ten years; the open access geographically based youth centre is still an important 


aspect of current youth work delivery alongside issue based interventions – this is true 


for local authority and voluntary sector provision. Interviewees suggested that 


perhaps there are more examples in recent years of interventions using the arts as a 


hook e.g. music and performance. Although there has been more of a focus on 


detached youth work, mainly in terms of mobile youth clubs or cafes, this remains a 


niche activity, making up about 5% of overall youth work provision in Scotland.182 


Youth work supporting the participation of young people is an area that has grown – 


with a high number of youth forums and local/regional elections for the youth 


parliament now operating.  


The Youth Work Sector is working with local and national government to expand its 


offer with regard to the Curriculum for Excellence with work in and around 


schools regarding informal learning and accredited courses. The curriculum for 


Excellence and its aims are enshrined in National Outcome 4.183  


2 Legislative context and governance 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work The Scotland Education Act 


provides the legislative framework 


                                           
182 Source: Interviews. 
183 Youthlink Scotland and Education Scotland website.  
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


for youth work though very broad 


and does not establish specific or 


detailed statutory requirements for 
youth work.  


Level of regulation for youth work National guidelines for regulation 


at the local authority level 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth 


work 


Minster for Children and Families 


has overall responsibility 


Monitored/supported by three main 
non-governmental bodies: 


YouthLink Scotland, CLD Standards 


Council, and Education Scotland 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work is partly regulated by law in Scotland. There is statutory guidance that 


broadly applies to youth work as part of the Education Scotland Act, but this is very 


general and does not include specific reference to youth work. Voluntary youth 


organisations have resisted in pushing too far for the inclusion of youth work into law, 


due to the perceived risk that it could establish the minimal approach as maximum.184  


However new Guidelines for CLD, which includes Youth Work have recently been 


introduced and a statutory instrument is to be placed before parliament which will 


provide guidance to local authorities on their duties with regard to the provision of 


CLD activities within the context of community planning. 


2.2 Governance 


At the national level, there is a Minister for Children and Young People which has 


overall responsibility for youth work. There are also a Youth Employment Minister and 


a Cabinet Secretary for Justice who each have some responsibility for youth work 


provision (the latter for example oversees the funds for anti-sectarian work and the 


CashBack Fund – both of which provide funds for youth work). There is also a 


dedicated team that focused on youth work: the Young People and Youth Work team. 


This team is part of the Rights and Participation Team, which sits within the Children's 


Rights and Wellbeing Division as part of the wider Children and Families Directorate.  


In addition to this and working very closely with government, there are three main 


non-governmental main bodies which have different roles in relation to youth work 


policy and practice in Scotland 


■ YouthLink Scotland: is a registered charity and the national agency for 


youth work. It is a membership organisation and is in the unique position 


of representing the interests and aspirations of the whole of the sector 


both voluntary and statutory. YouthLink Scotland champions the role and 


value of the youth work sector, challenging government at national and 


local levels to invest in the development of the sector. It acts as a critical 


friend to government and also has a role in workforce 


development/training and information sharing across the sector.  


■ CLD Standards Council – set up to look at monitoring and approving 


training courses for youth workers; also has role in the upcoming 


registration system and also in monitoring and developing CPD for youth 


                                           
184 Source: Interviews. 
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workers. For example with YouthLink Scotland published a code of ethics 


for youth work practice in 2010.  


■ Education Scotland is responsible for curriculum development in schools 


and is the inspectorate for schools. It has close links to YouthLink 


Scotland in terms of incorporating youth work into schools.   


Responsibilities for youth work at local authority level are part of the wider national 


performance framework set up by central government which establishes a framework 


of 15 National Outcomes for local authorities. Informed by principles of the UN 


Convention on the Rights of the Child, Outcome 4 is most relevant to youth work 


provision and states “Our young people are successful learners, confident learners, 


effective contributors and responsible citizens”.  It is expected that a wide range of 


services and programmes are required to support young people to achieve this and 


the Scottish Government in their publication “Valuing Young People” (2009) cite the 


following principles that should underpin all youth work including Community Planning 


Partnerships at the local authority level:185 


■ Deliver services that reflect the reality of young people’s lives. 


■ Work with local partners to address barriers and gaps. 


■ Recognise and promote young people’s positive contribution. 


■ Involve young people at an early stage.  


While local authorities have to abide by these outcomes, beyond this they have 


autonomy over spend and delivery. Therefore, even though there is a specific outcome 


on young people, youth work policy is very much part of a localised agenda, with 


limited money available nationally for targeted youth work delivery. According to one 


interviewee, funding for youth work at national level has decreased by 80%. Funding 


for youth work at the local authority level varies hugely. Out of the 32 LAs, about 20 


have grant funding available for youth provision. 186 


Indeed, funding models for youth work are now much more complex with overall 


availability of grant funding for youth VCOs at LA level having decreased significantly. 


While funding of organisations at a national level is available through various funding 


streams, as set out below, these are fairly limited. 


The main sources of funding for youth work in Scotland are: 


■ Unified Voluntary Sector Fund – provides core funding to national 


voluntary youth work organisations – £1.5m was distributed in 2011-


2012.187 This comes to an end at the end of this financial year 2012-13 


following a review of this fund by an Expert Group.  


■ Third Sector Early Interventions Fund – a new core grant funding 


mechanism to fund third sector organisations delivering early 


intervention and prevention for children, young people, families and 


communities.  The overall fund is worth £20 million but it has yet to be 


decided how much youth work organisations will get as applications are 


currently being considered. 


■ Voluntary Organisation Support Fund (£0.5m per year) –now in its 6th 


year. This provides funding specifically for organisations doing 


volunteering. 


■ Proceeds of Crime: Cashback for Communities – a grant programme for 


youth work drawing on proceeds from crime. Since its inception in 2007  


over £50 million recovered from the proceeds of crime has been 


                                           
185 The Scottish Government (2009), Valuing Young People, Principles and connections to 
support young people achieve their potential. Edinburg: The Scottish Government 
186 Source: Interviews. 
187 YouthLink Scotland (2012), National Voluntary Youth Work Organisations (Scotland) Survey. 
Edinburg: YouthLink Scotland. 
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invested/committed throughout Scotland, mainly via YouthLink Scotland 


and YouthScotland, directly benefitting over 600,000 young people and 


generating over 11,000 young person volunteers who are now putting 


something back into their communities. Available funding for the period 


2008 to 2014 is over £10.2 million specifically for Youth work activities. 
188


 


■ Youth Work Facilities Fund (a one off £7.5m fund over an 18 month 


period -2007-08) – capital funding. 


■ Youth Opportunity Fund (one off £2.5m for 2007-08) – revenue funding 


■ Young Start Fund – facilitated by the BIG Lottery Fund and is £8.9m for 


2012-13 with plans for on-going funding into 2013-14. This provides 


grant funding to youth organisations for up to 50k over a 2 year period. 


■ Various smaller funds related to dance and sport and various other non-


governmental grant and private trust funds.  


In terms of youth work spend as a proportion of overall spend in Scotland, the Positive 


Futures (core youth work grant) allocation in the Draft Budget 2011-12 was15.8m, 


which equates to 0.6% of the total Education and Lifelong Learning budget of 


2,583.6m. The overall budget for Children, Young People and Social Care is 95.4m. Of 


this 16% is allocated to youth work.189 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 


Medium to strong– high level of 


political commitment but 


funding is reducing.  


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


The interviewees all felt that the level of commitment at the political level is high, but 


that overall funding levels are reducing – so on balance the level of political 


commitment is medium.190 This is partly because there is less funding available overall 


in the current economic climate and is also a result of the Scottish Government 


adopting a more “arm's length funding arrangement”191. This has shaped an approach 


among national policy makers that is focused on funding organisations that can 


                                           
188 CashBack for Communities is a unique Scottish initiative that takes money recovered 
through proceeds of crime legislation and invests that in community activities and facilities for 
young people at risk of turning to crime as a way of life. CashBack delivers a wide range of 


projects through Scotland’s leading sporting, arts, business, community and youth associations 
which range from diversionary sporting activity to more long-term potentially life-changing 
intervention projects which turn young people’s lives around and provide them the opportunity 
of getting into employment, education, or volunteering.  
189 The Scottish Government (2010), Scotland’s Spending Plans and Draft Budget 2011-12, 
<www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2010/11/17091127/10> date accessed 10th of 
February2013.  cited in  YouthLink Scotland (2011), Championing Scotland’s Young People. 


Edinburg: Youth Link Scotland 
190 Source: interviews. 
191 Ibid. 
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demonstrate efficiency and impact leading to the funding of a fewer number of larger 


organisations.   


Nevertheless, the profile of youth work has increased and is now perceived as forming 


an important aspect of a range of government initiatives particularly the wider 


preventive agenda.  A forward by the Minister for Children and Young People to 


“Amazing Things – A Guide to the Youth Awards in Scotland” (2011)192 stresses how 


there exist a range of policies that emphasise the centrality of the needs and well-


being of young people. Indeed an interviewee for this study argued that a number of 


policy areas have been informed or influenced by youth work such as: justice, health 


and well-being, anti-social behaviour and education. In the case of the latter and in 


particular the  policy on Curriculum for Excellence, for example, youth work helped 


shape a broader approach to education including a recognition of life skills and 


preparation for work. Furthermore, one interviewee felt that the Scottish government 


has shown through their Moving Forward Strategy “a belief in the [youth work] 


product and a commitment to young people.” 193 


The Scottish Government website, includes a section on youth work in which they set 


out a commitment to “Improving young people's life chances” and list a range of youth 


work activities that they support at both local and national levels. They particularly 


promote the role that volunteers and youth work more generally can play in the 


preventative agenda in terms of building the confidence and skills of young people. 194  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


The Scottish Government published a strategy for youth work in 2007.195 According to 


the Standards Council for Scotland: 


“This national youth work strategy aims to give youth work in Scotland the best 


possible opportunity to play an increasingly visible, sustainable and effective role in 


achieving long term benefits for young people. Some of the measures include long-


term changes such as getting more young people into education, training, or 


employment, tackling sectarianism and supporting young people dealing with issues 


relating to drugs and alcohol.”196 


More specifically, the measures included in the strategy are set out below: 


■ A “Year of Action” on youth work to kick start the strategy for which they 


provided a package of support worth £8m to improve facilities and 


training;  


■ £0.5m in 2007-08 for a Voluntary Organisations Support Fund, which is 


still operational and now in its sixth year of funding receiving an 


additional GBP 160,000 in 2012-13.  


■ The support of young people volunteering through Project Scotland 


■ Work with voluntary organisations to ensure clear information and 


understanding in the Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill. 


■ A one-off Youth Opportunities Fund of £2.5m for 2007-2008 for bids to 


run local events, projects and volunteer campaigns. 


■ A one-off £5m Youth Work Facilities Improvement Fund for 2007-2008. 


                                           
192 Youth Scotland (2011), Amazing Things: A Guide to the Youth Awards in Scotland. 
Edinburgh: Youth Scotland. 
193 Source: interviews. 
194 One Scotland, Scottish Executive (2007), Moving Forward: A Strategy for Improving Young 
People’s Chances Through Youth Work. Edinburgh: Scottish Government. 
195 Ibid.  
196 Standards Council for Scotland, Policy, <www.cldstandardscouncil.org.uk/About_CLD/Policy> 
date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
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■ The funding of a Learning and Teaching Scotland co-ordinator post to 


work with schools and the youth work sector improving and increasing 


links across the sectors, although this ceased in 2010.  


■ The funding of the Peer Education Network until 2010. 


■ The piloting of local and themed networks by YouthLink Scotland to give 


youth work providers more opportunity to share good practice and train 


together. 


■ A commitment to ensuring that that the new Standards Council for 


Community Learning and Development recognises and responds to the 


unique role of youth workers and volunteers. 


■ Work with Higher Education Institutions to ensure the key elements of 


the strategy are reflected in degree provision. 


■ Engagement with young people in helping to shape and take forward the 


Action Plan outlined in the Youth Work Strategy. 


■ In the last year a new Local Authority Youth Work Managers group jointly 


run by YouthLink Scotland and CLDMS (Community Learning and 


Development Managers Scotland) has been set up, with Voluntary Sector 


Chief Officers also having an umbrella grouping within YouthLink 


Scotland called the National Voluntary Youth Work Organisations 


Scotland (NVYWOS).These groups will work closely together on common 


issues. 


More broadly and over the long term: 


■ The promotion of the role and contribution of youth work in developing 


wider policies affecting young people. 


■ The encouragement of more young people to take advantage of the 


increased opportunities available. 


■ The supporting of youth work organisations at a national level through 


working alongside the sector, providing longer-term funding and offering 


support for quality improvement through Her Majesty's Inspectorate for 


Education. 


■ The supporting of organisations to improve their training, understanding 


and support of minority groups. 


■ Work with voluntary organisations to develop an Action Plan for 


Volunteering. Published in November 2007 this action plan was 


developed with the support and input from the voluntary youth work 


sector. It aims to support the life cycle of volunteers in the voluntary 


youth work sector by building capacity and resources. 


■ Work with organisations to improve delivery and evaluation of services. 


■ Work with Young Scot to ensure young people have access to the 


information they require in the format most accessible to them. 


■ Help to employers to ensure they understand and value the skills young 


people gain through youth work. 


Following the launch of the 2007 strategy, Youth Scotland and its partners launched 


three additional key documents in June 2008:  


■ Growing Better Youth Work - A Guide to Strengthening Your Volunteer 


Team 


Based on the Volunteer Life Cycle this guide looks at the range of support 


and resources that are available for youth work volunteers, and identifies 


areas for development and opportunities for joint working197. 


                                           
197 The Scottish Government, Youth Scotland, YouthLink Scotland and Volunteer Development 
Scotland (2008), Growing Better Youth Work: A Guide to Strengthening Your Volunteer Team. 
Edinburgh: The Scottish Government. 
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■ No Limits - Volunteering as a Model for Youth Development.  


This guide highlights the value of volunteering as an approach to youth 


development, and provides some guiding principles on developing young 


people as volunteers.198 


■ Amazing Things - A guide to awards in Scotland.  


This guide is an comprehensive list of organisations provide Awards for 


young people in Scotland.199 


An assessment of distance travelled by Youthlink Scotland since the 2007 strategy200 


shows that overall youth work has achieved greater recognition, with examples given 


such as: 


■ The youth work sector is now recognised as the lead service in over 16 


Activity Agreement pilots at local authority level. 


■ The profile and value of the youth sector is now more widely recognised 


by Scottish Government, Skills Development Scotland, Further Education 


and other sector providers. 


■ There are now greater connections between schools and youth work 


providers. 


Despite such advances, on balance interviewees felt that the economic climate had 


served to reduce overall funding available for youth work. As set out in Section 2.2 


above, many of the funding streams for youth work as part of the 2007 strategy were 


time limited with the Unified Voluntary Sector Fund which provided core funding to 


national voluntary youth work organisations having just most recently ceased.  


                                           
198 The Scottish Government, Youth Scotland, YouthLink Scotland and Volunteer Development 
Scotland (2008), No Limits: Volunteering as a Model of Youth Development. Edinburgh: The 
Scottish Government. 
199 Youth Link Scotland, Youth work policy, 


<www.youthlinkscotland.org/Index.asp?MainID=7526> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
200 YouthLink Scotland (2012), Youth Work Sector: Distance Travelled 2007-2011. Edinburgh: 
Youth Link Scotland. 
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4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No – but established National 
Occupational Standards. 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 
workers 


Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Information not available 


Number of youth workers  Information not available 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Information not available 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


As outlined in the report covering England, Wales and Northern Ireland, there are a 


set of minimum standards for youth workers as set out by the National Occupational 


Standards (NOS) for youth work (2012) that relate to all four countries of the UK, 


which includes Scotland. The NOS for Youth Work do not equate directly to 


qualifications, but instead sets out a framework of competencies required to carry out 


the functions carried out by the youth worker. It is written in a flexible manner to 


allow the use of the standards across different parts of the sector, with scope for 


performance standards being met in different ways by different roles.201 They can be 


used by employers to inform job descriptions, consider skills needs and identify areas 


of improvement, and can also support an individual’s professional and continuous 


development.202 While these standards are open to all those delivering youth work, it 


is not clear the extent to which these standards are used within the voluntary (unpaid) 


youth work sector.  


The Standards Council for Community Learning and Development for Scotland was 


established in 2008 and is the body responsible for the registration of CLD 


practitioners, the approval of training courses, and the continuing professional 


development of the youth sector workforce.  


Given that the profession of youth work in Scotland has evolved as part of the wider 


community education development agenda, the qualification for professional 


recognition in youth work is a Degree in Community Education. This qualification 


establishes an array of skills across the three main disciplines of adult learning, youth 


work and community development.203 


                                           
201 Learning and Skills Improvement Agency (2012), National Occupational Standards: Youth 
Work NOS factsheet. London: Learning and Skills Improvement Agency. 
202 Learning and Skills Improvement Agency (2012), Youth Work National Occupational 
Standards. London: Learning and Skills Improvement Agency. 
203 Standards council for Scotland, History, 
<www.cldstandardscouncil.org.uk/About_CLD/History> date accessed: 10th of February; 
Interviews. 
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We have also seen a number of other initiatives aimed with enhancing youth 


workforce development and support, including204: 


■ Professional Development Award in Youth Work established 2010. 


■ Introduction of National Youth Worker of the Year Awards established 


2008. 


■ A series of youth work seminars in 2008-2011 focused on outcomes and 


self-evaluation. 


■ Code of Ethics for CLS developed including a Youth Work Commentary on 


Ethics. 


Community Education courses are currently offered by most of the leading universities 


in Scotland. Staff can also acquire a wide range of pre-professional qualifications 


offered by employers and colleges at various levels on the Scottish Credit and 


Qualification Framework. There have also been a number of pilot projects for Modern 


Apprenticeships in Youth Work, for employees aged 16-plus offering training up to 


Level 3. 205  


Youthlink Scotland in their report mapping distance travelled since 2007, argue that 


these developments have “brought coherence to the sector’s workforce identity and 


planning of professional development.” 206 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Youth work is a recognised and valued profession evident through the existence of 


youth workers within local authority teams and the emphasis placed on youth work in 


the various government publications specifically on youth work. However in Scotland 


youth work has evolved as part of the wider ‘community education agenda’ which 


means that wider awareness among the general public  and among some government 


officials of the specific youth work role is low compared with other professions. Two of 


the interviewees highlighted how youth workers are often not viewed as being on the 


same level or of the same status as the teaching profession for example.207  


 


In recognition of this, YouthLink Scotland has made efforts to raise the profile and 


status of youth work among government officials. For example in September 2011 


they hosted the first ever National Youth Work Summit which involved more than 70 


invited senior delegates from across the youth sector including voluntary and 


statutory. A communiqué from the event was then presented to the Cabinet Secretary 


for Justice, party leaders, MSPs and key civil servants. 208 


4.3 Youth worker population  


There are no available data on the youth workforce sector in Scotland overall. While 


one interviewee noted that the vast majority of the youth work force is female 209, a 


                                           
204 YouthLink Scotland (2012), Youth Work Sector: Distance Travelled 2007-2011. Edinburgh: 
YouthLink Scotland. 
205 Children & Young People Now (2008), Guide to Courses and Training 08/09. London: 
Children & Young People Now. 
206 YouthLink Scotland (2012), Youth Work Sector: Distance Travelled 2007-2011. Edinburgh: 
YouthLink Scotland. 
207 Source: Interviews. 
208 YouthLink Scotland (2011), National Youth Work Summit: Brief Update and Communique. 
Edinburgh: YouthLink Scotland. 
209 Source: Interviews. 
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survey210 of youth workers in the voluntary sector conducted in 2012 showed that the 


vast majority of youth work staff in the informal sector are voluntary/unpaid: 


■ There were a total of 73,004 adult volunteers in the volunteer youth 


sector in Scotland. 


■ There were 3,551 paid staff (either full or part time) and of these just 


315 were core/HQ staff. 


■ There were an additional 33,793 young people involved in volunteering in 


youth organisations, aged up to 25 years typically volunteering on a 


short term basis. 


■ Adults and young people typically have given nearly 13 million hours 


volunteering in youth work organisations.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


As explained in Section 4.3 above, the vast majority of youth workers in Scotland are 


voluntary and operate within the informal youth sector. Beyond this, there are no 


descriptive data available on the overall size of the sector or on their qualifications. As 


such it is not possible to report on major changes or trends in the profile of youth 


workers over the past 10 years. Key challenges faced by youth workers: 


■ Current and impending funding cuts and lack of investment at local 


authority level and the resulting state of flux within the youth workforce 


i.e. high levels of uncertainty and high staff turnover 211. 


■ The constant need for youth organisations to innovate and demonstrate 


innovation to secure funding rather than being able to deliver what they 


know works212. 


■ The lack of time to develop and maintain youth work skills including lack 


of time to meet and share good practice with other youth workers. 


■ The rural nature of Scotland; youth work in the more remote areas rely 


more on sessional/volunteer workers and have less investment in core 


funding/infrastructure. The larger projects and hence more investment 


are found, unsurprisingly, in the major towns and cities.  


5 The role and value of youth work 


5.1 Education and training 


Below are two examples in Scotland of education/training related youth work projects: 


■ The Youth Awards Network 213   


This provides a forum for over twenty organisations to offer a range of 


learning awards across Scotland to the 12 to 25 age group. These awards 


link into the Curriculum For Excellence and are awarded where youth 


work approaches have been used.  These awards have helped to: 


– Raise awareness of non-formal learning and the role of youth work.  


                                           
210 YouthLink Scotland (2012), National Voluntary Youth Work Organisations (Scotland) Survey. 
Edinburgh: YouthLink Scotland.  
211 Source: Interviews. 
212 Ibid. 
213 Youth Scotland (2011), Amazing Things: A Guide to the Youth Awards in Scotland. 
Edinburgh: Youth Scotland. 
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– Promote awards opportunities for young people in Scotland to young 


people and youth workers to encourage participation and improve 


access. 


– Promote information about the content and benefit of awards to 


prospective employers education establishments, other stakeholders 


and the wider public. 


– Share information, skills and good practice in appropriate areas. 214 


■ The Bridge Centre Motorcycle Project215 


Operating within East Lothian this project works in partnership with 


schools, social work and other specialist youth agencies to identify and 


work with young people, or groups of young people, who are deemed to 


be ‘at risk’, whether it be at home, in school or in the community.  The 


key priority areas for work include: 


– Transition (Secondary school to employment/training - children 


identified to be heading towards NEET). 


– Negative risk taking behaviour. 


– Educational support. 


– Health and wellbeing (sexual health, mental health, substance 


misuse). 


The Project has a current capacity to undertake and deliver 13 group 


programmes per year. This equates up to 104 vulnerable or at risk young 


people participating on programmes per year. The content of each of 


programme varies, but in general incorporates: 


– Issue based group work in partnership with specialist agencies 


(related to the issues of the young people involved). 


– Team building and problem solving exercises. 


– Off-road motorcycle training (as a means of engaging and focusing 


young people). 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


The number of young people not in education, training or employment has increased 


significantly across the UK in recent years with approximately 14% of the current 16-


19 year old population falling into this category. This equates to nearly 36,000 young 


people. In addition almost 1 in 5 young people are now unemployed in the UK as a 


whole.216 


■ The 14:19 Fund 


This fund aims to support young Scots aged 14 to 19 years who are 


struggling to make a successful transition from school into employment, 


education or training.217  This ten year fund was launched in 2008 and 


now includes a portfolio of 22 charities. Since 2008:  


– £19.2 million has been invested directly in the portfolio. 


– The portfolio has leveraged additional income of £14 million. 


                                           
214 Youth Scotland, The awards network, <www.youthscotland.org.uk/projects/volunteer-action-
plan/amazing-things.html> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. and Awards network, Home, 
<www.awardsnetwork.org/> date accessed 10th of February 2013. 
215 YouthLink Scotland,Home, <www.youthlinkscotland.org/Index> date accessed: 10th of 
February 2013. 
216 Office for National Statistics (2011), Labour Market Statistics Bulletin February 2011. Cardiff: 
Office for National Statistics. 
217 Inspiring Scotland (2012), 14:19 Fund Interim Report 2012. Edinburgh: Inspiring Scotland. 
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– Just under 13,000 young Scots have been supported. 


– Over 14,000 tangible qualifications and awards have been achieved 


by young Scots. 


– Just under 6,000 young Scots have secured a job, place in education 


or training. 


– In 2011 68% of young people completing a programme secured a 


job, place in education or training. 


■ Pathways to Employment218  


This project operates in a school in Tranent which was identified as 


having the lowest percentage of young people going onto positive 


destinations compared with other Schools in East Lothian. Targeting 15 


young people defined as at risk activities included: Visits to colleges & 


local employers, attending a Careers Convention, SQA Intermediate 1 


‘Enterprise and Employability’ modules (e.g. assessing personal skills, job 


searches, writing CV’s, preparing for interviews, enterprise project), 


climbing sessions and Duke of Edinburgh’s Award activities.  As a result 


of this intervention: 


– Young people’s knowledge of appropriate post-16 options and how to 


access them increased. 


– Young people developed knowledge and skills for life, learning and 


work.  


– Young people’s self-esteem and confidence increased. 


– Young people and school staff were more aware of the availability 


and the benefits of Community Learning and Development. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


There are a range of youth work interventions focused on promoting health and well-


being among young people in Scotland. For example: 


■ The Corner (Young People’s Health and Information Services), Dundee219 


The Corner offers, in partnership with other agencies, a broad range of 


health and information services for young people aged 11-25 years 


through its City-centre drop in and outreach work. Over the years it has 


built up a reputation with local BME communities, professionals and 


parents. Services are free, informal and confidential, providing individual 


support on any issues affecting young people such as sexual health, 


drugs, housing, employment issues, LGBT issues. It also provides free 


access to PCs and the internet, delivers outreach work to young people in 


a variety of settings including school and community bases, and provides 


advocacy support. In the 11 years since it was established, it had 


responded to over 100,000 enquiries from 60,000 young people. It has 


been recognised as an example of good practice by Her Majesty’s 


Inspectorate and NHS Health Scotland.  


 


 


 


 


                                           
218 YouthLink Scotland,Home, <www.youthlinkscotland.org/Index> date accessed: 10th of 
February 2013. 
219 Ibid. 
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■ Reversing the Trend220  


As part of this programme six youth organisations are using a broad 


range of interventions to minimise the risks and harms associated with 


drug and alcohol use. These include street work, youth club and cafes, 


group work, one to one support, school work, participation and 


counselling. Some of the organisations target young people before risky 


behaviour is common place; others target young people already engaged 


in risky behaviours.  They are undertaking a robust approach to 


evaluation using logic model approaches and at the time of writing had 


published a report in order to consult on evaluation methods and 


approaches.  


5.4 Participation  


Participation work with young people is particularly strong in Scotland with many 


examples in of local participation activities for young people including youth councils, 


youth forums on policy and service use.221 For example: 


■ The Scotland Youth Parliament222 


The Scottish Youth Parliament (SYP) has 150 members and undertakes 


two national campaigns annually. The Scottish Youth Parliament has 


three National Sittings each year where MSYPs meet to discuss and 


debate motions, campaigns and policy. As part of this it has responded to 


35 consultations by Scottish and UK Governments. It has also developed 


a pilot programme to develop more effective pupil councils and created 


resources to support this activity. Overall consultation responses to 


developing the SYP manifesto increased from 6,000 in 2007 to 42,804 in 


2011.  


■ Young Scot and the Young Scot National Entitlement Card 


Young Scot is the national youth information and citizenship charity. The 


provide young people, aged 11 - 26, with a mixture of information, ideas 


and incentives to help them become confident, informed and active 


citizens. They do this in a variety of formats, including books, magazines, 


online, and by phone. Their aim is to share information that will enable 


young people in Scotland to:  


– Make informed decisions and choices. 


– Turn their ideas into action. 


– Take advantage of the opportunities available to them in Scotland 


and the rest of Europe. 


– Have the confidence and knowledge to take their place as active 


citizens in their communities- locally, nationally and globally.  


 


Young Scot also run national youth consultations on behalf of others 


organisations and in recent years we have sought the views of young 


people on alcohol, climate change, substance misuse and a range of 


other topics. A key part of their offer is the Young Scot National 


                                           
220 Evaluation Support Scotland (2012), Reversing the Trend – How to evaluate the role of 
voluntary youth work in preventing or diverting young people from problem substance use. 
Edinburgh: Evaluation Support Scotland. 
221 Source: interviews. 
222 YouthLink Scotland (2012), Youth Work Sector: Distance Travelled 2007-2011. Edinburgh: 
YouthLink Scotland. 
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Entitlement Card. Introduced some 30 years ago and funded by the 


Scottish Government this is a multi-function smart card available to all 


young people 11-26 years. Introduced via schools it provides 


concessions for a range of services including across Europe and can also 


be used to pay for school meals. 223 Key points to note: 


– There are over 460,000 Young Scot NEC cardholders across Scotland. 


– The Young Scot NEC card gives young people access to special offers 


and discounts in over 1,500 shops and services across Scotland and a 


further 80,000 across Europe. 


– The card has been used to support online voting for Scottish 


Parliament elections (37,000 people voted online in 2013) and for 


participatory budgeting.  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


A Scottish Government guide to youth work volunteers224 highlights the following good 


practice principles when developing young people as leaders and volunteers through 


youth work: 


■ Engage young people from the point of their interest such as arts, media 


or sports. 


■ Get young people actively involved from an early stage. 


■ Use training in developing young people. 


■ Recognise young people’s contribution of time and skills such as through 


award schemes. 


■ Use adults as role models and mentors. 


■ Plan clear progression pathways. 


■ Support young people in the transition to this new enhanced role. 


Specific good practice examples include: 


■ Youth Voices, Western Isles “Looks Good on the CV!” 


This was set up to encourage participation for the 14 plus age group and 


to give young people a chance to have a say within their communities. 


Peer led youth groups highlight local issues which are taken to the Youth 


Council or Youth Parliament. All members become committee members 


and have a role in supporting new recruits. Youth Voice members feel 


valued, gain confidence and receive local recognition through awards for 


their work.  


■ Girlguiding Scotland - model of development for different age groups 


Intrinsic to the girlguiding delivery model is the support of young leaders. 


For those aged 5-14 years, they learn through fun and badge work builds 


confidence in trying for new skills; for those aged 14-26 – girlguides can 


assist in leading activities for younger groups; for those aged 16 years 


they can start to work on the Leadership qualification and at 18 years 


can run a Unit. 


■ The European Voluntary Service (EVS)  


Delivered by Young Scot this provides opportunities to all young people 


aged between 18-30 years old to volunteer abroad for a period of 2-12 


                                           
223 Source: interviews. 
224 Volunteer Scotland (2006), Universal Connections – Hamilton, 
<www.volunteerscotland.org.uk/Organisation/Detail/59637/0/Universal-Connections> date 
accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
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months. Travel, accommodation, food and insurance costs are all covered 


and volunteers receive a small personal allowance each month.225 


5.6 Social inclusion 


A number of youth work programmes have been developed to tackle sectarian issues 


– a particular issue for Scotland which takes the form of religious and political 


sectarian rivalry between Roman Catholics and Protestants. For example: 


■ YouthLink Scotland’s Action on Sectarianism 


YouthLink Scotland is setting up a new web portal 


www.actiononsectarianism.info  on behalf of the Scottish Government to 


bring resources together in one place. Due to be live from Spring 2013, it 


will act as a central hub designed to inspire work and action to combat 


sectarianism in Scotland at local and national levels. It will share the best 


resources, marketing and educational initiatives from across Scotland to 


effect long term and lasting change in sectarian behaviour. The portal will 


provide information and resources to the general public with three 


distinct audiences: Children; Young people and Adults, with a separate 


section for activists and practitioners in this field. YouthLink Scotland has 


also produced a youth work toolkit on anti-sectarianism. Having modelled 


it and piloted it in football clubs and schools it is now being rolled out 


more widely. 


Other examples aimed with supporting the social inclusion of disadvantaged young 


people include: 


■ The Plusone Mentoring Programme226  


This was established in 2005 to provide one-to-one mentoring support to 


those young people aged 8-14 years most likely to move further into the 


youth justice system and to do this at stage of their development when 


change in behaviour and attitudes might be most easily achieved. 


Adopting a youth work model the mentoring project was focused on 


building a trusted relationship based on voluntary participation. YMCA 


Scotland recruited and trained all volunteer mentors and matched them 


to referrals from the local authority referral group.  Referrals included 


those that had been excluded from school, or who had poor attendance 


as well as those with problems of substance misuse. Mentors were 


supervised by YMCA staff and met with their mentees once a week. Time 


was spent on a range of safe activities that allowed the mentee to reflect 


on choices, relationships and aspirations. At the 6 month stage it was 


found that the vast majority of the 54 participants included in the 


evaluation study had shown improved behaviour and changed attitudes 


to offending and anti-social behaviour. There were also examples of 


young people reducing or stopping their substance misuse and/or 


disruptive behaviour at school. This has now received long term funding 


via the Lottery’s Realising Ambition Programme which will see it 


expanding its model to several new areas.  


 


 


                                           
225 Young Scot (2013), European Voluntary Service, <www.youngscot.org/info/2336-european-
voluntary-service> date accessed: 10th of June 2013. 
226 YMCA Scotland (2011), Mentoring Works!, Edinburgh: YMCA Scotland. 
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■ Detached Youth Work Project, Goven Glasgow227 


Using an outreach delivery model, this project facilitates social inclusion 


of young people from BME and asylum seeker communities in terms of 


environmental issues, education, recreation and enjoyment. It involves 


art classes, group activities, one to one support and signposting to 


specialist support agencies addressing issues of personal development, 


confidence and emotional development.  


5.7 Youth and the world 


It was possible to identify some examples of youth work that were focused on wider 


world issues such as the environment and human rights. For example: 


■ The Powerpod Project228 


Devised and carried out by Edinburgh Woodcraft Folk, the Powerpod 


project is a peer-education project which provides an educational 


experience of climate change topics and energy issues to a wide range of 


schools, youth groups, community events and festivals throughout 


Scotland.  The Powerpod itself is a mobile renewable energy trailer, 


which accompanies the peer educators.  Young people worked together 


with students from Heriot-Watt University to design the Powerpod.  It 


was built by students as part of a final year university project.   


Young people aged 10-18 teach others about the issues of climate 


change and renewable energy through games and hands-on 


demonstrations.  The peer educators are trained in climate issues and 


how renewable energies function.  Workshops planned and led by young 


people, focus on the possibilities of renewable energy, the issues and 


challenges with climate change and what individuals can do to make 


changes in their own lives.  The project has reached thousands of people 


through requested school visits and by having a presence at community 


events.  They have also worked with the University of Edinburgh to 


deliver a renewable energy roadshow to secondary schools.  


Recently young people involved with the Powerpod have designed and 


instigated a cycle-in cinema, using film powered by renewables.  An 


evaluation by the Institute of Energy and Sustainable Development at De 


Montfort University has shown a marked increase in the gaining of 


awareness and knowledge of climate change challenges and renewable 


and other energy issues by those the Powerpod reaches.  The peer 


educators themselves gained confidence at contributing to meetings, 


managing a project, and teaching others. 


■ UNCRC Project: Children’s Rights Workshops in Secondary Schools / 


Bridges Project229 


The aim of the workshops is to deliver information to young people 


throughout secondary schools and in the Bridges Project in Shetland 


about their rights and responsibilities using the United Nations 


Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC). The Convention states 


that governments have an obligation to make sure children and young 


people are aware of their rights in this Convention. A presentation is 


                                           
227 McVey, H., (Date unknown), Changing Minds. Edinburgh: YouthLink and NHS Health 
Scotland. 
228 YouthLink Scotland, Home, <www.youthlinkscotland.org/Index> date accessed: 10th of 
February 2013. 
229 See: www.youthlinkscotland.org/Index 
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given about the Convention followed by various workshops from Youth 


Services and Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young People.  


■ Youth In Action programme 


The implementation of this EU programme within Scotland is delivered by 


Youthlink Scotland. The programme aims to inspire a sense of active 


European citizenship, solidarity and tolerance among young Europeans 


and to involve them in shaping the Union's future. It promotes mobility 


within and beyond the EU's borders, non-formal learning and intercultural 


dialogue, and encourages the employability and inclusion of all young 


people, regardless of their educational, social and cultural background. 
230 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Some examples were found of youth work projects using art and music as hooks for 


engagement. These included: 


■ Erskine Music and Media Studio231 


This is a Community Interest Company run by young people for young 


people. Based at Bargarran Community Center in Erskine, this 


constituted group has created a diverse and strong community centred 


around music and media. Initially using some project underspend, this 


initiative was set up in 2009 with the purchase of some music equipment 


and the support of a music worker. Following huge demand for the 


project and with funding from the Local Area Committee and British 


Airports Association Grants, the project grew to 24 hours a week 


employing a dedicated Project Manager and Music Worker. 


A new group of young people was established as the Erskine Music & 


Media Studio in January 2012 allowing a separated group of young 


people to expand and run the project. In August 2012 a separate 


application to the Local Area Committee allowed the group to start 


trading with the purchase of a new Public Address System. The young 


people receive training as well as supplying a professional service to 


external companies. This has been expanded into tailored workshops for 


groups as well as film and media production.  


Young people meet every week to make decisions under the guidance of 


their project manager. As well as excelling in music and media, young 


people are gaining practical skills in management, business and finance 


through running the project. The Studio has become an integral part of 


the community. Weekly Jam Sessions and the monthly music event 


UPLOAD have proved a successful way of bringing young people together 


in a safe environment. The Studio has also introduced new beginners' 


classes for Primary 7 to Secondary 3 helping with the transition from 


Primary to High School. The project and its members recently scooped 


several awards at the Youthlink Scotland Youth Worker of the Year 


Awards.  


■ Use of art to help young homeless people232 


In the year 2009-10 more than 10, 000 young people (aged 18 – 24) in 


Scotland were defined as homeless. Photovoice has been working with 


Fairbridge Glasgow to support young people affected by homelessness. 


                                           
230 See: www.youthlinkscotland.org/Index.asp?MainID=12413 
231 See: www.emmstudio.co.uk/about/ 
232 See: www.photovoice.org/projects/uk/waiting-2010-2011 
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Activities include residential teambuilding trips consisting of night 


photography, glowsticks and white water rafting; and regular facilitated 


photography sessions. This has led to various art exhibitions including 


“Waiting” which toured Scotland throughout spring and summer 2011. 


Over half million people are estimated to have seen the exhibition in over 


twenty sites.  


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


As established in the 2007 youth work strategy, youth work in Scotland is a universal 


service, but with additional targeted groups. This is perceived as important by 


campaigning youth organisations who argue that youth work can help those who really 


need it, but can also benefit the generality of young people too.233 Young people or 


areas that are targeted through youth work include:  


■ 16+ not in Education, Employment or Training. 


■ Young people at risk of dropping out of school. 


■ Young/Single mothers – a range of strategies on this group including 


“Active Young Women” and “Young Parents”234. 


■ LGBT young people e.g. The Challenging Homophobia Together Schools 


Project which aims to reduce homophobic bullying in Scottish schools and 


which developed through positive consultation, is designed to meet the 


needs and aspirations of young people who belong to the LGBT 


Community. 235 


■ Young people with mental health support needs (more of a focus now on 


health and well-being). 


■ Young people with alcohol and drug use support needs. 


■ Knife crime. 


■ Sectarian issues. 


6.1.2 Reach 


According to the National Voluntary Youth Work Organisations (Scotland) Survey by 


YouthLink Scotland (2012), it is estimated that: 


■ 386,795 young people in Scotland are supported by voluntary youth 


work organisations every year.236  


■ 52% of those young people are female, and 48% male. 


■ 37% are under 10 years; 31% 10-14, 24% 15-17 and 8% 18-24 years.  


■ Nearly 34,000 young people (up to age 25) volunteer through national 


voluntary youth work organisations.237 


                                           
233 Source: Interviews. 
234 Ibid. 
235 YouthLink Scotland, Support young people in Scotland, 
<www.youthlinkscotland.org/Index.asp?MainID=13870> date accessed: 10th of February2013. 
236 YouthLink Scotland put the actual figure to be more like 400,000 as this survey did not 


include all youth organistions plus Information from interview for this study. 
237 YouthLink Scotland (2012), National Voluntary Youth Work Organisations (Scotland). 
Edinburgh: YouthLink Scotland. This survey is on-going and these are the most recent statistics. 
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There are no local authority level data on the numbers of young people worked with. 


Other data238 on the participation of young people in youth work services/activities 


more generally show that: 


■ Over 460,000 young people carry Scotland’s Youth Smart Card (the 


Young Scot National Entitlement Card). 


■ Young Scot's websites currently receive an average of over 150,000 page 


views each month. 


■ Over 100 young people have been recruited as Young Scot Ambassadors 


in every local authority in Scotland to take forward the 2014 


Commonwealth Games Legacy. 


■ Over 80,000 of the Young Scot information booklet were distributed to 


young people across all 32 local authorities in 2011/12. 


■ The free and confidential Young Scot InfoLine handled over 10,000 


information enquiries from young people in 2011/12. 


■ There were 42,804 responses from young people across Scotland to a 


consultation on the Scottish Youth Parliament manifesto - the largest 


consultation of its kind in Scotland. 


Given that funding available for youth work is increasingly limited, there are gaps in 


provision. Interviewees for this study noted that the following groups of young people 


are not currently reached by -or certainly reached less by - youth work in Scotland: 


■ Young people in remote rural areas - while there are examples of 


outreach support and mobile youth clubs/cafes, youth work resources in 


these areas are generally much lower with most delivery reliant on local 


volunteers. 


■ A study that explored youth work in relation to the most vulnerable 


young people concluded that this group were under-represented in the 


uptake of youth work provision due to reasons of cost, cultural factors 


and local environment issues.239 


■ Young people with special needs – while there is a good network of 


specialist disability organisations, it was felt that there was scope for 


greater integration of these with mainstream youth provision. 


■ BME young people – while many examples of local voluntary specialist 


projects for example with Gypsy/Traveller young people, these are not 


always integrated into mainstream youth provision. 


■ Other groups also noted include: New immigrants; Young carers; Looked 


after children and Care Leavers; and young people coming out of jail. 240 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


The HM Inspectorate of Education as part of their CLD inspection programme has 


conducted 91 inspections across 32 local authorities since September 2008. In relation 


to youth work, these have found that local units of national youth organisations often 


provide “effective opportunities for young people” in terms of: 


■ Supporting young people with additional needs including health and social 


problems 


■ Enabling independence and greater responsibility among young people 


                                                                                                                                
They do not include local authority youth work/community learning and development provision 
at this stage. 
238  The Scottish Government, Did you know? <www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/People/Young-
People/families/youth-work-participation/facts> date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
239 Furlong, A., Cartmel, F., Powney, J. and Hall, S. (1997), Evaluating Youth Work with 


Vulnerable Young People. Glasgow: University of Glasgow and SCRE. ; Milburn, T. et al. (2003), 
Step it Up….Charting Young People’s Progress.  Glasgow: University of Strathclyde.. 
240 Source: Interviews. 



http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/People/Young-People/families/youth-work-participation/facts
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■ Helping to establish more effective mechanisms within schools to better 


listen to the voice of young people 


■ Specific contributions to the Curriculum for Excellence such as enhanced 


skills and knowledge in relation to social studies, religious and moral 


education, modern languages, creative arts and technologies.241 


Beyond this, there are few examples of robust evaluations showing the impact of 


youth work. Some studies of individual projects have been conducted, which have 


been included where relevant in Section 5 above. To summarise, evidence from these 


individual evaluations suggest that youth work can: 


■ Change individual behaviour and attitudes towards offending and 


substance misuse242. 


■ Serve to offer a distraction for vulnerable young people away from risky 


behaviour243. 


■ Make a positive contribution to young people’s positive mental health but 


needs to be adapted to meet the particular needs of young people from 


BME backgrounds244. 


■ Help young people into education, employment and training245.  


In terms of the key strengths of young workers in supporting the lives of young 


people, interviewees noted:246 


■ Having young people at the centre of delivery. 


■ Having someone supporting the young person who is trusted. 


■ Supporting young people who engage of their own volition - the free 


association of young people is critical and marks it out as distinct from 


other agencies working with young people. 


■ Meeting young people in their own territory and in their own time – this 


is critically different in terms of shifting the balance of power towards 


young people. 


■ The open ended approach to youth work makes the youth worker 


vulnerable which is the very strength of youth work – young people are 


safe but challenged too.  


Various consultations with young people who have engaged in youth work activities 


show that the following features of youth work tend to be most valued247: 


■ The fun and enjoyment they experienced in meeting friends. 


■ Participating in community based programmes that widened their social 


and personal horizons. 


■ The role of youth workers in encouraging them to participate in activities 


and decision making.  


 


                                           
241 HM Inspectorate of Education (2011) Learning in Scotland’s Communities, March. Pp. 23-24.   
242 See for example YMCA (2012) 
243 See Furlong et al (1997) 
244 See McVey (Date unknown) 
245 See Inspiring Scotland (2012) 
246 Information from interviews for this study. 
247 Andy Furlong, Fred Cartmel, Janet Powney and Stuart Hall (1997) Evaluating Youth Work 
with Vulnerable Young People, University of Glasgow and SCRE p. x;  Ted Milburn (2003) Step it 
Up….Charting Young People’s Progress, p 18.  
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Scotland 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Scotland has a long tradition of 


voluntary commitment to youth work. 
■ A skilled and flexible youth workforce 


built on a clear purpose and strong 


ethics. 
■ There is currently strong political 


support for youth work evident in a 


range of Scottish Government led 
strategies and guidance documents.  


 


■ The whole workforce development and 


recognition of youth work through 
occupational standards. 


■ The recognition that young people 


suffer more than most gives an 
opportunity for and purpose to youth 


work. 


■ Scottish Government no longer 
perceives young people in a negative 


light.  


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ The historical integration of youth work 
into wider community education 


practice has meant there is a lack of 


awareness of youth work among the 
general public/some officials. 


■ The diversity of the youth workforce 


which includes a mixture of volunteers, 
sessional and professional staff makes 


it difficult for outsiders to know and 


understand the role of a youth worker. 
■ The diversity of the sector and what it 


delivers can also make it difficult to sell 


youth work to funders – the sector not 
good at “telling the story” – though 


getting better. 


■ The wider economic climate and 
funding cuts to youth work. 


■ The lack of recognition of/professional 


status among the wider voluntary 
youth work sector. 


■ The scarcity of core funding for 


national youth organisations could lead 
to a substantial under capacity to 


support local groups and provide 


common/specialist services/training 
and advice. 


7 Conclusions and recommendations 


A number of recommendations were suggested by the interviewees for this study, 


which are summarised below: 


■ The need for more effective coordination of and integrated training for 


youth workers – access to training for youth workers remains “sporadic”. 


■ The need to attract and recruit more male youth work leaders in the 25-


45 year age range. 


■ The need for the European Commission to fund work to support the 


development of youth leaders; funding for this is not available at 


local/national level.  One interviewee felt that current youth leaders are 


getting older and there were no resources to fund the next generation. 


■ The need for more and sustainable funding of youth work nationally 


including the need for a capital funding programme; ideally such funding 


needs to be in 3-5 year cycles rather than annual to help build 


sustainability;  


■ Need for greater consistency of youth work provision across local 


authorities; current youth work practice within Local Authorities is patchy 


partly exacerbated by cuts to funding. 
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A number of recommendations were also made in the Youthlink Scotland Manifesto 


2011.248 These include:  


■ The need for greater co-production and asset-based approaches to work 


with young people; 


■ Better recognition of youth work and the cost-effective contribution it 


makes to all national outcomes and key agendas such as: health and 


wellbeing; community Safety; and 16+ learning choices. 


■ The need for permanent funding. At present the core grant to youth 


work, both voluntary and statutory, is equivalent to less than 1% of the 


total Education budget. 


■ Youth work for all young people no matter where in Scotland they live, 


and regardless of their personal circumstances. They argue that universal 


youth work opportunities help prevent the need for high-cost targeted 


interventions later on in a young person’s life.  


                                           
248   YouthLink Scotland (2011), Championing Scotland’s Young People. Edinburg: Youth Link 
Scotland. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  No real tradition of youth 


work 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 


tradition  


No real tradition of formal 


youth work 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 


young people 
Decreased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 


work 


Not applicable, since no 


formal youth work 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Youth organisations (non-


formal education) 


1.1 Definitions 


The concept of ‘youth work’ was difficult to translate in Portugal as there is no such 


concept in Portuguese although the practice of youth work exists. The term youth 


work was formally translated at the EU level as ‘trabalho socioeducativo em prol dos 


jovens’, literally meaning ‘social and educational work for youth’1.  


There is neither a professional or academic recognition2 of youth work in Portugal. It is 


certainly not a domain of academic research in Portugal. There is a general lack of 


government interest in youth and a lack of visibility/promotion of youth work 


practices.  


The definition behind the term ‘trabalho socioeducativo em prol dos jovens’ 


encompasses the European definition, understood as “(non-formal) educational 


activities outside the formal educational system coupled with an emphasis on 


voluntary participation of young people”. The Portuguese conception of youth work 


seems to strongly refer to the work taking place within youth organisations which are 


aiming to engage the hard-to-reach/young people at risk and empowering young 


people.   


However, there is a strong debate at the national level around the Portuguese 


translation and definition of youth work. Actors working with young people are varied 


– i.e. from the third sector (youth organisations) but also from the public sector (social 


workers, etc.). As there is no legal or systematic national definition of ‘trabalho 


socioeducativo em prol dos jovens’, each actor can understand it in a different way.  


In addition, the debate centres on the assistantship idea that the Portuguese definition 


might embrace – i.e. the idea that it is for youth. Interviewees – which were mainly 


                                           
1 Europa press release RAPID (2009), Uma nova era para as políticas de juventude da UE, 


<http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-09-644_pt.htm?locale=en> date accessed: 10th of 
November 2012. 
2 Youth workers interviewees all mentioned that there is neither an official recognition of their 
work nor a formal and legal definition of their status. The researcher has some reservations 
regarding the interviewees’ opinions on that matter. Indeed, whilst there is a strong lack of 
visibility of youth work practices in Portugal, desk research suggests there is some recognition 


given to the practice, via the activities/policies developed by the Portuguese Sport and Youth 
Institute and via the constant dialogue taken place between the Portuguese Sport and Youth 
Institute and the National Youth Council.    



http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-09-644_pt.htm?locale=en
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active youth workers – refuse to see their work as assistance-based. They perceive 


their work as a way to empower young people through the use of non-formal 


educational activities developed by and with young people. They all stressed the 


importance of non-formal learning as the foundation of the ‘trabalho socioeducativo 


em prol dos jovens’. Also, interviewees urge the development and the promotion of a 


common definition to all actors working with youth.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


In Portugal, there is no real tradition or development of youth work– understood here 


as youth organisations actions. There is no tradition of formal/professional youth 


work. The development of youth work in Portugal really started to emerge after the 


end of the authoritarian regime that prohibited most forms of association3. The 


creation of the National Youth Council in 1985 gave visibility to national youth 


organisations. The National Youth Council is an independent umbrella organisation 


with the objective to give a political voice to youth organisations. Its main board and 


supervisory board are run by volunteers (e.g. former youth workers). In addition, it 


has a technician team composed of seven persons who are under a professional paid 


contract. It is subsidised by the Portuguese Sport and Youth Institute (IPDJ)4.   


Across time, the most visible and prominent type of youth work in Portugal 


(understood, in this case, in the broadest sense) are the Scouts and other catholic 


forms of organisations, as well as youth camps, political and students’ organisations.    


To some extent EU policy priorities in recent years have reinforced the focus on the 


youth, especially via the Youth in Action programme, encouraging mobility and 


exchange opportunities. Political attention of youth work and youth issues has 


remained weak and according to interviewees is decreasing. The recent merging of the 


Portuguese Youth Institute with the Portuguese Sport Institute is seen by interviewees 


as an example of the decreased attention5. Also, the government has considerably 


decreased funding for youth policies as a result of the economic crisis. The annual 


budget for the Portuguese Sport and Youth Institute constituted 27,8% of the total 


budget programme in 20116 but only 7,2% of the total in 20127.  


Thus, it is difficult to assess the importance of youth work in supporting the lives of 


young people in Portugal over the past ten years. On the one hand, the visibility of 


youth organisations has slowly increased, especially via the role of the National Youth 


Council in bringing youth issues to the political level. On the other hand, in terms of 


quantity, as the interviewees mentioned, the number of youth organisations has 


increased considerably over the last ten years, mainly due to the EU funding 


opportunities – e.g. Youth in Action, Youth on the Move. Yet, the quality and 


sustainability of these new youth organisations falls short due to a lack of monitoring 


of their work.  


                                           
3 Delicado, A. (2002), Caracterizaçao do voluntariado social em Portugal, Comunicação 
apresentada no Seminário: Olhares sobre o voluntariado: análises e perspectivas para uma 
cidadania activa, Lisboa, 10 de Maio de 2002, ISSCOOP.  
4 The IPDJ is the result of the merge in 2011 of the Portuguese Youth Institute and the 
Portuguese Sport Institute by the Law Decree 98/2011. For more information see: 
http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/decreto-lei_98_2011.pdf 
5 Ibid.  
6 Ministério das Finanças, Orcamento do Estado (2011), Outubro 2010, p183, Lisboa: Ministério 
das Finanças, Orcamento do Estado. 
7 Ibid.  



http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/decreto-lei_98_2011.pdf
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1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


In Portugal, non-formal / non-professional / third sector led youth work is more 


widespread. As previously mentioned, youth work in Portugal means involvement with 


young people and by young people via youth organisations, mainly to increase their 


non-formal learning, their social inclusion and their civic/democratic awareness. To a 


great extent, the staff of youth organisations is constituted of volunteers. 


Consequently, youth work does not exist as a formal / professional delivery in 


Portugal.  


Since the start of EU funding programmes in Portugal, youth organisations were said 


by interviewees to have considerably increased, delivering a variety of activities 


targeted at the youth. Data from the 2010 Annual Report8 of the Portuguese Sport and 


Youth Institute is consistent with interviewees’ impression. It indeed shows an 


increase of youth association between 2008 and 2010, respectively from 952 to 1329.  


Portugal involves a complex network of providers. For instance, community or 


religious organisations, youth organisations, local authorities, civil society 


organisations, and private institutions might deliver youth work. Indeed, municipalities 


might work at the local level with schools in cooperation with local youth 


organisations. Civil society organisations such as the ACIDI (High Commission for 


Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue) have implemented the ‘Escolhas’9 Programme 


targeted at young people from a migrant/ethnic background. Private Institutions of 


Social Solidarity (IPSS)10 – which are non-profit institutions established by 


private/individual initiative – might also target their work at the youth. Private 


institutions/companies can also be involved in youth work, such as youth camps 


enterprises.  


2 Legislative context and governance 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National 


Body with a responsibility for governing youth work Portuguese Sport and 


Youth Institute 


2.1 Legal background 


In terms of national Legislation, the Constitution of the Portuguese Republic makes an 


overall reference11 to the attention the State has to provide (in terms of opportunities, 


security, etc.) to Youth within article 7012. Article 70 states that the State has to 


                                           
8 Instituto Português da Juventude (2011), Annual Report 2010, p65. Lisboa: Instituto 


Português da Juventude. 
9 ‘Escolhas Programme’ funds various youth organisations and other civil society organisation to 
implement, at the local level, projects mainly targeting the most disadvantaged young people 
with an ethnic background and providing them with education and training opportunities.  For 
more information see: www.programaescolhas.pt/  
10 IPSS are an initiative of the Portuguese Social Security. Their website is: http://www2.seg-
social.pt/left.asp?01.03. 
11 Youth Partnership, Youth policy country information Portugal 2008, <http://youth-
partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html>. 
12 See: www.parlamento.pt/Legislacao/Paginas/ConstituicaoRepublicaPortuguesa.aspx 



http://www.programaescolhas.pt/

http://www2.seg-social.pt/left.asp?01.03

http://www2.seg-social.pt/left.asp?01.03

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html

http://www.parlamento.pt/Legislacao/Paginas/ConstituicaoRepublicaPortuguesa.aspx
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guarantee access to housing, to education, to leisure time to youth. It also states that 


Youth policy should have as its primary objectives the development of young people, 


creating conditions for their effective integration into working life.  In addition, there is 


specific legislation in place in Portugal regarding associativism (‘associativismo’), 


youth camps and volunteering activities.  


Law 23/2006 of 23 June13 establishes the legal regime of associativism. According to 


the law, Scouts, religious or political organisations as well as organisations developing 


activities for youth are defined as youth organisations as long as they have a specific 


percentages of leaders/members below age 30. This law also makes a distinction 


between youth organisations in general and students’ organisations. It states how a 


youth organisation can be recognised as such by the Portuguese Sport and Youth 


Institute and how they can apply for funding opportunities. It also defines the key 


rights/responsibilities of association leaders, providing them the status of ‘leader of an 


association’.  


Youth camps are regulated by various Law Decrees14 that establish the legal 


framework for youth camps (conditions for the creation of a summer camp, access to 


the camp, security measures, etc.).  


Volunteering activities and the status of volunteers are regulated by Law 71/98, of 3 


November15 which establishes the legal framework for developing volunteer activities 


and being a volunteer.  


Interviewees have the feeling that there is no specific law that is targeted at youth 


work defined as ‘trabalho socioeducativo em prol dos jovens’.  Indeed, the various 


laws described above are very general and do not provide a specific professional 


status for youth workers or professional standards for the practice of youth work.  


2.2 Governance 


At the governmental level, the Secretary of State for Sport and Youth is the main body 


developing policies targeted at the Youth.  


The Portuguese Sport and Youth Institute (IPDJ)16 is the main body governing youth 


related issues in Portugal governed by the Secretary of State for Youth and Sport. The 


institute has the mission to implement policies at the national level and regional level 


– via its regional delegations – in the areas of sport and youth in close cooperation 


with sport organisations, youth organisations, student organisations and 


municipalities.  


Concerning youth work, the Portuguese Sport and Youth Institute has the remit to 


provide support to youth organisations, to volunteering activities, to promote 


citizenship, leisure activities, non-formal education, to inform young people (via local 


information points and website) about youth related issues and mobility opportunities 


for young people in Portugal and abroad.  


As youth issues are a transversal topic at governmental level, an Inter-ministerial 


Committee for Youth Policy was created in 2007 (Resolution 77/200717, 4 June) with 


                                           
13 See: http://juventude.gov.pt/legislacao/Paginas/Legislacao_Juventude.aspx  
14 Decreto-Lei n.º 32/2011; Despacho n.º 6506/2011; Portaria n.º 586/2004; Portaria n.º 
629/2004.  
15 See: http://juventude.gov.pt/legislacao/Paginas/Legislacao_Juventude.aspx  
16 The IPDJ is the result of the merge in 2011 of the Portuguese Youth Institute and the 
Portuguese Sport Institute by the Law Decree 98/2011. For more information see: 


http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/decreto-lei_98_2011.pdf 
17 Presidência do Conselho de Ministros (2007), Resolução do Conselho de Ministros n.º77/2007, 
de 4de Junho, Cria a Comissão Interministerial para as PolÍticas da Juventude, 



http://juventude.gov.pt/legislacao/Paginas/Legislacao_Juventude.aspx

http://juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/decreto_lei_32_2011.pdf

http://juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/despacho_6505_2011.pdf

http://juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/portaria_586_2004.pdf

http://juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/portaria_629_2004.pdf

http://juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/portaria_629_2004.pdf

http://juventude.gov.pt/legislacao/Paginas/Legislacao_Juventude.aspx

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/decreto-lei_98_2011.pdf
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the aim of ensuring the coordination of an integrated youth policy between the various 


ministries.   


At the local level, municipalities (around 300 all over the country) have developed 


local strategies to encourage youth participation in the political process and to support 


programmes/projects of leisure times, volunteering, etc. 18. 


Non-public actors have also competences in the youth field such as the National Youth 


Council and the Local Youth Organisations Federation (Federação Nacional das 


Associações Locais de Juventude) which are active at the national level, aiming to 


foster constant dialogue between youth organisations and the government19.  


In 2008, the Portuguese Youth Institute20 expenditures allocated to youth represented 


approximately 30 million Euros21. In 2010, expenditures of the Portuguese Youth 


Institute plummet to approximately 20 million€22. The budget for Youth was said to be 


decreasing due to the economic crisis, however, the new overall budget could not be 


found.  


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Low 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes  


Programmes on the development of youth work No  


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative  


3.1 Policy commitment 


To date, there is no specific national youth strategy in place in Portugal. Nevertheless, 


it is the aim of the government to develop a Youth National Strategy: the Youth White 


paper. The content of the Portuguese Youth White paper is not yet known23. In its 


National report24, Portugal mentions that the aim is to develop a youth strategy in 


close collaboration with young people in order to assess and meet youth needs and 


aspirations. In theory, the aim was to consult young people in order to develop the 


key points of the White paper. In practice, however, interviewees noted the lack of a 


methodological approach to design the consultation process. It was reported that no 


representative sample of young people was chosen; members/leaders of youth 


organisations were left out of the process; and that the questionnaire lacked of a 


                                                                                                                                
<http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/resolucao-conselho-
ministros_77_2007.pdf>. 
18 Youth Partnership, Youth policy country information Portugal 2008, <http://youth-
partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html>.  
19 Ibid. 
20 Before the merge with the Portuguese Sport Institute. 
21 Youth Partnership, Youth policy country information Portugal 2008, <http://youth-
partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html>. 
22 Instituto Português da Juventude (2011), Annual Report 2010, p117. Lisboa: Instituto 
Português da Juventude. 
23 For more information see the national website of the Youth White Paper at: 


http://microsites.juventude.gov.pt/Portal/LBJ 
24 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012 (Portugal). Brussels: European Commission.  



http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/resolucao-conselho-ministros_77_2007.pdf

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Legislacao/Documents/resolucao-conselho-ministros_77_2007.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/ekcyp/Countryinformation2.html

http://microsites.juventude.gov.pt/Portal/LBJ
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methodological design. The National Youth Council has reported the drawbacks of the 


consultation process to the Secretary of State. 


In terms of policies targeted at youth, the Government proposed to enhance its youth 


policy, with particular emphasis on:  


1. Streamlining and promoting mechanisms for young people to access 


real-estate loans. 


2. Promoting entrepreneurship and self-employment. 


3. Support entrepreneurial initiatives in conjunction with institutions of 


higher education. 


4. Promoting youth volunteering, civic and political participation25. 


As it can be noted, these youth policies priorities include the promotion of 


volunteering, civic and political participation which could be considered as youth work. 


However, interviewees notice that political commitment in the area of youth work, in 


practice, is weak and that, there is no much change in the field – i.e. there is a lack of 


recognition of what youth workers do in the field. Reasons evoked by interviewees to 


explain the weak attention given to youth work were: the austerity measures that 


have diminished the budget for the youth; the social belief that youth work is limited 


to leisure activities; and a certain political fear of seeing an empowered youth that will 


socially disturb the political mainstream. The National Youth Council tries to bring 


youth work to the political agenda giving a political voice to youth organisations. 


Nonetheless, municipalities – Cascais was mentioned by interviewees as an example 


of good practice in the field – seem more opened to youth work, implementing local 


strategies – e.g. strategies targeted at the fight against social exclusion, at the fight 


against school dropout, etc. – in close collaboration with local youth organisations. 


Reasons for this commitment might be political (i.e. to obtain votes) or economical 


(i.e. it is more efficient to ask a youth organisations to do the work rather than 


developing a new specific structure).    


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


The Portuguese Sport and Youth Institute (IPDJ) developed specific funding 


programmes26 to which youth organisations can apply to. Financial support up to 


1500€ is provided for developing projects within the association, for buying material 


and for participating in training programmes organised by the IPDJ.  However, the 


budget is said to be very limited. As one of the interviewees noted, youth 


organisations cannot rely on public funding to survive. 


The IPDJ has also developed many programmes27 which reflect the government 


policies plans for youth described above. Programmes aim at: enhancing youth civic 


and volunteer participation; promoting healthy lifestyles via prevention actions; 


providing health related services to youth (e.g. free medical consultations, 


psychological advises, etc.); enhancing employability and entrepreneurship skills of 


youth (e.g. providing internships opportunities); developing cultural contest for the 


youth, thus promoting creativity; informing them, via the website, about existent 


financial support for housing, education, transportation, etc.             


The national programme ‘Escolhas’28 implemented by the fifth consecutive time by the 


High Commission for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue (ACIDI) is one of the 


                                           
25 Ministério das Finanças, Orcamento do Estado (2011), Outubro 2010, p148, Lisboa: Ministério 
das Finanças, Orcamento do Estado  
26 See: http://juventude.gov.pt/Associativismo/PAAJ/Paginas/default.aspx  
27 See: http://juventude.gov.pt/Paginas/default.aspx  
28 See: http://www.programaescolhas.pt/apresentacao  



http://juventude.gov.pt/Associativismo/PAAJ/Paginas/default.aspx

http://juventude.gov.pt/Paginas/default.aspx

http://www.programaescolhas.pt/apresentacao
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most visible actions having a positive impact in developing youth work in Portugal. 


Indeed, the programme funds projects of different kind of organisations (e.g. youth 


organisations, NGOs, local municipalities) with the aim of reducing the social exclusion 


among young people with a migrant/ethnic or disadvantaged background.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Extremely diverse 


Number of youth workers  No data 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are no minimum qualification standards for youth workers in Portugal and youth 


work still does not exist as an academic subject in formal education.  


Youth work in Portugal is not associated with a specific kind of educational route. 


Youth workers come from a range of extremely diverse educational backgrounds. As 


mentioned by interviewees, youth workers can come from all type of educational 


routes: biology, psychology, teaching, architecture, engineering, social work, 


international relations, high-school degree, etc. Youth workers are bound by their 


common will to work for the community and to empower young people. 


At the national level, there are some formal and non-formal training opportunities 


available to youth workers even though there is a lack of formal qualifications on 


youth work. Training courses in Portugal are offered by the IPDJ and by youth 


organisations themselves. Yet, interviewees mentioned that the great majority of 


training opportunities are abroad and supported via EU funded programmes and 


promoted by the Council of Europe.   


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


There is no professional status associated with youth work in Portugal. It is neither a 


legal recognised profession nor a social recognised profession. In this regard, all 


interviewees mentioned the difficulty they have to explain to their relatives what they 


do – the profession is negatively perceived as ‘entertainment for the young’ and it is 


not understand why youth workers work so hard without being paid. Similarly, the job 


market also underestimates the occupation and negatively perceives the skills of 


youth workers.  


Interviewees reported that recognition and opportunities as a paid profession are 


offered abroad – it is usually the case that Portuguese youth workers would enrol in 


projects abroad – whereas there is no recognition at the national level. One of the 


interviewees pointed out that her experience and expertise as a youth worker was 


highly recognised at the European level – i.e. she could find a job in the field at 


European institutions level – whereas it was underestimated at the national level 
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where few opportunities – mainly on volunteer basis – were offered to her. Possible 


reasons for this lack of recognition are:  


 The fact that there has not been a long tradition of youth work in Portugal. 


 The fact that youth work is not a top policy priority. 


 The fact that youth work is not an academic topic of research. 


 The lack of recognition of non-formal education. 


However, at the local level, local actors (e.g. teenagers, parents, inhabitants, 


municipalities, etc.) often recognise the benefits associated with the work of youth 


organisations.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


There are no aggregate data on the number of youth workers in Portugal. Even though 


there are no official figures available on the population of youth workers, there is 


some data on the number of youth work organisations – which includes all types or 


organisations such as student organisations, youth organisations, Scouts 


organisations, cultural organisations, etc. – that officially registered at the National 


Register of Youth organisations (RNAJ). In 2010, there were 1,750 youth organisations 


officially registered according to the Annual Report of the Youth Institute29. In 2010, 


1,329 were Youth organisations whereas students organisations only represented a 


total of 202 organisations and informal groups a total of 164. The number of youth 


organisations has considerably increased between 2008 and 2010, respectively from 


952 to 1329, whereas the number of student organisations and informal groups 


remained relatively constant30.   


Youth workers interviewed assessed that the number of youth organisations has been 


increasing over the past ten years, largely thanks to EU opportunities – e.g. Youth in 


Action programme. 


The great majority of youth workers are volunteers or part-time workers. Some (very 


few) youth workers earn a salary as youth workers. It was highlighted that this 


professional situation is particularly precarious as it depends on public/private 


subsidies and not on a legal status/profession. 


According to research realised in 2005 on youth associativism31 , within the sample of 


1,000 young people, only 2,8% of them32 belonged to a youth association, 4,2% to a 


religious youth association, and 4,9% to student organisations. In addition, within the 


volunteer population of the sample, more than two third belong to a youth association. 


Volunteering activities can thus be strongly associated with youth associativism.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


There are no data available on the profile of youth workers, but as already described 


above, since there is no academic qualification available to become a youth worker in 


Portugal, the great majority of existing youth workers have very diverse educational 


backgrounds. There is also a proportion of unqualified youth workers since there are 


no minimum qualification standards for the profession in Portugal.   


Interviewees estimate that currently, the great majority of youth workers are 


volunteers.  


                                           
29 Instituto Português da Juventude (2011), Annual Report 2010, p65. Lisboa: Instituto 
Português da Juventude.  
30 Idem.  
31 Ferreira, P. & Alcântara da Silva, P. (2005), O Associativismo Juvenil e a Cidadania Política. 
Lisboa: Instituto de Ciências Sociais da Universidade de Lisboa.  
32 In this research, one thousand young people between 15 and 29 years old were interviewed. 
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The major key challenges facing youth workers in Portugal are the lack of recognition 


of the occupation and the precarious situation associated with it, i.e. there is a lack of 


subsidies available – and when available they are really small – meaning that youth 


organisations have to struggle to survive.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


The role and value of youth work was difficult to assess as there is neither monitoring 


nor specific academic research of youth work practices in Portugal. Nevertheless, 


following the interviews we have undertaken, it is possible to draw various conclusions 


about the role of youth organisations in Portugal.  


Youth organisations in Portugal do not act in only one particular field. They aim to 


reach transversal objectives, having a positive role in different areas. The activities 


developed by youth organisations fall within the overall scope of empowering the 


youth via non-formal learning techniques. Their aim is usually to: 


 Provide non-formal learning opportunities for the youth (e.g. out-of-school 


activities, working closely with schools, empowering at-risk students, etc.). 


 Increase youth participation in the wider community. 


 Raise awareness about the Human Rights and global issues. 


 Reduce social exclusion among young people and those at risk. 


 Promote and increase youth participation in volunteering activities at the 


national and European level.  


5.1 Education and training 


Some youth organisations in Portugal focus in the provision of non-formal learning 


opportunities and of support for at-risk students. Some also support schools and 


training institutions in their service delivery (e.g. mentoring, career advice services, 


counselling, etc.).  


The Association ‘Espaço Jovem’ is a good example of it. It has indeed developed, 


under the national ‘Escolhas funding Programme’33 and with the collaboration of local 


authorities, a project called ‘Formar – Inserir’34 targeting at young people at-risk 


belonging to minority groups from a specific neighbourhood of the city of Amadora. 


The project aims at providing study support to at-risk students, mentoring support to 


schools and family as well as life orientation support to the young people. It also 


provides non-formal learning via sport and volunteering activities that it organises for 


these young people.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Some national initiatives targeted at the youth and also youth work have an impact in 


improving entrepreneurship skills and employment opportunities of young people in 


Portugal.  


In terms of good practice in the area of improving employment and entrepreneurship 


opportunities for young people in Portugal, the Portuguese Sport and Youth Institute 


                                           
33 It is worth recalling that the ‘Escolhas Programme’ funds various youth organisations and 
other civil society organisation to implement, at the local level, projects mainly targeting the 


most disadvantaged young people with an ethnic background and providing them with 
education and training opportunities.  
34 See: http://formarinserir.programaescolhas.pt/projecto  



http://formarinserir.programaescolhas.pt/projecto
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has developed the Programme ‘Impulso Jovem’35 which presents a set of measures to 


encourage the creation of youth employment, one of the main challenges currently 


facing Portugal. The Programme aims at, for instance, finding recognised company 


internships for young people aged between 18 and 25 providing them with an 


internship grant.  


Also, the Youth Foundation, an association, in the city of Porto, promoting the 


integration of young people into the active life and the labour market, launches annual 


internship programmes36  - i.e. the PEJENE37 . It is targeted at upper-secondary 


students aiming at providing them with a valid and recognised professional experience 


in a company, therefore facilitating their entry into the labour market.  


Activities developed by the student association ‘AIESEC Portugal’ are also a good 


example of how youth work contributes to improve employment and entrepreneurship 


opportunities for young people in Portugal. For instance, AIESEC Portugal has 


organised in 2010 the ‘Leadership Tournament’38 which was an initiative aiming at 


stimulating the spirit of leadership of Portuguese young university students.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


Improving health and well-being of young people in Portugal seems to be a national 


concern rather than a specific concern of youth organisations. Youth organisations are 


often encouraged to participate in national initiatives promoting healthy lifestyles.  


An important initiative is the ‘CUIDA-TE’39 Programme launched by the Portuguese 


Sport and Youth Institute (IPDJ). Various types of actions are developed under this 


Programme. The overall aim is to promote healthy lifestyles. In that context, the 


Programme provides training for organisations’ leaders, teachers, health professionals 


and others who are engaged in this area for young people. It also organises, in 


collaboration with youth organisations, prevention activities and debate sessions for 


teenagers around the topics of youth sexuality, youth pregnancy, drug uses, etc.  


In addition, the IPDJ runs free consultation offices40 across the country where young 


people between 12 and 25 years can access free medical and psychological 


consultations. It also developed two free telephone lines41 targeted at the youth, 


namely ‘SOS Drug’ and the ‘Sexuality line’ where young people can ask for advice.  


5.4 Participation  


Youth work activities in Portugal strongly aim at improving youth participation into the 


wider community and in promoting democracy. Activities developed include seminars, 


meetings, discussions, training sessions or events of a public nature that usually 


gather youth and policy makers. 


In terms of improving youth political participation in the community, the youth 


association Dínamo is, for instance, developing a network of all youth actors in the 


region of Sintra in order to develop a common political agenda for the youth in the 


region and to try to influence youth policy making in the region.   


                                           
35 See: http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Emprego/ImpulsoJovem/Paginas/ImpulsoJovem.aspx  
36 This is a 3 months non-paid internship.  
37 See: http://www.fjuventude.pt/pejene2011/  
38 See: http://www.theleadershiptournament.com/index.html  
39http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/ProgramaCUIDATE/Paginas/programa-
cuida-te.aspx  
40http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/GabinetesApoioSexualidadeJuvenil/Pa


ginas/default.aspx  
41http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/SexualidadeemLinha/Paginas/Linhade
Ajuda.aspx  



http://www.juventude.gov.pt/Emprego/ImpulsoJovem/Paginas/ImpulsoJovem.aspx

http://www.fjuventude.pt/pejene2011/

http://www.theleadershiptournament.com/index.html

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/ProgramaCUIDATE/Paginas/programa-cuida-te.aspx

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/ProgramaCUIDATE/Paginas/programa-cuida-te.aspx

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/GabinetesApoioSexualidadeJuvenil/Paginas/default.aspx

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/GabinetesApoioSexualidadeJuvenil/Paginas/default.aspx

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/SexualidadeemLinha/Paginas/LinhadeAjuda.aspx

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/SaudeSexualidadeJuvenil/SexualidadeemLinha/Paginas/LinhadeAjuda.aspx
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The Portuguese National Education Council organises each year the project "Youth 


Parliament"42 which is another example of an initiative to increase young people’s 


active participation in public affairs and policy decision at the national level. The 


program is directed to students aged 12-16 and it consists in a simulation of 


Parliament decisions. It aims at increasing youth awareness about the democratic 


system via the method ‘learning by doing’. Last year, the theme discussed at the 


Youth Parliament was ‘which future for Education’.  


At the very local level, an example of a project developed in 2011 by the pool of 


trainers of the National Youth Council together with the youth association YUPI (Youth 


Union of People with Initiative), with financial support from the  Youth in Action 


Programme, was the initiative ‘A Tua Voz Agora! – Your Voice Now’43 which brought 


together youth representatives from five secondary schools of the city of Famalicão 


and association leaders / youth leaders, with the goal of creating opportunities for 


reflection among young people regarding participation and youth policies needed in 


the city. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Youth work is a key player in promoting voluntary activities among young people.  


The Youth association Dínamo44 is, for instance, an active player in the area of 


promoting volunteering in the region of Sintra. It is indeed the local accredited 


association for implemented the European Voluntary Service (i.e. sending and 


receiving volunteers) which is part of the Youth in Action programme. It also promotes 


and organises volunteering activities at the local level.  


At the national level, the Portuguese Sport and Youth Institute (IPDJ) actively promote 


voluntary activities. Each year it launches the ‘Youth Volunteering Programme For the 


Forest’ which aims at encouraging young people between age 18 and 30 to preserve 


the Portuguese Forest, cleaning the Forest and reducing the scourge of fires through 


prevention activities. The IPDJ also launches calls of tenders for youth organisations or 


NGOs to organise youth volunteering camps around the theme of fauna and flora 


preservation. Selected youth organisations receive a small grant to organise a one 


week camp targeted at young people between age 18 and 30. They must develop 


concrete activities for preserving the nature and awareness raising actions for the local 


community.    


5.6 Social inclusion 


Youth work is often targeting at reducing social exclusion among the youth in 


Portugal.  


The national ‘Escolhas Programme’ (developed by the ACIDI - High Commission for 


Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue) is one of the most visible player in the area of 


reducing social exclusion among young people in Portugal. Indeed, as previously 


mentioned, the Programme annually funds various youth organisations and other civil 


society organisation to implement, at the local level, projects mainly targeting the 


most disadvantaged young people with an ethnic background. 


                                           
42 http://www.cnedu.pt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=312%3Aparlamento-
do-jovens-que-futuro-para-a-educacao&catid=46%3Anoticias-arquivo&Itemid=84&lang=pt  
43 See: http://www.inducar.pt/v1/index.php?option=com_digifolio&view=project&id=74%3Aa-
tua-voz-agora&Itemid=377  
44 See: http://www.dinamo.pt/index.php/dinamo/projectos-e-actividades  



http://www.cnedu.pt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=312%3Aparlamento-do-jovens-que-futuro-para-a-educacao&catid=46%3Anoticias-arquivo&Itemid=84&lang=pt

http://www.cnedu.pt/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=312%3Aparlamento-do-jovens-que-futuro-para-a-educacao&catid=46%3Anoticias-arquivo&Itemid=84&lang=pt

http://www.inducar.pt/v1/index.php?option=com_digifolio&view=project&id=74%3Aa-tua-voz-agora&Itemid=377

http://www.inducar.pt/v1/index.php?option=com_digifolio&view=project&id=74%3Aa-tua-voz-agora&Itemid=377

http://www.dinamo.pt/index.php/dinamo/projectos-e-actividades
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5.7 Youth and the world 


Youth work projects in Portugal also involve awareness raising among young people of 


international / global issues, such as human rights, social justice, environment.  


For instance, the network gathering youth organisations around the topic of youth 


Equality (Rede Jovens Igualdade45) has organised a one week visit to a local school on 


the theme ‘Saint Valentine’ s day and dating/domestic violence’ in order to raise 


teenagers awareness on gender violence and to promote women’s rights.  


Regarding environmental issue, the Youth Centre of Oeiras in collaboration with the 


Oeiras City Council implemented the ‘Youth on the Move - Summer Campaign’46 and 


recruited young people to carry out activities of cleaning and maintenance of beaches, 


streets and gardens of the municipality. The main objectives of the campaign were to 


promote new behaviours and attitudes toward the environment.  


In addition, the Youth Association for Sciences47 regularly organises biodiversity 


seminars/related activities in order to raise awareness about environmental issues.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Youth work seems to have less impact in encouraging creativity among young people 


in Portugal. Nevertheless, interesting practices have been identified.  


An important national-level project in the area of creativity is the ‘Young Artists 


Program’48 subsided by the Portuguese Sport and Youth Institute (IPDJ). The IPDJ, in 


collaboration with a youth association, annually launches the Young Artists 


Competition aiming at promoting youth with works of artistic creation in the areas of 


digital arts, visual arts, dance, design of equipment, graphic design, photography, 


jewellery, literature, fashion, music and video. It gives the opportunity of young artists 


to expose their work in various exhibitions across the country and awards the most 


creative ones.  


The Youth Association Fest aims at encouraging young artists, in particular from the 


cinematographic area, to exchange experiences and promote their work. Each year 


FEST organises a Youth Film Festival49 for young directors to present their films.  


The Youth Association Rota Jovém has in the past organised a Photography contest 


called ‘Photographic Raid’50 in the city of Cascais. The aim was to enhance creativity 


among the youth: young local people had to take in a twelve-hours period twelve 


original pictures of the city. At the end of the day, the most creative ones were 


awarded with a price.  


                                           
45 See: http://redejovensigualdade.org.pt/drupal/  
46 See: http://www.cm-oeiras.pt/noticias%5CPaginas/JovensemMovimento6.aspx  
47See: http://www.ajc.pt/index.php?view=article&catid=16%3Aactividades-
20102011&id=92%3Ajornadas-do-ambiente-gera&option=com_content&Itemid=27  
48http://www.juventude.gov.pt/CULTURA/PROGRAMAJOVENSCRIADORES/Paginas/ProgramaJov
ensCriadores.aspx  
49 See: http://fest.pt/?page_id=385  
50 See: http://www.rotajovem.com/index.php/actividades-nacionais79/o-que-e-que-ja-
fizemos46  
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http://www.ajc.pt/index.php?view=article&catid=16%3Aactividades-20102011&id=92%3Ajornadas-do-ambiente-gera&option=com_content&Itemid=27

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/CULTURA/PROGRAMAJOVENSCRIADORES/Paginas/ProgramaJovensCriadores.aspx

http://www.juventude.gov.pt/CULTURA/PROGRAMAJOVENSCRIADORES/Paginas/ProgramaJovensCriadores.aspx

http://fest.pt/?page_id=385

http://www.rotajovem.com/index.php/actividades-nacionais79/o-que-e-que-ja-fizemos46

http://www.rotajovem.com/index.php/actividades-nacionais79/o-que-e-que-ja-fizemos46
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


There is a lack of monitoring or research about target groups reached by youth work 


in Portugal. Youth organisations in Portugal seem to have extremely diverse types of 


target groups. Interviewees all agreed that youth work should be able to target all 


type of young people – i.e. not only the most disadvantaged groups.  


Nevertheless, it seems that youth organisations in Portugal target, in particular, early 


school leavers, Roma young people, young people with substance abuse problems, 


economically disadvantage young people and street children.   


One interviewee observed that the age group of the population reached by youth 


organisations has changed in the recent years, from age group 16-24 to age group 


16-35 – probably due to the negative economic context.  


6.1.2 Reach 


There is currently no literature or data available on estimates of the number of young 


people reached by youth work in Portugal, nor the proportion of young people 


reached.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is a lack of research evidence about the outcomes and impact of youth work in 


Portugal. There is thus no evidence available on the outcomes and impact of youth 


work, aside from the results of small scale, ad hoc, individual projects.  


The key strengths of youth workers, in comparison with other professionals, is the fact 


that youth workers can offer much more tailored responses to young people, enabling 


them to learn non-formally and providing them with a specific space to express 


themselves and develop their critical thinking.   


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Portugal 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ The motivation of youth workers 


in continuing their work in 


precarious conditions. Their 


strong belief that society can 


benefit from youth work.  


■ The role of the National Youth 


Council in giving a voice to youth 


organisations.  


■ The national Programme 


‘Escolhas’ which annually has a 


positive impact on youth work. 


■ In the context of the crisis, there is 


more competition among youth 


organisations to access funding 


opportunities. This is seen as an 


opportunity to improve the quality of 


youth work.  


■ The fact that there are still young 


people to reach/target, especially in 


the context of the crisis, is seen as 


an opportunity to continue 


developing youth work.  


WEAKNESSES THREATS 
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STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ The lack of a common 


understanding among youth work 


actors of what youth work 


encompasses. 


■ The lack of cooperation between 


youth organisations.  


■ The lack of seriousness of some 


youth organisations.  


■ The serious lack of consistent 


funding for youth work.  


■ The lack of political and financial 


support to youth work.  


■ The lack of recognition and 


professionalisation of youth work.  


■ The lack of monitoring of the work 


youth organisations deliver.  


■ The future possible withdrawal of 


the Youth in Action programme 


which, in Portugal, provides 


important support to youth 


organisations.  
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


Recommendations to national authorities 


One of the key issues related to youth work and youth workers in Portugal is the lack 


of political recognition and the lack of professionalisation of youth workers. At the 


moment, youth workers learn by doing and by attending European and international 


level training. As a consequence, youth organisations’ actions remain for the most part 


invisible. Therefore, recommendations to the national authorities would be to: 


 bring youth work onto the national agenda, opening a social dialogue 


between youth workers and the government. 


 legally and politically define what youth work is. 


 develop a legal status associated with youth work and minimum standards 


of qualifications that youth workers should possess (using tools that might 


be available or developed at European level). 


 enhance the recognition of non-formal education. 


Also, as the number of youth organisations has considerably increased in the recent 


years, there is the urgent need to monitor the quality of their work and how public 


funding is being managed. As a result, national authorities should require more 


transparency and financial monitoring from youth organisations.  


Recommendations to the EU would revolve around  


■ Increasing efforts to listen to young people’ voice in the European dialogue 


process – i.e. interviewees had the feeling that the message of the youth 


was not taken into account.  
■ Continuing to provide EU funding that gives numerous youth workers the 


opportunities to develop their projects and improve themselves through 


exchanges and training opportunities. 


Recommendations to youth NGOs 


There is the fear that with the increased access to EU public funds, the quality of the 


work delivered by youth organisations has dropped. Therefore the recommendation to 


youth organisations is to improve their transparency, showing that they are working in 


a professional manner.  


In addition, in order to improve their actions, youth organisations should work in 


closer cooperation with each other, exchanging best practices and mobilising 


themselves for better political recognition.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No 


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of youth work tradition  20 years, since the early 


1990s 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 


tradition  


There is no 


formal/professional youth 


work tradition 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 


young people 


Relative importance has 


increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 


work 


None, since there is no 


formal/professional youth 
work taking place 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Political or religious youth 


movements, as well as 


sport and other 
recreational activities 


1.1 Definitions 


There is no definition of youth work in Cyprus; there is not even a commonly used 


term in the national language (Greek) to describe youth work. The terms used for 


youth are descriptive ‘working with youth’ (ergasia me tin neolaia) and ‘people 


occupied with youth’ (anthropoi pou asholountai me ti neolaia) for youth workers.  


According to the literature and to the interviews carried out, youth work is seen as a 


way to promote non-formal learning but since non-formal learning is itself not well 


developed in Cyprus, the is little realisation of the value of youth work. Hence, the 


lack of a definition and the lack of overall awareness of youth policy among the 


stakeholders interviewed (i.e. the Youth Board of Cyprus – YBC-, the Cyprus Youth 


Council, and the Ministry of Education).  


As is described in the Council of Europe International Review: 


”The Cyprus Youth Board told the International Review team that it was currently 


dealing with ‘non-formal education’, but it remained unclear what that meant. Indeed, 


beyond the occasional reference to the concept in official discourse, and some 


discussion of it at the Youth Information Centre and with some youth NGOs, the topic 


was conspicuous only by its absence. When the subject was raised by the international 


review team, it was frequently confused with private tutoring courses and after-school 


activities during leisure time.”1 


The interviews carried out during the course of this assignment confirm the above 


picture: youth stakeholders (except some practitioners who do youth work on a 


voluntary basis) are not clear about what youth work is in the context of Cyprus, nor 


are they clear about its scale and characteristics. Youth work – across the board – is 


not generally recognised as a concept in its own right.  


                                           
1 Menschaert, D. et al. (2007), International Review of Youth Policies: Cyprus 2007. 


Strasbourg: Council of Europe publishing. 
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1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


If we take the definition of non-formal youth work as used for the basis of this study, 


elements of ‘youth work’ have been carried out in Cyprus for about 20 years i.e. since 


the early 1990s. Youth work has taken place mostly on a voluntary basis, usually by 


primary school teachers who in their leisure time or during their summer holidays 


work with young people in sport, cultural and other leisure time activities. There is no 


formal / professional youth work tradition in Cyprus. 


The number of non-formal youth work activities has been increasing over the past 10 


years, even if we cannot talk of a formal development of youth work. The key drivers 


behind the increase in youth work activities have been: 


■ The increasing number of youth NGOs that has been set up in Cyprus over 


the past 10-20 years. 


■ The role of the Youth Board of Cyprus, which has become a more energetic 


player in youth policy over the past 2-3 years. 


■ The systematic participation in EU co-funded programmes such as Youth in 


Action, since Cyprus accession to the EU in 2004.   


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 


youth work 


Formal/professional/statutory youth work does not exist currently in Cyprus. The 


closest occupation to a youth worker would be a social worker.  


On the other hand, non-formal / non-professional / third sector led youth work is 


provided by:  


■ Individuals who elect or decide to organise activities with young people 


outside a youth structure. 


■ Volunteers within youth NGOs who work or are involved with young 


people. 


■ A pool of volunteers of the Cyprus Youth Council, however this pool of 


volunteers does not exist explicitly or exclusively for youth work.  


A policy paper produced by the Cyprus Youth Council from 2007 mentions ‘enhanced 


cooperation amongst youth organisations in Cyprus, around the pillars of non-formal 


education and experiential learning as key ways in facing the challenges young people 


are facing today’. 2 The policy paper however, does not go on to propose specific 


activities in terms of promoting non-formal and experiential learning.  


2 Legislative context and governance 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No 


Level of regulation for youth work None 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing 


youth work 


Cyprus Youth Board, does not have explicit 


responsibility for youth work, but 
responsibility is implied since the Youth 


Board (Organismos Neolaias Kyprou) 


oversees all youth policy issues in Cyprus. 


                                           
2 Cyprus Youth Council (2007), Policy paper on Youth Organisations. Nicosia: Cyprus Youth 
Council 
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2.1 Legal background 


Youth work is not regulated by law in Cyprus. The key reasons for this are: the lack of 


a tradition of youth work; and the lack of recognition for the value of youth work and 


the potential it offers for supporting young people.  


There are no known plans currently to develop legislation related to youth work in 


Cyprus. 


2.2 Governance 


The Youth Board of Cyprus (Organismos Neolaias Kyprou) is the body responsible for 


youth work in the country, even though it does not have explicit responsibility for 


youth work. Responsibility is implied since the Youth Board of Cyprus (YBC) oversees 


all youth policy issues in Cyprus. The YBC operates under the aegis of the Ministry of 


Education. There is no known inter-departmental responsibility for youth work3.  


The YBC, in addition to its own agency and internal structures, incorporates four 


advisory bodies: the Political Committee, the Students Committee, the Trade Unions 


Committee and the General Advisory Body. Through this structure, youth 


organisations are able to input into discussions at the level of Board of Directors of the 


YBC and provide opportunities for consultation4.  


There is also an Inter-ministerial Consultative Committee, which brings together all 


the Ministries and Agencies responsible for youth matters in Cyprus5.  


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Low 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work  Negative  


3.1 Policy commitment 


There is a general national youth strategy in Cyprus: the National Youth Strategy is 


included in the Governance Programme for 2008 - 20136. However, youth work is not 


specifically mentioned in this strategy. 


The interviewees were of the view that youth work is low on the list of policy priorities 


in Cyprus, and there is no stated intention to develop youth work further in the near 


future.  


                                           
3 Source: interviews  
4 Kountouris, V. (2011), Information sheet participation of young people Cyprus. Strasbourg: 
Council of Europe. 
5 European commission (2010), First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012 


(Cyprus). Brussels: European Commission. 
6 European commission (2010), First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012 
(Cyprus). Brussels: European Commission. 
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Moreover, youth work is now considered even more of a secondary priority in the 


context of the economic crisis, even though young people are some of the groups 


worst affected.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


There exists no dedicated policy / strategy on youth work in Cyprus. 


However, as outlined in existing literature7 and as confirmed by the interviews, 


currently there are the following four programmes in Cyprus, in the context of which 


youth work can take place:  


■ The "Youth Initiatives” Project: this is a nationally funded programme that 


offers young people the chance for mobility and active participation in the 


cultural, political and social life of Cyprus. The programme supports a vast 


range of activities, including youth work. The Youth initiatives support 


some 1,100 small projects proposed by informal youth groups, youth 


NGOs, and even from individuals for certain cultural activities such as 


supporting the creation of a documentary or the publication of a book. 


■ The “Youth in Action” Programme: Participants are informal groups of 


young people, youth organisations, local authorities and any non-


governmental organisation involved in youth matters. It promotes mobility 


within and beyond the EU borders, non-formal learning, participation and 


intercultural dialogue. All the interviewees were of the view that the 


programme implementation has been running smoothly, there has been a 


significant increase in activity in recent years. The programme develops 


well and this impacts on the development of youth work more generally.  


■ Municipal Youth Councils: It is a purely participation programme on a local 


level, in collaboration with the Local Authorities. A Municipal Youth Council 


consists of all local youth organisations, informal groups of young people 


and young people who wish to participate individually and it acts as a 


counseling body for the Municipality in relation to all local youth affairs. 


The Municipal Youth Councils were created in 2010 and there currently 


exist about 15 such councils.   


■ Youth Clubs: Youth Clubs are Community Organisations with a voluntary 


establishment and have several aims. These include: the progress and well 


being of local youth; their involvement and responsible participation in the 


cultural and social development of the wider community; the good use of 


young people's leisure time and the channeling of their energy creatively; 


and the development of environmental awareness among young people.  


■ YBC’s Youth Infrastructure Projects (Toy Libraries, Multifunctional Youth 


Centres, Youth Information Centres) offer young people a place to utilise 


their free time creatively as they are venues of free expression and 


creative activities for young people, contributing to their motivation to 


participate in public life. The Multifunctional Youth Centres offer free 


workshops in several subjects such as Computers, Dancing, Gym, Theatre, 


Art, Painting, Music and language workshops. Children and young people 


from 6 to 35 years old, as well as persons with special needs may attend 


these workshops8. 


The impact of the current economic crisis reached Cyprus with a delay. Hence, while 


the crisis has not yet impacted on pre-existing programmes, it is certainly expected 


                                           
7 Kountouris, V. (2011), Information sheet participation of young people Cyprus. Strasbourg: 


Council of Europe. 
8 European commission (2010), First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012 
(Cyprus). Brussels: European Commission. 
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that future programmes will be affected negatively. This concerns both nationally 


funded programmes because Cyprus needs to carry out public debt reduction, and EU-


funded programmes. According to those interviewed for this study, the funds that had 


been earmarked up to 2013 had thus not been affected but the funding will change 


from 2014 and funding for youth work will suffer both at national level, but also at EU 


level. 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
 No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Education, social work 


Number of youth workers  Interviewees were unable 
to provide any kind of 


estimate on the number of 


youth workers 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are no formally defined minimum qualification standards for youth workers in 


Cyprus and there is no relevant course being offered in academic institutions.  


However, there are some tacitly agreed standards for youth workers that are used in 


practice in the context of the Youth in Action programme by the youth organisation 


community in Cyprus. These standards are that youth workers should: 


■ Have knowledge of basic English. 


■ Have NGO experience. 


■ Be aged up to 35-38 years - above that age, individuals change role and 


they become youth coaches, coordinators etc.9 


Most of those delivering youth work activities do so in their leisure time as volunteers 


and have been trained via other professional routes. The most common route is 


teaching, since primary school teachers are the dominant profile for volunteer youth 


workers in Cyprus.  


There is also a notable lack of non-formal training and qualification opportunities in 


Cyprus. The only training opportunities available are provided by the Youth in Action 


programme for training courses abroad.  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


The role of a youth worker does not have a recognised, professional occupation status 


in Cyprus. As explained above, the main reason for this is the overall lack of 


recognition of youth work in Cyprus.  


                                           
9 Youth In Action Cyprus 
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4.3 Youth worker population  


Interviewees were not able to calculate or estimate how many youth workers are 


supported annually through the Youth initiatives. There are around 1,100 small 


projects supported every year. However, some youth NGOs receive funding twice a 


year, so it is possible to estimate that there are about 500 informal groups and youth 


NGOs/organisations. While this could give an estimate of the number of youth 


organisations and youth groups operating in Cyprus, there is no data on the number of 


youth workers in each organisation. 


Interviewees were of the view that the number has increased over the past 10 years, 


largely due to Youth in Action and to the nationally funded youth initiatives 


programmes. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


As already mentioned, youth workers in Cyprus are mostly volunteers with probably a 


negligible number holding some form of professional qualification.   


Teachers are the professionals who are the most important and active players in the 


field of youth work, and in particular, primary school teachers, who work with young 


people during their own leisure time or during school holidays. 


A common profile of a youth worker in Cyprus would be a primary teacher, female, 


28+, tertiary educated. There are probably more women than men involved in youth 


work, most youth workers would be aged 28-35 years with most being graduates. 10 


The key challenges facing youth workers can be summarised as: 


■ The lack of recognition or validation of youth work experience that many 


individuals have. 


■ More generally the lack of training opportunities for youth workers in the 


country itself. 


■ Inadequate funding specifically for developing youth work, with the 


exception of EU funded programmes. 


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


According to one interviewee, the role of youth work in Cyprus in the context of 


informal education and training is not very prominent because formal education is a 


priority for young people and for their parents.   


A second interviewee (a youth work practitioner), conversely was of the view that 


once young people are informed of and start being involved in non-formal learning 


opportunities, both they and their parents support that choice and keep being 


involved.  


No good practice examples identified from this field. 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


The role of youth work in the context of improving employment and 


entrepreneurship opportunities for young people is not very developed in 


                                           
10 Politistiko Ergastiri Ayion Omologiton 
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Cyprus. There is little realisation of how youth work might contribute to 


employability and entrepreneurship. One step towards youth work helping to 


improve employment and entrepreneurship opportunities is are the Career 


Guidance services at the Youth Information Centres (YIC) which have started 


to be established since November 201011.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


Some youth workers are involved in raising awareness among young people in relation 


to sexual health and drugs issues. 


The Cyprus National Report from the first cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 


2010-2012 notes that the Ministry of Health encourages cooperation between 


authorities for the creation of policies which will achieve well-being. It develops 


planned information concerning health issues to young people and it promotes 


education on health issues by peers at schools and youth organisations. Also, the 


PVCC, the Volunteer Centre and many voluntary organisations/NGOs promote 


awareness-raising on health issues through voluntary work or voluntary activities. 


Youth leaders are also urged to participate at the AIDS national committee, at 


trainings of the Family Planning Association, financing youth NGOs to realise activities 


for raising awareness on different health issues. For instance, the YBC is financing the 


‘youth for youth’ team of the Family Planning Association in order to realise peer to 


peer education and peer to peer workshops on sexual and reproductive health. These 


workshops take place in YICs. In terms of well-being, several workshops operate for 


youth fitness and physical activities within the framework of YBC’s Multifunctional 


Youth Centres, including gymnastic, yoga, tae- kwon-do, etc. 


5.4 Participation  


Participation is a strong area of youth work in Cyprus, together with volunteering. 


Youth NGOs are primarily concerned with promoting participation, voting, and raising 


awareness. Having said this, youth in Cyprus are relatively politicised and many youth 


NGOs do have clear political affiliations12.  


There are also several participation structures available to young people, including the 


municipal youth councils and youth clubs. There are 15 Municipal Youth Councils 


today, out of 33 Municipalities. The Municipal Youth Councils are advisory bodies for 


their Municipalities on youth affairs. Representatives of all the local youth NGO’s are 


able to participate in each of the Municipal (or Communal) Youth Councils13. 


The Cyprus National Report from the first cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 


2010-2012 also mentions the following ways in which participation of young people is 


encouraged: National consultations of Structured Dialogue take place in various 


geographical areas of Cyprus in order to cover a wider spectrum of young people, 


while youth participation is also achieved through the General advisory Body of the 


Youth Board of Cyprus. Social media and social networking tools, such as Facebook, e-


mails, publications and Eurodesk (mostly developed after 2010) (Eurodesk is a service 


supported by the European Commission), are also widely used for the further 


encouragement of the participation of young people in youth related events and 


through the website of the YBC. The operation of the YICs provides young people with 


                                           
11 European commission (2010), First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012 
(Cyprus). Brussels: European Commission. 
12 Source: Interviews 
13 Kountouris, V. (2011), Information sheet participation of young people Cyprus. Strasbourg: 
Council of Europe. 
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effective use of information by: educating them on how to search for info in the 


internet, providing them with free internet access at accessible hours (afternoons, 


Saturdays), being present at social networks that young people use every day 


provides them again with relevant basic info, disseminating info through emails, 


mobile phones, websites. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


The role of youth work in the context of encouraging and enabling young people to 


take part in volunteering is probably the dominant area where youth work adds value 


in Cyprus, according to the interviewees.  


One good practice example identified from this field is the work of the Pan-Cyprian 


Volunteerism Coordinative Council (PVCC), the Volunteer Centre and many voluntary 


organisations/NGOs who promote awareness in relation to intergenerational solidarity, 


human rights, recycling, and other issues, through voluntary work and voluntary 


activities. The report14 specifically mentions an EVS project entitled ‘Caring for 


Homer’s Ancestors’ as a good practice example. During this project, a young female 


volunteer from Germany was hosted in Cyprus by the Pancyprian Organisation for the 


Blind. She was involved in all services and programmes of the Organisation and 


contributed actively in many activities organised by the host organisation in different 


cities around Cyprus and in rural areas. She had the chance to have exchanges with 


local authority representatives. Moreover, she was actively involved in finding different 


funding programmes for the blind in Cyprus, something which proved invaluable for 


the host Organisation and its members.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


In terms of specific groups, there is some, limited youth work taking place with groups 


of immigrant, disabled, and young people with fewer opportunities. For young people 


from disadvantaged backgrounds, the activities are free of charge, and they tend to be 


cultural or leisure activities such as free break-dance classes. These aim to reach, 


include and draw young people in. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


The role of youth work in the context of helping young people open to the world is also 


limited because young people in Cyprus are already internationally minded, studying 


and travelling abroad. Youth work does offer such opportunities to open young people 


to the world but mostly through Youth in Action. The national programme ‘Youth 


Initiatives’ supports very few actions abroad. The Youth in Action programme has also 


involved hosting volunteers in Cyprus from abroad.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Increasing creativity and cultural participation among young people is also often done 


through youth work in Cyprus. The good practice examples identified from this field in 


the Cyprus National Report from the first cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 


2010-2012 includes the Youth Initiatives national funding programme which offers 


incentives to young people for mobility and active participation in the cultural, sports, 


political and social life of Cyprus. Furthermore, the Youth Board of Cyprus carries out 


cultural events at the Multicentres and hosts the annual Youth Festival, through which 


                                           
14 European commission (2010), First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012 
(Cyprus). Brussels: European Commission. 
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the entertainment and participation of young people is promoted. This goal is also 


achieved through the expansion of the Toy Libraries and Multifunctional Youth Centres 


to more cities. 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


The target groups of youth work in Cyprus are mainly young people in villages in 


remote rural areas, where there is a greater absence of leisure or creative activities 


for young people. Such youth work usually takes place within the Youth Clubs, and in 


the locality where the young people live.  


Hence, youth work in Cyprus is, in general, more about universally engaging small 


groups of young people in rural areas, rather than targeting specific disadvantaged 


groups or individuals.  


6.1.2 Reach 


It was not possible for the interviewees to estimate the number of young people 


reached by youth work each year.   


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is no literature or evaluation evidence discussing the impact of youth work in 


Cyprus. There is also a lack of awareness of the benefits youth work can have for 


vulnerable groups of for young people more widely. 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in CYPRUS 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ While youth work is an occupation that 


is certainly not widespread in Cyprus, 


there is great potential for youth work 


to develop, and for the youth worker 


profession to develop alongside 


existing youth work activities.  


■ Since youth work is not very developed 


in Cyprus, there is great potential for it 


to develop further.  


■ The potential for careers in youth work 


should not be overlooked either in the 


context of rising youth unemployment 


and graduate unemployment. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ A key weakness is the lack of 


professionalisation of youth workers in 


Cyprus, and even more significantly, 


the lack of professional opportunities 


that youth workers have within Cyprus.  


■ One weakness of youth policy more 


generally in Cyprus, identified by 


interviewees is that meritocracy could 


be improved. 


■ The state does not see youth work as a 


priority and society and young people 


themselves are not aware of the 


potential benefits of youth work. 


■ The fact that pursuing formal learning 


opportunities is the top priority in 


young people’s lives in Cyprus is also 


perceived as a threat to youth work, 


because this mentality does not leave 


much time for participation in non-


formal learning activities, which is the 


context within which most youth work 


occurs.   
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


Recommendations for national authorities would include the need to: 


■ Adopt a legal framework to develop youth work in Cyprus with a view to 


youth work being a key means for responding to some of the many 


problems facing young people in the context of the economic crisis in 


Cyprus. 


■ Introduce a university curriculum on youth work, in order to help 


professionalise the role of youth worker, particularly as it is an occupation 


that could take on greater importance in the future. 


■ Develop non-formal training opportunities for youth workers within Cyprus 


as currently Cypriot youth workers can only access such training abroad. 


■ Find ways to recognise and validate the experience gained by youth 


workers through their work with young people in order to raise its status 


and attract more people to this line of work. 


■ Create an independent body to manage Youth in Action, independently 


from the Cyprus Youth Board, as has been the case with the Lifelong 


Learning Programme. Such a body could involve persons experienced in 


the context of Youth in Action programme and in specific of non- formal 


learning methods to promote the role and importance of youth workers as 


a profession 


■ Find more ways to support local level NGOs for them to be able to provide 


activities of low cost or free of charge to young people and enable 


municipalities and local NGOs to promote youth work within municipalities, 


at the grass roots level. 


Recommendations for third sector organisations involved in the sector would include:  


■ Advertisement, promotion and dissemination of the benefits of youth work 


in order to raise the profile of youth work and attract more young people 


to this line of work. 


■ Youth NGOs should provide training for their youth workers, in order that 


youth workers themselves realise the value of their own role but also to 


help them develop their role further in delivering more effective provision 


for young people.   


Recommendations for the EU:   


■ The EU should primarily distinguish youth work as a field of youth policy 


separate from other fields in order to make it more visible. This would 


signal to those Member States where youth work is not already well 


developed that youth work is valuable and worth developing. In the case 


of Cyprus, youth work offers great potential for development, which is not 


yet being ‘exploited’; if the EU promotes youth work more, this will 


inevitably trickle down to individual Member States and eventually could 


be reflected as a youth policy priority. 


■ The funding issue is also very important. The interviewees in Cyprus 


believe that there appears to be a contradiction in how the EU treats youth 


work. On the one hand the EU does seem to be prioritising youth work 


through, for example, initiatives such as the present study to explore the 


value of youth work. However, on the other hand, there is an impression 


that in the funding framework for 2014-2020, the funds available for youth 
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work have diminished and that youth work has all but disappeared. It 


seems that youth work is one of the victims of the economic crisis and the 


need to make reductions in public expenditure throughout Europe. The 


recommendation in this respect would therefore be for the EU to continue 


to support Youth Work with adequate funds.    
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No 


Legal definition for youth work No  


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  100+ years 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


40 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Youth clubs, after school 
activities 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Sports, youth clubs, 


culture and music, 


activities within EU 
programme Youth in 


Action, youth 


organisations 


1.1 Definitions 


In Sweden there is no one clear definition of Youth work, though Youth work is 


undertaken in many different areas. 


There are a range of people who can be considered as youth workers in Sweden in the 


formal and non-formal sector. In Sweden there are formally educated youth recreation 


leaders and there are plenty of other professions involved in work with young people 


outside the formal education system such as social workers, young entrepreneurs’, 


special teachers, psychologists, pedagogues, coaches and others. Within the civil 


sector there are a great number of volunteers working with youth.  Independently of 


who is working with youth, a common and general main objective of youth work is to 


provide opportunities for young people to shape their own futures. 


Following the definition of youth work by Mr Peter Lauritzen1 of the Council of Europe, 


there are many areas of activities where youth work take place in Sweden.  


Taking all youth-work undertaken in Sweden together, the work corresponds with the 


principles outlined by the EU-CoE Youth Partnerships’ set of shared values and 


methods underpinning youth work: 


■ Voluntary participation of young people. 


■ Listening to the voice of young people. 


■ Bringing young people together. 


■ Connecting to young people’s life/world. 


■ Broadening young people’s life/world. 


 


In an interview with the chairman of KEKS2, a network founded in 2006 that works for 


the development of quality and competence in the field of cultural and leisure 


activities for young people, it was underlined that professionals working in this 


network believe that there is a need to have multi-professional teams involved in 


youth work. The lack of a clear and recognised definition of ‘youth work’ is considered 


                                           
1 Lauritzen P. (2006), Internal working paper, Strasbourg: Council of Europe. 
2 KEKS consists of 38 Swedish municipality departments in 27 cities responsible for “youth 
issues”, www.keks.nu. 
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to be a weakness as it is believed this undermines the status of youth work in 


Sweden.  KEKS own definition of youth work is:  


“To encourage and support young people, whatever their background and life 


situation, to organise themselves and become resources in the realisation of their own 


interests and ideas”.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


1898 is an important year in Swedish child and youth policy. This year can be said to 


be the starting point for the articulation of a social responsibility from the state 


regarding children’s and young people’s social situation (Lundström, 1993)3. During 


that year a governmental committee was installed to consider the “social issue”. The 


committee was generally known as the “gang boys committee”, a name that indicates 


its mission and assignment at that time.  


In a forthcoming research paper by one of Sweden’s well known researchers and 


experts on youth policy and leisure time, Torbjörn Forkby4 states that: 


“Leisure activities, if there were any, were up to social movements such as 


the temperance, religious and sports associations to organise. One example is 


Birkagården in Stockholm which was the first settlement/community centre in 


Sweden. Birkagården was established 1912 by religious and socially 


committed people. It took a couple of decades in to the 20th century until 


youth really was discussed as a social category in its own right. 1939 is a 


suitable year to start when it comes to Sweden. In this year another 


governmental committee was installed, namely “The youth care committee”. 


The committee is a milestone in Swedish formulation of a policy for youth. 


They tried to look comprehensively on young people’s situation and brought 


on a more scientific approach, and in this way challenged the prevailing highly 


morally oriented discussion of youth.”  


Professional youth work in Sweden started to seriously develop after 1945 when the 


first recreational leaders started to organise youth in their leisure time. 


The key drivers behind development of the youth work sector in Sweden during the 


past 10 years is emphasised through the National Government Bill on Youth Policy, 


The National Agency for Youth Policy in Sweden (National Board for Youth Affairs), the 


290 Municipalities in Sweden,  and youth organisations (see figure 1 below). The 


public sector provides most of the basic welfare services for young people. However, 


nongovernmental organisations provide important supplements in several areas. The 


Swedish Red Cross and Save the Children Sweden are two major voluntary 


organisations with several projects on national and local level working with, for 


example, young criminals, young refugees and vulnerable young people.  


The importance of youth work in supporting the lives of young people in Sweden has 


increased in importance over the past 10 years. Given the unemployment of young 


people, increasing emphasis is put by the government aimed at lowering drop-out 


rates from secondary schooling, the high number of NEETS (Neither in Employment, 


Education or Training) and the forthcoming need of human capital on the labour 


market due to an ageing population. Other contributing factors that have led to an 


increased importance of youth work is the segregation and exclusion of youth due to 


class and ethnic background in combination with school drop-outs. These trends have 


                                           
3 Lundström, T. (1993), Tvångsomhändertagande av barn – en studie av lagarna, professionera 


och praktiken under 1900-talet. Stockholm: Stockholms Universitet. 
4 Forkby, T. (in press), In: Taru, M. (eds.) (2013), The history of youth work in Europe, Volume 
4 - Relevance for today's youth work policy, Council of Europe: Strasbourg. 
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made it necessary to develop a wider range of educational and motivational options 


for the heterogeneous group of youth.    


The government, together with the unions and employer organisations, have a 


common aim in order to decrease the unemployment rates among youth, a “Job Pact”.  


Briefly, the Job Pact is for young people under 25 and it provides an opportunity to 


combine education and work, during secondary school and after. Young people have to 


work 75 %of the time and get 75 % of salary - the rest of the time is devoted to 


studies. In this way it is hoped that it will be cheaper and easier for employers and 


youth are given the chance to improve their skills. 


Through the European Social Fund (ESF) in Sweden there are many ESF funded youth 


projects. In December 2012 there were 180 on-going projects in the country. The 


Theme Group Youth5 have the task to collect knowledge, experiences and methods 


developed in these projects throughout the period 2007-2013 in order to collect best 


practice and to have a policy improvement impact. The aim is to increase the quality 


of work with youth that risk exclusion from the labour market. The Theme Group 


Youth have, among many things, developed a model that shows how many NEETS we 


have in Sweden. 


Generally, in terms of target groups in Swedish youth policy, during the last ten years 


the focus has been on general welfare issues for all young persons between 13 and 25 


years and targeted measures for groups that are at risk of social exclusion for 


different reasons and in different ways.   


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


The delivery of formal youth-work is provided by “fritidsledare” (recreational leaders). 


The two-year long post-secondary educational programme is provided by 21 


“Folkhighschools” to train recreational leaders in Sweden, each with its own profile. 


These schools are all part of a national network (Fritidsledarskolorna) and they are 


connected with the work on EU level through the Youth and European Social Work 


Forum (or Y.E.S. Forum), a network of organisations across several EU and non EU 


countries.  


The delivery of non-formal third sector youth work is done by many different 


organisations. Within the non-formal youth work sector, the Swedish church is 


provides for youth work activities. There were 4800 employed child-and youth workers 


and 13.000 volunteer youth workers in 20126. There are 562 youth choirs in Sweden 


with 6500 active young persons between 13 and 25 years. 8 per cent of the age group 


13-25 are taking part of the Swedish church youth work on regular basis and 1 %of 


the total population (total population: 1,6 million individuals 13 to 25 years in 2012) is 


taking part in the “open activities”.  


The Swedish National Sports association has 11.000 associations focusing on different 


sports for youth.  There were 92.000 leaders (or youth workers) working with youth 


during 2012 on voluntary basis.    291000 young persons between 15 and 19 years 


were active in some of the mentioned sport associations during 2012 and 620 000 


active children and youth between 7 and 14 years7.  


                                           
5 See: www.temaunga.se 
6 Interview with  the Swedish Church research and statistics department 
7 Interview with the Swedish Church research and statistics department 



http://www.temaunga.se/
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2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No 


Level of regulation for youth work National / Regional / Local 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Ministry for Education and 
Research, National Board 


for Youth Affairs, 


Municipalities 


2.1 Legal background 


In the Budget Bill for 2009 the Government presented two goals for the national youth 


policy:  


■ Young people are to have genuine access to influence. 


■ Young people are to have genuine access to welfare. 


 


Welfare issues are an important part of Swedish youth policy. The youth policy goal 


concerning young people’s access to welfare focuses on young people’s possibilities of 


achieving a good living standard in social and cultural terms. It concerns their formal 


right to a good living standard and their real possibilities to achieve a good living 


standard.  


Young people have access to the general public welfare system, meaning that they 


should be treated on equal terms with others and that their needs should be 


considered in every area of the welfare system. This concern, for example, local social 


services offices and local health centres. There are however certain services that are 


targeted more specifically at young people. One example is financial aid for studies, 


which enables pupils/students to fund their education. Another is young people’s 


clinics where young people seek advice on questions related to physical, mental and 


sexual health. Many of these are also accessible via the Internet. 


The process of developing the new bill on youth policy in Sweden was launched with a 


collection work during 2012 and is divided into two parts. The first part consists of a 


dialogue tour that the Ministry of Education carried out in five locations in Sweden in 


the autumn of 2012. The second part will be carried out by the Youth Division of the 


Ministry of Education and will collect feedback on the specific needs of young people in 


policy from other ministries, National Board for Youth Affairs and SKL (SALAR) and 


LSU (The National Council of Swedish Youth Organisations) The goal is that the Bill will 


be passed during late 2013. 


Sweden does not have specific youth legislation apart from the legislation regulating 


governmental funding for youth organisations; this part of legislation is not a part of 


the Budget Bill for youth policy. Matters regarding youth are integrated in other areas 


of legislation. The Convention of the Rights of the Child serves as a basis for 


legislation concerning children up to 18 years. Leisure activities are an optional 


obligation for the municipalities, however, there are a number of laws that regulate 


what a municipality should provide its citizens regarding a meaningful leisure time. 


The Planning and Building Act says that there should be parks and green areas and 


that sports centres, marinas and public swimming pools shall be reported. Recreation 


centres or other open youth work activity are affected indirectly by The Social Services 
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Act where one can find overarching goals about democracy, equality and active 


participation in society8. 


One piece of legislation that is closely connected with the aim to lower the NEETs is 


stated in the School law since July, 2005. Every municipality shall continuously update 


information and know how many young persons under the age of 20 that are NEETS in 


order to provide some meaningful activities or measures. This work differs in quality 


between municipalities and recently SALAR has published a handbook for 


municipalities in order to improve the coverage and impact9. 


2.2 Governance 


The Ministry of Education and Research is responsible for the coordination of the 


Government's youth policy, issues affecting youth organisations and international 


cooperation in the youth field. 


The Swedish youth policy approach is cross-sectoral. Several ministries are 


responsible for policy areas that concern young people, such as work, education, 


health, housing, culture, etc. Certain responsibilities are delegated to one or more 


government agencies within each policy area.  


The Swedish National Board of Youth Affairs is the government agency responsible for 


the evaluation of the objectives set for the national youth policy and the policy for the 


civil society by the Swedish Parliament. The Board produces and communicates 


knowledge about young people’s living conditions and the conditions for the civil 


society. The Board supports municipalities in the development and implementation of 


local youth policy and shares knowledge on several topics related to the civil society. 


It also distributes funds to and supports methods development in young people’s 


leisure and associative activities and in international youth cooperation.  


The main duty of the Children’s Ombudsman is to promote the rights and interests of 


children and young people (up to the age of 18) as set forth in the United Nations 


Convention on the Rights of the Child. The current Ombudsman is Mr. Fredrik 


Malmberg. Sweden has implemented the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and 


is giving regular reports on its development to the UN.  


At the regional level, Sweden has 20 county councils/regions (18 counties and two 


regions) with competences in fields relevant for youth. They have a considerable 


degree of autonomy and have independent powers of taxation. The main task of the 


county councils/regions is health care. Some of the county councils/regions have, or 


have the last years had, specific projects for young people. In every county in Sweden 


there is a county administrative board. This board is a government agency that 


represents the Parliament and Government in the county. It is the responsibility of the 


county administrative board to see that the decisions taken by the Government and 


the Parliament have the best possible effects in that county.  


Sweden has 290 municipalities with local governments. There is no hierarchical 


relation between the municipalities and the regional public authorities. The local 


authorities have a considerable degree of autonomy and have independent powers of 


taxation. The municipalities are responsible for: water and sewerage, schools, spatial 


planning and building, health and environmental protection, refuse collection and 


                                           
8 Lindström L. (2008), Mötesplatser för unga- aktörerna, vägvalen och politiken p 246. 
Sockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
9 SKL (SALAR) (2012), Det kommunala uppföljningsansvaret. Stockholm: SKL. 


Skolverket (2006), Information om icke-skolpliktiga ungdomar –det kommunala 
uppföljningsansvaret. Stockholm: Skolverket. 
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waste disposal, rescue services, social services and security. Voluntary activities are: 


recreational activities, culture, housing, energy, industrial facilities and employment. 


Many decisions that concern young people are taken at municipal level. Youth policy 


goals established by the Parliament are requirements for the central government but 


only advisory for the municipalities. Youth policy in municipalities can, if the 


municipalities wish so, start from the national objectives but the way it is executed in 


practice is shaped on the basis of local conditions. The Swedish National Board for 


Youth Affairs supports municipalities in the development of local youth policy and 


provides funds and provides tools and methods for local projects. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 
work 


Strong 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work  Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


The situation of young people is affected by a wide range of policy areas in the 


Government’s Budget Bill such as education, employment, culture, health, etc.  


Public bodies that have relevance for youth policy are:  


■ The National Labour Market Administration (support and service for 


unemployed youth, provision of national statistics, support for 


municipalities and the Ministry of Labour). 


■ The Swedish National Agency for Education (provision of national statistics 


within the formal education system, support for municipalities and the 


Ministry of education). 


■ The Swedish National Institute of Public Health (provision of national 


statistics on youth and health, gives support to Municipalities, Regions and 


the Ministry of Health). 


■ The Swedish Arts Council (distribute financial support to a variety of 


culture- and literature events organised by and for youth. Provision of 


national statistics and support to municipalities, regions and the Ministry of 


Culture). 


■ The Swedish Consumer Agency (develops advice on consumer rights and 


information to young persons on private economy issues. 


■ The Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (This 


organisation works within all policy areas relevant for all citizens including 


youth). 


■ Parliament commission in charge of youth issues. 


In the Parliament it is the parliamentary committees that prepare all decisions. The 


composition in each committee reflects the parliament as a whole. After a committee 


has presented its proposal the members of the parliament adopt a position. Youth 


issues are prepared in different committees depending on the specific issue.  


The committee of Cultural Affairs prepares matters concerning culture, education and 


popular adult education, youth activities, international cultural cooperation and sport 


and leisure activities.  
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The committee of Health and Welfare prepares matters concerning care and welfare 


services for children and young people except for pre-school activities and care 


services for schoolchildren.  


The Committee on the Labour market prepares matters concerning labour market, and 


working life including labour law. The Committee also considers matters concerning 


integration and discrimination and equality between women and men, as these 


matters do not fall to any other committee to prepare.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Government support for youth policy in 2012 was 33.936109 million Euros (this 


amount includes 563.603 Euros to the National Board for Youth Affairs for 


management of funds for the civil society). Youth policy is further supported with 


1.714792 million Euros/ year) through state funding to gender policy. 


However, when one talks about local youth work, the main organisations where actors 


find funding are:  


■ The National Board for Youth Affairs carries out the distribution of 


government grants to youth organisations. In 2013, 103 children and 


youth organisations received  


19 752 179 million Euro in government grants and 16 077 355 million 


Euro in Orgaation grants for support of children and youth organisations.  


In 2012 the National Board for Youth Affairs allocated 2 411 603 million 


Euros to non-profit organisations working with and for young people at the 


local level. 10 


■ The Swedish Inheritance Fund Commission11 supports non-profit 


organisations and other voluntary associations wishing to test new ideas 


and methods for developing activities for children, young people and the 


disabled. The Fund give financial support to projects which children, young 


people and the disabled take part in and organise themselves.  The 


Swedish Inheritance Fund prioritises projects working for gender equality, 


integration, diversity and accessibility. Programmes must be innovative, 


stimulate development and lie outside the organisation’s ordinary sphere 


of activities. Organisations can sometimes also be granted support towards 


the cost of their premises. Financial support is particularly directed at non-


profit organisations, but support can also be granted to local authorities if 


they cooperate with a non-profit organisation.   


■ Every year the Swedish municipalities allocate nearly 1, 4 billion Euros to 


cultural and leisure activities12 The National Agency for the EU Programme 


‘Youth in Action’ has its office at the National Board for Youth Affairs which 


is seen as an advantage due to knowledge sharing at an Agency where 


there is access to local, regional and national coverage and knowledge on 


youth policy issues. According to the annual report from 2011 the Swedish 


National Agency received a total of 257 applications, compared to 295 in 


2010. Out of those 257, 135 projects were granted funds. Overall, the 


number of applications was somewhat lower in 2011 than in 2010 and the 


success rate was 52 % vs. 47 % in 2010. Projects which did not fulfil the 


formal criteria or were of low quality were rejected and the limited budget 


within certain actions resulted in a strong prioritisation of projects. 


                                           
10 National Board for Youth Affairs (2013), Annual Report 2013. Stockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
11 See: www.arvsfonden.se 
12 See: www.skl.se/ for statistics on expenditures for municipalities. 


 



http://www.arvsfonden.se/

http://www.skl.se/
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Table 3.1 Number of applications received and projects granted 2007-


2011 in Sweden (Youth in Action) 


 Applications Granted projects 


2007 275 127 


2008 252 138 


2009 304 147 


2010 295 139 


2011 257 135 


As was the case in 2010, the number of applications for Youth Exchanges in 2011 


decreased. Promoters say that the difficulties in finding funding for organisations / 


municipalities in economically strained times is an important reason behind this 


decrease. This not only affects Swedish organisations, but also partner groups around 


Europe and European colleagues in other NAs confirm that they are seeing a similar 


trend. Notably, the 15 % decrease in European Voluntary Service (EVS) applications is 


of a different nature: it is largely a positive trend, despite the decrease in applications; 


the granted projects held almost the same number of volunteers as last year's did. 


Furthermore, their periods of service were longer. More and more organisations are 


strategic and apply to send / receive more volunteers within a single application 


instead of several. The NA has encouraged this and will continue to work on further 


activities in 2012 to stimulate the strategic work of organisations who do EVS and 


keep encouraging them to send fewer and larger applications instead of applying 


several times to do many small individual projects. 


The commitment of funds equals 2 875 309 EUR, which is 101 % of the total budget 


initially allocated. This could be compared to 2 596 997 EUR, equalling 100 % for 


2010.  


Table 3.2 Number of young people, youth leaders and the total 


number of participant 


 Young people Youth leaders Total 


participants 


2007 1814 523 2337 


2008 2774 535 3309 


2009 2276 545 2821 


2010 2821 1006 3908 


2011 3538 786 4321 


 


Over 4300 young people and persons working with youth issues participated in the 


Youth in Action programme in 2011. This is an increase from 2010 and an all-time 


high for Sweden. 52 % of the participants were women, making the gender balance 


among those taking part in the programme consistent with that of previous years. 


Within all actions, except EVS, 50-53 % of those participating are women. The 


Swedish NA has encouraged organisations to strive for gender balance in their 


projects. The proportion of women in EVS, an action having difficulty reaching male 


participants, was somewhat higher, reaching 65 % in 2011.  


Training and Cooperation Plan (TCP) activities enabled 566 youth workers/leaders to 


attend training courses or seminars in 2011, a slightly lower figure than in 2010 (695 


people). Activities included both international and national trainings and the gender 


balance among participants was even, like in 2010. The number of leaders involved in 
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TCP or sub-action 4.3 will hopefully also render more high quality projects within other 


actions in the following years13  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Two year post-secondary 


education 


Number of youth workers  8000 formally educated 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase due to the 


heterogeneous group of 


professions working   


4.1 Training and qualifications  


The delivery of formal youth-work training is provided by Folkhighschools.  The two-


year long post-secondary educational programme train recreational leaders or youth 


workers in Sweden. After finishing this educational programme, youth workers receive 


a diploma / certificate. These schools are all part of a national network 


(Fritidsledarskolorna) and they are connected with the work on EU level through the 


Youth and European Social Work Forum (or Y.E.S. Forum), a network of organisations 


across several EU and non EU countries.  


Fritidsforum is an association formed 1937 connecting members engaged in open 


recreation activities; playgroups, neighbourhood centres, meeting places, youth 


centres and more. Fritidsforum provides in-service training for youth-workers mainly 


within leisure time activities for youth in different kind of youth centres in Sweden. 


Operators of activities can be municipalities, cooperatives and associations of various 


kinds. Fritidsforum stands for venues that affirm the equal worth regardless of age, 


gender, beliefs, and cultural background or ethnicity. Open venues such as community 


centres, recreation centres, youth centres is an important part of the social, cultural 


and democratic infrastructure14.  


The National Board for Youth Affairs provides in-service training for youth workers. 


Keks is the network for youth workers mentioned on page 2 they also provide in-


service training for many different professions working with youth. 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Most members of the staff working in youth canters are recreational leaders with the 


two year-long training at “folk high-schools”, but there are great variations in training 


and even quite a few lacking formal training15.  The education of youth workers has 


                                           
13  National Board for Youth Affairs (2012), Annual Report 2012. Stockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
14 See: www.fritidsforum.se 
15 Forkby, T., Johansson, H., & Liljeholm H, S. (2008), Främjande pedagogik. Perspektiv och 
läroprocesser i ungdomsarbetet pp. 253. Göteborg: FoU i Väst/GR. 
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been debated because of its low and/or uneven quality. The occupational group is 


characterised by relatively low average age, many are in short time employment and 


have short, work experience and are comparatively low paid. There are in other words 


there is room for enhancement of competence and the status of youth workers.  


Other professions that are commonly related to youth work are social workers, study-


and career coaches, special education teachers, psychologists, teachers, nurses just to 


mention some with a formal education background. In Sweden there is increasing 


amount of youth workers within the non-formal sector and civic sector that are 


working as coaches where the general aim of their work is to give individual support to 


young people in order to help them to navigate into a certain direction and find their 


own motivation16 . 


4.3 Youth worker population  


According to the union Kommunal there are approximately 8000 educated and 


employed formal youth-workers / recreational leaders in Sweden 2012. They mainly 


work in the youth centres, primarily aimed at young people between 13-16 years.  


According to the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR), 


Sweden has approximately 1109 youth centres that are governed by the 


municipalities.  In 2006 there were 1349 youth centres; the decline of youth centres is 


a fact since the 1990s.17  The target group for the youth centres are all young persons 


in the municipality and the main aim is to provide quality after-school activities 


including arts, music, work-shops, and sports with youth influence as a read thread in 


all activities provided. In addition to youth centres in Sweden there are about 150 


”Youth houses” (mainly for youth 17-25 years old). Since the 90s there are efforts to 


organise youth clubs for the older age group 17-25. Research form Fokus-05 and the 


National Board of Youth Affairs shows18 that young people establish themselves on the 


labour market much later in life compared with some 10 years ago. This highlights the 


need for access to meaningful leisure time, preferably free of charge. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


The profile of youth workers depends if the work is undertaken in a youth-club or for 


example in a project working with NEETS with the aim to motivate young persons to 


undertake studies or find a job. As mentioned earlier apart from the formally educated 


youth workers at Folkhighschools, in Sweden we can see youth workers with different 


professional backgrounds, such as social workers, psychologists, special teachers or 


young adults who feel very engaged but without professional training. It is difficult to 


divide youth work carried out within the formal and informal sector in Sweden, due to 


mixed ownership and management of youth centres, clubs, meeting places etc. 


Swedish youth work related to youth work that focuses on leisure time activities is 


very decentralised with different service delivery models and there is a heterogeneous 


provision of youth work that differs between the 290 Municipalities where youth policy 


is implemented19 . As the chairman for Keks views the dilemma: “When we try to 


analyse and compare the culture and leisure sector it is unfortunately often difficult to 


                                                                                                                                
 
16 Theme Group Youth, 2012:5 
17 “SKL (SALAR) (2010), Anläggningar för kultur, idrott och fritid. Stockholm: Sveriges 
Kommuner och Landsting. 
18 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2005). “Fokus05- En analys av ungas etablering och egen försörjning”. 


Stockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
19 Ungdomsstyrelsen. (2006), Fokus 06 – En analys av ungas kultur och fritid. Stockholm: 
Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
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see the differences in the public and non-profit arranged and conducted youth work, 


this goes back to unclear objectives, assignments and definitions of youth work”. 


The key challenges facing youth workers and work in Sweden is that professions 


working with youth are comparatively low paid and that youth work as such needs 


higher recognition and status. 


5 The role and value of youth work  


2010, there were 120,100 young people aged 16 to 25 who belonged to the group of 


NEETS which is 9.5 % of the population of that age. Even in good economic periods 


such as 2007 Sweden had 7.3 % NEETS (aged 16 to 25). There is a constant need to 


facilitate labour market entry for young people who neither work nor study, and to 


improve the activities that will support their establishment. This is done through 


Government agencies, Municipalities and funding from the European Social Fund and 


the EU programme Youth in Action.  The Theme Group Youth highlights some success 


factors in the work with NEETS, such as; individually tailored interventions with clear 


involvement of the young person, and with clear purpose. Staff commitment and 


broad expertise, such as multi-competent professions working together with access to 


many methods and sustainability are important factors. The success factor young 


people highlights are the respectful and friendly treatment from the personnel and 


many feel that they are finally a part of a context, they have a place to go to every 


day and they are surrounded by adults who “care for real”20.  


One delivery model or concept that is growing since practice in some Municipalities 


show good results is the development of One-stop-shops, in Sweden these kinds of 


activities are called differently, “One door in”, but Navigator centrum21 is the most 


common terminology.  


The concept in a “One-stop-shop” or Navigator centrum is that employees from three 


or more National agencies work in the same project where they can contribute with 


their specific expertise under one roof in order to give young job-seekers the relevant 


individually tailored support. One advantage with this organisation is that the support 


given to youth is not tied to regulations of one national agency and that there is a 


built-in flexibility22.  


5.1 Education and training 


In Sweden secondary school education (students are 16 to 19 years old) is three years 


and is optional. Young people without secondary education have very small 


opportunities to enter any kind of job-market. The National Agency for Education and  


SKL23 show that 31 per cent of all students do not finish secondary education in three 


years and 24 per cent do not finish in four years (2012). 


There are many measures and projects whose aim is to lower drop out from schools. 


Some schools have late open hours with accessible teachers who can work with 


students. Almost all the mentioned ESF projects provide individually adopted 


educational lessons.  


                                           
20 See: www.temaunga.se/publications. 
21 See: www.navigatorcentrum.se 
22 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2009), Vägarna in. Stockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
23 SKL (SALAR) 2012, Det kommunala uppföljningsansvaret, sveriges kommuner och landsting. 
Stockholm: Sveriges Kommuner och Landsting.; www.skolverket.se 
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“The formal educational system if it is visualised as a road, needs to be broadened and 


more space and efforts should be invested to provide more and different educational 


solutions for students”24  


■ In Sweden as in other EU member states, there are Second Chance 


Schools just as one example of educational provision for youth between 


20-24 who for different reasons need to complete their education. In these 


schools work is done by special teachers and youth-workers with focus on 


learning and leisure activities.  


■ One additional concrete example is an ESF-funded project called “Andra 


chansen” in the city of Uppsala. This project has reached students who 


have dropped out from secondary school or are at risk to drop out. After 


three years the project showed very good results and is from 2013 


implemented in the municipality’s regular youth-work. Some of the 


success factors mentioned in one report from Theme group Youth25 is that 


students can combine on the job training with studies, that students get 


individual support in small groups and that each student get a tailor-made 


individual learning plan based on capacity and need.  


■ Last, but not least SALAR (Association of Local Authorities and Regions) is 


coordinating a large project involving 55 municipalities in six regions and 


have financing until June 2014. The aim with the project is to develop 


tools and deepen the knowledge on youth who do not finalise their 


secondary education. The project will also cooperate with partners in the 


Baltic-see region26.  


The National Board for Youth Affairs published a report in 2006 with focus on young 


people’s opportunities for a meaningful leisure time27 , the national representative 


study was based on quantitative and qualitative data and one of the main results were 


that for youth the most important dimension of a leisure time activity was the learning 


dimension in activities organised by themselves or others for them.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Entrepreneurship is a subject in secondary schools. The Swedish National Agency for 


Education supports schools in this work and a lot of materials are provided on their 


homepage28 .In many projects that are financed with the European Social Fund and 


where the aim is to support young people’s transitions from school to work, 


Entrepreneurship is used as a method /approach. Many coaches and youth-workers 


use this approach in the motivational work with youth, where the aim is to teach 


young persons to have a general entrepreneurship attitude to their own personality 


and see opportunities in their everyday life29.   


■ Communicare is a non-profit organisation with many youth projects in 


Sweden where they mainly focus on entrepreneurship in the above 


mentioned manner. Young people are also supported and informed on how 


to start up their own companies.30  


                                           
24 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2009), Vägarna in. Stockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
25 Theme Group Youth (2011), Meaningful work-based training for young people. Stockholm: 
Ungdomsstyrelsen.; www.temaunga.se 
26 See: www.skl.se 
27 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2006), Fokus 06-En analys av ungas tillgång till kultur och fritid. 
Stockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
28 See: www.skolverket.se  
29 See: www.communicare.nu 
30 See: www.temaunga.se and www.tillvaxtverket.se 



http://www.skl.se/

http://www.skolverket.se/

http://www.temaunga.se/
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■ Another important actor considering entrepreneurship is the Swedish Job 


and Society Foundation, the national umbrella organisation of Enterprise 


Agencies (NyföretagarCentrum) covering 200 of Sweden's 290 


municipalities. Since 1985 the foundation has stimulated the start of more 


new companies and provides support and information to youth. 


■ One project example is” Incubator”, an ESF project for young job-seekers 


aged 20-29. The incubator offers inspiration, motivation, empowerment, 


knowledge, lectures, networking, business development, the opportunity 


to rent an employer and a workplace. Start your own business with access 


to advice, guidance and coaching, individual planning and adaptation31.  


The validation of informal and non-formal learning in Sweden is undertaken with 


several tools including Youth Pass (within the programme Youth in Action). In relation 


to youth projects where the aim is to help young people to find jobs, there are two 


successful validation tools provided by Open College Network (OCN)32 and Experience 


Learning Definition (ELD)33.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


The National Board for Youth Affairs published a government report in 2007 with 


national coverage on the health situation among youth in Sweden34. Generally the 


conclusion in the report is that a majority of young people in Sweden feel and are 


healthy, but there are groups that are in the risk-zone. Girls feel more mentally ill and 


stressed compared with boys, Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender young people 


feel more mentally stressed and ill compared with heterosexual youth. Another 


heterogeneous group that feel more illness and stress is youth with different kind of 


disabilities compared with those without disabilities. Long-term unemployed young 


people feel more mental illness and stress compared with youth in education, 


employment and training. There is one online site for youth in Sweden that provides 


health information to youth on many topics. Young people are also offered private 


support on line if needed. The website is: www.umo.se 


The Theme Group Youth has published a report based on 20 European Social Fund 


(ESF) project visits and many interviews. The aim was to highlight the preventive 


work with youth in order to improve their health. Some of the conclusions are that 


many activities are based on the mental and social dimension of health preventive 


work  and that the activities show good results, but the lack of psychical training with 


especially youth who belong to the category of NEETS need to be developed35. 


In the government report from the National Board for Youth affairs:  Fokus -1036 


which is based on national representative sample it stated that;  


 


Young people who are in poor health show lower levels of support for the concept of 


democracy, have less faith in their opportunities to express their views to decision 


makers and are less willing to join in and exert influence in their own municipality. The 


importance of young people’s health is most marked in relation to the sense of being 


able to influence their own life situation and their sense of participating in society. Our 


analyses show that young people who are long-term unemployed not only stand 


                                           
31 inkubator@companion.se 
32 See: www.ocn.se 
33 See: www.resurs.folkbildning.net 
34 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2007), Fokus 07-En analys av ungas hälsa och utsatthet. Stockholm: 
Ungdomsstyrelsen 
35 Temagruppen Unga I Arbetslivet (2012), “Orka Jobba”. Stockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
36 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2010), Fokus 10- On youth influence (English version). Stockholm: 
Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
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outside the labour market but also occupy a marginalised position in relation to society 


at large. Individuals who stand outside the labour market have less faith in their 


opportunities to influence political decisions and they participate in elections 


significantly less often than others. 


5.4 Participation  


Participation of youth is a cross-sectorial priority in all policy areas and is underlined in 


the Youth-policy Bill37, as mentioned in previous sections.  The National Board for 


Youth Affairs published a government report with national coverage on youth 


participation in 201038  


The analyses of Fokus 10 show a clear polarisation in society, which can be seen in the 


worryingly large differences in young people’s opportunities to exert influence over 


their lives in the various spheres studied (family, school, work, society, 


neighborhood). The degree of segregation in society has increased and many young 


people do not come into contact with peers from different social or ethnic 


backgrounds. Young people tend less and less to join the various available forms of 


collective organising. Meeting places for young people, such as open youth activities, 


open recreational activities and other open activities are not used by a majority of 


young people today. But these meeting places have an increasingly important role to 


play as contact interfaces for young people and for the various actors involved in 


social movements and in associations and societies. The relationships between 


teachers, youth workers, associational leaders, managers, municipal officials and 


others who come into contact with young people have also become increasingly 


important for young people’s sense of participation. The influence of young people 


appears to be realised to an increasing extent in the relationships between young 


people and the leaders or teachers who work with those activities where young people 


spend their time. The analyses show, for example, that the single most important 


factor for young people to perceive themselves as having influence at work is having a 


manager to talk to and receive support from when the need arises. 


Some major youth organisations working with the issue of participation include: 


■ Sweden's Youth Council39 is a cooperation and association of the country's 


local and regional youth and was formed in 2003. They have 


approximately 50 active member organisations around the country all of 


which run their own activities. Youth Council is an organisation by and for 


young people in a particular community or a neighbourhood. Youth Council 


activities take place in their own municipality or their own district and aim 


to make life better for them and other young people where they live. 


■ Sweden's student council –usually called SVEA- (Sveriges ungdomsråd)40 


believe and work for a better and more democratic school.  


SVEA is an organisation of and for students councils in upper primary and 


secondary schools and is one of the largest youth associations. The 


organisation as a whole is based on voluntary commitment from the 


students around Sweden.  


                                           
37 Sveriges rikstag (2009), Regeringens skrivelse 2009/10:53 En strategi för ungdomspolitiken, 
Stockholm: Sveriges rikstag. 
38 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2010), Fokus-10- En analys av ungas inflytande. Stockholm: 


Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
39 See: www.lsu.se 
40 See: www.svea.org  
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5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


As mentioned previously youth in Sweden are engaged in youth organisations and 


leisure activities provided by the municipality. Voluntary activities exist of course but 


have not the same tradition as for example in Great Britain, Private companies in 


Sweden sell journeys and organise voluntary activities for young people who wish to 


work in less rich areas in the world, but to volunteer in the well-fare sector in Sweden 


is not so common. One concrete example were youth are volunteering is extra 


homework support for students.  


■ Schools and individual students can get homework support with their 


extra-curricular activities through organisations such as Red Cross and 


Swedish Save the Children. Even in this area private companies are selling 


homework support.   


■ The EU programme Youth in Action promotes voluntary activities and 


through the EVS programme (European Voluntary Service), many young 


people volunteer within the European Union.  One of the priorities of the 


EU program is the inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities. The 


program is available to all and young people with special needs. This can 


involve young people with social or economic problems, youth with a 


disability or geographical barriers. The European Voluntary Service enables 


young people between 18 and 30 years to go abroad for two to twelve 


months. One secondary school in Sweden (Riksgymnasiet) in the city of 


Örebro has for many years sent their students with hearing disabilities on 


voluntary service to Europe with fantastic results. The young individuals 


mature and get remarkably improved self-esteem after such an 


experience41http://www.ungdomsstyrelsen.se/ 


■ Volontärbyrån42  is a non-profit organisation that works with volunteers 


assignments throughout Sweden and educates organisations in volunteer 


coordination. The work is for all ages including youth and elderly people. 


5.6 Social inclusion 


The National Board for Youth Affairs have published a governmental report on living 


conditions among youth with different kinds of disabilities43 The results show that 


there are great health problems within this heterogeneous group.  The report also 


contains a number of good examples from all over Sweden that succeeds to improve 


the living conditions of young persons with disabilities, one of them is “Job at sight” 


(Jobb I sikte). 


This ESF-funded project collaborates with several secondary schools for students with 


special needs. The aim is to increase their ability to work after they leave secondary 


school. 


Because a large part of the training in the last year of schooling is focused on job-


practice, the students know more about the work demands and conditions. 


Having mapped the participants' areas of interest, the personnel and students are 


seeking internships. In practice, there are personal assistants who support and act as 


a link between employers and participants. This support continues even when the 


participant has been employed.  


                                           
41 See: www.ungdomsstyrelsen.se; www.orebro.se/riksgymnasier.rgd-rgh. 
42 See:www.volontarbyran.com 
43 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2012), Fokus 12 – levnadsvillkor för unga med funktionsnedsättning. 
Stockholm: Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
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The National Agency in Sweden that is responsible for the European Social Fund 


(Svenska ESF rådet)44 has a project bank on their homepage. In December 2012 there 


were approximately 180 on going youth projects in Sweden and they are all working 


with inclusion of young persons that for different reasons risk exclusion from society. 


All ESF-projects are evaluated and can be found on the Agencies homepage. The 


Theme Group Youth collects and analyses method development and success factors in 


these projects and the target group in these projects is heterogeneous, but reports 


show that every project have participants with different kind of disabilities and are in 


need for individual solutions. The main success factors in the work with vulnerable 


young people who risk exclusion highlighted by the Theme Group Youth are: it must 


take time, young people need to have access to a place to go to on regular bases 


where they get daily support, individual motivational support, individual matching with 


en educational options or training / job. If the personnel consist of a multi-professional 


team it is a big advantage because then the participant have access to several 


methodological tools45.    


5.7 Youth and the world 


The National Council of Swedish Youth Organisations (Landsrådet för Sveriges 


Ungdomsorganisationer LSU) is the umbrella organisation for Swedish youth 


organisations and encourages all their member organisations to collaborate with youth 


organisations in the world. LSU brings together 81 independent organisations, which 


together have more than half a million young members from across the country. 


LSU is highlighting the youth perspective in development cooperation and international 


politics in Sweden, in the EU and at the global level. LSU annually appoints a youth 


representative to the Swedish UN delegation and is engaged in poverty reduction 


strategies through the project Tackling Poverty Together - some of the many ways in 


which they try to influence policies affecting young people in the world46. 


LSU currently has partnerships with youth organisations in many parts of the world. 


Their partner organisations are working in a similar way as LSU does in Sweden. Their 


circumstances are different, but the goal is the same: they want to strengthen young 


people's rights and influence. Democracy and human rights with a focus on young 


people is the starting point in the collaborations. LSU's operations in Sweden and the 


world, is characterised by a mutual partner relationship - LSU is emphasising the 


mutual learning dimension. Some of the countries that LSU cooperates with: 


Cambodia (Youth Council, Cambodia), Kenya (Youth Alive Kenya), Lebanon (Youth 


Advocacy Process) Turkey (Bilgi Youth Studies Unit), Zimbabwe (Youth Empowerment 


and Transformation). 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


The Swedish Arts Council (Kulturrådet) is a government authority whose principal task 


is to implement national cultural policy determined by the Parliament. Cultural policy 


objectives state that everyone should be given the opportunity to participate in 


cultural life and cultural activities, and also have the opportunity to take part in 


creative activity of their own. Making culture accessible – in every respect is the 


overriding aim of the Swedish Arts Council. 


■ UKM (Ung Kultur Möts: “Youth Culture Meets”)47 - is a nationwide initiative 


that was started in 1997. The ambition is to arrange festivals all over 


                                           
44 See: www.esf.se 
45 See: www.temaunga.se 
46 See: www.lsu.se 
47 See: www.ukm.se 
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Sweden where young artists between the ages of 13 and 20 can 


participate and express their artistic vision in front of an audience and in 


front of each other. During the festivals, participants are able to attend 


workshops, where they can explore their interests and be inspired by the 


works of other artists. UKM is open to all artistic genres and methods of 


cultural expression, especially to those art forms and genres that have no 


other arena or forum. UKM festivals are based on the cooperation between 


young people and adult organisers who work to identify young people's 


areas of knowledge and talent. In order to make new contacts and create 


large networks, UKM organisers hope to work with different partners in the 


arena of youth culture, such as: municipal organisations, youth recreation 


centres, youth clubs, educational associations, art schools and cultural 


institutions. The annual festivals are arranged on a local, regional and 


national level. More than 90 festivals take place in Sweden each year. 


UKM is partly funded by the Swedish National Council for Cultural Affairs.   


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Swedish youth policy is general and targeted; the ages covered by the policy are 13 to 


25 years. The target groups are NEETs, early school leavers, young people with 


disabilities, and unemployed youth48. 


The National Council of Swedish Youth Organisations, LSU49 have been working for 


over 60 years to improve the conditions, rights and participation for youth. LSU is a 


meeting place for young people and youth organisations where they can acquire 


knowledge, contacts and experience. LSU provide training and conferences for young 


leaders and enable collaboration with other organisations. LSU is working with the 


youth perspective in developing cooperation and international politics in Sweden, in 


the EU and at a global level. 


                                           
48 Sveriges rikstag (2009), Regeringens skrivelse 2009/10:53 En strategi för ungdomspolitiken. 
Stockholm: Sveriges rikstag. 
49 See: www.lsu.se 
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Figure 6.1 A comparison between different kinds of youth 


organisations in respect to the amount of members  


 


Source: Different youth organisations (other than sports clubs) in respect to amount of 
members. (SoU 2009:29) 


6.1.2 Reach 


In official policy, leisure in associations is supposed to be the main form of youth 


work, and governmental economical supports are given to national youth leisure-


oriented organisations. This support aims at promoting a stimulating leisure, 


democracy, non-discriminatory praxis and gender equality. At least 60% of the 


members must be from 16 to 29 years old to get governmental economical support. 


About half of young people between 16 and 25 years in Sweden are member of an 


association50. The main organised activity among young people takes place in sports 


clubs. About 30 per cent of youth are members of sport associations. Among other 


national youth organisations the role- and conflict playing association is the largest 


with 80 000 members (receiving about 1,8 million euro in governmental support). The 


diagram shows a comparison between different kinds of youth organisations in respect 


to the amount of members51  


SKL (SALAR) coordinates an ESF funded project which will run until June 2014 which 


involves five regions and 55 Municipalities. The project is called “Plug In” and the main 


aim is to lower drop-out rates from secondary school52.  


Research shows (that approximately 8-10 per cent of each cohort of young people risk 


exclusion53. This group of young people are not affected by good or bad economic 


times, they need targeted early interventions.  


                                           
50 National board for Youth Affairs, Annual Report 2011 (can be downloaded on 
www.ungdomsstyrelsen.se  
51 SoU 2009:29 and Forkby, Torbjörn (to be published in: The history of youth work in Europe, 
Volume 4 - Relevance for today's youth work policy (2013). Ed. Taru, M. Council of Europe  
52 For more information see: Plug In  www.skl.se 
53 Young people not in employment or education– how many are they and what are they doing?  
(2012) Theme Group Youth www.temaunga.se 



http://www.ungdomsstyrelsen.se/

http://www.skl.se/

http://www.temaunga.se/sites/default/files/ypnieoe_english.pdf

http://www.temaunga.se/
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6.2 Outcomes and impact 


The Theme Group Youth (www.temaunga.se) are collecting good practice and 


evidence based methods from ESF-projects working with youth. Some  success factors 


that are underlined with the work with young people that risk exclusion is that youth 


workers can work with individuals in a holistic manner, that there is no time-pressure, 


that long-term work and follow-up of individuals can be provided and alternative 


learning possibilities provided. 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Sweden 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Youth policy and work done with 


and for youth see youth as a 


resource in Sweden and not a 


problem. 


■ A strong and long tradition of 


youth work. 


■ A cross-sectorial approach where 


several National Agencies have 


youth policy issues as a 


Government assignment, but there 


is one National Agency responsible: 


National Board for Youth Affairs. 


■ National Board for Youth Affairs 


publish a yearly report on some 


key – indicators showing the living 


conditions among young people 


between 13 and 25 year.  


■ To use the resources among youth 


better and constantly improve 


young person’s possibilities to 


influence their own life and in the 


society they live in.  


■ To build on evidence-based 


methods in youth-work. 


■ To develop and invest more in 


youth-research, since policy needs 


knowledge-based youth policy. 


■ An opportunity is if the annual 


indicator report from the National 


Board for Youth Affairs is directly 


followed with policy measures.  


 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Lack of cross-sectorial work 


between relevant policy areas 


affecting the heterogeneous group 


of youth. 


■ Youth work as a whole has not 


benefited from the consistent 


application of quality standards – 


so difficult to identify and 


demonstrate quality delivery. 


■ Lack of financial means and low 


recognition and status of youth 


workers.  


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


The development needs for youth work in Sweden is highlighted by the National Board 


for Youth Affairs on a regular basis.  


Every year the Agency is following up youth policy and priorities in the area with an 


indicator report called Ung Idag (Youth Today)54, where young people’s living 


                                           
54 See: http://www.ungdomsstyrelsen.se/publikationer 



http://www.temaunga.se/

http://www.ungdomsstyrelsen.se/publikationer
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conditions are followed up in a longitudinal way. The aim of this annual indicator 


report is influence policy measures so that they take account of the results of the 


report.  


The latest in-depth Government report on young people with disabilities shows that 


living conditions are worse among young persons with disabilities than for young 


people without. The largest differences can be seen in health, education and 


opportunities for employment. This is clearly an area where policy and practice can be 


improved. 


Another priority highlighted by two experts interviewed is young people’s access to 


meaningful leisure time. There is a constant need to prioritise youth clubs and other 


meeting places for young persons (with meaningful and learning activities). The 


message was that it is common that unemployment among youth can take all the 


focus and as a result less priority is given to leisure and culture.  


Despite the work being done on daily basis in schools, youth clubs and youth houses 


much improvement is left to be done. Equal education for all is still an unrealised goal 


in Sweden. Students have different individual, social and contextual qualifications for 


reaching their learning targets and it is a complex map of factors that affect their 


motivation, mental health and their school results.  


Young people who grow up in socially deprived areas have a worse starting point than 


those who live in more prosperous areas55 Individual factors among students, for 


example ability to study and motivation, can to an extent, explain differences in 


learning performance, choice of courses and school. Many young people often 


experience a combination of effects of class, ethnicity, gender and housing 


segregation. Good teachers and youth workers can compensate for possible negative 


background factors, but Youth policy has to be a priority and youth workers (including 


a broad professional composition) need improved recognition an in-service training on 


regular basis in Sweden.  


The importance of a deeply rooted commitment to give young people development 


opportunities through community based civil society organisations and associations, 


not least through sports and cultural associations are central pillars in youth-work. 


Youth work is also a matter of picking up different socio-economic group conditions 


and part of a work to safeguard democracy and promote trust and tolerance between 


different groups.  


Young people's participation in society must also include a desire to create meetings 


between various youth groups to create mutual understanding and responsibility. 


Moreover, even if youth can make a difference and to compensate for the downsides, 


which is a consequence of the socio-economic and structural conditions, are the 


decisive power to alter these conditions out of the direct encounter between youth 


worker and young people.  


                                           
55 Ungdomsstyrelsen (2010), Fokus 10 – En analys av ungas inflytande. Stockholm: 
Ungdomsstyrelsen. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  End of 19th century 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth 
work tradition  


Late 1980s 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in 
supporting young people 


Increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory 
youth work 


Socio-cultural sector 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led 


youth work 
Socio-cultural sector 


1.1 Definitions 


Youth work in the German-Speaking Community is defined by decree as “taking place 


outside school and in relation to particular leisure time activities and processes based 


on non-formal and informal learning and voluntary participation. Youth work 


promotes, through appropriate service offering, the individual, social and cultural 


development of young people, taking account of their interests and needs”.1 The 


decree goes on to say that youth work is carried out by a youth organisation, a youth 


information centre, open youth work or the youth office of the German-Speaking 


Community (i.e. “Jugendbüro”).  


The decree identified the following seven categories and objectives of youth work: 


■ Socio-political education - aiming to promote active participation in socio-


political life;  


■ Cultural youth work - aiming to foster creativity and cultural expression. 


■ Leisure-oriented youth work - aiming to contribute to the holistic 


development of young people through sports, playing and exercise. 


■ Media-oriented youth work - aiming to promote media literacy to critically 


and consciously use the media. 


■ Intercultural youth work - aiming to promote intercultural competences 


and identity; 


■ Gender-oriented youth work; aiming to promote equal opportunities and 


overcoming gender stereotypes. 


■ International youth work - aiming to promote (inter)national 


understanding, peace and a European identity.  


In order for youth organisations to be eligible for funding by the government of the 


German-Speaking Community, they need to fit in to one of the abovementioned 


categories and objectives.   


Currently there exist three main types of youth work:  


■ Youth organisations are organisations that organise activities for young 


people, particularly during weekends and school holiday periods. An 


example of a youth organisation is the Scouts. Youth organisations mainly 


target young people between 4 to 11 years of age.   


                                           
1 Ministerium der Deutschsprachigen Gemeinschaft (2011) 6. Dezember 2011 - Dekret zur 
Förderung der Jugendarbeit.  
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■ Open youth work (including street work) which aims to support vulnerable 


groups of young people. Open youth workers use different working 


methods such as outreach, street work, group processes and individual 


approaches. Open youth work mainly targets young people between 12 to 


25 or 30 years of age.  


■ Youth information centres are tasked with making relevant information 


available to young people in a user-friendly and accessible manner for 


youngsters. Youth information centres generally target young people 


between 12-30 years of age and provide information, for instance, in 


relation to young people, family, education, international exchanges and 


employment.  


These types of youth work are diverse by nature and their activities and focus may 


vary depending on the needs of young people in a specific municipality.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Due to historical developments, the history of youth work in the German-Speaking 


Community of Belgium is intertwined inseparably not only with the history of Belgium 


but also with the history of the Kingdom of Prussia2. Youth work originated at the end 


of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century; the first emerging forms of 


youth work must be attributed to gymnastics clubs which founded youth teams and 


took an interest in youth affairs from then onwards.3  


During the 1920s other forms of youth organisations started to emerge, most notably 


in relation to agriculture, students and the rights of workers. After the Second World 


War, youth work had to be rebuilt and youth organisations re-emerged in the form of 


the Scouts and the Young Christian Workers.4  


The foundation for the current youth work in the German-Speaking Community was 


laid down in the period 1940-1960; during the post-war period the Belgian 


government aimed to integrate the population, including young people, into society. In 


1967 the Belgian state granted financial support to youth leader training and funding 


gradually increased over the years, which enabled youth organisations to become 


increasingly autonomous and distance themselves from national-oriented movements 


that existed before in the in advance and during the war.5  


In 1967, youth policy was introduced in the German-Speaking Community of Belgium 


and the youth sector further developed in the mid-1970s with the establishment of the 


Youth Council. Cooperation between youth work and youth policy has increased over 


time. This is well demonstrated by the fact that nowadays, in order for decrees to be 


passed, the Youth Council must issue an opinion report. There also exist close 


partnerships between the government and ministry, the youth office and 


municipalities in the field of open youth work. The current youth policy is based on 


consultations with young people. In this way, a place and framework is defined with 


young people in the German-speaking community, in which youth can develop.6 


With regard to the current types of youth work (i.e. youth organisations, open youth 


work and youth information services), especially open youth work increased 


significantly in importance and has been strongly promoted by the sector. One of the 


                                           
2 The current German-Speaking region was part of the Prussian Rhine Province (in Germany) 
until 1925 when it was annexed to Belgium 
3 Coussée, P. et al. (Eds.) (2010) The History of Youth Work in Europe: Relevance for Youth 
Policy Today. Volume 2.  Strasbourg: Council of Europe. 
4 Ibid 
5 Ibid 
6 Ibid 
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main priorities was to develop open youth work in local communities and support 


community leaders with planning of youth work activities. Street work was introduced 


in the 2000s whereas street workers aim was to extend young people’s decision-


making skills, develop new life perspectives, promote tolerance and help develop self-


confidence, self-esteem and personal skills. In municipalities where street work was 


less successful, youth counselling has been made available since 2008.7  


Youth work increased in importance over the previous decade; most importantly, 


policy makers recognised that youth work needs to be framed by youth policy which 


led to the development of the decree on the funding of youth work of 6 December 


2011.8 The main drivers were developments at European level (e.g. White Paper on 


Youth) as well as the recognition that young people need to be approached holistically.  


Especially open youth work, including street work, developed enormously over the 


past decade. Street work is an effective tool in reaching vulnerable young people (e.g. 


young not in education, employment or training, young people with a migration 


background or with a disability) that are in need of a more individualist approach.  


In 2012 the decree on the funding youth work, applicable to both professional and 


voluntary youth work, entered into force which marked a shift with more focus on the 


learning process of young people in youth work and being aware and able to articulate 


their learning.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 


youth work 


The youth work sector consists of both professionals (i.e. formal youth work) and 


volunteers (i.e. non-formal youth work). As explained previously, youth work in the 


German-Speaking Community consists of youth organisations, open youth work 


(including street work) and youth information services and table 1.1 identifies the 


involvement of professional and volunteers.  


Table 1.1 Involvement of professional youth workers and volunteers 


Sector Professional Youth Workers 
Volunteers 


Youth organisations Some youth organisations have professional youth 
workers who support the volunteers. Youth organisations 


are however mostly volunteer-led.  


Open Youth Work (including 


street work) 


This sector is largely led by professionals, although mostly 


with involvement of volunteers. Professionalism is 
important as this sector (e.g. street work) targets young 


people with a vulnerable background which requires a 


tailored and pedagogical approach.  
 


With regard to youth clubs, generally there is one 


professional youth worker responsible for a number of 
youth clubs who supports the volunteers. There are also 


some youth clubs that are led by young people 


themselves but also they are supported by a professional 
youth worker.   


Youth information services The work in the youth information centres is done by 


                                           
7 Ibid 
8 Available from: 
http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_J
ugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf 



http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf

http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf
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Sector Professional Youth Workers 


Volunteers 


professionals. They are supported by volunteers in some 


projects or are supported by European Volunteers (as 
part of the Youth in Action programme). 


Source: interviews 


Generally speaking, there are close links between professionals and volunteers in all 


youth work sectors.  


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work Community level 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Government of the German-


Speaking Community 
 


Ministry of German-Speaking 


Community, Department for 
Culture, Youth and Adult 


Education 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work is regulated by the decree of 6 December 2011 on the funding for youth 


work9 which sets out the essentials of the youth policy of the German-Speaking 


Community. The decree includes definitions for “youth work”, “youth workers” and the 


various categories and types of youth work that are eligible for funding from the 


government. The decree was a first step towards an integrated and holistic youth 


approach as well as transversal cooperation between the different sectors regarding 


youth issues as it foresees the adoption and implementation of a cross-sector strategic 


plan by the government for each legislative period. It is explicitly mentioned in the 


decree that the government engages funded youth NGO’s, the Youth Council and 


young people in drawing up the strategic plan. 


The decree is seen as a positive development in youth work as it provides a legal 


framework for youth work and ensures anchorage of youth work within youth policy. 


This is all important (as well as funding regulated by the decree) as it offers a certain 


level of security for the sector. There was a real need for the decree which replaces a 


slightly outdated legislation from the 1970s and it synthesises all legal texts into one 


single legal framework.  


2.2 Governance 


Youth work, which is part of youth policy, falls under the competences of the German-


Speaking Community and is therefore governed by the Department for Culture, Youth 


and Adult Education at the Ministry of the German-Speaking Community. The Ministry 


                                           
9 Available from:  
http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_J
ugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf  



http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf

http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf
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is responsible for setting the legal framework, identifying sector-specific priorities and 


providing funding to the youth work sector. 


However, the Department for Cultural and Social Affairs maintains close relationships 


with the youth sector and the Youth Council through continuous dialogue and regular 


consultations. The Department for Cultural and Social Affairs is obliged to consult the 


Youth Council for some matters of decision-making in relation to youth affairs (e.g. in 


drafting decrees or legislative proposals).  


Some interviewees pointed out that, despite existing partnerships between the 


Ministry, the Youth Council and youth work organisations, there is scope for increased 


cooperation and involvement of youth work actors into decision-making processes. In 


general there is lack of investment from the youth work sector in lobbying and policy 


advising due to limited financial means. Yet, the Ministry believes that organisations 


are provided with sufficient means to implement youth policy. For instance, the Youth 


Council receives - in addition to the € 15.000 annual lump-sum - financial means to 


appoint a full-time employee as well as free meeting rooms are made available to 


them. Moreover the Youth Council can apply for additional funding from the German-


speaking Community and it can submit projects to Youth in Action and other EU 


programmes. Most of its members are nationally funded youth organisations and open 


youth work representatives with professional workforces. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Strong 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes (funding mainly) 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work No impact 


3.1 Policy commitment 


There is strong commitment from the government and policy makers towards youth 


policy and youth work; this is shown by the Decree of 2011 and the funding provisions 


for youth work regulated therein.   


As stipulated in article 4 in the Decree on the Funding of Youth Work, the Government 


needs to produce a cross-sectoral strategic plan for young people for each government 


period which is in fact the most important management tool for the implementation of 


the cross-sectoral aspects of the decree. The plan draws on the living conditions of 


young people and the improvement thereof. The youth work sector is an important 


actor in this regard and the Youth Council and young people themselves are involved 


in the development of the strategic plan. It is explicitly mentioned in the decree that 


the government engages funded youth NGO’s, the Youth Council and young people in 


drawing up the strategic plan. The decree also foresees on-going dialogue between the 


youth work sector and political stakeholders.  


The current Strategic Plan runs from 2013 – 2015 and is entitled “Future for All Young 


People – vulnerable young people in focus”10 and sets out seven measures aimed to 


                                           
10 Available from: 
http://www.dgparlament.be/PortalData/4/Resources/Datenbank/2009_2014/2011-
2012_D_124_1_72440_78105pdf.pdf  



http://www.dgparlament.be/PortalData/4/Resources/Datenbank/2009_2014/2011-2012_D_124_1_72440_78105pdf.pdf

http://www.dgparlament.be/PortalData/4/Resources/Datenbank/2009_2014/2011-2012_D_124_1_72440_78105pdf.pdf
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improve the lives of young people. These measures include training modules for youth 


workers on violence prevention, outreach youth work, how to deal with fears and 


future planning of young people, and awareness raising campaigns on domestic 


violence, violence in the media and critical view towards the media, and a preventive 


measure on cyber bullying.11  


Although the current Strategic Plan has been welcomed by the youth work sector, 


some interviewees pointed out that it is not yet far-reaching enough in order to allow 


all young people to benefit from it (the current plan targets vulnerable young people 


only) and it is not transversal enough as not all policy fields (e.g. employment, 


culture, education) are covered. 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


With the strategic Plan and the decree of 6 December 2011 on the Funding of Youth 


Work the German-Speaking Community sets out a framework of community-level 


priorities of youth policy within youth work facilities (according to article 1.12 of the 


decree) need to operate. The German-Speaking government facilitates the 


development of youth work and of young people in general by funding programmes.  


The decree of 6 December 2011 ensures structural support for youth work facilities at 


community level. It sets out funding conditions for community-level youth work and 


requires that the youth work facilities operate in line with the community-level 


priorities. Funding eligibility is based on whether youth work facilities have their 


objectives and activities aligned to the priorities set out in the government decree.  


In relation to the 2013 budget for youth, 0.8% (i.e. €1,670,000) of the total 


government budget (i.e. €208,771,000) has been foreseen for the youth work sector. 


Admittedly, the youth budget is a modest share of the total budget (of which the 


biggest part is dedicated to education) yet the Ministry considers it to be a sufficient 


amount for the funding of youth work. Youth work actors however pointed out that 


budgets are tight for many youth work organisations and that it is hard for many 


organisations to maintain their youth workers who earn less than workers in other 


socio-cultural sectors. Youth workers are paid by the salary level adjusted to 


employees with a bachelor degree working in the youth sector. The bargaining 


committee is keen to adjust the salary level to the salary level of a social worker. 


Other interviewees suggested that that sometimes additional funding for project work 


is also needed. It allows not only for the funding of youth work organisations and their 


activities but it also funds the employment of 22 fulltime professional youth workers. 


There is an additional funding stream for training of youth workers (both professionals 


and volunteers). In order to inform the youth sector about funding possibilities, the 


youth office regularly organises information events on additional funding possibilities 


(e.g. mobility programmes, funds and foundations). 


The economic crisis did not impact the government budget for youth work; in fact the 


youth budget increased over the years. Since the adoption of the decree on the 


funding of youth work, the government budget for youth work increased by €300,000. 


However, the economic turndown influenced government policy whereas nowadays 


there is increased emphasis on education and training, and recognition of skills and 


competences of both youth workers (professionals and volunteers) and youth people.  


                                           
11 http://www.dgparlament.be/PortalData/4/Resources/Datenbank/2009_2014/2011-
2012_D_124_1_72440_78105pdf.pdf and http://www.dglive.be/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-
111/418_read-39693/  



http://www.dgparlament.be/PortalData/4/Resources/Datenbank/2009_2014/2011-2012_D_124_1_72440_78105pdf.pdf

http://www.dgparlament.be/PortalData/4/Resources/Datenbank/2009_2014/2011-2012_D_124_1_72440_78105pdf.pdf

http://www.dglive.be/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-111/418_read-39693/

http://www.dglive.be/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-111/418_read-39693/
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4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 
workers 


No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers No evidence available but most 
likely social work/sciences, 


pedagogy, education. 


Number of youth workers  Roughly 22 professionals and 


700 volunteers 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


Youth worker as such is not an officially recognised profession in the German-


Speaking Community of Belgium and therefore no targeted youth work training 


programmes and qualifications exist. Most youth workers are trained via other 


professions such as socio-cultural worker or pedagogy but they also have other 


educational backgrounds, mainly due to the non-existence of a youth worker 


qualification. There is no separate educational pathway for youth workers.  


Although formal youth worker qualifications do not exist, voluntary youth workers can 


obtain voluntary youth worker certificates (according to article 1.9 and 1.10 and 38 of 


the decree). The certificates are awarded by the Government of the German-Speaking 


Community after completion of an approved training programme organised by a youth 


NGO or Youth Commission. The Youth Commission has to approve the training 


programme and after completion of the training, the department for Culture youth and 


adult learning of the ministry assesses whether all formal criteria are met. The decree 


of 6 December 2011 pays particular attention to the quality of youth work, and the 


initial and further training of youth workers (professional and voluntary).12  


There exist separate initial and further training programmes for professional and 


voluntary youth workers which may be funded by the government. The training for 


voluntary youth workers that are recognised by the Government, need to consists of 


two cycles13:  


■ The first cycle is based on a theoretical part (40-hours) and first aid 


training. The theoretical part focusses on teaching young people how to 


manage and support groups, develop and implement activities or projects 


and observe groups processes.  


■ The second cycle (30-hours) is based on the following three options:  


– Internship whereas the candidate will lead, supported by an internship 


supervisor, a youth group for at least 15 hours. 


– Internship whereas the candidate will lead, supported by an internship 


supervisor, a youth group for at least 8 hours, and takes part in a 


theoretical class. 


                                           
12 See: http://www.dglive.be/Desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-111/418_read-38242  
13http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der
_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf  



http://www.dglive.be/Desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-111/418_read-38242

http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf

http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf
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– Theoretical classes. 


The Government also recognises and/or funds training programmes for professional 


youth workers. In order for such training programmes to be funded by the 


Government, the youth workers need to regularly attend training courses of at least 


90 hours over a three-year period.14  


Interviewees also mentioned the importance of the Youth Commission (established as 


part of the Decree) for the training of youth workers. The Commission’s role is, among 


others, to organise training for professional and voluntary youth workers. The Youth 


Council welcomed the establishment of the Youth Commission and said that it is 


functioning well. The Youth Commission is also tasked with documenting learning 


outcomes of youth work participants. Hence, the Youth Commission is a first step in 


the process towards recognition and validation of non-formal and informal learning. 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Youth worker as such is not an officially recognised profession in the German-


Speaking Community of Belgium but the notion of “youth workers” is however defined 


by law.  The decree of 6 December 2011 defines a professional youth worker as a 


“qualified person engaged professionally in youth work” and a voluntary youth worker 


as “a person who undertakes youth work on a voluntary and unpaid basis in a youth 


facility”15.  Although youth worker as such is not a recognised profession, for the 


purpose of salary schemes, they are considered to be part of the socio-economic 


sector.  


Youth workers are incredibly diverse in their background; ranging from social 


sciences/work, to pedagogy to education and persons that entered the youth work 


profession with no relevant educational background (though they would need to obtain 


the qualifications afterwards). It seems that in some instances young people engaged 


in youth work feel inspired to also become youth workers.  


The youth work sector is driven by both volunteers and professional workers. Youth 


organisations are – up to 75% - volunteer-led whereas open youth work and street 


work are led by skilled employees.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


The decree on the funding of youth work of 2011 regulates that the government 


provides funding for the employment of 22 professional youth workers (fulltime 


positions) who support the further development of youth work in youth organisations, 


youth clubs, youth office, youth information centres and youth council.  


With regard to voluntary youth workers, the most recent data from 201016 estimated 


that 70 voluntary youth workers were engaged in open youth work and in 200917 


                                           
14 There also exist training programmes for young people which are approved and or funded by 
the government is the following three criteria are met: (1) the training targets mainly young 


people living within the territory of the German-Speaking Community or young volunteers 
engaged in youth work within the territory of the German-Speaking Community, (2) the training 
should focus on non-formal skills and competences such as “personal competences”, group 
management, technical competences or social and political participation, and (3) accessible for 
all young people. 
15 Taken from Decree of 6 December 2011 on the Funding of Youth Work: 
http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_J
ugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf 
16 2010 Activity Reports of Open Youth Work 
17 2009 Activity Reports of Youth Organisations 



http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf

http://www.dglive.be/PortalData/2/Resources/downloads/jugend/Dekret_zur_Foerderung_der_Jugendarbeit_06.12.2011.pdf
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approximately 611 youth workers were engaged in youth organisations. Interviewees 


suggested that the number of youth workers slightly increased as open youth work 


was extended to more municipalities a few years ago and additional staff members 


were employed.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


There is no data available on the profile of youth workers, but as already described 


above, since there is no academic qualification available to become a youth worker in 


the German-Speaking Community of Belgium, the great majority of existing youth 


workers have educational background from fields such as of social work, social 


sciences, pedagogy or education.  


With regard to key trends in the profile of youth workers over the past ten years, it 


was pointed out that there is increased emphasis on street work whereas youth 


workers more actively reach out to young people. The profile of youth workers is also 


subject to societal trends and, thus, nowadays youth workers are make use of social 


media and internet to reach out and interact with young people.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


Non-formal and informal learning is of paramount importance to the youth work sector 


and its activities are based upon these notions. Its importance is also demonstrated by 


the fact that non-formal and informal learning are part of the youth work definition in 


the German-Speaking Community of Belgium; furthermore it specifically refers to 


individual, social and cultural development of young people. Also, initial and further 


training programmes for youth workers and young people are also examples of non-


formal and informal learning.  


Examples of youth work projects focussing on the theme of education and training 


are:  


■ “Life Planning” – the project was launched in 2009 and aimed to support 


young people in their personal life by setting up a cross-border 


professional network on the topic of non-formal education for young 


people, their future and life planning. Activities for young people include: 


communication training, debt prevention training, career choice course, 


and preparatory courses for job application processes.18  


■ Coach-training - the training was launched in 2012 and aimed to train 


young people to become a “Coach” for project work within the framework 


Youth in Action Programme. A coach is a person with experience in youth 


work and supports young people’s involvement therein. The coach 


supports the Youth in Action application process and the project as such 


and also helps to find other young people who want to start their own 


Youth in Action project. 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Youth work contributes to the development of personal and social development (so-


called soft skills) of young people which is of the utmost importance with regard to 


employment and developing entrepreneurial skills among young people. One of the 


                                           
18 See: http://www.lebensplanung-grossregion.eu/  



http://www.lebensplanung-grossregion.eu/
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main focal points of the Decree of 6 December 2011 is also to make young people 


aware of the skills and competences gained through their involvement in youth work 


and being able to document and articulate their learning.  


The following projects contribute to the employment and developing entrepreneurial 


skills among young people:  


■ “Do Your Thing – Young, Dynamic and Independent” – the German Youth 


Council and the Junior Chambers of Eupen and Sankt Vith, with financial 


support of the Youth in Action Programme, organised information sessions 


for young people to discuss with real-life entrepreneurs the benefits and 


bottlenecks of self-employment as well as helpful suggestions for young 


people who would like to start up their business.19   


5.3 Health and well-being 


Health and well-being is one of the priorities, as identified in the Decree, of youth 


work, particularly sports, playing and exercise for young people as a means in leisure 


time youth work to foster the development of young people in a holistic way. Youth 


work aims to enhance participation, social inclusion and active citizenship, well-being 


of young people and healthy lifestyles. Open Youth work, mobile youth work and 


youth organisations take these aspects into account in a variety of ways; for example, 


youth information centres consider information on health and sexuality as one of their 


priorities.  


The initial and further training of youth workers also deals with health and well-being, 


as voluntary youth workers take part in first aid training and they are also trained on 


prevention issues (e.g. violence, abuse). Training and further training of youth leaders 


tackle the topic as well and professional youth workers are supposed to be prepared to 


act preventively. Mobile youth work also emphasises on the topic.  


Moreover, there are several programmes in relation to families and young 


people providing information and action on healthy life styles and sports. This 


also includes good and healthy nutrition. The programmes associate the 


formal education system and the local level. The following two projects are 


examples of how health and well-being can be part of youth work.  


■ “Code Word Draw” – a group of six young people with difficulties in 


relation to drug use established a self-help group against drugs in 2009. 


They developed activities to promote self-esteem and start a healthy 


lifestyle through sports. They also informed other young people about their 


experiences and attempted to integrate other young people with similar 


problems into their self-help group.  


■ “Fit for fun” – this project was established in 2012 and the aim was to 


learn more about a healthy life style. The group consisted of members who 


are overweight and some who are underweight. Activities included aqua 


gymnastics, Zumba dancing or cooking healthy meals together help to 


develop a healthier life style.  


5.4 Participation  


Participation of young people in their communities and society at large is one of the 


main objectives of youth work. This is also well reflected in youth work’s priorities 


                                           
19 See: http://www.rdj.be/deu/mp/zukunft-braucht-jugend/beschaeftigung-1/copy_of_mach-
dein-ding-jung-dynamisch-selbstaendig/?searchterm=Mach  



http://www.rdj.be/deu/mp/zukunft-braucht-jugend/beschaeftigung-1/copy_of_mach-dein-ding-jung-dynamisch-selbstaendig/?searchterm=Mach

http://www.rdj.be/deu/mp/zukunft-braucht-jugend/beschaeftigung-1/copy_of_mach-dein-ding-jung-dynamisch-selbstaendig/?searchterm=Mach
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which emphasises youth work’s role to promote active participation in socio-political 


life.  


The following project encourages participation of young people in their local 


community: 


■ “Small and big in communication” – the youth advisory board of the 


municipality of Raeren launched this project in 2007 and its aim was to 


make young people aware of local policies. As part of the project, joint 


walks and meetings with local politicians and young people were organised 


to bring both groups together and discuss local issues and policies.  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


The youth work sector as such as characterised by the involvement of volunteers. The 


following project is an example of a youth work initiative which aims to strengthen 


volunteering, volunteers and the structures. The following project is an example of 


how volunteering is strengthened.  


■ “Miteinander wirken” – the project title can be translated as “acting 


together” and it aims to strengthen volunteering, volunteers and 


structures. The project encompasses the promotion and the 


encouragement of active participation in associations through volunteering 


which contributes to the inclusion of young people and the 


intergenerational dialogue in towns and urban areas. The project is carried 


out in close coordination with the municipalities.20 


5.6 Social inclusion 


Social inclusion and participation of young people and those with fewer 


possibilities are key objectives of the new funding decree for youth work. The 


youth sector is constantly making efforts in order to include as much as 


possible a variety of young people. Combating poverty also is an important 


topic in policy-making thereby focussing on social inclusion and the 


improvement of the living conditions of families. It is also important to ensure 


that there are close links between the various actors, for instance the youth 


council participates in the advisory council on family and generation affairs. 


Street work prepares young people with fewer opportunities to participate in 


youth exchanges. Some providers of open youth work implement projects 


where disadvantaged and other young people participate on the same project. 


The first strategic plan focusses on disadvantaged young people and it 


concentrates on the planning of group oriented and tailor-made actions and 


measures for young people at risk as well as on young people with high 


potential for violence.  


The following three projects focus on social inclusion of young people:  


■ “Bathtub race for all” – a youth centre team consisting of young people 


with a disability and without a disability took part in a so-called “bathtub 


race”. All together the youngsters had to build a vehicle in which a bathtub 


was embedded. This vehicle was needed to drive and float. All participants 


had to be involved in all stages of building (e.g. manual work, provisions 


and coverage).     


                                           
20 See: http://www.dglive.be/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-3765/6794_read-39498/  



http://www.dglive.be/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-3765/6794_read-39498/
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■ “Foulards everywhere” – a sub-group of the Youth Council launched an 


awareness campaign named “foulards everywhere” to better inform young 


people with a migration background about taking part in a youth 


organisation. Publications were produced in seven different languages such 


as Albanian and Russian.    


■ “Hand in Hand” – young people without a migration background supported 


young migrants to participate in society, engage with other young people 


and helped them with small administrative tasks.  


5.7 Youth and the world 


Young people are increasingly globally oriented; this is acknowledged by the youth 


work priorities in the German-Speaking Community of Belgium which includes a strand 


on “international youth work” promoting understanding, peace and European identity 


among young people. To this end, there exist several mobile initiatives (e.g. Youth in 


Action Programme) as well as exchange programmes (e.g. ASA Programme21, is a 


German exchange programme that allows young people to engage in developmental 


work in developing countries). The participants have to report back to their (local) 


community of origin on their experiences and learning outcomes. This allows the 


(local) community of origin to profit as well from these experiences. 


The following project is an example of how young people engage with the wider world:  


■ "EU FAQ" – the project aimed to give a better understanding of the 


European Union to teenagers by providing information through a weblog. 


Articles and videos were uploaded to explain the politics of the EU. The 


blog was developed by young people who did not only developed the 


content but also worked on the design of the web log.     


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Youth work often makes use of cultural forms of expression through the arts, music 


and dance. The following projects are examples of how youth work makes use of 


creativity and culture:  


■ “Rock project” – a youth club in the city of Eynatten launched the “Rock 


Project” which aims to provide young people with rehearsal space to play 


rock music and to bring young people with a common interest in rock 


music together. Over 14 rock bands rehearse in the youth club. In 2012, 


as part of the rock project, an intergenerational rock band was founded 


consisting of young and older musicians in order to develop 


intergenerational understanding.22  


■ “Kulturbeutel: Youth Makes Culture” – young people between 14 and 30 of 


age are invited to submit a project proposal for project in relation to 


culture (e.g. music, film, dance, theatre, literature, visual arts, and 


events). A jury consisting of young people will decide which projects 


receive (financial) support.23  


                                           
21 See: www.asa-programm.de  
22 See: http://www.jt-inside.be/jti/+rock.htm and http://www.jt-inside.be/  
23 See: http://www.dglive.be/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-3681/6785_read-39395/  



http://www.asa-programm.de/

http://www.jt-inside.be/jti/+rock.htm

http://www.jt-inside.be/

http://www.dglive.be/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-3681/6785_read-39395/
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Youth work targets all young people; there is however particular emphasis to also 


target and reach young people with a disability, young people with a migration 


background and young people who are not in education, employment or training.  


Interviewees reported that a number of pilot projects aiming to include young people 


with a migration background or disabilities are currently running.  


6.1.2 Reach 


Out of the total population (i.e. approximately 75,000 persons) of the German-


Speaking Community of Belgium, 22.6% are young people in the 12-30 age group. 


The 2010 survey of the Department of Culture, Youth and Adult Education on the 


reach of youth work found that the reach of youth work was as follows:  


■ Open youth work reached 1,100 young people between 13 and 30 years of 


age. 


■ 1,531 young people took part in youth camps24.  


In 2008, youth organisations reached approximately 3,300 young people25.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


The youth work sector contributes to the development of soft skills among young 


people and in turn supports them on the road to adulthood. Youth work and youth 


workers are crucial in this respect and are a valuable addition to other sectors and 


professionals as youth workers work with young people in a non-formal context. 


Young people are engaged in youth work on a voluntary basis.  


The individual approach towards young people is one of youth work’s main strengths.   


The Decree of 6 December 2011 foresees to undertake dialogues sessions on 


efficiency with youth organisations in October 2013 and an analysis of the social 


environment of young people by April 2014. It is expected that the dialogue sessions 


and analysis will show how and which young people are reached by youth work and, 


thus, more information will be available by that time. 


                                           
24 Based on the activity reports that were completed in order to receive funding from the 
Ministry after completion of the camps  
25 2009 Activity reports of Youth Organisations 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in the German-Speaking Community of Belgium 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Youth workers engage with young 


people in an informal context and 


interact with them in leisure time. This 


allows youth workers to apply methods 


that tailor to the needs of the young 


people.  


■ Funding for youth work is embedded in 


legislation which ensures sustainability 


of the sector and ensures visibility and 


recognition of the work of the sector. 


■ The existence of the Jugendburo allows 


for networking and access to support 


for youth organisations.  


■ The foreseen evaluation of the 


Strategic Plan, as well as analysis’s of 


social environment (undertaken by the 


Ministry), continuous dialogue with the 


youth sector anchored by decree, 


provides scope to further improve the 


implementation of youth work policy.  


■ Strengthen cooperation between the 


Ministry, Youth Council and youth work 


sector. 


■ More work needs to be done to adopt a 


so-called transversal approach to the 


needs of young people whereby youth 


is integrated in other policy areas.  


■ The Decree on the funding of youth is 


considered to be a useful tool but there 


is scope to also make better links to 


other policy areas.  


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Lack of community-level research and 


evidence. 


■ Lack of investment from the youth 


work sector in lobbying and policy 


advising due to limited financial 


means. 


■ In times of crisis, there are tendencies 


at several levels to focus only on 


education and employability. Youth 


work is sometimes only seen from this 


angle and its intrinsic value is 


neglected. It is important that the 


autonomy of youth (work) policy is 


maintained and recognized. Youth work 


provides space for young people to 


explore themselves, to meet each 


other, to enhance their personal and 


social skills. All this happens on a 


voluntary basis and in an out of school 


context. Youth work uses its own 


methods in its own working field and is 


easily accessible. It offers non formal 


learning possibilities and youth workers 


reaches young people in their own 


living environment.   


■ The professionalisation in the youth 


work could overburden small 


institutions and organisations which 


work only with volunteers having 


regard to matters of staff and content 


of work. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


Recommendations to national level authorities 


■ The Strategic Plan should be further expanded to other policy fields 


thereby making youth an integral part of other policy areas.  


■ More actions should be taken to form stronger partnerships between the 


Ministry, the Youth Council and youth work organisations, according to 


some actors in the youth work field.  


Recommendations to the EU 


■ EU has an important role to play with regard to the coordination of 


Member States cooperation and peer-learning. Therefore all partners need 


a visible and transparent agenda, which takes into account the differences 


between the Member States and their levels of policy development. It 


should guarantee that all Member States get involved and have the 


possibility to learn from each other in order to make progress on 


European, national, regional and local level. With regard to youth (work) 


policy, it should be avoided to have “different speeds” and to create 


artificially “first class” and “second class” youth work. The non-formal 


aspect of youth work should always be kept in mind. As well as its starting 


point (meeting young people where they are) and its holistic approach. 


The agenda for cooperation and peer-learning should be based on the 


Treaty, which means, that the focus is also on democracy and democratic 


systems/mechanisms (not Lobbying) and European identity. The local level 


is crucial to foster European identity which has not been achieved across 


the EU.   


■ It is important that EU programmes remain accessible for small 


organisations. 


■ More efforts should be undertaken to develop a “European identity” among 


all young people (including those who are not privileged) which is currently 


lacking.  


■ EU Youth Programmes should remain accessible for small youth 


organisations, or even to groups of young people or individuals who do not 


have access to professional staff to apply for funding.  


■ More thought needs to be given to the ways political structures and 


administrations  


■ There is a need to research under which conditions Member States can 


achieve successful implementation of the “EU Youth Strategy”. Best 


practices should be analysed and recommendations should be made with 


regard to their transferability.  


Recommendations to the youth work sector 


■ The youth sector as such should undertake more efforts to increase their 


role in decision-making processes (e.g. lobbying, policy-advice).  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No 


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Approx. 100 years 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


Approx. 100 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Increased/Remained the 
same 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Vocational activity of 


unemployed youth (e.g. 


developing social 


competences, own 


initiatives, 


entrepreneurship), work 


with young people with 


special needs, 


development of cultural 


education, youth 


volunteering, and 


prevention. 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work General education, 


culture and sport, young 


people with fewer 


opportunities, 


participation in political 


life.  


1.1 Definitions 


Based on the interviews with key stakeholders carried out as a part of this study, 


‘Youth work’ in Poland can be defined as: 


■ Educational and upbringing activities, both formal and non-formal, based 


on voluntary participation of young people, covering areas such as 


education, upbringing, welfare, prevention, culture, rehabilitation, sports 


etc. 


■ Compensatory measures, carried out on a regular basis, which aim to level 


the social deficiencies of young people and address certain problems they 


face (e.g. pathologies, addictions, unemployment). 


Youth work in Siemacha Association 


It has been pointed out by the interviewed experts and practitioners that the activity 


of Siemacha Association1 can serve as a good example of properly defined and 


implemented youth work in Poland. As stated on Siemacha’s website, they offer ‘a 
yard of a new generation based on the values of peers, trust, community, activity, 


creation, development and multimedia, offering young people the space for 


                                           
1 Siemacha Association is a Polish non-profit association that provides a system that helps 


children and young people in education, education, therapy and physical development. For more 
information please see: http://siemachaspot.pl/aktualnosci/SIEMACHA-Spot,14,158 
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development, so they can build lasting social relationships, gain new skills, learn the 


responsibility and live up to the role of future citizens’. 


The lack of formal definition of youth work as such in a form understood by the 


European Commission can be potentially explained by the following factors: the cross-


sectoral nature of youth policy in Poland and no single coordination centre that could 


develop a universal definition of youth work; difficulties with direct translation of this 


term (e.g. associated with the labour market, hierarchy) and therefore with its 


meaning in Polish language; and the vague image of social work as a recognisable 


professional activity in general.2 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


According to the literature in the subject, the tradition of youth work in Poland can be 


divided into five periods dating back almost 100 years. Years 1918-1947 were the 


time of emergence of centralised youth organisations focused on education, self-


development and restricted socialisation, and influenced by the process of gaining 


national independence. In 1948-1956, youth work was condensed into one, mass and 


controlled movement, ideologically influenced by the totalitarian regime. In 1957-


1970, when the process of deconstruction of socialism has begun, the role of schools 


as institutions of youth work increased and new ideas of a more liberal attitude to 


youth emerged. In 1970-1989, during the time of social protest, youth organisations - 


independent of the government - began to appear alongside alternative and 


subcultural movement. Also the role of Catholic Church began to increase (for more 


information please see Annex 1).3  


During the last period, 1989-2012, an important change that could be observed is a 


departure from youth work carried out within youth organisations / institutions and 


centralised planning. In recent years, this area is being ‘colonised’ by non-


governmental organisations (NGOs) and self-governments (which often cooperate with 


the third sector). It is also expected that ‘ad hoc activities and spontaneous creativity 


will become more meaningful’ in the future, ‘especially with the growing distance of 


youth from solid forms of engagement and participation’.4  


In opinion of majority of interviewees, the importance of youth work in the past 20 


years has been gradually increasing. This development was triggered by significant 


social, cultural, economic changes and their dynamics, which resulted in a growing 


need to meet the needs of young people.5 The following factors have been identified 


as key drivers or reasons behind the formation of youth work in Poland into its current 


shape:  


■ The opening of borders after Poland’s accession to the EU followed by a 


large wave of migration. 


                                           


2 Rymsza, M. (ed.) (2012), Pracownicy socjalni i praca socjalna w Polsce. Między służbą 


społeczną a urzędem, Warsaw: Institute of Public Affairs (IPA). 
3 Information in this sub-section comes from: Sińczuch, M. (2009), Poland: the ideological 
background to youth work. In: Verschelden, G., Coussée, F., Van de Walle, T. and Williamson, 
H. (eds.) (2010), The history of youth work in Europe and its relevance for youth policy today, 
Brussels, Council of Europe Publishing. 
4 In 2008, 65% of young respondents declared they are not associated with any club, 
association, movement or organisation. (Sińczuch, M. (2009), Poland: the ideological 
background to youth work. In: Verschelden, G., Coussée, F., Van de Walle, T. and Williamson, 


H. (eds.) (2010), The history of youth work in Europe and its relevance for youth policy today. 
Brussels: Council of Europe Publishing.)  
5 Interview with a representative of Voluntary Labour Corps (OHP). 
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■ Access to 1) EU funds via projects run by actors such as NGOs and self-


governments, where youth is listed as the main recipient/beneficiary, and 


2) EU programmes (Youth in Action) that can be realised by youth 


themselves. 


■ Embedding youth as s clear and separate target group in the European 


Commission’s agenda and adapting national programmes/strategies to the 


EU requirements. 


■ Strong focus of the Polish society (and accordingly youth) on catching up 


with civilizational backwardness and making money. 


■ Professionalisation and growing importance of the NGO sector.  


As for the sectors/areas of youth work that have grown in importance in the past 


decade, some changes can be observed as well. In the past, main attention has been 


devoted to young people with fewer opportunities. In recent years, however, a 


growing number of projects that develop youth entrepreneurship and skills youth will 


need in the labour market can be also observed. Thus, while before youth work was 


addressing mainly young people threatened by exclusion because of their lack of 


competences, qualifications, and education, in the last two years also educated youth 


have been approached as a target group facing similar problems (e.g. with finding a 


job, developing social competences, own initiatives, entrepreneurship).  


Other areas that have grown in importance include work with young people with 


special needs, development of cultural education, youth volunteering, and prevention. 


The main areas that have decreased in importance are general education, culture and 


sport, participation in political life.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


According to the law, the education system should provide the conditions for the 


development of pupils' interests and talents by developing their social activity and 


skills to spend leisure time as well as by organising extracurricular and after-school 


activities (Article 1 of the Act on school education system of 7 September 1991, with 


further amendments).6 Youth work is offered primarily by entities whose activity is 


described in the Act on school education system. These include above all schools and 


educational and upbringing institutions, including school youth hostels enabling the 


development of youth’s interests and talents as well as the use of various forms of 


recreation and leisure (e.g. art centres, psychological and pedagogical counselling, 


youth centres, social therapy, special education centres etc.). Tasks in the area of 


education and upbringing of young people are also carried out by the Voluntary Labour 


Corps (organised according to separate regulations). Other providers include: youth 


culture houses (with libraries), socio-therapeutic day-care centres and career 


counselling, which are often contracted by the local self-governments to NGOs. 


The third sector in Poland is regarded as the most dynamic in promoting youth work. 


Here, youth work is carried out by associations, organisations, foundations, scouts etc. 


For instance, NGOs are carrying out many activities voluntarily or thanks to 


outsourcing some of them by the central administration and local authorities (e.g. 


day-care centres, helping women working in prostitution, taking care of street 


children, addiction prevention). There is also a strong engagement in social care on 


the side of church organisations (e.g. convents or church related associations) and 


parishes, which run community centres and shelters for children and youth. With the 


exception of political parties and political organisations, associations and other 


organisations can also operate in schools if their statutory purpose is upbringing as 


                                           
6 The Act on school education system of 7 September 1991 (with further amendments) can be 
found at: http://isap.sejm.gov.pl/Download?id=WDU20042562572&type=3 
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well as expansion and enrichment of forms of teaching, educational and care activities 


(Article 56 of The Act on School Education System).  


The key differences and similarities between formal and third sector-led youth work 


are:  


■ Regulation by separate legal documents. 


■ Greater share of youth work in the public sector. 


■ More trust, authority and discipline associated with services provided by 


the public sector (especially in relation to the tasks of school education). 


■ Higher quality standards, more attractive services, and wider opportunities 


to choose the support form provided by the third sector (particularly in the 


area of extracurricular activities, innovation, novelties in applied 


approaches).7 


■ Approach to the role of youth work: prescriptive (education/upbringing) in 


formal sector vs. active (partnership) in the third sector. 


Activities of the NGO-led youth work are often complementary to a formal offer in this 


area.  


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No 


Level of regulation for youth work National/Regional/Local 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth 


work 


Various ministries, regional and 


local authorities, and their 
consultative bodies 


2.1 Legal background 


While there is no legal definition of ‘youth work’ in Poland, elements of youth work, 


widely understood as didactic, upbringing and caring, are being addressed in various 


regulations. The aspects of youth work covered by legislation include:  


■ Education and upbringing 


■ Psycho-pedagogical assistance 


■ Youth employment 


■ Safety 


■ Conduct with minors 


■ Organisation of social assistance 


■ Professional qualifications of those working with young people (please see 


Section 4) 


■ Tasks, responsibilities and relationships of public and local administration 


and the third sector in the area of youth 


Please see Annex 2 for the list of specific legal acts in these areas. 


The opinions about the need for further regulation in the area of youth work vary. 


According to some experts, the Polish law regulates all key aspects of youth work and 


should be only updated to reflect critically changing conditions. Others maintain that 


some sort of standardisation of this issue would be valuable (e.g. in terms of youth 


work definition, conditions to receive ministerial funding, subsystem of information, 


                                           
7 Interview with a representative of the Voluntary Labour Corps’ (OHP). 
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monitoring youth work effectiveness). There is general agreement that further 


regulations, should they appear, should not constrain the activity in this sector.  


It has been also suggested to remove the income criterion to qualify young people to 


various youth work related projects, events, and forms of activity (e.g. camps 


organised by the socio-therapeutic day-care centres only for youth from low-income or 


pathologic families), in order to make the system more inclusive.8    


2.2 Governance 


Youth work in Poland is a cross-governmental responsibility and there is no central 


body that coordinates activities in this area. Youth policy is considered through the 


prism of youth’s particular problems and not in a holistic manner, that is, addressing 


youth as a whole. The national public authorities and institutions involved in youth 


work / policy include:  


■ Ministry of National Education 


■ Ministry of Labour and Social Policy (e.g. Department for Improving 


Educational Chances, Department for International Relations) 


■ Ministry of Sport and Tourism; 


■ Ministry of Health 


■ Ministry of Science and Higher Education 


■ Ministry of Economy 


■ Children’s Ombudsman 


■ PARPA (The State Agency for the Prevention of Alcohol-Related Problems) 


■ National Bureau for Drug Prevention 


■ Parliament’s Commission of Education, Science and Youth (and sub-


commission on youth issues)9  


Also, Children and Youth Parliament held on annual basis supports governmental 


institutions in the area of youth policy.  


According to the declaration of the Ministry of National Education ‘due to the peculiar 


nature of this cross-sectoral policy, there is a strong need to create the conditions for 


coordination of the activities of the government and institutions working for youth 


(…)’.10 However, the Youth and Non-Governmental Organisations Department 


established within the Ministry of National Education in January 2011 to coordinate 


activities across many different youth policy areas has been dismantled in February 


2012. The lack of coordination body that would be responsible specifically for youth 


policy in the country has been identified by interviewees as one of the key needs 


related to youth work. 


At regional and local level, the competencies of Marshall’s Offices and local 


administrative units - gminy (communes) - consider fields of education, culture and 


social welfare policy, sport and health. In addition, the provinces take actions to 


support and promote the idea of self-government among its citizens. In terms of 


youth, local authorities can also agree to create consultative bodies - Youth Councils 


                                           
8 Sińczuch, M. (2009), Poland: the ideological background to youth work. In: Verschelden, G., 
Coussée, F., Van de Walle, T. and Williamson, H. (eds.) (2010), The history of youth work in 
Europe and its relevance for youth policy today. Brussels: Council of Europe Publishing. 
9 There is also Interministerial Group of Children and Youth, but it has not been active till now. 
(European Comission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 
2010-2012 (Poland), Brussels: European Comission. Available at : 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/poland.pdf>.). 
10 Ministerstwo Edukacji Narodowej (2011), Polityka młodzieżowa w Polsce, 
<http://www.prezydencja.men.gov.pl/pl/mlodziez/14-polityka-modzieowa-w-lsce> date 
accessed: 5th of November 2012. 



http://www.men.gov.pl/
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(at city, district, municipal, county level), composed of a group of young people 


elected by their peers in a democratic elections usually held in schools (Article 5b of 


The Act on local self-government of 8 March 1990).11  


In Poland, there are two main sources of funding of youth work: the state budget and 


local government expenditures.12 However, there are no official calculations 


concerning youth participation in the budget and it is difficult to estimate the amount 


of public funding dedicated to youth work. The categories in the budget allocating 


funds directly to youth are: 


■ Education and Care (in thousands) - 53 406 760 PLN (1 015 532 PLN from 


European funds) 


■ Employment and preventing marginalisation and social exclusion of youth 


(in thousands) - 62 330 PLN (22 950 PLN from European funds) 


■ Health prevention programmes directed towards youth: promoting healthy 


life style and physical activities - 54 888 PLN (15 877 PLN from European 


funds)13 


Other sources of funding include: European funds (ESF’s Human Capital OP, Youth in 


Action Programme) and independent donors (small, symbolic share in youth work 


funding). 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of 


youth work 
Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth 


work 
Negative/Neutral 


3.1 Policy commitment 


The general aims of youth policy that should be mainstreamed to other policy areas 


are described in the Polish Youth Strategy for the years 2003 – 2012 adopted on 19 


August 2003.14 Prepared by the then Ministry of Education and Sports, the Strategy 


aims to equalise the opportunities of young generation development in areas such as: 


■ Youth education 


■ Employment 


■ Youth participation in public life 


■ Leisure, culture, sport, tourism 


                                           
11 Rada Ministrow (1990), Ustawa z dnia 8 marca 1990 r. o samorządzie terytorialnym, Dziennik 
Ustaw. 
12 For instance, the tasks arising from the Municipal Committees for Prevention and Solving 
Alcohol Problems are financed out from the fees for the permission to sell and serve alcoholic 
beverages. Each vendor is required to pay the so-called 'kapslowe' aimed exclusively for the 
prevention and resolution of alcohol problems, also among youth. 
13 European Commission, Council of Europe (2011), Country sheet on youth policy in Poland. 


Brussels: Youth Partnership. 
14 The inspiration to develop the Youth Strategy 2003-2012 in Poland came from the 
consultations for the European Commission's White Paper - A New Impetus for European Youth.  
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■ Health and prevention15 


 


Another important document is the ‘Youth 2011’ report published by the Prime 


Minister’s Chancellery (September 2011) to start the debate on the situation of young 


people and the direction of youth policy in Poland.16 The report attempts to diagnose 


the contemporary young generation of Poles and presents recommendations 


concerning actions to be undertaken in relation to this age group. It was prepared as 


an element of debates on a long-term strategy ‘Poland 2030. The third wave of 


modernity’17. In relation to youth, the Strategy aims to create proper conditions for a 


good life of the young generation and recommends creating a complex system 


supporting the entrance to autonomous living by the young generation.18 In response 


to the crucial policy challenges facing Poland in the last years, both documents reveal 


a shift in youth policy: from education as the main domain of youth policy (with youth 


as a group in education) to the uncertain situation of young people after leaving 


higher education (and equalising the educational opportunities of young people).19 The 


tasks adressing equal opportunities and strengthening ties with the labour market 


have also been included in the National Plan for Employment for 2009-2011 and 2012-


2014 (version addressed to the Council of Ministers).20 


While the ‘Youth 2011’ report have been appreciated as a sign of the importance of 


youth for strategic planning, the policy commitment to the issue of youth work in 


Poland was defined by interviewees as medium. The main reasons are: limited funding 


and/or offer of programmes designed for youth, limited understanding of the problem, 


no plans to prepare a specific strategy for young people in Poland for the next decade, 


ad hoc rather than steady focus on youth at national level (as opposed to some local 


and regional authorities), stereotypical approach to young people not perceived as a 


different cultural, social, and civilizational quality, and a general tendency to limit the 


number of national strategies. 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Although there are no plans to set up a youth work strategy, there is a number of 


youth oriented activities undertaken public institutions. Some of these actions have 


central character and some act as a guideline for their implementation at regional, 


local, and institutional level. They include:   


■ The 'Common room - Children - Job' Programme for 2011 - 2015 to 


support children and young people in the community is to expand the 


activities in the area of sociotherapy (also for young people from 


dysfunctional families, at risk of social exclusion). This activity is carried 


out in the daily support institutions by the community and voluntary 


                                           
15 Ministry of Education and Sports (2003), Youth Strategy for the years 2003 – 2012, 
Waschaw: Ministry of Education and Sports.; 
Wydawnictwa szkolne i pedagogiczne, Update State Strategy for Youth, 
<http://nauczyciel.wsipnet.pl/oswiata/arts.php?dz=5&nid=2615&r=15> date accessed: 5th of 
November 2012. 
16 European Comission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 
2010-2012 (Poland), Brussels: European Comission. 
17 Kancelaria Prezesa Rad Minisrów, <http://www.premier.gov.pl/rzad/polska_2030/> date 
accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
18 European Commission, Council of Europe (2011), Country sheet on youth policy in Poland. 
Brussels: Youth Partnership. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Miniserstwo Prancy I olityki Społecznej, <http://www.mpips.gov.pl/bip/projekty-aktow-
prawnych/projekty-programmeow-i-inne/krajowy-plan-dzialan-na-rzecz-zatrudnienia--2012-
2014/> date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
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organisations and other entities authorised and supported financially by 


the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy.21 


■ Voluntary Labour Corps (OHP) is a state organisation functioning under the 


supervision of the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy. The primary 


objective of OHP is to create adequate conditions for proper social and 


vocational development of young people (aged 15-25) and provide support 


in organisation of various forms of combating poverty, unemployment, and 


social pathology effects.22 


■ ‘Prevention through sport: preventing aggression and pathologies among 


children and youth’ Programme aims at giving the young people the 


possibility to participate in various sport activities, promotion of healthy 


life style, organisation of extracurricular activities connected to sport, and 


training physical education teachers.23  


■ Orliki (Eaglets) Programme aims to ‘to build general-access to free of 


charge sports fields, called Orlik, with locker rooms and sanitary facilities, 


in all Polish municipalities. The idea of the Programme is to make modern 


sports infrastructure available to children and youngsters [though Orlik 


users are boys and men] to allow them to take up regular sports 


training.’24 


■ Youth welfare services include support provided to people aiming at 


autonomous living (pl. osoba usamodzielniana), who lack personal 


resources for this process.25 They can receive financial or material support, 


mostly for education and housing, as well as assistance in finding 


employment. The condition for receiving support is person’s commitment 


to realise the individual plan of becoming autonomous, with assistance of a 


social worker.  


■ Employment Services provide support for youth unemployed for a certain 


period of time in a form of benefits and trainings, job announcements, as 


well as funding for setting up a business (mostly through EU funds).26 


More examples of such engagement, also in the third sector, can be found in Section 


5. 


As for the impact of economic crisis on youth work, it is reflected in growing focus on 


measures concentrating on combating unemployment among youth and decreasing 


financing at local level. For instance, due to the difficult state budget situation, no 


resources have been indicated for the planned implementation of the programme on 


‘Activation of local communities and equalising the development opportunities for 


children and young people" - called ‘Świetliki’. The project was designed to combat 


social exclusion of children and young people, to even their educational opportunities 


and facilitate the development of civil security. This was to be done by providing 


                                           
21 
http://www.mpips.gov.pl/download/gfx/mpips/pl/defaultopisy/4527/1/1/Programme_Swietlica_
14.01.11.pdf 
22 Voluntary Labour Corps’ (OHP), Voluntary Labour Corps’, <http://www.ohp.pl/en/> date 
accessed: 5th of November 2012.  
23 See: http://www.msport.gov.pl/komunikaty/733-Przeciwdzialanie-poprzez-sport-agresji-i-
patologii-wsrod-dzieci-i-mlodziezy 
24 Olik 2012, Strona główna, <http://www.orlik2012.pl> date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
25 For instance, 18-year-old persons with intellectual disability who leave social welfare homes, 
single mothers from single mother homes, or those leaving a reformatory, educational or 


sociotherapeutic centres (Article 88 of the Act on social assistance of 12 March 2004). 
26 European Commission, Council of Europe (2011), Country sheet on youth policy in Poland. 
Brussels: Youth Partnership. 
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conditions for the realisation of these goals in a friendly and well equipped building to 


serve the local community, supported by NGOs.27 


 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Example of standards for 
professions working with 


youth: minimum Bachelor 


degree, ISCED 5, in 
rehabilitation, 


education/pedagogy, 


sociology etc.] 


Number of youth workers  No data available 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers In the statutory sector: 


stable / decreased; in third 
sector: increased] 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


In the Polish legislation determining the qualifications and wage rates for persons 


working with young people there is no such term as ‘youth worker’. Therefore, there 


are no minimum qualification standards for paid / salaried youth workers and no 


courses / studies for youth work specialisation. A similar situation applies to unpaid / 


volunteer youth workers. However, there are standards applying to other professions 


working with youth such as: social workers, pedagogues, psychologists, or 


counsellors. These are mainly persons with higher education (minimum Bachelor 


degree, ISCED 5) in Humanities (e.g. rehabilitation, education / pedagogy, sociology). 


Higher education is required particularly for youth work carried out in 


programmes/projects funded from the state budget and agencies.  


In addition, other players in the youth work sector in Poland such as Polish Scouting 


Association (ZHP), Scouting Association of the Republic of Poland (ZHR), or Voluntary 


Labour Corps (OHP), have their own internal standards and arrangements for youth 


workers. 


In general, specialised trainings are available for youth work with particular type of 


youth group, such as unemployed youth, addicted youth, young offenders, and not as 


a whole.  There are also some projects devoted to improving the qualifications of 


those working with young people (e.g. within the Action 4.3 of the Youth in Action 


Programme) where persons/ institutions can apply for funds for activities, such as 


seminars, training courses, tools and techniques to work with youth, evaluation 


                                           
27 See: http://www.portalsamorzadowy.pl/edukacja/deficyt-finansow-pograzyl-8222-swietliki-
8221,31656.html 
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meetings. For instance, one of projects was devoted to develop standards for youth 


work based on the experiences of other countries.28  


International training course on youth work in 
Poland29 
In September 2012, the Centre for Training and Personal Development from Poland, 


in cooperation with ACT GLOBAL CIC (UK), organised a five-day long training course 
‘Tool for Reflective Practice and Professional Development of Youth Work’ for youth 


workers from Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, and UK. The aim of the 


training was to raise awareness, share experience and good practices among 
participants, who are active in the field as well as revising youth work practice to 


create a common perspective for countries of Central and Eastern Europe where 


youth work is still not well recognised. By the end of the training programme, the 
learners were expected to be able to:  


■ Identify and explain common professional standards and expectations that a 


youth worker will seek to adhere to. 
■ Define what nonformal learning and informal education are and define the 


similarities and differences between the two. 


■ Define what a reflective practitioner is and the benefits of reflective practice 
within their own work environment. 


■ Identify and use a range of approaches to working with young people based on 


good practice shared within the learning environment. 


The project was financed by the Youth in Action Programme. 


Resources and opportunities, although not specifically aimed at working with youth, 


are also offered by Human Capital OP and training for counsellors from the district 


labour offices, who work with unemployed youth. 


In the opinion of interviewees, post-diploma courses on youth work should be 


developed for those interested in providing such services. Yet, instead of top-down 


enforcement of requirements in relation to youth workers’ qualifications, an exemplary 


model (good practices) of youth work to follow and an educational profile of youth 


worker to refer to could be offered.  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Although the role of youth work and youth workers is growing, particularly in the NGO 


and volunteering sector30, youth worker is not a recognised profession in Poland. 


Some aspects of youth work are carried out by other professional groups, whose 


activity is regulated by law, such as: social workers, teachers, probation officers, 


career advisors, youth team coaches, persons working in educational and cultural 


institutions (psychologists, pedagogues, sociotherapist, librarians, culture animators 


etc.). Pedagogical powers are necessary if the target group’s age is less than 18 years 


old. Some organisations, such as scouts, have their own regulations regarding the 


degree scouting instructor.  


                                           
28 Interview with a representative of the Foundation for the Development of the Education 
System (National Agency). 
29 Salto youth, "Tool for reflective practice and professional development of Youth Work", 
<http://www.salto-youth.net/tools/european-training-calendar/training/tool-for-reflective-
practice-and-professional-development-of-youth-work.2729/> date accessed: 5th of November 
2012. 
30 European Comission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 
2010-2012 (Poland), Brussels: European Comission. Available at: 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/poland.pdf>. 
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According to some interviewees, there is a belief in Poland that if someone works with 


youth, he or she must be a teacher. Youth work is therefore linked to the teachers 


who - in theory - are responsible for education, but in practice, take care of many 


other areas of youth problems and development. This linkage may prevent the youth 


worker profession that emerged in Europe to take deeper roots in Poland. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


The main difficulty in estimating a number of youth workers in Poland stems from the 


fact that tasks and duties of youth work are divided among many different social 


services. In addition, the profession of youth worker is not clearly recognised formally 


and socially. Examples of rough estimation of widely defined youth work providers are 


listed below: 


■ The number of people involved in youth work in all scouting organisations 


is between 20 000 (all staff) and 13 000 (leaders, instructors etc.).  


■ The number of court probation officers in youth (under 18) and family 


affairs is around 5000 (professionals and volunteers). 


■ The number of personnel employed in sociotherapeutic children & youth 


clubs31 (1748 places) and other day care youth and children clubs (5000 


places) is around 15 000 (excluding volunteers). 


■ Instructors and trainers working in the field of culture are of similar 


quantity as above.  


■ The positions of school pedagogues / psychologist that are involved in the 


system of monitoring young people development -more than 5000.32 


The significant number of social workers’ activity is devoted to youth but there is no 


special position among social service personnel dedicated to youth.  


According to interviewees, the number of youth workers in the formal / statutory 


sector has remained more or less the same or has slightly decreased over the past 10 


years. The main reasons for the decrease / constant numbers are: socio-economic 


transformation, general belief that formal youth activities are not very attractive, 


uninteresting way of implementing youth work activities, staff not being able to 


impress young people (weakening of mentor’s position and of intergenerational 


contact), individualised way of life of young people, no infrastructure for youth (other 


than school). This results in a small number of people willing to participate in such 


activities, which is exacerbated by the demographic decline. 


As for the third sector, the number of people working with youth has increased. 


Among the main reasons for this trend are: treating this type of work as a philosophy 


of life or as a business, competitiveness and growing number of recipients, EU funds. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


The youth work is usually provided by: 1) the education system employees (e.g. 


coaches, teachers, pedagogues, etc.) and employees of other institutions (such as 


cultural centres, community day-care centres); 2) non-governmental organisations 


(NGOs) working for / with youth; 3) religious institutions (e.g. parish groups, religious 


associations). There are probably more salaried employees than unpaid volunteers 


engaged in youth work.  


                                           
31 There are 4 categories of day care youth and children clubs. 
32 Sińczuch, M. (2009), Poland: the ideological background to youth work. In: Verschelden, G., 
Coussée, F., Van de Walle, T. and Williamson, H. (eds.) (2010), The history of youth work in 
Europe and its relevance for youth policy today, Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. 
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The following changes or trends in the profile of youth workers over the past 10 years 


can be identified:  


■ Generational change: more young people who get engaged in youth work 


(mainly from the NGO sector with a volunteering experience). 


■ Influx of young men for whom this type of work is a passion and who are 


heavily engaged in this type of work (particularly street workers, former 


beneficiaries of youth work activities). 


■ Youth workers are often the same people who take care of financing youth 


work; therefore they have to be skilled in grant seeking and project work. 


The key challenges facing youth workers can be divided into six areas and include:  


■ Personal qualities: meeting the expectations of young people, winning 


their sympathy, being opened to dialogue with young people, having 


courage to admit the lack of knowledge in certain situations. 


■ Knowledge: deficit of ‘juventologic’ competences and specialised education 


/ research centres devoted to youth and youth work. 


■ Recognition: recognition of youth workers, valuing and appreciating their 


work. 


■ Tradition: questionable acceptance of the profession in the Polish tradition 


of youth work, narrow interpretation of youth work in relation to specific 


groups, routine approach to extracurricular activities at school. 


■ Reach: more young people declare membership in informal groups, which 


are often difficult to reach; lack of system (e.g. network of youth clubs / 


institutions) based on voluntary participation of young people and open to 


everyone. 


■ Legislation: implementation of planned changes into the law exacerbating 


the conditions for school day-care centres to obtain a positive opinion 


issued by the fire department and health inspections; no regulation on 


youth work/workers.  


‘Adults working with youth can take off their buskins and unlace their corsets of rigid 


roles; young people can benefit from caring partners and guides not as much in the 
knowledge that they can assimilate faster and more independently today but in the 


art of living, which is a deficit product.’33 


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


The role of youth work: 


■ Showing young people how to discover their own abilities, which can be 


useful for them after finishing school. 


■ Revealing information about individual preferences and competences; 


■ Preventing digital exclusion. 


■ Assisting young people in difficult life situations by helping them to return 


to school / education. 


■ Providing a support system that complements a formal offer. 


Good practice examples:  


                                           
33 Fatyga, B. (ed.) (2005), White Paper on Youth. Two truths about activism. Conditions and 
opportunities for youth activities in the local community with a view to the Council of Europe’s 
youth policy. Research Report. Ministry of Education, Warsaw. 
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■ ‘Open school’ contest organised by the Ministry of Education promotes a 


school model, which aims to shape students' pro-social attitudes and 


encourages cooperation between educational institutions and their 


surroundings, especially NGOs.34 


■ Other: projects in the Youth in Action Programme, Caritas’ activities, 


promoting volunteering by recognising voluntary experience at schools on 


individual basis. 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


The role of youth work: 


■ Increasing the availability of labour market services, especially in places 


with difficult access to vocational guidance, career information, job 


placement and vocational training. 


■ Providing help in finding the life or career paths and increasing the 


chances of instilling in young people the entrepreneurial attitudes, 


providing them with the knowledge necessary to set up and lead their own 


business / initiatives. 


■ Proposing various activities where youth can check their own 


competences. 


Good practice examples: 


■ Nationwide activities of Voluntary Labour Corps (OHP)35 aim at creating 


adequate conditions for proper social and vocational development of young 


people in various free of charge support forms such as: job placement, 


vocational guidance and career information, workshops, active job search, 


training, and labour market programmes.36  


■ Activation instruments (e.g. career counselling, job placement, training) in 


the framework of the so-called special programmes targeted at different 


categories of unemployed people, with a special focus on the age group 


under 30, are provided by the local employment offices and financed from 


the Labour Fund.37 


5.3 Health and well-being 


The role of youth work: 


■ Increasing youth’s knowledge about various diseases. 


■ Changing youth’s attitudes for more health-beneficial approach. 


■ Postponing a decision about risky behaviours. 


■ Increasing youth’s self-control and self-esteem. 


■ Offering safe and productive way of spending free time. 


Good practice examples: 


■ The Programme on ‘Combating aggression and pathology among children 


and young people through sport’ aims at: creating opportunities for 


participation of young people in various forms of physical activity; healthy 


lifestyle and nutrition; organisation of non-school extracurricular activities, 


                                           
34 See: http://xn--otwartaszkoa-ncc.org/ 
35 About 3% of young people declared their association with the OHP (Youth 2008 (2009), 
Opinions and Diagnoses. Warsaw: CBOS.). 
36 See: http://www.ohp.pl/en/ 
37 The rules to apply for additional funds from the Labour Fund from the reserve of the Minister 


of Labour and Social Policy for the financing / funding of special programmes in 2012 aimed at 
people under 30 years old. Appendix III of the programme ‘Youth in the labour market’, Ministry 
of Labour 2012. 
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recreation camps and sporting events; training and professional 


development of teachers and instructors etc.38 


■ Sport Centre Com Com Zone39 run by Siemacha Association in a rather 


deprived area of the city of Cracow offers various modern sport facilities 


and space for education and care activities (day-care centre, foster centre, 


free therapy or counselling etc.) .
40


  


■  ‘Promoting a healthy lifestyle through the organisation of cultural and 


sports activities for children and young people’, a programme decreed by 


the Mayor of Łęczyca, offers funds for NGOs, such as Municipal Interschool 


Sports Club or volleyball club.41 


5.4 Participation  


The role of youth work: 


■ Shaping the attitudes towards citizenship. 


■ Increasing opportunities, interest and motivation to participate in a public 


/ community life (particularly in deprived areas). 


■ Strengthening the involvement of young people in the democratic process 


through local activity. 


Good practice examples: 


■ This Civis Polonus project on ‘Youth District Council in Warsaw’ aims to 


enable young people to influence decision-making processes at local level, 


especially in the area of youth policy, by strengthening student’s skills in 


analysing local problems, reflecting on them and formulating 


recommendations on solutions for local authorities.42 


■ Youth Academy of Local Leadership Local aims to encourage the active 


young people by providing them with knowledge and skills to facilitate the 


conduct of activities and projects in their communities.43 


■ Youth Leadership Programme in Addiction Prevention and Health 


Promotion is designed to develop attitudes conducive to life without 


addictive and psychoactive substances and to prepare young people to 


lobby for a healthy, chemical-free lifestyle in their local environment.44 


■ Other: Youth camps for members of the expatriate Polish community, 


Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity, MegaCal - Youth Centre for Local 


Activity in Bełchatów, Young Cracow Programme implemented by the 


Youth Department of Municipality, Ambassadors of Youth in Action 


Programme. 


                                           
38 Ministries involved in the Programme are: the Ministry of Sport and Tourism, the Ministry of 
Interior and Administration, the Ministry of National Education and the Ministry of Health. The 
financial resources come from the European Union (Financial Perspective 2007-2013), the state 
budget and the Physical Culture Development Fund. For more information please see: 
http://www.msport.gov.pl/komunikaty/733-Przeciwdzialanie-poprzez-sport-agresji-i-patologii-


wsrod-dzieci-i-mlodziezy 
39 See: http://www.comcomzone.pl/index.php?page=comcomzone-krakow_o-nas 
40 European Commission, Council of Europe (2011), Country sheet on youth policy in Poland. 
Brussels: Youth Partnership. 
41 Pofit, P. (2006), Łęczyca. Kapslowe - 'money meant' for the prevention. 
<http://wiadomosci.ngo.pl/wiadomosc/238470.html> date accessed: 23rd of November 2012. 
42 See: http://www.civispolonus.org.pl/index.php/strona-gowna/193 
43 See: http://www.mlodziez.org.pl/szkolenia/przewodnik-po-szkoleniach/szkolenia-
ogolne/MALL 
44 See: http://www.tppu.org/programmey/165-liderzy.html 



http://wiadomosci.ngo.pl/wiadomosc/238470.html
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5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


The role of youth work: 


■ Organising places where voluntary activities can be realised. 


■ Mediating in contacts with institutions that need volunteers. 


■ Organisation of events / activities where volunteers’ help is very 


important.  


Good practice examples: 


■ ‘Projector – Student Volunteers’ is a project within which student volunteer 


teams (from two to five people) introduce the subject of patriotism to 


school students and pupils from small towns of up to 20,000 inhabitants 


during five-day workshops.45 


■ Other: AIESEC, Greenpeace, Polish Humanitarian Action (PAH).  


5.6 Social inclusion 


The role of youth work: 


■ Increasing young people’s self-confidence and awareness of their own 


abilities. 


■ Compensating deficiencies through development of social skills needed in 


various areas of life. 


■ Helping in solving problems (e.g. sessions with therapists). 


■ Proposing alternative lifestyles. 


Good practice examples: 


■ ‘Mobile School’ is an educational tool on four wheels offering an attractive 


form for filling free time of children aimlessly hanging out on streets.46 


■ Programme 'Streetwork – an effective contact', funded from the ESF and 


realised by the Municipal Social Aid Centre, aims to help young people 


(‘street-kids’) with multiple disadvantages (risky behaviours, hooliganism, 


family problems, and economical or psychological hardships) by 


establishing a relationship with them and motivating them to change their 


life for better.47 


■ ‘Model Action System – MDS’ project (2012-2014) involves the 


development, testing and implementation of a comprehensive system of 


support for young people (aged 15 – 20) that will be implemented in the 


region of Lodz.48 


■ Other: Caritas activity, 'Common room - Children - Job' Programme, 


activity of the Po MOC for girls and women run by Sisters of Mary 


Immaculate Congregation, various forms of Voluntary Labour Corps’ 


activity. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


The role of youth work: 


■ Increasing tolerance for ‘difference / otherness’. 


■ Enabling youth to experience this ‘difference/otherness’. 


■ Facilitating the first step towards future mobility (studying, working or 


living abroad). 


                                           
45 See: http://www.pafw.pl/programmey/programme/197 
46 See: http://www.fundacjaludowego.pl/aktualnosci/?rok=2012&news=271 
47 European Commission, Council of Europe (2011), Country sheet on youth policy in Poland. 
Brussels: Youth Partnership. 
48 See: http://www.mds.monar.edu.pl/o-projekcie-2 
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■ Developing consensus-reaching skills despite different views. 


■ Greater openness to multiculturalism and awareness of common European 


values. 


■ Encouraging the learning of foreign languages. 


Good practice examples: 


■ Since 2005 the MFA has been announcing a call for proposals for projects 


concerning global education activities addressed to broad groups of Polish 


citizens, including school pupils, students, teachers, educators, media and 


members of civil society organisations engaged in development education 


activities.49 


■ Other: EU mobility programmes, missions of the Polish Humanitarian 


Action, Greenpeace, the Polish and German Youth Cooperation, the Polish 


and Lithuanian Youth Exchange Fund Youth Exchange Fund. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


The role of youth work: 


■ Stimulating creativity. 


■ Showing places where the personal need for cultural development can be 


realised; 


■ Organising places where young people can develop their own culture / 


cultural activities (also for young people from disfavoured groups). 


Good practice examples: 


■ Meeting places for young people of school age opened in shopping centres 


by Siemacha Association are an innovative example of combining 


educational and therapeutic functions. At a shopping centre, youth is free 


to participate in a wide range of workshops (e.g. music, cooking, social 


development), and can receive psychological support.50 


■ Student Club for Creative Work 'From Beginning' at the Nicolai Copernicus 


University in Toruń organises more than 170 events per year, such as 


festivals, concerts, film screenings and theatre, gallery.51 


■ The Ministry of Culture began to design works and implementation of 


educational and artistic programmes to extend the offer of after-school art 


classes and strengthening school education run by cultural institutions.52 


■ Other: the 'Enabling Arts’ project addressing blind persons implemented 


by the ‘One World’ Association, ‘Letters’ project run by Tratwa Association 


for youth from small towns, Voluntary Labour Corps projects ( e.g. Youth 


Culture Festival, Small Form Arts Festival folk workshops). 


                                           
49 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012 (Poland), Brussels: European Commission. Available at: 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/poland.pdf>. 
50 See: http://siemachaspot.pl/aktualnosci/SIEMACHA-w-galeriach-handlowych,14,159 
51 See: http://www.odnowa.umk.pl/main.php?PAGE=historia_klubu 
52 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012 (Poland), Brussels: European Commission. Available at: 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/poland.pdf>. 
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


In principle, a universalistic rhetoric prevails in relation to youth work. In practice, due 


to very different degrees of development and specific local needs, it is aimed at 


particular groups of young people, with a big share of activities directed towards youth 


in troubles (with difficulties). Therefore, the dominant trend is directed at specific 


groups of young people selected through certain criteria, diagnosed needs and 


preferences.  


Examples of target groups include: 


■ Young people with special educational needs (high achievers). 


■ Youth with educational deficiencies. 


■ Disadvantaged young people at risk of social exclusion. 


■ Young people affected by unemployment53. 


According to interviewees, youth work in Poland often takes a more problem-centred 


approach, which means that young people are treated as a problem rather than a 


resource. While the need for differentiation is acknowledged, it has been pointed out 


by interviewees that specialised programmes for defavourised youth can in fact 


increase the ghettoisation of these groups, e.g. due to criteria for potential 


beneficiaries, such as income or difficult life situation.54 By concentrating youth work 


around two poles: youth with difficulties (in participating in education / labour market 


and / or in the social life) and gifted youth (high achievers), the ‘middle’ area remains 


not covered. It has been recommended to create an offer which would be easily 


accessible and open for all young people to facilitate contact for youth from various 


backgrounds. This could contribute to addressing the problem of growing disparities 


between youth from low- and high-income households.  


Given that gender perspective is not applied in many official statistics on participation 


(in social care, day care, education programmes), it is hard to analyse the share of 


girls and boys in these groups.55 


Although according to the Polish law a person becomes an adult when turns 18 years 


old, youth is defined differently by various institutions. For instance: 


■ The Strategy for Youth for 2003 – 2012 defines young people as a group 


aged from 15 to 25, including teenagers (15-19) and young adults (20-


25). 


■ The ‘Youth 2011’ report embraces also older groups of young people, such 


as those who have already completed higher education and are in the 


process of labour market transition and family formation.56 


                                           
53 In national strategies the following groups of young people are targeted: young people with 


disability, marginalized young people, students, graduates, ‘dis-behaving’ youth (at risk of 
addictions or addicted, in reformatory), unemployed youth, NEETs, young people living with 
their parents, those with non-permanent contracts, freshman at the labour market, young 
couples (Country sheet on youth policy in Poland. Youth Partnership). 
54 An interesting example of initiative contributing to further ghettoization of youth was a 
project in which children from poor families were given yellow school backpacks and the whole 
school and community could see who comes from depraved background.   
55 European Commission, Council of Europe (2011), Country sheet on youth policy in Poland. 
Brussels: Youth Partnership. 
56 Ibid. 
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The general target group of youth work in Poland in various programmes includes 16-


24 years olds and the end of higher education is often considered as the end of being 


categorised as youth. However, there are also programmes directed to people up to 


26 or 30 years old.57  


6.1.2 Reach 


The information on the use of youth work services is dispersed across various 


ministries and institutions and it is difficult to collect such data.  


Groups of young people who are not reached by youth work at the moment, or receive 


insufficient support, include:  


■ Youth above 18 years old that is neither in education nor in training or 


employment. 


■ Hooligans – so called 'pseudo football fans'. 


■ Youth whose parents are absent as they work abroad58. 


■ Youth from rural areas and deprived urban precincts. 


■ Youth that is neither gifted nor deprived. 


■ Youth from migrant and refugee families. 


■ Young mothers. 


■ Youth of other faiths from communities, where the only social space is the 


Church. 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There are no indicators measuring the effectiveness of youth work. However, there is 


an increasing awareness and demand to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of 


measures in this area.  


Key outcomes of youth work for vulnerable groups of young people and so-called ‘high 


achievers’, based on the interviews, are listed in a table below. 


Table 6.1 Key outcomes of youth work in certain groups 


Category  Impact Caveats 


Early school 
leavers 


Return to the constructive path 
of social development. 


This group (although smaller than 
in other EU countries) is not 


covered by any activity and 


therefore one can talk about the 
phenomenon of multiplication of 


a problem. 


Young people with 


a migrant 
background 


Ability to undertake 


independent decision after a 
period of adaptation whether to 


return to original location or to 


stay in a new place. 


Various groups of young people 


are usually addressed based on a 
problem, not their origins. 


Unemployed 


youth / NEETs 


Tackling youth unemployment, 


providing education, financial 
and social support in acquiring 


qualifications and experience. 


It depends whether they are 


registered as unemployed or not. 
If youth is not registered and 


does not generate other 


problems, then there are no 
measure / activities targeting 


these young people. 


                                           
57 Krzaklewska, E. (2011), The Active Inclusion of young people in cities. Krakow: Local 
Authority Observatory. 
58 Ibid. 
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Category  Impact Caveats 


Young people with 


disabilities 


Overcoming own disabilities 


through sport and cultural 


activity. 
Starting to enter the social 


sphere and participate in 


various events.  


The effects of youth work are 


visible if there are no technical 


limitations to young peoples’ 
disabilities (otherwise, they stay 


at home). 


High achievers 
(young people)’ 


Multiplication of success. The number of actions that would 
support such persons in long-


distance dimension is limited. 


Source: Stakeholder interviews. 


The key strengths of youth workers in supporting the lives of young people / achieving 


these outcomes, in comparison to support provided by other professionals: 


■ Ability to build trust among youth, listen and explore. 


■ Realisation of individual passions and interests, flexibility and high 


engagement. 


■ Approaching young people on individual basis, staying close to the youth, 


knowing the needs of this group. 


■ Combining pedagogical and socialisation skills with a non-school approach 


(no teacher-pupils relation). 


■ Ability to understand the language of young people. 


■ Facilitating out-of-school learning and creating opportunities for non-


formal education. 


■ Ability to access a wide base of competences, opportunities, and 


experiences, which can be used by young people. 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.2 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Poland 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Increasing number of youth work 


measures. 


■ Numerous and diverse NGOs’ 


activities, rooted in the local 


community.  


■ High potential of youth located in 


their aspirations and aims 


connected with every-day life.59 


■ Increasing openness towards the 


forms and methods of 


participation chosen by young 


people. 


■ Innovation of third sector in this 


area.  


■ High engagement on a local level. 


■ Passion and ideas of people and 


organisations working with youth. 


■ Commune Youth Councils as a 


form of dialogue with young 


citizens (although their potential 


is not fully used).60 


■ Capturing the differences arising 


from the socio-cultural context in 


which young people operate.61 


■ Youth’s need of belonging to a 


community of peers stronger than in 


the case of their parents.62 


■ Youth’s awareness of the need for 


education. 


■ Cooperation based on partnership. 


■ Growing needs of potential 


‘customers’. 


■ Availability of European funds. 


■ Wide range of possibilities for 


enhancing the attractiveness of 


youth work.  


■ Recognition of youth work and youth 


worker as a profession.  


■ Development of social media in 


communication with young people. 


■ Potential of the elderly and 


pensioners (currently unused). 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Mismatch between measures 


offered by the network of 


traditionally functioning 


institutions and the needs of 


young people.  


■ Lack of systemic solutions, 


complex approach reflected in 


consistent activities.  


■ Lack of coordination and 


monitoring centre. 


■ Lack of definition and regulation 


of youth work. 


■ Lack of a network of youth clubs / 


institutions based on voluntary 


participation of young people 


(mainly 15-18) and open to 


everyone. 


■ Sporadic public consultations 


■ Crawling economic crisis and 


demographic imbalance as factors 


impeding intergenerational 


solidarity.65 


■ Debate about youth carried out 


without a dialogue with young 


people (‘youth seen from above’).66 


■ Indifference of adults towards the 


feeling of depaysement/alienation 


among youth. 


■ Perceiving youth / social work as a 


profession of declining public 


confidence and stereotypical image 


of this type of activity. 


■ Highly depreciated infrastructure 


base. 


■ Unsatisfactory youth work results 


often visible only after a time.  


                                           
59 Szafraniec, K. (2011), The Youth of 2011. Warsaw: The Chancellery of the Prime Minister. 
60 Giza-Poleszczuk, A., Strzemińska, A. & Mencwel, J. (2012), Młodzi Bez Głosu. Warsaw: Zeszyt 


no 1. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Szafraniec, K. (2011), Youth 2011. Warsaw: The Chancellery of the Prime Minister. 
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dedicated to young people.63 


■ No public space 'owned' by youth, 


where they could do ‘something 


theirs’, meet and talk freely and 


safely, outside the jurisdiction of 


the school.64 


■ Directing sport-related activities 


mainly towards promotion of male 


sports (e.g. football). 


■ Inability of education system to 


avoid ghettoisation. 


■ Lack of educational paths 


preparing specifically for youth 


work. 


■ Prevalence of project-based work 


contributing to lack of stability and a 


‘closed door’ syndrome. 


■ Fragmentation of policies and 


measures. 


■ Dynamic changes in the 


demographic structure. 


■ Instability and ambiguity of the 


legislation. 


■ Dependency relationship between 


youth workers and youth. 


■ Strongly shredded youth 


environments. 


■ Low ‘juventologic’ knowledge among 


adults.67 


■ Shifting all institutional responsibility 


on NGOs. 


7 Conclusions and recommendations 


7.1 Conclusions 


Due to its inter-ministerial character, youth policy in Poland is expressed in a number 


of legal regulations relating to youth and has many legislators. The key areas being 


regulated usually address the criteria for those who work with youth and the 


responsibility for it (e.g. certification of venues). The dispersion and fragmentation of 


responsibilities in this area are the main point of criticism of both youth work 


practitioners and experts.  


The role of youth work in the context of reducing social exclusion among young people 


in Poland is very high. In addition, there is high demand for this type of work, which 


increased significantly in recent years due to the difficult social situation of many 


households.   


The main target groups of youth work in Poland are young people with various 


difficulties. The main deficiency are limited (or no) pro-developmental investments in 


a social sense that would integrate all young people. Development of youth 


infrastructure in a form of youth clubs is perceived as a key need in the field of free 


space for young people to spend their free time and make their first steps in 


socialisation.  


Currently, there is little room for real dialogue between existing structures and young 


people. As a result of this limited cooperation, the methods applied in youth work are 


often archaic if compared to the needs of young people. 


                                                                                                                                
65 Szafraniec, K. (2011), Youth 2011. Warsaw: The Chancellery of the Prime Minister. 
66 Giza-Poleszczuk, A., Strzemińska, A. & Mencwel, J. (2012), Młodzi Bez Głosu. Warsaw: Zeszyt 
no 1. 
63 Giza-Poleszczuk, A., Strzemińska, A. & Mencwel, J. (2012), Młodzi Bez Głosu. Warsaw: Zeszyt 
no 1. 
64 Ibid. 
67 Szafraniec, K. (2011), Youth 2011. Warsaw: The Chancellery of the Prime Minister. 
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7.2 Recommendations 


National level:  


■ Create a new strategy for youth in Poland, by the Ministry of Education in 


cooperation with other ministries and youth organisations, based on the 


evaluation results of the Youth Strategy for the years 2003 – 2012 and 


key problems faced by Polish youth identified by recent research (e.g. ‘The 


Youth of 2011’ report).     


■ Create by the Ministry of Regional Development in cooperation with other 


ministries and youth organisations a stable basis for youth action by 


establishing an inclusive nationwide system of youth  infrastructure that is 


independent from formal education system, easily accessible, and open for 


all young people from various backgrounds (e.g. by opening new venues 


or restitution of culture houses / centres network). 


■ Encourage awareness-raising on ‘juventologic’ knowledge among adults, 


including educators, representatives of organisations working with youth 


and for youth, researchers and journalists. 


■ Integrate the activities of various ministries and relevant actors in the field 


by creating an inter-ministerial body for youth policy to coordinate the 


activities of the government and institutions working for youth. 


■ Invite young people from youth organisations, e.g. in a form of advisory 


body, to propose measures / areas for youth work. 


■ Monitor the quality of service and performance standards in relation to 


youth work carried out at regional, local, and NGO level. 


■ Carry out a survey to examine the needs of people involved in youth work. 


■ Create educational opportunities (e.g. in a form of courses or studies to 


specialise as a youth worker) and develop staff promotion policy in this 


area. 


■ Secure transparency of funding for NGOs centred on youth work and 


proper evaluation of these funds to support only those youth work 


initiative that bring visible results. 


Third sector:  


■ Lobby to make the topic visible (e.g. to prepare a draft bill on youth work) 


and self-organise to create a strong youth work sector. 


■ Effectively encourage young people to cooperate with NGOs, especially in 


the out-of-school time. 


■ Engage professional staff in youth work, supported by experience and 


recommendations. 


■ Create a common platform to exchange the best practices in youth work in 


both providing services in this area and developing youth workers’ 


competences. 


■ Continue an active role in the area of youth and culture at local or regional 


level.  


EU level:  


■ Trigger a European debate on youth and youth work to promote youth 


work by showing its effectiveness (e.g. ‘soft’ results and benefits),  sharing 


good practices, and establishing standards (e.g. competences for youth 


work). 


■ Reformulate / restructure the Youth in Action Programme for the next 


period by making it more inclusive for all young people, reflecting the 


current reality, and offering the possibility for funding long-term activities.  
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■ Reconsider criteria, such as income, in some programmes financed from 


the ESF. 


■ Establish a supervisory body at the EU level devoted to youth policy, which 


would oversee the advancements and effects of developments in youth 


sector and collect hard data.  


■ Create a youth work model and promote it in Member States (combined 


with a financial support if it functions properly).  


■ Promote youth work by showing its effectiveness (e.g. ‘soft’ results) and 


good practices. 


■ Instigate a European debate on effective, integrated and multi-faceted 


remedy for pathological forms of leisure activities of young people. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  90 years  


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


4 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Youth work organised by 
state institutions and 


local governments: non-


formal education, support 
to youth employment, 


sports, cultural activities, 


participation. 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Participation, youth 
health, non-formal 


education. 


1.1 Definitions 


The status of formal (statutory) youth work in Latvia is defined by the Youth Law, 


adopted in 2009 “with the goal to improve the quality of life of young persons (aged 


13-25), to encourage youth initiatives, work habits, patriotism, participation in 


decision making and public life, and in order to support youth work ”.1   


The Law concerns only formal youth work which is seen as part of youth policy 


implementation by the state, local governments and youth organisations and other 


NGOs to whom implementation is delegated. Youth work is defined in the Law as: “a 


set of planned practical activities with youth as the target group, aimed at youth policy 


implementation, supporting value orientation of young people and strengthening their 


universal human values”.   


The Law also defines the status and competences of persons involved in youth policy 


implementation, the forms of youth participation in formulating and implementing 


policies concerning youth, as well as the basic principles of funding youth initiatives 


(from public funds). 


At the same time, the home page of the Ministry of Education and Science contains a 


less formal definition of youth work: “Youth work is a set of planned practical activities 


with youth as the target group, aimed at improving the quality of young people’s 


life”.2 


According to the Youth Law, the objectives of youth work are: 


■ To support and encourage youth initiatives, creating favourable conditions 


for the intellectual and creative development of young people. 


                                           
1 Latvian government, Jaunatnes likums, <http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=175920> date 


accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
2 Minsitry of Education and Science (2010), Jaunatnes politika, <http://izm.izm.gov.lv/nozares-
politika/jaunatne/7479.html> date accessed: 10th of November 2012. 



http://www.likumi.lv/doc.php?id=175920

http://izm.izm.gov.lv/nozares-politika/jaunatne/7479.html

http://izm.izm.gov.lv/nozares-politika/jaunatne/7479.html
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■ To provide youth with the opportunity to gain the skills, knowledge and 


competences needed in life through non-formal education. 


■ To provide youth with the possibility to spend their leisure time in a useful 


way. 


■ To provide youth with information needed for their personal development 


(Youth Law, Art. 2.3.). 


The definition of youth work in Latvia on the whole reflects the European definition 


and principles underpinning youth work: voluntary participation, listening to the voice 


of young people, broadening young people’s life/world, bringing young people 


together, and connecting to young people’s life/world.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work traditions in Latvia can be divided into three periods of time – youth work 


during the first independence (1918-1940), the Soviet period (1945-1989), and youth 


work development after regaining independence (since 1990). Youth organisations 


during the first period of independence included Scouts and Guides (since 1921)3, 4H 


clubs,4 university students’ confraternities and sororities, Christian and Jewish youth 


associations and some political youth associations.  


During the Soviet period youth work was divided into two age groups – (not counting 


children aged 7-10 - “oktobrēni” or October children):  


1. Children and youth aged 10-14 (“pionieri”- pioneers). 


2. Youth from 14 to 28 (“komjaunieši” – Komsomol, or Communist Youth 


League). 


 Youth work required professional education and training, but there were also political 


requirements to comply with (e.g. almost all youth workers aged up to 28 were 


Komsomol members). The work with 10-14 year olds was coordinated by “pioneer 


leaders” (in Latvian “pionieru vadītājs”) - adults who had 4 years of training 


(pedagogical education and training, upper secondary VET level). The types of 


activities in youth work with 10-14 year olds could be roughly subdivided into non-


formal education, leisure activities (e.g. sports, art and music, camping), and political 


indoctrination (Soviet state ideology). These types of activities were often mixed (e.g. 


a typical summer camp for pioneers would provide a non-negotiable package of all 


three types of activities). In Komsomol, youth work was divided between 


professionally trained coordinators and volunteers. Youth work was organised by 


secondary and tertiary education institutions and (in the case of Komsomol) by the 


young people’s workplace, but there were also separate institutions for non-formal 


education and summer camps. Participation in Pioneers’ Organisation and Komsomol 


was quasi obligatory, so the types of youth work they organised do not quite fit the 


current definition. 


After regaining independence, at first there were no formal regulations for youth work, 


but youth work organisations of the pre-war independent Republic (such as Scouts 


and Guides) were revived by volunteers. More organisations appeared in the 1990s. 


Some of these addressed issues of young people’s life/world that had never been 


previously addressed by youth work in Latvia – human rights (European Youth Human 


Rights Network), reproductive health and reproductive rights (Papardes Zieds)5, 


entrepreneurship education (Junior Achievement – Young Enterprise Latvija)6. In 


                                           
3 Latvian Scouts and Guides, Skautisma pirmsākumi Latvijā, <http://skauti.lv/?page_id=69> 
date accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
4 Latvian 4H movement, Vēsture, <http://www.mazpulki.lv/lv/page/par_mums> date accessed: 


10th of November 2012. 
5 See: http://www.papardeszieds.lv/ 
6 See: http://www.jal.lv/pm/parmums 



http://skauti.lv/?page_id=69

http://www.mazpulki.lv/lv/page/par_mums
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1992, the umbrella organisation for youth NGOs – Latvian Youth Council – was 


created.7 


After the centre-right government of Einars Repše came into office in 2003, one of the 


coalition partners, the Christian “First Party”, insisted that a Ministry of Children and 


Family should be created, which included a Department of Youth Policy. This was a 


conceptual change in approach to youth work – from seeing it as a set of civil society-


led, predominantly voluntary activities to a more government-led, policy approach to 


youth work. Consecutive governments developed state youth policy from 2007 


onwards, and prepared the Youth Policy Guidelines for 2009-2018 and State Youth 


Policy Programme for 2009-2013 (see below, section 3.1).  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Formal youth work is coordinated by state institutions and local governments, with 


municipal youth coordinators acting as formal youth workers in their municipalities. 


However, according to the Youth Law, state institutions and local governments can 


also involve NGOs, including youth organisations, youth initiative groups and other 


organisations in formal youth work (e.g. by implementing joint projects and organising 


joint activities, including non-formal education and training, organisation of events for 


young people, etc). 


Non-formal youth work (i.e. youth work not falling under the Youth Law definition of 


“implementing (the state’s) youth policy”) is carried out by NGOs and initiative 


groups. 


Municipal youth work coordinators (“youth issues specialists”) can be considered 


‘formal’ youth workers, as the position requires professional qualifications and is 


regulated by the state (see below, section 4.1).  Moreover, municipal youth 


coordinators are supposed to ensure local government’s statutory responsibility for 


youth policy. The tasks of “youth issues specialist” include coordinating municipal non-


formal education and youth activities, projects and programmes in the field of youth 


policy, developing recommendations to improve state and municipal youth policy, 


promoting citizenship education and youth voluntary work and activities supporting 


young people’s personality development8. 


Currently in Latvian municipalities there are 63 municipal youth work coordinators.9  


Much of youth work in Latvia happens outside the formal structure of “youth policy”: 


■ Latvian Youth Council – the civil society platform for youth NGOs – 


organises national-level events (conferences, discussions, youth forums) 


on topics of interest to youth organisations – e.g. improving cooperation 


between youth organisations and policy-makers, the role of youth in public 


life, etc. 


■ 99 4H clubs organise leisure activities and volunteer work in rural areas. 


■ Students’ unions promote the interests of students in higher education 


institutions. 


■ Youth NGOs, associations and groups of citizens organise events, training 


and leisure activities for youth across a number of areas: environmental 


                                           
7 See: http://www.ljp.lv/ 
8 Ministry of Education and Science, Pašvaldību jaunatnes lietu specialists, 
<www.izm.gov.lv/nozares-politika/jaunatne/8246.html> date accessed: 10th of November 


2012. 
9 Ministry of Education and Science, Cela raditajs, <http://www.jaunatneslietas.lv/cela-
raditajs> date accessed: 10th of November 2012. 



http://www.izm.gov.lv/nozares-politika/jaunatne/8246.html

http://www.jaunatneslietas.lv/cela-raditajs

http://www.jaunatneslietas.lv/cela-raditajs
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issues, sexual rights and reproductive health, internet safety and tolerance 


on the internet, youth entrepreneurship, local community initiatives, 


volunteering, and a number of other areas. 


■ Quasi-political youth initiatives (protest groups) have been very active in 


the protests against minority school reform in 2004, and since then 


sporadically reappear as a form of youth participation in political actions. 


Examples of youth work from the third sector will be included in Part 5 of this report 


(The Role and Value of Youth Work). 


2 Legislative context and governance 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National/Local 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth 
work 


Ministry of Education and 
Science 


2.1 Legal background 


The main document regulating youth policy (and also formal youth work) is the Youth 


Law (see above, section 1.1). The Law defines the aims of youth policy and youth 


work, but also defines what “youth organisations” are in the Latvian legal context. 


Only organisations that share at least three of the aims of youth work as defined in 


Article 2.3 of the Law (support and promotion of youth initiatives, non-formal 


education, provision of positive leisure activity, and providing information for personal 


development) and whose membership is at least in 2/3 comprised of children and 


youth, can be legally considered as youth organisations (Article 6). 


Further Regulations were issued by the Cabinet of Ministers in 2008 and 2011, as a 


basis for regulating formal youth work and allocating the budget for state-funded 


youth work, as well as defining the standards needed for youth work as a profession:  


■ Regulations on Youth Consultative Council (2008).10 According to the 


Youth Law the Youth Consultative Council is an advisory institution, which 


aims at promoting coordinated youth policy development and 


implementation and improves participation of youth in the decision 


making. The Youth Consultative Council includes representatives of public 


administration, local governments and youth organisations. The function of 


the Council is to advise the Ministry of Education and Science on the 


development and implementation of youth policy. 


■ Order of allocating state budget funding for encouraging youth initiatives 


and for youth involvement in decision making and public life, as well as for 


youth work and youth organisations (2011).11 The Regulations define the 


rules for allocation of state budget funding for youth work and support for 


youth organisations. The Regulations specify that state funding can be 


allocated to youth initiatives and activities pursuing the goals defined in 


the Youth Law, which implies that only activities seen as implementing 


state “youth policy” in principle can receive government funding. This does 


                                           
10 Ministru kabineta (2008), Noteikumi Nr. 985, “Jaunatnes konsultatīvās padomes nolikums”. 
11 Ministru kabineta (2011), Noteikumi Nr.277, “Kārtība, kādā piešķir valsts budžeta 


finansējumu jauniešu iniciatīvas un līdzdalības veicināšanai lēmumu pieņemšanā un 
sabiedriskajā dzīvē, darbam ar jaunatni un jaunatnes organizāciju darbības atbalstam, kā arī 
atbalstīto projektu administrēšanas un uzraudzības kārtība”. 
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not regulate EU funding for non-formal education and other youth 


activities as defined by the European Commission.  


■ Regulations on youth work specialist training (2008).12  (See section 4.1 


below). 


■ Regulations on the registration of NGOs on the youth organisations list 


(2011).13 These regulations affirm the definition of youth organisations set 


out in the Youth Law. 


2.2 Governance 


Since 2009 the body that coordinates youth policy at the national level is the Youth 


Issues Unit at the Ministry of Education and Science (part of the Sport and Youth 


department). In 2004-2009 youth policy was part of the mandate of the Ministry of 


Children and Family Affairs, where there was a Youth department. The key role of the 


Ministry of Education and Science is to develop and coordinate youth policy, including 


the coordination among other ministries, local governments, youth organisations, 


youth initiative groups, NGOs, social partners, religious organisations, political parties, 


enterprises and youth researchers and youth workers, who work with youth and 


whose target group is youth.  Youth Consultative Council (see above, section 2.1) 


advises the Ministry on the priorities, development and implementation of youth 


policy. The Council includes representatives of youth organisations as well as 


representatives of public administration. 


The institutional system for formal youth work at local government level is defined in 


the Youth Law. It includes the following agents involved in formal youth work (whose 


activities seen as part of implementation of state youth policy): 


■ Youth issues specialists (municipal youth work coordinators, responsible 


for formal youth work at local government level). 


■ Youth centres – institutions or structural units of the local government that 


aims to support youth initiatives, involvement in decision making and 


public life. It also provides opportunities for free time activities, 


information and assistance in relation to project development and 


implementation, conflict solving and other issues.  


■ Youth councils – consultative structures in the local government that are 


supposed to ensure youth involvement in the decision making at the local 


level, ensure exchanges of experience and support youth initiatives. 


Student self-government, youth initiative groups and youth organisation 


representatives are to be involved in a youth council. 


■ Consultative commissions on Youth Affairs – consultative structures 


established by a local government/ council. Supposed to provide 


recommendations for the planning and implementation of local 


government’s youth work. 


This governance structure reflects the status of youth work before the economic crisis, 


when the legal framework for it was created. In recent years, however, the actual 


focus of youth work is increasingly shifting from non-formal education, leisure 


activities and participation (understood in decision-making terms) to social inclusion, 


employability and welfare. One of the interviewees for this study suggested that in the 


future, a bigger role in coordinating youth work should be accorded to the Ministry of 


Welfare and its structures, as this would reflect the current status of youth work and 


the interests of youth organisations. 


                                           
12 Ministru kabineta (2008), Noteikumi Nr.1047 "Jaunatnes lietu speciālistu apmācības kārtība" . 
13 Ministru kabineta (2011), Noteikumi Nr.188 "Noteikumi par kārtību, kādā biedrības 
ierakstāmas jaunatnes organizāciju sarakstā, un sarakstā iekļaujamām ziņām". 
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3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Yes 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work No impact studies available 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Latvia’s national development strategy “Latvia 2030” (adopted by the Parliament in 


2010)14 does not directly address youth issues, even though some of the actions 


proposed in it (e.g. change of paradigm in education, prevention of discrimination in 


the labour market) concern youth as one of the primary target groups.  


Youth Policy Guidelines for 2009-201815 were developed by the Ministry of Children, 


Family Affairs and Social Integration before the Ministry itself fell victim to budget 


austerity measures in 2009.  The objective of the Guidelines was to achieve a 


coordinated implementation of (state) youth policy, identifying the primary directions 


of action of formal youth work and defining policy outcomes and indicators. The 


Guidelines emphasised cooperation between different agents and levels of formal 


youth work (e.g. central government supporting local governments in their youth 


work), the need to provide training for youth workers, and the role of local 


governments in developing and implementing youth policy. 


The analysis of the youth work situation preceding the Guidelines stated that there 


was a shortage of youth workers in local governments and their approaches to youth 


work were not consistent. The lack of a clear mechanism to support youth work at 


local government level was also pointed out. 


Later, the State Youth Policy Programme 2009-201316 was developed on the basis of 


these Guidelines. The Programme sets the following targets for state youth policy: 


■ More young people satisfied with their quality of life (target of 41% in 


2013 as compared to 39.8% in 2009). 


■ Fewer young people consider lack of information a barrier for their 


participation in public life (target of 23.9% as compared to 26.9% in 


2009). 


■ More young people participate in youth organisations and initiative groups 


(target of 12% as compared to 10.5% in 2009). 


■ More young people are active as volunteers (target of 15% as compared 


to 12% in 2009). 


■ More people exercise and engage in sports at least twice a week (target of 


35% as compared to 27.2% in 2009). 


■ Fewer young people are unemployed (12% as compared to 13% in 2009). 


■ Fewer young people are in prison (target of 3 %).17 


                                           
14 Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development (2010), Latvijas ilgtspējīgas 
attīstības stratēģija līdz 2030.gadam, <http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/pol/ppd/?doc=13857> 
date accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
15 Ministry of Children, Family Affairs and Social Integration (2009), Jaunatnes politikas 
pamatnostadnes 2009.-2018. gadam. Riga: Ministry of Children, Family Affairs and Social 


Integration. 
16 Ministry of Education and Science (2009), Jaunates politikas valsts programma 2009.- 2013. 
gadam. Riga: Ministry of Education and Science. 



http://www.varam.gov.lv/lat/pol/ppd/?doc=13857
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Planned activities under the Programme included state budget support to youth 


initiatives, improving the registration system for youth organisations, support for the 


development of students’ self-government structures in schools and universities, 


support for volunteering, improving access to sports facilities in schools and 


municipalities, promoting sports as a way to improve social inclusion, support for 


youth summer camps, improving access to free information on health issues and early 


prevention of diseases, improving access to non-formal education and peer education 


for youth, especially for marginalised youth (e.g. youth in prisons), ensuring 


recognition of non-formal qualifications, support for career counselling for young 


people (including in secondary schools), support for youth mobility, promoting 


intercultural learning, support for parenting skills, and support for youth employment 


and youth entrepreneurship. 


Adopted at the peak of the economic crisis and austerity measures in Latvia, the 


Programme states that “if the funding necessary for the implementation of this 


Programme is not allocated, these policy objectives and targets shall not be 


achieved.”18 


As a result of the budget cuts, the planned activities under the Programme were only 


partly implemented. 


This, however, does not imply that young people’s participation in youth organisations 


and volunteering or in public life in the broader sense has stayed at a low level. In fact 


available data suggests there is very little connection between policy targets in the 


Programme and reality: e.g. involvement in volunteering is much higher than 


suggested in the Programme (30% in 2011)19, and so is participation in youth 


organisations and clubs (15.1% in 2011).20 One of the explanations for this divergence 


is the fact that while government documents on youth policy only cover the state and 


municipal sector, where shortage of funding has been felt throughout the period 2009-


2012, youth work in the non-formal sector has developed, and many civil society 


initiatives, including ones not exclusively targeting youth, have been developed by 


young people under 26. 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Most of the activities under the State Youth Policy Programme involved formal youth 


work. Many actions planned in the programme were in fact part of existing policies of 


other branch ministries. Some activities were intended to be part of projects funded 


from EU structural funds, and some from line ministry budgets. Their implementation 


was to be entrusted to government agencies, not to municipal youth workers. For 


example, activities related to the development of Youth Guards organisation – a youth 


organisation under the auspices of the Ministry of Defense – were supposed to be 


covered from the budget of the Ministry, and implemented by the Centre for Youth 


Guards – a government agency.  


Support for statutory youth work as such envisaged by the Programme included:  


■ Data gathering, monitoring and research of youth issues. 


■ Evaluation of youth work in municipalities. 


■ Direct investment into youth work infrastructure (creation of 10 new youth 


centres, improvement of infrastructure for existing youth centres). 


                                                                                                                                
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Eurobarometer (2011), Flash EB No 319a – Youth on the move. Brussels: European 
Commission. 
20 Ibid. 
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■ Increasing the number of municipal youth workers to cover 60% of 


municipalities. 


■ Creating guidelines for the statutes of municipal Youth Councils and 


municipal Commissions on Youth Affairs. 


National budget funds were allocated for these actions. However, given the limited 


funding available, not much was allocated. Local governments were expected to cover 


the cost of part of these activities from EU-funded cooperation projects. Currently, 


Youth in Action and European Social Fund are significant sources of EU funding for 


projects involving youth work in Latvia. Also ERAF INTERREG IV A Programme 2007-


2013 has been used as source of funding for some youth work projects. 


Table 3.1 Funding of youth policy measures, state budget and EU 


“Youth in Action” programme (LVL):21 


Yea


r 


State budget 


allocated to 


Youth Policy 
Programme 


implementation 


Of which funding 


of youth work at 


local 
government 


level (project 


competitions for 
municipal youth 


centres and 


youth NGOs) 


State budget 


allocated to local 


governments for 
co-financing 


youth policy 


projects from EU 
funds and other 


international 


instruments 


Youth in Action 


(European 


Commission) 


2011 106 985 50 400  ---------- 1 697 000 


2012 106 985 59 480  960 235 1 500 000 


The economic crisis has had an adverse effect on available government funding for 


youth work: e.g., not every year co-financing for EU project funding for youth projects 


was available. At the same time, the crisis has shifted the focus to employment-


related activities and allowed to create large-scale projects for young people starting 


on the job market – the ESF programme for youth employment in Latvia. 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes, for statutory youth 


work 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Pedagogical education 


Number of youth workers  Formal: 


municipal youth workers – 


63 


Non-formal: no statistics 
available 


 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase 


                                           
21 Law on State Budget 2011 (2010), Law on State Budget 2012 (2011). 
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4.1 Training and qualifications  


Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers, adopted in 2008, define the training 


requirements for formal youth workers.22  The requirements were approved by the 


Tripartite Council on Vocational Education and Training. The profession of “youth 


issues specialist” was established accordingly (ISCED 5).  The Regulations state that 


the formal qualification requirements for a “youth issues specialist” have to be 


completed no later than in 2 years’ time from the day he/she is recruited. This 


requirement reflects the fact that in most cases, municipal youth coordinators 


recruited by the local government would not be expected to have completed the 


specialised training prior to their recruitment. They are, however, required to have 


completed tertiary education.  The length of the training is 80 academic hours, where 


theoretical training should be no more than 70%. The training can be provided by any 


registered provider with a relevant training programme (according to the Latvian 


system – a registered adult education provider that has received the approval of 


training curriculum for “youth issues specialists” from the Ministry of Education and 


Science).  


Training curriculum has to include pedagogy, psychology, youth health issues, 


business basics, human rights and legal basics, youth policy, communication basics, 


project management, environmental knowledge basics, and understanding how non-


formal education and voluntary work is organised. 


Another option is professional degree training for career consultants and youth 


workers. The relevant degree programme is currently offered by Daugavpils University 


and Liepaja University (Master’s degree programme in Career Consultancy and Youth 


Work). The length of studies is 2 years if full time, or 2.6 years if undertaken on a 


part-time basis.   The programme includes courses in theory of career development, 


theory and methodology of consulting; organisation of youth work; organisational 


culture and professional ethics; strategic planning and management of resources, and 


other subjects. Only persons with 2nd level of professional higher education and a 


teacher’s qualification and 2 years’ work experience in youth work or consultancy can 


be enrolled in this programme.   


For youth work in the third sector, no special training is formally required. The Ministry 


of Education and Science is planning to create a separate professional standard and 


qualification requirements for ‘youth worker’ (at ISCED 4).   


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


In Latvia ‘youth issues specialist’ is a recognised profession with a professional 


standard. It was included in the list of recognised professions in 2008/9.  


Professional Standard for youth issues specialists23 states that they can work in local 


governments, state institutions and NGOs; however, in practice NGOs do not require 


this qualification for youth work in the third sector. According to the Standard, youth 


issues specialists are expected to: 


■ Implement and coordinate youth work. 


■ Organise events, projects and programmes in the youth policy field in a 


specific administrative territory. 


■ Consult young people regarding non-formal education, participation in 


public life and voluntary work. 


                                           
22 Ministru kabineta (2008), Noteikumi Nr. 1047, „Jaunatnes lietu speciālistu apmācības 


kārtība”. 
23 Ministry of Education and Science (2008), Jaunatnes lietu speciālistu profesijas standarts. 
Available at: http://izm.izm.gov.lv/upload_file/Normativie_akti/jl-profesijas-standarts.pdf 



http://izm.izm.gov.lv/upload_file/Normativie_akti/jl-profesijas-standarts.pdf
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■ Promote youth participation. 


■ Provide recommendations to national and/ or local government institutions 


on the development, implementation and coordination of youth policy 


regarding the creation of youth support programmes and measures and 


co-ordination of international cooperation in the youth policy field. 


■ Provide young people with the information they need. 


■ Promote the personality development of young people. 


Youth workers in the non-formal/ third sector youth work come from all walks of life 


and often are volunteers or NGO employees. There is no statistics available on their 


education and qualifications.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


Currently in Latvia there are 63 “youth issues specialists” employed by local 


governments, 21 of them in the capital.24 Their number has been slowly growing for 


the last few years. There was no such position in most municipalities 15 years ago. 


Nevertheless municipal youth centres are, as a rule, understaffed and receive little 


core funding, which means that salaries in the sector are low, and the opportunity to 


hire more youth workers on a permanent (and not project) basis is almost non-


existent. 


No statistics on youth workers employed by NGOs or volunteers working as youth 


workers in the third sector are available, according to the Ministry of Education 


(interview with a representative of Sport and Youth department). However, judging by 


the number of projects funded every year from Youth in Action programme (130 in 


2011, 119 in 2010)25 and other projects with youth as their target group funded from 


EU structural funds (ESF, ERDF), the number of non-formal youth workers outside 


local government structures must be much bigger than the number of formal youth 


workers. Not all of them work with youth on a regular basis, but many of them do, at 


least for the duration of the projects they are implementing. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


Municipal “youth issues specialists” are employed by local government and usually 


work full time. They either have a tertiary pedagogical education and special training 


for youth issues specialists, or are in the process of acquiring it.  


Youth work outside the municipal structures is organised by a broad range of 


organisations, including NGOs (e.g. youth associations), government agencies (e.g. 


State Employment Agency), non-formal education centres, and all other organisations 


that implement projects with youth as a major target group. This is a large sector, 


where not all persons working with youth are specialised ‘youth workers’. They are 


non-formal education teachers (total population about 1000, but not all of them 


involved in youth work),26 social workers, NGO employees (e.g. project coordinators) 


and volunteers (e.g. peer educators in projects on gender equality and reproductive 


health), children’s rights inspectors, psychologists, bloggers and many others. There is 


                                           
24 Ministry of Education and Science, Cela raditajs, <http://www.jaunatneslietas.lv/cela-
raditajs> date accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
25 Juantes Starptautisko programme agentüra (2012), Annual report for 2011 (in Latvian). Riga: 
Juantes Starptautisko programme agentüra. 
Juantes Starptautisko programme agentüra (2011), Annual report for 2010 (in Latvian). Riga: 
Juantes Starptautisko programme agentüra. 
26 Extra-curricular non-formal education for school-age children and youth is a separate 


education sector in Latvia, where about 1000 qualified teachers worked in the 2011/12 
academic year (about 80% of those – full time). Source: Kalnina, D. et al. (2012), Interešu 
izglītība Latvijā un interešu izglītības iestāžu loma. Riga: Riga City Council. 



http://www.jaunatneslietas.lv/cela-raditajs

http://www.jaunatneslietas.lv/cela-raditajs
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no comprehensive statistics on this group, and it is hard to estimate, what proportion 


of them are volunteers. 


The challenges faced by formal and non-formal youth workers in Latvia stem from the 


lack of a networked professional community or community of practice.  There is no 


systematic research on the situation of young people and different groups among 


them (e.g. youth at risk), that could be used as a basis for planning youth work. Most 


non-formal youth workers do not engage in youth work on a full-time basis 


(combining it with other responsibilities, such as project coordination or teaching).  


5 The role and value of youth work 


5.1 Education and training 


Youth workers in municipalities organise youth leisure time activities, but for the most 


part they are not in charge of non-formal education. Nevertheless there are also non-


formal education activities implemented by youth NGOs and other organisations. 


Projects involving training of youth leaders and training for empowerment of youth 


have become increasingly popular in recent years.  


Example: 


■ Iespējama misija (Mission Possible) is a civil society initiative encouraging 


successful graduates from higher education institutions to spend two years 


teaching in primary and secondary schools (member of international Teach 


for All network). The programme provides leadership training and hands-


on pedagogical training to young people going into schools as teachers, 


and showcases their work there through social media and high-profile 


teaching events (e.g. getting show business stars, top executives, the 


Mayor of Riga and the President to teach a lesson in schools across Latvia 


during their publicity week). The initiative is supported by several big 


businesses in Latvia, including Swedbank.27 


 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Municipal youth centres and youth workers (in municipalities that have them) usually 


provide career counselling support to youth (in special hours allocated to this 


purpose). Projects supporting youth to make their career choices have become 


increasingly widespread in recent years. 


Activities fostering youth employment are a growing sector of youth work since the 


onset of economic crisis. With the support of ESF, State Employment Agency is 


implementing a set of activities to encourage youth employment – Workplace for 


Youth, Workshops for Youth (the latter is a new initiative, starting in 2013). 


Examples: 


■ Workplace for Youth is a programme of State Employment Agency 


supported from the European Social Fund. It allows employers to receive 


subsidies for part of new employee’s salaries; if they hire unemployed 


young people aged 18-24, young people after maternity/ paternity leave 


or disabled young people. The workplace is partly subsidised for up to 9 


                                           
27 See: http://www.iespejamamisija.lv/lv/par_mums/vizija/ 



http://www.iespejamamisija.lv/lv/par_mums/vizija/
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months, with some additional training support ensured for youth involved 


in the programme.28 


■ One of the most well-known “learning by doing” projects for school-age 


youth is the annual Shadow Day, organised by Junior Achievement Latvia, 


when school students can act as ‘shadows’ to professionals, from doctors 


and managers to MPs, cabinet ministers and Prime Minister. During the 


day, the students are expected to follow the daily work routine of the 


person they selected and to understand the principles of their work. 


Success stories – most interesting personal accounts of Shadow Day are 


published on the project’s website.29 


■ The recent initiative of the Union of Baltic Cities – youth entrepreneurship 


project Smart Youth 2013 – is a competition for youth aged 13-20, 


encouraging them to develop products that could become competitive in 


the market, with the goal to present them at the International Youth 


Forum on Creative Industries in Estonia in summer 2013.30 


5.3 Health and well-being 


There have been several initiatives at national and municipal level related to youth 


health, organised by municipalities (e.g. Riga City Council plan on youth smoking 


prevention, based on European good practice examples) and by NGOs such as Latvian 


Red Cross Youth Section, Papardes zieds (“Fern blossom”), Youth against AIDS and 


some others.  


 


Example: 


■ Papardes zieds31, the association for reproductive health, regularly 


organises peer education for youth around the issues of sexual and 


reproductive rights and health, safe sex, contraception and related issues. 


The organisation also provides consultations to teenagers on issues of 


sexual and reproductive health, organises hotlines for teenagers, and 


encourages young people to engage in volunteering together with 


professionals – doctors, lawyers, psychologists and others. 


5.4 Participation  


Formal youth participation, defined in legislation and organised by state or local 


government institutions, includes self-government of pupils or students (in schools 


and universities), advisory youth councils, youth forums, structured dialogue with 


policy-makers and social partners, participation in elections and referenda, volunteer 


work, participation in youth organisations and other non-governmental organisations.  


Non-formal participation of youth has been growing since the onset of economic crisis 


in early 2009. Dissatisfaction with government policies at the time of acute crisis 


(2009 and 2010) has led to an upsurge of political activity in society overall, and 


among young people in particular (also the only violent protest since the renewal of 


independence in 1991 involved predominantly young people). Growing interest in 


youth participation can be surmised from the growing popularity of projects such as 


“Young People’s Parliament” and “My Voice” (see below). 


                                           
28 Ministry of Welfare, "Darba vieta jaunietim" – jauns pasākums bezdarbniekiem 
<http://sf.lm.gov.lv/lv/aktuali/?cid=85> date accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
29 See: http://enudiena.fixcms.lv/veiksmes-stasti 
30 Union of Baltic Cities, News, <http://www.ubc.net/news,2,2397.html> date accessed: 10th of 
November 2012. 
31 See: http://www.papardeszieds.lv/ 



http://sf.lm.gov.lv/lv/aktuali/?cid=85

http://enudiena.fixcms.lv/veiksmes-stasti

http://www.ubc.net/news,2,2397.html
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Examples: 


■ Introduction of new forms of e-democracy, such as the online policy 


initiative and voting platform Manabalss.lv (My voice), where users can 


identify with their internet bank ID in order to support policy initiatives, 


has allowed young people aged from 16 onwards to engage directly in 


public policy. Many initiatives generated through Manabalss.lv come from 


young people.32 Young People’s Parliament (Jauniešu Saeima) is a joint 


initiative of the Latvian Parliament and two NGOs – Delna (the Latvian 


branch of Transparency International) and Latvia’s Children’s Forum. Every 


year, young people can send their policy ideas and initiatives to the 


organisers, and later 100 candidates are voted in by other young people to 


present their proposals at the Parliament on the day of Young People’s 


Parliament.33 The organisers state that every year, the number of 


applicants is growing.34 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


NGOs and government institutions provide opportunities for young people to engage in 


volunteering on a regular basis. Agency of International Youth Programmes promotes 


participation of Latvian youth in European Voluntary Service, by organising regular 


information and learning events for youth NGOs and youth workers. Currently there 


are 78 EVS accredited organisations in Latvia.35 The most popular work themes of 


these organisations are art and culture, youth leisure, urban/ rural development, 


education through sport and outdoor activities, European awareness and media and 


communication/ youth information. A recent study has shown that young people (15-


24 years old) are more active in volunteering than other generations.36 


Examples: 


■ State Employment agency with support from ESF is implementing the 


activity Support for Youth Voluntary Work for NEETs aged 18-24.37 The 


goal of the programme is to help unemployed youth without completed 


professional training to acquire professional skills that will make them 


more competitive in the labour market. The programme supports youth to 


find placements as volunteers in NGOs, and pays them a modest stipend. 


In 2011, 1100 young people took part in the programme, and in 2012, 


their number grew to 1600 (source – interview with Ministry of Education 


representative). 


■ One of the youth organisations successfully promoting volunteering 


activities is Youth against AIDS. Its peer education programme involves 


volunteers – youth peer educators who teach school students and other 


teenagers about sexual and reproductive health issues.38  


                                           
32 See: http://manabalss.lv/ 
33 Jauniešu Saeima, <http://jauniesusaeima.lv/user/#/?themefilter=/1/2/3/4/5.> date 
accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
34 Kas ir Jauniešu Saeima?, <http://www.lvportals.lv/skaidrojumi.php?id=245205> date 


accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
35 Jauniešu Saeima, European Commission, 
http://ec.europa.eu/youth/evs/aod/hei_list_from_query.cfm. 
36 Laboratory of analytical and strategic studies (2011), Brīvprātīgā darba attīstības iespējas 
Latvijā un tā ieguldījums. Riga: Ministry of Education and Science. 
37 Ministry of Welfare (2013), Proposal for a Council Recommendation on Establishing a Youth 
Guarantee. Riga: Ministry of Welfare. 
38 Youth Against AIDS (2011), Vienaudžu izglītība, 
<http://www.jpa.lv/index.php/en/nonformaleducation/vienaudzu> date accessed: 10th of 
November 2012. 



http://www.lvportals.lv/skaidrojumi.php?id=245205

http://www.jpa.lv/index.php/en/nonformaleducation/vienaudzu
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5.6 Social inclusion 


Projects on social inclusion in Latvia target the following youth groups: 1. at risk youth 


(prevention of youth delinquency, work with NEETs and with street children and 


youth); 2. national minority and migrant youth. 


Examples: 


■ In the field of prevention, the recent project Building a Support System to 


Prevent Juvenile Delinquency piloted new approaches to social inclusion of 


at risk children and youth. Catalogues of useful activities for children and 


youth were created in three local governments, and 120 children and 


young people at risk, aged between 7 and 19, were involved in a 


programme of personal development and non-formal education activities. 


Project experience was analysed in a joint Latvian-Swiss study.39 The 


project was implemented with great attention to good practices and relied 


on best available research from a number of European centres of expertise 


on crime prevention among young people. The project was financed by the 


Swiss Confederations and the Republic of Latvia in the framework of 


Latvian – Swiss cooperation Programme within the Enlarged European 


Union. 


■ Young third-country nationals and Latvian youth involved in school self-


government were the target groups of the project Promotion of the 


Integration Support System for Young Third - country Nationals (2012), 


coordinated by the Ministry of Education and Science and funded by 


European Integration Fund. The objective of the project was to provide 


information and support for integration to young third-country nationals in 


Latvia (about 3000 persons), but also to train local youth activists and 


youth issues specialists as facilitators of integration. Training in 


intercultural communication was delivered to several target groups, 


including school principals and youth issues specialists, and 50 students 


active in school self-governments.40   


■ Challenging Gender Roles for Prevention of Trafficking was a joint Åland-


Latvian project (2009-2011), aiming at combating stereotypical gender 


perceptions at grass-root level in order to undermine conditions for 


development of gender-related violence, human trafficking and sexual 


slavery. The project, implemented by the Åland Islands Peace Institute 


(Finland), and the Resource Centre for Women “Marta” (Latvia) focused on 


preventive work through empowerment of young girls and boys. The girl 


and boy group method is a Nordic model of direct work with young people 


aiming at empowering individuals, enhancing their capacity to become 


active citizens and questioning prevailing gender stereotypes in order to 


achieve greater gender equality and a non-discriminatory setting for 


individual development. Project implementers trained girl- and boy group 


leaders and encouraged them to start new groups both on Åland Islands 


and in Latvia. A team of researchers assessed the effects of the method on 


self-esteem and perceptions of gender roles and expectations among the 


participants. The project was funded by INTERREG programme.41  


                                           
39 Kronberga, I. & Zermatten, J. (2012), Child-friendly Justice in Latvia: Focusing on Crime 
Prevention. Riga: PROVIDUS. 
40 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), Integrācijas veicināšanas atbalsta sistēmas izveide 


trešo valstu valstspiederīgajiem jauniešiem.  Riga: Ministry of Education and Culture.  
41 See: www.centralbaltic.eu/projects/funded-projects-2/278-cb/527-challenging-gender-roles-
for-prevention-of-trafficking 



http://www.jaunatneslietas.lv/images/40679_projekta_rezultati_LV.pdf

http://www.centralbaltic.eu/projects/funded-projects-2/278-cb/527-challenging-gender-roles-for-prevention-of-trafficking

http://www.centralbaltic.eu/projects/funded-projects-2/278-cb/527-challenging-gender-roles-for-prevention-of-trafficking
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5.7 Youth and the world 


Youth workers in Latvian municipalities are involved in activities promoting youth 


mobility, primarily as advisors informing young people about opportunities offered by 


various EU programmes, and helping to choose the relevant competition to apply to. 


Youth workers inform and help young people to develop projects for Youth in Action 


project competitions, administered by the Agency of International Youth 


Programmes42. Most of these include elements of international cooperation. 


Example: 


■ In the non-formal youth work sector, international development education 


is becoming increasingly important. Organisations such as GLEN-Latvia 


(part of Global Education Network) educate young people about the 


challenges and needs of global development, by involving them in summer 


camps and seminars and by providing opportunities to participate in 


projects in different parts of the world.43 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Government agencies and municipalities devote a large part of the formal youth work 


they coordinate to creativity and culture. “Creative camps” for children and youth are 


organised during the school breaks. Much of state funding available for cultural events 


for and by young people goes into the traditional culture sector. The School Youth 


Song and Dance Festival is a major cultural event in Latvia in which choirs and 


traditional dance groups perform to mass audiences.44 


In non-formal youth work, many NGOs organise cultural events. A new trend in 


culture-focused projects for youth is social entrepreneurship in creative industries. 


Examples: 


■ AEGEE-Riga annually organises the Day of European Languages, during 


which students and anyone else who is interested can attend events 


promoting European languages and cultures.45 


■ The social entrepreneurship programme Brigādes, supported by Soros 


Foundation-Latvia and implemented by Contemporary Art Centre, is an 


example of innovative support for community-minded entrepreneurship 


initiatives involving youth as one of its target groups. Young unemployed 


mothers, school youth, disabled youth and other target groups are served 


by the small-scale social entrepreneurship start-ups in creative industries, 


mentored and supported by the programme.46 


                                           
42 Jaunatnes starptautisko programmu aģentūra, Visi jaunumi, < www.jaunatne.gov.lv> date 
accessed: 10th of November 2012. 
43 GLEN- Latvia, About GLEN and this web page, <http://www.glen.lv/?l=1516> date accessed: 
10th of November 2012. 
44 National Centre for Education, Gatavojoties svētkiem, 
<http://visc.gov.lv/intizglitiba/dziesmusv/gatavojoties.shtml> date accessed: 10th of November 


2012. 
45 See: www.aegee-riga.lv/sadala-1-apakssadala-1-3 
46 See: www.brigade.lv/en/news/news/ 



http://www.jaunatne.gov.lv/

http://www.glen.lv/?l=1516

http://visc.gov.lv/intizglitiba/dziesmusv/gatavojoties.shtml

http://www.aegee-riga.lv/sadala-1-apakssadala-1-3
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


The Youth Policy Guidelines for 2009-2018 mention the following groups as youth at 


risk of social exclusion: 


■ Disabled youth  


■ Young people from low-income families and youth with low income 


■ Young people who have not completed lower secondary education 


■ Youth from rural areas 


■ Orphans 


■ Young parents 


■ Unemployed youth 


■ Young people at risk of criminal delinquency and young people in prisons 


■ Young people suffering from addictions 


■ Young people that have suffered from violence and abuse 


■ Roma youth 


■ Street youth47 


Information from the interviews indicates that the funds allocated for youth policy 


implementation have been primarily used for youth work that did not specifically 


target these groups, but often included them among beneficiaries. On the other hand, 


funds from other sources (ESF, Latvian-Swiss Cooperation Programme, EEA grants) 


have often been used for projects specifically targeting these groups of youth. There is 


no cross-cutting impact assessment on the impact of all available funding programmes 


administrated by the Latvian government on youth at risk.  


6.2 Reach 


There is no comprehensive data on the reach of youth work in Latvia. According to 


Eurobarometer, involvement in organised volunteering among youth in 2011 has been 


30%, which is higher than EU average, and participation in youth organisations and 


clubs has been 15.1% (lower than EU average).48  An earlier study (2010) indicates 


even higher percentage of youth involved in voluntary activities – 39%.49  


Participation in cultural organisations among Latvian youth is also higher than EU 


average (16.2%), but participation in political organisations is lower (3%).50   


6.3 Outcomes and impact 


If participation in youth organisations and clubs and volunteering can be taken as 


indicators of success, youth work in Latvia is moderately successful. It is more difficult 


to evaluate the impact of youth work in Latvia on early school leavers, young people 


                                           
47 Ministry of Children, Family Affairs and Social Integration (2009), Jaunatnes politikas 
pamatnostadnes 2009.-2018. gadam. Riga: Ministry of Children, Family Affairs and Social 
Integration. 
48 Eurobarometer (2011), Flash EB No 319a – Youth on the move. Brussels: European 
Commission. 
49 Laboratory of analytical and strategic studies (2011), Brīvprātīgā darba attīstības iespējas 


Latvijā un tā ieguldījums. Riga: Ministry of Education and Science. 
50 Eurobarometer (2011), Flash EB No 319a – Youth on the move. Brussels: European 
Commission. 
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with a migrant background, unemployed youth / NEETs, and young people with 


disabilities. No comprehensive studies are available.  


Indirect evidence, however, suggests that ethnic minority and migrant youth are 


reached by youth work less comprehensively than Latvian-speaking majority. Thus, 


involvement of minorities in youth organisations has been lower than the national 


average in 2009 and 2010,51 and a study from 2009 indicates that Russian-speaking 


minority school youth feel less confident about their ability to influence life in the 


country.52 


6.4 SWOT 


Table 2 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth work 


sector in Lithuania 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Improved legal framework for youth 


work since 2009. 


■ Increasing number of qualified formal 
youth workers and municipal youth 


centres; 


■ High level of volunteering among 
youth. 


■ Well-developed system of non-formal 


extracurricular education. 


■ Available project funding for youth 


work from various EU funds. 


■ Increasing number of people with 
youth work experience and youth work 


competences able to train others. 


■ Transfer of best practice in European 
youth work to the national level via 


joint projects with European youth 


organisations. 
■ Emerging social entrepreneurship (e.g. 


Brigádes programme).  


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ No networked community of practice 


for youth workers from both formal 


and non-formal sectors. 


■ Lack of systematic research on youth 


situation to inform youth work 


practices; 
■ Lack of monitoring and statistical data 


on youth work (especially in non-


governmental sector). 
■ Fragmentation of support for youth 


work development (different sources of 


funding, no cross-cutting impact 
analysis to use for planning future 


activities). 


■ Main funding for youth work comes 
from EU funds and it is difficult to 


ensure continuity of work within each 


organisation. 
■ Focus on inclusion of youth at risk and 


ethnic minority youth is lacking. 


■ Lack of core funding for NGOs 


coordinating youth work on a regular 


basis. 


■ Lack of quality assurance of youth 


work. 


■ Civil society divided on the basis of 
language/ ethnicity, difficulty to 


organise common activities for youth 


from both majority and minority 
communities. 


■ Due to fragmented funding and lack of 


consistent support youth workers in 
the non-formal sector do not stay long 


in their occupation. 


■ Weak coordination of youth work 
measures among different Ministries 


and youth work areas (non-formal 


education, employment, sports, social 
inclusion, etc.) and between different 


funding programmes that support 


youth work. 


                                           
51 Factum Research Studio (2010), Jauniešu iespējas un dzīves kvalitāte Latvijā. Riga: Factum 
Research Studio. 
52 Golubeva, M. (2010), Different History, Different Citizenship? Competing Narratives and 
Diverging Civil Enculturation in Majority and Minority Schools in Estonia and Latvia. Journal of 
Baltic Studies, 41 (3). 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


7.1 Conclusions  


Over the last five years, the legal framework for youth policy and youth work has been 


developed in Latvia. Policy programme dedicated to youth policy and youth work has 


been created, and some government funding has been allocated for the activities of 


local youth centres and youth organisations.   


Non-formal youth work in NGOs has been a growing sector, even though the financial 


crisis has offset its growth and very little core funding is available to develop youth 


organisations and other civil society organisations in a sustainable way. The amount of 


EU funding available to youth organisations for implementing their activities has been 


growing in recent years, creating and multiplying good practices and expertise in non-


formal youth work sector. However, much of this capacity may be lost if no 


sustainable support is provided to the sector in the near future. 


Due to financial crisis, not enough targeted funding has been directed towards 


creating an infrastructure of youth work beyond municipal youth centres. Municipal 


youth centres themselves are often understaffed and their ability to sustain a high 


level of active engagement with youth organisations and youth initiatives in their 


municipalities is limited. No comprehensive monitoring or data gathering on non-


formal youth work has taken place.  


New directions of youth work have developed recently outside the municipal youth 


work structures. Some of those were a response to vulnerable situation of youth at 


the time of economic crisis (e.g. youth programmes of the State Employment Agency) 


and have a firm focus on unemployed youth and NEETs. Other new initiatives have 


concerned youth at risk of delinquency. While small in scale, they have been 


implemented with great attention to good practices and relied on best available 


research from a number of European centres of expertise on crime prevention among 


young people. The growing focus on social inclusion and on working to encourage 


youth employability may have positive effect in the future. (The Latvian Youth Council, 


however, disagrees that the focus of social inclusion in current youth policy is 


sufficient or adequate). 


This new focus of youth work, however, is not yet reflected in the governance 


structures of formal youth work, which continue to place it next to non-formal 


education and sports 


There is currently no networked community of practice of youth workers in Latvia. 


Formal youth workers and youth project coordinators in youth NGOs sometimes do not 


see themselves as members of the same professional group with similar goals, 


principles and work practices. In the future, it is essential to encourage and support 


the creation of such a community of practice through targeted support for networking 


activities. 


7.2 Recommendations 


At the level of central government (policy planning) 


■ It is necessary to monitor non-formal youth work and to collect data 


related to youth projects in the third sector regularly, in order to plan 


support for youth work in sectors where it is currently weak or missing, 


and in order to analyse the directions of youth work and their impact on 


youth situation. 
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■ Creating a core funding programme for youth NGOs and NGOs working 


with youth would be necessary in order to ensure that the good practices 


and expertise gained in youth work projects is not wasted.  It is essential 


that such a programme would allow to finance the day-to-day running of 


the organisations providing youth work and the salaries of youth work 


coordinators. 


■ In the future, a bigger role in coordinating youth work could be accorded 


to the Ministry of Welfare and its programmes, as this would better reflect 


the new focus of youth work on social inclusion. 


■ Support for networking and exchange of good practice among formal and 


non-formal youth workers is necessary in order to create a community of 


practice in youth work, and to encourage the establishment of youth work 


as a profession in Latvia. 


At the level of local governments and government agencies (implementation) 


■ Building on the existing success stories and good practices among Latvian 


youth organisations and other organisations implementing youth work 


projects can be a good way to enhance the impact and sustainability of 


youth work in municipalities (e.g. replicating projects that have already 


produced positive outcomes in other municipalities, ensuring multiplication 


or scaling up of successful local projects). 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No  


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of youth work tradition  25 years (since 1988, helped by the 


start of EU mobility programmes in 


Greece) 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth 


work tradition  
No real tradition in formal youth work 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in 


supporting young people 
Increasing, albeit slowly  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / 


statutory youth work 


Not applicable, since no formal youth 


work 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector 
led youth work 


Culture, Sport, Volunteering 


1.1 Definitions 


The situation, as described in the report on the Socio-Economic Value of Youth Work is 


still true today:  


‘Despite the existence of legal provisions regarding youth issues, there is no special 


official definition or legal framework for youth work in Greece. However, youth work 


does exist as a social practice; it constitutes an integral part of educational and 


welfare work and plays a significant role in supporting young people’s safe and healthy 


transition to adult life. The range of activities described as youth work is extensive, 


and includes health, social support, counselling, education, training, personal 


development, and so on. However, it seems that youth work is mainly related to 


leisure time activity – that is, artistic and cultural programmes, outdoor recreation, 


sports, etc. – providing a space for youthful experimentation and cultural 


development’1. 


There is no general agreement on a definition, or even on a term in Greek for youth 


work, that could be commonly used by public authorities and NGOs and the term 


given when referring to youth work in Greek, even in official documents, is often 


followed by the English term in brackets, to ensure that readers will know what is 


being referred to. Interviewees agree that it would be helpful to if not to define, at 


least agree on a common term for ‘youth work’ in Greek. One of the terms currently 


used for youth work in Greek (unofficially), is ‘socio-educational activities for young 


people’ (κοινωνικομορφωτικες δραστηριοτητες για νεους) and what this term covers 


matches more closely to the definition of youth work adopted during the Belgian 


Presidency.  


In terms of what is understood by youth work in Greece, the multiple organisations 


that deliver youth work in Greece, share a more or less common set of youth work 


values. These include: working with young people because they are young people, and 


not because they have been labelled or are considered deviant; starting with young 


people’s view of the world; helping young people develop stronger relationships and 


                                           
1 European Union – Council of Europe Youth Partnership (2006), The Socio-Economic Scope of 


Youth Work in Europe, Greece chapter. Strasbourg: Youth Partnership. 
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collective identities; respecting and valuing difference; and promoting the voice of 


young people2. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


The youth work ‘tradition’ in Greece is only about a quarter of a century old. 


Interviewees pin point the start of the tradition of youth work around 1988 when the 


EU mobility schemes started to be implemented in Greece, which slowly started to 


create awareness, even in limited circles of youth work. Before that, fragments of 


youth work were offered by the scouts, Christian youth associations, and the Church.  


The key driver of youth work over the past decade in Greece has been without a doubt 


the EU policy priorities that encourage the promotion of youth work and the associated 


funding programmes that encourage mobility and exchanges. The importance of youth 


work in supporting the lives of young people in Greece has been slowly increasing over 


the past ten years. However, Greece does not always take the concrete steps 


necessary to implement the policy priorities that the country signs up to at EU level. If 


implementation was moving faster, this would help the development of youth work in 


Greece even further.   


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


The main state organisation responsible for the development and implementation of 


youth work policy in the country is the General Secretariat for Youth. 


Youth work does not exist as a formal / professional delivery in Greece.  


Non-formal / non-professional / third sector led youth work is more widespread. Youth 


work in Greece means involvement with young people and for young people, mainly to 


increase their non-formal learning, their participation and their international mobility. 


Since the start of the EU mobility programmes in Greece, youth NGOs have been 


created and through these youth NGOs, there is some delivery of youth work taking 


place. Youth workers in this context are volunteers in their vast majority delivering 


youth work via civil society organisations, while some municipalities may also be 


delivering youth work. However, this delivery is not recorded systematically.   


As described in EU-CoE3, youth work in Greece involves a complex network of 


providers, community groups, non-governmental organisations and local authorities 


supported by a large number of adults working as full-time or part-time paid staff or 


as unpaid volunteers. Advised recreation/leisure time and cultural youth work were 


the main types of youth work provided, at least by the four municipalities covered by 


the study.  


Ambozy4 identifies the main delivery agents of non-formal youth work in Greece as: 


■ Youth NGOs. 


■ Local authority services such as the Youth Information Centres of the 


Municipalities. 


■ Local Youth Councils. 


■ Informal groups of young people.  


                                           
2 European Union, Council of Europe (2009), Country report on youth work (Greece). Brussels: 


Youth partnership. 
3 European Union – Council of Europe Youth Partnership (2006), The Socio-Economic Scope of 


Youth Work in Europe, Greece chapter. Strasbourg: Youth Partnership. 
4 Ambrozy, M. (2007), Map of Youth Work: A guide to non-formal learning and youth work in 
Northern Greece, Thessaloniki: Kids in action. 
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Interviewees pointed out that the model of youth work delivery tends to be less 


individualised support and more outreach provision, and activities for groups of young 


people.  


Existing literature5 supports that youth work in Greece involves cultural or outdoor 


activities for groups of young people, helping them to develop intercultural learning, 


ecological attitudes, team work, cooperation etc. 


 


                                           
5 Krezios, A. & Ambrozy M. (2010), A handbook on non-formal learning and its recognition, 


Here2stay, Thessaloniki, Kids in action.  
European Union, Council of Europe (2009), Country report on youth work (Greece). Brussels: 
Youth partnership. 
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2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No  


Level of regulation for youth work Youth work is not regulated 


in Greece 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Institute of Lifelong 


Learning and Youth (part of 
the General Secretariat for 


Youth) 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth Work is not regulated in Greece, hence no relevant legislation exists. A key 


reason given by interviewees for the lack of a legislative framework for youth work, is 


the obscurity of the concept and of the practice of youth work in Greece and a lack of 


awareness on the part of both policy makers and the wider public of what youth work 


is and what it could achieve.  


The only legislation that is remotely relevant to youth work relates to non-formal 


learning and to laws attempting to define the social economy and social economy 


organisations in Greece.  


Namely, Law 3879/2010 on the ‘Development of Lifelong Learning and Other 


Provisions’, among other provisions for the promotion of lifelong learning, sets the 


framework for the recognition of non-formal learning and for the recognition of NGOs 


offering non-formal learning, through their mapping onto a register, through the 


development of a national qualifications framework etc. This law, passed in 2010, has 


not been implemented yet, but once implemented, it is expected that it will be a first 


step in promoting youth work and non-formal learning, especially if practitioners of 


youth work essentially support its implementation and their role is recognised as 


important in this direction (as one interviewee said).   


2.2 Governance 


The Youth and Lifelong Learning Foundation, which is part of the General Secretariat 


of Youth, under the responsibility of the Ministry of Education, is the body that comes 


closest to being described as the main body governing youth work in Greece.  This is 


in the sense that the Foundation manages the implementation of EU Programmes such 


as Youth in Action, which are the main instruments for promoting youth work in 


Greece, in the absence of a national strategy and/or priorities for youth work. The 


Foundation operates at national level. In the past, there have been attempts to assign 


cross-governmental responsibility for youth policy to the Ministry of Employment, but 


these efforts have been aborted.  


There are no relevant bodies at regional level.  


At local level, the Local Youth Councils are an institution in the area of youth policy, 


linked to local authorities (municipalities). The ‘local youth council’ (Τοπικο Συμβουλιο 


Νεων) aims to give young people a forum at local municipality level. They were 


established in 2007, but some municipalities had already taken the initiative of 


creating Municipal Youth Councils (Δημοτικά Συμβούλια Νέων) since 1997 (and 


before). The Local Youth Councils started ambitiously but the institution has eventually 


faded due to a lack of a clear definition of the role of the councils, lack of earmarked 


funding for its activities, and lack of a political will from the part of the municipalities 
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to promote the institution of the local youth councils6. The youth councils might have 


been able to promote youth work to varying extents, depending on the local context 


and in particular depending on the extent of the political will of each mayor to promote 


youth issues. Interviewees identify the main problem of Youth Councils is that they 


are only supposed to have an advisory role to the Municipal Council, while they do not 


have a clear definition of their roles and responsibilities and no earmarked funds to 


fund activities. As a result the Councils have been losing momentum over the past 


couple of years.  


Last but not least, there are 50 Youth Information Centres hosted in municipalities 


throughout Greece offering advice and information to young people, but also 


sometimes participating in EU-funded youth work programmes. However, the 


existence of these information centres is currently in danger as local authority finances 


are problematic with many Greek municipalities making severe budget cuts.   


3 Policy and programme framework:  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of 
youth work 


Low  


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No  


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes, mainly EU-funded 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth 


work 


Neutral so far, since youth work 


is mainly EU-funded and since 


the budgetary framework had 
been set for 2007-2013, before 


the start of the crisis 


3.1 Policy commitment 


There is no mention of youth work in the national youth strategies of recent years in 


Greece, while the development of youth work cannot be said to be a policy priority in 


Greece. Youth work does not really appear in national youth policy discussions, apart 


from the mention it receives in EU policy documents.  


The only mention of a cross-sectoral strategy for youth appears in Article 66 of 


Presidential Decree 63/2005, which refers to the creation of an inter-ministerial 


Committee for Youth (Επιτροπή για τη Νεολαία). This committee is intended to 


cooperate with non-governmental organisations, social and scientific bodies before 


designing and implementing a youth policy7. However, this legal provision has not 


been implemented yet in Greece.  


The recently adopted (23 April 2013) ‘National Strategy for the Integration of legally 


residing third country nationals’ contains a sub-section entitled ‘Children-Youth-


Second generation immigrants’. The sub-section focuses on respecting the rights of 


children and young people and meeting their basic needs and identifies the competent 


Ministries to do this, but makes no mention of youth work in this respect.  


                                           
6 Radio interview of Yannis Poulopoulos, Member of the Local Youth Council of the Municipality 
of Korydallos (Greater Athens area), to SKAI radio, 17th of April 2011 and confirmed by 


interviews during the present assignment. 
7 European commission (2010), First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012 
(Greece). Brussels: European Commission. 
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3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


There is no dedicated policy / strategy on youth work in place in Greece.  


Currently, there are also no publicly funded programmes (neither at national nor at 


local level) in place to develop youth work. There have been such programmes in the 


past, but the main reason for the current lack of national programmes is the difficult 


financial situation of Greece and ensuing need for severe public budget cuts in all 


areas.  


Having said the above, youth work appears as a priority in the EU funded programmes 


and youth work programmes are promoted via this route. The EU funded programmes 


give guiding lines on thematic work to be developed in the country and this 


mechanism is valuable in helping Greek stakeholders to develop youth work, in the 


lack of national initiatives.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Sociologists, psychologists, 


teachers, but even sports coaches 


Number of youth workers  No data available but rough 


estimates from the interviews point 


to a population in the range of a 


couple of hundred (100-200) youth 


workers in the country 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increasing, slowly  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are no minimum qualification standards for youth workers in Greece and youth 


work still does not exist as an academic subject in formal education. As a result, those 


who are involved in youth work in Greece come into youth work via other routes such 


as social work, psychology, sociology, education and even sports instruction.  


EU-CoE8 found differences in the qualification levels of youth workers employed in 


education and social youth work field and those active in other fields of youth work, 


based on information from four municipalities. While there was a similar proportion of 


53-55% of youth workers with higher education qualifications in education and social 


youth work and in other fields of youth work, the percentage of youth workers with no 


formal educational qualifications is much higher in ‘other fields of youth work’ (at 


43%), than in education and social youth work (7%). 


                                           
8 European Union – Council of Europe Youth Partnership (2006), The Socio-Economic Scope of 
Youth Work in Europe, Greece chapter. Strasbourg: Youth Partnership. 
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Currently, the only tertiary education programme available related to youth work is a 


Masters degree recently introduced on ‘Youth Policies’ by the University of Macedonia 


in Thessaloniki9.  


Even though there is a lack of formal qualifications on youth work, there is a variety of 


non-formal training opportunities available to youth workers in Greece, largely thanks 


to the opportunities offered by the EU funded programmes. These allow youth workers 


to develop themselves through training courses both in Greece and abroad. The 


training courses on offer in Greece are offered by youth NGOs, and are overseen by 


the Greek National Agency of the Youth in Action Programme. Interviewees pointed 


out that many of the training courses are intensive and of high quality, contributing to 


the professionalisation of youth workers in Greece, as an increasing number of youth 


workers take part in such training.  


A Pool of Trainers (POT) for youth workers in Greece has been created through an 


initiative of the trainers themselves and the Greek National Agency of the Youth in 


Action Programme. The Pool has 10 members. 


The Hellenic National Youth Council (Εθνικό Συμβούλιο Νεολαίας, HNYC), a non-profit 


federation of youth organisations, also has its own pool of trainers, made up of 


volunteers, and using the HNYC’s own resources. This pool of trainers offers training 


to its member organisations throughout Greece, including to volunteers involved in 


informal youth work.   


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Youth workers are not a recognised occupation and all the interviewees agree that 


youth workers have a low professional occupation status. Youth workers are not a 


widely known occupation and there is a lack of recognition of the contribution that 


youth work can make to social and other goals. This lack of recognition of what youth 


work could offer is most noted in the educational system, as a result there is a lack of 


contacts between youth workers and schools. This lack of recognition, combined with 


the fact that there has not been a long tradition of youth work in Greece and with the 


fact that youth work is not a top policy priority means that in practice, there is very 


little youth work taking place in schools.  


In EU-CoE10 it is mentioned that ‘although the interviewees praised several 


developments initiated in the youth field during recent years – by national authorities, 


local authorities and other agents - most of them are not satisfied with the current 


status of youth work in the country. Some interviewees consider the level of 


education/training of youth workers as unsatisfactory due to the lack of youth-work-


specific studies and training programmes within the Greek educational system’ and 


this statement still rings true today. 


In Ambrozy11, part of the youth workers interviewed feel that they are not really 


recognised and supported locally: ‘For them, youth work is frequently contrasted with 


real jobs, ones that require education and are rewarded with money. They do not see 


youth work as a profession, but more like a hobby. They say they work in the field 


because they believe in what they do and in the higher principle of volunteerism’. The 


basic outlook is that youth work is a good option for them to follow temporarily but 


they do not link their involvement in youth work with career development. 


                                           
9 See: http://www.uom.gr/index.php?tmima=230&categorymenu=3 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ambrozy, M. (2007), Map of Youth Work: A guide to non-formal learning and youth work in 
Northern Greece, Thessaloniki: Kids in action. 
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4.3 Youth worker population  


There are no aggregate data on the number of youth workers in Greece. Even though 


there are no official figures available on the population of youth workers, interviewees 


estimate their population at 100-200 youth workers. This estimate is worked up from 


the population of youth workers that participate in the EU funded training courses 


overseen by the Greek National Agency of the Youth in Action Programme (a pool of 


80-100 people per year). Interviewees assume that most youth workers have some 


contact with the Greek National Agency of the Youth in Action Programme and that 


there will be another hundred or so youth workers that have not been picked up by 


the Youth in Action radar. 


The youth workers interviewed assess that the number of youth workers has been 


increasing over the past ten years, largely thanks to EU youth training opportunities 


becoming more accessible. These training opportunities have sensitised some 


volunteers to enter youth work.  


However, based on research findings from 2006 that had found large numbers of 


youth workers in municipalities (even using a broad definition of youth work), we 


would have to assume that there are now less people involved in youth work than in 


2006. More specifically, in 2006, the study on the Socio-economic Value of Youth 


Work, included a local survey of four municipalities which provided information on 


youth work not available at national level. Based on responses from the four 


municipalities, and using a broad definition of youth work activities, the population of 


youth workers was estimated to be much higher. Namely, the study found that in the 


four municipalities covered by the study, a total of 251 youth workers were involved 


as paid employees, assisted by an additional 229 volunteer youth workers. These 


youth workers were involved in advised recreation/leisure time and cultural youth 


work, providing sports, cultural and extracurricular education to young people. Over a 


third (36%) of the salaried youth workers were employed with a fixed term contract 


by the municipality. Nowadays, fixed term contracts are much less used in 


municipalities than in 2006, while many municipalities have had to severely limit the 


range of youth-related activities they offer due to public finance problems.    


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


There are no data available on the profile of youth workers, but as already described 


above, since there is no academic qualification available to become a youth worker in 


Greece, the great majority of existing youth workers have another educational 


background (such as social work, psychology, pedagogy etc.). There is also a 


proportion of unqualified youth workers since there are no minimum qualification 


standards for the profession in Greece.   


Interviewees estimate that currently, the majority of youth workers are volunteers.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


Ambrozy12 is one of the few examples of applied social research on youth work in 


Greece. The publication identifies four main areas on which youth work focuses and 


adds most value in Greece. The four areas identified can be mapped against four of 


the eight themes, as follows: 


■ Education and training, namely non-formal learning 


■ Participation 


                                           
12 Ibid. 
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■ Volunteering 


■ Youth and the World 


The interviews carried out during the present assignment overall confirm the above 


assessment and furthermore indicate that youth work in Greece also contributes to 


some (but smaller) extent to the themes of:  


■ Creativity and Culture and 


■ Social Inclusion 


Existing literature and interviews indicate that the two themes that are less of a focus 


of youth work in Greece are:  


■ Employment and entrepreneurship; and 


■ Health and well-being. 


5.1 Education and training 


Youth work in Greece mainly relates to the provision of non-formal learning 


opportunities to all young people, emphasising youth from disadvantaged 


backgrounds.  


Youth work in Greece is less focused on supporting those at-risk of dropping out of 


school or those who have already done so, while youth work is all but absent in terms 


of supporting schools and training institutions in their service delivery. This absence of 


youth work in schools is caused (in the view of interviewees) by a lack of awareness 


and recognition of the role of youth work can play in the education system.  


This is in a context of a society which sees formal education as the sole path to a 


successful career, overvaluing academic qualifications and devaluing technical and 


vocational education13.  


An example of how youth work helps promote the validation of non-formal learning in 


Greece was the Here2Stay training programme for youth workers aiming to help them 


learn how to validate non-formal learning14. Participants developed a questionnaire 


and carried out a survey with young people, which aimed to measure their level of 


awareness about what is non-formal learning. The results were used to support a 


campaign and follow-up event for the validation and formal recognition of non-formal 


learning. Using the Youthpass initiative of the European Commission, participants 


learnt to act as facilitators for assessing non-formal learning. After the project ended, 


the Kids in Action NGO continued to pursue the acquisition and validation of non-


formal learning and how this can be achieved thanks to youth work. 


Another example that gives an idea of the types of ‘open to all’ youth work being 


carried out in Greece is the YMCA’s and other NGOs’ youth leader training 


programmes for youth leadership in summer camps. Based on the methodology and 


tools of team-building, non-formal and experiential learning, experienced youth 


workers organise training for youth interested in leadership. The skills they learn are 


put into practice during the summer camp, with young people taking the roles of 


group leader, youth leader, cultural animator, organiser etc. In the camps they may 


be responsible for a group of younger children. This is particularly relevant to the 


Greek context, where summer camps are a popular choice of activity for children 


during school holidays15. 


                                           
13 View confirmed during the focus groups held in Thessaloniki in the context of the research 
Here2Stay, see Krezios, A. & Ambrozy M. (2010), A handbook on non-formal learning and its 
recognition, Here2stay. Thessaloniki: Kids in action. 
14 See: www.kidsinaction.gr/here2stay 
15 Ambrozy, M. (2007), Map of Youth Work: A guide to non-formal learning and youth work in 
Northern Greece, Thessaloniki, Kids in action. 
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5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Even though the role of youth work in improving employment and entrepreneurship 


opportunities for young people is widely recognised and promoted by EU policy 


directions, youth work does not (yet) have a very strong role or practical contribution 


in relation to youth employment and entrepreneurship in Greece. Interviewees were of 


the view that this shift in emphasis towards promoting employability has not yet taken 


place and youth work is still considered primarily in terms of non-formal learning in 


the country.  


One example where employability and entrepreneurship of young people could be 


promoted through youth work is the fact that recent legislation on social enterprises 


prioritises youth as a target group. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


Interviewees were only aware of few examples where youth work is used to help 


improve health and well-being of young people in Greece. For example, the initiatives 


of the NGO ARSIS for young people of Roma background or for street children and 


young people at the traffic lights16 were mentioned in this respect.    


5.4 Participation  


Existing research indicates that youth work may help increase young people’s 


participation in community and political life. Ambrozy17 indicates that: ‘One of the 


most often mentioned elements [of youth work in Northern Greece] was 


communication and how it can help young people open their eyes to the world. In 


particular, the skills of communication and self-expression are described to be at the 


very heart of youth work. This underlines the interactive and collective nature of 


participation. Through interaction young people develop as individuals’.  


As presented in Krezios and Ambrozy18, social trust in public institutions and the 


political system is low in Greece. Moreover, ‘the overwhelming dominance of the state 


in civil society results in the low activity and visibility of civil society organisations 


(CSO), limited capacities for safeguarding their interests, and low voluntary 


participation in CSOs. This pattern is also mirrored in the domain of youth CSOs: 


participation is relatively low (despite recent trend of increase) and youth CSOs are 


constantly looking for successful ways of reaching and engaging their target group’. 


Interviewees during the present assignment confirmed the above and indicated that 


the role of youth work in terms of promoting the participation of young people in 


community and political life in Greece is even more significant now, in the context of 


the social and economic crisis that the country is going through. This is because young 


people, one of the groups most affected by the crisis, are becoming even more 


disillusioned and disenchanted by their future grim prospects and by the political 


system than before, making it all the more important to find ways to increase their 


participation through youth work.  


                                           
16 These are children usually positioned by their caretakers at the traffic lights, to beg, sell 
things or to clean car windows.  
17 Ibid. 
18 Krezios, A. & Ambrozy M. (2010), A handbook on non-formal learning and its recognition, 
Here2stay. Thessaloniki: Kids in action. 
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5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Public bodies and volunteering organisations themselves do not explicitly mention a 


role for youth work in the context of encouraging and enabling young people to take 


part in volunteering in Greece. However, the youth workers interviewed in the context 


of the present assignment do see a role for youth work in encouraging volunteering by 


young people.  


In general, volunteering by young people in Greece is characterised by bursts of 


participation around big events (usually sporting events), but then this is not followed 


up by continuing to volunteer on a regular basis19.  


Looking at volunteering organisations in general, organisational issues and lack of 


management capacity are a key challenge for them20. 


Recent literature21 points out that funding and effort to find financial resources on one 


hand and corruption issues, ad hoc interventions of the state to manage resources 


through clientelism on the other, are at the core of the problems associated with the 


survival of volunteering based organisations. Specifically, lack of economic self-


sufficiency is at the core of their problems. The lack of support on the part of the state 


towards volunteering organisations is hampering the development of partnerships 


between volunteering organisations and government bodies (central and local 


government) which makes collaboration fall short of expectations and of the 


requirements of voluntary organisations themselves. The individualism and localism 


that characterise Greek society act as a brake on the development of the ideal of 


teamwork and volunteerism. 


The fragmentation of space in some areas, such as culture and sport at local level 


contributes to wasting resources and solidarity breakdown and therefore creates 


cracks in social cohesion. The problems of organisations are characteristic of Greek 


social transformation. 


Some believe that the economic crisis has reinforced the volunteering movement and 


that this is being achieved through increased solidarity and helping the socially and 


economically weak. Others, however, ‘suggest that the voluntary movement has not 


been strengthened as much as it might have been expected by the economic crisis. 


The main reasons for this is that people face serious problems themselves due to the 


crisis (financial, psychological, social) which have the effect of turning people to 


themselves and increasing the phenomenon of individualism. The executives of 


organisations expect further development of voluntary movement in general, through 


a strategy for attracting new volunteers based on the three pillars of information, 


awareness and education’22. However, the paper does not mention a specific role for 


youth work in this process.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


The role of youth work in the context of reducing social exclusion among young people 


appears to be less prominent in Greece, than other areas such as non-formal learning, 


participation and culture. It has been thanks to the EU policy priorities that increasing 


emphasis has started to be placed on social inclusion through youth work. Despite 


this, however, there is a lack of evidence of impact or good practice examples from 


this thematic field. 


                                           
19 Source: interviews 
20 Source: interviews 
21 General Secretariat for Youth (2012), Study on the ‘Exploration and mapping of the current 
state of volunteerism in Greece’.  
22 Ibid. 
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5.7 Youth and the world 


Youth work helps open the horizons of young people to the world and youth work 


gives the impetus for young people to open up to the world. In Greece this is done 


through exchanges and mobility for youth workers, mainly promoted through the 


Youth in Action programmes. One particular area of interest for Greek young people is 


the countries of the Mediterranean neighbourhood that youth work opens 


opportunities to visit and learn about in an organised context.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Youth work has a significant role in the context of increasing creativity and cultural 


participation among young people in Greece, since cultural activities are considered a 


good way to attract and engage with young people.  


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work   


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


There are both types of youth work in Greece, both targeting specific groups and other 


youth work which is available to all young people. The main disadvantaged target 


groups of youth work in Greece include young people of Roma background, street 


children, early school leavers, young people with disabilities, as well as young people 


with substance abuse problems.   


In terms of sectoral differences, the only trend that can be identified is that youth 


work is particularly related with the cultural sector in Greece, in the sense that it is an 


‘easy’ sector for attracting young people in participating. 


6.1.2 Reach 


There is currently no literature or data available on estimates of the number of young 


people reached by youth work in Greece, nor the proportion of young people reached. 


However, given that youth work is on the whole not very developed in Greece, it is 


safe to assume that significant proportions of young people are not reached by youth 


work.  


Concurrent with this statement is the fact that research23 has found that few young 


people spontaneously identify the General Secretariat of Youth as an institution 


responsible for youth policy. Hence the recognition of the Secretariat (which is the 


main public institution promoting youth work) amongst youth appears to be low.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


As described in literature24, the key strength of youth workers in supporting the lives 


of young people, in comparison to support provided by other professionals is based on 


the rationale that contemporary youth faces some new socio-cultural challenges 


                                           
23 General Secretariat for Youth, (2005), Νέα Γενιά στην Ελλάδα Σήμερα (Youth in Greece 


today), Athens: University of Athens Institute of Applied Communications. 
24 Ambrozy, M. (2007), Map of Youth Work: A guide to non-formal learning and youth work in 
Northern Greece, Thessaloniki: Kids in action. 
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coming from developments in globalisation which call for another type of education. 


These challenges include globalisation, global warming, technological development, 


easier travel. In order to face these challenges, young people need to be able to adapt 


to a frequently changing environment, learning new skills when necessary and 


recognising the advantages and disadvantages coming from the inter-connected 


nature of today’s social, political, economic and natural environments. Youth workers 


can help young people learn non-formally and this is their strength, compared to other 


professionals. Developing youth work at local level in Greece has at its heart the use 


of non-formal learning methods.  


Having said this, there is no evidence available on the outcomes and impact of youth 


work, aside from the results of small scale, ad hoc, individual projects. 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Greece 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ The enthusiasm and good will of youth 


workers in Greece is a great starting 


point, because the majority of them 


have the motivation to improve and 


professionalise themselves.   


■ The crisis should be seen as an 


opportunity to resuscitate volunteering 


so that it can become, among other 


things, a local growth engine. 


■ Moreover, the socio-economic crisis 


can give a strong motivation for 


developing youth work in Greece 


further, as an instrument for helping 


young people overcome the huge 


challenges that they are currently 


facing in the Greek society and labour 


market.  


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ The lack of professionalisation of youth 


workers is a key weakness of youth 


work in Greece with youth workers 


often lacking a relevant qualification.  


■ More generally, as indicated in existing 


literature25 young people in Greece 


lack awareness of youth policies and of 


youth work services and opportunities.   


■ The value of volunteering and 


participation is not recognised enough 


in Greek society. More could be done 


to change mentalities, by promoting 


the value of volunteering during formal 


education, and promoting the 


recognition of informal learning gained 


through volunteering and youth work.   


■ The crisis is leading to a need to 


restrict public finances significantly, 


this inevitable impacts on the ability of 


public authorities at all levels (national, 


regional, local) to support youth 


programmes and youth work.    


                                           
25 See for example: European Union – Council of Europe Youth Partnership (2006), The Socio-


Economic Scope of Youth Work in Europe, Greece chapter. Strasbourg: Youth Partnership. and 
Ambrozy, M. (2007), Map of Youth Work: A guide to non-formal learning and youth work in 
Northern Greece, Thessaloniki: Kids in action. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


Recommendations to national authorities 


■ One of the key issues related to youth work and youth workers in Greece 


is the lack of professionalisation of youth workers. The development needs 


are for youth workers to have some basic qualifications and to build these 


up in order to professionalise themselves. The recommendation to the 


national authorities would be to develop minimum standards of 


qualifications that youth workers should possess or to adopt an 


occupational standard for youth worker (also using such tools that might 


be available or developed at EU level).  


■ Keeping in mind the financial difficulties now faced by many municipalities 


in Greece, in 2006, when the EU-CoE study on the value of youth work 


was carried out, it found a wealth of youth work related activities taking 


place at local level, and around the municipalities, but there was no 


systematic recording, of all that work that was taking place. Hence, a 


recommendation to national authorities would be to start recording youth 


work more systematically in order to help recognise and valorise it and 


make more widely known the availability of youth work services and the 


benefits they can offer.  


Recommendations to the EU would revolve around  


■ Increasing efforts to identify and promote good practices and to help 


disseminate them further. 
■ Continuing to provide the EU funding that gives numerous youth workers 


the opportunities to develop and improve themselves through informal 


learning and exchanges. 
■ ‘Encouraging’ or outright asking the EU Member States to report regularly 


on the progress they achieve in implementing the policy priorities related 


to youth work (and to youth policy more broadly), that the MS themselves 


have willingly signed up. This would encourage the MSs that are slow to 


put policy priorities into practice.   


Recommendations to youth NGOs 


■ The current dire socio-economic situation appears to be having an impact 


on volunteering in Greece in that it pushes towards the sanitisation of the 


funding relationships between NGOs and the state26. This gives rise to a 


challenge for youth work, especially at local level. Youth work at local level 


is dwindling, because many municipalities are nearly bankrupt or facing 


grave financial difficulties, and can no longer support the width of activities 


for youth and children that they used to support up to a couple of years 


ago. In such a context of dire public finances, the recommendation to third 


sector organisations involved in youth work is to not expect everything 


from the state but to mobilise their organisations and youth workers to 


improve themselves using all their own resources they can gather, aside 


from dwindling public funding. 


■ A ‘softer’ recommendation to youth NGOs and to youth workers 


themselves is for them to develop networking between them. There is 


currently no network of youth NGOs, no network of youth workers in 


                                           
26 General Secretariat for Youth (2012), Study on the ‘Exploration and mapping of the current 
state of volunteerism in Greece’. 
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Greece and no association of youth workers. Filling this gap and creating 


networks of youth workers could be a first step in increasing the 


professionalisation and visibility of the youth worker role in the country.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No 


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Early 90s, helped by the 
introduction of EU 


programmes (in particular by 
the Youth for Europe Action 
within the Youth in Action 


Programme and the Erasmus 
programme) 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work tradition  No tradition in formal youth 
work 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting young 
people Slowly increasing 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth work Not applicable 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Volunteering, Non-Profit, 
Participation 


1.1 Definitions 


In Italy there is not a definition of youth work and not even a clear definition of 


“young people”. According to the interviewees the situation described in the report on 


Socio-Economic Value of Youth Work (2006) is still true today:  


“There are no national laws regarding both youth work and young persons. All 


the laws dealing with this issue, both at national and regional level, have 


different concepts of what “young people” are. Each of these laws considers 


different age ranges to identify the target, depending on the issue dealt with. 


Some define young people as persons between the ages of 15 and 29, others 


define them as being between 15 and 36, etc.”  


 


As a result interviewees agree that in Italy youth policies have a vast focus, since laws 


dealing with these issues have different concepts of what young people are.  


Regarding their focus, Italian youth policies have been oriented towards two main 


directions: on the one hand, they deal with young people involved in the labour 


market and, on the other hand, they were oriented towards prevention of crime, 


delinquency and drug abuse. Since 1997, policies regarding juveniles have paid more 


attention on the issue of promoting youth sociability and the development of 


educational and recreational services which actively promote youth sociability 


nationwide. 


Consequently, there is no common agreed definition and translation of the term ‘youth 


work’ used by public authorities and NGOs. In this respect, the interviewees provided 


two different translations: “animazione socio-educativa”, which is the translation 


provided by the European Commission in 20091, and “operatore giovanile”2, which is 


the translation provided by the Italian National Youth Council (Forum Nazionale 


Giovani). These two terms seem to be the ones that match more closely to the 


definition of youth work adopted in Europe. 


                                           
1 European Commission 
2 Please be aware that the “operatore giovanile” is not an official translation of youth worker. It 
is a professional profile that can be approximated to the youth worker profile. 
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According to the interviewees, the organisations that deliver youth work in Italy share 


broad youth work values which include: youth work should not be seen only as a way 


to provide instruments for the labour market; youth workers do not have to work only 


with problematic young people, they have to accompany and support all the young 


people in exploiting their potential; the youth workers have to support the active 


participation of youth in the activities carried out at local level. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Since there are no defined boundaries for youth work, youth work has to be seen as a 


summary of expressions shaped by different traditions and frameworks and is used to 


cover a wide range of activities. Extremely different organisations are involved in 


youth work and it is difficult to determine exactly when “youth work” activities were 


introduced. Interviewees agree that the youth work “tradition” in Italy started in the 


beginning of the 90’s as a result of EU-funded projects. However it has to be noted 


that even before that, well established socio-educational and leisure activities were 


already offered by the church, parishes, scout associations and several other third 


sector organisations at national, regional and local level.  


A key driver of youth work in the past decade has been the EU policy priorities and, in 


particular, the associated funding programmes that encourage mobility and 


exchanges. Another important driver has been the creation of a Ministry of Youth and 


Sport in 2006, for the first time in Italy. In 2006 through the enforcement of the law 


n. 248 of 4 August 2006, entitled “Urgent measures for economic recovery” was 


instituted the National Fund for Youth Policies. The fund aimed at supporting among 


others culture, vocational training and social integration. 


Regarding the main trends of youth work during the last decade, the picture is mixed. 


The vast majority of youth work activities are delivered by the third sector rather than 


by public institutions. According to the interviewees, the importance of youth work had 


been growing at institutional level up to 2006 when the Ministry of Youth and Sport 


was created but youth work is currently less of a government priority, the emphasis 


being more on employment and education for young people. Furthermore interviewees 


pointed out that the amount of funds allocated to youth work activities has been 


dramatically decreasing over the last decade. The main reason is that the government 


priority is to tackle the emergencies currently faced by young people in the labour 


market and the problems related to the formal education sector. 


Regarding the areas of work that have grown in importance, non-formal education 


seems to have grown considerably. Given the steady reduction of budgets in the 


formal education sector, several associations have pointed out that non-formal 


education paths tend to play a more and more important role for both the education 


and the support of youth.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Statutory youth work is almost non-existent in Italy. 


Conversely, non-formal / non-professional / third sector led youth work is more 


widespread. In Italy youth work is intended as a non-formal learning process aiming 


at developing young people in terms of their citizenship, their integration in civil 


society and increasing solidarity among generations. Hence these activities are always 


implemented outside of formal education. 


In recent years the increased cooperation between formal educational institutions and 


youth associations has resulted in a common project aimed at promoting a more 
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holistic approach for education (i.e. education based on a mix of formal, non-formal 


and informal aspects). The aim is to facilitate the development of transversal skills 


among young persons. In addition an increasing number of projects based on the 


collaboration between schools and third sector associations have been presented for 


national and European programmes such as Comenius Regio and Leonardo. As a result 


January 2013 the legislative decree 16/2013 number 133 was stipulated in order to 


define a set of rules aiming at enhancing lifelong learning both in a social and 


occupational perspective. The legislative decree aims at validating formal, non-formal 


and informal learning within the National System of skills certification.  


Despite recent developments the majority of youth workers are delivering youth work 


through third sector associations. Hence youth work involves a complex network of 


providers mainly delivering activities at local level.  


Unfortunately, there is a lack of coordination of youth work initiatives at national level 


and its variety is not recorded systematically. 


 


                                           
3 The legislative decree entered into force on March 2013. 
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2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No 


Level of regulation for youth work Overall youth work is not regulated 
at national level in Italy. However 
some Regions provide laws which 


regulate aspects of youth work  


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Department of Youth, Regional and 
local authorities 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work is not regulated in Italy. Currently there is no national law defining youth 


work. According to the interviewees a key reason is the lack of awareness about youth 


work among the policy makers at national level and the fact that youth work is not 


perceived as a policy priority. Furthermore the cultural and historical tradition of the 


Italian model of social assistance is characterised by a number of extremely different 


projects led by third sector organisations and strongly connected to local and 


territorial experiences.  


In this context, the third sector has become a pivotal player in the delivery of youth 


work. In order to support this process, several laws have been indicated by the 


interviewees that can be considered as having to some extent, supported the 


development of youth work activities. 


The first is the national law 285/1997, entitled “Provision for the promotion of children 


and adolescents’ rights and opportunities”. This is identified as the first law aimed at 


the promotion of youth sociability. It provided funds and together with other regional 


laws has favoured the implementation of projects of great variety. These educational 


projects are rarely the outcome of exclusively public intervention but more often the 


result of public-private partnerships, while a relevant role is also played by private and 


religiously inspired organisations.4  


Furthermore the national law n. 328/2000 which integrates the functioning of the 


social services in Italy. This law gave the possibility for Regional laws to define 


professional profiles in social services. In this respect, a group of Regions such as 


Emilia Romagna, Piedmont and Lombardy, have stipulated between 2004 and 2008 


regional laws that recognise the value of youth work within the implementation of 


youth policies and the role played by youth workers. A good example is the Regional 


law implemented in Piedmont in 2004 (i.e. regional law n. 1/20045). This law defines 


the minimum standards required to be considered a youth worker (animatore socio-


culturale), the professional profile and access to the profession. 


                                           
4 Bonizzoni and Pozzi (2012), The relational integration of immigrant teens: the role of informal 
education, Italian journal of sociology and education, Educational Section of the Italian 
Sociological Association 
5 Regional law 8 January 2004, n. 1, art. 32, comma 4 “Norme per la realizzazione del sistema 
regionale integrato di interventi e servizi sociali e riordino della legislazione di riferimento”, 
pubblicata nel Bollettino Ufficiale n. 2 del 15/01/2004. 
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2.2 Governance 


Since there is not a definition and the concept has been endorsed in various 


programmes and policies, competences around youth work are scattered among 


different ministry departments and other agencies.  


At national level the body that used to be responsible for youth policies was the 


Ministry for Youth Policies and Sport. In 2008 after the political election the Ministry of 


Youth Policies and Sports became Department of Youth meanwhile a new Office for 


Sports was set up. Since 2008 the Department of Youth within the Presidency of the 


Council of Ministries is the body that coordinates and defines youth policy in Italy. 


However since youth policies are a transversal issue, several other ministries have 


responsibilities in the youth field, such as the Ministry for labour and Social Policies, 


Ministry of Education, Ministry of Health and EU Affairs Ministry. 


However it has to be noted that the main players in the implementation of youth 


policies in general and youth work in particular are the regional and local authorities. 


This is due to the Reform of the Title V- Art. 117 of the Italian Constitution, as 


modified by the Constitutional Law n. 3/2001, which gives to the Regions legislative 


and executive powers in all subject matters that are not expressly covered by State 


legislation, such as youth policies and more generally, social policies.6 


In particular, at local level there are Local Departments for Youth Policies in the 


Municipalities that promote different types of youth work depending on local needs. It 


is noted once more, that youth work is usually implemented in partnership with third 


sector organisations.  


Furthermore there are two other institutions directly related to the Department: the 


Italian National Youth Council (Forum nazionale Giovani) and the National Agency for 


Youth (Agenzia Nazionale per i Giovani). The first is the national platform of Italian 


youth organisations and NGOs7 and its aim is to increase the representation of youth 


at institutional level while the latter is the agency responsible for the implementation 


of the EU programme Youth in Action.  


Overall, another pivotal player in the implementation of youth policies in general and 


youth work in particular are the regional and local authorities.  


Regarding the amount of funds dedicated to youth work, data are not available. 


Conversely there are data available regarding the amount of public funding provided 


by the National Fund for Youth Policies. The initial capital endowment of this Fund 


integrated for the three year period 2007-2009 was EUR 130 million. In 2010 the 


amount established by the financial law was EUR 81 million, while in 2011 the financial 


law reduced the amount to EUR 33 million and in 2012 the National Fund for Youth 


Policies accounted for EUR 20 million.8  


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


                                           
6 Rota, S. (2011), Country sheet on youth policy in Italy. Strasbourg: Council of Europe. 
7 The Italian National Youth Council – Forum Nazionale Giovani (FNG) has been recognized by 
the legislative decree number 311 of the Italian Parliament on the 30th of December 2004. It is 
composed by 72 different national youth organisations, 3 organisations candidates to join the 
platform and 4 observers, coming from different fields of youth participation: students 
organizations, associations working with non-formal education and mobility, youth departments 


of political parties, trade unions, religious associations, regional youth forums, sportive youth 
organizations 
8 Ibid 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth work Low 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Overall, during the past few years, the Ministry of Youth and Sport has increased the 


coordination and the number of initiatives for young people through the 


implementation of several programmes. In this respect the national fund introduced in 


2007 has supported national activities for young people. Nonetheless the increased 


interest on youth issues, a national strategy for youth work in Italy does not exist. 


Among the guidelines implemented in 2008 to achieve the goals of the youth plan 


there is one entitled “generational protagonism” which seems to be directly related to 


the European definition of youth work.  


Conversely, policies for the development of youth work seem to be more developed at 


regional level. In this respect a Framework Programme Agreement was signed 


between Regions, Local Authorities and the Ministry. This Framework Programme 


Agreement allows the Regions to access the National Fund for Youth Policies in order 


to implement specific programmes. However it has to be noted that according to 


interviewees there is an uneven situation at regional level. In some regions youth 


work has been implemented in the context of integrated strategies, while in other 


regions the youth work initiatives tend to be standalone. Good examples of youth 


work strategies implemented through youth policy programmes and strategies can be 


found in regions such as Puglia and Piedmont. Conversely in other regions youth work 


activities and projects tend to be implemented at local level in order to address local 


needs but without a strategy. Hence according to the interviewees it is important to 


note that there seems to be a lack of policy coordination between local, regional and 


national level.  


Having said the above, youth work is a priority in the EU funded programmes such as 


Youth in action.  


Regarding the impact of the economic crisis, the interviewees agree that the crisis has 


affected the funds available for youth work services. In particular the National Fund 


for Youth policies had an initial capital endowment for the period 2007-2009 of 130 


million and dramatically decreased in the last years.  


Considering other funds which are related to youth work, the interviewees agreed that 


the steady reduction of funds available had started before the crisis. 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No (however some Regions do 
have minimum qualification 


standards) 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth workers Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth workers  (Science Education, 
psychology sociology but  even 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


a limited number of persons 
whose background is not 
related at all with youth work) 


Number of youth workers  No data are available. 
Estimates from interviewees 
vary considerably and do not 
seem to be representative. 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increasing 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


In Italy there are no minimum qualification standards for youth workers at national 


level. At regional level the situation is uneven: some regions, such as Piedmont and 


Lombardia, have stipulated regional laws between 2004 and 2008 that define 


minimum standard requirements for youth workers. Conversely other regions do not 


define minimum standard requirements.  


Overall, youth workers in Italy tend to have considerably different backgrounds (e.g. 


social work, psychology, sociology, sport instruction). Furthermore it has to be noted 


that the vast majority of persons involved as youth workers are voluntary and 


therefore many of them do not have any formal educational background in youth work 


activities. According to the interviewees there is a need to increase the 


professionalisation of the sector. 


Regarding the availability of formal qualifications for youth workers, several tertiary 


education programmes provide such qualifications across the country. In particular, 


university courses in Educational Sciences provide qualifications for youth workers. 


The University courses usually last three years for the bachelor degree and 2 years to 


specialise.  


Furthermore there is a broad range of short and longer training courses organised by 


voluntary organisations. In some cases these can be considered as further training for 


those starting to work as professionals in local youth policies without having 


appropriate qualifications.9 According to the interviewees the quality of these courses 


varies considerably and therefore they do not always contribute to the 


professionalisation of youth workers (many of them do not provide a recognised 


certificate). 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Youth workers are not a recognised occupation and all the interviewees agree that 


youth workers have a low professional status. Overall this is due to the lack of 


recognition of the contribution of youth workers in the achievement of specific social 


goals. In particular this is noted in the educational sector where youth workers are 


usually not perceived as important as other professions, such as teachers. 


Furthermore, very few youth workers have a permanent contract and the salaries are 


usually low and not attractive. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


There are no aggregate data on the number of youth workers in Italy. The local 


tradition of youth work activities together with a lack of coordination in some regions, 


                                           
9 Council of Europe (2006), The Socio-Economic Scope of Youth Work in Europe. Final Report. 
Strasbourg: Council of Europe. 
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results in a lack of responsible institutions able to provide useful information. The 


estimations provided by the interviewees vary widely and therefore do not allow 


understanding the scale of the youth work population: 


■ The National Association of National Educators accounted in 2011 for 


25,000 healthcare workers. However they represent only the social 


healthcare sector and the number includes persons working with adults. 


■ The Forum Oratori Italiani accounts for more 6,000 places where churches 


organise activities for children and young persons, such as extended 


school-type activities. Overall, more than 200,000 volunteers among 


catechists, educators and youth workers10 are involved activities such as 


socio-educational and leisure activities.  


Campagnoli (2010) provides a rough estimation of the number of persons working in 


the social education and touristic sector: 


Table 4.1 Estimation of people working in the social education and 


touristic sector 


Operators working 
at Informagiovani 


Healthcare workers  Social worker Entertainers  Guides 


2,200 
(approximately 
460* volunteering) 


25,000 38,000 50,000 6,500 


Source: *Coordinamento Nazionale Informagiovani: “Informagiovani”, Ministero della Gioventu’, 
Anci, Roma 2009 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


There is no data available on the profile of youth workers. Overall the vast majority of 


youth workers tend to be volunteers who are trained through short courses or through 


the learning-by-doing process. Therefore it can be argued that, since there are no 


minimum qualification standards at national level, and youth work is mostly delivered 


among organisations dealing with social services, there is a high number of youth 


workers who are not qualified or who are learning-by-doing. 


In terms of trends, the number of youth workers is increasing along with the increased 


number of challenges that youth workers have to face. In general the budget cuts that 


have affected social services are increasing the importance of non-formal education.  


It seems clear that currently, youth workers are facing two different kinds of problems 


which are related: on one hand, the lack of recognition at institutional level and on the 


other hand the lack of career prospects for the persons currently working as youth 


workers.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


As mentioned above, the vast majority of youth work activities are led by third sector 


organisation at local level. Hence the absence of an adequate coordination and 


reporting structure at national level seems to be the main reason for the invisibility of 


youth work in Italy. In this context it has to be noted that the Italian National Youth 


Council programme 2012-2015 is planning to implement regional and local youth 


                                           
10 Campagnoli (2010), Terzo settore, e organizzazioni giovanili: situazioni e tendenze di 


percorsi, interventi per e con I giovani,  Investire nelle nuove generazioni: modelli di politiche 
giovanili in Italia e in Europa, Trento: Editore Provincia Autonoma di Trento – IPRASE del 
Trentino 
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councils in order to increase the effectiveness of their action and to involve a greater 


number of young persons. 


According to the interviewees there is no record of good practises at national level. 


The initiatives identified below are the result of desk research and interviews carried 


out with persons working in the field of youth work and promoting youth sociability. 


Hence the policies and initiatives listed below should be interpreted as interesting 


initiatives rather than as good practices. 


5.1 Education and training 


Youth work in Italy, as the interviewees agree, is mainly related with non-formal 


education opportunities to young people. In this respect, the importance of non-formal 


education has increased in the last decade as a result of the budget cuts occurring in 


formal education. The cuts resulted in a lack of activities and services that the non-


formal education has been able to cover. 


Overall, these activities are mainly carried out by NGOs and religious associations. 


There are several examples of the effective co-operation between formal and non-


formal education such as the agreement signed in 2009 between the Ministry of 


Education and the Forum degli Oratori Italiani. The agreement was promoted by this 


religious association as a result of specific needs identified at local level. The activities 


carried out are mainly extended school activities which consist of both studying, 


leisure and cultural activities. The main objectives, planned by an executive 


committee, are: education, culture of legality and integration.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


In Italy, the role of youth work in relation to youth employment and entrepreneurship 


is increasingly growing as a result of the outstanding level of youth unemployment at 


national level. Concerning youth employment, services are mainly developed at local 


level to provide career advice. Two good examples are: the established youth 


information centres entitled Informagiovani, spaces where young people can have free 


access to information and services related to all aspects of youth life and in particular 


educational and professional orientation; and Campus Mentis an organic action of 


career guidance dedicated to the best graduates of Italy, part of the package "Right to 


the Future" of the Youth Department - Presidency of the Council of Ministers. It is 


intended to assist the younger generations on issues of labour, housing, training and 


self-employment. The project involves the provision of a range of services and 


activities with high added value to young people under 30, graduates and 


undergraduates. 


Regarding youth entrepreneurship, Giovane Impresa is a portal that provides an 


information path to accompany the young at key stages of the business life, from birth 


to subsequent development of the enterprise. The initiative has been promoted by the 


Youth Department. Another example is one of the most relevant bottom-up 


approaches identified at national level: the ItaliaCamp initiative which aims at 


promoting social innovation.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


There are a few examples of youth work initiatives directly related to health and well-


being of young people in Italy. One of these initiatives is a summer camp organised, in 


2012, by the Youth Department together with the Italian Red Cross Association which 


aims at introducing young people to health and well-being related issues. There are 40 
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courses activated all over Italy, which address the daily challenges faced by the Red 


Cross volunteers. 


5.4 Participation  


According to the interviewees, the relevance of youth work in terms of promoting the 


participation of young people is increasing during the current crisis. The main reason 


is that young people are one of the groups most affected by the crisis. 


In this context, the most relevant initiative to increase young people’s participation to 


community and political life in Italy is the Italian National Youth Council. It is a 


national platform recognised by the Law of 30 December 2004, n. 311 by the Italian 


Parliament, which aims to increase the importance of young people in the social and 


political debate. 


Another interesting initiative carried out at regional level is “Active ingredients” 


(Principi attivi) which is an initiative promoted within the regional youth policy 


programme in the Region Puglia. The aim is to promote the participation of young 


persons in the territory. The initiative is implemented through projects presented and 


carried out by young persons on several topics, such as cultural and environmental 


heritage, new technologies and social inclusion. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


The interviewees agree that the most relevant initiative at national level is the 


Voluntary Civil Service which has been implemented in Italy with the National law 


64/2001. This initiative is managed by the Department of Youth and Civil Service and 


aims at increasing social cohesion. The key stakeholders are young people between 18 


and 28 years old. They can apply for a 12-month project submitted by Government 


bodies, NGOs or Non-Profit organisations within several areas such as cultural 


promotion, civil protection, environment, education and heritage. 


The civil service activates a special relationship with the young volunteers and, after 


12 months of service, they generally tend to maintain collaborative contacts with the 


organisations. Due to budget cuts, the number of volunteers has dramatically 


decreased during the past decade: while in 2001 there were 40 000 people 


participating in the initiative, in 2012 the number of participants had dropped to 20 


000. 


Overall, in Italy, volunteering is widespread within young people associations, religious 


and scouting associations, sport and other non-profit organisations. 


5.6 Social inclusion 


The role of youth work in reducing social exclusion among young people is uneven 


across Italy. Interviewees highlighted that sport and leisure activities are an important 


instrument for the social inclusion of young people. In particular these initiatives have 


been implemented in degraded areas. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


According to the interviewees the value of youth work is important in the promotion of 


the participation and awareness among young people on international and global 


issues.  


In this context, a good example are the initiatives implemented since 2005 by the 


NGOs Arci and Arci Culture and Development that have launched an intensive program 


of field work on the basis of experiences already taken by some local committees. The 
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initiatives carried out were designed to meet the need to promote contact and 


relations between peoples and cultures. Field projects are organised in 20 countries all 


over the world and in collaboration with local organisations. Besides the international 


camps, Arci organises together with the union trust CGIL and in cooperation with 


Liberia, camps and workshops on land confiscated from the mafia in Sicily, Calabria, 


Campania and Puglia. The project aims at promoting social justice thanks to active 


and responsible citizenship. 


Another interesting example is the initiative implemented by the Italian National Youth 


Council both at European and international level. On the one hand, it is member of the 


European Youth Forum, where it works in partnership with other National Youth 


Councils and International NGOs on capacity building activities and advocacy 


processes related to youth rights and youth participation. On the other hand the 


Italian National Youth Council it is also active at international and global level, such as 


in the Euro-Arab and Mediterranean youth cooperation process and the Euro-African 


Youth Cooperation process, where it organises activities of capacity building for youth 


workers and youth leaders in partnership with international institutions, such as 


Council of Europe, League of the Arab States, UN, European Commission, World Bank, 


national institutions.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Youth work has played a significant role in the context of increasing creativity and 


cultural participation among young people in Italy. In this respect, activities are 


mainly implemented at local level. 


An example of an interesting initiative at regional level is “Urban Laboratories” 


(Laboratori Urbani), which is one of the main actions carried out within the regional 


youth policy programme in Puglia. The initiative aims at outsourcing the use of 


abandoned public buildings across the Region to associations or companies which aim 


to organise cultural activities for young people, exhibitions but even for employment 


services and young entrepreneurship. Until now more than 150 buildings have been 


restructured. 


Another interesting experience has been the “Do the writing” initiative, implemented 


by the Department of youth together with street artists, dedicated to the development 


of urban creativity on Italy through new forms of aggregation called Association for 


Urban Creativity. These associations are specifically dedicated to street art and graffiti 


and aim to create relationships with institutions.  


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


As mentioned before there is no clear a definition of both youth work and young 


people in Italy. Furthermore the current crisis has increased the scope of youth 


activities to cover a wider target group. As a result, the target group for youth work 


now seems to be between 14 and 35 years of age.  


It is difficult to determine sector trends at national level since the vast majority of 


activities are carried out at local level. However, NGOs officials were able to identify an 


increased number of activities in the fields of non-formal education, employment and 
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entrepreneurship orientation. This is mainly due to the need to address the current 


challenges caused by the crisis and the consequent budget cuts occurring in the past 


years. 


6.1.2 Reach 


There is currently no literature or data available on estimates on the number of young 


people reached by youth work. However it is possible to roughly estimate the number 


of persons reached by youth workers considering the number of persons involved in 


specific organisations.  


The Forum Oratori Nazionali estimates that approximately 1,000,000 persons younger 


than eighteen years are reached on a more or less continuous basis through their 


activities. Furthermore the NGO ARCI counts 1.2 million members (however it has to 


be noted that this figure does not refers exclusively to young persons and it does not 


consider only youth work related activities). However it is difficult to determine the 


exact number of persons reached by youth work activities. 


Overall it is difficult to estimate the exact number of persons reached by youth work 


activities. The Italian National Youth Council estimates that the total number of young 


people reached through its member organisations is more than 4,000,000. 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


In the absence of a definition, the range of activities that can be considered as youth 


work in Italy is wide. According to the literature11 the vast majority of the 


interventions implemented at local level are managed directly by third sector or 


religious associations. This means that little evidence is available on the overall 


outcomes and impact of youth work.  The information should be collected within each 


individual institution or association in order to understand such impact. There is 


evidence that confirms the importance of these associations in delivering youth 


interventions: 75% of funds provided by the national law 285/97 were allocated to 


interventions that were implemented through some kind of partnership between the 


local administration and a third sector organisation.12 


Regarding the key strengths of youth workers in supporting the lives of young people, 


it has been pointed out that compared to other professionals such as teachers they 


have the opportunity to be more effective because of the “peer-to-peer” relationship 


with the young persons. In particular it was pointed out that the young persons do not 


feel to be judged by youth workers. 


Another important feature of youth workers highlighted by several interviewees is that 


they are able to create links and connections between young persons and 


environments that are not likely to involve them, such as local institutions.  


                                           
11 Campagnoli G. (2010), Terzo settore, e organizzazioni giovanili: situazioni e tendenze di 
percorsi, interventi per e con I giovani, Investire nelle nuove generazioni: modelli di politiche 
giovanili in Italia e in Europa, Tremto: Editore Provincia Autonoma di Trento – IPRASE del 
Trentino. 
12 Centro nazionale di documentazione per l’infanzia e l’adolescenza (2009), Quaderno 47: 
“Riflessioni su 10 anni di attuazione della legge 285/97. Firenze : Centro nazionale di 
documentazione per l’infanzia e l’adolescenza. 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth work sector in Italy 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Even if not recognised at national level, 
the role of youth work is recognised in 
different Regions. 


■ Increased attention for youth policies 
and the initial implementation of national 
networks might have a positive effect on 
the youth work sector. 


■ The vast majority of youth work activities 
are carried out by third sector 
organisations. These organisations are 
usually committed to each locality and 
are able to better understand the 
specific needs of each place. 


■ Long tradition of socio-educational and 
leisure activities implemented by third 
sector organisations. 


■ Youth workers have high levels of 
motivation. 


■ Programmes and local interventions 
tend to respond faster to the challenges 
faced by young people compared to a 
more regulated sector. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Lack of coordination and lack of 
information at national level. 


■ Youth work is not a policy priority at 
national level. 


■ Inadequate recognition of the youth 
work profession together with an 
absence of possible career paths for 
youth workers. 


■ Lack of coordination among the different 
activities implemented at local or 
regional level. For instance good 
practices on youth work activities have 
never been collected at national level. 


■ Inadequate recognition of non-formal 
education by the formal education 
sector13. 


■ Fragility of the whole system which has 
to largely rely on volunteers to deliver 
youth work in the country. 


■ The budget cuts tend to give more and 
more responsibility for the delivery of 
social services to the third sector but at 
the same time, the amount of funds 
allocated for these services is 
considerably decreasing.  


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Recommendations to national authorities 


Two key issues related to youth work in Italy are highlighted by the interviewees: lack 


of recognition of youth work and the lack of coordination of youth work initiatives.  


The first has a negative impact on the level and development of competences on the 


sector. As a result the career path is not clear and there is a lack of professionalisation 


of youth workers. Hence the recommendation to the national authorities would be to 


                                           
13 It has to be noted that in the legislative decree number 13 of the 16 January 2013 is making 
step forward in this direction. 
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introduce rules aiming at recognising the skills and the professional profile of youth 


workers and to develop minimum standards of qualification. It has to be noted that 


some steps ahead in this direction have been done in the beginning of 2013. Overall, 


it is important that the introduction of basic qualification does not result in a crowding-


out effect on the considerable number of volunteers participating in the sector. 


The lack of coordination has led to a considerable number of youth work activities 


carried out at local level. However this has been in contrast with the definition of a 


comprehensive strategy at national level. In 2004 the Italian National Youth Council 


has been set up (i.e. the first national network among associations and NGOs across 


the country dealing with young people). This network should be further developed and 


connected with the local and territorial associations. In this respect the 


recommendation to national authorities would be to present clear guidelines to 


develop the youth work sector and to support coordination activities using a bottom-


up approach. 


  


Overall, the report was able to identify that a great number of youth work related 


activities are taking place at local level. However, there is still no systematic recording 


of all that work. Therefore a recommendation to national authorities would be to start 


mapping youth work more systematically in order to help recognise and valorise it and 


make the availability of youth work services and benefits more widely known.  


Finally, keeping in mind the problems faced by young people in Italy, youth policies 


should be considered a priority in the political agenda. As a result the importance of 


youth and youth work activities should be recognised through adequate funds, given 


that according to the interviewees the funding has been reducing over the last decade. 


Recommendations to the EU 


In Italy there is still not a good practise catalogue regarding youth work services and 


activities. Furthermore the financial constraints due to the crisis have reduced the 


ability of local associations to implement effective activities. The recommendation to 


the EU is to continue supporting activities aimed at raising awareness and 


disseminating information through the promotion of good practices. In addition, given 


the budget constraints faced by Italy because of the crisis, the EU is recommended to 


continue to provide funding to NGOs and other associations dealing with youth worker. 


However it is important that the EU is perceived as an important player for the overall 


promotion and support of young people and not only as a funding organisation. In this 


respect National Agency for Youth highlighted the pivotal contribution of EU wide 


programmes, such as Youth for Europe Action within the Youth in Action Programme 


and the Erasmus, to strengthen and develop youth policies and to increase the 


mobility of students across Europe.14 


Recommendations to youth NGOs: 


The main recommendation to youth NGO and to youth workers is to support the 


development of networking activities between them. There is currently a national 


network which needs to be further developed. In this respect the efforts of the Italian 


National Youth Council to implement regional and local platforms might increase the 


information and communication process. This process should be strongly supported by 


local NGOs and you association delivering services at local level. Filling this gap might 


be the first step for a better recognition the importance of youth work in Italy, which 


may result in increasing the professionalisation of the sector. 


                                           
14 This opinion is shared by other interviewees. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Late 1800’s – over 120 years 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work tradition  Since the 1960’s  


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting young 
people Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth work Education  
Some involvement in Justice, 


Health, Arts, 
Entrepreneurship and 


Innovation 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Justice, Health, 
Entrepreneurship and 


Innovation 


1.1 Definitions 


Youth work in Ireland is primarily focused on those between 10 to 24 years of age and 


is explicitly defined in the Youth Work Act 20011 as follows: 


‘A planned programme of education designed for the purpose of aiding and enhancing 


the personal and social development of young people through their voluntary 


involvement, and which is complementary to their formal, academic or vocational 


education and training and provided primarily by voluntary youth work organisations’.  


The definition enshrines that youth work is above all else an educational endeavour 


and it should therefore complement other types of educational provision2. It also 


emphasises that young people who participate in youth work do so on a voluntary 


basis. The definition also makes clear that youth work is for the most part carried out 


by organisations which are non-statutory or non-governmental.  


Key similarities and differences can be made between the Irish definition of youth 


work and the definition of youth work presented in the EU Youth Strategy in so far 


that the focus of personal and social development of young people in the context of 


youth work in Ireland is in line with the EU definition of youth work. More specific 


similarities include the focus on non-formal learning and the voluntary participation of 


young people. Although the role of voluntary youth workers and youth leaders is made 


clear in the European definition of youth work, the primacy of voluntary organisations 


in the direct delivery of youth work is made explicitly clear in the Irish definition of 


youth work.  


Whilst the Youth Work Act 2001 sets the basis of the definition of youth work, the 


Department for Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) are committed to developing a 


Youth Policy Framework as part of the wider Children's and Young People's Policy 


Framework. It is intended that other aspects of the Youth Work Act, 2001 may be 


reviewed in the context of the development of the Youth Policy Framework. 


                                           
1 House of Oireachtas (2001) Youth Work Act, 2001. Number 42 of 2001. 
2 Delvin, M. (2010), Youth Work in Ireland: Some Historical Reflections. In Cousée et al. F., 
(eds) (2010), The History of Youth Work in Europe and its Relevance for Youth Policy Today 
(Vol.2). Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. 



http://www.youth.ie/nyci/youth-work-act-2001

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2001/en/act/pub/0042/index.html
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1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


During the 19th and early 20th Centuries, the major social professions in Ireland, 


including youth work, social work, community work and social care were philanthropic 


in nature and typically church-based. Indeed, up until the 1990’s the Church rather 


than the State was the main provider of social care and other social services, such as 


education, hospitals and social work. In youth work, the main early providers (who 


continue to be amongst the main providers today) therefore had links with one or 


more of the churches. Following the institutional decline of the Catholic Church and 


changes in the social demography of Ireland, the state has increasingly assumed 


responsibility for the provision of social services. The development of youth work 


today exists primarily within the non-statutory (voluntary) sector.  


Vast economic changes in Ireland over the past two decades have also had a 


significant impact on the development of youth work. These changes are characterised 


by a recession during the 1980s, high emigration and political activism followed by an 


economic boom from the mid 90’s until 2007 to a situation where Ireland fell into 


recession, with considerable contraction in GDP. As a result, the context of young 


people’s lives in Ireland changed dramatically within a few short years. As reported by 


Leahy and Burgess (2010)3, the effect of the economic crisis on young people was 


serious with 24% of 15-24 years old being unemployed. Emigration by young people 


reached levels not seen since the 1980s and youth suicide rates were reported to be a 


grave source of concern4.  


Over the past 10 years, on balance youth work has increased in importance; with 


significant increases in funding for youth work (core) organisations and youth work 


activities – though in recent years cuts in funding have been made. However clear 


advances in youth work are indicative of a newly recognised Government Department 


(Department for Children and Youth Affairs) and appointment of a National Assessor of 


Youth Work within that Department. These appointments represent a distinct move 


towards youth work being more strategic and professional as enhanced by the 


development and implementation of the National Quality Standards Framework for 


youth work (see below). In addition the development of the Youth Work Policy 


framework currently underway is thought to hold potential for significant progress in 


the field. Measuring the impact and value of youth work is increasingly important as 


reinforced at a recent symposium on exploring outcomes in youth work and related 


provision5. 


As reinforced in the Programme of the Irish Presidency of the Council of the European 


Union, there is a strong focus on the contribution of quality youth work to the 


development, well-being and social inclusion of young people. Here youth work has a 


significant role to play in equipping young people with the skills they need to meet 


life’s challenges and is a route to a more inclusive society. With a growing emphasis 


on the participation of young people in Irish democracy/society, there is an increased 


focus on citizenship and participation through exercising young people’s right to vote 


and reducing the voting age from 18. At a time of high youth unemployment, there is 


also a greater focus on employability and entrepreneurship. There is also an increased 


emphasis on supporting young people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender 


                                           
3 Leahy, P. and Burgess, P. (2010), Barriers to participation within a recessionary state: 
impediments confronting Irish youth. In Loncle, P., Cuconato, M., Muniglia, V., Walther, A. 
(eds), Youth participation in Europe: Beyond discourses, practices and realities. University of 
Chicago Press.   
4 McLoughlin, M. (2010), Meeting the Challenge. Irish Youth Work Scene. Issue 66, December. 
5  See: 
http://www.dcya.gov.ie/viewdoc.asp?fn=/documents/youthaffairs/SymposiumExploringOutcom
esinYouthWork.htm 
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and an increased focus on health – particularly around mental, sexual and physical 


health. 


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Youth work in Ireland exists nearly exclusively within the non-statutory sector. It is 


delivered primarily through third sector organisations and is characterised by an ethos 


of ‘volunteerism’ long reflected in Irish society6. Non-formal youth work in Ireland is 


intended for young people between 10-24 years of age (as defined in the Youth Work 


Act 2001) from all aspects of Irish life, urban, rural, all nationalities and social classes 


and spans a wide range of organisations and activities. Children under the age of 10 


are also involved in youth work activities provided by a number of youth work 


organisations such as Scouting Ireland, Irish Girl Guides and other locally based youth 


projects and services.  


In terms of the statutory sector, the Youth Work Act 2001 set out a clear role for the 


Vocational Education Committees (VECs) in relation to youth work. VECs are statutory 


local education bodies of which there are currently 33, though due to evolve into 16 


Education Training Boards as part of systemic changes taking place in Ireland at the 


moment. With the appointment of VEC Youth Officers, the VECs had a role to play in 


ensuring that there was adequate provision of youth work programmes and services in 


coordination with voluntary youth organisations and where they are not being 


provided. In practice however, the VECs provided statutory support to voluntary 


organisations and youth services at local level in the delivery and quality of youth 


work and are not involved in the direct provision of youth work.   


In total, there are 32 national youth work organisations in the youth work sector in 


Ireland funded by DCYA, and they in turn oversee a much larger number of local, 


community-based projects, services and groups, which deliver services on the 


ground7. The representative body of non-formal youth work is the National Council of 


Ireland (NYCI). It has a key advocacy and policy influencing role as well as providing a 


wide range of training in specialist youth work practice and has an important 


coordinating role in the sector. NYCI is recognised as a social partner in negotiations 


with the government. NYCI now represents over 54 voluntary youth organisations who 


collectively provide services for approximately 382,000 young people. The NYCI 


estimate that there are an estimated 40,145 voluntary youth leaders and 


approximately 1,397 full-time staff working in these youth organisations and related 


youth services, including Foróige which was founded in 1952 and is estimated to reach 


up to 64,000 young people in rural areas. There is also the National Youth Federation 


which started in 1962 as the National Youth Federation of Catholic Boys’ Clubs, later 


becoming the National Youth Federation in 1992 to becoming Youth Work Ireland 


today. Youth Work Ireland works with over 70,000 young people and with over 7,000 


volunteers. In addition, there are many more youth work organisations across Ireland 


representing a thematically diverse sector e.g. arts and culture based organisations, 


uniformed organisations, faith based, and specialist youth organisations. While many 


of these are national youth work organisations there is also a high level of regional 


and local youth work services and projects across Ireland. While many of these 


services would be affiliated to larger national youth work organisations, there are also 


a significant number of independent or non-affiliated youth work services and projects 


which offer bespoke and community-based local youth work responses. 


                                           
6  Jenkinson, H. (2000) Youth Work in Ireland: The Struggle for Identity. Irish Journal of Applied 


Social Studies. Volume 2, Issue 6. 
7 Indecon (2012), Assessment of the economic value of youth work. National Youth Council of 
Ireland. 
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2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Department of Children 
and Youth Affairs 


2.1 Legal background 


In Ireland the Youth Work Act 2001 has its origins in the 1984 Report of the National 


Youth Policy Committee who proposed that youth work in Ireland should have some 


form of a legislative basis to support the voluntary nature of Youth Work provision in 


Ireland. It was not until April 1995 with the publication of the Education White Paper, 


"Charting our Education Future" that a recommendation was made to introduce a 


Youth Service Act to define the role of the relevant statutory bodies, (including the 


Minister and the Education Boards) in the delivery of youth services in Ireland. 


Following consultation over a period of years, the Youth Work Act, 1997 was 


published. A change in government also in 1997 witnessed changes in the direction of 


policy and structure, and much of what the 1997 Act was predicated on was no longer 


operable. Following a further period of consultation, the Youth Work Bill, 2000 was 


published in April 2000 and was signed into the statute books in December 2001. 


Certain aspects of the Youth Work Act, 2001 have been implemented - namely, the 


establishment of a National Youth Work Advisory Committee (NYWAC) and the 


prescription of the National Youth Council of Ireland (NYCI) as the national 


representative youth work organisation in Ireland. While the Act provides for the 


appointment of a Youth Work Assessor, this appointment has been made outside the 


terms of the Act and is located within DCYA.  


In terms of the current position, the DCYA are developing an overarching Children's 


and Young People's Policy Framework. It is intended that a more detailed Youth Policy 


Framework will be developed as part of this broader policy and that the Youth Work 


Act, 2001 will be reviewed. It is also anticipated that youth policy developments at 


European level during Ireland's Presidency of the EU Council of Youth Ministers in 


2013 will inform Ireland's national policy for young people.  


2.2 Governance 


In Ireland the Department for Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) is the government 


body responsible for youth affairs. There is some cross-governmental responsibility 


with the Department for Education and Skills (DES) in so far that the current structure 


for the VECs falls under DES and as previously mentioned the VECs have a role to play 


in coordinating, supporting and assessing youth work together with administering local 


youth work funding. Following the announcement to reduce the number of VECs to 16 


Education Training Boards (ETBs), some concerns have been expressed about the 


ambiguity of the specific role of the VECs in relation to youth work. These have since 


been addressed by the DCYA with colleagues in the Department of Education and 


Skills and ETB roles and responsibility with regard to youth work will be confirmed in 


the new legislation to be presented to Parliament. The Department of Justice and 


Equality is also involved in youth work, primarily in relation to youth justice and their 


role in Garda (Police) Youth Diversion Projects. In addition, the Participation Unit of 


the DCYA is also involved in certain aspects of youth work.  



http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/2001/en/act/pub/0042/index.html
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A further key component of the governance of youth work in Ireland is the National 


Youth Work Advisory Committee (NYWAC), established under the Youth Work Act, 


2001. A new committee was appointed at the end of January 2013 for a one year term 


– this tenure is subject to review.  


In terms of funding, the youth work sector received almost €79 million in public 


funding during 2011, with the main sources being the Department of Children and 


Youth Affairs (€60.155 million)8, the HSE (€8.3 million) and the Irish Youth Justice 


Service (€8.8 million)9. In Ireland, there is also significant philanthropic funding 


invested in youth work. These financial contributions mainly come from bodies such as 


the One Foundation and the Atlantic Philanthropies. There is also the Irish Youth 


Foundation and whilst small in comparison with spend, the Foundation is active in its 


contribution to and support for youth work. The One Foundation was co-founded by 


Declan Ryan who was a director of Ryanair and the main aim of the organisation is to 


improve the life chances of disadvantaged children and young people in Ireland and 


Vietnam. It has a particular focus on mental health, integration of minorities and social 


entrepreneurship. The Atlantic Philanthropies was founded by an Irish-American 


philanthropist – Chuck Feeney and is focused on ageing, youth, human rights, poverty 


and health. Philanthropic youth work activity contributed to a broader evidence base 


and further highlighted the value of youth work in a wide range of contexts. For 


example, Foróige has developed evidence based programmes through the 


establishment of its Best Practice Unit that was established in 2009 and funded by 


Atlantic Philanthropies. It is however understood that funding from the One 


Foundation will expire in 2013 and Atlantic Philanthropies funding will expire in 201610.  


As a result of the current economic downturn, youth work agencies have had their 


budgets ‘downsized’, which contributes to significant challenges in providing youth 


work services and ensuring they reach the most needed in Ireland, as well as 


continuing to provide youth work opportunities to all young people. Concerns have 


also been raised about the allocation of funding on an ad hoc basis. The lack of a 


sustained funding means that organisations in the youth sector argue that they are 


unable to develop medium term plans to build capacity, though given the current 


economic climate multi-annual funding arrangements are unlikely. Variations in the 


allocation of funding to youth sector organisations have also created fierce competition 


between organisations. These are key factors that have contributed to a sector that 


would benefit from a more strategic, united, unified and collaborative approach to 


youth work.  


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Not at the moment – in 


development 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative 


                                           
8  DCYA: 2012 
9  Indecon (2012), Assessment of the economic value of youth work. National Youth Council of 
Ireland. 
10 Interview with DCYA and as reported on the SpunOut website – www.spunout.ie 
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3.1 Policy commitment 


Ireland does not currently have a national strategy on youth work. In the past, the 


National Youth Work Development Plan 2003-200711 aimed to provide youth work with 


clearer definition and direction. Although formal commitment towards the 


implementation of the National Youth Work Development Plan 2003-2007 was 


reinforced in Ireland’s Towards 2016 Partnership Agreement12, as cited in the 


literature13 and noted by interviewees, there appears to have been limited 


commitment to support the implementation of the plan. Furthermore, there is a view 


from some interviewees that the 2001 Youth Work Act and the Youth Work 


Development Plan were passed mainly because of lobbying from youth work sector 


organisations without any real political backing at the time.  


Since the creation of the DCYA in 2011 together with a dedicated senior Minister 


(Frances Fitzgerald) for Children and Youth Affairs for the first time in Irish political 


history, there is a real sense that youth work is now considered to be a policy priority. 


Political commitment to youth work in Ireland is hereby reinforced by the development 


of an overarching Youth Policy Framework by the DCYA and there is a clear focus on 


the role of quality youth work and its contribution to enhancing young people’s 


development, well-being and social inclusion of young people. This is evidenced by the 


Irish EU Youth Presidency Programme and the policy documents which they are 


progressing during their Presidency tenure. It is expected that the new Youth Policy 


Framework, which will be informed by these policy developments, will offer clear 


definition and direction to national youth policy and provision. There have been some 


delays in the development of the new Youth Policy Framework due to a number of 


factors including the development in the first instance of an overarching national 


Children and Youth Policy Framework as well as other competing priorities such as EU 


presidency commitments within the Department; however it is expected to be finalised 


in late 2013. 


In addition, there is also the National Quality Standards Framework for Youth Work14. 


This was published by the DCYA in 2010 with the aim of developing a single, 


standardised framework that enables youth work organisations to provide and assure 


quality services to young people. More recently in February 2013, the DCYA launched 


Standards for Local Volunteer-led Youth Groups, the aim of which is to improve the 


quality if the programmes and activities for young people and the way in which they 


are provided. Through the standards, young people will be encouraged and supported 


to have a say in the planning, design and delivery of their group’s programmes. 


The DCYA recently established a Quality Standards Training and Resource 


Development Task Group to assist the youth work sector in engaging with, and 


attaining, both sets of standards. A route map for National Quality Standards 


Initiatives for Youth Work and Youth Activities, recently launched by the DCYA is an 


innovative resource15 which makes available an array of web-based information which 


is international in scope. 


With greater emphasis on outcomes and impact, the DCYA is also working in 


partnership with the Centre for Effective Services (CES) who recently commissioned 


                                           
11 Department of Education and Science (2003), National Youth Work Development Plan (2003-
2007). Stationery Office, Dublin. 
12  Department of the Taoiseach (2006), Towards 2016. Ten-Year Framework Social Partnership 
Agreement, 2006-2015. Stationery Office, Dublin. 
13 See for example, Leahy and Burgess (2010; pg. 119); Christie, A. (2005) 
14 Office of the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (2010), National Quality Standards 


Framework  for Youth Work. Government Publications, Dublin. Available at: 
http://www.dcya.gov.ie/documents/publications/NQSF_Publication_ENGLISH_270710.pdf 
15 See: http://www.effectiveservices.org/ces-projects/National-Quality-Standards-Framework 
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the Evidence for Policy and Practice Information and Co-ordinating Centre (EPPI-


Centre) at the Institute of Education in London (on behalf of the DCYA) to undertake a 


systematic mapping of the research literature on youth work. The main aim is to 


enhance linkages with evidence-informed practice to ensure that youth work and 


related practice and provision in Ireland is of high quality and is focused on achieving 


optimal outcomes for young people. The review provides a unique resource for 


investigating the content of youth work, how it is delivered and identifies the empirical 


research evidence on the impact of youth work on the lives of children and young 


people aged 10-24 years old.  Identifying an evidence-base for the youth work sector 


is considered to be critical in developing and contributing to a more informed 


understanding of the value of youth work and its positive impact on children and 


young people. As such, it is intended that the research findings of the review will 


contribute towards the development of an evidence-informed Youth Policy Framework 


being developed by the DCYA as referred to above.  


In addition, NYCI commissioned a study on the economic value of youth work in 


Ireland16.Key findings from this study show that for every €1 the State invests in 


youth work, it saves €2.22 in the long run. As previously mentioned Foróige’s Best 


Practice Unit (BPU) has also contributed towards developing and delivering outcomes 


focused, evidence based resources which facilitate the development of staff, 


volunteers and young people. The BPU has commissioned a number of studies to 


explore the impact of youth work in an Irish context - examples include the Volunteer-


Led Youth Work Study and the Youth Citizenship Research. With a focus on outcomes 


and evidence, the BPU also offers training to support staff develop programmes that 


meet the needs of young people and to develop practical skills and tools to evaluate 


their work in both a qualitative and quantitative way. 


To conclude this section, in summary there is a real sense that the DCYA is now 


proactive rather than reactive – as was the case in the past, though there is a fear 


within the sector that a focus on early intervention is seen primarily as early years 


rather than across the life of a child or young person which would include youth work. 


Of course it is difficult here to argue against a focus on early intervention particularly 


in terms of child protection.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Although there is no youth work strategy currently in place in Ireland, as previously 


mentioned the Youth Work Policy Framework is in development. With regard to the 


policies and programmes to develop youth work, DCYA inherited a number of funding 


schemes with some concerns that there were and is, a wide range of funded activity 


targeting the same target groups – largely magnified in urban areas with a missing 


focus on the developmental aspects of youth work and on those young people who are 


most excluded.  


There are however a wide range of programmes in Ireland to develop youth work to 


support young people’s development, well-being and social inclusion. In particular, the 


DCYA fund a number of programmes and initiatives. As illustrated in Table 3.1 below, 


these figures represent the total funding nationally. Here the DCYA provide grants for 


special out-of-school projects for disadvantaged young people with priority given to 


young homeless people, young substance abusers and young travellers. The scheme is 


currently administered by the VECs on behalf of the Department. In addition, there is 


also the Young People’s Facilities and Services Fund established in 1998 to assist in 


the development of preventative strategies/initiatives through the development of 


                                           
16Indecon (2012), Assessment of the economic value of youth work.National Youth Council of 
Ireland. 
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youth facilities and services in disadvantaged areas where drug problems exist or has 


the potential to develop. Funding allocated under this initiative has supported in the 


region of 500 projects that include for example, funding purpose built youth centres, 


outreach and sports development workers.  


There is also the Youth Service Grant Scheme that provides funding on an annual 


basis to the national and major regional voluntary youth organisations aimed at the 


personal and social education of young people. The DCYA also provide resources for 


the development of Youth Information Centres and provides a Local Youth Club Grant 


Scheme. This latter scheme is also delivered through the VECs and is aimed at 


supporting youth work activities at a local level. Some 1,600 youth groups with almost 


90,000 members are supported through this Scheme. It should however be noted that 


initiatives provided through DYCA are not accepting new applications for funding due 


to budgetary constraints. The DCYA are focusing its efforts on consolidating and 


preserving existing provision as far as possible. 


Table 3.1below provides a breakdown of the DCYA Youth Affairs Unit funds from 2008-


2012. 


Table 3.1 DCYA Youth Affairs Unit funds 2008-2012 


Programme 2008 
(in 


millions) 


2009 
(in 


millions) 


2010 
(in 


millions) 


2011 
(in 


millions) 


2012 
(in 


millions) 


Total 
(in 


millions) 


Special Projects 


for Youth Scheme €21.381 €19.976 €19.476 €18.156 €17.042 €96.031 


Youth Information 


Centres €2.167 €2.046 €2.005 €1.862 €1.425 €9.505 


Youth Service 


Grant Scheme €13.602 €12.573 €12.327 €11.444 €11.051 €60.997 


Young Peoples 


Facilities & 


Services Fund 1 €8.512 €8.631 €7.859 €7.193 €6.725 €38.920 


Young Peoples 


Facilities & 
Services Fund 2 €15.950 €17.360 €17.405 €15.562 €14.607 €80.884 


Local Youth Club 
Grant Scheme €1.800 €1.150 €1.300 €1.035 €1.035 €6.320 


Local Drugs Task 
Force Scheme       €1.433 €1.340 €2.773 


Gaisce €0.956 €0.883 €0.819 €0.738 €0.690 €4.086 


Leargas €0.639 €0.597 €0.585 €0.527 €0.492 €2.840 


Other 


Programmes €3.167 €2.259 €2.227 €2.205 €2.399 €12.257 


Total €68.174 €65.475 €64.003 €60.155 €56.806 €314.613 


Source: DCYA: 2012 


The DCYA also provide funding for two other specific programmes. These include the 


National Youth Arts Programme that is supported in partnerships with the Arts Council 


and the National Youth Council of Ireland. It aims at realising the potential of young 


people in Ireland through arts practice and developing policies and activities at local, 


regional and national levels. Finally, the DCYA together with the HSE and the National 


Youth Council of Ireland provide the National Youth Health Programme. This aims to 
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provide a broad-based, flexible health promotion/education support and training 


services to youth organisations and to those working with young people in non-formal 


education settings. The details of these programmes are discussed in more detail 


below. 


Reflecting on the impact of the recession, a recent Indecon study17 that assessed the 


economic value of youth work in Ireland reports that employment rates among 


persons aged 15 to 19 years who are in the labour force are substantially below those 


across all other age groups and the national average, and this is more pronounced 


among males compared with females. In addition, youth unemployment rates have 


increased at a faster pace than overall unemployment rates since the onset of the 


recession. Between 2006 and 2011, the number of unemployed young people rose by 


29%. The incidence of unemployment is markedly greater among young people. In 


particular, among persons aged between 15 and 19 who are in the labour force, 


almost half (48.4%) were unemployed in the 2nd quarter of 2012. The unemployment 


rate among 20 to 24 year olds was 29%, compared to a national unemployment rate 


of 14.7%. Unemployment among young people in Ireland is also above the EU 


average.  


There is also the Youthreach programme that is an integral part of the national 


programme of second-chance education and training in Ireland, primarily aimed at 


unemployed young early school leavers aged 15-20. While this programme is not 


regarded as youth work, the educational approaches employed are often informed by 


specific youth work methodologies. Under the 2012 Budget, allowances to 16 and 17 


year olds in Youthreach and FAS schemes were reduced to €40 per week from €76 


and €95 respectively. As reported by the NYCI (2011), it is expected that such 


reduction will have a largely negative impact for many young people18.  


Through the DCYA and the Irish Youth Justice Service, there are the Garda Youth 


Diversion Projects19. These are locally based prevention activities which work with 


children and young people and aim to prevent young people’s unlawful behaviour or 


actions. As reported in the Indecon (2012) study, the total direct public funding costs 


for Garda Youth Diversion Projects during 2011 was €8.85 million or €13.27 million 


after adjusting to reflect the shadow cost of public funds and the nominal cost of state 


funding for health related youth work programmes in 2011 was €33.3 million. In 


addition, the nominal cost of welfare related youth work programmes in 2011 was 


€30.5 million.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Employed/paid staff 
members are generally 


required to hold a 


professional qualification 
normally to degree level. 


There is no minimum 


                                           
17 Indecon (2012), Assessment of the economic value of youth work in Ireland. National Youth 
Council of Ireland. 
18 National Youth Council of Ireland (2011), Budget 2012: ‘Unfair and Austere’ Post-budget 
analysis. 
19 See: http://www.youthworkireland.ie/site/publications/garda-youth-diversion-projects/  



http://www.youthworkireland.ie/site/publications/garda-youth-diversion-projects/
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


qualification standard for 


youth work volunteers. 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Not officially - mixed view 


as to whether youth work 
is a recognised 


profession/occupation 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Employed youth workers 


(as opposed to volunteers) 


are generally expected to 
hold a professional 


qualification in youth 


work/social care/social 
work 


Number of youth workers  1,397 staff and 
approximately 40,145 


volunteers 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Static 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


In Ireland there are no minimum qualification standards for youth workers. Some, 


though not all employers now require new paid recruits to hold a professional degree 


endorsed by the North-South Education and Training Standards Committee for Youth 


Work20. The Committee was established with a focus on the professional status of 


youth work and youth workers across Ireland, though it should be noted that Ireland 


has not stated that youth work is an all degree profession. In recent years the number 


of professionally endorsed third level university courses has increased considerably 


both in terms of the number of qualifications on offer and the number of institutions 


offering such provision21.  


In relation to volunteers/unpaid youth workers, there are no minimum qualification 


standards requirements. All volunteers undergo a thorough Garda vetting process22 in 


order to be able to volunteer in the youth sector as do all paid youth workers. Many of 


the national youth organisations provide formal and non-formal training and 


qualification opportunities for paid/volunteers/unpaid youth workers in Ireland.  


In terms of the profile of volunteers, there is currently no available information in 


relation to the qualification profile of volunteers working in the sector and in general it 


is believed that volunteers come from a variety of backgrounds. The Irish Research 


Council Researcher Development Initiative, co-funded by the Department of Children 


and Youth Affairs and Department of Environment, Community and Local Government, 


has commissioned the National University of Ireland, Maynooth and University College, 


Cork to carry out Quantitative and Qualitative Study of Volunteer-led Youth Work in 


Ireland. This study is examining the structure of voluteer led yoth work in Ireland and 


factors affecting volunteerism. Results should be available in late 2013. 


In the absence of a professional body for youth work in Ireland, NYCI recognise the 


need to carry out a mapping exercise of the workforce to understand more clearly the 


                                           
20 See: http://www.ycni.org/youth_work_training/ns_educ_trg.html 
21 Youth Council Northern Ireland. NSETS List of Endorsed courses. 
http://www.ycni.org/downloads/youth_work_training/EndorsedCourses.pdf 
22 See: http://www.volunteer.ie/i-want-to-volunteer/garda-vetting 
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profile of volunteers working in the sector. For example, NYCI provide training on a 


national, regional and local basis and through their Child Protection Programme deliver 


a range of training programmes to the youth work sector from basic awareness, 


designated persons training to a new level 8 Certificate with NUI Maynooth23.  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


In Ireland, the National Youth Work Development Plan acknowledged that youth work 


is a profession24. In recent years the continued drive towards the professionalisation of 


the sector25 is evidenced by the increasing number of third level and professional 


qualifications now available and the growing number of those involved in youth work 


having undergone professional education and training. However, it is argued that lively 


debates still prevail in the area of youth work with regard to the merits and de-merits 


of professionalisation26, indeed NYCI argue that one of the biggest challenges facing 


youth workers in Ireland is in relation to the recognition of youth work as a profession 


and recognition of youth workers as professionals.  


As one interviewee asserts, whilst youth work can be described as a profession in 


Ireland, it is important to position youth work in the context of what a profession is by 


definition. By doing so there is a need to be clear about what youth work commits to 


in terms of an occupation that rests on values and trust that forms the basis of the 


profession/community it engages. Indeed one of the key strengths of youth work in 


Ireland is that it is based on a real sense of trust and partnership.   


There was a clear view from most interviewees that broader professional groups, in 


particular teachers and health professionals look towards youth work to support them 


in problematic areas – for example to help with individuals from the most socially and 


economically disadvantaged backgrounds.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


Whilst there was a significant growth in the number of volunteers and paid youth 


workers over the past 10 years, in more recent years, there has been a decline in the 


number of paid staff – this is largely as a result of funding cuts. 


As indicated above, there are some 30 Youth Officers working with the VECs who are 


responsible for the coordination and administration of youth worker funding at local 


levels – though as previously mentioned the VECs are in the process of moving to 16 


ETBs. Within this context the allocation of VEC Youth Officers will be reviewed to 


ensure maximum coverage is achieved in the support of local quality youth work 


provision.  


In terms of the number of youth work organisations, the same number of youth 


organisation funded under the Youth Service Grant Scheme pre-recession are still 


being funded by DCYA. As stated in the Indecon (2012) study, the vast majority of 


youth work organisations provide recreational, arts and sports-related activities, while 


over half are engaged in activities which are focussed on welfare and well-being. 


Issue-based activities form an important focus for youth work organisations, many of 


                                           
23 House of Oireachats (2012), Presentation to the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Health and 
Children on the Heads of Children First Bill. 
24 Devlin, M. (2010), Youth work in Ireland – Some historical reflections. In: The history of 
youth work in Europe. Council of Europe Publishing, Strasbourg, pp. 93-104.  
25 Jenkinson, H. (2011), Youth workers’ experiences of challenging behaviour: lessons for 


practice. Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties. Vol. 16, No. 1, March 2011, 35–46. 
26 Christie, A. (2005), Social work education in Ireland: Histories and challenges. Portularia. Vol. 
V, Nº 1 2005 
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which deal specifically with addressing challenges such as substance and alcohol 


misuse.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


As indicated above there are 1,397 paid FTE youth workers in Ireland and 40,145 


volunteers27, there is however little available data in relation to the profile of youth 


workers in Ireland. Those working on a voluntary and paid basis come from a variety 


of backgrounds and there is no anecdotal evidence to suggest any patterns are 


emerging or exist in terms of the previous sectors youth workers come from.  


A number of key challenges youth workers face in Ireland were reported by the 


interviewees. Lack of funding was highlighted as the key challenge considered also to 


be at the root of other significant challenges youth workers face. These include the 


increasingly complex social issues young people face (including for example issues of 


bullying, special education needs, meeting cultural needs) and the need to ensure 


staff are suitably trained with sufficient resources in place to best meet the needs of 


young people. Here it is argued that that the ‘most valuable’ aspect of a youth work 


intervention can be the opportunity to ‘engage in a supportive one-to-one relationship 


based on mutual respect28’. Though the case for incorporating ‘one-to-one’ time into 


youth work programmes is considered to be compelling, recent cuts to funding mean 


that opportunities for one-to-one time/targeted intervention is restricted. With  


growing demand for youth work services as families look towards the youth sector to 


provide social/recreational activities for their children there is a concern that though 


the demand is increasing, resources to provide them are declining.  


A further challenge is associated with engaging with young people and technology; 


here it is argued that if youth workers are going to engage with young people 


effectively then they need to possess a high level of competence in new 


communication arenas29.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


As part of Indecon’s research, it is reported that a large majority of youth work 


organisations attach significant levels of importance to youth work helping young 


people to gain education and training qualifications. Indeed many organisations 


provide specific education opportunities, for example stay-in-school programmes or 


target early school leaving as a specific problem. In addition, a number of 


organisations offer programmes which seek to divert young people from committing 


crimes or engaging in anti-social behaviour. 


                                           
27 Indecon (2012), Assessment of the economic value of youth work in Ireland. National Youth 
Council of Ireland. 
28 Taylor, A. (2003), cited in Jenkinson, H. (2011) Youth workers’ experiences of challenging 
behaviour: lessons 
for practice. Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties. Vol. 16, No. 1, March 2011, 35–46 
29 Sefton-Green (1999), Young people, creativity and new technologies. London: 


Routledge. 
Weber, S. and Dixon, S. (2007), Growing up on-line: young people and digital technologies. 
London: Palgrave and Mamillan. 
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■ Exchange House30 offers young traveller children with a whole range of 


education related programmes. These include a Stay-In-School 


Programme, After-School Projects that provide a quiet space for 


homework and assist young people in completing homework, engage 


parents in children’s education and provide library and computer facilities 


to young people.  


■ The Youthreach programme31 in Ireland is directed at unemployed, young 


early school leavers in Ireland aged between 15-20 years of age. 


Youthreach offers a flexible and dynamic programme of integrated general 


education, vocational training and work experience. Learners set personal 


and educational goals that are aimed at increasing their self-esteem, skills, 


knowledge and employability. Achievements are certified by FETAC set 


within Irelands National Qualification Framework. Essential course 


elements include personal and social development, vocational skills and 


communication skills.  


■ There is also the Young Social Innovators Initiative32 that is a youth-led, 


team-based, action focused programme. The programme encourages, 


young people to actively take part in civic action whether through 


volunteerism, community service, service-learning, citizenship education, 


social entrepreneurship and innovation. Working in teams of 5-25 young 


people identify a social issue of concern to them and/or their community 


or further afield, explore it and come up with innovative actions and 


responses which they put into practice. It is heralded for its success in 


promoting and leading the way in education for social innovation in 


Ireland. It links to the Junior Certificate curricula in subjects such as 


Social, Physical and Health Education, religious education, home 


economics and others. It aims to develop skills and knowledge in relation 


to citizenship, human rights, development, environmental protection and 


health and social enterprise education for example.  


■ The Gaisce initiative33 is presented below as an example of young people 


involved in volunteering opportunities. The programme is however 


considered to be a self-directed personal development programme for 


young people in the non-formal Education sector and serves as a 


mentoring programme for young people in transition from school to further 


or higher education, training or employment opportunities.  


■ Localise34 is a youth and community development organisation that works 


alongside schools, universities and community services to develop active 


citizens and professionals who can make positive contributions to their 


communities. In the work Localise undertake with schools, young people 


participate in range of activities including fundraising and care in the 


community that link to key subjects of the junior particularly in the area of 


civic, social and political education. 


■ BeLonG To also runs a national LGBT Youth Leadership training 


programme where by young people are trained and supported by youth 


workers to deliver youth groups. This programme has been running for a 


decade now and has in addition supported youth leaders into youth work 


college courses. In addition, Foróige’s Albert Schweitzer’s Leadership for 


Life programme supports the development of young people as leaders 


through a year-long programme focused on leadership skills, individual 


                                           
30 See: http://www.exchangehouse.ie/services.php 
31 See: http://www.youthreach.ie/ 
32 See: http://www.youngsocialinnovators.ie/index.php/about/ 
33 See: http://www.gaisce.ie/default.aspx 
34 See: http://www.localise.ie/ 
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leadership goals, research skills, team projects and culminates in an 


individual community action project. The programme leads to the 


Foundation Certificate in Youth Leadership and Community Action by NUI 


Galway.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Given high rates of youth unemployment in Ireland there has been a significant 


growth in the provision of youth work in the context of improving employment and 


entrepreneurship opportunities for young people in Ireland with a considerable drive to 


foster employability amongst young people. 


■ For example, Foróige offer the Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship 


(NFTE) programme35 which provides opportunities for young people from 


low-income communities to develop their business, academic and life 


skills. Young people take part in the programme to learn new skills and 


enhance their entrepreneurial flair. It operates both in and out of school 


programmes and is delivered primarily in schools and youth centres by 


teachers and youth workers and is open to young who are between 13-18 


years of age. Young people who complete the programme attend the 


Youth Entrepreneurship Awards36.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


As reported in research published by the Irish Medical Journal in August 2012, Ireland 


has the fourth highest youth suicide rate in the EU. The research shows a dramatic 


increase in the number of deaths by suicide in Irish teens under the age of 17 – 


showing a 16% increase in the suicide rate amongst young people in 2003 to 2008 - 


when compared with 1993 to 1998. As such, the contribution of youth work to health 


and well-being provides an important focus on mental health services and support to 


all young people. Headstrong37 is the National Centre for Youth Mental Health and runs 


a programme called ‘Jigsaw’ that aims to bring community services and support 


together to support young people and better meet their mental health needs. 


■ In addition, BeLonG To also plays a major role in the youth sector in 


promoting mental health and well-being. Since 2007, the HSE's National 


Office for Suicide Prevention have identified LGBT people as an at risk 


group in the National Strategy for Action on Suicide Prevention and has 


funded BeLonG To to develop designated LGBT youth groups. These youth 


groups provide vital mental health support to LGBT young people in 18 


locations across Ireland. In addition BeLonG To runs a designated LGBT 


youth mental health programme that focuses on training youth workers 


and building resilience amongst LGBT young people. In 2011 an evaluation 


of BeLonG To’s National Network Programme was independently evaluated 


by NUI Galway on behalf of the HSE. The evaluation found the programme 


to be highly effective and that youth groups had a positive mental health 


impact on LGBT young people. 


■ In recent years a number of organisations have also extended their 


services to address broader health concerns associated with physical and 


sexual health for example. SpunOut38 is an independent youth led national 


charity in Ireland working to support young people between 16 and 25 


                                           
35 See: 
http://www.foroige.ie/ee/index.php/what_we_do/network_for_teaching_entrepreneurship 
36 See: http://www.youngentrepreneur.ie/ 
37 See: http://www.headstrong.ie/content/journey-so-far-0 
38 See: http://www.spunout.ie/ 
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years of age. It provides an interactive online community for young people 


to access health and lifestyle information ranging from matters relating to 


alcohol and drugs, disability, personal safety, mental health, sexual health 


and young parents and pregnancy.  


■ Foróige also runs a personal development and sex education programme 


aimed at equipping young people with the skills, knowledge and 


confidence to develop healthy relationships and delay the onset of early 


sexual activity. As part of this, Foróige’s has developed the REAL U manual 


(Relationships Explored and Life Uncovered) has been developed as a way 


of exploring a number of relevant topics with young people including 


puberty, body image, reproduction, sexuality, contraception, sexually 


transmitted infections, relationships, boundaries and emotional well-being. 


It is designed to be used with young people aged 12-18 years in a group 


work setting. The resource facilitates the development of skills in relation 


to decision making and communication, to promote positive well-being and 


confidence in relationships. 


■ On a broader scale, the NYCI National Youth Health Programme39  


facilitates youth organisations and youth serving agencies to promote and 


inform healthy lifestyle behaviour. It is a partnership approach between 


the National Youth Council, the Health Service Executive and the DCYA. 


The aim of the programme is to provide a broad based, flexible health 


promotion, support and training service to youth organisations and works 


to ensure that young persons’ health is on the policy agenda. As part of 


the programme training opportunities are available in areas related to 


bullying, mental health, suicide intervention, sexual health for example. As 


part of the project materials are also available to support young people in 


healthy eating, mental health or giving up smoking. 


5.4 Participation  


In Ireland, the 2009 Programme for Government set out a commitment to examine 


the proposal to extend voting rights to young people aged 16 and 17 years. This 


remains subject to constitutional change40. As a way of increasing young people’s 


participation to community and political life a number of youth work 


initiatives/programmes have been established.  


■ For example, NYCI Vote@16 Campaign41 strongly asserts that the age at 


which an individual can vote should be reduced from 18 to 16 years of age 


in local and European Parliament elections. As part of the Vote@16 


Campaign a series of measures have been implemented to facilitate a 


greater voter turnout, particularly among young people. For example NYCI 


hosted the Vote@16 youth conference on February 11th, 2012 - focusing 


on democracy and how young Irish people can become active citizens. 


More recently, In January 2013, NYCI provided a written submission to the 


Convention on the Constitution (focused on extending the voting age to 


17). Amongst other things, the NYCI’s submission makes the case for 


reducing the vote to 16, promotes political participation and makes a 


strong case for putting youth issues on the political agenda. 


■ In Ireland there is also Dáil na nÓg42 which has been established as the 


National Youth Parliament of Ireland for people aged 12- 18 years. It is led 


                                           
39 See: http://www.youthhealth.ie 
40 Department of Taoiseach (2011), Programme for Government – 2011. Dublin: Stationery 


Officen.  
41 See: http://www.voteat16.ie/ 
42 See: http://www.dailnanog.ie/2006/site/home.php 
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by the DCYA and serves to provide young people from around the country 


with the opportunity to represent the views of those under the voting age 


of 18 at a national level, and to work for changes to improve the lives of 


young people in Ireland. Topical issues include exam pressures, body 


image, the cost of education, young people having a say in education, 


bullying, depression and suicide, exercise and sport, sexual health, road 


safety and youth facilities for example. 


■ Youth Work Ireland also runs ‘Voices of Youth’43. This initiative is designed 


to encourage young people to have their say about youth issues in the 


media. ‘Voices of youth’ is ran by a group of young people who involve 


young people from all over Ireland between 14-21 years of age. ‘Voices of 


Youth’ recently organised and facilitated an event to provide young people 


with the opportunity to learn about their rights and to have a say on 


matters that will affect them that may be related to mental health, 


children’s rights, drug awareness or online piracy for example.  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Volunteering has long been recognised for its significant contribution to society and 


the influential role that it can play in the creation of social capital, a more inclusive 


society, a better functioning democracy, more active citizens and an improved sense 


of community in Ireland44. In a recent report published by NYCI45 they stress their 


active commitment to promoting and supporting volunteering amongst young people 


and emphasise its work to promote, sustain and develop volunteering as being 


fundamental to society and a worthwhile activity for young people to engage in. For 


example Youth Work Ireland Volunteer Achievement Awards were introduced in 1999 


to recognise the contribution made by volunteers across Ireland to the lives of young 


people.  


■ The Gaisce Awards
46


 mentioned above also provides opportunities for 


young people to engage in volunteering activities. As reported in the NYCI 


Lending a Hand report on young people and volunteering there was some 


criticism that the structure of the award criteria lacked flexibility. The idea 


of the award is to encourage and support young people through the 


achievement of personal challenges. It is open to young people between 


15 and 25 years of age and encourages them to get involved in their 


community, set personal goals for themselves in terms of physical 


recreation and personal skill and learn how to become a member of a 


team. 


■ There is also the ‘The Transition Year Programme’ is an optional, one-year, 


standalone, full-time programme offered in 75% of second-level schools in 


Ireland. Aimed at those in the 15–16 age groups, the programme has a 


strong focus on personal and social development and on education for 


active citizenship. As part of this programme, many young people engage 


in volunteering and community related activities. A number of 


organisations provide opportunities for the Transition Year Programme. For 


example, Localise47 offer a programme that provides young people with an 


introduction into volunteering and offers accredited learning opportunities. 


                                           
43 See: http://voicesofyouth.wordpress.com/ 
44 National Youth Council Ireland (2011), Lending a hand – young people and volunteering. 
Policy Agenda for Volunteering in Europe, European Year of Volunteering Alliance, 2011. 


45 See: http://www.youth.ie/sites/youth.ie/files/Lending-a-Hand_Young-People-and-


Volunteering.pdf 
46 See: http://www.gaisce.ie/default.aspx 
47 Open citation of ref: 31 



http://www.gaisce.ie/default.aspx
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It should however be noted that the Transition Year Programme has been 


subject to criticism in recent years in particular because of its high costs 


(the estimated annual cost is €104.6 million
48


).   


5.6 Social inclusion 


The contribution of youth work to social inclusion is far reaching in so far that there 


are a wide range of activities and services to help marginalised young people and 


those at risk of social exclusion, homelessness, substance misuse or those who have 


dropped out of education.  


■ The Galway Diocesan Youth Services runs the Tithe na nÓg project for 


young people (under 25 years) who are homeless or at risk of becoming 


homeless. The project is in line with the national strategy for Homeless 


services ‘The Way Home 2008-2013’. In addition, Business in the 


Community, Ireland run the Ready for Work programme aimed at 


providing work experiences and guidance to homeless and marginalised 


people.  


■ Ballymun Youth Action Project (BYAP) is a community-based response to 


drug and alcohol abuse providing a range of services to those with 


substance misuse problems and those indirectly affected by addiction. 


Services include one-one counselling, family support and complementary 


therapies. In addition BYAP run a number of outreach programmes and a 


prison programme providing support to young people in custodial care 


affected by drug abuse.  


■ BeLonG To 49 offer a range of services and programmes to support all 


young people in Ireland who may be gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender 


(LGBT). For example, BeLonG To provides services to young people who 


are LGBT to address concerns about drug/alcohol use and to young people 


who may suffer from anxiety, depression or more serious mental health 


problems. BeLonG To also run the Asylum Seekers and Refugees project 


that creates a space for young people who may be LGTB to get support 


from youth workers and find out more information about other relevant 


support services. BeLonG To also offer support to parents of young people 


who may be LGBT. It has 13 groups across 14 different counties in Ireland 


and offer services and support in relation to mental health, sexual health, 


physical health and coming out.  


■ More broadly, NYCI’s Intercultural Programme seeks to promote and 


encourage an intercultural and anti-racist approach as a sustainable 


feature of youth work in Ireland. The programme aims to promote equality 


of opportunity, interaction, understanding, respect and integration 


between different cultures, ethnic and religious groups.  


There are also a number of youth work activities, primarily in partnership with the 


Irish Youth Justice Service to support young people at risk of offending behaviour and 


to support young offenders with their integration into society. Some examples are 


provided below.  


■ In supporting young offenders in their transition from custodial care back 


into the community, a number of projects exist at national and local levels. 


For example, Le Chéile is a nationwide project working in partnership with 


the Young Persons’ Probation division of the Probation Service providing 


mentoring for young people in conflict with the law. Le Chéile recruits, 


                                           
48 McGreevy,R. (2012), Scrap ‘self-indulgent’ transition year, urges elderly lobby group. March 
19, 2012.  
49 See: http:///www.belongto.org 
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trains and supports volunteers from the community to act as mentors to 


young people who are under the supervision of the Probation Service.  


5.7 Youth and the world 


Youth work in this context of global concerns primarily focus on activities that promote 


awareness among young people and aim to encourage young people to think critically 


about the links between personal, local and global issues. The main area of focus 


tends to be on issues of human rights, social justice and intercultural awareness.  


■ Through the work of ECO-UNESCO50, there is also an important focus on 


environmental issues.  In summary, ECO-UNESCO is Ireland's 


Environmental Education and Youth Organisation affiliated to the World 


Federation of UNESCO Clubs, Centres and Associations (WFUCA). It was 


founded in 1986 and its main mission is to promote the personal 


development of young people and raise environmental awareness through 


practical environmental projects. 


■ More broadly there are a number of projects/programmes related to 


personal, local and global issues. For example, a project carried out in Co. 


Cork as part of the Young Social Innovators Initiative focused on 


heightening awareness about female genital mutilation and the physical 


and mental problems faced by women in Africa51. Léargas 52 as a not-for-


profit organisation runs a range of European, bilateral and international 


programmes to support the development of intercultural awareness. For 


example, the Causeway project53 is a British-Irish exchange programme 


that aims to strengthen and improve relationships between young people 


in Britain and Ireland.  


■ In addition, Foróige’s Big Brother Big Sister (BBBS) programme54 


established in 2001 is an internationally recognised youth mentoring 


programme that aims to form supportive friendships for young people 


inspiring them to brighter futures. BBBS is available in 14 counties 


nationally. In 2010, 1,622 young people were involved in the BBBS 


programme in Ireland, this rose to 2,324 young people in 2011. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


It is possible to identify a clear tendency in how youth work is seen as a contribution 


in the field of creativity and culture. As illustrated below national organisations as part 


of their repertoire offer programmes and initiatives in the area of creativity and 


culture.  


■ In addition, many local services offer arts and culture provision, through 


Irish Language organisations such as Feachtas and Ogras. Both Feachtas 


and Ogras are Irish language youth organisations that create opportunities 


either through youth clubs or events through the medium of Irish to help 


with the personal and social development of young people. 


■ In addition, there are many services and programmes offered by youth 


organisations that have a focus on social interaction to encourage 


intercultural dialogue through the creative expression of culture and art. 


For example, the Irish Youth Music Awards55 is a collaborative venue 


                                           
50 See: http://www.ecounesco.ie/ 
51 See: http://www.youngsocialinnovators.ie/index.php/projects/view/the_cruellest_cut 
52 See: http://www.leargas.ie/index.php 
53 See: http://www.leargas.ie/programmeme_main.php?prog_code=7017 
54 See: http://www.foroige.ie/our-work/big-brother-big-sister/about-big-brother-big-sister 
55 See: http://www.imro.ie/about-imro/ 
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between Youth Work Ireland, Garageland, City of Dublin Youth Service 


Board and Youth Action Northern Ireland, to encourage young people all 


over Ireland in their creative efforts. The initiative brings together some of 


Ireland’s top music industry personnel directly into contact with young 


musicians. Youth Work Ireland also run the Youth Factor programme 


designed to build confidence and encourage social interaction. The 


programme creates an opportunity for young people to demonstrate their 


talents and interests through all different forms of dance, songs, music 


and performance. 


■ The National Association for Youth Drama (NAYD)56 is a development 


organisation for youth theatre and youth drama in Ireland. NAYD supports 


youth drama in practice and policy, and supports the sustained 


development of youth theatres in Ireland. With over 50 youth theatres 


across the country, NAYD also have a key role to play in developing Drama 


in Education, and works closely with the formal and non-formal education 


sector. In addition, the Young Irish Film Makers57 is a digital film training 


and production centre where young people aged 13 to 20 years participate 


in practical training programmes to work with professional digital 


equipment to make films, particularly feature length films. Specifically, 


Young Irish Film Makers works with youth and community groups to 


engage people who might not be responsive to traditional learning 


structures, while putting very real technology skills and opportunities for 


creative expression into their hands. A specially designed programme is 


also available to youth workers to support them develop the skills 


necessary to train their members how to make a film.  
■ More broadly, the Youth Arts Programme58 is an NYCI initiative funded 


primarily by the Arts Council with support from the Department for 


Children and Youth Affairs and is dedicated to the development and 


advancement of youth arts in Ireland. It aims specifically to realise the 


potential of young people through arts practice in the youth service and to 


develop appropriate policies and activities at local, regional and national 


level. As part of the Youth Arts programme, the Artist in Youth Work 


Scheme59 has been established in order to provide young people with the 


opportunity to work with and learn from practitioners of excellence in their 


field.  


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


In Ireland, youth work is for all young people, though for some young people, such as 


the young unemployed, young people dependent on social welfare/unemployment 


assistance, those at risk of homelessness, social isolation, drug/substance abuse and 


those that are not in education, training or employment (NEET), some targeted 


support is available.  


                                           
56 See: http://nayd.ie/home/show/about 
57 See: http://yifm.com/outreach/ 
58 See: http://www.youtharts.ie/ 
59 See: http://www.youtharts.ie/content/artist-youth-work-scheme 
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Table 6.1below provides a brief description of the three programmes in receipt of the 


most DCYA funding (as extracted from Table 3.1)  


Table 6.1 Programme description of programmes in most receipt of 


DCYA funding 


Programme Funding 


allocated 
between 


2008-2012 


in millions 


Programme description  


Special 


Projects for 
Youth Scheme 


€96.031 Priority given to projects aimed at young homeless 


people, young substance abusers and young 
travellers. Projects to address the needs of young 


people who are disadvantaged due to high youth 


population, youth unemployment, dependence on 
social welfare/unemployment assistance, social 


isolation, drug/substance abuse, homelessness, 


problems of juvenile crime, vandalism and truancy, 
failure or non-existence of mainline youth services, 


inadequate take-up of ordinary educational 


opportunities. 
 


Youth Service 
Grant Scheme 


€60.997 Intended to ensure the emergence, promotion, 
growth and development of youth organisations with 


distinctive philosophies and programmes aimed at 


the personal and social education of all young people 


Young Peoples 


Facilities & 
Services Fund 


2 


€80.884 The target group for the Fund are 10-21 year olds 


who are marginalised through a combination of risk 
factors relating to family background, environmental 


circumstances, educational disadvantage, 


involvement in crime and/or drugs, etc. 


Source: DCYA: 2012 


As the evidence shows, among persons aged between 15 and 19 who are in the labour 


force, almost half (48.4%) were unemployed in the 2nd quarter of 2012. The 


unemployment rate among 20 to 24 year olds was 29%, compared to a national 


unemployment rate of 14.7%60. The research also shows that male unemployment is 


much higher than female unemployment across all age categories, with the widest 


disparity between male and female unemployment levels occurring in the 20-24 year 


age group. 


In terms of the NEET group, the Indecon (2012) study reports that Ireland had the 4th 


highest number of NEETs in 2011, 18.4% in Ireland compared to an average of 12.9% 


in Europe61. In trying to support the needs of the NEET group and indeed other young 


people accessing youth work provision, interviewees noted that youth work often 


over-extends itself in trying to respond to a multitude of issues, sometimes making 


overly ambitious claims to what it can realistically achieve within the current structure 


and within current funding allocations.  


There is a view that the large national youth work organisations in Ireland as well as 


providing youth work programmes and services for all young people (universal or open 


access) primarily target similar target groups – for example, young unemployed, those 


                                           
60 Indecon (2012) Assessment of the economic value of youth work. National Youth Council of 
Ireland. 
61 Ibid. 
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that are not in education, training or employment (NEET), with small, more specialised 


youth work organisations aimed at providing more specialised, focus support to young 


people, such as LGTB and young travellers.  


In terms of sectoral differences and trends as indicated earlier many sectors have 


changed in orientation in recent years in response to societal changes and the 


changing needs of young people today. For example, faith based youth work has 


changed in terms of their reorientation in order to reflect the spiritual diversity of Irish 


society. In the health sector, there is an increased focus on physical health and 


dealing with issues of obesity and anorexia that builds on a previous focus on mental 


health and sexual health.     


The way in which young people access youth work is also worth considering. As 


reported by Foróige, there has been a decline in the number of young people visiting 


traditional youth information centres for example, choosing to access information on-


line, through social media or via other spaces such as Youth Cafes. With growing 


emphasis on the participation of young people in Irish democracy/society, there is an 


increased focus on citizenship and participation .Youth organisations are also 


responding to the need for a greater focus on employability and entrepreneurship at a 


time of high youth unemployment in Ireland.  


6.1.2 Reach 


Indecon’s (2012) independent analysis62 found that the sector is substantial in scale 


and reach, with almost 383,000 young people benefiting from a wide range of 


programmes and services – this represents 43.3% of the total youth population aged 


between 10 and 24 in Ireland. 


Despites its greatest achievements, there is a shared view from the interviewees that 


the youth sector has not done sufficiently well in meeting the needs of those most 


excluded – for example, the poorest, young people with disabilities, young 


immigrants/new communities and those from troublesome backgrounds. This is 


largely as a consequence of limited resources and funding but also because the 


current systemic nature of the youth sector in Ireland means that smaller, more 


specialised youth work organisations find it difficult to compete (for accessing funding) 


with the larger/national youth work organisations that tend to be more generic in the 


groups they target and reach.    


With more targeted funding, geographically isolated young people, those that are out 


of school (rural particularly), young immigrants – especially those in hostel 


accommodation, young people with special education needs and young people in the 


care system could benefit more. 


In Ireland there has been considerable success in reaching and supporting the lesbian, 


gay, bisexual and transgender community (LGBT). For example, in 2003 BeLonG To 63 


reporting that 56 young people benefited from their support/services. By 2012, this 


number increased to approximately 3,000 young people.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


The already mentioned Indecon (2012) study on the economic value of youth work 


presents the findings from a review of international and national research on the 


experience and economic impact of youth work. More specifically, the literature review 


provides some specific evidence based on studies carried out in Ireland. The main 


impact of youth work based on the research findings includes reductions in criminal 


                                           
62 Ibid. 
63 See: http://www.belongto.org/pro/default.aspx 
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activity and anti-social behaviour, increased numbers of young people in education, 


employment or training and reductions in substance abuse. Significantly, Aked et al 


(2009) carried out a study on the return on investments into early intervention 


programmes for young people who are not in education, employment or training, 


obesity, crime, teenage births, substance misuse, mental health problems, domestic 


violence, child abuse and neglect. The report estimates that the costs associated with 


providing appropriate support to the aforementioned areas would be £191 billion over 


the ten-year period from 2010 to 2020. The savings arising as a result of these 


programmes over the same period are estimated at £460 billion. As the Indecon study 


report, this leads to an overall estimated return of £269 billion. 


Less tangible outcomes reported include improved confidence and self-esteem, 


decision-making abilities, personal development and meeting new people. 


The report estimates that the overall net economic value of youth work (that includes 


for example volunteering, justice, health and welfare-related benefits) over a 10-year 


time horizon is €2.2 billion in present value terms. If one assumes on a hypothetical 


basis that 2011 funding streams were maintained, the cost to the State of sustaining 


youth sector funding over the same period would be of the order of just under €1 


billion in present value terms. Relating the present value of the estimated benefits of 


youth programmes with the present value of Exchequer funding over a 10-year period 


indicates an overall net economic return arising from these quantified aspects of youth 


work of €1.21 billion, or a Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.22:1. This is equivalent to 


indicating that the benefits of youth work programmes exceed the costs by a factor of 


2.22 over this period. 


In terms of outcomes and impact, preliminary findings on thematic areas of youth 


work from the International Review of research evidence in youth work as mentioned 


above is worth highlighting. This work was commissioned by the Centre for Effective 


Services (CES) on behalf of the Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA) and 


is being carried out by the Evidence for Policy and Practice Information and Co-


ordinating Centre (EPPI-Centre) at the Institute of Education. Significantly, the ethos 


of youth work in Ireland, which emphasises collaboration, empowerment and personal 


and social development, is shared by much of the international research literature. In 


addition, the preliminary findings show that the aims of youth work are commonly 


categorised as personal and social development; social change; education and career; 


safety and well-being and contribution to society that is achieved by a broad range of 


activities – typically leisure and recreation; arts, drama, music; sports and physical 


activities; volunteer and service; social action; informal learning. Studies evaluating 


‘impact’ also indicate that youth work is attempting to make an ambitious contribution 


to improving outcomes for young people, particularly in terms of their ‘sense of self’, 


‘values and beliefs’, ‘relationships with others’ and engagement in society. The 


preliminary findings also show that the research highlights the commitment being 


made to generating evidence that is relevant to youth work policy and practitioners.  


In terms of the key strengths of youth workers in supporting the lives of young 


people, in comparison to support provided by other professionals there is a widely held 


view that what distinguishes youth work from other professions and therefore the role 


of youth workers from other professionals is the values on which youth work is 


underpinned. Youth work is relationship-based - it is built around trust, respect and 


voluntary participation enhanced by a passionate and committed workforce that are 


concerned with supporting the lives of young people. As such there is a strong culture 


and positive approach towards supporting young people in Ireland centred on the need 


to design programmes with the young person to meet their needs by starting with 


where the young person is in order to build from there. There is also a view that youth 


workers and youth work in general is more flexible and more readily accessible to 


young people. 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.2 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Ireland 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Committed and passionate 


workforce 


■ Commitment to evidence based 


and best practice with a growing 


body of evidence to demonstrate 


the value and impact of youth work 


in Ireland. 


■ The diversity and quality of the 


youth service offer. 


■ Contribution of youth work to 


social capital. 


■ Increased leadership role of 


Government. 


■ The Youth Policy Framework 


represents an opportunity to be 


strategic and plan for the 


development of youth work. 


■ The Quality Standards framework 


presents an opportunity to affirm 


good work and to improve the 


quality of the offer. 


■ EU continued interest in youth 


work. 


■ Economic downturn represents a 


good opportunity to reflect and re-


orientate the work of the sector. 


■ Youth work sector needs to 


collectively showcase its work and 


impact. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Dependence on state funding. 


■ Lack of overarching strategic 


approach 


■ Unevenness of the offer in terms of 


the geographical spread and 


availability of youth work services. 


■ Little or no resources for 


innovation at present due to 


budgetary constraints 


■ Strong history of competition 


between organisations competing 


for limited and declining funds – 


curtails collaboration and limits 


sector unity. 


■ Certain target groups benefit more 


than others. 


■ Too much focus on practice and 


not enough on evidence. 


■ Youth work considered not to be a 


political priority – desirable rather 


than essential. 


■ Continued reduction in funding. 


■ Smaller, more specialised youth 


work organisations unable to 


compete against larger 


organisations. 


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Overall, youth work has increased in importance in Ireland over the last 10 years. This 


has manifested itself through the introduction of a new government department, 


minister and assessor for youth work for the first time in Irish history. This represents 


a distinct move towards a more strategic and professional approach to youth work. 


This is evidenced by the implementation of the DCYA quality standards initiatives and 


support mechanisms, a political commitment to develop a new Youth Policy 


Framework and by the growing number of professionally endorsed qualifications now 


available in youth work in Ireland. 
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Despite considerable advances in youth work over the past 10 years, there are 


growing concerns about the sustainability of the sector due to cuts in government 


funding. Coupled with a view that more could be done to reach the most vulnerable 


young people in Irish society, there is a need for the sector to collaborate and be more 


united within the constraints of limited resources/capacity in order to be more 


inclusive, professional and evidenced based.  


The increased focus on outcomes is such that outcomes should be measured and 


proportionate and commensurate with practice. Whilst the overall aim is to improve 


practice rather than prove practice, there is some concern that the value of youth 


work will become more output driven in terms of educational outcomes as is the case 


in Northern Ireland.  


Recommendations for national authorities  


■ Align resources/budgets to the needs of young people based on a multi-


annual framework that enables youth work organisations to plan 


strategically ahead.  


■ Ensure youth work provision is relevant and responsive to the current 


needs, themes and trends of all young people across Ireland. 


■ Grant greater recognition by government of the contribution and value of 


youth work 


■ Develop an outcomes focus criteria for funding. 


■ Complete and implement the youth policy framework that is currently in 


development. 


■ Develop a coherent national framework for training of the youth work 


workforce with progression opportunities facilitated and supported by a 


programme of research and development. 


Recommendations for third sector organisations  


■ Ensure an even spread of provision geographically and in terms of the 


groups of young people. 


■ Invest in research, development and evaluation. 


■ Put greater emphasis on inclusiveness. 


Recommendations for the EU 


■ Continue providing funding opportunities. 


■ Continue providing leadership, evidence and guidelines for articulation of 


youth work. 


■ Continue providing a collective forum that Member States can learn from 


and share practice and evidence. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No  


Legal definition for youth work  No  


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  170 years 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


 70 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


 Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Public sector, but also a 
very active third sector.  


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work NGO, Voluntary 


1.1 Definitions 


There is no formal definition for youth work in Denmark and the term ‘youth work’ is 


not as widely used as perhaps in some other countries. In fact, when translated, the 


term "youth work" causes initial confusion - several interviewees initially came to think 


of young people in employment.  


Youth work is however a very well established concept in Denmark. Youth work is 


being carried out by public sector bodies (various national, regional and local 


authorities) as well as an active third sector (youth NGOs). There is no specific 


ministry in charge of youth affairs or a single piece of legislation/policy dealing with 


youth affairs. Instead, youth work and other areas of youth policy are managed by a 


range of different ministries, laws, policies and programmes.  


In generic terms, the main notions behind youth work in Denmark are as follows: 


■ The aim of youth work is to increase the participation of all young people 


in democratic society. Thus active citizenship is at the heart of the Danish 


concept of youth work. 


■ Youth work is inclusive and seeks to support and enrich lives of all young 


people, not only the lives of specific groups of young people – even if 


there has been a tendency in recent years to invest more in targeted 


activities, for example, aimed at supporting at-risk groups such as migrant 


youth or young people without an education. 


■ Volunteers and third sector youth organisations are very important for the 


delivery of youth work. 


Mr Bertel Haarder, the former Minister of Education and Youth, has described 


youth work in the following manner: 


 


“...initiatives that create a foundation for forming young people who are 


capable of leading independent lives and of putting these lives into a broader 


perspective and, at the same time, helping these young people become 


active, democratic citizens who can participate constructively in the 


development of society, while also giving them real influence and 


responsibility in matters that concern them.” 1 


                                           
1 Haarder, H. (2011), Danish Youth Policy, Forum 21 [Policy], page 59 



http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/YP_strategies/Policy/Danish_youth_policy_Forum21.pdf
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1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work in Denmark has roots in the age of Enlightenment and the forming of the 


Danish democracy. The thoughts of the Danish priest and philosopher N.F.S. 


Grundtvig (1783-1872) are particularly important as he proposed an alternative no 


exam "school of life" from which young people could return to their daily tasks with 


increased desire and with clearer views of human and civic conditions, and with an 


increased joy in the community of people2. The thoughts of Grundtvig have had a big 


impact on the entire Danish tradition for volunteering and third sector youth 


organisations3. The Danish public thus has a very strong voluntary tradition, 


particularly evolving around various leisure activities for children, such as gymnastics, 


handball, scouts etc.. 


During the Second World War (1942) the first youth clubs saw the day of light in 


Denmark. They were to serve as a counterpart to the Nazi "Hitler Jugend". There was 


also a focus on reaching young people who did not otherwise take part in activities for 


young people. Today the youth clubs are a substantial part of the Danish delivery of 


youth work. 


1985 was the United Nations International Year of Youth which brought political 


attention to youth work in Denmark. From 1985 to 1988, 76 youth councils were 


formed; however in 1994 only 8 youth councils remained. In the mid 90’es the then 


government again focused on youth politics and presented a proposal for youth 


politics. Based on this the number of youth councils rose again. Today, approximately 


40 youth councils are registered nationwide4.       


All interviewees find that the political attention given to youth work has increased 


significantly in recent years. This attention was triggered by a period of lack of labour 


and has since been replaced by increasing youth unemployment as a consequence of 


the financial crisis. As in other countries, unemployment among youth has soared, and 


it is feared that a whole generation of youth will be pushed out of the labour market.  


The Grundvidian thought that young people’s democratic understanding and personal 


development is furthered by participation in voluntary work and participation in the 


Danish third sector organisations has political attention and is supported by an 


increase in the provision of resources to the youth work outside of the public sector, 


where some places have seen a significant rise in membership5. 


Key trends in the development of youth work over the last decade include the 


following: 


■ The Danish government has a set goal that by 2015, 95 % of all Danish 


young people have finished vocational training. When this objective was 


first put forward in 2006, there was a skilled labour shortage and there 


was a distinct focus from political quarters on the integration of youth with 


an ethnic background, as this group presented untapped labour resources. 


There was a special focus on helping this group to complete a youth 


education, which included gearing up the educational system to retain 


these young people. 


■ In recent years there has been a tendency that this focus on vocational 


education is expanded to include all youth who are at risk of dropping out 


                                           
2 Davies N (1931), Education for Life: A Danish Pioneer, London: Williams and Norgate 
3 Source: webpage: www.grundtvig.dk 
4 Source: the webpage for the network of Danish youth counsils: www.nau.dk 
5 Source: interview with representative of "Projekt Frivillig". 
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or otherwise at risk of not completing their compulsory education, which 


should be seen in light of the changed financial situation. There is no 


longer a lack of skilled labour; on the contrary, there is a risk that a whole 


generation will be lost to unemployment if they cannot meet the demands 


of a modern knowledge society. In order for the Danish economy to be 


competitive there is a need for know-how related to developing 


technologies which are able to secure high efficiency. The overall focus is 


thus the same, but the incentive behind this focus has changed which has 


led to a widening of the target group. Presently, approximately 80% of 


young people complete a youth education, even though approximately 


95% begin one6. Focus on strategies to sustain youth in education is 


therefore on top of the political agenda7. 


■ To support the 95% objective mentioned above the Act on Guidance8 was 


passed in 2004 to regulate the youth guidance policies and secure a good 


quality of the guidance rendered in Denmark I 2004. The Guidance Act has 


been regulated a number of times over the years and during this period, 


there has been changes relating to the target group of guidance. 10 years 


all young were targeted but these days the policy is focused on vulnerable 


young people. The finances have thus been moved from broad policies to 


narrow policies. Since 2004 the guidance policies have furthermore been 


expanded from comprising youth up to 18 years of age to now comprising 


youth up to 25 years of age. 


■ The last 10 years have also seen an increased digitalisation of guidance 


policies. Guidance portals have been established on the internet, and as a 


result, guidance reaches more people than previously. There is a political 


wish that the digital media will play an increasing role in the guidance 


policies. Internet based state financed guidance for youth about drugs and 


alcohol is also available.  


■ Several interviewees explain that there is a significantly increased interest 


in carrying out voluntary work. The motivation of the young for 


participating in voluntary work is partly a wish to make a difference, and 


partly a wish to increase non formal competencies and thus their future 


employment opportunities. 


While this report is being prepared, the Danish government is working on a 


reform of the state schools. Among other things, the government wishes to 


create an all-day school where homework and physical activities are part of a 


longer school day. If such a reform is implemented, this will have far-reaching 


consequences for the way youth work is organised today. 


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Youth work is delivered by national, regional and local authorities as well as youth 


NGOs. The former (public) could be described as doing ‘formal’ youth work while the 


latter could be described as doing ‘non-formal’, albeit these two terms are not used in 


the context of Danish youth work. As mentioned earlier the term Youth Work is not 


even easily translated into Danish. In Denmark it is more customary to refer to 


“working with young people” either in the public sector or in the voluntary third sector. 


                                           
6 According to interview with representative from the Minestry og Children and Education this 
can be elicited from the findings in: Henriksen, T.H. (2012), Profilmodel 2010 på kommuner – 
fremskrivning af en ungdomsårgangs uddannelsesniveau, UNI•C Statistik & Analyse, 2012  
7 Ministry of Children and Education (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU 
Youth Strategy 2010-2012 
8 See: Vejledningsloven https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=132544 



http://www.uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Tvaergaaende-statistik/Andel-af-en-aargang-der-forventes-at-faa-en-uddannelse/~/media/UVM/Filer/Stat/PDF12/120918%20Profilmodel%202010%20kommuner.ashx

http://www.uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Tvaergaaende-statistik/Andel-af-en-aargang-der-forventes-at-faa-en-uddannelse/~/media/UVM/Filer/Stat/PDF12/120918%20Profilmodel%202010%20kommuner.ashx

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/denmark.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/denmark.pdf

https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=132544
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All youth work in Denmark has an underlying goal to increase the participation of all 


young people in the democratic society. Parts of the public sector are very focused on 


young people participating in educational programmes and thereby obtaining a better 


position for future employment, whereas other parts of the public sector, as well as 


the voluntary sector, are more focused on social aspects as important prerequisites on 


the road to the underlying goal. Some significant state run activities comprise: 


■ Running different types of youth and social clubs for young people. These 


take place typically in a format of after-school or evening clubs where 10-


18-year-olds can get together and take part in a range of social activities, 


delivered mainly by trained professionals, typically pedagogues’ specialised 


in children and young people. Some clubs offer different classes like 


'acting', 'photography' and 'wild life' for the young people to attend in the 


evening. There are two types of clubs that differ in the legislation they 


refer to and thereby also in the level of activities, number of employees 


etc. Ungdomsringen – the Danish Organisation of Youth Clubs – is an 


independent interest organisation for 1,040 such youth clubs. 


Furthermore, the organisation runs a secretariat which supports the 


voluntary organisations. It is financed partly by membership fees and 


partly by receipts from the state football pools (please see section 3.2). 


■ Prevention of substance abuse, for example, by financing the portal 


www.netstof.dk (please see section 5.3.). 


■ The provision of youth guidance. The delivery of guidance lies at national, 


regional and municipal levels.9 There are two types of guidance centres, 


46 Youth Guidance Centres provide information and guidance regarding 


the transition from compulsory education to youth education programmes. 


There are also 7 Regional Guidance Centres which provide guidance about 


the transition from youth programmes to higher education. Guidance 


activities take place at locations near young people, for example schools 


and public libraries, to ensure that the services are easily accessible to 


young people. Guidance activities include one-to-one sessions, group 


sessions, student log books, workshops and seminars and ‘café meetings’ 


and online counselling.10   


■ The Ministry of children and education has run a national internet based 


guidance portal ("Uddannelsesguiden" at ug.dk) since 2004. The purpose 


of the portal is to deliver accurate and up to date information to everyone 


seeking information on jobs, education, occupation and the labour marked. 


As a part of a Government Youth Package there was an important add-on 


to the portal in 2010 with the establishment of a guidance unit that offers 


guidance through virtual communication and guidance tools (e-


Vejledningen).  This unit targets young people as well as adults.  


■ Implementation of three "Youth Packages". The key words of these "Youth 


Packages" are early and active intervention and education with the goal to 


help vulnerable young people to a future with education and jobs. In 


Denmark the main approach is that young people with an education must 


work - and young people without education must start one - if they can. In 


this system, you are considered a young person, if you are between 16 


and 30 years old. The laws are administered in municipal "Job centres", 


typically by educated social workers. 


■ Provision of support to all young people with special needs under the age 


of 18 through the social service departments of the municipalities. In some 


cases up to the age of 21. The main goal is to ensure that these young 


                                           
9 Youth Partnership, Factsheet on employment in Denmark 
10 Haarder, H. (2011), Danish Youth Policy, Forum 21 [Policy] 



http://www.netstof.dk/

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Employment/Denmark.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/YP_strategies/Policy/Danish_youth_policy_Forum21.pdf
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people have the same possibilities for personal development, health and 


an independent adulthood as do their peers. The support is provided in 


cooperation with the young person’s parents. 


■ Most municipalities have an SSP-cooperation: S=school, S=social services 


department, P=police. The SSP-cooperation deliver their services on three 


levels: a) towards groups in which there has been no sign of criminal 


behaviour, for example through educational activities in which young 


people’s attitudes towards drugs, fireworks etc. are addressed. This takes 


place in schools or at night in the youth clubs. In some places the SSP-


cooperation also provides the possibility of leisure activities like sports or 


homework cafés. b) towards groups that have shown signs of criminal 


behaviour or show signs of parental neglect. This for example through 


special project targeted specifically at these groups. c) Activities evolving 


around individual youngsters who have committed a criminal act or young 


people who someone elsewhere in the system has expressed a concern 


about in this matter. 


■ When speaking of important out-of-school activities that take part in 


forming young Danish people to become active citizens one also has to 


mention that there is  conscription in Denmark which means a share of 


young Danish men do their military service for a period of typically 4 


months. 


The third sector, NGO driven youth work is an important, traditional part of 


the Danish youth sector. Danish society is characterised by a high level of 


participation in various different types of associations and other third sector 


organisations. Some studies show that each Dane is a member of around 


three different voluntary organisations. In the field of youth, there are two 


important types of third sector organisations that work with young people11: 


■ Voluntary youth organisations which are run solely or almost solely by 


volunteers. Such voluntary youth organisations typically work in the field 


of political participation (e.g. youth networks of different political parties), 


environmental issues (e.g. Nature & Youth Denmark), global matters (e.g. 


Africa InTouch, Danish Red Cross Youth), religious groups (e.g. National 


Association for Christian Youth Organisations), hobbies (e.g. 4H Denmark, 


Scouts, The Danish Amateur Theatre Association, etc.), or target groups 


(e.g. Danish Refugee Council Youth Network, Danish Association of the 


Blind Youth). The Danish Youth Council (DUF) is an umbrella organisation 


for 70 such youth organisations. The DUF is funded by central government 


and the funding is then distributed to its member organisations. 


■ Voluntary sports organisations that organise a range of sports activities for 


young people. These are financed through membership fees as well as 


receipts from the state football pool and lottery (please see section 3.2). 


There are a number of umbrella organisations for these clubs; however the 


organisations do not only embrace clubs for young people. 


The Church of Denmark also does some work with young people. In the church of 


Denmark this is done by ‘social workers of the church’ (‘deaconesses’), although they 


do most of the work with vulnerable groups such as homeless people, people with 


substance abuse problems, etc. In addition, there are other religious groups, which 


are very active in the youth area. 


It is a characteristic of Danish public sector youth work that it is a branched system of 


a number of different authorities with the possibility of providing a holistic policy when 


needed.  


                                           
11 Source: Interview with a representative of DUF 
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This system is organised in such a way that a number of different youth workers may 


be involved with the same young person at the same time, giving them the 


opportunity to plan a joint programme in cooperation with each other and the young 


person him-/herself. 


 


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No  


Level of regulation for youth work National, regional and local  


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Ministry of Children and 


Education, Ministry of 
Social Affairs and 


Integration, Ministry of 


Employment, Ministry of 
Science, Innovation and 


Higher Education. 


2.1 Legal background 


There is no one, specific youth law in Denmark. Instead, matters related to youth 


work are governed by a range of different laws, for example from the fields of 


education, training, employment, integration and social affairs. Some of the most 


important ones include: 


■ The Act on Active Employment Initiatives 


■ Act on Guidance 


■ Day Care Facilities Act 


■ Act on Youth Clubs12 (Ungdomsskoleloven) 


■ The Danish General Adult Education Act 


■ Consolidation Act on Social Services 


Stakeholders interviewed were divided in terms of whether there is a need for a single 


youth law or whether youth matters are sufficiently covered as they are at the 


moment, through a range of different laws. Some are of the opinion that a single piece 


of legislation would simplify matters in this field while others think creation of such law 


would be unlikely to bring any significant added value for young people as the current 


laws already cover all the most important aspects and they are reviewed on regular 


basis13.  


One interviewee states that to a great extent, the government calls in relevant parties 


– both NGOs, counselling agencies and others and includes them in hearings; this 


procedure very much applies to the youth area. 


In addition, there are health related regulations, which, for example, govern young 


people’s right to purchase alcohol and tobacco, as well as a free HPV-vaccine. 


                                           
12 Our translation 
13 Interview with representative of DUF 
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2.2 Governance 


Youth policy is the responsibility of the different national, regional and local authorities 


and youth organisations that receive funding from the government.14 In several areas, 


the youth issue is divided among different ministries and usually different programmes 


are delivered through cooperation between a number of ministries. An inter-


departmental youth council coordinates the policy work in the youth area (interview 


with Project Volunteer) 15.  


The main ministries involved in youth work are: 


■ Ministry of Children and Education: The ministry of Children and Education 


governs one of the main deliverers of youth work in Denmark as they have 


the responsibility of the laws that govern both the municipally driven youth 


guidance centres and both types of youth clubs, which operate at 


municipal level (Dagtilbudloven (Act on Day Care16), Ungdomsskoleloven 


(Act on Youth Clubs17) and Act on Guidance).  


■ Ministry of Social Affairs and Integration: Consolidation Act on Social 


Services belongs to this Ministry. In the youth area, this law regulates the 


programme that covers children and youth in the municipal social centres 


in Denmark.  


■ Ministry of Employment: This Ministry governs policies that aim to ensure 


that an active an early intervention is employed to all young people in 


need of cash benefits. This area is of high priority, as the number of young 


people in the need of cash benefits has increased considerably during the 


economic crisis. The Act on Active Employment Initiatives belongs to this 


Ministry and regulates this policy. The Act on Active Employment 


Initiatives regulates this work and is administered in the municipal job 


centres.  


■ Ministry of Science, innovation and higher education. The part of Act on 


Guidance which deals with the transition from youth education to higher 


education belongs to this Ministry. This applies to 7 regional Youth 


Guidance Centres as well as online education guidance (eVejlledningen), 


operated at the national level. 


Furthermore, part of the legislative work involving the youth area belongs to 


some of Denmark’s other Ministries, e.g. an Act in the Ministry of Culture 


which gives children and youth free access to museums or an Act under the 


Ministry of Health which gives free HPV vaccine to young women under the 


age of 26 years. 


Due to the fact that youth work in Denmark is widely branched and multi-


faceted, it is not possible to present a true total estimate of how large a share 


of GNP is spent on youth work.  


                                           
14 Haarder, H. (2011), Danish Youth Policy, Forum 21 [Policy] p.59 
15 Interview with representative of "Projekt Frivillig". 
16 Own translation 
17 Own translation 



http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/YP_strategies/Policy/Danish_youth_policy_Forum21.pdf
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3 Policy and programme framework 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of 


youth work 
Strong 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Mixed: Yes, in a form of Youth 


Packages. No, in terms of specific 


Danish youth policy 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes: Project Volunteer, Need for 


all youngsters, Youth Packages. 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Mixed: most increase in funding, 


however, negative influence on 
specially earmarked pool of 


funds. 


3.1 Policy commitment 


There is no specific youth policy in Denmark. Rather every sector / ministry has policy 


measures concerning young people. These measures aim to help the development of 


young people to be independent but also to become active citizens who participate in 


society. Furthermore the measures aim to give young people the opportunity to 


influence the decisions that matter to them. Youth policy in Denmark is integrated into 


general policies that are aimed at ensuring equal opportunities for all with regards to 


education, employment and welfare.  


The interviewees agree that there is a strong political commitment to youth work in 


Denmark. There are many initiatives to develop youth work and there is a substantial 


amount of funding flowing to the area each year. The politicians see the forming of 


active, democratic citizens who can participate actively in society as an essential part 


of maintaining the Danish welfare society in the future and recognise that NGOs and 


other voluntary organisations play an important role in achieving this goal. 


Furthermore, there is attention paid to the fact that some of today's welfare services 


will have to come from voluntary work in the future. 


The policy measures of the different ministries differ in the way they define young 


people in regards to age. Some target young people below 18 years, others below 30 


years. Therefore there is a need for a common definition of a young person before it 


would be possible to draft a common youth policy as such. 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


As mentioned above, there is no single dedicated policy or youth strategy in place in 


Denmark. However, the Danish Government does acknowledge and is aware of the 


role of youth work in society and has expressed this through political, structural and 


financial support of youth work for many years18. 


Important sources of finance and development of youth work in Denmark: 


■ Denmark has a special pool of funds dedicated to work in the field of social 


affairs, health and employment and also for projects that benefit young 


                                           
18 Ministry of Children and Education (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU 
Youth Strategy 2010-2012. 



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/denmark.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/denmark.pdf
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people. The size of the pool is determined during the political negotiations 


each autumn. The idea of the pool is, that institutions, schools, voluntary 


organisations and NGOs can apply for funds to start initiatives in the fields 


mentioned above aiming to run independently later on. 


 


The latest negotiations regarding the special pool of funds have resulted in 


DKK 62.2 million being allocated to projects in the youth area in the years 


2013 to 2016. In the period 2010-2013 the same area received DKK 126 


million from this pool of funds, however, as the size of the pool depends 


on the wage development in the country, this is not an indication that the 


area is given a lower priority; instead this is a consequence of the financial 


crisis. DKK 62.2 million for 2013 to 2016 is distributed as follows: 


– For the years 2013-2016, DKK 43.0 million is assigned to the 


continuation of a task force which supports challenged young people, 


young from environments unaccustomed to education and ethnic 


minority youth to commence and complete a vocational education. 


– In 2013, DKK 1.8 million and in 2014, DKK 1.4 million is assigned to a 


project whose purpose is to further qualify unemployed young people 


and working young people so that they may be able to meet the 


demands of a modern labour market. 


– In the years 2013 to 2016, DKK 2.0 million per year is assigned to 


experimental schemes to further develop targeted policies to secure 


better possibilities for special needs young people to complete or 


participate in education and employment activities (please refer to 


section 5.1)19. 


The youth work that is performed by voluntary organisations and NGOs are primarily 


funded with funds from football pools and lottery. Last year the funds given to the 


organisations (not only for youth work) were 1.6 billion Danish kroner (app. 214.5 


million euro)20. Every year, The Danish Youth Council (Dansk Ungdoms Fællesråd) 


distributes more than DKK 100 million from the pool – in three categories: Subsidies 


related to day-to-day operations, to investments and the Initiative Support 


("InitiativStøtten"). According to the lottery and football pool legislation, the Council 


receives 8.02 percent of the surplus generated by lottery funds and other such games, 


offered by the Danish lottery games (Danske Lotteri Spil A/S)21. According to 


legislation, DUF is obliged to spend the resources on “youth purposes”. In practice, 


DUF distributes the majority of the resources to national children’s and youth 


organisations while a smaller share goes to DUF’s central activities and administration. 


■ In November 2012 the Danish government came to an agreement 


regarding a special programme to help the many young people outside the 


work force - called "The Youth Package". Through the years there have 


been a number of youth packages of this kind. The newest contains 8 


initiatives for a total amount of 645 million Danish kroner (App. 86.5 


million Euro). Four of the initiatives of DKK 264 million are to help young 


people without education, while the last four initiatives are to help newly 


educated young people to achieve employment22.  


■ The InitiativeSupport ("InitiativStøtten") gives subsidies to projects for and 


with children and young people. Every year the InitiativeSupport 


distributes approximately DKK 3 million to more than 100 exiting and 


                                           
19 Minestry of Children and Education (2012), 62 millioner kroner til udsatte børn og unge I 
skolen, 26.10.12 
20 Source: www.tipsmidler.dk 
21 Source: Månsson, Kåre ed. (2011): Årsberetning 2011 - Dansk Ungdoms Fællesråd, 2011. 
22 Source: Web page of the Ministry of Employment: http://bm.dk 



http://www.uvm.dk/Aktuelt/~/UVM-DK/Content/News/Aktuelt/2012/Okt/121026-62-millioner-kroner-til-udsatte-boern-og-unge-i-skoler

http://www.uvm.dk/Aktuelt/~/UVM-DK/Content/News/Aktuelt/2012/Okt/121026-62-millioner-kroner-til-udsatte-boern-og-unge-i-skoler

file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/DEKR/My%20Documents/Working%20with%20young%20people/www.tipsmidler.dk

http://duf.dk/uploads/tx_tcshop/LR_beretning_2011_final.pdf

http://bm.dk/
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experimenting projects. There are no firm limits to the size of the subsidy, 


but typically the grant amounts to DKK 10-30,000 and only a few projects 


receive more than DKK 50,000 in support. The InitiativeSupport is a pool 


financed by the state football pools. In 2011, DKK 1,710,154 was 


distributed as support23. 


■ One of the important policies that act as a key driver in further 


development of youth work is the goal that 95% of all young people have 


finished a vocational education by 2015. This policy instigates and 


supports numerous projects in regards to youth work that can help 


achieving this goal. In the effective Act of Guidance (governing the Youth 


Guidance centres) there is a specific chapter that under certain conditions 


allows derogation from certain paragraphs for the purpose of development 


of youth guidance. This allows the municipalities the freedom of working 


with the development of methods locally.  


■ We Need All Youngsters ("Brug for alle Unge") and the Caravan of Holding 


On ("Fastholdelseskaravanen") are both programmes under the Ministry of 


Children and Education. The two programmes have different focus but 


cooperate closely regarding the development of tools and regarding the 


sharing of knowledge about good practice. The purpose of We Need All 


Youngsters is to contribute to all young people having equal opportunities 


to commence an education and get a job, regardless of ethnic background. 


Specifically, the programme attempts to get more young people to begin 


and complete a youth education. The Caravan of Holding On is focused on 


encouraging more young people, especially ethnic minorities, to begin and 


complete a vocational education. The tools and methods are mainly 


focused on professionals and volunteers who work with the young people 


in their daily lives. The purpose is to qualify the professionals and the 


volunteers in their work. This programme comprises development of new 


courses, preparation of cooperation strategies, implementing school work 


cafés, giving knowledge sharing seminars and role model presentations 


and much more.  


The Caravan of Holding On receives DKK 43 million from the special pool funds over 


the next 4 years, and these funds are the only source of financing. 


■ One of the programmes that work to develop youth work in the third 


sector is "Projekt Frivillig" (Project Volunteer). Three ministries cooperate 


about this project which was implemented in 2010: the Ministry of Culture, 


The Ministry of Social Affairs and Integration and the Ministry of Children 


and Education. The initiative is aiming at fostering a culture of voluntary 


youth work to be accepted in general by the Danish population and thus 


engaging more people in active citizenship. The project has its own 


secretariat financed by the state budget and coordinates activities with 


schools, educational institutions, guidance centres, pupil’s organisations, 


NGOs, etc.24. The project stems from a European study of voluntariness 


which showed that 71% of the young people who were not volunteers 


replied that the reason for this was that nobody had asked them25. Project 


Volunteer has a state financed budget of DKK 2.5 million per year. 


                                           
23 Source: Found on the web page of DUF: Bevillinger fra DUFs Initiativstøtte 2011 
24 Ministry of Children and Education (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU 
Youth Strategy 2010-2012 
25 Source: Interview with representative of "Projekt Frivillig" 



http://duf.dk/uploads/tx_templavoila/NOT_2012-01-01_IS-bevillinger_2011_til_hjemmesiden.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/denmark.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/denmark.pdf
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■ In 2011 a special three-year Network pilot project saw the day of light. 


The project focuses on how to develop offers targeted towards young 


people about participation in art and culture on a local level.26  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth 


workers 
No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / 


occupation 
No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for 


youth workers 
Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth 
workers 


At youth clubs: Pedagogues. 
At Youth Guidance Centres: Teachers 


with a formal education in guidance. 


In Job Centres and Social Services 
Department: Social workers 


Number of youth workers  1100 youth counsellors, estimate of 
over 100,000 volunteers 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increased in third sector, but no 
single trend in public sector due to the 


complexity of the occupation. 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There is no dedicated qualification for youth workers covering all types of youth work. 


There is only one single criterion that applies to everyone - both public workers and 


volunteers - in contact with children and young people under the age of 15: They 


cannot have any previous convictions of sexual offence. 


The implementation of public sector youth work performed by Job Centres, social 


services departments and youth clubs is the responsibility of the municipalities who 


specify the qualification requirements for the youth workers they employ.  


For the counsellors in the youth guidance centres however, the legislation governing 


the work specifies minimum qualifications in the form of a specific guidance education. 


As a result of the Act on Guidance from 2004, a new training programme emerged to 


ensure that the qualifications and competencies of councillors were adequate.27 There 


are two types of programmes. One of 90 ETC ("Dimplomuddannelse i uddannelses- og 


erhvervsvejledning") and one of 60 ETC ("Professionsbacheloruddannelse I offentlig 


administration med special i uddannelse og erhvervsvejledning") both require a 


previous bachelor in teaching, social work, nursing etc. In Denmark this is called a 


medium length education.28 


Many youth workers are social workers and pedagogues both of which are broad 


generalist educations and which are both qualified to further educational programmes 


                                           
26 Ministry of Children and Education (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU 


Youth Strategy 2010-2012 
27 Youth Partnership, Factsheet on employment in Denmark 
28 Interview with representative of the Youth Guidance Centres 



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/denmark.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/denmark.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Employment/Denmark.pdf
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and thus specialising in youth work. Up until 1997 there was a specific education to 


become a worker at a youth club (a 3 year programme) and some workers at the 


youth clubs have this educational background. After 1997 the specific youth worker 


education only exists as a way of specialising after completing the more general 


education in pedagogy.  


The Danish organisation of Youth Clubs, which is an umbrella organisation for the 


various types of youth clubs, has insight into the actual challenges of the youth culture 


of today – and many years’ experience in offering relevant and tailored competency 


development for both leaders and employees in the youth area. It has a number of 


offers for competency development for all people who work professionally or 


voluntarily with older children and young people in the clubs. There are offers 


targeting leaders in the youth area, seminars and short courses for the employees 


who are not pedagogically educated, presentations and project days about youth 


democracy and youth involvement and much more.  


There are no minimum training / qualification standards for volunteer youth workers.  


The Church of Denmark trains around 100 social workers (‘deaconesses’) each year 


who carry out some work with young people, but mostly work with vulnerable 


members of society. 


The SSP-cooperation (please see section 1.3) offers education to youth workers at 


youth clubs on influencing the mind-set of young people on subjects like substance 


abuse, handling of fireworks etc. 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


There is no simple answer to whether the role of a youth worker is a recognised, 


professional occupation in Denmark. If strictly speaking about the counsellors in youth 


centres, then yes. It is however fairly new in Denmark that youth counsellors carry 


out these activities as their sole occupation. Until the passing of the Act on Guidance 


in 2004, counsellors were only counselling part time, working as teachers alongside, 


and as mentioned in the previous section, there was no minimum level of education to 


be a counsellor. Now youth counsellors work with youth counselling full time and there 


is a qualification they must achieve to do so. However as one interviewee points out, it 


takes time to build a strong profile of a profession. 


The professions of both pedagogues and social workers are highly recognised and 


have been a profession in its own right for many years (Pedagogue more than 100 


years and in its present form since 1992 and social workers since 1973.  


Both pedagogues and social workers working in public administration carry out other 


types of work than youth work. In social services, most social workers also work with 


younger children. In job centres, after the implementation of youth packages, in 


several places the work is now organised in such a way so that a number of the 


employees only work with young people in the age group 18-30 years, as the law has 


special stipulations for this particular age group. However, not all job centres are 


organised this way and in some places the employees are thus working with citizens 


aged 18-65. However, this group is not referred to as youth workers, but rather as 


social workers or case workers. In the same way, it is most obvious to refer to youth 


workers in youth clubs as pedagogues. Social workers and pedagogues have their own 


union and agreement, which one interviewee points out is an important driver to 


ensure development though research on the fields they cover. 
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4.3 Youth worker population  


As explained above, public youth work is delivered by many different authorities and 


sometimes the work is delivered by professionals who do not work with young people 


exclusively. Based on this, it is not possible to accurately estimate of how many 


people deliver youth work in the public sector in Denmark. On the one hand, the 


public sector has been reduced in later years, which may comprise positions in the 


public administration within youth work. On the other side, the share of young people 


in Denmark has risen and therefore also the proportion of young people who require 


assistance in the public sector. 


There are 1,100 youth counsellors in Danish Youth Guidance Centres29. Although the 


Youth Guidance Centres emerged as a result of the 2004 Act on Guidance, the Act in 


some ways caused a decrease in the number of youth counsellors, because youth 


counselling no longer was a profession performed alongside teaching, but became a 


full time occupation30. In other ways there was a need to upgrade the total hours 


spend on counselling, because the age group targeted changed from those aged up to 


18 to those up to 25 years old31. Since then some functions have passed from the 


Youth Guidance Centres to schools themselves, where special counsellors are 


appointed among the technical college teachers to retain young people in the schools. 


Based on this, it is difficult to pinpoint an answer regarding the development in the 


number of youth workers within this sector. 


The representatives of DUF are not able to estimate the number of paid staff at youth 


NGOs but estimate that Danish youth NGOs engage in the region of 100,000 


volunteers each year to deliver a range of services and activities for young people. 


There are around 70 active youth organisations in Denmark, involving around 600,000 


young people each year32. A survey performed in 2004 showed that 32% of the 16 - 


29 year olds were involved in voluntary work33, and the interviewees tell us that there 


has been a rapid increase in recent years34. 


The Church of Denmark employs a relatively small number of their own ‘social 


workers’ (‘deaconesses’) who carry out some work with young people. Around 100 


such workers are trained each year, but most of them work with other, vulnerable 


members of the society (i.e. homeless people, people with substance abuse problems, 


etc.). 


It has not been possible to estimate how many employees there are in total in the 


Danish Youth Clubs.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


The majority of ‘youth workers’ involved in the running of municipal youth clubs, are 


professionals who have obtained a degree in pedagogy. Some are specialised in youth 


pedagogy. 


Typically a youth club has a core of youth workers educated in pedagogy - which on 


an hourly basis is supplemented by people with a specific skill or trade which is of 


interest to the young users of the club, for example a skater or a rapper. Sometimes 


                                           
29 Source: Representatives of Youth Guidance Centres. 
30 Source: Estimated by representative of Youth Guidance Centres 
31 Source: Estimated by representative of Youth Guidance Centres 
32 Source: Interview with representative of DUF,  
33 Boje, T., T. Fridberg & B. Ibsen, eds. (2006) Den Frivillige Sektor i Danmark - Omfang og 
Betydning, Socialforskningsinstituttet. 
34 Source: Interview with representative of Denmark Red Cross Youth 



http://www.sfi.dk/Default.aspx?ID=4681&Action=1&NewsId=100&PID=9267

http://www.sfi.dk/Default.aspx?ID=4681&Action=1&NewsId=100&PID=9267
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this is a way for a person with a different background to enter youth work as specific 


personal skills to handle certain groups of young people can be of high value.  


In the Social Services Department and in the Job Centres youth workers are mostly 


trained social workers. Working with children and young people is part of their basic 


training. Some workers are university graduated with no special training in working 


with young people as such. There can be big regional differences as to how the 


municipalities recruit for youth work related functions, as areas with scattered 


populations can have difficulty recruiting personnel with specific qualifications in youth 


work or social work. 


As explained above, most youth NGOs are run solely or almost solely by volunteers. 


Some youth NGOs do employ staff but they are rarely youth workers or individuals 


involved in the delivery of youth work. Instead, most of them are administrators and 


other professionals hired to run the NGO from an administrative, strategic or financial 


perspective. Most of the individuals who work directly with young people are 


volunteers or are paid to work a part-time / sessional basis.  


Many of the volunteers are young people themselves, while others are professionals 


volunteering in their free time and they also include many pensioners. Interviewees 


feel there is a clear tendency when it comes to the profile of young people themselves 


doing voluntary work. Most young volunteers come from an upper secondary school or 


from university. They are young people with many resources that typically come from 


homes where their parents have a history of voluntary work. These young people are 


typically very aware of the fact that voluntary work adds to their qualifications.   


As previously mentioned, the 2004 Act on Guidance has had a major impact on the 


profile of youth workers involved in youth counselling under the youth guidance 


centres. Now all the counsellors are trained professionals in youth counselling and only 


very few still have teaching duties as well. 


It is also a challenge that a profession like youth counsellor is a profession in between 


other professions, thus lacking career opportunities. 


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


Career counselling activities in the educational system and information about 


educational and vocational matters are closely connected, as well as given high 


priority in Denmark. The 2004 Act on Guidance sets out the regulatory framework for 


the provision of guidance in education. The Act on Guidance and the Youth Guidance 


Centres that followed (please refer to section 1.3)  have been mentioned numerous 


times throughout this report indicating the important influence this act has in the field 


of youth work. The aim of the 2004 Act is to make it easier for young people – both 


within the educational system and those who may have left education and training – 


to make appropriate decisions regarding education and training and employment.35 


The municipalities have an obligation to contact young people under the age of 25 


through the Youth Guidance Centres, if they have dropped out of mainstream 


education before finishing a formal youth education - even if in employment. Up until 


2008 the centres were only required to track young people up to the age of 19 years. 


The age limit was raised because of the set goal of the Danish Government that 95 % 


of the youth population should have a formal youth education by 2015, and 50% to 


                                           
35 Haarder, H. (2011), Danish Youth Policy, Forum 21 [Policy] 



http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/YP_strategies/Policy/Danish_youth_policy_Forum21.pdf
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complete a higher education programme. Right now, about 95 % actually start in a 


youth education programme, but many drop out and 16-20% never finish36. Although 


this tracking provision had been in place for some time for young people up to 19 


years of age, they were not stringently enforced until the 2004 Act on Guidance. The 


frequency of contacts was also extended from twice a year to a limitless number of 


contacts or until the young person decides they no longer want to be contacted.37 


The activities of these youth guidance centres are often performed in school during 


normal school hours and in cooperation with the teachers. The Youth Guidance 


Centres also help teachers arrange visits to local companies and have several types of 


activities that introduce young people to the different education programmes that 


come after school. 


Guidance is especially targeted at young people with particular needs, including early 


school leavers. Guidance counsellors are employed by Youth Guidance Centres but are 


often located in schools. The focus of the centres is on all early school leavers and 


young people with special needs or young people who have a lot of unexplained 


absences from school, are attaining poor marks in school, have poor social 


backgrounds or are engaging in antisocial activities, such as taking drugs are 


targeted38.  


The changes made to Act of Guidance39  in 2010 specifies, that the youth counsellors 


must assess if a young person between 15 and 17 is ready to progress in the 


educational system after compulsory education, or if the young person needs to go 


through preparatory measures first. Young people aged 18-25 years who receive cash 


benefits and are evaluated to be ready for a youth education programme, can be 


sanctioned economically if they choose not to enter en educational programme. The 


Youth Guidance Centres can also sanction the parents of youngsters aged 15-17 


years, if the youngster chooses not to go to school or otherwise cooperate to get on 


with his/her training. 


Production schools in Denmark support young people, who have not completed 


mainstream education to improve their chances on the labour market. Guidance and 


special counselling is a key component of production schools, which allow young 


people to develop individual education plans and set goals for their development. 


There is close collaboration with school counsellors to ensure that the right young 


people are placed in these schools40. 


■ In 2007 the Danish Government addressed the need for formal education 


for young people with special needs (both physical, mental and 


psychological) with the passing of a law of a special needs youth 


education. Young people (up to the age of 25) incapable of attending other 


kinds of youth education now received rights to enter a 3 year training 


programme constructed to fit the individual's particular needs and 


interests. The purpose of the training is to give the youngster personal, 


social and literacy skills to enter an independent and active adult life - in 


the work force, in the spare time and in the family. The Youth Guidance 


Centres are responsible for making an education plan for the youngster 


and a formal application to the municipality who finances the programme. 


The special needs education is in many ways a merger between youth 


work and formal education, targeted at a group that would normally fall 


                                           
36 Videnscentre om fastholdelse og frafald (2011), HOLD FAST - Slutrapport over 19 
fastholdelses projekter på gymnasiale uddannelser, CEFU - Centre for Ungdomsforskning. 
37 Cedefop (2009), Guiding at risk youth through learning to work: Lessons from across Europe 
38 Cedefop (2009), Guiding at risk youth through learning to work: Lessons from across Europe 
39 Vejledningsloven: https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=132544 
40 Cedefop (2009), Guiding at risk youth through learning to work: Lessons from across Europe 



http://www.cefu.dk/media/228289/36-25-1%20voff%20samlet%20rapport%20a4%2080s%20dec%202011.pdf

http://www.cefu.dk/media/228289/36-25-1%20voff%20samlet%20rapport%20a4%2080s%20dec%202011.pdf
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out of the formal educational system. About 1 % of young people receive 


their youth education by finishing such a programme.41 


Both the youth clubs driven by the municipality and the NGO driven youth clubs are 


major providers of non-formal learning. The youth clubs are organised around 


activities, workshops and solidarity offering learning opportunities. The learning 


opportunities arise both between grown-ups and young people, and between young 


people. The clubs offer a wide range of activities of interest to their users in 


everything from photography to acting, cosmetics, rapping, etc. To frequent a club 


and to participate in its different activities is something the young people do of their 


own free will and therefore the participation comes from personal motivation. The 


non-formal learning achieved from the activities also includes social skills like 


cooperation and bringing the differences of individual to use.  


Both among the NGOs and in the voluntary organisation activities there are a number 


of examples that young volunteers are offered an upgrading of qualifications which 


support the voluntary work delivered. One typical example is the coach or other leader 


education. Furthermore, a great number of activities delivered by voluntary 


organisations are related to supporting the learning which takes place in the 


educational system. For instance, The Danish Red Cross Youth sees it as a core service 


to offer alternative learning platforms for young people. This mainly takes place 


through homework cafes in socially marginalised residential areas where the largest 


concentration of children and young people are found, who for psychosocial or 


language related reasons cannot get help with their homework from their parents. 


Another core area is the mentor programmes where young people are assigned a 


mentor who will follow them and support them both in relation to education and other 


parts of their lives. 


■ In cooperation with The Capital Region of Denmark, the Confederation of 


Danish Employers has carried out a senior project where seniors have 


acted as mentors for young people at the technical colleges. The seniors 


have not been assigned to the students individually; they have instead 


been attached to the various workshops at the colleges. Here they have 


acted as extra support for the students during training, however, also 


carrying out individual talks with the students when required. Both 


seniors, students and the college have profited from this project. The 


seniors, because they have had an opportunity to once again make use of 


their professional competencies in connection with the training in 


workshops, and because, they have felt, that they made a difference; the 


student, because they have received extra support; and for the college, 


because the arrangement has contributed to reducing the drop-out rate42. 


It is not as such possible to validate the competency the young people obtain 


via youth work, even though attempts have been made. Several methods are 


being discussed. It has been stated that the diploma should show that you 


have participated in voluntary work; however, the opponents to this view find 


that this will make voluntary work less voluntary and instead turn it into a 


form of pressure for young people, or to something you do, because you have 


to. 


■ In Project Voluntary the aim is to increase young people’s participation in 


voluntary work. The project is aware that it has to be attractive for the 


young people with regard to future occupation possibilities to be able to 


document that they have delivered voluntary work. The young who have 


                                           
41 Henriksen, T.H. (2012), Profilmodel 2010 på kommuner – fremskrivning af en 
ungdomsårgangs uddannelsesniveau, UNI•C Statistik & Analyse, 2012 
42 Source: Representative from Youth Guidance Centre Copenhagen. 



http://www.projektfrivillig.dk/Webnodes/da/Web/PF/Forside

http://www.uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Tvaergaaende-statistik/Andel-af-en-aargang-der-forventes-at-faa-en-uddannelse/~/media/UVM/Filer/Stat/PDF12/120918%20Profilmodel%202010%20kommuner.ashx

http://www.uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Tvaergaaende-statistik/Andel-af-en-aargang-der-forventes-at-faa-en-uddannelse/~/media/UVM/Filer/Stat/PDF12/120918%20Profilmodel%202010%20kommuner.ashx
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participated in voluntary work through the project thus receive a 


certificate of participation with the logo of the involved ministries printed 


on it (the Ministry for Children and Education, the Ministry of Social Affairs 


and Integration and the Ministry of Culture). 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Denmark has a widespread culture of forming clubs and associations, which 


contributes to the development of skills in young people they can put to use later 


when entering the work force. The child who starts soccer practice may later volunteer 


to train younger players and gain considerable experience being in charge.  Several of 


the sports club associations and NGOs offer educational programmes that prepare 


young people to have a leading role in a given activity. 


It is characteristic for Danish young people that they, to a great extent, have a part-


time job at a very young age. Moreover, Denmark - like Germany, France and Austria 


- has an old fashioned system of apprentices: 40 % of each generation of young 


people receive a youth education through traineeships and a diploma from this type of 


education is the most common background for new Danish entrepreneurs43. Given this 


background it can be concluded that the Danish political strategy on supporting young 


people obtaining a youth education (thus also vocational training) indirectly supports 


entrepreneurship in young people.  


Our interviewee youth worker at a youth club tells us how their newest human 


resource is a person who helps the young people getting part-time jobs thus helping 


them attain work place experience. Aside from wanting to make money the young 


people themselves see part-time jobs as an important way to learn new things44. The 


youth work that helps young people getting part-time jobs is therefore of great 


importance in the creation of non-formal leaning opportunities. 


■ This type of work is also performed by voluntary organisations such as 


FISKEN in Copenhagen. Fisken is a youth club (13-19 year-olds) based on 


voluntary work. As part of the activities in the club, the club runs an 


employment agency for young people who want to find spare time 


employment. FISKEN has helped more than 200 young people getting a 


spare time job45. 


Young people in upper secondary schools are very aware of the fact that meaningful 


part-time employment is important to have on their CV and thus important in terms of 


positioning themselves for future employment. Because of this students in upper 


secondary schools are very active in offering to work on voluntary basis.  


The interviewees agree that Danish youth work plays a very small role in promoting 


entrepreneurship in young people. This is a logical consequence of the focus on 


motivating to stay in the educational system and become as well educated as possible. 


There are however examples like the following.  


■ Another example is "Leader for a day" (Young Enterprise Denmark) where 


a number of young people are offered a 10 day high profile course on 


leadership after wich they arrange and lead a volleyball tournament for 


children in the younger classes. This event is very popular because the 


                                           
43Source: Interview with researcher 
44 LO-dokumentation (2011), Tema: unge og fritidsjob, LO, København, Landsorganisationen i 
Danmark, 2011. 
45 Source: Web page of FISKEN: http://www.fisken.org 



http://www.lo.dk/Nyheder/Nyhedsarkiv/2011/06/~/media/Publikationer/Publikations%20filer/LOdokumentation/2119_LOdok_2_2011_fritidsjob.ashx

http://www.fisken.org/
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youngsters receive new knowledge and qualification they could not get 


elsewhere46. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


The Danish culture of forming clubs and associations is very visible in the field of 


sports. 


As one of Denmark’s three national sports associations, Danish Gymnastics and Sports 


Associations (DGI) is an important cultural factor. DGI numbers around 5,000 local 


associations or clubs - from the very small one-sport club of say a dozen members to 


the very large clubs of the big cities. Each local association is a member of one of 16 


regional associations which together form DGI nation-wide47. An appraisal from DGI 


shows that in 2011, 294,915 young people aged 13 to 24 were members of a club 


under DGI alone48. Half of the 16 to 20-year olds are moderately or very physically 


active - i.e. exercise competitively or exercise based physical training at least four 


times a week49. 


The fact that many young people choose to spend their spare time exercising, means 


that the youth work done in this sector has a very positive effect on the health and 


well-being of many young people in Denmark.  


In addition the NGO's work on ensuring that physical activity is accessible to young 


people who find it difficult to participate in ordinary club activities. As an example one 


can mention activities that target young boys with behavioural problems that are 


offered to take part in adventure based activities. 


In the voluntary associations and NGOs you can also find offers of activities for 


emotionally vulnerable young people. For example Internet-based platforms such as 


chat and telephone services, where young people can get advice from another young 


person, who is ready to listen to them. It gives a different starting point for the advice 


that there is another young person at the other end of the line. There are also 


activities evolving around healthy nutrition, or other aspects of health. Common for 


these activities in the third sector is that it is possible to create a different approach to 


working with young people, because the young people can meet other young people at 


eye level. 


■ "The Sexualists (Sexualisterne)" are young people from all over the 


country who go out and talk to young people about sexuality. They render 


information on sex, contraception, diseases etc. while using their own 


experiences - for better or worse - in the dialogue. The young people who 


are involved with the work go through a training programme to become 


"sexualists". "The Sexualists" was formed in 1989 and has over the years 


developed a method to make an open dialogue between young people. 


They have developed a new concept in which they offer dialogue from 


young to younger, where emphasis is put on the budding sexuality, the 


uncertainty, harassment and taking care of one selves. The "Sexualists" 


are not teachers but speak at eye level with other young people. The 


initiative lies under the Youth Clubs Joint Association ("Ungdomsringen")50. 


Other activities evolve around drugs and alcohol.  


■ Netstof.dk is a nationwide project funded by The National Board of Health 


and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen). The webpage is developed and driven by 


                                           
46 Source: Interview with representative from "Projekt Frivillig" 
47 Source: Web page of DGI: http://www.dgi.dk/English.aspx 
48 Source: Web page of DGI: http://www.dgi.dk/OmDGI/Fakta%20og%20tal/medlemstal.aspx 
49 Ekholm, O (2012), National Sundhedsprofil Unge, Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2011. 
50 See: http://www.ungdomsringen.dk/Sexualisterne-3294.aspx 



http://www.netstof.dk/

http://www.dgi.dk/English.aspx

http://www.dgi.dk/OmDGI/Fakta%20og%20tal/medlemstal.aspx

http://www.sst.dk/publ/Publ2011/SURA/Sundhedsprofiler/NationalSHPUnge.pdf
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Centre for Digital Youth Care and Slagelse Substance Abuse Centre. Young 


people who are curious about what impact drugs can have on their lives 


can seek the advice that fits them best on netstof.dk. The advice given on 


the website is given open-mindedly, constructively and completely 


anonymously though a 1 to 1 chat room and via e-mail. 


5.4 Participation  


One of the main aims of the Danish Youth Council (DUF) is to inform young people of 


democratic processes and the Danish political system. Thus a series of activities have 


been undertaken to increase the participation of young people in political life. For 


example in 2004 the DUF organised a 24 hour National Youth Convention of 60 young 


people between the ages of 16 and 21. The activities at the convention included 


debates and workshops to increase the knowledge and interest in the Danish political 


system among young people. Furthermore the DUF has organised information 


campaigns regarding the European Union and European Parliament aimed at young 


people.  


There is political attention to the fact that young people's political participation seems 


to be waning. In the latest municipal election, less than half of Danish young people 


under the age of 30 years voted and only a small number of young people were voted 


into the City Councils. 


"Although young people are interested in politics as never before, there are not 


enough young people who want to enter a political party and run for an election. 


Young people engage like never before in associations, volunteer and love to debate. 


They "like" on Facebook and re-tweet on Twitter – but the interest for representative 


democracy is declining".51  


Thus, there is reason to believe that there is a need for action to strengthen youth 


participation in municipal elections. One interviewee tells us that it is very important 


for young people to feel that they make a difference. Therefore many politically 


committed young people choose to engage in a NGO instead of in a political youth 


organisation. In the work of the NGO it is much more apparent that you make a 


difference right away. 


In Denmark it is said that whenever three people get together to share a common 


interest, they immediately form an association! This might not be perfectly true, but it 


is incontestable that the forming of associations has been one of the most 


fundamental characteristics of the Danish people, historically as well as today. The 


right to form associations is even embodied in the Danish constitution which dates 


back to 1849.52 


In schools, pupils have a legislated right to establish Student Councils to represent 


their opinions and ensure that the pupils' interests are taken into consideration in the 


decision making. In this way the Student Councils also helps strengthen the 


democratic mind set of young people. The Government has drawn up a framework for 


transferring this to a bigger scale: 


■ The Danish government has established a Youth Parliament. In this forum, 


children and young people from schools all over the country are offered 


the opportunity to influence political decisions. Students write bills on 


cases they think should be changed and are on that background selected 


to participate in the Youth Parliament Day in the Danish Parliament. On 


this day 178 students from eight and ninth form from Denmark, Greenland 


                                           
51 Tuborg, Mette (2012), Unge skal (be)stemme meget mere, Published on the homepage of 
Local Government Denmark (kl.dk), 09.10.2012 
52 Source: Web page of DGI: http://www.dgi.dk/English.aspx 



http://www.kl.dk/Kommunalpolitik1/Unge-skal-bestemme-meget-mere-id111790/?n=0&section=58452
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and Faroe Island discuss and vote on their own bills. Selected ministers 


and Members of Parliament participate during the day as well as a course 


leading to the event. At the end of the day the bills are presented to the 


Minister of Children and Education53. 


■ This type of work also happens on municipal basis. In municipality of 


Fredericia for example children and young people have a voice when it 


comes to youth politics. The Youth City Council has 21 members between 


11 and 17 years of age. The Youth Council makes proposals and act as 


sparring partner and is heard by the "grown up" Council. There are around 


70 youth councils in Denmark. 


5.5 Voluntary Activities/volunteering 


In recent years Denmark has experienced a general increase in the number of people 


who wish to volunteer. Especially NGO's with many young volunteers have had an 


increase in the number of applications. A survey from 2010 reports of en increase of 


young people who wish to volunteer of 60 % over at period of three years54.  


Young people who in their childhood have participated in activities involving volunteers 


often return the favor by becoming volunteers themselves. The increase in young 


volunteers may be the result of young people wanting to make a difference, but also 


the need to strengthen their CV though voluntary work in times of increasing youth 


unemployment. Several interviewees state that they are under the impression that 


young people are getting more and more involved and that recruitment of young 


volunteers is easy. This being said it is noted, that it is easier to recruit volunteers 


from upper secondary schools than from vocational training centres. The student at 


vocational training centres are not actively seeking to become volunteers in the same 


way students in upper secondary schools do55. 


■ Project Volunteer has been mentioned and described several places in this 


report and it is only fair to mention the project as a good example of a 


project that increased the possibilities for young people to participate in 


voluntary work. Besides secretarial staff the project consists of seven 


regional consultants and 241 "Volunteer Guides" who are employees at 


youth education institutions throughout the country. The primary task of 


the seven consultants is to inform and assist local organisations about the 


possibilities of utilising the services of Project Volunteer. They also assist 


in the making of job listings of voluntary jobs for the project job data 


base. At the schools it is the job of the "Volunteer Guides" to pass around 


materials about volunteering and every now and then to inform about the 


possibilities to become volunteers. The matching of a young person with a 


specific voluntary job happens through the job data base. The volunteer 


jobs are of a minimum of 20 hours after which the volunteers receive a 


volunteer diploma with the logo of the involved ministries56. The diploma 


serves as documentation for the participation in voluntary work. According 


to the latest evaluation of the project the project has resulted in a 48 % 


increase in the number of young people involved with voluntary work, 


when counting young people who have not previously been involved in 


voluntary work57. 


                                           
53 Web site: http://www.ft.dk/Ungdomsparlament.aspx 
54 Billekop, Sofie (2010), Undersøgelse af frivillige sociale foreninger, Frivilligrådet 2010. 
55 Source: Interview with representative from Project Volunteer 
56 Kulturministeriet, Social- og Integrationsministeriet og Ministeriet for Børn og Undervisning. 
57 Hjære, M. (2012) 



http://www.projektfrivillig.dk/Webnodes/da/Web/PF/Forside

http://www.frivilligraadet.dk/sites/default/files/attachments/Frivillige%20sociale%20foreninger%20FINAL.pdf
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5.6 Social inclusion 


Youth work is particularly important in the field of reducing social exclusion among 


young people: much of the work from NGOs and voluntary organisations fall into this 


category. A number of our interviewees inform us that many young people feel lonely 


and that attention therefore is given to developing activities to counteract this. 


Both the municipally driven youth clubs and the youth clubs of the third sector offer 


togetherness with other young people in an inclusive environment. In addition, drop-in 


centres and clubs have an integration aspect as young people with different 


backgrounds are given a setting where they can form a community with each other. 


■ In the City of Slagelse the municipality runs a project in cooperation with 


The Danish Youth Red Cross called "Fritidsguiderne" (Leisure Activity 


Guides). The goal of the project is to create active spare time for all 


children and young people from the age of 6-18 years. The Leisure Activity 


Guides visit families and offer them information of available leisure time 


activities in the Municipality of Slagelse and what benefit it has to children 


and young people to be active in their spare time. In cooperation with the 


child or young person the Leisure Activity Guides help to find and start a 


leisure time activity58. The project is targeted towards children in refugee 


and immigration families who are not familiar with the Danish culture of 


voluntary organisations, and in addition, the project may have contact 


with children in socially marginalised families where the parents do not 


have the necessary resources to support their children’s participation in 


leisure time activities. Activities similar to the one in Slagelse can be found 


in several places in Denmark, and in some municipalities the guides are 


also able to make sure that the necessary equipment is purchased (soccer 


boots, etc.) before the activity is started. 


■ The Valve  ("Ventilen!") is a voluntary organisation which runs meeting 


places for quiet and lonely young people between 15 and 25 years of age 


as well as other activities aimed at lonely young people. The young in this 


target group are not necessarily socially marginalised or vulnerable, but 


may for example be university students. A lot of young have to leave their 


social network in their home town when they begin their further education. 


Every 10th university student in Denmark states that he/she is lonely. 


 


5.7 Youth and the world 


In Denmark, a great number of young people who seek to be part of a programme 


abroad come from a background where they have been involved in voluntary social 


work at home59. The Danish Red Cross Youth runs various programmes of this type. 


Below you will find a description of one of them:  


■ The Danish Red Cross Youth runs several programmes abroad where 


young people travel to be volunteers in social work. E.g. in Uganda where 


the programme attempts to improve the prospects for the future for the 


young of Uganda. Young Danes teach young Ugandans to create activities 


which may provide them with an income. At the same time they teach Life 


Planning Skills which help the young people handle their challenges around 


sexuality, health and family planning. Danish Red Cross Youth is also in 


charge of exchange of volunteers in cooperation between Uganda Red 


                                           
58 See: www.urk.dk 
59 Source: Representative from Danish Red Cross Youth 



http://www.ventilen.dk/

http://www.urk.dk/
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Cross and Danish Red Cross Youth. This way the capacity of the volunteers 


in Uganda Red Cross is strengthened. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


In Danish youth clubs many activities are creative in their nature. One interviewee 


gives an example of summer camps with a specific theme which forms the basis of 


various creative activities. The goal is not necessarily to develop the artistic skills of 


the young, but to create an activity which develops the community. 


■ Many municipal youth clubs arrange cultural activities and events for 


young people. As an example, the Ishoej Youth Club hosts annual cultural 


festivals for young people aged between 13 and 17. These festivals are an 


opportunity for young people to learn about different cultures; volunteers 


from around the world arrange activities for young people from Ishoej to 


participate in. The Youth Club has many facilities, including a music studio, 


filming equipment, a stage and a dance hall, thus the activities arranged 


are creative and practical. The activities typically include music, dance, 


cooking, painting, sewing and film making for example.60   


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Traditionally Danish youth work has been very universal in nature: it has always 


aimed to benefit all young people, rather than just specific groups. In recent years 


there has been a growing tendency to invest more in targeted activities, especially in 


youth work to (re)integrate marginalised groups in mainstream education, training 


and employment. Migrant youth has been one of the main target groups.  


As part of the Government strategy to have 95 % of young people finish a youth 


education programme by 2015, the Youth Counselling Centres target young people 


from the age of 13 to 25 up until the point where they finish vocational training. As a 


result of the "Youth Packages" there is an intense focus on students at risk of dropping 


out of youth education or those who have already dropped out without engaging in 


new educational activity.  


The youth clubs run by the municipalities are open to young people from 13 to 18 


years. They target all young people, but from time to time there can be a shift in focus 


on different groups depending on local political influences.  


Non-disadvantaged young people receive very limited student counselling as their 


parents often act as advisors for these young. This can sometimes be a problem, since 


it is difficult for parents to have a complete overview of educational programmes and 


in particular because there is an educational hierarchy in Denmark which influencing 


the counselling given by parents. Upper Secondary School is often considered a 'must 


have'61. Young people who have finished a youth educational programme are also not 


                                           
60 Source: Web page of Vomunteer Action For Peace: 
http://www.vap.org.uk/europe/denmark/social-work/workcamp-2011-1.html 
61  Source: Interview with representative of Youth Guidance Centre. 
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targeted, although it happens, that they do not engage in further educational activity 


afterwards62.  


The voluntary organisations are open to everybody and the basis for each activity is 


often to create a community around a common interest. As for the voluntary work in 


the NGOs, the goal for the activities is charity work targeting socially marginalised 


groups in society. "Projekt Frivillig" targets all young people who are enrolled in a 


youth educational programme.  


Overall, it could also be said that with these developments the role of public sector 


driven youth work has grown when it comes to young people at risk of not achieving 


an educational diploma, while the role of the youth NGO sector in the delivery of youth 


work has been able to increase its activities as well due to an increase in young people 


wishing to perform voluntary work63. 


6.1.2 Reach 


There are no studies on how many young people are reached by youth work each year 


but it is estimated that around 600,000 young people take part in activities organised 


by youth NGOs. In 2012 Denmark had 852,502 young people aged 13 to 24 years64. 


The Danish Organisation of Youth Clubs ("Ungdomsringen") has approximately 


140,000 members aged 10-18 distributed in 1,040 youth clubs. As previously 


described, the clubs employ an unknown number of part-time youth workers who are 


recruited due to their specialised areas of competence within particular fields.  


The internet based youth counselling at "e-Vejledningen" makes youth counselling 


more readily available to young people. An interviewee tell us that a face-to-face 


counselling session typically lasts for one hour, but an "e-counsellor" can make 6-8 


sessions an hour. Since the beginning in January 2011 and until June 30th 2012 "e-


Vejledning" has been contacted 120.435 times and approximately 2/3 of these have 


been by young people65.  


One interviewee finds that it is problematic, that young people who have finished 


vocational training are "off the hook' when it comes to the activities of the Youth 


Guidance Centres. This means that young people with undiagnosed psychological 


problems living in families with limited educational background who for some reason 


or the other do not apply for cash benefits and do not have parents who pressure 


them to seek treatment or other help are not reached by public sector youth work. 


Another interviewee finds it problematic that the age limit to become a member of a 


youth club is 18 years. This means the 19-25 year olds are confined to entertain 


themselves elsewhere. 


As mentioned above, "Projekt Frivillig" strictly targets young people who are enrolled 


in a youth educational programme. This amounts to 250.000 young people. Our 


interviewee from Projekt Frivillig also points out that many 10th graders have lots of 


spare time to do voluntary work but they also fall out of reach of "Projekt Frivillig".  


                                           
62 Source: Interview with representative of Youth Guidance Centre 
63 Based on the information from the interviewees, that it is very easy to recruit volunteers at 
the moment. 
64 Denmark's Statistics, Statestikbanken: 
http://www.statistikbanken.dk/statbank5a/default.asp?w=1366 
65 Source: Interview with representative of e-vejledningen. 



http://www.statistikbanken.dk/statbank5a/default.asp?w=1619
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6.2 Outcomes and impact 


As described above, Danish politics has had a significant focus on making young 


people complete their education for almost a decade. There is evidence that this focus 


has been fruitful. More young people begin education, fewer drop outs and fewer 


change education, which may be due to a strengthening of the guidance policies so 


that more young people select an education which suits them66. The interviewees 


furthermore state that young people today are fully aware that it is demanded of them 


that they go through education and that the possibility of leaving the school system 


after primary school does not exist. 


Voluntary work and the voluntary organisations also contribute to this objective. 


Participation in organisations and voluntary work adds to social competency, and good 


social competency can also play a role in keeping young people in education. One 


sports sector survey carried out among young people taking part in youth work found 


that those young people who take part tend to feel less lonely and more confident 


after getting involved67. 


In relation to migrant young people, political focus on having everyone complete their 


education has led to the development of a number of new youth educational 


programmes that targets this group. Previously the drop-out rate of young people 


from an ethnic background other than Danish was more than double the drop-out rate 


of young with a Danish background, and the gap between the two groups has now 


been reduced. Statistical analyses clearly show that a significant lift of young with an 


ethnic background has taken place68. 


The politics of making all young complete an education has, by its very nature, direct 


implications for young NEETs. In the legislation, an obligation has been introduced to 


participate in education which also means that the various authorities in the area are 


able to impose sanctions against young who do not wish to begin an education and 


where the parents themselves are not able to motivate the young person to further 


education. There is evidence that young people who have received guidance do better 


in life than people who have not69 though there is no direct evidence of the role of 


youth work.  


It is more difficult to reach young people who have completed their education but who 


have not moved on. There is no legislative obligation to seek out these young people. 


This is because the guidance policies are to a large extent targeted at young people 


with particular needs. Young people who have completed their education are expected 


to have plenty of resources and thus be able to be active themselves in regards to 


further guidance. The same line of thinking is the reason why the guidance policy does 


not include high achievers. They will receive guidance if they are pro-active and 


contact the Youth Guidance Centres – otherwise not. 


Disabled young people are part of the overall plan to get more young people to 


complete education, and a specific 3-year educational programme has been created 


which is especially adapted to those with special needs. Youth counsellors play a 


significant role, as they have to prepare an education plan for the young person in 


question and recommend to the municipality that the education should be granted. For 


                                           
66 Opinion et.al for Ministeriet for Børn og Undervisning (2012), Evaluering af Ungepakke 2, 
2012 
67 Source: Interview with a representative of DUF 
68 Henriksen, T.H. (2012), Profilmodel 2010 på kommuner – fremskrivning af en 
ungdomsårgangs uddannelsesniveau, UNI•C Statistik & Analyse, 2012 
69 Interview with a representative from Youth Guidance Centre concludes this on the basis of 
Henriksen, T.H. (2012), Profilmodel 2010 på kommuner – fremskrivning af en ungdomsårgangs 
uddannelsesniveau, UNI•C Statistik & Analyse, 2012 



http://www.uvm.dk/Aktuelt/~/UVM-DK/Content/News/Udd/Folke/2012/Sep/~/media/UVM/Filer/Udd/Folke/PDF12/120910%20UNGEPAKKE%202%20HOVEDRAPPORT.ashx

http://www.uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Tvaergaaende-statistik/Andel-af-en-aargang-der-forventes-at-faa-en-uddannelse/~/media/UVM/Filer/Stat/PDF12/120918%20Profilmodel%202010%20kommuner.ashx

http://www.uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Tvaergaaende-statistik/Andel-af-en-aargang-der-forventes-at-faa-en-uddannelse/~/media/UVM/Filer/Stat/PDF12/120918%20Profilmodel%202010%20kommuner.ashx

http://www.uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Tvaergaaende-statistik/Andel-af-en-aargang-der-forventes-at-faa-en-uddannelse/~/media/UVM/Filer/Stat/PDF12/120918%20Profilmodel%202010%20kommuner.ashx

http://www.uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Tvaergaaende-statistik/Andel-af-en-aargang-der-forventes-at-faa-en-uddannelse/~/media/UVM/Filer/Stat/PDF12/120918%20Profilmodel%202010%20kommuner.ashx
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this group of young people, this education means that they will reach their full 


potential and secure the strongest possible connection to the labour market.  


 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Denmark 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ There is great political support for 


youth work. 


■ The majority of youth workers working 
in public sector are qualified youth 


professionals.  


■ A large number of young people 
participate in voluntary organisations 


which creates an early basis for the 


understanding of the formation of 
democracy and for the formation of 


social networks. 


■ There are many different types of 
youth workers around the young 


people which allows for very holistic 


policies when required. 
■ If you are in a youth educational 


programme you can have an official 


validation of the competencies you 
have obtained. 


■ More resources can be spent on 


making early programmes towards 


children and young people who are at 
risk of leaving primary school without 


basic qualifications for further 


education. More interdisciplinary work 
with children in 5-6th grade could be 


undertaken. 


■ The concept of ”Projekt Frivillig” could 
be extended to not only apply to youth 


education and voluntary work carried 


out abroad. 
■ Establishment of crisis centres for 


young like the current crisis centres for 


women. 
■ Establishment of a “Youth phone” as a 


counterpart to the current “Children’s 


phone” (a counselling body). 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Cross sectoral organisation may lead to 
cooperation problems at the decision-


making level.  


■ There are different types of youth clubs 
and they are governed by different 


legislation. This means that the quality 


of the offers differ according to 
residence of the young person. 


■ Too little focus is placed on preventive 


work. Focus is solely on vulnerable 
young, and therefore the young only 


reach the limelight when they have 


caused reason for concern. 
■ Only young with plenty of resources 


profit from the possibility of voluntary 


work which may increase the distance 
between the two groups. 


■ The work carried out with young 
people does not necessarily bear fruit 


immediately. Many years may pass 


from the beginning of this work and 
until that young person has passed 


through the educational system. If the 


decision makers cannot see that a 
policy is worth the money, the young 


are at risk of having to take care of 


themselves. 
■ If the young person does not 


experience that voluntary work is 


valuable, it is not attractive. 
■ If voluntary work has to be validated 


by being included on the diploma, this 


may remove the voluntary element of 
the work. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Denmark has a long tradition of youth work and despite the fact that the country does 


not have a youth policy in its own right, there is a strong political commitment to 


youth work in Denmark. In later years, the political focus has intensified in the area of 


youth work which has led to a series of initiatives and steps, strengthening policies 


around young people. Youth policies are governed by a number of different ministries 


and administered by workers with different professional backgrounds - primarily 


pedagogues, social workers, youth guidance counsellors.  


It is a set target by the Danish government that by 2015 95% of all young people 


must finish a youth education programme. The steps taken to reach this goal has let 


to generations of young people who are very aware that that they are required to 


complete an education and be active citizens.  


Denmark has a high number of voluntary clubs and organisations that offer young 


people the possibility of engaging in spare time activities. In these organisations 


young people are encouraged to become involved as instructors or others aspects of 


running the organisation and the voluntary organisations thus play an important part 


in helping young people become active citizens in the Danish society. Young people 


themselves are also increasingly aware that voluntary work positions them in a 


positive way in today's job marked. 


The share of unemployed young people in Denmark is smaller than in most other 


European countries70. This is viewed to be a result of the high level of political 


commitment to youth work but it is evident that the formal youth work is well 


supplemented by many important deliverers of informal youth work as well. 


The interviewees have the following recommendations to the further development of 


youth work: 


Danish youth work in the public sector is characterised by being a system of many 


different actors. The young have many professionals around them to lift the work of 


creating young, active citizens. This is a strength of the Danish system, however, 


when many people have responsibilities it can be difficult to coordinate the work in 


practice. Thus, a number of interviewees point out the need to introduce systems 


which facilitate cooperation between the various actors. Perhaps inspiration from 


abroad could be considered, as other countries have experience with bringing the 


professionals around the youngsters together under one roof, including people who 


can give financial and health related advice. 


Voluntary work should be better validated. For example if the educational institutions 


would value voluntary work when considering an application for admission. Another 


way of doing this could be to use voluntary work to increase your average by 


multiplying by a factor. 


In many ways, voluntary organisations can enrich the guidance of young people which 


takes place in the public sector today. With their new perspective, young people 


talking to other young people can be an excellent supplement to the current policies. 


The EU can support the work in the youth area by creating a setting for exchange of 


experience and cooperation across national borders. There is also a need for 


                                           
70 Riis, Karen Louise ed. (2012), Høj ungdomsarbejdsløshed i EU – Danmark har fjerde færrest 
arbejdsløse unge, Samspil.info nr. 53, Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen, 05.12.2012 



http://www.samspil.info/files/PDF%20Artikler/2012/Nummer%2053/Artikel%201%20Ungdomsarbejdsløshed.pdf
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knowledge banks of good initiatives so that it is possible to work with best practice in 


a way that is easily translated and made available all over Europe. Unlike today, this 


information must be known by and easily available for the practitioners of use work.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work   Yes 


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  90 years 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work tradition  50 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting young people Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth work After-school non-formal 
education, non-formal 


education in specialised 
sports, arts,  


Main actors are schools, 
social services in children day 
centres and other municipal 


institutions, youth 
employment centres at 


Labour exchange 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Youth organisations, youth 
homes and centres led by 


religious organisations, partly 
- open youth centres and 


open youth spaces 


1.1 Definitions 


Youth work in Lithuania is defined as “social, informational, educational, and cultural 


or any other kind of activities implemented together with young people or their 


groups, based on their needs, seeking to involve and integrate a young person in 


social environment and empower him/her to consciously and actively participate in 


private and social life”. This definition is not based on legislation. It was formulated for 


the first time in the Conception of Open Youth Centres and Spaces (2010), signed by 


director of governmental Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social 


Security and Labour1. A slightly different definition is formulated in the legal act under 


preparation which contains a section “Description of youth worker activities”: youth 


work is non-formal educational activity with young people during their leisure time, 


which takes into account their needs, provide conditions to integrate young people 


into society’ life, and enable them with responsibility to create personal life, 


consciously and actively participate in social and professional life. According to this 


definition, youth work complements formal education and upbringing in family2. All 


interviewed experts expressed clear need for a legal definition of youth work in the 


forthcoming updated law for youth policy “The Law on Youth Policy Framework”. This 


is expected to be prepared till the end of 2013 and approved in 2014. 


The recent development of youth work system in Lithuania is in line with the above 


definition. The definition is clearly very similar to the European definition provided in 


                                           
1 Department of Youth Affairs (2010), Conception of Open youth centres and spaces, 


Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour, Vilnius, 
<www.jrd.lt/uploads/dokumentai/KONCEPCIJA.doc> date accessed 25.10.2012. 
2 Ministry of Social Security and Labour (2012), Description of youth worker activities, 
<http://www.lrs.lt/pls/proj/dokpaieska.showdoc_p?p_id=160487> date accessed 13th of 
November 2012. 



http://www.jrd.lt/uploads/dokumentai/KONCEPCIJA.doc

http://www.lrs.lt/pls/proj/dokpaieska.showdoc_p?p_id=160487
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European Council resolution on youth work” (2010)3. Experts interviewed agreed that 


the definition and also the whole concept of youth work in Lithuania was highly 


inspired by EU strategic documentation on youth work and best practices of EU 


countries, especially Belgium, Germany and UK. In Lithuania youth work is associated 


with non-formal education (in Lithuanian, neformalus ugdymas) during leisure time, 


which enables young people4 to learn from experience and to experiment, which 


promotes voluntary participation, autonomy and self-government of young people5.  


There is also a defined open youth work as form of youth work. This covers the non-


formal education activities and offer which is socially oriented and has special 


principles. The principles are: it is open for all young people in a given territory/ area 


and participation is independent of young persons’ social status. It is able to involve 


socially disadvantaged youth in existing or new activities in this territory6. This 


definition together with Conception of Open Youth Centres and Spaces (2010) helps to 


direct the activities in newly established open youth centres and spaces in country.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Despite the fact that youth work was only recently defined, the activities for and with 


young people have a long lasting tradition and roots in pre-war Lithuania (1918-1940) 


with groups such as youth organisations – ‘ateitininkai’7, scouts8 and other (Young 


Lithuanians, the Gediminids, Riflemen, etc.). Also such organisations as Caritas9, the 


Red Cross10 and others were active performing their socially oriented activities in that 


period. After the 1940s’ these organisations were banned and later replaced by soviet 


type politically oriented youth organisations of pioneers and comsomol till 1989. 


During last decades of soviet rule the flourishing of numerous youth cultural 


organisations such as national dances and songs ensembles, touristic, ethnographic 


and other clubs, which were engaged in non-formal cultural and social education, was 


observed. During the soviet times a well organised non-formal education system in 


sports, arts and music was organised. Also the social security system was established 


and functioned quite well in terms of providing state care for abandoned children and 


youth until 18 years, ensuring job and accommodation for every young person, etc. 


These types of youth work were of formal/professional nature and were provided 


mainly by pedagogues, cultural workers and other specialists. 


                                           
3 Council of the European Union (2010), Resolution of the Council and of the representatives of 
the governments of the member states, meeting within the Council, on youth work, 
<http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/educ/117874.pdf > 
date accessed 24th of October 2012. 
4 In Lithuanian Law on Youth Policy Framework youth is defined as young people aged 14–29. 
The Ministry of Social Security and Labour website: <http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-
1566512686> date accessed 25.10.2012. 
5 Youth politics in Lithuania (2010), Vilnius, Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of 
Social Security and Labour, p.3, 
<http://www.jrd.lt/uploads/dokumentai/Jaunimo%20re...a%20Lietuvoje.pdf > date accessed 
25th of November 2012. 
6 Department of Youth Affairs (2010), Conception of Open youth centres and spaces, Vilnius: 
Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour, 


<www.jrd.lt/uploads/dokumentai/KONCEPCIJA.doc > date accessed 25th of November 2012. 
7 See: http://www.ateitis.lt/en/node/292, date accessed 12th of November 2012. 
8 See: http://www.skautai.lt/info/official-info/id/341, date accessed 12th of November 2012. 
9 Caritas in Lithuania was established in 1926 and united almost all Catholic education and 
charity organisations, See: http://www.caritas.lt/page/istorija-24, date accessed 12th of 
November 2012. 
10 The Red Cross organisation in Lithuania was established in 1919. Nowadays it unites over 


3214 members (839 of them – young persons) and involves 1248 volunteers, See: 
http://www.redcross.lt/naujienos/raudonojo-kryziaus-ir-raudonojo-pusmenulio-judejimo-kilme-
ir-istorija, date accessed 12h of November 2012. 



http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/educ/117874.pdf

http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-1566512686

http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-1566512686

http://www.jrd.lt/uploads/dokumentai/Jaunimo%20re...a%20Lietuvoje.pdf

http://www.jrd.lt/uploads/dokumentai/KONCEPCIJA.doc

http://www.ateitis.lt/en/node/292

http://www.skautai.lt/info/official-info/id/341

http://www.caritas.lt/page/istorija-24

http://www.redcross.lt/naujienos/raudonojo-kryziaus-ir-raudonojo-pusmenulio-judejimo-kilme-ir-istorija

http://www.redcross.lt/naujienos/raudonojo-kryziaus-ir-raudonojo-pusmenulio-judejimo-kilme-ir-istorija
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After restoration of independence of Lithuania, youth organisations that have been 


operating in Lithuania before the war (Scouts, “Ateitininkai” and other) and 


subdivisions established by international organisations (Caritas, The Red Cross) have 


renewed their activities. New youth organisations were established as well11. In 1992, 


the Lithuanian Youth Council was established with the effort of some organisations, 


with the main purpose to unite national youth organisations’ and regional youth 


organisations’ unions. Nowadays it unites 64 youth organisations (representing 


approximately 200,000 young people)12. The biggest growth in the number of youth 


organisations for cultural and civic activities was observed in the period 1996-1998. 


During these years considerable funding for cultural and civic projects was provided by 


The Ministry of Culture.  


The first youth policy legal acts – “State Youth Policy Conception” (from 1996) and 


The Law on Youth Policy Framework (from 2003) indicate the main focus of youth 


work activities until 2004. This was fostering and strengthening of youth organisations 


involving mainly active youth. According to experts interviewed, the need to involve 


also social disadvantaged youth from 19 age old and less active youth in youth 


organisations’ activities was recognised only recently. 


Social support activities as an element of youth work started with actions of Caritas13 


and other smaller Catholic organisations (e.g. The Blessed Jurgis Matulaitis social 


centre in Vilnius14, youth home under A.C. Patria15 in Kaunas and other), soon after 


the restoration of independence. These provided an alternative for the defaulting 


welfare functions of the social security system which was undergoing transition in the 


90s. According to experts interviewed, the welfare provision remains until now highly 


fragmented and adopts a “fire-fighting” strategy. Only after the year 2000, systemic 


positive changes in this area can be observed. There was a slow improvement of 


infrastructure network for social services in municipalities, increased number of social 


workers and their qualification, increased number of children day care centres. 


Besides, more social services could be provided by non-governmental sector due to 


“National programme for non-governmental children day centres 2002-2004” and 


“National children day centres programme 2005–2007”16. However, as research 


conducted for Equal programme projects for youth social inclusion revealed, these 


social support measures were oriented mainly towards socially disadvantaged children 


and youth till 18 years17. 


Only from 2007 more attention was given to socially disadvantaged and less active 


youth aged between 19 and 29. Government made some attempts to improve social 


services delivery, for example, from 2008 Youth Job Centres at Labour Exchange 


started to provide services (counselling, group work, etc.) for the most vulnerable 


                                           
11 Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour  (2012), Legal 


regulation of youth work,  <http://www.jrd.lt/legal-regulation-of-youth-policy> date accessed 
29th of October 2012. 
12 LiJOT website, <http://www.lijot.lt/lt/organizacijos> date accessed 26th of October 2012. 
13 Caritas organisation was restored in 1989, nowadays 62 stationary care institutions function 
in its system and many of innovative social projects, among them for children and youth, are 
implemented.  Every Year Caritas helps approximately 300 thousand poor people and involves 


about 2000 volunteers. See:  http://www.caritas.lt/page/istorija-24, date accessed 26th of 
November 2012] 
14 The Blessed Jurgis Matulaitis social centre website, 
<http://www.matulaitis.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=205&Itemid=74&l
ang=en>, date accesed 19th of November 2012. 
15 A.C. Patria website, <http://www.patria.lt/lt/istorija/>, 19th of November 2012. 
16 National children day centres programme 2005–2007, 


<www.nplc.lt/sena/pr13/programme_dok/17.doc> date accessed 19th of November 2012. 
17 Gečienė, I. at all (2007), Preconditions of Integration to Labour Market of Disadvantaged 
Youth, Vilnius, Public Policy and Management Institute. 



http://www.jrd.lt/legal-regulation-of-youth-policy

http://www.lijot.lt/lt/organizacijos

http://www.caritas.lt/page/istorija-24

http://www.matulaitis.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=205&Itemid=74&lang=en

http://www.matulaitis.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=205&Itemid=74&lang=en

http://www.nplc.lt/sena/pr13/program_dok/17.doc
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young people in order to increase their opportunities to establish them and compete 
equally in the labour market. The Department of Youth Affairs under The Ministry of 


Social Security and Labour made efforts to create an Open Youth Centres and Spaces 


system. However, till now, according to experts, these measures reach only small 


number of socially disadvantaged young people and much remains to be done to 


strengthen this sector of youth work in Lithuania.    


In summary, the importance of youth work during the last 10 years has increased. 


Higher priority was given to the integration of socially disadvantaged youth into 


society and labour market. Also since 2009 attempts were made to create a youth 


work system. These aim to define the youth work, to describe the youth worker 


activities, to establish open youth centres and spaces, to create youth workers 


certification mechanism, to involve innovative youth work methods into practice and 


etc. It is increasingly recognised, that youth work in Lithuania needs further 


professionalisation, as not all the activities can be performed only by volunteers. 


Finally, systemic youth work and the professionalisation of youth work requires higher 


investments in the field and continual financing rather than work on project basis. 


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


There is no legally defined formal and non-formal youth work in Lithuania. Experts 


distinguish between public institutions, financed from state or municipality budget and 


NGO’s, organisations, which work on voluntary basis and/or are financed by other 


than state or municipality budget ( e.g. charity, foreign financial support and similar), 


and/or work on project basis. Therefore, in this report the first group of institutions, 


financed from state or municipality budget, will represent formal / professional / 


statutory youth work, and second – non-formal / non-professional / third sector led 


youth work. 


The main delivery agents of formal youth work can be grouped in two areas: 


education and social services. In education area the formal youth work (as non-formal 


education) is provided mainly by pedagogues in various sports, arts, music specialised 


schools, various non-formal education centres (e.g. Lithuanian children and youth 


centre18, Lithuanian students non-formal education centre19 and other), as well as 


numerous after school non-formal education clubs in schools. In social services area 


the formal youth work is provided by social workers, social pedagogues and their 


assistants in various children day centres, municipalities’ social service centres, youth 


job centres, etc. There are strict qualification requirements for such type of youth 


work specialists and usually this sector involves very small number of volunteers. The 


other particularity of this type of youth work is that it is oriented mainly towards 


children and youth till 18-19 years. 


The main delivery agents of non-formal youth work can also be divided in two groups: 


youth organisations (mainly devoted to cultural and civic non-formal education) and 


nongovernmental (religious and secular) organisations (usually oriented towards social 


services)20. These organisations usually have only some paid personnel (as a rule a 


                                           
18 Lithuanian children and youth centre provides activities in sports, music, dances, singing, IT 
programmeming, nature studies, etc., Lithuanian children and youth centre website, 


<http://www.lvjc.lt/>  date accessed 30th of October 2012. 
19 Lithuanian students’ non-formal education centre provides civic, physical culture and sports, 


natural and ecological, tourism and ethno-cultural, health and safety, scientific and technical, 


artistic and cultural education. Lithuanian students’ non-formal education centre website, 


<http://www.lmitkc.lt/lt/informacija> date accessed 30th of October 2012. 
20 The examples of such non-formal youth work organisations are provided in previous 1.2 
section. 



http://www.lvjc.lt/

http://www.lmitkc.lt/lt/informacija
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head of the organisation and an accountant) and involve volunteers to perform 


activities. Unlike formal youth work, these organisations work also with youth till 29 


years old. Besides, according to experts, they work using different non-formal work 


methods: if formal youth work institutions have prepared methodology and apply it 


during work with children and youth, non-formal youth work is experience based and 


involves children and youth in formulating tasks, planning of processes, creating 


programmes, implementing and evaluating them. Because of involvement of youth in 


every activity of non-formal youth work, young people benefit by increasing self-


confidence and responsibility, skills of decision making, social skills and many other 


competences.  


There are also good examples of merging formal and non-formal youth work, that take 


best characteristics from both types of youth work – involving youth work 


professionals, volunteers and work on the basis of methods of non-formal youth work. 


Thus, there are some excellent educators in formal youth work who use of non-formal 


youth work methods. Some organisations combine open youth centres and other 


organisations (e.g. The SOS Children’s Village21) founded together with a ministry or 


its department or a municipality. The recent initiative on youth worker certification 


reinforces this tendency. It emphasises professionalisation of youth work in terms of 


the quality of youth work and importance of use of non-formal youth work methods in 


all types of youth work. 


                                           
21 The SOS Children’s Village website, <http://www.sos-vaikukaimai.lt/kas-mes-esame.htm> 
date accessed 30th of October 2012. 



http://www.sos-vaikukaimai.lt/kas-mes-esame.htm
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2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work  No 


Level of regulation for youth work National and local  


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing 
youth work The Ministry of Social Security and Labour, The 


ministry of Education and Science, The Ministry of 
Culture, Department of Youth Affairs under the 
Ministry of Social Security and labour, municipalities 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work in Lithuania is not regulated by special law. Many other laws cover some 


aspects of youth work: 


■ The Law on Youth Policy Framework (2003). This law establishes the main 


terms of youth policy and principles of implementation of this policy as 


well as defines the areas of youth policy. Especially important part of the 


law is the establishment of youth policy organising and managing 


institutions at a national and local (municipal) level. It also established the 


terms of youth organisations and acknowledged their importance as well 


as contribution to the education of personality of a young person. 


■ The Law on amendments and supplements to Articles 7 and 8 of the Law 


on Local Self-Government (2002). It established the function of the state 


(handed over to municipalities) to protect the rights of children and youth. 


Under this law, since 2003, all municipalities had established the positions 


of coordinators of youth affairs, which are provided from the state budget. 


Main functions of these coordinators are to assist the municipal institutions 


to frame and implement the municipal youth policy. 


■ Law on Education (2003) regulates non-formal education of children and 


youth till 18 at national and local level. It names the responsible agents for 


implementation of non-formal education programmes – music, art, sports 


and other schools, freelance teachers and other education providers. 


■ Law on Non-formal Adult Education (1998) regulates the system of non-


formal adult education at national and local levels. It establishes basic 


principles of its structure, activities and management, and provides 


participants, providers and social partners in non-formal adult education 


with legislative guarantees. 


■ Law on Social Services (actual version 2012) regulates the provision of 


social services: the functions and the responsibility between the ministry, 


counties and municipality were clearly distributed, the competition 


between social services’ providers encouraged, the order of the social 


services’ financing changed from direct financing of institutions, to direct 


financing of social services, the payment of social services differentiated 


according to the principle of social solidarity, the quality requirements for 


social services were settled. 


■ Law on Support for Employment (actual version 2010). In summer of 


2010, the Law was amended by adding youth under 29 years of age to the 


group of persons additionally supported in the labour market. According to 
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the law, the Lithuanian Labour Exchange and its local offices are one of the 


key institutions implementing the employment support policy22. 


■ Law on Volunteering (2011) lays down the peculiarities and principles of 


voluntary activities, the rights and duties of volunteers and organisers of 


voluntary activities, the procedure for the organisation of voluntary 


activities, cases of volunteer insurance and reimbursement for the 


expenses of voluntary activities. The Law regulates only those voluntary 


activities that are carried out by volunteers through the organiser of 


voluntary activities (legal entity). The Law seeks to distinguish between 


voluntary activities and employment relations. 


■ Other legal acts (such as orders of Ministers, etc.)23. 


 


Experts interviewed emphasised the urgent need for state level measures coordination 


in youth work area24 and legal regulation on formal and non-formal youth work, youth 


workers, and allocation of finances. Such regulation is expected to have positive 


impact as it would give reference points, make easier establishment of open youth 


centres, as well as financing and implementation of their activities. From the other 


side, one should be aware of too restricting provisions of law (e.g. too restricting 


hygiene requirements can lead towards closure of already existing open youth 


spaces). Therefore such update of The Law on Youth Policy Framework should be done 


via dialogue between all interested parties. The process of the update is already 


started: it is expected to be prepared till the end of 2013 and approved in 2014. 


2.2 Governance 


There is no single body that governs youth work in Lithuania.  


At national level, the Commission for Youth and Sport Affairs of the Seimas of the 


Republic of Lithuania is responsible for promotion of youth rights and the formulation 


of the national youth policy, as well as exercising parliamentary control of institutions 


and agencies which implement youth policy25. The Ministry of Social Security and 


Labour is the main coordinating authority with regard to the implementation of youth 


policy, employment and volunteering in Lithuania and the Ministry of Education and 


Science is a main coordinating authority with regard to the implementation of non-


formal education policy. Besides, other Ministries – the Ministry of Culture, The 


Ministry of Health, The Ministry of Justice, The Ministry of Economy and The Ministry of 


Agriculture – have their particular measures, related to youth work, due to horizontal 


priority of youth policy and cross-governmental responsibility in its implementation in 


Lithuania. 


The Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour 


implements the established national youth policy measures, which encourage young 


                                           
22 Youth Job Centres (under Lithuanian Labour Exchange under the Ministry of Social Security 
and Labour) website, <http://www.ldb.lt/jaunimui/apie/Puslapiai/ForEnglishSpeakers.aspx> 
date accessed 7th of November 2012. 
23 For example, Description of the Conditions and the Procedure for Reimbursement for the 


Expenses of Voluntary Activities or Order of the Minister for Health of the Republic of Lithuania 
and the Minister of Education and Science, dated 16 August 2007, No. V-684/ISAK-1637 “On 
the procedure of the recognition of school as a health promoting school” (Official Gazette, 2007, 
No. 91-3656). 
24 For example, The Ministry of Education and Science establishes multifunctional centres and 
the Ministry of Social Security and Labour establishes open youth centres, in local level these 
measures duplicate one another. Such evidence reveals the urgent need to strengthen 


intersectoral cooperation.  
25 The Ministry of Social Security and Labour website, <http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-
1566512686> date accessed 25th of October 2012. 



http://www.ldb.lt/jaunimui/apie/Puslapiai/ForEnglishSpeakers.aspx

http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-1566512686
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people’s motivation to engage in active public life and take part in addressing youth 


problems. The key objectives of the department include: coordinating the activities of 


state institutions and agencies with regard to youth policy; developing and 


implementing national youth policy programmes and instruments; and analysing the 


situation of youth, youth organisations and organisations working with youth in 


Lithuania. The Department of Youth Affairs also took the first steps to introduce youth 


work definition and system in Lithuania.  


At local level, municipalities are the main bodies responsible for youth policy 


implementation. A municipal coordinator for youth affairs assists municipal institutions 


in the formulation and implementation of a municipal youth policy. The coordinator 


creates and maintains a cooperation network between municipality politicians, 


servants, youth and organisations working with youth, seeking to involve young 


people in relevant decision-making, as well as plans and implements municipal 


programmes and measures targeted at youth. The National Association of Youth 


Affairs Coordinators unites coordinators for youth affairs from almost all existing 60 


municipalities in Lithuania26. 


There is no systemic information on funding of youth work in Lithuania.  


It is not possible to estimate the overall funding for youth work in the framework of 


this country report and such estimation has not been done so far elsewhere. There is 


no clear division between funding of youth work as such and funding for youth work 


related issues (infrastructure and its maintenance, allowances, etc.). Besides, funding 


derives from various Ministries and municipalities. Furthermore, many of youth work 


related projects are funded from the European Social fund (ESF). For example, the 


Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour 


implements two projects “Promoting the partnership between national and non-


governmental sectors in order to implement integrated youth policy” and “Developing 


integrated youth policy” in the period 2009-2013. These are funded 80 % from ESF 


budget of Human Resources Development Actions Programme and 20% from The 


Ministry of Social Security and Labour (in whole more than 3,5 million Euros)27
. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth work Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Lithuania has a new long-term strategical document related to youth work policy – 


National Youth Policy Development Programme for 2011-2019. This programme lays 


down the priority activities meeting the needs of young people, which enable to create 


and develop better opportunities for young people in Lithuania. The third goal of this 


programme is directly related towards developing and coordinating the system of 


youth work. In order to achieve this goal and to work with young people in a qualified 


                                           
26 Ibid. 
27 National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/policy/national_reports_2012.htm> date accessed 5th of November 
2012. 



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/policy/national_reports_2012.htm
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and professional manner, the system of training specialists working with youth (youth 


workers) is planned to be prepared and developed. In order to implement this strategy 


the Plan of Measures 2011–2013 was prepared and some funding was allocated28. 


According to experts, general level of political commitment to the issue of youth work 


with this National Youth Policy Development Programme and its implementation Plan 


of Measures 2011-2013 is increased, however funding for these measures is still 


insufficient due to restricted government budgets. Besides, experts argue, that these 


measures are a step towards systemic youth work approach instead of usual problem 


solving approach29. The most influential impact for such change of policy approach and 


increased attention towards youth work quality is shared experience of foreign 


partners from Belgium, Germany and UK. 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Non-formal education activities in after-school and out-of-school centres are the most 


systemically developed and funded form of youth work in Lithuania. Five percent of 


the funding for every student until they finish secondary education (so called student 


“bag” – lump sum funding allocation per student) are designated for non-formal 


education after school (all non-formal education activities provided in the same 


school)30. There is also stable funding for non-formal education in 268 specialised 


sports, art, music, and etc. schools and children and youth centres. 


When it comes to other areas of youth work, at national level, the above mentioned 


National Youth Policy Development programme for 2011-2019 and its implementation 


Plan of Measures 2011-2013 are directly aimed at further development of youth work. 


The measures approved in the Plan of Measures 2011–2013 for the Implementation of 


the National Youth Policy Development Programme for 2011–2019 reveal three main 


tasks in further developing of youth work. These tasks and their funding in 2011-2013 


are shown in Table 3.1.  


                                           
28 The Ministry of Social Security and Labour website, <http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-
1566512686> date accessed 25th of October 2012. 


29 As experts explain, the funding of youth work in Lithuania is mainly following problem solving 
approach: if the high level of unemployment of youth is declared as a problem, the funding will 
be mainly provided to the projects, that prove their activities contributing towards increase of 
youth’ employability. Thus, because of limited funding, the youth organisations (e.g. such as 
Lithuanian scouts) are „forced" to create such projects and cannot be fully focussed on their 


main mission and activities. Systemic youth work approach (if to follow funding issue for 


comparison) includes such measures, that provides basis for youth work (improvement of youth 
work regulation, creation and maintaining of infrastructure (e.g. open youth centres), increase 
of youth competences and skills (e.g. social skills), training of youth workers, providing 
professional social and psychological support, etc.). Such systemic approach enables to reach 
long-term and sustainable results in increase of youth employment, social integration, civic 
participation, etc.  


30 The Ministry of Education (2012), The Implementation of National Education Strategy 2003–


2012, Vilnius, The Ministry of Education, 
<http://www.smm.lt/svietimo_bukle/docs/1562_Svietimo_strategija%202012.pdf> date 
accessed 8th of November 2012. 



http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-1566512686

http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-1566512686

http://www.smm.lt/svietimo_bukle/docs/1562_Svietimo_strategija%202012.pdf
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Table 3.1 Measures for youth work development and their funding in 2011-2013
31


. 


Measures Funding (in euro) 


2011 2012 2013 


1. To develop non-formal education, cultural education 
and to promote active participation of youth in social life 


  75591 104553 104553 


2. To develop and coordinate the system of youth work   28962   86886   86886 


3. To ensure support for organisations working with 
young people  


331615 406916 635716 


Sources: National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012, and 


Order No. A1-193 “On the Approval of the Plan of Measures 2011–2013 for the Implementation 
of the National Youth Policy Development Programme for 2011–2019”  


According to the measures for developing and coordinating the system of youth work, 


until the end of 2012, the Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social 


Security and Labour together with partners (Lithuanian Youth Council, Agency of 


International Youth Co-operation, Ministry of Social Security and Labour, National 


Association of Non-formal Education) will enshrine and formalise a certification system 


for the Youth workers as a tool of competences’ recognition. Since 2011 this system 


came out as a pilot project in one region of Lithuania32 resulting in 100 newly certified 


youth workers33.  


In 2011–2012, activity programmes, aimed at ensuring successful functioning of open 


youth centres and spaces involving young people in acceptable and meaningful 


activities in a youth-friendly environment, were financed via tenders. Such projects 


financed 11 open youth centres and 11 open youth spaces in 201234. 


For successful development of the open youth centres and open youth spaces a guide 


(Open youth centres Practical Guide) was prepared in 201135. A draft Description of 


the Activities of Open Youth Centres and Spaces36 and a draft Description of youth 


worker activities37 were also prepared. These were coordinated with concerned 


institutions and scheduled for approval in 201238. In summary these measures and 


prepared methodological material are considered by experts as preconditions for 


                                           
31 Prepared by use of two sources: National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012, <http://ec.europa.eu/youth/policy/national_reports_2012.htm> date 
accessed 5th of November 2012. and Order No. A1-193 “On the Approval of the Plan of 
Measures 2011–2013 for the Implementation of the National Youth Policy Development 
Programme for 2011–2019” of the Minister of Social Security and Labour of the Republic of 
Lithuania of 12 April 2011 (Official Gazette Valstybės žinios, 2011, No. 45-2116), 
<http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter3/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=396538> (in Lithuanian) 
32 National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth Strategy 2010-2012, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/policy/national_reports_2012.htm> date accessed 5th of November 
2012. 
33 Source: interview with the Ministry of Social Security and Labour. 
34 Ministry of Social Security and Labour activities (2012), Social Report 2011-2012,  p. 117, 
<http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?93931350> date accessed 7th of November 2012. 
35 Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour website, 
<http://www.jrd.lt/atviras-darbas-su-jaunimu> date accessed 22th November 2012. 
36 Draft in the system of draft legal acts of the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania: 
http://www.lrs.lt/pls/proj/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=122943&p_query=&p_tr2=&p_org=&p_f
ix=n&p_gov=n. date accessed 21th of November 2012. 
37 Ministry of Social Security and Labour (2012), Description of youth worker activities, 
<http://www.lrs.lt/pls/proj/dokpaieska.showdoc_p?p_id=160487> date accessed 13th of 


November2012. 
38 Ministry of Social Security and Labour activities (2012), Social Report 2011-2012, p. 114, 
<http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?93931350> date accessed 7th of November 2012. 



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/policy/national_reports_2012.htm

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/policy/national_reports_2012.htm

http://www.jrd.lt/atviras-darbas-su-jaunimu

http://www.lrs.lt/pls/proj/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=122943&p_query=&p_tr2=&p_org=&p_fix=n&p_gov=n.

http://www.lrs.lt/pls/proj/dokpaieska.showdoc_l?p_id=122943&p_query=&p_tr2=&p_org=&p_fix=n&p_gov=n.

http://www.lrs.lt/pls/proj/dokpaieska.showdoc_p?p_id=160487

http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?93931350
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continual strengthening and quality assurance of youth work in Lithuania. This is 


considered as a positive trend in comparison with previous stage of development of 


youth work, which was characterised as mainly project based activities with unclear 


continuity. Nevertheless, the insufficiency of provided funding for measures was also 


emphasised by interviewees in particular in the context of restricted government 


budgets due to the economic crisis.  


On the whole, funding for youth work activities from all ministries was dramatically 


reduced in the period of 2009-2011, especially for youth organisations’ activities. Only 


funding for youth employment was secured, however, it was also not sufficient, 


because of the extreme increase in unemployment rate among young people39. This 


means that more people have to be served with identical resources.  


At municipal level, according to the newest youth policy implementation research in 


201240, the dominating measures during 2009-2011 were oriented towards youth 


leisure infrastructure and activities, also volunteering. Funding for these activities is 


extremely low in almost all municipalities. The funding is lower for measures, related 


to facilitation of employment and solving other problems (e.g. for increase of return of 


young people after the finishing of higher education). 


                                           
39 Unemployment rate among young people (14-24) has increased (from 13,4% in 2007 till 
29,3% in 2009 and 32,5% in 2011. Statistics Lithuania, <http://www.stat.gov.lt> date 
accessed 8th of November 2012. 
40 Department of Youth Affairs (2012), Report on comparative analysis of youth policy 


implementation quality in 53 municipalities of Lithuania, Vilnius, Department of Youth Affairs 
under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour, 
<http://ijpp.lt/file/LYGINAMOJI_ANALIZE_1.pdf> date accessed 19th of November 2012. 



http://www.stat.gov.lt/

http://ijpp.lt/file/LYGINAMOJI_ANALIZE_1.pdf
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4 Youth workers: training, status, population and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 
workers Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth workers In formal youth work – pedagogues, social 
workers, social pedagogues with strict 


requirement of higher education diploma; 
In non-formal youth work – no strict requirements 
of education, however the tendency is to involve 


more professional youth workers 


Number of youth workers  100 certified and approximately 24 thousand 
working in area of youth work 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


The earlier described formal youth work area in Lithuania has strict requirements for 


workers to have a higher education diploma. Most persons working in formal youth 


work area in Lithuania are trained as pedagogues, social workers and social 


pedagogues.  


In non-formal youth work there is no strict requirement for education of staff 


members or volunteers. However, as experts noted, the tendency in this youth work 


area is to involve more professional youth workers. 


Minimum qualification standards for youth workers are described in the Methodology 


for youth workers, prepared in 2011-2012 for the certification system for the Youth 


workers as a tool of competences’ recognition41. A list of youth workers competences 


was prepared consisting of 5 categories of competences:  


■ Personal (e.g. organisational, creativity, learning, etc.). 


■ Social (communication, empathy, conflict management, etc.). 


■ Specific (non-formal education, youth needs identification, couching, youth 


worker role, etc.). 


■ Methodical (methods, approaches, digital, etc. 


■ Special (first aid, bullying prevention, psychology of addictions, public 


relations, etc.). 


This list of competences was prepared on basis of experience of some EU countries – 


Belgium, Germany, UK; lists of competences related to youth work professions in 


Lithuania; EU youth worker portfolio and EU 8 key competences for lifelong learning 


and also on the national context and youth work tradition, forms and possibilities.  


There are two ways to obtain the certificate of youth worker: recognition of existing 


experience and competences or to upgrade ones’ qualification via training and enlarge 


the experience of direct work with youth. The upgrade of qualification is especially 


                                           
41 Department of Youth Affairs (2012), Methodology for youth workers certification, Vilnius, 


Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour, 
<http://www.jrd.lt/uploads/Jaunimo%20darbuotoju%20sertifikavimo%20metodika%202012%2
005%2019.pdf>  date accessed 13th of November 2012. 



http://www.jrd.lt/uploads/Jaunimo%20darbuotoju%20sertifikavimo%20metodika%202012%2005%2019.pdf

http://www.jrd.lt/uploads/Jaunimo%20darbuotoju%20sertifikavimo%20metodika%202012%2005%2019.pdf
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relevant for persons with related to youth work professions (pedagogues, cultural 


workers, sports specialists, social workers, etc.)42. In October of 2012 there was a call 


at national level for persons working in youth work area to participate in the 


certification procedure. It is expected that additional 500 youth workers should be 


certified by the end of 201343. However, experts expressed concern about the 


sustainability of the training for youth worker competences. Now such training is 


funded only from Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security 


and Labour project’s “Promoting the partnership between national and non-


governmental sectors in order to implement integrated youth policy” budget. 


Alongside with youth workers training for certification procedure, experts mentioned 


other training possibilities for people working with youth: there are well organised 


trainings from the EU programme “Youth in Action”, there are many training activities 


for youth policy coordinators in municipalities, also youth organisations and youth 


centres organise training for their members themselves. However, experts also 


expressed concerns, that there is no clear system of these trainings.  


There are no minimum qualification standards to volunteer in Lithuania. However, 


according to experts, majority of youth organisations and youth centres provide 


training for their volunteers according to the own needs. Some youth organisations as 


A.C. Patria deliver training for all people willing to participate in a voluntary activity in 


other organisations or institutions as well as via European volunteer service 


programme44 projects prepare young people for voluntary activities in other 


countries45.   


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


In Lithuania youth work is not a recognised profession, and has no professional 


occupation status and there is no plan to establish such a profession in future. Instead 


of this, according to experts, it was made a decision to provide possibility for all 


people working in youth work area to gain youth worker competences and gain legal 


recognition of them via certification procedure. The main logic of such decision lies in 


need for professionalisation of youth work, without forcing already working people 


with higher education in such recognised professions as pedagogy, social work, 


psychology, social pedagogy, etc. to gain a second profession. Emphasis is put on 


enhancing competences of youth workers, in particular people already working in the 


sector and improving the quality of their work. Setting up a youth worker profession 


could be seen as a barrier for those already in the sector without the required 


qualification and there is a clear willingness to avoid that.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


By the end of 2012 there were 100 certified youth workers, since certification system 


came out as a pilot project in one region of Lithuania (started in 2011)46. According to 


the experts interviewed, there are about 24 thousand people working in youth work 


                                           
42 Ibid. 
43 Source: interview with the Ministry of Social Security and Labour. 
44 Coordinating this programme is the Agency of International Youth Co-operation. See: 
<http://www.jtba.lt/en?PHPSESSID=5b901bfb8006428f756a0102c2a84641> date accessed 
22th of November 2012. 
45 A.C. Patria website <http://www.patria.lt/lt/centrai/savanoriu-centras/>  date accessed 22th 
of November 2012. 
46 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 


Strategy 2010-2012, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/lithuania.pdf > date 
accessed 5th of November 2012. 



http://www.jtba.lt/en?PHPSESSID=5b901bfb8006428f756a0102c2a84641

http://www.patria.lt/lt/centrai/savanoriu-centras/
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area in Lithuania, most of them in formal youth work47. To estimate the number of 


people working in non-formal youth work is not possible as there is no reliable data on 


youth organisations numbers. According to experts, this number of youth workers in 


non-formal youth work area is not very big as almost over 99% of persons involved in 


activities of such organisations are volunteers, only in non-governmental social service 


sector it can be half of youth workers and half of volunteers.  


According to experts, the number of people working in youth work area during past 10 


years has increased, mainly because of development of youth organisations and non-


governmental social service delivery. However, the level of this development is very 


unequal among different country regions, as in more peripheral areas there is still 


huge lack of such organisations. According to experts, it is hard to provide estimated 


number of youth organisations48, because even if it possible to find the number of 


registered youth organisations, a lot of them are not active. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 
There are no statistics or data about educational background of people working in 


youth area. According to experts interviewed, majority of them are pedagogues, 


working in after school or out-of-school non-formal education (sports, music, art and 


other clubs). During last 10 years the number of people with other social science 


education – social workers, social pedagogues and psychologists – has increased. This 


is due to the emergence of the need and youth policy priority for inclusion of socially 


disadvantaged youth in society and labour market. Consequently more social service 


centres, open youth centres and spaces, etc were established. In formal youth work 


almost all of them are salaried employees, paid for mainly from municipal budget.  


In non-formal youth work area there is no possibility to estimate the educational 


background of youth workers as majority of them are young people without profession 


or students of all possible education areas. Furthermore, 99% are unpaid volunteers. 


In non-formal social service organisations approximately 50% (however it can be very 


different in different organisations) are people with social science education – social 


workers, social pedagogues, psychologists etc. Most of them are paid employees, the 


rest are– unpaid volunteers. 


According to the interviewees, other professions are also important actors when it 


comes to working with young people. This includes politicians (as they formulate 


priorities and prepare programmes), policemen (as they work with many of youth who 


obstruct public order or perform some activity of criminal nature), medical workers (as 


they work with young people, who have health problems, drug or other addiction, 


etc.), workers in care institutions (as they are responsible for education of abandoned 


and orphaned children and youth), workers of municipalities, etc. All of them need 


some competences of youth worker, as they need to be able to create dialogue with 


young people, instead of entering into a relationship based on power. 


The main challenges for youth work mentioned by experts is the recognition of the 


importance of youth work, recognition of ideas of youth workers as well as funding of 


youth work.  


                                           
47 Estimation was made by this logic: during the pilot project “Promoting the partnership 
between national and non-governmental sectors in order to implement integrated youth 
policy” of the certification system in Telsiai region (which is average in comparison with other 
regions) it was counted 400 people working in formal youth work area. There are 60 regions in 
Lithuania, thus 60*400= 24000.  
48 By using similar logic of estimation as in case of people working in youth work area, in Telsiai 
region there are 24 registered youth organisations (source: number of youth organisations in 


Telsiai region, <http://www.zinauviska.lt/lt/veikliam-jaunimui/jaunimo-
organizacijos/telsiurajonas/visos>  date accessed 21th of November 2012.), therefore in 
Lithuania it would be approximately 2400 – 3000 of youth organisations. 



http://www.zinauviska.lt/lt/veikliam-jaunimui/jaunimo-organizacijos/telsiurajonas/visos

http://www.zinauviska.lt/lt/veikliam-jaunimui/jaunimo-organizacijos/telsiurajonas/visos
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5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


Youth work is one of best measure to maintain children and youth curiosity and 


interest in education. In many cases the activities in non-formal education in after 


school or out-of-school clubs, youth organisations can make decisive impact on choice 


of future profession. As said above, this field of youth work receives substantial 


funding in Lithuania. This implies that this form of youth work is recognised as having 


a crucial role in provision of non-formal learning opportunities. However, only 20% of 


schoolchildren participate in such non-formal education49.   


Example of an initiative:  


■ The Ministry of Education started a pilot EU funded project “Optional 


children's educational model development and testing in municipalities 


(2011-2013)”. The rationale of the project lies in observation that 


mainstream system is inflexible: in student‘s formal education „bag“ 


(funding lump sum) 2 hours of non-formal education activities per week is 


included, usually spent in the same school, where student receives formal 


education. In Lithuania schools differ very much in terms of their ability to 


provide various after school activities (it depends on school location (worse 


situation is in rural places), teachers' interests, etc.). Therefore new 


system establishes a separate and additionally financed non-formal 


education student „bag“, which can be spent in any institution, that 


provides non-formal education. This project provides a separate non-


formal education student “bag” in 4 regions in 2012. The plan is to 


establish this system on national level since 2013. This measure would 


increase the number of children and youth in non-formal education, the 


diversity of non-formal education providers (especially in non-formal youth 


work area) and quality of content50.  


The main problem with this type of non-formal education lies in methods used. In 


many cases there is no involvement of youth in decision making, activities planning, 


etc., many pedagogues works on formal methods basis, therefore a lot of work should 


be done in order to implement the youth ‘friendly’ work methods. There is still 


relatively little impact of youth work on supporting schools and training institutions in 


their service delivery in terms of mentoring, career advice services, counselling, etc. 


On the other hand, there is a positive tendency to work according to the best youth 


work methods with those at-risk of dropping out of school / vocational training and 


dropouts from formal education system. Despite, that this kind of youth work is still 


very rare, it is very effective in providing informal vocational training and/or in 


restoration of the motivation for further education for those at-risk of dropping out of 


school / vocational training and dropouts from formal education system. This type of 


non-formal youth work involves also informal youth learning. 


Example:  


                                           
49 Conception of non-formal children education (actual version 2012), approved by Order of the 
Minister of Education and Science, dated 29 May 2012, No. V- 554, 
<www.smm.lt/ugdymas/neformalusis/docs/KONCEPCIJA%202012%2003%2029%20isak%20Nr
.%20V-554.pdf> date accessed 16th of November 2012. 
50 Lakštauskas A. (2011), Non-formal education for all: the system of non-formal education 
“bag”, <http://www.atviravisuomene.lt/upload-files/Albertas_NU_krepAelis.pdf> date accessed 
8th of November 2012. 



http://www.smm.lt/ugdymas/neformalusis/docs/KONCEPCIJA%202012%2003%2029%20isak%20Nr.%20V-554.pdf

http://www.smm.lt/ugdymas/neformalusis/docs/KONCEPCIJA%202012%2003%2029%20isak%20Nr.%20V-554.pdf
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■ The Craft Centre of the Vilnius Archdiocese Steward’s Office was 


established in 2001 on the initiative of the Vilnius Metropolitan of the 


Catholic Church. This craft centre is oriented towards youth living in poor 


social conditions. Its main aim is to provide informal vocational training, 


leisure time and employment organisation for young people living in 


poverty or social risk families with restricted social opportunities. This aim 


is achieved through empowerment of young person by craft learning in 


form of apprenticeship, psychological and material support, and diverse 


development of their personalities by increasing their sociability and self-


confidence51.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


As youth unemployment rate dramatically increased during the economic crisis from 


13,4% in 2007 till 29,3% in 2009 and 32,5% in 201152 many additional measures 


aimed at young people were introduced. These are Labour Exchange projects, 


programmes for promotion of entrepreneurship and subsidies for employers, who 


employ persons without working experience53. In result, youth unemployment dropped 


to 25,6% in the middle of 201254. Nevertheless, measures that involved youth work 


were rare and funding was considerably smaller. Among such measures can be 


mentioned career counselling events at 11 Youth Job Centres around Lithuania in 


201255 and funding of youth entrepreneurship facilitation and education projects of 


youth organisations56. However, with such measures it is possible to reach only small 


number of young people.  


Examples:  


■ Since 2008, the Youth Job Centres under Labour Exchange are 


implementing an EU supported project “Development of New Innovative 


Services for Youth Seeking to Decrease Youth Unemployment and to 


Facilitate Entering the Labour Market”. Through this project services are 


provided for the most vulnerable young people in order to increase their 


opportunities to establish themselves and compete equally in the labour 


market57. During this project a tool-kit was prepared for youth job centres 


workers and training was provided on how to provide social services, 


mentoring, social skills, and education for disadvantaged youth58. 


                                           
51 Public Policy and Management Institute (2007), Disadvantaged young people: joining the 
world of work, Vilnius, Public Policy and Management Institute. 
52 Eurostat data. Ministry of Social Security and Labour website, 
<http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-1055821634> date accessed 7th of November 2012. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid. 
55 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/lithuania.pdf > date 
accessed 5th of November 2012. 
56 Ministry of Social Security and Labour activities (2012), Report on 2011.  Vilnius: Ministry of 
Social Security and Labour activities. 
57 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/lithuania.pdf > date 
accessed 5th of November 2012. 
58 Youth Employment Centres (under Lithuanian Labour Exchange under the Ministry of Social 


Security and Labour) website, 
<http://www.ldb.lt/jaunimui/apie/Puslapiai/ForEnglishSpeakers.aspx> date accessed 7th f 
November 2012. 



http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-1055821634

http://www.ldb.lt/jaunimui/apie/Puslapiai/ForEnglishSpeakers.aspx
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■ The National Programme for education and promotion of youth 


entrepreneurship 2008-2012 aims to provide funding for youth 


organisations projects, which provide young persons with practical skills to 


create some products or services by themselves and to apply them in 


market. In 2011, 7 such projects were funded (in total funding reached 


13,000 euro for all of them).     


5.3 Health and well-being 


Youth work in health and well-being was considered by the experts as being the least 


developed area in Lithuania, while this area requires urgent attention. According to 


UNICEF survey, Lithuanian children (till 18) feel the least happy in Europe at the 


moment. The percentage of students, who smoke cigarettes at least once a week and 


report having been drunk two or more times are also among highest among the 29 


surveyed countries59. Many children grow in socially vulnerable families; according to 


2010 data, the number of children growing in this type of families was 23,335 (3.7% 


of the total figure). Families with children spend more than a third of the income on 


food and beverages, and on average, 38.7 Litas, or 5.7% of total household 


consumption, on education, recreation and culture (only 0.9% on education, if taken 


separately)60.  


Youth work in prevention of health problems in Lithuania mainly concentrates on non-


formal education in sports after school or out-of-school clubs. Experts mentioned 


hidden problems with the last area of non-formal education. Such non-formal sports 


education in special schools and centres is very result oriented and focused on elite. It 


is not interested in working with young people who do not have the potential to 


compete at high levels.  


Other area of youth work in health and well-being is psychological support provided in 


mutual activities in youth organisations, youth centres, youth rehabilitation centres 


and via professional support provided by specialised organisations of volunteers: 


“Children Line” and “Youth line”.  


Examples:  


■ “Youth line” is the organisation, providing emotional support via phone and 


letters. Only volunteer consultants work in it. The organisation started in 


1991 and now provides services at national level and has 186 consultants.  


During 2011 it provided more than 10,000 consultations (30 per day) and 


answered near to 1,700 e-mails (5 per day) on youth problems: risk of 


suicide, relations with parents, friends, persons of opposite gender, 


partners, spouses, loneliness, bullying, meaning of life, etc61. 


■ Social Reintegration project „My Guru“rests on an idea of work 


rehabilitation for young ex-drug addicts. From 2004 step by step the 


fashionable Salad restaurant 'My Guru' was founded. The purpose of 'My 


Guru' project is threefold: 1) provide the high-quality catering services and 


promote a healthy, green lifestyle and diet; 2) educate a society, by 


breaking stereotypes about drug addict people, their capabilities and 


abilities (these are just as valuable as the others), and 3) assist young ex-


drug addicts blending into society through work rehabilitation, giving these 


                                           
59 Unicef (2007), Child poverty in perspective: An overview of child well-being in rich countries,   
<http://www.unicef.org/media/files/ChildPovertyReport.pdf> date accessed  21st of November 
2012. 
60 State progress country (unknown), Lithuania’s progress strategy “Lithuania 2030”,  
<http://www.lrv.lt/bylos/veikla/viesosios%20konsultacijos/EN_Lietuva2030.pdf> date accessed 


21st of November 2012. 
61 Youth line website, <http://www.jaunimolinija.lt/jaunimo/71/statistika_80> date accessed 
21st of November 2012. 



http://www.lrv.lt/bylos/veikla/viesosios%20konsultacijos/EN_Lietuva2030.pdf
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individuals the opportunity to obtain legal income by promoting their self-


confidence, organise themselves into community, self-help groups. While 


working in the salad bar, participants of the project get professional skills 


training. After professional training (6 months), participants of the 


project get certificates, recommendations and referrals to other 


restaurants, cafes, and bars.  A Salad bar "My Guru" has got an award in a 


category of Responsible and Inclusive Entrepreneurship in 2011 European 


Enterprise Awards62.  


5.4 Participation  


According to experts, participation is one of best developed area of youth work. Also it 


is one of the most funded area of youth work till nowadays – almost all budget 


allocations for  implementation of youth politics is given for strengthening of youth 


organisations potential to rise the young people’s participation to community and 


political life63. However, only 12% of youth participate in some organisation’ 


activities64. Besides, as experts emphasised, only active youth is involved in activities 


of youth organisation. Therefore still a lot of work must be done towards increase of 


young people participation in youth organisations, especially inactive and socially 


disadvantaged.   


Example:  


■ Lithuanian Scouting organisation was established in 1918, during the 


interwar period (1918-1940) approximately 100 thousand people were 


members of this organisation. During the Soviet occupation in 1945-1990 


the organisation continued to function in exile. Nowadays Association of 


Lithuanian Scouting unites 2500 scouts in all regions of Lithuania. The 


main task of organisation – to educate young people for realisation of 


themselves, as responsible citizens and members of local, national and 


international communities, physical, intellectual, social and spiritual 


potential65. The organisation strengthens democratic and civic values, 


responsibility, self-development, identity, and skills of participation in 


decision making, skills of taking some position in organisation, 


organisational skills and enlarge circle of good friends66.    


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Volunteering is also one of best improved and developed areas of youth work. 


According to the newest research in 2011, almost 45% of youth participates in one or 


another voluntary activity67. Therefore, there is quite a good level of participation and 


potential of participation in voluntary activities among Lithuanian youth. There are 10 


centres of volunteering in Lithuania that work for informing, involvement and training 


of young people in voluntary activities. The Ministry Social Security and Labour spent 


almost 25 thousand Euro for implementing 2011 European Voluntary activity 


programme in Lithuania by supporting information, increasing of competences of 


                                           
62 “My Guru” website, <http://www.manoguru.lt/ > date accessed 16th of November 2012. 
63 Ministry of Social Security and Labour activities (2012), Report on 2011.  Vilnius: Ministry of 
Social Security and Labour activities. 
64 Ministry of Social Secuity and Labour (2007), Survey on youth situation, 
<http://www.jrd.lt/jaunimo-situacijos-tyrimai> date accessed 25th of November 2012. 
65 Lithuanian Scouts website, <http://www.skautai.lt/info/official-info/id/341>;  
<http://www.skautai.org/lss_kas_esame.php> date accessed 12th of November 2012. 
66 Source: interview with experts, who are participated in Lithuanian scouts organisation. 
67 Vilmorus, NIPC (2011), Analysis of dominating models of volunteering in Europe, p.72, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/lietuva/documents/power_pointai/savanorystes_tyrimas_2011.pdf> date 
accessed 9th of November 2012. 
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volunteers and popularising volunteering68. However, according to experts, there are 


still difficulties with involvement of inactive and socially disadvantaged youth in such 


activities.  


Example:  


■ Centre of volunteers under Actio Catholica Patria prepares volunteers for 


voluntary activities in Lithuania and abroad. It seeks to include inactive 


and socially disadvantaged youth in volunteering, provides training for 


organisations, that work with volunteers, helps and maintains website 


www.buk-savanoriu.lt (in English www.be-volunteer.lt), that provides 


important information for potential volunteers, register people, who want 


to be volunteers and also organisations, that want to involve volunteers in 
their activities


69.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


From 2008 the social inclusion of disadvantaged youth gained in priority in Lithuanian 


youth policy. This is due to worsening of youth unemployment, effective 


mainstreaming of EQUAL programme results and higher attention towards this area in 


EU level. From 2009, 7 projects were funded by the European Social Fund in Lithuania 


aiming towards inclusion of socially disadvantaged youth (particularly of youth after 


care) in society and employment. Since 2009 the process of creation of open youth 


centres and spaces has begun70. Older initiatives of non-governmental bodies and 


organisations of usually religious nature provide services for social inclusion of 


disadvantaged youth. For example, A.C. Patria centre of independence education 


“Kitaip” for youth after care provides support, mentoring, training, accommodation, 


helps to find further education or job and not to drop out of it71. 


Example:  


■ One of best examples of such organisation can be mentioned The SOS 


Children’s Village72, which is a charity and support fund, established with 


the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Lithuania. In 1992 a village of 12 


family homes was built. This organisation pioneered a family approach to 


the long-term care of orphaned and abandoned children. Today, there 


are 70 SOS children living in the SOS Children’s Village, and 18 young 


people living in two SOS Youth Facilities. Children and youth are provided 


with a home and suitable environment, and take an active part in 


community life.  This enables them to recover and return to their full-


fledged social and emotional state. In the SOS Children’s village, children 


are entrusted to a foster mother, and live together with brothers and 


sisters, thus building strong emotional ties for a rest of their lives. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


The main youth work in the area of youth and the world in Lithuania is initiated by 


European programme “Youth in Action”. Special attention in the programme is paid to 


                                           
68 Ministry of Social Security and Labour activities (2011), Raport on 2011, p. 67, 
<http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?2021157222> date accessed: 7th of November 2012. 
69 Actio Catholica Patria website, <http://www.patria.lt/lt/centrai/savanoriu-centras/ and 
http://www.buk-savanoriu.lt/index/about> date accessed 12th of November 2012. 
70 Ministry of Social Security and Labour activities (2011), Raport on 2011, p. 40, 
<http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?2021157222> date accessed 7th of November 2012. 
71 Actio Catholica Patria website, <http://www.patria.lt/lt/centrai/savarankiskumo-ugdymo-


centras-kitaip/> date accessed 12h of November 2012 
72 The SOS Children’s Village website, <http://www.sos-vaikukaimai.lt/kas-mes-esame.htm> 
date accessed 30th of November 2012. 
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involvement as well as initiatives of young people with fewer opportunities than their 


contemporaries. In 2011, while implementing the Youth in Action programme, 144 


projects were funded, which were targeted at promoting young people’s active 


citizenship, developing solidarity and promoting tolerance among young people, 


involving young people with fewer opportunities in order to avoid social exclusion. 


4,586 young people directly participated in the Youth in Action programme in 2011.  


As compared to other initiatives on the national level, the EU programme “Youth in 


Action” contributes to the promotion of citizenship of young people, in particular 


European citizenship: as much as 68% of the respondents indicated that they felt 


more Lithuanian citizens due to the fact that they participated in the programme and 


76% indicated that they felt more EU citizens. The majority of the respondents stated 


that participation in the programme encouraged their initiative and creativity while 


taking part in public activities (90%); about 60% of the respondents stated that 


participation encouraged them to take a more active part in democratic activities. As 


much as 79% of the respondents stated that the programme positively affected their 


foreign language skills
73


.  


Young people in Lithuania have an opportunity to participate in development 


cooperation activities not only in their country but in partner countries as well. As an 


example could be given a development cooperation project “Green capital” 


implemented by Lithuanian Children and Youth Centre in 2011 in Georgia74. Experts 


also revealed that almost every big youth organisation has some activities for 


increasing awareness among young people of international / global issues, such as 


human rights, social justice, and the environment. 


Example:  


■ The Non-governmental organisation “Let’s do it” organises national action 


“Let’s do it” since 2008. Its main goal is to promote eco-friendly ideas, 


active citizenship, and social actions. This action involved already 210,000 


participants in 2010 and was funded exclusively by private business 


sources. All of participants are volunteers and majority of them – young 


people. During 5 years of organisation of this event reduced amount of 


waste were observed. In 2010 the event collected 12,000 tons of waste; in 


2012 it was only 1,500 tons. In 2012 the action “Let’s do it” also included 


an educational programme and an interactive ‘green’ training related to 


civic participation meaning and ecology. In 2012 this action was first time 


organised in 100 world countries and received global movement name – 


„Let’s Do It World“75. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


The creativity and culture area in Lithuania is quite well developed especially in formal 


youth work after and out-of-school. According to a recent survey, more than 20% of 


students participate in artistic expression clubs. However, the same survey reveals, 


that there is a lack of professional culture workers and pedagogues as well as funding 


                                           
73 Ministry of Social Security and Labour activities (2012), Social Report 2011-2012, p. 117, 
<http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?93931350>  date accessed 21st of November 2012. 
74 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/lithuania.pdf > date 


accessed 5th of November 2012. 
75 “Let’s do it” event website, <http://www.mesdarom.lt/darom/darom-istorija.html> date 
accessed 20th of November 2012. 
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is insufficient and in different municipalities not equal for these activities76. The 


involvement and funding of non-governmental providers of cultural non-formal 


education is also weak77.  


Thus the goal of the Children and youth cultural education programme for 2006-2011 


is to promote the cooperation between the NGOs and state as well as municipal 


institutions in education and culture field. The Ministry of Culture has set up four 


prizes for art and culture creators, as well as prizes for young artists. Guidelines for 


Lithuanian cultural policy development also provide the means for a programme. 


Lithuanian museums and cultural centres, libraries have developed over 300 


educational programmes to promote creativity. In order to improve the conditions and 


activities of cultural centres, as well as to develop the culture in the regions, the 


Programme for Modernisation of Cultural Centres for 2007-2020 and the Programme 


for the Development of the Culture in the Regions were approved by the Government 


of the Republic of Lithuania78. The creativity and culture activities as a part of whole 


youth work are provided by numerous non-governmental organisations especially in 


bigger cities.  


Example: 


■ One of the most famous cultural and art summer camp “Lietuvos Atgaja” 


seeks to involve Lithuanian children and youth (10-17) from all world since 


1993. Participants of the camp are promoted to rediscover and understand 


Lithuanian customs, traditions, history, and culture, to try and uncover 


their talents in cinema, theatre or music world. The mentors of the 


summer camp are volunteer students in higher education, who are 


provided with intensive training. Also professional art, music and dance 


pedagogues work in the camp as well as medical doctor and others. 


“Lietuvos Atgaja” organises themed camps: fairy tales, legends, theatre, 


arts, celebrations, history, cinema, mythological and languages79.  


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Traditionally youth work in Lithuania is universal and did not distinguish among target 


groups. Distinction is made between active, organised and inactive, unorganised 


youth.  


                                           
76 The Ministry of Education and Science (2007), Satisfying the students’ cultural education 
needs in education system, Vilnius: Vilnius Educational University, Institute of Social 
Communication, 
<http://www.smm.lt/svietimo_bukle/docs/tyrimai/kiti/Kulturine_edukacija_ataskaita_internetui.
pdf> date accessed 16th of November 2012. 
77 Conception of non-formal children education (actual version 2012), approved by Order of the 
Minister of Education and Science, dated 29 May 2012, No. V- 554, 
<www.smm.lt/ugdymas/neformalusis/docs/KONCEPCIJA%202012%2003%2029%20isak%20Nr
.%20V-554.pdf > date accessed 6th of November 2012. 
78 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/lithuania.pdf > date 


accessed 5th of November 2012. 
79 “Lietuvos Atgaja” website, <http://www.latgaja.lt/apie.html> date accessed 16th of 
November 2012. 
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However over the last decade certain target group arose as priority. These are in 


particular those socially disadvantaged. This group includes all youth at social risk: 


youth from risk (poor, conflicting, with drug and alcohol addiction) families, ‘street’ 


youth, early school leavers, NEETs and youth after care.  


There are also some separate youth groups such as youth with disabilities, lonely 


mothers, victims of trafficking and other abuse, drug addicts and similar, but usually 


specific youth work measures and support centres for these groups’ special needs are 


provided. 


6.1.2 Reach 


Young people (14-29) represent 24% (800,000) of the country's population80. Surveys 


show, that approximately 12% of youth participates in the activities of various youth 


organisations81 (according to experts, the number decreased in 2012 till 9,2%), 45% 


of youth participates in one or another voluntary activity82, more than 20% in non-


formal after school education83. Data of The Ministry of Education and Science also 


show, that 20 % of youth participates in formal youth work via non-formal out-of-


school education in various specialised sports, art, music and etc. schools84.  


Data of Ministry of Social Security and Labour declares that 4,7% of young people 


participated in the programmes and projects implemented in 201185. National 


Employment Office implemented the project “Be active in labour market” (ESF 


funding), which is addressed to young unemployed people (until 29 years) and 


involved about 0,7% of whole youth in Lithuania86. In 2011, during the 


implementation of the Youth in Action programme, about 0,6% of whole youth in 


Lithuania were involved87. From 2008 till 2012 about 1% of young people participated 


in open youth centres and spaces88.  


According to experts, the number of young people involved in all above mentioned 


areas is too small to talk about good youth work accessibility, especially in case of 


socially disadvantaged youth. Also there are some rural areas, where is no youth work 


provided except in schools.  Besides, representatives of youth subcultures89 were 


mentioned as not reached by youth work at the moment as well as young people with 


a migrant background. 


                                           
80 The Ministry of Social Security and Labour website, <http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-
1566512686> date accessed 25th of October 2012. 
81 Ministry of Social Security and Labour (2007), Survey on youth situation, 
<http://www.jrd.lt/jaunimo-situacijos-tyrimai> date accessed 25th of October 2012. 
82 Vilmorus, NIPC (2011), Analysis of dominating models of volunteering in Europe, p.72, 
<http://ec.europa.eu/lietuva/documents/power_pointai/savanorystes_tyrimas_2011.pdf> date 
accessed 9th of November 2012. 
83 The Ministry of Education and Science (2007), Satisfying the students’ cultural education 
needs in education system, Vilnius: Vilnius Educational University, Institute of Social 
Communication, 


<http://www.smm.lt/svietimo_bukle/docs/tyrimai/kiti/Kulturine_edukacija_ataskaita_internetui.
pdf> date accessed 16th of November 2012. 
84 Order of the Minister of Education and Science (2012), Conception of non-formal children 
education (actual version 2012), Vilnius: Order of the Minister of Education and Science. 
85 Ministry of Social Security and Labour activities (2012), Social Report 2011-2012,  , p. 118, 
<http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?93931350> date accessed 21st of November 2012. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid. 


89 Subculture here, according to interviewed experts, means youth with different appearance, 
behaviour, worldview that emphasise their self-realisation and exclusivity (e.g. goths, parkour, 
hipster, etc.). 
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6.2 Outcomes and impact 


The key outcomes of youth work for early school leavers are increased motivation to 


return to education (formal and non-formal), increased self-esteem, social skills and 


other competences for successful integration in work market and society90. Similar 


effect is observed for unemployed youth (their number from 32,5% in 2011 decreased 


till 24,8 in 2012)91 and also NEETs (their number from 11,4% in 2003 decreased till 


7,9% in 2011 (14% EU average)92.  


For the youth with immigrant background youth work can help to integrate and find 


contacts with native young people. Nowadays in Lithuania this group is not numerous 


and not particularly problematic93. Nevertheless experts see the need to be prepared 


for the future. Youth work for groups such as youth with disabilities, lonely mothers, 


victims of trafficking and other abuse, drug addicts gives social and psychological 


support, strengthens their possibilities and skills for integration94. 


For so-called ‘high achievers’ youth work can propose measures for their realisation 


via participation in youth organisations and volunteering, gaining organisational, 


leading and other skills. Youth workers have better competences than other 


professionals to create close contacts with young people, to reach mutual 


understanding and trust, to discover their needs and involve them in meet these 


needs together95.  


Finally youth work is extremely important for achievement of youth policy aims, as it 


increases activity of young people and supports them into integration in labour market 


and society on local, national and sometimes international level. 


                                           
90 Gečienė, I. at all (2007), Preconditions of Integration to Labour Market of Disadvantaged 
Youth, Vilnius, Public Policy and Management Institute. 
91 Ministry of Social Security and Labour website, <http://www.socmin.lt/index.php?-
1055821634> date accessed 7th of November 2012. 
92 Ministry of Education and Science (2012), Strategy of education, Vilnius Ministry of education 
and  science, 


<http://www.smm.lt/svietimo_bukle/docs/1562_Svietimo_strategija%202012.pdf> date 
accessed 21st of November 2012. 
93 The number of immigrants in Lithuania is quite small and in 2011 decreased till 26574 (there 
is no data on their age), besides the majority of immigrant is Lithuanian origin, Zibas K. (2012), 


Processes of immigrants integration in Lithuania: tendencies and problems, 


<http://www.integra-


project.eu/app/webroot/uploads/userfiles/files/Migrant_Integration_LT.pdf> date 


accessed 21st of November 2012. 
94 Public Policy and Management Institute (2007), Disadvantaged young people: 


joining the world of work, Vilnius: Public Policy and Management Institute. 
95 Department of Youth Affairs (2010), Conception of Open youth centres and spaces, 


Vilnius: Department of Youth Affairs under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour, 


<www.jrd.lt/uploads/dokumentai/KONCEPCIJA.doc> date accessed 25th of October 


2012. 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 2 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth work sector in Lithuania 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Well developed system of non-formal 
education after school and out-of-school 
(since soviet times). 


■ Greater clarity of what is youth work in 
Lithuanian context and its role in public 
policy and society. 


■ Constant grow of professional youth 
workers: increased number of 
professional youth workers, open youth 
centre and spaces, non-formal youth 
work in non-governmental 
organisations. 


■ Created tools (Conception of open youth 
work centres and spaces, youth workers 
certification system, Description of  youth 
workers activities, Guidance for open youth 
centres, etc.) creates good basis for further 
development of youth work. 


■ First steps were made towards 
supporting quality of youth work and 
there is political will to continue this 
process. 


■ Some vision of youth work development 
is generated. 


■ Organised trainings empowered youth 
organisations and youth centres to 
understand  their aims and role in 
development of youth work and 
increased their competences. 


■ Increasing diversification of youth work 
forms and institutions. 


■ High level of volunteering among youth. 


■ People working with youth have plenty of 
will, enthusiasm and initiative to develop 
youth work. 


■ There is large potential to involve young 
people in youth work. 


■ Positive Government’ commitment for youth 
work development in the country. 


■ EU level commitment for youth work 
supports orientation towards youth work 
development in country 


■ There is an increasing number of people with 
high level youth work competences able to 
train others. 


■ There are plans to install mobile teams and 
street workers in youth work. 


■ Transfer of the best European youth work 
practice to the national level will increase 
quality of youth work. 


■ Strengthening of local communities will 
increase attention towards youth problems. 


■ Rising awareness in business sector and 
willingness to support (materially and 
financially) youth work (e.g., youth camps or 
centres), emerging social entrepreneurship 
(e.g. in charity). 


 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Main funding and providing of youth 
work is still concentrated on statutory 
institutions, which still work without 
understanding and commitment towards 
youth work principles and methods. 


■ There is no systemic research on youth 
situation that would inform youth work 
practices. 


■ There is no monitoring and collection of 
statistical data on youth work (especially 
in non-governmental sector). 


■ Fragmentation of support for youth work 
development. 


■ Nowadays main funding for youth work 


■ Reluctance of people working in youth 
work area (pedagogues, statutory social 
workers, etc.) to improve their 
qualification in youth work. 


■ Lack of quality assurance of youth work. 
■ Inertia in youth work, when there is no 


need for continued improvement. 
■ Reduced, insufficient and fragmented 


funding. 
■ Waste of competences as without 


continued funding and support 
measures majority of professional youth 
workers are at risk of leaving youth work 
area. 
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derives from ESF and EU funds and it is 
difficult to ensure continuity. 


■ Youth work is based mainly on project 
basis; it is an obstacle to concentrate 
activities towards systemic work as 
projects are oriented towards problem 
solving. 


■ Weak cross-sector agreement on plans, 
priorities, actions. 


■ Unequal inclusion of youth in the various 
youth work and territorial areas. 


■ Changes of Government priorities in 
youth policies. 


■ Delay of legal regulation of youth work. 
■ Concentration of youth work in urban 


areas. 
■ Weak coordination of youth work 


measures in different Ministries and 
youth work areas (education, 
employment, sports, social services, 
etc.) and possible waste of funding (e.g. 
funding of infrastructure of duplicating 
function centres). 


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Lithuania has a well-developed system of non-formal education after school and out-


of-school. This system has existing infrastructure, pedagogues and stable funding and 


it involve significant part of children and youth till 19 into providing activities. 


However, this non-formal education lacks behind in terms of implementation of best 


youth work principles and non-formal education methods. Therefore there is a need to 


improve youth work competences in this sector. Planed changes in non-formal 


education funding (funds allocation principle “money follow a pupil” in non-formal 


education) will increase diversification of forms and providers as well as ensure better 


involvement of youth from poorer families into non-formal education. 


During last 5 years positive changes can be observed in developing youth work in 


Lithuania. The effectiveness of youth work methods in comparison with other formal 


and non-formal education methods is understood and recognised. There are a higher 


number of highly qualified youth workers able to teach others, strengthened youth 


work in social service, increased number of youth workers, newly created open youth 


centre and spaces. Non-formal youth work in non-governmental organisations is also 


strong. Basic tools for further development of youth work were created. Nevertheless, 


youth work lacks legal regulation and stable funding as it is still project based and 


funded mainly from ESF and EU funds. Planed update of the Law on Youth Policy 


Framework and approval of Description of Youth Worker Activities will improve 


regulation. Implementation of the National Youth Policy Development programme for 


2011-2019 is expected to ensure stable funding of youth work activities in open youth 


centres and spaces though the amounts allocated remain modest. 


However, more attention should be paid towards coordination of youth work measures 


across different Ministries and youth work areas (education, employment, sports, 


social services, etc.). Besides, there is still a great need of general youth work 


strategy and directions towards professionalisation of youth work, quality standards of 


youth work, systemic research on youth situation, monitoring and collection of 


statistical data on youth work (especially in non-governmental sector). There is also a 


need to provide more measures for support and permanent funding for various forms 


of youth work (e.g. youth homes for after care young persons, non-formal vocational 


education, etc). Only small part of youth work in social services should be funded via 


project funding. Participation of other funding sources for youth work should be 


encouraged (e.g. from business and private sources). 


Youth organisations should take part in youth work development by increasing their 


competences in youth work, maintaining time tested and effective forms of youth work 


and proposing new ones, and looking for other than state funding sources. Also they 
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should be more open for socially disadvantaged young persons and involve them in 


their activities. 


It is recommended for EU to take into account the different level of youth work 


development in EU countries: in some youth work has deep tradition, in others – the 


implementation of best youth work principles and methods is only at the very 


beginning. Thus it would be more adequate to differentiate the implementation of 


measures in these countries. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes, definition exists in draft 
legislation, which is expected 
to be approved by parliament 


in early 2013  


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Over a century, since the 
early 1900s 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work tradition  Since 1993, nearly 20 years. 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting young people Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth work Formal education, outreach  


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Leisure activities, faith based 
and political NGOs 


1.1 Definitions 


Draft legislation has been prepared in 2012, regulating the youth worker profession. 


This draft legislation contains the following definition for youth work, based on 


definitions of youth work from Ireland and the UK: 


‘"youth work" in Malta is a non-formal learning activity aimed at the personal 


social and political development of young people. It takes into account all 


strands of diversity and focuses on all young people between thirteen (13) to 


thirty (30) years of age. Youth workers engage with young people within their 


communities and support them in realising their potential and address life’s 


challenges critically and creatively to bring about social change’.1 


The draft legislation is currently in Parliament pending approval (hence not officially 


implemented yet), but the draft legislation is widely known so both public and NGO 


actors in the youth field in Malta, are already aware of the definition and of the 


provisions of the legislation.  


Furthermore, the draft legislation: 


■ Recognises the profession of youth worker. 


■ Foresees that a ‘warrant’ (license) will be set up for youth workers. 


■ And sets out the conditions of who can work as a youth worker.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work in Malta emerged in the early 20th century and has its origins in the 


activities of the voluntary organisations of the Catholic Church. For example, 


organisations such as the Society of Christian Doctrine, the Catholic Action and the 


Salesians all focused on engaging young people in the Catholic Church and on 


ensuring that young people were raised in a Catholic manner.2 After independence in 


1964 other forms of youth association developed, however the Church continued to be 


                                           
1 Youth Work Profession Act, 2012. 
2 Teuma, M. (2008), Youth work development in Malta. A chronicle, <http://youth-partnership-


eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Teuma.pdf> date 
accessed: 5th of November 2012. 



http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Teuma.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Teuma.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Teuma.pdf
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the main provider of youth work in Malta.3 In the 1980s, membership of religious 


youth groups began to fall and secular youth groups were formed around salient 


issues, for example peace, politics and the environment.4  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Up until 2010, youth work in Malta was mainly non-formal and based on voluntary 


participation of youth workers. Up until 2010, those completing youth work courses at 


university generally entered into voluntary youth work.  


There was a recognised need to enhance the process of professionalisation of youth 


work in Malta. In response to this need, the government took the steps of: 


■ Reviewing youth policy and publishing a new youth policy for 2010-2013. 


■ Setting up the Malta Youth Agency in 2010 in order to implement this 


policy. 


■ Developed legislation regulating the profession of youth worker. The 


legislation is in draft stage following public consultation and is in the final 


stage of being approved by the Parliament, something which is expected 


to take place sometime in the first half of 2013, given that there are 


general elections on 9 March 2013. 


 


In addition to the above, over the past three years, the government has taken 


initiatives to strengthen formal youth work in schools and in separate structures. 


These initiatives include: 


■ Further recruitment of youth workers in secondary schools. 


■ The development of Youth Cafes, where youth workers are employed (see 


the section on Policies and Programmes, for more details)5 . 


■ The development of local projects through the local where staffed part 


time youth workers are employed. 


2 Legislative context and governance 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes, legislation has been 


drafted regulating the 


youth worker profession, 
not youth work. Legislation 


is pending parliament 


approval. 


Level of regulation for youth work National 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Malta Youth Agency deals 


with all youth issues 


Ministry of Education is 
responsible for youth 


workers in schools.  


                                           
3 Ibid. 


4 Ibid. 


5 Source: interviews 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


The Foundation of 


Educational Studies (FES) 


also employs youth 
workers 


2.1 Legal background 


Legislation has been drafted during 2012, regulating the youth worker profession, not 


youth work. Legislation is pending parliament approval, which is expected during the 


first half of 2013.  


The benefit of the legislation is that it is expected to help improve the quality of youth 


work provided in Malta. A warrant (license) will be awarded to those fit to be a youth 


worker. This warrant, once obtained, will also provide security and social protection to 


youth workers, since they will have to have insurance even if they are working as 


freelancers6. 


2.2 Governance 


The main bodies that govern youth work in Malta are at national level and include:  


■ The Malta Youth Agency, set up in 2010. The Agency has two functions: 


policy mainstreaming and service provision and is responsible for all youth 


issues in Malta.  


■ The Ministry of education and Employment, Secretariat for Youth, 


responsible for youth workers in schools. 


■ Another player is the Foundation for Educational Studies. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 
work 


Strong/Medium  


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work yes  


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Funding has increased over 


the past 5 years.  


3.1 Policy commitment 


Policy commitment to promote youth work has been evident in Malta from 2010 


onwards. The National Youth Policy 2010-2013 was developed in 2010 and mentions 


youth work frequently, via simple statements (see below). The policy proposed the 


establishment of a National Youth Agency that will ‘initiate, coordinate, monitor and 


evaluate’ youth work initiatives. As a result, the Malta Youth Agency was set up in 


2010, as a structure to implement the policy in relation to youth work7.   


                                           
6 Source: interviews and Youth Work Profession Act, 2012 
7 Source: interviews 
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Interviewees are of the view that the EU youth policy has helped bring youth work to 


the attention of policy makers in Malta and helped to strengthen their commitment to 


promote youth work.  


The economic crisis has so far not affected funding for youth work, which has been 


steadily increasing over the past 5 years. It may however, affect youth work budgets 


in future, or it could be argued that maybe even more importance would have been 


placed on youth work in the absence of the crisis. Having said the above, despite the 


evident political commitment and funds, interviewees believe that funding should be 


increased further, as it is less comparably to other initiatives.   


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Malta’s first National Youth Policy was launched in 1993 and it has subsequently been 


revised in 1999, 2004 and 2010. The National Youth Policy 2010 – 2013 was compiled 


by a Committee that was appointed by the Parliamentary Secretary for Youth and 


Sport in June 2008. Extensive consultation with young people and their organisations 


was undertaken by both the committee and the Parliamentary Secretariat throughout 
the drafting of the policy.  


The policy is based on a tapestry model with eleven main vertical threads to enable 


mainstreaming of youth issues in diverse public policy areas and horizontal cross 


cutting threads which are warped through all the themes. Following the European 


Commission recommended indicators and after taking into consideration the young 


people’s views during the consultation process, the vertical themes include Education, 


Employment, Health and Well-being, Youth Justice, Transitions and Vulnerability, 


Culture and the Arts, Community Cohesion and Volunteering, Sport, Leisure, 


Information Society and Environment. The horizontal cross cutting issues are 


participation, youth information, social inclusion and mobility8.  


The national youth policy is designed to include young people in a positive light - not 


as dropouts, drug users, or delinquents. Young people are considered to be facilitators 


in the effort to bring about social change - an asset to society rather than a liability.  


In terms of youth work, the national youth policy acknowledges the importance of 


research and training for those working with young people. One of the twelve policy 


statements included in the strategy under the thematic field of education is that ‘In 


the field of education, the State recognises the role of youth workers as non-formal 


educators’9. There are nine strategies through which the policy goals in the field of 


education are intended to be met by the national youth policy. One of these is to 


promote and encourage ‘youth work initiatives which develop non formal education 
programmes in formal and non-formal settings’10.  


The National Youth Policy 2010-2013 focuses on the ‘paradigm shift’ in youth work 


from being concerned with youth issues to seeing ‘young people as partners in the 


development of society’. The National Youth Policy seeks to promote and encourage 


‘youth work initiatives which develop non formal education programmes in formal and 


                                           
8 Aġenzija żgḣ ażagḣ , Home, <http://www.agenzijazghazagh.gov.mt/> date accessed: 5th of 
November 2012. 


9 Parliamentary Secretariat for Youth & Sport (2010), National Youth Policy 2010 - 2013, p12. 
Floriana: Parliamentary Secretariat for Youth & Sport.  


10 Ibid. p14. 



http://cdn02.abakushost.com/agenzijazghazagh/downloads/0662_001.pdf
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non-formal settings’ and recognises the role of youth workers as non-formal 


educators. Furthermore the policy states that ‘youth work projects related to risk 


behaviour management including excessive driving, sexual health, substance misuse, 
eating disorders, and lack of physical exercise’ will be encouraged.11 


The government has also recently introduced two programmes to develop youth work: 


formal youth work in secondary schools and the youth cafes.  


Youth Cafes 


The Youth Cafes are a nationally-funded initiative to create drop-in centres open in the 


evening where a youth worker is employed part time. Three such centres have already 


opened during 2012 and another one opened in 2013. The idea of the Youth Cafes is 


to establish them within a one-stop social service structure that already exists in 


Malta, the ACCESS centres. There are four ACCESS centres in Malta, which are placed 


in particularly disadvantaged areas and integrating employment and social services for 


disadvantage people. The youth cafes have been set up in these ACCESS centres and 


one more is in preparation in the island of Gozo. There are plans to extend the Youth 


Cafes to higher education institutes. A Youth Hub is already operating in one of the 


higher education institutions in Malta and others are envisaged to be opened in all 


higher education institutions.  


Other sources, such as the National Lottery Good Causes fund, while it does not have 


supporting youth work as an explicit aim, is nevertheless supporting youth work 


indirectly. For example by supporting the renovation of NGO youth centres where 


youth work is available12.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes, foreseen in draft 


legislation which is at the 
final stages of passing 


through Parliament, 


already implemented when 
the state recruits youth 


workers 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Not yet, but it will be once 


draft legislation passes 


through Parliament 
(expected during the first 


half of 2013)  


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
Yes, since 1992  


Education background of the majority of youth workers Youth workers employed 


by the government all have 
a formal qualification in 


youth work. Volunteer 


youth workers have a 


                                           
11 Ibid. 


12 Source: interviews 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


variety of qualifications, 


some of them do possess 


the formal youth work 
qualification 


Number of youth workers  Estimates from interviews 


are that approx. 400 


people have graduated 
from the university degrees 


on Youth and Community 


Studies since 1992 (not all 
of them do youth work 


though).  


Approx. 20 youth workers 
are employed by the 


government. There are also 


many volunteer youth 
workers.  


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


The professionalisation of youth work began in 1992 when the Ministry of Education 


established the Institute of Youth Studies, now the Department of Youth and 


Community Studies, within the Faculty of Social Wellbeing at the University of Malta. 


In 1993 an official academic course for youth and community workers began and as a 


result youth worker is now a profession in Malta. Since 1993 there has been a 


constant effort to educate youth workers to advance the youth work profession and 


engage in research for the benefit of an evidence-based policy13. 


There are various youth studies higher education degrees available, these include: 


■ Diploma in Youth Studies: 2 year part-time, established in 1993.  


■ BA (Hons) Degree in Youth and Community Studies: 5 years part-time, 


optional to stop after 2 years, eligible for Diploma, established in 1993.  


■ Masters in Youth and community work: 2 years part-time + one year to 


write thesis, established in 2005. 


The main aim of these programmes is to provide professional training for youth 


workers. Furthermore the programmes encourage research about issues surrounding 


young people.14 Since the courses are evening courses and it is possible to do them 


part-time. The courses were aiming towards individuals who had other jobs in the 


mornings and probably did some youth work as volunteers. This has been changing in 


recent years, as youth worker is becoming a recognised profession15. 


There are minimum qualification standards for youth workers employed by the 


government in Malta: in order to be employed as a youth worker by the government, 


individuals have to have at least a Diploma in Youth and Community studies.  


                                           
13 Parliamentary Secretariat for Youth & Sport (2010), National Youth Policy 2010 - 2013, p1-2. 
Floriana: Parliamentary Secretariat for Youth & Sport. 


14 Atkin, L., Douglas, K., Farrell, M. (2005), Training and Education of Youth Workers in Europe 
‘A snapshot – October 2005’, p20. Cardiff: Wales Youth Agency. 
15 Source: interviews 
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There are generally no minimum qualification standards for youth work being done by 


volunteers, even though different organisations have their own standards, albeit not 


obligatory.16 


Social work is also regulated by law in Malta: in 1994 legislation was introduced to 


regulate social work. The legislation requires the registration of social workers and a 


‘warrant’ system.17 A similar ‘warrant’ system (i.e. licence for accredited youth 


workers) will also be introduced as part of the legislation waiting to be passed in 


parliament, which now regulates youth work18.  


Youth workers also have their dedicated professional association: the Maltese 


Association of Youth Workers was founded in 1998 and in 2001 a code of ethics for its 


members was introduced. The Association is recognised by the Maltese federation of 


Professional Associations, thus youth workers are represented in Government 


consultations in the development of relevant policy areas.19 


Regarding the youth work offered by volunteers, some of the larger voluntary youth 


organisations provide training for volunteers, including the religious organisations: the 


Silesians, the Diocesan Youth Commission and ZAK. Graduates of youth studies 


degrees, who work within voluntary youth organisations, offer further informal training 


opportunities to other volunteers.  


Interviewees were of the view that the volunteers working as youth workers are also 


becoming more and more aware of the need to professionalise themselves and they 


increasingly participate in local training. Such training is often supported by Youth in 


Action funds.  


The Malta Youth Agency will in the coming year prioritise training for volunteer youth 


workers. This will be achieved in cooperation with the Youth in Action programme. The 


Agency has set up a registry for volunteering youth organisations (80 youth 


organisations have registered themselves so far. The aim for 2013 is for the Youth 


Agency to develop a joint training programme, together with Youth in Action, in order 


to offer training locally for volunteers in NGOs. Furthermore, Youth in Action 


encourages volunteers to go for training abroad, to open their horizons.  


The Maltese Association of Youth workers also promotes training for volunteers and 


organises informal training workshops. These workshops take place every six to eight 


weeks.  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Until recently, youth workers did not have a well-recognised professional status in 


Malta, especially since most youth work was done by volunteers. However, this is 


starting to change. There is increasing awareness of what youth workers do, there is 


increasing awareness among youth workers that they need to develop some skills and 


the government has started to employ youth workers. The draft legislation regulating 


youth work is also expected to improve the status of youth workers in the near future.   


                                           
16 This was confirmed in the interviews. 
17 Atkin, L., Douglas, K., Farrell, M. (2005), Training and Education of Youth Workers in Europe 
‘A snapshot – October 2005’, p24. Cardiff: Wales Youth Agency. 
18 Source: interviews 


19 Teuma, M. (2008), Youth work development in Malta. A chronicle, <http://youth-partnership-


eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Teuma.pdf> date 
accessed: 5th of November 2012. 



http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Teuma.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Teuma.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Teuma.pdf
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4.3 Youth worker population  


From the interviews, the following estimates of the youth worker population can be 


drawn: 


 


■ About 400 people have graduated from the Diploma, Bachelor and Masters 


of Youth and Community Studies over the past 20 years. Since these are 


evening courses, the students usually have other jobs, so it does not 


follow that all of these graduates are involved in youth work. 


■ About 20 youth workers are currently employed by the government.  


■ Individual youth NGOs have an unspecified number of youth workers in 


their midst. For example ZAK now has 8 volunteer youth workers. Previous 


studies have also pointed out that there are many volunteers involved in 


youth work. For example, in 2005 the Council of Europe estimated that 


there were approximately 43 full-time and 111 part-time persons doing 


youth work in volunteering organisations in Malta. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


Those formally employed as youth workers all possess the formal university 


qualifications (Diploma, Bachelor or Masters’ degrees) in Youth and Community 


Studies.  


For volunteer youth workers, the picture if very mixed. Volunteer youth workers have 


a variety of qualifications, they can be teachers, social workers etc. Some of the 


volunteer youth workers do possess the formal youth work qualification. There are 


some volunteer youth workers however that do not have qualifications. In some cases, 


unqualified youth workers could be doing a disservice to young people. Hence, 


ensuring the provision of good quality youth work is an important challenge in Malta.  


The definite trend in the profile of youth workers over the past 10 years, as presented 


by the interviewees is that volunteer youth workers are becoming increasingly aware 


of the need to professionalise themselves. Youth workers have thus increasingly 


participated in both formal and informal training to develop themselves.  


Initiatives in this area include the Youth in Action (YiA) pool of trainers. YiA works 


closely with the Malta Youth Agency developing a national youth work training 


strategy that they will launch together. YiA has also set up a pool of trainers which 


includes 9 youth workers/leaders that are able to train others. These trainers have 


both qualifications and experience as youth workers, to be able to help develop other 


youth workers further. 


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


Youth work has recently been given prominence in providing support for at-risk 


students, within the context of formal education. There are 10 Colleges (at secondary 


level) in Malta, and a recent government initiative has recruited a youth worker for 8 


of these Colleges.  


Turning to non-formal education, youth work plays a key role in the provision of non-


formal education. Youth clubs and organisations provide young people with the 


opportunity to develop interpersonal skills for example team building. Youth work in 
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this area is mainly carried out by voluntary youth organisations.20 However the Council 


of Europe Review Policy for Malta identified four areas where there was a need for 


development, in order for non-formal education in youth work to increase in 


effectiveness21: 


■ There is a need for more resources to be allocated to youth clubs and 


organisations for more equipment, maintenance and other purposes. 


However the most important use of funding would be to create more paid 


youth worker positions.  


■ More training for both volunteers and paid staff. 


■ The establishment of youth work as a recognised profession.  


■ Better communication to grassroots members. For example better internet 


access for youth organisations.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Youth work already has a role in helping young people become more employable in 


Malta, but interviewees were of the view that even more can be done in this area. One 


strategic initiative in this area is the New Youth Employment Strategy, where the 


Malta Youth Agency is given a strong role. Youth work in particular is also stressed as 


a means of providing information to young people.  


Interviewees from youth NGOs said that they had anecdotal evidence of employers 


who say that from two similar candidates, they would prefer a person who had been 


involved in youth work to one who has not had such involvement. 


One example of how the Employment and Training Corporation (ETC), the Maltese 


Public Employment Service uses youth work to provide information that will improve 


employability for young people, is the Youth Employment Programme. The ETC runs 


various schemes and initiatives that aim to ‘empower, assist and train jobseekers’ to 


support their entry into employment.22 The Youth Employment Programme run by the 


ETC provides young people aged 16-24 with information and support to help them 


choose a career path, perform a job search and secure a job. The programme is 


targeted at young people who have just finished school, those who are registered as 


unemployed or those who are employed but want to improve their skills to get a 


better job23 and participation in the schemes run by the Youth Employment 


Programme is high.24  


The services provided by the Youth Employment Programme include: 


■ Guidance services 


■ Workshops 


■ Youth discussions 


■ Information talks 


■ Online chat 


■ Youth days 


■ Visits 


Youth workers are employed to identify individuals to be assisted and deliver 


information sessions and assist with group workshops that aim to increase the skills of 


young people for workplace. Furthermore career guidance practitioners provide 


                                           
20 Council of Europe (2005), Youth work in Malta, p40. Strasbourg: Council of Europe 
Publishing. 
21 Ibid, p41. 


22 ETC, Our purpose, <http://etc.gov.mt/index.aspx> date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 


23 Yep, Youth, <http://www.youth.org.mt/?m=youths> date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
24 Council of Europe (2005), Youth work in Malta, p9. Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing. 



http://etc.gov.mt/index.aspx

http://www.youth.org.mt/?m=youths
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guidance to young people with regards to careers and employment opportunities and 


relevant training programmes. They help to develop individual career development 


programmes that set goals and identify ways of reaching those goals.25  


5.3 Health and well-being 


The Health Promotion Department has the responsibility of helping young people in 


the area of health and well-being. This is done through health promotion campaigns, a 


free phone advice service and peer led education. The peer led education initiative 


consists of health promotion programmes written and delivered by young people.26    


Interviewees were of the view that there is leeway to improve the role of youth work 


in terms of health, well-being and prevention in the country. More strategic 


interventions can be planned, instead of ad hoc initiatives, while coordination between 


the stakeholders responsible for youth issues on the one hand, and health, on the 


other, can be improved.  


5.4 Participation  


There are several examples in Malta, of how youth work contributes to increasing 


young people’s participation to community and political life.  


Youth Local Councils are an example in this area launched in 2010. The Youth Local 


Councils aim to encourage young people to be active citizens within their communities. 


A youth worker helps young people during this project and young councillors research 


the needs of their communities. The Youth Local Council then prepare an action plan 


and a budget with details of the changes that they intend to make and how they will 


undertake these changes.  These proposals are then submitted to a committee and 


the best three are selected and implemented, these three projects receive a budget of 


EUR 10 000. Young people from 14-18 years old are able to participate in the Youth 


Local Councils. It is significant to note that in 2012, one of the young persons involved 


in the Youth Local Councils went on to be elected in the local council of that 


municipality, giving a voice to young people in the local authority government.  


Another example is the National Youth Parliament, organised by the National Youth 


Council and is for young people aged 13-17 and 18-30 years old. The aims of the 


Parliament are to raise awareness and knowledge of the parliamentary and democratic 


system of Malta. Furthermore young people are encouraged to actively participate in 


discussions on social and political issues. 


In the area of education and promoting participation, the government has launched a 


school leaving certificate after compulsory schooling. In this certificate, some grades 


and credit is given to students, in relation to their participation in youth organisations, 


such as football clubs etc. This recognises and awards participation.  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


There is quite a lot of youth work taking place in Malta by youth organisations and 


NGOs more generally, in the context of encouraging and enabling young people to 


take part in volunteering. For example, the NGO Youth Catholic Action (ZAK), a key 


player in voluntary youth work in Malta, through youth work, encourages young 


                                           
25 Yep, Guidance services, <http://www.youth.org.mt/?m=content&id=195> date accessed: 5th 


of November 2012. 


26 Council of Europe (2005), Youth work in Malta, p56. Strasbourg: Council of Europe 
Publishing. 



http://www.youth.org.mt/?m=content&id=195
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people to become youth leaders, to go abroad through EVS, to broaden their horizons, 


to then be able to work with other young people back home. Another example is the 


initiative of the Maltese Voluntary Council, launched in 2011, to encourage graduates 


to participate in volunteering.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


The role of formal youth work that takes place in schools is mainly about including 


young people to keep them in school, to help their transition to the world of work.  


Youth work that takes place in Youth Cafes also mainly aims to include socially 


excluded young people. 


One example of how youth work can contribute to social inclusion is the ‘Embark for 


Life’ project which originally was an ESF co-funded project which continues with 


government funding, after the end of ESF funding. The project is run by the 


Foundation for Social Welfare and employs part-time youth workers to work with 


young people living in residential homes,  who face multi-faceted problems. The aim is 


to help integrate these young people in society and to enable them to live 


independently.  


Another example is Youth.inc27, which was launched in 2011 by the Ministry for 


Education, Employment and the Family, the Malta Qualifications Council and the 


Employment and Training Corporation to be coordinated by the Foundation for 


Educational Services. It aims to work with young school leavers between the ages of 


16 and 21, who have not progressed to further education or training. The programme 


offers a flexible pathway to further education by putting together a programme of 


study and vocational training over a period of two to three years leading to the 


attainment of a recognised MQF Level II qualification.  Youth work has an important 


place in the context of Youth.inc. Youth workers will act as mentors and ensure that 


the participants are actively engaged in the learning process. The youth workers will 


also be responsible to supervise the validation of non-formal learning experiences 


undertaken by the students whether through vocational placements, voluntary work or 


employment. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


There is a political commitment by the Maltese government and by the Youth Agency 


to help young people open up to the world through youth work. A special effort and 


working relationships are being set up with Northern Africa (Tunisia, Egypt). The Youth 


Agency has hosted Euromed event in 2012, partnership with Euromed youth platform 


network of NGOs, the partnership between the European Commission and the Council 


of Europe, league of Arab States Northern Africa, while a number of NGOs are 


promoting volunteering for young people from Malta to go to countries outside the EU, 


through youth work.  


The commitment of the Maltese government to the Euro-Mediterranean Youth 


Platform28, should also be mentioned here. Based in Malta, the Euro-Med Youth 


Platform Secretariat is hosted within the European Union Programmes Agency (EUPA) 


of Malta. The platform was launched in 2003 with the aim of developing co-operation 


in the youth sector between thirty-five countries, parties to the Euro-Mediterranean 


                                           
27 Ministry of Education, Youthinc., 
<https://www.education.gov.mt/Page.aspx?pid=461&depid=2&pageid=10> date accessed: 5th 


of November 2012. 


28 Euro-Mediterranean youth platform, Welcome, <http://www.euromedp.org/> date accessed: 
5th of November 2012. 
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Partnership Agreement. As part of its activities, the platform organises activities in 


Malta (and elsewhere) where youth workers from Malta can participate.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Creativity and culture is enhanced through youth work in Malta and the Youth Agency 


has several activities in this area. Recent examples include: 


■ Empowerment project through culture involving organising an exhibition 


entitled ‘Divergent Thinkers’ where young people are enabled to exhibit 


and publish their work.  


■ Competition for social theatre followed by a small scale Drama festival. 


■ The ‘Ziguzajg’ children and youth arts festival organised by the Ministry of 


culture29. There, youth workers working in schools worked to bring young 


people who wanted to know how to work with puppets in contact with 


puppet artists. The youngsters learned to make puppets and created a 


puppet parade during the Festival. This was considered to be a pilot 


project in the area of youth work in culture that worked well, so the Youth 


Agency will try to expand it. The Agency was of the view that if there were 


no youth workers involved in this project, the artists and young people 


may not have worked seamlessly together. The youth workers acted as 


mediators and catalysts in the process of collaboration between the artists 


and the young people, helping the artists to understand why the young 


people may not always have enough motivation or be able to express their 


creativity.  


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


The main youth work provision in Malta used to take place mainly by church 


organisations or by organisations with some links to the church but the situation is 


balancing out with government services such as the Scouts and girl guides. In each 


town, the parish church supports a youth centre which is either run by priests or by 


other organisations (e.g. Catholic Youth ZAK). Youth work is also provided by youth 


organisations such as scouts groups, environmental NGOs etc. Such youth work 


provision is universal by nature, it is open to all and caters for groups of young people. 


The target groups are usually defined by age, generally as teams especially school age 


children aged 12-13 up to 15-16 but some activities also cater for 17-18 and even 19 


year olds.  


On the other hand, some specific initiatives, such as the government’s Youth cafes, 


are outreach initiatives, targeting more disadvantaged individuals.. 


6.1.2 Reach 


Even though it is difficult to estimate the number of young people reached by youth 


work each year, a proxy could be that the Council of Europe found that the 


                                           
29 ŻiguŻajg, ŻiguŻajg Arts Festival for Children and Young People, <http://www.ziguzajg.org/> 
date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
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membership of youth organisations as a percentage of the population of the different 


age cohorts in Malta is30: 


■ 5-10: 72.23% 


■ 11-15: 70.31%  


■ 16-20: 33.05%  


■ 21-24: 39.63%  


■ 25-29: 35.27%  


It should be noted that the above figures are based on statistical data from 2003; 


hence the above picture is believed to have changed somewhat in recent years. 


Interviewees are of the view that the reach towards the cohort of 16-20 year-olds is 


higher nowadays, with certainly more than 33% of the cohort being targeted by 


current youth work initiatives in Malta.   


6.2 Outcomes and impact 
Youth work in Malta may be involving small numbers of youth workers and of 


young people reached. However, youth work makes a big difference in 


reaching those young people that other services (school, Public Employment 


Service etc.) have failed to reach. Once more, the issue of quality of youth 


work provided comes to play, because when it comes to youth work the work 


of quality done with one person that would have failed with all the other 


institutions, can make a big difference in the life of one individual but also for 


society as a whole, if the hardest to reach are reached.  


 


An example of how youth work can benefit an individual and society more 


widely is the fact that one of the young people involved in local youth councils 


who benefited from youth work has now been elected as part of the local 


council. Young people are now directly represented in the local authority. If 


that person had not worked with a youth worker, this would not have 


happened.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Malta 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


                                           
30 Council of Europe (2005), Youth work in Malta, p30. Strasbourg: Council of Europe 


Publishing. 
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■ The fact that Malta is a small 


country is a strength for youth 


work, as you can reach everyone 


and it is easier for youth workers 


to network with each other.   


■ The recent steps taken by the 


government to promote youth 


work (setting up the Youth Agency, 


draft legislation prepared to 


regulate youth workers, 


introducing youth work in 


secondary schools), offer great 


opportunities for the further 


contribution of youth work to the 


lives of young people. 
 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ The fact that most volunteer youth 


workers are not qualified or trained 


is a weakness because in some 


cases, if a youth worker has no 


training, he/she could be doing a 


disservice to young people. Hence, 


quality control of youth work is 


important.  


■ Another weakness may be 


considered to be the fact that there 


may not be synergies between all 


the areas where youth work 


applies. More effort is needed to 


bring more Ministries and sectors 


together from the areas of health, 


justice and other areas because 


youth work can be of value in all 


these areas, if efforts are 


concerted.  


 


■ Threats exist in terms of the fact 


that funding may be reduced or 


that the draft legislation regulating 


youth workers may not pass 


through parliament after elections 


in March 2013. These dangers are 


not very strong, however. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


Many significant steps have been taken in Malta during the past 2-3 years to promote 


youth work. This includes the creation of the Malta Youth Agency, the development of 


draft legislation to regulate the profession of youth workers (which is in the final 


stages of being adopted by Parliament), the introduction of youth work in secondary 


formal education. Formal qualifications for youth workers have existed in Malta for 20 


years, and those employed as youth workers, either full time or part time, do possess 


these qualifications. However, volunteers have mixed backgrounds and some of them 


may have no training in youth work. For this reason, ensuring the quality control of 


youth work is important. The government in Malta should continue to develop the 


quality control mechanisms for youth work, assisted by youth NGOs.  


Furthermore, interviewees from both public bodies and from NGOs agree that the 


resources available for youth work, both human and financial, need to continue to be 


strengthened. This need to be combined with continuing to enhance the quality of 


human resources, as mentioned above. There has been political and financial 


commitment for youth work in Malta, but this needs to continue. Youth work needs 


human resources in both quantity and quality, to be able to reach those young people 


who have failed to be reached by other government services.   


 


A final recommendation for both government bodies and NGOs is to cultivate further 


the cooperation between them, to come together, also with the grass roots level, in all 


areas where youth work can have value. 


Recommendations to NGOs 


NGOs in the field of youth need to strengthen their capacity. Similarly to the 


government, they also have a role to play in professionalising their volunteer youth 


workers, encouraging them to participate in training and thus helping to improve the 


quality of youth work and the NGOs’ capacity. 


Recommendations to the EU 


At EU level, and largely due to the economic crisis, the emphasis of youth work has 


been shifting towards promoting youth employability and entrepreneurship. However, 


employment is not the only need of a young person. Young people need much more 


support on many levels (education, confidence, soft skills etc) to be able to arrive to a 


job. Hence, care should be taken to maintain the breadth of themes youth work 


addresses. Moreover, there is also an emphasis to mainstream youth work, but the 


Commission should encourage NGOs and public bodies to maintain emphasis on the 


‘core business’ of youth work which in Malta is seen to be non-formal education, 


participation and volunteering. These are areas that if youth work does not pursue 


them, no one else will pursue them.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Since mid-20th century 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


Around 60 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in 
supporting young people 


Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory 
youth work 


Education, pedagogical, extra-
curricular activities, cultural, 


leisure. Specific focus on 


handicapped or talented children. 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led 
youth work 


Education, pedagogical, extra-
curricular activities 


1.1 Definitions 


In Slovakia, a legal definition of youth work exists, or as it is known in Slovakia “work 


with young people”.1 According to this, work with young people is defined as “mainly 


pedagogical and educational activity, social activity, informational activity and 


consultation activity oriented at young people, young leaders, youth leaders and youth 


workers.”2 In this act, non-formal education is characterised as the sector of youth 


work which provides “an additional education for youth, young leaders, youth leaders 


and youth workers organised by educational institutions with the goal of acquiring new 


knowledge, practical experiences and skills needed for youth work”.3  


However, according to some of the interviewed experts, the legal definition is 


considered to be very general and therefore not very useful. According to them, the 


problem of this definition originates in the lack of focus on specific qualities of youth 


work (e.g. its systematic approach or its focus on the development of personal, 


emotional and social skills of young people). Also, the definition does not characterise 


various types of non-formal youth work. As stated by experts, this influences the state 


policy and positions towards youth work and it excludes some organisations from 


allocation of finances by the Ministry of Education. Also, it focuses on the relation to 


free time activities, while experts connect youth work more with the idea of a 


systematic socio-pedagogical development of youth. In comparison to the Slovak legal 


definition, the European definition is much more thorough and it reflects the actual 


practice. Also, it seems more inclusive than exclusive towards various types of 


organisations. 


Currently, a new definition is being created by Iuventa (the Slovak institute for youth), 


in cooperation with other agents from the non-formal youth work sector.4 According to 


Iuventa, the idea behind the project is to provide a platform for dialogue between 


various types of organisations and agents in the field of non-formal education. Another 


                                           
1 The act no. 282/2008  


2 The act no. 282/2008  
3 The act no. 282/2008 
4 This also indicates that the legal definition is not satisfactory enough for everyday practice in the non-formal 
youth sector. 
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aim is to define youth work in Slovakia more thoroughly, which would be an 


opportunity for the professionalisation of the sector (e.g. creation of code of ethics for 


professional youth workers and volunteers, or a possible further systematisation of 


funding through financial programmes). However, according to the experts from non-


governmental sector, the youth work sector in Slovakia is very fractionalised, being 


composed of a wide range of organisations with varied aims and activities. This results 


in very different perspectives in the way they define youth work itself and it is difficult 


to create a definition which would be general enough and yet still useful.  


The problem of different ways of looking at youth work originates in the varied 


perspectives on formal and non-formal education and youth work in Slovakia. Also, 


non-formal youth work does not have a long tradition in the country (in the legal 


sense).5 According to Lenčo and Fudaly, an institutional background for youth work in 


Slovakia is divided into a formal (leisure time centres6 or school interest groups7) and 


non-formal sector (mainly non-governmental organisations). The formal sector is 


structured and controlled in relation to the state legislation as part of the official 


educational and pedagogical structure. Both the formal (partially) and non-formal 


(specifically) youth work sectors focus on non-formal education. This means they are 


part of the process of “transmitting values, norms, education and skills outside the 


formal educational system”.8 These activities are planned, intentional, partly 


structured and voluntary and they focus on the experience- oriented and holistic 


methods of the work with young people.9. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


In Slovakia, non-formal youth work and education are characterised by unstable 


development.10 They originated in the beginning of the 20th century and relate to the 


international youth movements such as scouting (in Slovakia since 1913). Further 


development of youth work was related to the democratic era of the first Czechoslovak 


republic after WWI and it was inspired and influenced by youth work in the Czech 


Republic (for example through the expansion of the Czech sport youth movement 


Sokol). 


During the communist regime (from 1948 to 1989), the state youth policy was 


characterised by a non-democratic process of centralisation and it was related to the 


communist ideology.11 In this sense, youth work was considered to be a responsibility 


of the state administration and was connected to the Unified and Mass Organisation 


for Children and Youth.12 This organisation consisted of the Czechoslovak Union of 


Youth (later the Socialist Union of Youth) – for young people over 15 years old – and 


the Pioneer organisation – for children from 6 to 14 years old. The organisation was 


focused on the free time and after school activities for children and young people, 


based on the ideals of communist ideology. Approximately 90% of children and young 


                                           
5 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže. Bratislava: Iuventa – 
Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 


6 Centrá voľného času (own translation) 


7 Školské strediská záujmovej činnosti (own translation) 


8 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže. Bratislava: Iuventa – 
Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže. Bratislava: Iuventa – 
Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
11 Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport (2005), Review of Youth policy – Slovak 
national report. Bratislava: Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport. 
12 Jednotná a masová organizácia detí a mládeže. (own translation) 
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people were members of this organisation (although many of them only formally). 


Education was realised by group leaders and volunteers – often school teachers.  


Also, some other organisations were functioning on illegal basis (Scouting, Church 


organisations).  


After 1989 the fall of communism and a democratic turn resulted in the changes of 


social policies in relation to the young people and the youth work as well as in a rapid 


growth of civil sector. The state policy started to lose its paternalistic approach and 


started supporting activities and initiatives from below.13  


Formal – institutionalised – youth work was realised through school children  clubs14, 


Centres for out-of-school time activities15 and leisure time centres.16 These are usually 


oriented on extra-curricular and leisure time activities for  children and young 


people. Their activities are focused on children and  young people up to 15 years 


old and established by the schools, municipalities, church or other legal entities.  


However, there was a high rise in the number of non-formal youth organisations and 


associations, which were forbidden during communism.17 Many were re-established in 


relation to their previous existence before the rise of communism (scouting, Fénix, 


Salesians, YMCA, etc.). Some were created as a branch of political or other 


organisations for adults. However, a great variety of new organisations has emerged. 


These include religious organisations, organisations oriented on particular ethnic 


groups, professional as well as specialist organisations. According to Ústav informácií a 


prognóz školstva18, in 2005, the Ministry of Education registered 41 organisations for 


children and youth with 53 838 members. However, according to Macháček, only 


organisations that had applied for the state funding were taken into account.19 In the 


following year, The Youth Council of Slovakia20 registered 42 organisations with 


approximately 70 000 members. Most of them had not been included in the list by the 


ministry. Therefore, it is very difficult to elaborate on the number of the organisations 


for youth and children in Slovakia. Also, many organisations working with young 


people are not youth organisations per se, but youth work and education is part of 


their policy (for example Slovak Red Cross).21 


The organisations oriented on social work for socially excluded and endangered groups 


of young people (e.g. street-work or drop-in centres) are regulated as social services. 


In the last couple of years, many low-threshold organisations have developed. 


However, according to the experts, these organisations do not belong into the priority 


group of funding from the Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport. 


Nevertheless, they have other funding opportunities – they can be accredited by the 


Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and family and be recognised as part of the social 


services. Also, they can apply for the funding by means of programmes of the non-


governmental foundation Intenda.22 In 2001, 56 organisations applied for the funding 


through Intenda's programme for the low-threshold youth work activities. However, 


not all of these organisations were necessarily low-threshold organisations per se. The 


                                           
13 Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport (2005), Review of Youth policy – Slovak 
national report. Bratislava: Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport. 
14 Školské kluby detí (own translation) 
15 Školské strediská záujmovej činnosti (own translation) 
16 Centrá voľného času (own translation) 
17 Macháček, L. (2002), Kapitoly zo sociológie mládeže. Trnava: UCM v Trnave. 
18 The Institute of Information and Prognoses of Education (own translation) 
19 Macháček, L. (2002), Kapitoly zo sociológie mládeže. Trnava: UCM v Trnave. 
20 Rada mládeže Slovenska.  
21 Macháček, L. (2002), Kapitoly zo sociológie mládeže. Trnava: UCM v Trnave. 
22 The Intenda foundation was established by The Youth Council of Slovakia (Rada mládeže 
Slovenska), Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport and the Student Council for 
Higher Education (ŠRVŠ). 
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low-threshold organisations are associated in the Association of Low-Threshold 


Organisations for Children and Youth.23 In 2013, 15 organisations were listed as 


members of this association.  


Informational service and counselling is the core focus of Information centres for 


youth.24 These are associated under The Association of the Youth Information and 


Counselling Centres in the Slovak Republic.25 In 2011, 19 informational centres were 


part of the association, as well as 6 info-points.  


To conclude, in the last 10 years, the youth work sector in Slovakia has been growing, 


or even more so professionalising and restructuring. Also, new forms of youth work 


developed. Mainly, this was a result of the broader changes in the civil sector (which 


started in the 1990s). Many new non-governmental organisations were established – 


focused on varied activities – ranging from education and religion to professional or 


low-threshold organisations. These processes were also connected to the 


establishment of new representative bodies (in 2000 The Youth Council of Slovakia26 


became a partner organisation of the Ministry of Education, Science, Research and 


Sport). However, the growth of individual sectors of youth work varied. According to 


the experts, organisations looking for new methods and approaches towards young 


people are on the rise (e.g. organisations oriented on culture, creativity or 


participation), while more traditional (or less flexible) organisations suffer a slight 


decrease of number of members. Nevertheless, many organisations have a stable 


position in the sector (e.g. some religious organisations). 


Considering the state youth policy after 1989, the process of establishing relations 


between the state administration and the non-governmental sector was lengthy and 


complicated. The integration of Slovakia into the EU was an important driver for the 


enhancement of the governmental support of youth work as well as the increased 


focus on the policy making. A further professionalisation of the sector was also 


strongly influenced by the European cooperation in the field of youth work. 


However, some experts summarise that the state policy sometimes seems to be 


driven more by the need to formally express an interest in youth work than by the in-


depth understanding of the need for a structural and systematic support of the sector. 


Also, they are regulated more in regard to the European policy priorities ('top down 


approach') than in relation to the actual needs of the sector ('bottom up'). According 


to the experts, the sectors that are mostly underdeveloped and underfunded are the 


ones that would benefit the most from the youth work (e.g. unemployed young 


people, people with a migrant background, etc.).  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


The key providers of non-formal education in Slovakia are formally institutionalised 


leisure time centres27 and non-governmental organisations for children and youth.28 


The formal sector of youth work is related to the school facilities and it is regulated by 


the Act no. 245/2008. These facilities are defined as part of the official educational 


and pedagogical system and in relation to this, their activities are quite tightly 


regulated. From the perspective of non-formal education, the most important facilities 


                                           
23 Asociácia nízkoprahových centier pre deti a mládež. 
24 Informačné centrá mladých 
25 Združenie informačných a poradenských centier mladých. 
26 Rada mládeže Slovenska. 
27 Centrá voľného času (own translation) 
28 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže. Bratislava: Iuventa – 
Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
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are school clubs for children29, centres for out-of-school time activities30 and – most 


importantly – the leisure time centres31. They can be established by the state, 


municipality, the church  or other corporate body.32 In these institutions, a specific 


approach is mainly related to the interaction with disabled or talented children or 


youth.33 As defined by the act, the leisure time centres are responsible for organizing 


pedagogically-educational, recreational and hobby activities for children, parents and 


other people up to 30 years old in their free time. According to  relevant interviewed 


expert, this definition limits the functioning of the leisure  time centres, mainly 


due to its emphasis on the free time character and extra- curricular activities.  


Non-formal youth work is mainly realised by the third sector non-governmental 


organisations and youth associations. Their activities are mainly organised on the 


peer-to-peer principle, but they also have some employed staff and qualified 


volunteers. Organisations often recruit and educate youth work volunteers from their 


own members. Therefore, the peer-to-peer principle is deeply embedded in their 


methods and approaches (contrary to the formal youth work sector). Also, this 


principle generally ensures that their aims and objectives are created in relation to the 


actual needs of their members (e.g. participation, cultural activities, hobby clubs, but 


also low-threshold or an out-reach approach).  


Youth work that falls under subsidised social services (street work, drop-in centres) is 


regulated as such. 


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National with increasing regulation on 


regional and local level 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth 


work 


Ministry of Education, Science, 


Research and Sport (coordinate 
body). 


2.1 Legal background 


The educational and pedagogical facilities related to the formal youth work sector are 


defined by the Act no. 245/2008 – the so called Educational Act34. These facilities can 


be established by the state, municipality, church or other corporate body. According to 


the law, centres for out-of-school time activities organise pedagogical and educational 


activities in the free time of children and youth in the form of spontaneous activities, 


competitions and through individual approaches throughout the whole calendar year. 


In this sense, pedagogical activity is understood as an activity realised in special 


interest clubs, but also as other types of regular or irregular activities related to 


providing an active free time for children and youth. According to the law, the leisure 


time centres focus on pedagogically-educational, recreational and hobby activities for 


children, their parents and other people up to 30 years of age in their free time. Staff 


                                           
29 Školský klub detí (own translation) 
30 Školské stredisko záujmovej činnosti (own translation) 
31 Centrum voľného času (own translation) 
32 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže. Bratislava: Iuventa – 
Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
33 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008). Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže. Bratislava: Iuventa – 
Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
34 Školský zákon (own translation) 
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in these facilities are pedagogical employees and they are regulated as such by the 


Act 317/2009. The external quality of facilities for extra-curricular education is 


ensured by the Slovak School Inspection.  


Slovak Republic does not have a specific law on youth, but issues related to needs and 


rights of young people are addressed in different laws and legal acts. Most important 


law, closest by content and character to Youth law is Youth Work Support Act n. 


282/2008.35 In this act, young people are defined as not more than 30 years old. Also, 


young leaders, youth leaders and youth workers are defined here. Youth work is 


understood as “an educational and pedagogical activity, social activity, informational 


and support activity for youth, young leaders, youth leaders and youth workers.”36 In 


relation to youth, non-formal education is defined as extra-curricular education of all 


of the above mentioned groups, organised by educational facilities with the focus on 


acquiring new knowledge, practical experiences and skills. According to the 


interviewed experts from non-governmental organisations, these definitions are very 


general and therefore not very useful in the actual practice. 


Organisations focusing on social services are regulated by the Act no. 448/2008 on 


social services. However, the act explicitly focuses on children and family, not youth. 


Also, some specific services provided by low-threshold organisations are not regulated 


in the act.37 Currently, an amendment of the act is being prepared. Another important 


law is an Act no. 305/2005 on the socio-legal protection of children and young people 


and social care. The low-threshold organisations for the youth and the drop-in centres 


function under this jurisdiction.  


Non-governmental organisations in general are regulated by the Act no. 213/1997 


(the amendment act no. 35/2002) and volunteer work is also regulated by the Act 


no.406/2011 on volunteer work. Children youth work organisations are usually 


functioning under the Act no. 83/1990 on association of citizens.38  


2.2 Governance 


The main body for youth work in Slovakia is the Ministry of Education, Science, 


Research and Sport. Its responsibilities are defined in the Act no.282/2008 on the 


support of the work with youth. The Ministry manages and controls the state policy in 


relation to youth work, creates the conception of the state policy in relation to youth, 


but also supports education for volunteers, young leaders, youth leaders and youth 


workers. It establishes legal, organisational, economical and research framework for 


further development of youth work and supports activities of other corporate bodies 


and persons working with youth. It also supports the creation of municipality 


programmes for youth and coordinates activities of pivotal and local bodies of the 


state policy. It controls the suitability and effectiveness of the state funding and it 


decides on accreditation of the educational facilities.  


Another ministry partially responsible for children and youth is the Ministry of Labour, 


Social Affairs and Family. In relation to this, youth participation is also taken into 


account in the National Action Plans for Children, formulated by the ministry. Some 


organisations working with children and youth (e.g. low-threshold organisations) can 


                                           
35 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012 (Slovakia). Brussels: European commission. Available at: 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/slovak_republic_.pdf> 


36 Act no. 282/2008, p.1. 
37 Aktivity Asociácie NPDM, Pracovné stretnutie k novele Zákona o sociálnych službách, 


<http://www.nizkoprah.sk/index.php?option=com_content&view=section&id=10&layout=blog&
Itemid=64> date accessed: 15th of February 2013. 
38 Civic association act – Zákon o združovaní občanov. 



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/slovak_republic_.pdf
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apply for the funding through the programmes of the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs 


and Family. 


Higher territorial units (regions) have also an important role in governing the actions 


in the area of youth policy. They should have a regional youth strategy (according to 


experts, this is usually not the case), involve regional stakeholders in the governance 


process, and support organisations financially from their budgets. However, the actual 


financial support is often very marginal.39 Mainly, they focus on establishing school 


facilities and centres. Some local bodies also have their own strategies and 


frameworks for youth work – for example some of the municipalities (Bratislava, 


Trenčín). However, the level of their involvement differs in individual cases.    


The organisation responsible for administrating youth work policy is Iuventa. It is a 


subsidised agency of the Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport and it 


implements and administrates several programmes and initiatives in the field, 


including ADAM (state financed programme for support), and the EU Youth in Action 


Programme.  


Activities of organisations in the field of youth work are funded by the Ministry of 


Education, Science, Research and Sport; the municipalities / regions; the Ministry of 


Labour, Social Affairs and Family and partly from other resources (see below). 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


In relation to state policy, the development of youth work can be characterised as 


being of medium priority in Slovakia. There are plans and strategies formulated in 


relation to youth and children – but their realisation is partly more declarative than 


systematic. However, a funding programme with a more-or-less stable budget does 


exist.   


Fundamentally, the development of youth work has been related to the process of 


restructuring the framework of the state administration as well as to the establishing 


of a new partnership and dialogue between the state and civil society (represented by 


non-governmental organisations). According to Macháček, this process can be 


distinguished in these stages: 


■ 1989 – 1992 – in 1992, the Slovak government approved the Principles of 


State Policy in Relation to Youth40. 


■ 1992 – 1998 – the approval of the Conception of Safety and Support of 


Youth41  for the  following six year period (1995),  preparation of the 


principles on safety and support of youth for the specific act. 


                                           
39 Brozmanová Gregorová, A., Jusko, P., Nemcová, L., Vavrinčíková, L., Zolyomiová , P. (2008), 


Mládež – mesto – region. Aká je mládežnícka politika miest a samosprávnych krajov na 
Slovensku. Bratislava: Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút mládeže.   
40 Zásady štátnej politiky vo vzťahu k mládeži (own translation) 
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■ From 1998 – the approval of the Conception of Safety and Support of 


Youth (2001-2007)42. 


Further development can be characterised by the approval of the Act 282/2008 on 


support of youth work and the approval of the core document Key Areas and Action 


Plans of the State Policy towards Children and Youth in the Slovak republic for years 


2008 - 201343 for the period 2008 – 2013. Currently, a new conception for the next 


six year period is in a process of approval. In relation to this, youth policy action plans 


are created on a year-to-year basis. In the following period, many documents and 


tasks are due to be prepared, most importantly a new strategy for the years 2014-


2020 and the new programme for financial support of the youth.44 


However, even though the youth work sector is undergoing a process of 


professionalisation and also the state policy approach is more systematic, the 


interviewed experts from non-governmental sector remarked certain formality and 


lack of commitment in the realisation of the agenda. The tasks and aims formulated in 


the plans often remain only on a declaratory level and the administration interest in 


the sector seems to be rather formal than in-depth and systematic. 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


The state policy in relation to children and youth is realised through the goals and 


tasks formulated in the six year period strategies and in the year-to-year action plans. 


Activities of the state administration, regional and local bodies are related to these key 


tasks: 


■ Education 


■ Employment and business 


■ Family 


■ Housing and traffic 


■ Social and political life participation 


■ Information and communication technologies 


■ Mobility 


■ Environment and the youth from the countryside 


■ Free time 


■ Culture 


■ Health and healthy life style 
■ Socially pathological phenomena and their prevention45  


The action plans draw upon the information from the Ministry of Education, Science, 


Research and Sport as the coordinating body and are formulated in cooperation with 


the related resorts, higher territorial units and experts from the field.46  


The Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport supports children and youth 


organisations financially by means of the programme ADAM, which was established for 


the years 2008-2013. This is considered to be a biggest achievement in the area is the 


adoption of the Youth Work Support Act, in sense of ensuring transparent financing of 


                                                                                                                                
41 Koncepcia ochrany a podpory mládeže (own translation) 
42 Macháček, L. (2002), Kapitoly zo sociológie mládeže. Trnava: 2002.  
43 Kľúčové oblasti a akčné plány štátnej politiky vo vzťahu k deťom a mládeži 
44 Iuventa, Mládežnícka politika, <http://www.iuventa.sk/sk/projekty/Mladeznicka-politika.alej> 
date accessed: 10th of February 2013. 
45 Ministerstvo Práce, Sociálnych Vecí a odiny (2012), Akčný plán politiky mládeže na roky 2012 
– 2013, ktorý vyplýva z kľúčových oblastí a akčných plánov štátnej politiky vo vzťahu k deťom a 


mládeži v Slovenskej republike na roky 2008-2013. Bratislava: Ministerstvo Práce, Sociálnych 
Vecí a odiny. 
46 Ibid.  
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this area from state resources.47 Through the programme ADAM, Ministry is regularly 


allocating resources to youth organisations and youth work initiatives. The 


administrator of the ADAM programme is the state agency Iuventa – Slovak Institute 


for Youth, which is a subsidised organisation of the Ministry of Education, Science, 


Research and Sport. Its main goal is to implement the state policy towards children 


and youth. The system consists of 3 parts.  ADAM 1 - supports systematic youth work 


via institutional support of larger organisations. ADAM 2 aims at supporting projects in 


accordance with the current youth policy priorities. ADAM 3 supports the networking of 


various organisations and institutions in the field of youth as well as develops the 


dialogue between public authorities and young people. One of the priorities by 


assessment of application is the development of youth participation especially through 


non-formal education. Provision of information via the Information Youth Centres is an 


independent part of ADAM grant programme.   The priorities of the programme are: 


systematic and regular youth work; active spending of free time; young people's 


participation, young people's volunteer work, informational and support activities and 


services for young people; non-formal education; research focused on young people; 


education of young leaders, youth leaders and youth workers. Since its establishment 


in 2008, capitation ranged from 3 000 000 EUR to 2 500 000 EUR with a decreasing 


tendency.48 This was credited by the interviewed experts to the continuing economic 


crisis.  


Some programmes and organisations are not considered to be priorities of youth work 


policy of the Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport, but they fall under 


the funding of the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family (e.g. low-threshold 


organisations, organisations for children and youth with health disabilities, etc.). In 


2012, approximately  


121 000 EUR in funding was given to the organisations focusing on socio-legal 


protection of children (and youth) and social care.  


Youth work is financed from various other sources. Apart from the state funding, an 


important agent is the EU and its funds (e.g. European Social Fund). However, these 


resources are usually accessible for organisations that have the personal and financial 


means and skills to apply for them.49 According to all of the experts, due to this it is 


not possible for most of the organisations to use these sources. 


An important tool for indirect public financial support of non-governmental 


programmes and organisations is the assignation of 2% of the income taxes of 


corporate bodies and persons.50  


Iuventa also administrates the EU programme for volunteers Youth in Action (until 


2007 under the name Youth). In Iuventa, there is a strong support for keeping a 


specific priority on volunteer activities of young people in the following continuation of 


the programme in its next term. 


Volunteer activities in Slovakia are also supported by grants from private foundations. 


However, these usually do not focus directly on youth work. Important supporters of 


the development of the civil sector were international foundations, such as the Open 


Society Foundation. Other important supporters include the Ekopolis foundation, the 


Intenda foundation or the Foundation for Children in Slovakia. In recent years, 


foundations of private companies also play an important role (e.g. Konto Orange or 


                                           
47 European Commission (2012), National report: First cooperation cycle of the EU Youth 
Strategy 2010-2012 (Slovak Republic). Brussels: European Commission.  


48 Iuventa, ADAM, <http://www.iuventa.sk/sk/Granty/ADAM.alej> date accessed: 10th of 
November 2012. 
49 Brozmanová Gregorová et al. (2012), Dobrovoľníctvo na Slovensku – výskumné reflexie. 
Bratislava: Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
50 Act no. 592/2003.  
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Tatra Banka foundation) as well as community foundations (Community Foundation 


Healthy City – Banská Bystrica and Zvolen, Community foundation Bardejov, 


Community Foundation Bratislava, etc.).  


Other financial support originates mainly from private donors and self-financing 


activities. 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth 
workers 


Yes 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / 
occupation 


No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for 


youth workers 


In case of formal youth work – 


workers have to have a pedagogical 


minimum. In case of non-formal youth 
work there are educational 


programmes51 for youth workers 


(some of them are accredited by the 
ministry). 


Education background of the majority of youth 
workers 


Youth workers in the formal sector 
have usually pedagogical background. 


In case of non-formal youth workers it 


varies. Common education 
background includes social work. 


Number of youth workers  No research data available 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Decrease in terms of traditional youth 


work, but increase in civil participation 
of young people and local activism.52 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


In terms of qualifications of non-formal education professionals, there is a difference 


between requirements for employees in the formal and non-formal sector.  


In the formal sector – connected to the school facilities and oriented on extra-


curricular activities for children and youth – all professional staff are considered as 


pedagogical employees. As such, they fall under the requirements for pedagogues and 


are classified and have salary in regard to their education.53 Those who have lower 


education have also a lower salary which is centrally designated. Further education of 


pedagogical employees is ensured through methodical and pedagogical centres54 or 


regional centres for youth.  


                                           
51 From European Social Fund national project “KomPrax – Competences for Labour Market 
(2011 – 2013) was supported.  KomPrax uses the youth work as an area for non-formal 
education of young leaders, youth leaders and youth workers aiming to provide further 
opportunities for better employability and development of key competences. For more 
information see: http://www.iuventa.sk/sk/KomPrax/Home.alej  


52 Estimate by the experts in the interviews.  
53 Act no.317/2009.  
54 Metodicko-pedagogické centrá (own translation) 



http://www.iuventa.sk/sk/KomPrax/Home.alej
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In non-formal youth work sector, professionals and volunteers are defined as young 


leaders, youth leaders and youth workers. In the state policy conception for the years 


2008-2013, youth work professionals are defined as people who are professionally or 


voluntarily responsible for youth work, have necessary qualification and have acquired 


necessary knowledge for youth work by training or participation on youth work.55 


However, there are no mandatory requirements for youth work professionals in the 


non-formal sector. In the conception, pedagogical education, social work or education 


in the field of youth work is considered to be an advisable qualification for youth work 


professionals.56 According to interviewees, many NGOs' youth work professionals are 


university students or have a university degree. Often, their education is in the field of 


pedagogy, social work, psychology or other humanities.       


Since 2011, Iuventa manages the KomPrax programme – national educational 


programme focused on increasing the quality of youth work in Slovakia (co-funded 


from the European social fund). Also, many organisations have their own training 


programmes and routines to accommodate their new volunteers or staff. Only some of 


these educational and training programmes are accredited by the Ministry of 


Education, Science, Research and Sport at the Resort of Further Training57. 


Accreditation is regulated by the Act 386/1997 on further education, the Act 387/1996 


on employment and the Act 567/2001 on accreditation of educational activities. When 


applying for accreditation, an applicant has to list knowledge and skills that the 


programme will develop.58 


The non-governmental organisations may apply for funding from the ministry in order 


to train their volunteers and professionals. The broad qualification requirements for 


professionals in the non-formal youth work and education sector give NGO's the 


freedom to set up their own qualification needs in relation to their aims and activities. 


However, it negates the opportunities for employees and volunteers from the non-


formal sector to work in the formal sector – for example in leisure time centres (unless 


they do not have an official pedagogical education) and decreases their motivation to 


accredit their educational and training programmes (since it does not make any 


difference in the current structure of services).  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


There are several categories of people working in the field of youth work: 


■ Staff in the formal youth work sector connected to school facilities and 


formal education system – having the status of pedagogues of extra-curricular 


education; 


■ Staff in the non-formal youth work sector – employed by NGOs or other 


organisations – no mandatory qualification requirements. Sometimes 


organisations themselves have their set of requirements necessary, as well as 


their own training systems for their new recruits. However, they often have 


the same level of skills and knowledge as their counterparts in the formal 


sector; 


■ Professionals with a social degree or pedagogical degree often work in 


organisations focused on social services;  


Volunteers – no mandatory qualification requirements, if they stay in the 


organisations, they can become regular staff. It should be noted that the majority of 


                                           
55 (2009), Koncepcia štátnej podpory vzdelávania mladých lídrov pre oblasť práce s deťmi a 
mládežou na roky 2007 – 2013, s.2. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Odbor ďalšieho vzdelávania (own translation) 
58 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže. Bratislava: Iuventa - – 
Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
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NGOs active in the field of non-formal education work with large pools of volunteers 


and can only afford a small number of regularly employed staff. According to the 


research, 10,1% of volunteers work with youth.59  


4.3 Youth worker population  


There are no relevant research data on the number of youth workers in Slovakia. 


There are some data giving the idea of the scale of youth work. However, experts 


were quite reluctant in relation to the reliability of these data. According to them, 


there is no systematic research to ensure these kinds of data done by the bodies 


responsible and the organisations themselves are often not very thorough when 


completing the lists and questionnaires for the administration. 


According to the data of Ústav informácií a prognóz školstva (further in text UIPŠ)60, 


in 2005, there were 41 children and youth organisations with 53 838 members. 


However, only those organisations which applied for state funding were included here. 


In 2006, 42 organisations with around 70 000 members were associated under the 


association The Youth Council of Slovakia61. When compared to the list of ministry, 


they were not matching. In 2013, 33 organisations have been associated under The 


Youth Council of Slovakia. 


According to the research realised carried out in 2006 with 110 youth workers, most of 


the youth workers are volunteers (67%). There are only 21% of professional 


employees of the organisations (in this case meaning being paid) and some of them 


are partly volunteering. On average, they have been employed in the sector for 5 to 8 


years.62  


According to representative research among young people in 2008, only one sixth of 


the young people in Slovakia are or have been volunteers. However, there is a 


potential for improvement – according to the representative research, 50% of the 


asked young people have expressed an interest in this activity.63 


The interviewees estimated that the number of people participating on regular and 


systematic youth work decreased in the last 10 years. However, according to them, 


there are many new participatory initiatives and activities from below, ranging from 


cultural to political or local participation. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


According to research in 2006, in Slovakia, most of the youth workers in the non-


formal sector were 18 to 35 years old (83%).64 Average age of youth work 


professionals was 26 years, while most of the youth workers were 21 to 24 years old. 


This is probably influenced by the volunteer character of the youth work. Most of the 


young people were participating in youth work in their free time while studying at the 


                                           
59 Brozmanová Gregorová et al. (2012), Dobrovoľníctvo na Slovensku – výskumné reflexie. 


Bratislava: Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
60 The Institute of Information and Prognoses of Education (own translation) 
61 Rada mládeže Slovenska.  
62 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže. Bratislava: Iuventa – 
Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
63 Reprezentatívny prieskum CATI na vzorke 1000 respondentov, GFK s.r.o. Slovakia v 
Bratislave, r.2008. 
64 The numbers would probably look very different if they would focus on pedagogical 
employees of the formal youth work sector. In general, the population of pedagogical sector in 
Slovakia is quite aged.  
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university – until they are in a full time job or start a family. After this, they usually 


leave the sector. Most of the youth workers were women (77%).65    


According to the interviewees, most of the people working in the sector have higher 


education, are university students, or if they are younger, they want to obtain a 


university degree in the future. Many of them have pedagogical education or education 


in other humanities (32%).66 Therefore, in relation to their qualification, older 


professionals at the NGOs often do not differ from the pedagogical employees in the 


formal youth work sector.   


In relation to the formal youth work sector, the Ministry of Education, Science, 


Research and Sport designated the qualification necessary for the individual positions, 


but does not focus on particular skills and knowledge. The problem is, that the 


programmes and curricula of individual universities and programmes vary. 


Also children and youth organisations in the non-formal sector have various 


educational programmes with varied specialisations and focus. Many of their 


employees and volunteers attend and participate on these trainings. An average youth 


worker attends one or two trainings per year.67 


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


Education and training is the main focus of extra-curricular activities of the formal 


youth work sector. Formal facilities – school clubs, Centres for out-of-school time 


activities and leisure time centres – realise a wide range of educational and 


pedagogical activities from foreign language courses to extra-curricular activities such 


as sports or arts and crafts. School clubs often also focus on the preparation of 


children for school classes. In these types of facilities, disabled or talented children 


and youth are legally prioritised. The formal youth work sector should pay special 


attention to these groups, but often there are no capacities (pedagogical or financial) 


to do so. 


In the non-formal youth work sector, there are organisations that partially realise their 


activities in cooperation with the formal sector facilities. A good example is the Slovak 


Debate Association.68 There are teachers who actively participate on the activities of 


this organisation and some debate clubs are also organised in cooperation with 


existing school clubs. 


There are many non-governmental organisations that partially focus on educational 


activities, trainings and programmes. These include generally oriented organisations – 


for example Fénix69 –  focusing on additional pedagogical and educational activities for 


children and youth from various ethnic, cultural and social backgrounds), religious 


organisations – for example eRko70 – focusing on religious education and pedagogy, or 


more specialised organisations like AMAVET71 – Association for Youth, Science and 


                                           
65 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže, p46. Bratislava: 
Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
66 Fudaly, P.; Lenčo, P. (2008), Neformálne vzdelávanie detí a mládeže, p47. Bratislava: 
Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Slovenská debatná asociácia. 
69 See: http://do-fenix.sk 
70 Erko - Hnutie kresťanských spoločenstiev mládeže. 
71 See: http://amavet.sk/ 
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Technology – focusing on specific educational activities for children and youth (in this 


particular case astronomy, robotics, informatics and other disciplines).  


Generally, these types of organisations usually reach to average children and youth. 


However, it is more difficult to address those from socially excluded environments and 


it requires specific focus and methods. According to interviewed experts, there are 


almost no organisations focusing specifically on excluded social groups like at-risk 


students or school drop outs and unemployed young people. 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


In Slovakia, career guidance for unemployed people in general falls under the 


responsibility of the Labour office. In 2012, every third unemployed person in the 


country was younger than 29 years and Slovakia has the fifth worst ratio72 of 


unemployed young people in the European Union (approximately 132 000 young 


people under 32 years are unemployed).73 Currently, 80 million EUR of the capital 


from the European funds are being transferred from the educational sector to the 


social sector. This capital will be used as stimuli for employers to employ young people 


in their companies.   


■ In general, paradoxically, unemployment is not a focus of the formal or 


non-formal youth work sector in Slovakia. However, the career guidance 


services are provided by the Informational Centres for Youth74. There are 


some non-governmental organisations focusing on the sector of 


entrepreneurship. A good example is the Junior Achievement Slovakia. It 


is a professional non-governmental organisation working in the field of 


entrepreneurial education. Many companies and entrepreneurial agents 


participate in the activities of the organisation (e.g. Microsoft or Hewlett-


Packard) and 226 186 people participated in their programmes in the last 


20 years. Another organisation working specifically with young 


entrepreneurs is Young Entrepreneurs Association of Slovakia.75 Their 


activities include training seminars for young entrepreneurs. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


The contribution of youth work on health and well-being in Slovakia is connected to 


various types of activities. Firstly, outdoor free time activities and sport is part of the 


focus of many formal youth work sector organisations and institutions as well as non-


formal youth work sector organisations. In many organisations, health and well-being 


are a key objective of their youth work programmes. A good practice example is an 


environmental organisation the Tree of Life.76 Secondly, there are organisations which 


– in relation to health – work with specific groups of young people. Good examples are 


Zväz telesne postihnutej mládeže77 or Klub detskej nádeje78 – focusing on long-term 


hospitalised children and youth patients. 


                                           
72 Aktualit.sk (2013), Slovensko má piatu najvyššiu nezamestnanosť mladých ľudí v únii, 


<http://www.aktuality.sk/clanok/221444/slovensko-ma-piatu-najvyssiu-nezamestnanost-
mladych-ludi-v-unii/> date accessed: 12th of February 2013. 
73 Správy.pravda.sk (2012), Školstvo sa vzdá miliónov eur, pôjdu na prácu mladých, 
<http://spravy.pravda.sk/domace/clanok/247154-skolstvo-sa-vzda-milionov-eur-pojdu-na-
pracu-mladych/> date accessed: 12th of February 2013. 
74 Informačné centrá mladých.  
75 Združenie mladých podnikateľov Slovenska. 
76 Strom života  
77 The Association of Physically Handicapped Youth (own translation) 
78 The Club of Children’s Hope (own translation) 
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Activities focusing on health and well-being can also include focus and care about 


young people form particular socially vulnerable groups, like substance abusers, as 


well as prevention programmes in this field (e.g. non-governmental organisation O.Z. 


Odysseus). 


5.4 Participation  


In general, Slovak youth are very passive in relation to political life on the national as 


well as on the local / regional level. According to research, 70% of high school 


students and 60% of university students claim not to be interested in politics.79 Young 


people's participation in political life increases around the general elections.80 


However, both formal and informal youth work creates an important platform for 


youth participation.  


In the formal sector, an example of good practice is youth parliaments81. These are 


legally regulated by the Act 596/2003 on state administration in education. Their aim 


is practical education in democracy and support of youth participation. It is one of the 


most common forms of involvement of youth in the local public life and it is an 


advisory body of the mayor’s office. In this way, these institutions enhance 


communication between young people and the local administration.82  


Non-formal youth work sector has a key part in increasing young people's participation 


in community and political life. One of the forms of volunteering is participation in 


political organisations and political activism. There are several youth organisations 


related to political parties (e.g. The Young Social Democrats83, The Liberal 


Youth of Slovakia84, The Christian-Democratic Youth of Slovakia85, etc.). Their primary 


goals include organisation of diverse cultural, sport, ecological and most importantly 


politically-educational events for their members and public. These events include 


training, lectures, discussions with experts (often from their partner political parties), 


summer schools and team-building. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


In 2004, there were 198 931 people listed as volunteers in the Statistical Bureau in 


the all age groups. A more current number or number of young volunteers has not 


been researched. However, according to other research from 2012, 10% of volunteers 


from all age groups volunteer in the sector of youth work and these are often young 


people.86 This is probably caused by the peer-to-peer principle of youth work 


organisations. Young volunteers usually focus on sport (20,2%), youth and children 


activities (19,5%) and environment (12,2%). Less frequent sectors include politics 


(1,5%) and civil participation (2%) as well as international and humanitarian activities 


(2,6%).87 To conclude, volunteers and volunteering are an important part of youth 


work in Slovakia and most youth organisations work mainly on a volunteering 


principle.  


                                           
79 Macháček, L. (2009), Prvovoliči a voľby do  Európskeho  parlamentu, Slovenská politologická 


revue, Trnava: the faculty of social siences, University of ss.Cyril and methodius. 
80 Štefančík, R. (2010). Politické mládežícke organizácie na Slovensku. Bratislava: Iuventa. 
81 Mládežnícke parlamenty. 


82 See: http://student.dnes24.sk/predstavujeme-vam-5-mladeznicke-parlamenty-142961 
83 Mladí sociálni demokrati 
84 Mladí liberáli 
85 Kresťansko-demokratická mládež Slovenska 
86 Brozmanová Gregorová, A. et. al. (2012), Dobrovoľníctvo na Slovensku: výskumné reflexie. 
Bratislava: Iuventa, p.50. 
87 Králiková, N. (2006), Ja nie som dobrovoľník! Ja to robím iba tak. Bratislava: Iuventa, p.6. 
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The non-formal youth work sector has the most important role in young people's 


volunteering. One of the key agents in the sector is The Youth Council of Slovakia88, 


an independent association for non-governmental organisations in the youth work 


sector. Currently, it associates 38 non-governmental youth work organisations. The 


Council focuses mainly on procuration, service and promotion of youth work and youth 


volunteering. Yearly, they grant and announce the prestigious prize for youth work 


organisations and professionals – MOST.  


■ Another good practice example is C.A.R.D.O. - a non-governmental 


organisation focusing on support and further evolvement of volunteering in 


Slovakia. The organisation provides service and information for volunteers 


and volunteering organisations and promotes volunteering in public, and it 


also supports the networking of youth work organisations.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


In Slovakia, organisations work from two different angles in the field of social 


inclusion. First, they focus on raising awareness of the public towards socially 


marginalised and excluded groups like Roma or LGBT people. Secondly, non-


governmental organisations provide services to marginalised groups. This can be the 


sole aim of particular organisations (e.g. drop-in centres, low-threshold organisations 


or other types of organisations), or the focus of a specialised branch or particular 


programme of a bigger organisation (e.g. Roma Scouting in Slovakia or activities of 


the Salesians of Don Bosco in Slovakia and their Roma programmes89). Quite often, 


activities or organisations include both types of approaches in relation to social 


inclusion. 


A good practice example can be the non-formal initiative Magnetky.90 Their aim is to 


create a platform for common dialogue between the Roma people and the majority as 


well as to organise activities and events to raise tolerance awareness and knowledge 


on Roma youth among the public in general and young people in particular.  


Another good example is the non-governmental organisation Queer Leaders Forum – 


oriented on services and raising awareness on the LGBT community in Slovakia. They 


provide psychological, legal and educational services for LGBT people and their 


families. The majority of their clients constitutes of young people.   


The low threshold organisation Ulita resides and functions in a socially excluded 


neighbourhood on Kopčianska street in Bratislava – Petržalka. The organisation 


focuses on social, psychological educational, pedagogical and community developing 


services for children, young people and their families.  


■ In relation to drug abusers, a good practice example is a low-threshold 


organisation Združenie Storm. Already, they are functioning in two higher 


territorial units in three country districts (Nitra, Sereď, Trnava). 


5.7 Youth and the world 


Global developmental education is a focus of many organisations. Some organisations 


are sending young people to developing countries on year to year basis (e.g. eRko). 


However, international affairs and humanitarian activities are one of the least frequent 


fields of young people's volunteering (2,6%).91 However, a good example from the 


                                           
88 Rada mládeže Slovenska 
89 Rómsky skauting and Saleziáni Dona Bosca. 
90 Magnets (own translation) 
91 Králiková, N. (2006), Ja nie som dobrovoľník! Ja to robím iba tak. Bratislava: Iuventa, p.6. 
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non-formal sector is INEX Slovakia – a non-profit and non-governmental organisation 


focusing on international mobility and volunteering as well as non-formal education of 


youth. During their existence, they have sent volunteers to more than 80 countries all 


over the world. Many of their programmes are funded through the Youth in action 


programme.  


Other organisations focus on raising awareness and educating the public on European 


and global political, social and environmental issues.  


■ Another organisation, participating on raising awareness among (not 


exclusively) young people is Človek v ohrození.92 As one of its 


programmes, the People in peril organisation focuses on educational 


activities and training among high school students and teachers. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


An important element in the field of youth work relates to the activities focusing on 


creativity and culture. This is a key part of the formal youth work sector, but also of 


the non-formal youth work sector.  


An example of good practice is the non-governmental organisation Stanica Žilina-


Záriečie, which is a cultural node organising many cultural activities ranging from 


regular to irregular events. It is a cultural venue, but also a community of cultural 


activists and volunteers. Mainly young people are participating in the activities of the 


organisation. In Slovakia, Stanica Žilina-Záriečie is a well-known organisation which is 


a good example to many other organisations. 


■ Another organisation created “from below” is the K&F project – based in 


Orava region. This non-governmental organisation focuses on the support 


of cultural and artistic activities of young people in the region (ranging 


from music and dance to photography). 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Due to the law, extra-curricular education is available to children and youth from 6 to 


30 (until 2008, the maximum age was 18). However, most of the activities are 


oriented on children and young people less than 18 years old (non-formal sector) and 


in the formal sector even younger (less than 15 years old).   


Youth work activities provided by NGOs are either restricted to the members of the 


organisations or open to general public. Often, they are oriented on a particular 


segment of youth (for example religious organisations). 


Activities of organisations focusing on social services – such as drop-in centres or low-


threshold organisations – are usually oriented on particular social groups of vulnerable 


young people, respectively their families. These include the Roma people or the LGBT 


community. 


                                           
92 People in peril 
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Many organisations target young people in particular geographical areas. As a result 


there are some geographical differences in the accessibility of youth work, with the 


widest range around cities and more populated areas. 


6.1.2 Reach 


There are no exact or conclusive numbers on the reach of youth work in Slovakia. 


There are quite exact numbers of members of formal sector facilities published yearly 


by the Institute of Information and Prognoses of Education (UIPŠ)93, older information 


(from 2008 on the number of NGOs applying for the state funding94). On this basis, it 


is possible to calculate and estimate a notion of the reach of youth work sector in 


Slovakia.  


When comparing the number of young people participating in the formal and informal 


sector, the numbers differ significantly. In general, many more young people 


participate in the activities of the formal sector. Mainly, due to its the  institutional 


structure, tradition and financial support. 


In the formal sector, the majority of participants are below the age of 15. Even though 


the Educational Act considers youth work to be focused on children, their parents as 


well as other people up to 30 years old. However, most of the activities of formal 


facilities are targeted at children in the elementary schools. According to UIPŠ95, in 


2012, there were 202 777 members of 343 state extra-curricular facilities (a little less 


than in 2008). That means it is approximately 9% of the youth population which is 


quite low.  


Up to 2008, more than 13 500 NGOs were established in Slovakia, but a much lower 


number of organisations have been functioning on a regular basis.96 In the same year, 


around 40 children and youth organisations with around 50 700 members applied for 


the state funding through the programme ADAM. However, this list is probably not 


conclusive (since there might be organisations which have not applied) and it 


therefore doesn't necessarily reflect the number of all children and youth NGOs in 


Slovakia. This covers up 2.3% of young people in Slovakia. When we sum this up with 


the number of youth in the formal sector – around 11% of children and young people 


participate on the non-formal educational and youth work activities.97  


Other research was carried out in 2007 on a sample of 834 respondents from 13 to 27 


years old.98 According to the data, approximately 50% of young people are not aware 


that there are activities and events of NGOs, low-threshold organisations, open clubs 


or pastoral centres available in their vicinity. Only 5% of young people declared to be 


members of NGOs oriented on youth and 11% have declared to be members of 


religious organisations. However, 12.8% of young people have been participating in 


some activities of children and youth NGOs, 12% on other NGOs and almost 12% in 


activities of religious organisations. Among the reasons for the low participation were 


interest in other free time activities, and a low level of information about activities of 


the non-formal youth work sector. This shows new challenges and possible 


perspectives for youth work in Slovakia. 


                                           
93 Ústav informácií a prognóz školstva (Institute of information and prognoses of education - 
own translation) 
94 Iuventa (2010), Správa o mládeži 2010, p.65. Bratislava: Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút 
mládeže.  
95 Ústav informácií a prognóz školstva (Institute of information and prognoses of education - 
own translation) 
96 Iuventa (2010), Správa o mládeži 2010, p65. Bratislava: Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút 


mládeže.  
97 Iuventa (2010), Správa o mládeži 2010. Bratislava: Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
98 Gallo, O.; Lenčo, P. (2009), Čo si myslia mladí. Bratislava: Iuventa.  
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6.2 Outcomes and impact 


According to the interviewed experts, even though the extra-curricular activities in the 


sector are oriented universally, they usually reach and target lower middle class young 


people – or as they put it – “normal” young people. This means that hard-to-reach 


young people are often excluded and not specifically targeted by this kind of service.  


There are groups of socially vulnerable young people where the focus and 


consequently also the outcome is higher. Firstly, many programmes and initiatives, as 


well as activities of more generally oriented organisations focus on Roma children and 


young people. However, most Roma children and youth from socially excluded 


communities do not take part in mainstream activities for youth. If it is so, they are 


involved with the activities of organisations and initiatives primarily oriented on them 


as a specific target group. These include low-threshold organisations or drop-in 


centres in particular. 


Considering high-achievers, there are some organisations (e.g. Združenie strom) and 


educational facilities focusing on them. Also, there are other organisations in the 


sector that could be beneficiary and are available for this group of young people. Also 


formal leisure time centres99 organise some activities and events oriented on talented 


young people e.g. competitions and the so-called “youth Olympics” in various subjects 


and disciplines.  


Unemployed young people in Slovakia have around 7,2 hours of free time daily.100 


However, they rarely participate on the programmes and activities of youth work. 


Even though it is an explicit priority of the country's youth work policy, there aren't 


any organisations focusing specifically on unemployed young people (as far as the 


research shows). In a report on free time activities of young people financed by 


Iuventa, there was a strong appeal towards increasing focus on this vulnerable 


group.101According to the interviewed experts, the same is applicable to some other 


young people form socially excluded environments, like people from the migrant 


background or early school leavers. They consider this a serious weakness of youth 


work in Slovakia, since the peer-to-peer approach as well as other principles and 


methods of youth work could be highly beneficent for young people from vulnerable 


groups. The approach of teachers and educators in formal education is generally 


highly hierarchical and formalised. Therefore, youth workers could have a strong 


impact in supporting the lives of young people in comparison to other professionals. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                                           
99 Centrá voľného času (own translation) 
100 Gallo, O., Lenčo, P. (2009), Čo si myslia mladí. Bratislava: Iuventa, s.34. 
101 Ibid. 
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Slovakia 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ A variety of organisations with wide 


range of aims and focus. Their 
infrastructure is quite developed and 


geographically covers the whole 


country. 
■ In the last few years, many new 


initiatives and organisations have been 


established “from below“, supporting 
young people's participation on the 


local as well as national level. 


■ Professionalisation of the sector - new 
methods and approaches (often 


inspired by international programmes 


and cooperation). 
■ Quite stable funding opportunities from 


state as well as from other sources – 


existing national programme. 


■ Further development of social services 


organisations and initiatives from drop-


in centres to low-threshold 


organisations with a positive impact on 


targeted groups of vulnerable young 


people. 


■ Professionalisation of the sector could 


be ensured by a continuation of stable 
funding.  


■ Currently, many core documents for 


the next period are being prepared 
(state strategy for the years 2014 – 


2020; strategy on cooperation between 


relevant government departments; 
preparation of a new programme of 


financial support of youth work) – 


therefore, it is important to enhance 
the communication between various 


agents in the field (state 


administration, Iuventa, the formal and 
non-formal youth work sector). 


■ It is important to support youth work 


on all levels of policy making – from 
the state to the municipalities and local 


level. Therefore regional action plans 


should be further developed (they have 
started to be developed in 2010) – 


focusing on regional specifications.  


■ It is important to include youth work as 


beneficiaries in the next programming 


period for European funds. 


 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ In general, youth work does not reach 
socially excluded and vulnerable 


groups of young people on a 


satisfactory level – mainstream youth 
work fails to attract them and only 


those programmes which specifically 


target them also reach them. 
■ Some organisations (e.g. those 


oriented on social services) do not fall 


under priority groups of the funding 
from the Ministry of Education – this 


scheme privileges more traditional 


forms of youth work.  


■ Organisations often do not have 


financial opportunities for further 


development of their infrastructure. 


Many resources are available for an 


individual programme or activity, but 


do not support employed staff, 


development of methodologies or 


research. 


■ The economic crisis has negatively 
influenced the state budget, which has 


been decreasing in the last years. 


■ There are some initiatives among 
individual governmental resorts and 


departments. However, the actual 


systematic cooperation among 
departments, as well as national, 


regional and local level seems to be 


lacking. This trend may result in 
declarative plans and strategies with 


little practical impact.  


■ The project-based funding is a threat 
for further development of the 


infrastructure of organisations as well 


as for sustainability of their activities.  


■ Some EU funding is not available to 


smaller organisations due to its 


complicated administration (this relates 


to the problem of a lack of funding for 


the organisations' infrastructure). 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations  


In Slovakia, there is quite a developed network of non-formal education ensured by a 


wide range of youth work organisations from the formal as well as non-formal youth 


work sector. The formal youth work sector focuses mainly on extra-curricular activities 


for children and young people from 6 to 15 (respectively) 18 years. Although the legal 


age limit for target groups of non-formal education was extended to 30 years of age, 


the formal youth work sector fails to include older age groups of young people into 


their activities. Also, even though the formal youth work facilities are universally 


targeted, in practice they often fail to attract children and young people from socially 


excluded groups. This is a strong weakness of the youth work sector in Slovakia in 


general. However, children and young people from economically vulnerable 


environment can participate in the formal youth work facilities free of charge.    


Nevertheless, the non-formal sector targeting socially vulnerable groups of young 


people has been flourishing in the last years and there are low-threshold organisations 


and drop-in centres with satisfactory results in the local communities.  


The state policy in regard to youth work is characterised by a quite stable level of 


political and financial support. Yet, there has been a continuing decrease in the 


allocation of financial resources (though not dramatic). There is a satisfactory 


framework of plans and strategies (from 6 years key strategies to national (or lately 


also regional and sometimes even local) action plans), but often there is a problem 


with implementation of these polices into practice. This creates a tension between the 


policy makers and other agents in the field – the policy often seems to be more 


declaratory than practice oriented. According to the literature, state funding prioritises 


organisations with a high number of active members.102 Also, traditional approaches 


are prioritised over the new and unconventional approaches and methods (often used 


by the newer and less conventional organisations). This creates a problem for some 


types of organisations (e.g. low-threshold) to fit into the existing funding schemes and 


programmes.    


From the perspective of the interviewed representatives of non-formal youth work 


sectors, there is a problem with investing in the infrastructure, as well as development 


of new methodologies or approaches through systematic work or research. One of the 


problems is funding, which is often project-based (and often for one year). In relation 


to this, another problem is the quite frequent fluctuation of people – volunteers as well 


as employees – in the sector.  


According to the youth workers, “youth worker” is not considered to be a recognised 


profession in Slovakia. The formal sector professionals are pedagogues and considered 


as such and the non-formal sector professionals are mainly volunteers. There is only a 


small number of employed qualified staff in the non-formal youth work sector. Even 


though there are quite a few training programmes and educational opportunities for 


professionals in the non-formal sector (and some of them even accredited by the 


Ministry of Education), in order to apply for a job in the formal sector, youth work 


professionals have to have a formal pedagogical education. This creates a gap 


between the formal and non-formal youth work sector and determines the status of 


youth workers in Slovakia.  


                                           
102 Brozmanová Gregorová et al. (2012), Dobrovoľníctvo na Slovensku – výskumné reflexie. 
Bratislava: Iuventa – Slovenský inštitút mládeže. 
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Recommendations to national level authorities 


■ To support and fund youth work systematically – in a sustainable way; to 


transform the funding criteria – be more inclusive towards new 


methodologies. 


■ To put emphasis on organisations supporting vulnerable social groups 


(such as unemployed young people or youth from socially excluded 


backgrounds and environments).  


■ To enhance funding opportunities for further development of the 


organisations' infrastructure; to support a thorough research in the field. 


■ To systematise communication between individual segments of the state 


administration and other agents in the field of youth work. 


Recommendations to the EU 


■ To include youth work as one of the prioritised beneficiaries in the next 


programming period for European funds. 


■ To ensure that the funding schemes are available for smaller organisations 


with a weaker infrastructure. 


■ Continue to positively influence the national policies of individual member 


states to enhance their support of youth work. 


■ To ensure that the national strategies do not only acquire European 


priorities, but also regard the local needs and setting. 


Recommendations to the youth work sector 


■ To focus on learning and supporting professionals – volunteers and staff – 


to ensure sustainable development of the sector. 


■ To continue in professionalisation and developing innovations of 


methodologies and approaches (in the new as well as more traditional 


organisations). 


■ To look for new and creative ways of funding; to enhance communication 


between various types of organisations from different parts of the sector. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No 


Legal definition for youth work No 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Since the democratisation 
(Around 30 years ago) 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work tradition  No real tradition in formal 
youth work. However, social 
workers and social educators 
working for national, regional 


and (especially) local 
administrations deliver youth 


work. 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting young people Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth work There is not a formal 
definition of youth work, so it 


is not applicable 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Non-formal education and 
training, Culture, Sport, 


Volunteering, Social inclusion 


1.1 Definitions 


The concept of youth work in Spain is wide, so it is not clearly limited and defined. The 


inexistence of a specific term for youth work or the lack of a translation of the concept 


into Spanish does not mean that youth work does not take place in the country. 


Interviewees gave a similar definition of what is youth work for them: the work that 


professionals from the public administration or the third sector do with young people. 


They also pointed out that youth work is the work done with young people especially 


in the field of non-formal education and based on non-formal learning. Its aim would 


be to ameliorate young peoples’ lives by encouraging their participation and 


integration in different spheres of society. 


Youth work in Spain, understood as working with and for young people, has a strong 


implantation in governments (national, regional and municipal) through public policies 


on youth for those between 15 and 30 years old. Governments support youth 


associations, organisations delivering youth services and social entities that work with 


young people. 


Interviewees felt that it would be positive to have a Spanish term or at least a formal 


definition of the concept, because without either of those it is difficult to develop and 


implement the right youth work policies, programmes or strategies. However, it was 


viewed as unlikely that a definition or a concept will emerge in Spain when youth 


policies are decreasing in importance because of the adverse economic context. 


Besides the economic crisis, finding a common definition is complicated in Spain 


because the Autonomous Communities have exclusive competence for youth and each 


can have its own definition or understanding of youth work. 


Although there is not an official definition of youth work in Spain, given the 


interviewees definition; in this report formal youth work will be the one delivered by 


professionals from the public administration at state, regional and local levels. Non-


formal youth work will be represented by the third sector organisations, such as NGO’s 


or youth organisations which mainly work on a voluntary basis and can be financed 
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both through private or public funding- from Spanish public administration or other 


international organisations-. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


In Spain, the tradition of youth work started with the transition to democracy (about 


30 years ago), as during Franco’s dictatorship (from 1939 to 1975) youth work was 


either directed to indoctrinate young people or youth work was linked to religion, 


delivered by Christian youth associations and the Church. The associations that did not 


fall under the dictatorship umbrella were clandestine. Therefore, it has been since the 


introduction of democracy that youth work started to become important
1
. Article 48 of 


the Spanish Constitution (1978) states that "The public authorities shall promote the 


conditions for free and effective participation of youth in their political, social, 


economic and cultural development”2 


The Spanish Institute for Youth (Injuve) was created in 1977, at the beginning of the 


democratic administration. In 1985 was restructured to assume the type of 


organisation that it is today.  


Injuve is the youth organisation of the Spanish government. Having, therefore, a 


nationwide reach; and though the youth competencies are in most cases in hands of 


the regional administrations, some important youth policies are implemented by 


Injuve, like those that have an international dimension or that touch to more than one 


region.  


Within the activities in which the Spanish Institute for Youth works are also 


■ Coordination and management of the youth information services. 


■ Coordination and management of state and international competencies for 


youth mobility, training and leisure through the European Youth Card. 


Injuve is also the Spanish national agency for the Youth in Action 


Programme and is responsible of its promotion and implementation. 


■ Managing and exchange of international voluntary activities through the 


Alliance of European Voluntary Service Organisations. 


In 1983, the Spanish Youth Council was created by law in order to encourage the 


participation of youth in political, social, economic and cultural life. The Spanish Youth 


Council includes representatives from all the Youth Councils of the Autonomous 


Communities and youth organisations. The International Year of Youth (1985) was 


considered by Spanish literature3  and the interviewees as a key year in the 


development of youth policies and youth work in Spain. The International Year of 


Youth enabled an integral view of in the future of youth work during the upcoming 


years; both to plan the work of public administrations as well as NGOs and youth 


associations. In Spain, Youth is a competence of the Autonomous Communities. The 


process of transfer of the competence of youth to the Autonomous Communities (AC) 


from the Spanish State started in Catalonia in 1980 and ended in 1989 with the 


transfer to Asturias, Galicia, Valencia, Madrid and the autonomous cities of Ceuta and 


Melilla. Both the process of transfers to the regions and the process of democratic 


institutionalisation of youth policies in the Central Government were parallel events4. 


                                           
1 See: http://www.cje.org/es/. Date accessed: 22th November 2012. 
2 Tribunal Constitucional, Constitución Española, 
<http://www.tribunalconstitucional.es/en/constitucion/Pages/ConstitucionIngles.aspx> date 
accessed: 26th of November 2012. 
3 Comas Arnau, D. (2007), Las políticas de juventud en la España democrática. Injuve. 


<http://www.injuve.es/observatorio/demografia-e-informacion-general/las-politicas-de-
juventud-en-la-espana-democratica> date accessed: 27th of November 2012. 
4 Ibid. 



http://www.cje.org/es/
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From this moment, Autonomous Communities were given exclusive responsibility for 


youth and they have developed their youth policy in line with their political priorities. 


At the same time, municipalities also have their own competences in developing youth 


policies and most of them have a specific department for youth. 


The rise of youth policies and youth work took place during the 1990s. Interviewees 


explained that from 2000, youth work has stabilised and in the last year and a half it 


has experienced constraints because of the economic crisis; especially formal youth 


work, but also informal youth work, because NGOs and youth associations mainly 


depend on public budgets to develop their activities. Currently, there is a greater 


emphasis on youth work actions leading to increased employment opportunities than 


on creativity, culture or youth participation and active citizenship. Some groups are 


targeted more because those sectors are more organised, such as disabled youth or 


young women. Other areas have changed their focus. In health, for instance, youth 


work used to be focused on eating disorders, HIV and unwanted pregnancy 


prevention. Now the primarily focus is non-desired pregnancies. In social inclusion the 


trend is to focus on remedial intervention and not on prevention. From formal youth 


work, the focus is also on the new information technologies and how to communicate 


to all young people and not only to those ones that belong to associations or NGOs5.  


The EU was viewed by all interviewees as a key driver in the development of youth 


work in Spain, especially in relation to the mobility initiatives. Given the negative 


economic situation in Spain, most of the interviewees stated that their hope is that the 


EU continues to value and give importance to youth work, because this can be the 


only way to move forward given the current budget cuts at national, regional and local 


levels. One interviewee stated that it is fundamental that the “EU obligates further 


steps at the national level to move forward”.  


There are some differences between rural and urban areas. In rural areas, 


demographics and the increasing elderly population has led to limited youth activities, 


most of them concern youth and childhood leisure. In urban areas, the activities 


developed by youth councils are mainly extracurricular educational and leisure, there 


is also a focus on information and consultancy on employment and sports but 


activities related with international youth exchanges are limited or non-existent. 


Moreover, budgets tend to be very small compared to the size of population they have 


to cover. Besides, associations tend to be run by private budgets and are organised 


within social networks in order to develop cultural and exchange activities6. 


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


As explained above, in this report, formal youth work is the one delivered by 


professionals from the public administration at state, regional and local levels. Non-


formal youth work is represented by the third sector organisations, such as NGO’s or 


youth organisations which mainly work on a voluntary basis and can be financed both 


through private or public funding- from Spanish public administration or other 


international organisations-. 


The organisation responsible for the development of formal youth work actions at the 


national level is the Spanish Institute for Youth (Injuve). It coordinates the 


Autonomous Communities and communicates with them, as they are the ones that 


                                           
5 Source: Interviews 
6 Council of Europe (2006), Socio-Economic Scope of Youth Work in Europe. <http://youth-


partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/study_Final.pdf>  date 
accessed: 21st of November 2012. 



http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/study_Final.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/study_Final.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/study_Final.pdf
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develop and implement youth work policies and programmes7. Youth work is also 


delivered at the local level, through departments of youth.  In Spain there are Youth 


Information Services that provide information and handle direct inquiries, coordinated 


by Injuve. There is also the Eurodesk network of multipliers, managed state-wide by 


Injuve and is a service supported by the European Commission. 


 In 2012 there are 3431 centres across Spain8, dependent on the Autonomous 


Communities and municipalities. An example of their work would be unofficial training, 


professional opportunities information , preparing a Curriculum Vitae, explaining 


labour rights, encouraging a healthy lifestyle and prevention in the areas of nutrition, 


mental health, drug addiction, sexuality, AIDS, etc. There are many NGOs and youth 


organisations responsible for the delivery of non-formal youth work.  


In relation to the delivery of youth work services; public youth services concentrate on 


awareness raising and publicity campaigns, individual provision of information, advice 


and guidance, as well as establishing online information and advice centres. The third 


sector is organised around youth associations where young people are the leaders and 


managers of their own projects, but there are also NGO’s or youth clubs that provide 


group activities and individual advice and support. However, as stated by some of the 


interviewees, the difference between them is not always clear. There are qualified 


youth workers in the third sector and there are volunteers collaborating with 


administration services. It is also common that third sector organisations deliver 


activities in partnership with the state/regional and municipal sector. Public 


administration subcontracts services from the third sector associations or NGOs, 


because they believe they have a fresh and younger discourse that can reach youth 


accurately. But administrations also develop youth work directly. For instance, Injuve 


manages several programmes in which civil servants themselves are youth workers. 


Although there is not a youth worker profession established as such, interviewees 


agreed that formal youth work is delivered by “youth technicians” at the regional and 


local level and in youth information centres. They are mainly people with a university 


degree in social education. Non formal youth work is mainly delivered by leisure time 


organisations, youth associations or social educational youth NGOs. 


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work No 


Level of regulation for youth work Not clear 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Injuve, CJE and 
Comunidades Autόnomas 


                                           
7 European Commission (2012) National Youth Report Spain: First cooperation cycle of the EU 
Strategy 2010-2012. 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/spain.pdf> date accessed 
on 21st of November 2012. 
8 Injuve (2012a), Practica 11: Red de centros de información juvenil de España. In: UNDP 


(2012), 20 buenas prácticas en políticas públicas de juventud, pp. 64-69. 
<http://www.injuve.es/sites/default/files/2012/47/noticias/20buenaspracticasjuventud.pdf>  
date accessed on 28th of November 2012. 



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/spain.pdf
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2.1 Legal background 


There is no specific law regulating youth work in Spain at the national level and 


currently there are no plans to create one, as the responsibility for youth falls to the 


Autonomous Communities. However, although no specific law exists, the article 48 of 


the Spanish Constitution states that “the public authorities shall promote the 


conditions for free and effective participation of youth in their political, social, 


economic and cultural development”. This has been put in practice through the 


creation of the Spanish Institute for Youth, which started a firm commitment of public 


powers to develop youth policies and youth work that were almost inexistent before 


the setting of democracy. 


The creation of the Youth Council of Spain in 1983, formed by all the Youth Councils of 


the Autonomous Communities and youth organisations has also encouraged the 


participation of youth in political, social, economic and cultural life
9. Competences 


regarding youth are transferred to Autonomous Communities and some of them have 


Youth Acts, such as Castile-Leon, Madrid, Catalonia, Galicia, Balearic Islands, Canary 


Islands, Murcia, Navarre or Rioja.  Estatutos de Autonomía are the basic institutional 


norm of each Autonomous Communities and observing these statutes can give and 


idea of the legal importance of youth and youth work in the Autonomous 


Communities. Catalonia’s statute is the only one that provides an extensive 


description of the contents comprised under youth policy and it includes agreements 


with international entities. Madrid’s statute quotes “policies for integral promotion of 


youth” and Andalusia “services for youth”. Other Autonomous Communities quote 


“youth policies” in their statutes, namely Cantabria, Basque Country and Navarre; 


while others only talk about “youth”, such as Valencia or they reproduce the article 


148 of the Spanish constitution (Aragon or Extremadura). Some of them do not 


mention youth at all in their statues, such as Galicia or Rioja10. 


2.2 Governance 


At national level, the Youth Institute (Injuve) coordinates and promotes policies, but it 


does not govern youth policy.  The Injuve collaborates with various ministries, with 


youth organisations of the regions or municipalities and youth associations. Injuve and 


the Youth Organisations of the Autonomous Communities sign annual agreements to 


promote equal opportunities for youth since the early 90’s. However, the 


implementation of these agreements is a regional responsibility. At the local level, 


Injuve signs annual agreements for the implementation of local actions with the 


Spanish Federation of Municipalities and Provinces (FEMP), an association of the main 


municipalities of Spain. The bodies governing youth work in Spain are the Autonomous 


Communities. That is why great differences between the different Autonomous 


Communities can be found.   


In terms of funding, there is no national system of reporting. Injuve has a budget 


displayed on the annual national Spanish budget, but this does not specify how much 


is spent on youth work. The other sources of funding are the EU, the Autonomous 


Communities and the municipalities. The EU channels its projects through the Injuve, 


the Autonomous Communities and municipalities. The Interdepartmental Youth Plan 


(2005-2008) allocated € 2,341,000 to different actions related to youth work (52% to 


training and 39% to employment and housing). However, there has not been a new 


Youth Plan since then, so it is difficult to estimate the expenses on youth work. It is 


                                           
9 See: http://www.cje.org/es/ 
10 Comas Arnau, D. (2007), Las políticas de juventud en la España democrática INJUVE. 
<http://www.injuve.es/observatorio/demografia-e-informacion-general/las-politicas-de-
juventud-en-la-espana-democratica> date accessed: 27th of November 2012. 



http://www.cje.org/es/
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also important to say that in Spain, activities related to youth work can be also found 


within different ministries, such as the ministry of labour, through programmes of job 


insertion and training. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Weak 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes, mainly EU-funded 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Youth work is mainly EU-


funded; the crisis has reduced 


the funds in all administrative 
levels and third sector 


organisations 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Since 1993 there has been an inter-sectorial strategy in Spain. Furthermore, inter-


ministerial youth plans have been developed in each legislative term. Despite this, 


there has not been a national youth strategy in the last parliamentary term (2008-


2011)11 nor is the current government working on a new Youth Plan. The White Paper 


on Youth Policy in Spain 2020 has been in process since 2009. The intention was “to 


establish a comprehensive, nationwide strategy to respond to the needs, problems 


and demands of young people, proposing and also giving a youth dimension to the 


different sectorial policies, establishing the role of each of the stakeholders involved in 


public policies that affect youth”12. However, one of the interviewees clarified that the 


draft was finalised, but now the process is paralysed. Therefore, youth work does not 


seem to be a policy priority in Spain and it is not present on national or regional policy 


discussions.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


As already mentioned, there is no specific policy on youth work in Spain.  However, 


different programmes have been undertaken by Injuve since the 1980s onwards; first 


by Injuve alone, and as the regional powers grew and took grip of youth, in 


collaboration with them. Diverse actions with a variety of approaches have been 


undertaken, in fields of youth work such as volunteering, mobility, leisure, training, 


employability, information, international cooperation for development or creativity and 


culture. 


In Spain, there have also been measures implemented in relation to the recognition of 


“career profiles existing in the youth field through the system of professional 


qualifications”13.Now the accreditation of professional skills gained through work 


experience, volunteering or non-formal learning will be  integrated (is now under 


                                           
11 European Commission (2012), National Youth Report Spain: First cooperation cycle of the EU 
Strategy 2010-2012. 
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/spain.pdf> date 


accessed: 21st of November 2012. 
12 Ibid. p.2 
13 Ibid. p.8  



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/spain.pdf
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progress) within the education system, in the three degrees of vocational training: 


Advanced Technician in Socio-Cultural and Touristic stimulation, Advanced Technician 


in Socio-Cultural and Touristic training and stimulation or Technician on Natural 


Environment and Leisure Guide. In 2011, three new professional qualifications have 


been developed by the Ministry of Education: Management and coordination of 


educational leisure activities for children and young people, Stimulation of educational 


leisure activities for children and young people and Youth Information14. 


Interviewees explained that the economic crisis has reduced funding and this affects 


both formal and non-formal youth work, because the third sector mainly depends on 


public funding to carry out their activities. However, due to the economic crisis the 


number of volunteers may increase given the social perception of increasing social 


exclusion. 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth workers No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Social workers, social 


educators, sociocultural 


animators 


Number of youth workers  No data available 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers It has increased until now, 


but with the economic 


crisis the number could 
decrease 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are no minimum qualification standards for youth work in Spain and youth work 


still does not exist as an academic subject in formal education. Therefore, youth 


workers in Spain are trained via other professions. Interviewees mentioned that they 


are mainly social workers, social educators, sociocultural animators and civil servants 


working with young people, informally known as “youth technicians”. Social workers 


and social educators are in both cases higher education degrees; both last 3-year and 


combine theory with practice. These degrees lead to management positions in local 


youth services to work specially with disadvantaged youth. Furthermore, a university 


degree on voluntary work and cooperation is available. The main way for qualification 


on specialised youth work is postgraduate studies.  


Vocational training schools offer 2-year courses for the title of higher technician for 


social services and socio-cultural animators, as well as the following courses: 


Management and coordination of educational leisure activities for children and young 


people; Stimulation of educational leisure activities for children and young people and 


Youth Informer15. Finally, at volunteer level, voluntary youth associations offer training 


                                           
14 Ibid 
15 European Commission (2012), National Youth Report Spain: First cooperation cycle of the EU 
Strategy 2010-2012. 
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for volunteers which may be coordinated by regional adult education centres which 


result in certificates. These courses do not require a university degree16. 


The request of a specific certification depends on the employer. In public 


administration a university degree is normally required. In the third sector, one of the 


youth workers interviewed mentioned that it depends on the organisation or 


association youth workers belong to; some of them require the leisure time activity 


leader or leisure time director certificate. There is also an emphasis on the experience 


working in the sector, so for instance, there may be someone that has a pure science 


background in their studies, but if they have experience, then they are the right 


people to work in the organisation. 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Youth work is not an officially recognised occupation in Spain. Some aspects of youth 


work are carried out by a broader professional group (social workers, social educators 


or cultural animators). It seems that the lack of youth work as a recognised 


occupation has to do with the weak political compromise to prioritise youth work and 


therefore the lack of intention to create a professional occupational status for it. Most 


interviewees expressed the need to create the profile of “youth technician” or “youth 


worker” in the Spanish qualifications system, because this would allow recognition of 


those working with young people in the labour market. One of the interviewees stated 


that “the lack of retribution and recognition negatively affects the performance of 


these professionals”. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


According to Eurostat17 the percentage of young people in relation to total population 


is 26.3 per cent. The percentage of young people participating in youth organisations 


is lower: 8.3 per cent and there are no data regarding the ratio of youth workers or 


volunteers. Spain differs from other EU countries in relation to the provision of youth 


work. While in all other EU member states the third sector provides at least the 65% 


of the activities, in Spain is the public sector the one that provides up to 60% of youth 


work activities: “23% are extracurricular youth education, 52% recreation, 1% open 


youth work/clubs, 8% participation, 12% sports, 20% prevention of social exclusion, 


1% international youth work”18. 


Interviewees agree that in the formal sector, the number of youth workers has 


increased since 2000, although more recently these numbers are starting to decrease 


as a result of the economic crisis. In the third sector, the same trend can be observed, 


with the exception of the disabled sector that is still increasing because it is very 


institutionalised and supported. Nevertheless, given the budget constraints, one of the 


interviewees stated that the public sector may subcontract more in the third sector 


because of their lower costs, which could increase the number of youth workers in that 


sector. According to the interviewees, voluntary work has remained the same or even 


increased. 


                                                                                                                                
<http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/spain.pdf> date 
accessed: 21st of November 2012. 
16 European Union- Council of Europe Partnership (2006), Socio-Economic Scope of Youth Work 
in Europe, final report, p31. <http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/study_Final.pdf> date 


accessed: 21st of November 2012. 
17 Ibid. p. 48 
18 Ibid. p. 72  



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/spain.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/study_Final.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/study_Final.pdf
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4.4 Profile of youth workers 


As described above, youth work is not an academic subject in formal education. 


Therefore, youth workers in Spain are trained via other professions, such as social 


workers, social educators, social-cultural leaders or teachers. The percentage of 


women in youth work is higher than that of men, so youth work is mainly a female 


profession19. 


In comparison with the support provided by other professionals, one interviewee 


explained that whilst other professionals specialised more on specific themes, the 


youth worker has a more general knowledge and has a greater communication 


capacity. Moreover, youth workers put emphasis on the young person as the owner of 


his or her learning process, what increases the interest of the young person. Non-


formal education allows more freedom because the curriculum is not closed as it is in 


formal education.  


Regarding the type of contract that youth workers have, there are significant 


differences between city councils and associations. In city councils, youth workers are 


mainly full-time workers and there are no volunteers except for students doing 


internships. In youth associations, youth workers tend to be part-time workers and 


the number of volunteers also tends to be higher20. 


Interviewees identified key challenges facing youth workers; the lack of recognition 


and visibility and therefore, the absence of being regulated as a professional sector. It 


seems fundamental to give more importance to youth policies so that youth workers 


are constantly needed, supported and recognised. One of the interviewees explained 


that if there are cuts in youth programmes, some civil servants working with young 


people may not lose their job, but they may have to work in a different department 


and the total number of youth workers would decrease. 


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


In Spain, out of school clubs play a role in helping young people to gain abilities and 


competences, as well as make them aware of specific themes, such as the 


environment or health. The provision and support of at risk-students includes many 


organisations that provide prevention and remedy services; one of the interviewees 


called this type of service “educational support” and they focus on ameliorating 


students at risks’ personal habits, their environment or family situation.    


There has been collaboration between formal education and youth work. One of the 


youth workers interviewed explained that to get funds from public administrations, 


organisations need to prove that they are connected to schools. Thus, they do 


activities in schools or the school brings their students to their association centres to 


deliver non-formal education. 


Although there is no formal recognition of youth work in Spain, one of the 


interviewees emphasised that even if these activities are not recognised in the system 


of qualifications; students develop a range of skills and competences (leadership or 


teamwork) that will result on their personal and social enrichment. This will also 


increase their employability. See below for some good practice examples: 


                                           
19 Ibid. p.71 
20 Ibid 
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■ Fundación Tormes-EB21 delivers environmental education through different 


projects for young people. One of those projects is the “Environmental 


week”. It offers young people (14-18 years old) from a Spanish 


municipality (Salamanca), the opportunity of travelling during 7 days to a 


Spanish natural park for free to increase their awareness, think about the 


problems in those parks and enjoy by learning22. 


■ ALTER23 is a programme of social and educational integration for young 


people developed by the Balearic Autonomous government and some 


municipalities of the region. The programme targets students in Secondary 


Schools, aged between 14 and 16 years. The aim is to provide training to 


those who frequently reject conventional education institutions, offering a 


more practical and functional training related to professional and working 


world.   


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Interviewees have stated that the current priority is to increase employment 


opportunities for young people, given the high youth unemployment in the country. 


Youth workers interviewed have expressed that youth work increases and enhances 


employability and by being youth workers they also gain skills that are very important 


in the work setting (social and communication skills, for example).   


■ At the moment the Spanish Institute for Youth (Injuve) promotes a 


programme to encourage entrepreneurship:  “Microcredits for the 


young”24. The programme is developed by MICROBANK and is directed to 


young entrepreneurs up to 35 years old. The aim is to facilitate the 


implementation of business projects. Autonomous Communities are the 


ones that manage the programme in their territories25. -Injuve is also the 


member of the European Youth Card Association for Spain, promoting, 


coordinating and managing the enhancement of mobility, active leisure, 


training, and many other opportunities for youth. Also with youth work 


content, and helping the employability.  


■ Confederation of Youth Centres Don Bosco Spain has implemented a 


programme26 of training and employment assistance for youth in the next 


Autonomous Communities: Andalusia, Catalonia, Castile-Leon, Valencia, 


Galicia, Madrid and Castile-La Mancha. The programme is based on 


information activities and professional training aimed at young people 14 


                                           
21 See: http://www.fundaciontormes-eb.org/ [Accessed 30 November 2012] 
22 De Tapia, R. and  Salvado, M. (2006), Los jóvenes ante el compromiso ambiental. 
Experiencias prácticas 2001-05, Revista de Estudios de Juventud, 74, pp. 149-167. 
<http://www.injuve.es/observatorio/formacion-empleo-y-vivienda/n%C2%BA-74-jovenes-y-


educacion-no-formal> date accessed: 30th of  November 2012. 
23See: 
http://www.caib.es/govern/sac/fitxa.do?estua=3349&lang=es&codi=1176295&coduo=3349. 
Date accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
For recent information on the progress of the programme (in Catalan) see: 
http://www.caib.es/govern/archivo.do?id=1176303. Date accessed: 18th of December 2012. 
24 Injuve (2012b), Guide of INJUVE Public Services, p7. available at: 
<http://www.injuve.es/sites/default/files/2012/35/publicaciones/GUIA%20POR%20PALAS%20I
NGLES.pdf#> date accessed: 28th of  November 2012 Pag.7. 
25 Examples of programmes managed can be found at the Autonomnous Community of Asturias 
webpage: 
http://www.asturias.es/portal/site/Juventud/menuitem.c5f66f37de4fbc9d7e089010a5108a0c/?v
gnextoid=d05bd9ad570b8210VgnVCM10000097030a0aRCRD&i18n.http.lang=es 
26 Confederación Don Bosco (2011), Memoria de actividades 2011. available at: 
<http://www.confedonbosco.org/sites/default/files/docs/2012-06-14_1307/memoria_2011-
web.pdf > date accessed: 22nd of November 2012. 
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to 16 years who are not well integrated in school and are at risk of 


dropping out or social exclusion. The programme consists of occupational 


workshops, technical courses, job search, educational support, training in 


companies, orientation activities towards self-employment and a personal 


follow-up.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


Despite the fact that health does not appear to be a priority at the moment, there 


have been strong campaigns in the media,  in schools and in the Youth Information 


Centres and associations towards the prevention of teenage pregnancies, sexual 


transmitted diseases (especially AIDS), drugs consumption prevention, eating 


disorders or the importance of diet and exercise. Priorities depend on the needs of the 


moment, so eating disorders were a priority in the early 2000s, while now the main 


focus is the prevention of unwanted pregnancies. The Spanish Plan against Drugs has 


also been a very important instrument, as it funds many activities to prevent and 


tackle drugs misuse amongst young people. 


Some specific examples are: 


■ The Spanish Youth Council is currently carrying out the campaign “Round 


seduction”27 to prevent AIDS transmission by providing materials to be 


distributed in all regional youth council centres and amongst young 


people: 6000 masculine preservatives, 500 feminine preservatives, 500 


lubricants, 500 bookmarks, 1000 brochures, 70 posters, 30 guides.  


■ The Confederation of Youth Centres Don Bosco Spain carries out 


preventive activities28 in sexuality, addiction and eating disorders. The aim 


is prevention through increased awareness and information for young 


people to confront these issues. These prevention activities are developed 


in Andalusia, Aragon, Catalonia, Castile-Leon, Murcia, Valencia, Basque 


Country, Cantabria, Rioja, Navarre, Galicia, Madrid and Castile-La Mancha. 


■ ALCAZUL29 is a programme aimed at preventing drug misuse amongst 


young people in the Autonomous Community of Castile-La Mancha. It 


targets young people aged 14-18 and it was developed in collaboration 


with municipalities with a communitarian methodology. The main 


objectives are to inform, increase healthy activities, increase the 


interpersonal relations that have a positive impact on the participants and 


develop pro-social attitudes, as well as encourage active citizenship. The 


instruments to achieve these objectives are an informative magazine, 


workshops, participation in social interest programmes (volunteering, for 


example), and organising leisure time activities for them (culture, 


adventure, nature or sports). An evaluation30 of the programme was 


carried out31.  


                                           
27 See: http://www.seduccionredonda.org/  date accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
28 Confederación Don Bosco (2011), Memoria de actividades 2011. available at: 
<http://www.confedonbosco.org/sites/default/files/docs/2012-06-14_1307/memoria_2011-
web.pdf> date accessed: 22nd of November 2012. 
29 Alonso Sanz, C. (2006), Programa de prevención de drogodependencia: “Alcazul”, Revista de 
Estudios de Juventud, 74, pp. 169-182. available at: 
<http://www.injuve.es/observatorio/formacion-empleo-y-vivienda/n%C2%BA-74-jovenes-y-
educacion-no-formal> date accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
30 Fundación para la Investigación Sanitaria en Castilla-La Mancha (eds.) (2007). ALCAZUL 
Evaluación del programa de prevención del consumo de drogas en Castilla-La Mancha. avialable 
at: <http://www.od.jccm.es/admin/modulos/publicaciones/pdf/84_5nnk1q5m.pdf [Accessed 1 


December 2012] 
31 Alcazul is not currently taking place. There has not been any contract of collaboration signed 
between the Autonomous Community and municipalities in 2013.  
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■ The Federation of Family Planning (FPFE)32 is a non-governmental 


organisation that has carried out the programme: “Attention to the sexual 


and reproductive health of young people” since 1991. This programme 


targets young people under 29 years old and it has been developed in four 


youth centres situated in Castile-la Mancha, Catalonia, Galicia and Madrid. 


It aims to inform and promote the defence and the free exercise of sexual 


and reproductive rights. In the youth centres, personal counselling (in 


person, by phone or online) is provided. It is a free, confidential, 


anonymous, without prior appointment and no time limit service. In all 


interventions, the objective is not only to resolve specific difficulties or 


doubts of the users, but to promote that users make their own decisions 


about their sexuality and encouraging a positive and satisfying experience 


of sexuality. The centres also provide information through their website, 


social networks, in schools, or organising awareness campaigns. 


5.4 Participation 


The Spanish Youth Council promotes the participation of young people by directly 


supporting youth associations and NGO’s or other organisations that provide youth 


services.  


 One interviewee stated that “the only people that work to involve young people are 


organised civil society, the youth organisations/associations”. As the Autonomous 


Communities have responsibility for youth, one of the interviewees working at the 


regional level emphasised the importance of influencing the individual factors that 


affect the participation and involvement of young people and to reduce inequalities in 


the profile of young people that participate, so trying to involve everyone and not only 


those that are aware of the opportunities. There could be more support for youth 


associations, organisations, spaces and social networks which channel the 


participation of young people. 


Injuve is currently representing Spain in the multilateral project YOUTHPART, in which 


a group of countries (Germany, Austria, Finland and Great Britain) as well as other 


actors from European civil society work together in the field of youth participation 


through internet and other media. 


■ The project "Youth Parliament"33 is an example of an initiative to increase 


young people’s active participation in public affairs and policy decision in 


municipalities. The project has been developed by Seville’s Deputation34 


since 2004 given the lack of interest of young people in politics and the 


absence of participation. The programme is targeted at students aged 12-


16 and it promotes participation of young people with municipal policies to 


raise the issues that affect them and give suggestions for improvement. 


The sessions with the politicians of their municipalities take place each 


academic year, with around 20 students taking part each year. 


                                           
32 See: http://www.fpfe.org/que-hacemos/atencion-directa/ 
33 Argos. Proyectos Educativos (2006), Parlamento Joven: un espacio de participación juvenil en 
los ayuntamientos, Revista de Estudios de Juventud, 74, pp. 185-202. available at: 
<http://www.injuve.es/observatorio/formacion-empleo-y-vivienda/n%C2%BA-74-jovenes-y-
educacion-no-formal> date accessed: 30th of November 2012. 
34 Diputication de Sevilla, Parlemento Jovem, 
<http://www.dipusevilla.es/servicios/porperfiles/juventud/temas/tema_0002.html> date 
accessed: 1st of December 2012. 
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5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


The voluntary sector in Spain is relatively low compared with other Member States, in 


fact only 10%-19% of adults carry out voluntary activities35. Despite the fact that the 


voluntary sector is poorly developed in Spain, young people and young adults (15-30 


years) tend to be very active in volunteering, especially students who “form the 


largest group of volunteers (34%), followed by employed individuals (31%) and 


retired citizens (12%)”36.  


Although volunteering is carried out mostly by non-public associations or 


organisations; public administrations are the ones that make the biggest contribution 


in encouraging volunteering by advertising campaigns and by delivering information in 


the Youth Information Services37. Injuve is a member of Alliance of European 


Voluntary Service Organisations and it carries out a work of coordination, information 


and management in the field of youth volunteering abroad through the Alliance of 


Voluntary Service Organisations. Through this organisation Injuve exchanges places 


for volunteers giving hundreds of opportunities in international work camps every 


year, since 1987, for Spanish youngsters (18-30) to go abroad to develop voluntary 


activities, enrich their human capital, language abilities and employability, all of which 


are youth work content.  


Volunteering has been considered by one of the youth workers interviewed as intrinsic 


to youth work. Many organisations would not exist in Spain without the work of 


volunteers and youth work normally encourages volunteering. By volunteering, young 


people gain life and work skills and competences. 


Some interviewees mentioned that volunteering could increase because of a need of 


more solidarity given the current economic crisis and the consequent increment of 


poverty and social exclusion. One specific example of volunteering and its promotion 


are the volunteers of the organisation “Menudos corazones”, that have been awarded 


the “State Awards to Social Volunteering 2012”, organised by the Ministry of Health, 


Social Services and Equality. Volunteers have received the award for their involvement 


in a programme of accompaniment and playgroups for children and young people with 


heart problems that are hospitalised"38. 


5.6 Social inclusion 


Injuve actively participates and contributes to social inclusion among youth by funding 


and through institutional support of entities dedicated to social inclusion of youth 


groups in risk of social exclusion: Fundación Secretariado Gitano (Roma Foundation 


Secretariat), Red Araña (a network of associations dedicated to the employability of 


youth) and Fundación Tomillo (a foundation that helps youth in risk of social exclusion 


with vocational training, counselling and working opportunities).Below we can find two 


examples that have been developed to achieve the social inclusion of those people 


participating: 


                                           
35 GHK (2010), Volunteering in the European Union, p7. available at: 
<http://ec.europa.eu/citizenship/pdf/doc1018_en.pdf> date accessed: 1st of December 2012. 
36 Ibid. p.77. 
37 Del Mazo, B. (2011), Information sheet. Volunteering of young people: Spain. available at: 
<http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/Questionnaires/Voluntary_activities/Volunteering_2011/information_she
et_volunteering_of_young_people_spain_2011.pdf> date accessed: 21st of November 2012. 
38 Menudos corazones, Estimulación y juego educativo, 
<http://www.menudoscorazones.org/que-hacemos/apoyo-en-el-hospital/estimulacion-y-juego-
educativo/> date accessed: 5th of March 2013. 
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■ Red Conecta (Network Connect)39 is a social project shared by a network 


of NGOs, to promote social inclusion of all people using new technologies 


as a tool. It is especially directed to young people from 13 to 30 years old, 


unemployed women, long-term unemployed and people with social 


integration difficulties. The initiative consists on carrying out workshops 


and a course to enable Digital Literacy for groups at risk of social 


exclusion.  


■ The Programme + 18 of Andalusia Autonomous Community40, tries to 


facilitate the social inclusion of young people that have been living in 


centres for child protection. It is directed to those that are turning 18 and 


want to leave those centres. Their participation is voluntary and the 


initiative consists on helping and orienting them towards their autonomous 


life.  The programme emphasises 4 pillars: 


– Maturation and personal and social development. 


– Vocational guidance and training for employment. 


– Achievement of basic resources, especially housing. 


– Access to employment. This will promote occupational training and job 


placement for youth who have been supervised or supervised by the 


Junta de Andalucía. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


Youth work enables young people to take part in exchanges and other non-formal 


education activities with people from other parts of the world. The EU programme 


“Youth in Action” has enabled and facilitated youth mobility in Spain. As mentioned, 


the Alliance of European Voluntary Service Organisations, allows young people to 


develop youth work or other types of volunteering in a range of some 50 countries, 


mostly in Europe, but also in north and central Africa; in north and Central America 


and in Asia. There are also other international cooperation programmes in Spain. Most 


of the international youth organisations or NGOs have international exchange 


programmes where their members can participate. An example would be Global 


Nature Foundation, which organises international exchanges, trying to promote 


responsibility towards the environment by strengthening basic knowledge about 


different environmental issues while increasing interpersonal relationships through the 


proper use of leisure time41. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


The Spanish Institute for Youth organises “Young Creation Injuve Awards”42 every 


year to encourage the creativity of young artists, helping their work to reach out and 


helping them to get into some professional fields. The fields of the contest are: visual 


arts, comic and illustration, design, musical interpretation, contemporary music 


composition and Marques de Bradomin Written Plays. 


                                           
39 See: http://www.redconecta.net/index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=1 date accessed: 
1st of December 2012. 
40 See: 
http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/igualdadybienestarsocial/export/Infancia_Familia/HTML/acogim
ientoresidencial.html date accessed: 1st of December 2012. 
41 Fundación Global Nature, Activicurso, <www.fundacionglobalnature.org/activicurso.html> 
date accessed: 1st of December 2012. 
42 Injuve (2012b), Guide of INJUVE Public Services, p9. available at: 
<http://www.injuve.es/sites/default/files/2012/35/publicaciones/GUIA%20POR%20PALAS%20I
NGLES.pdf#> date accessed: 28th of November 2012. 
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6 Outcomes and impact of youth work   


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Youth work and especially formal youth work, is mainly universal in Spain, so directed 


to all young people and not to specific groups. However, while prevention campaigns 


and activities are mainly universal, assistance tends to focus on specific groups or 


individual needs. Some groups that have been targeted are minors facing poverty or 


social exclusion, disabled, immigrants or early school leavers. One of the interviewees 


emphasised the importance of the local needs to establish the groups targeted by 


youth work. 


According to the interviewees, in Spain young people are considered those between 15 


and 30 years old, so universal programmes tend to be directed to those, although 


some programmes target younger people (from 12 years old). According to the 


literature43, the main group of youngsters represented in youth work activities are 


young people aged from 15-19 years (50%), then those between 20 and 24 years 


(20%), those 13-14 years (18%) and lastly those between 25 and 30 years (12%). 


Females tend to participate more (53%) in comparison to males (47%)44. One of the 


interviewees mentioned that at the local level, youth work is mainly directed to those  


under 19 years old. Another interviewee stated that in general, and especially at the 


national level, it seems that when youth policies had been targeted young people 


under 25, whereas now they are directed to a broader group (under 30). 


6.1.2 Reach 


The number of young people reached by youth work cannot be estimated in Spain. 


There is a lack of literature and data available on the number of young people reached 


by youth work. Interviewees highlighted that important proportions of young people 


are not reached by youth work. One of the interviewees estimated that more than 


40% of young people are not reached, because they do not receive the message or 


because they are not receptive enough. Those that are not reached have been 


described by the interviewee as mainly those that are out of the educational system or 


belong to ethnic minorities, the poor or the social excluded. Interviewees have seen 


the work done by the third sector as fundamental in this sense, because while public 


administrations face more boundaries to approach young people, youth organisations 


have fewer physical boundaries. It has also been considered fundamental to improve 


communication through the internet and social networks to reach and communicate 


with young people.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


Overall, the intention of youth work in Spain is to reach vulnerable groups to 


strengthen the possibilities of Spanish youth in general, enhancing their human 


capital, enriching the social cohesion and future opportunities for employability. Early 


school leavers are the main target and youth work can help them return to 


                                           
43 European Union- Council of Europe Partnership (2006), Socio-Economic Scope of Youth Work 
in Europe, final report, p75. available at: <http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth 
partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/study_Final.pdf> date 


accessed: 21st  of November 2012. 
44 Ibid. p.70. 
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educational paths. Migration does not seem to be a consolidated area of action. 


However, there is support to young immigrant’s associations and there has been work 


carried out to raise awareness among general population on the importance of 


integrating and non-discriminating immigrants. An example of the influence of youth 


work on immigrants has been a specific programme to target young immigrant girls in 


the prevention of teenage pregnancies. “23% of the foreign nationals have had an 


unwanted pregnancy compared with 10% of the Spanish nationals”45.  


Young people with disabilities are a very important target group in Spain, but 


especially because disability organisations are very strong in Spain, namely Down 


Spain and ONCE. Youth institutes also carry out campaigns to raise awareness on the 


importance of integration and non-discrimination of young people with disabilities.  


There is no evidence available on the outcomes or impact of youth work. However, 


interviewees recalled two publications that are fundamental to understand the role of 


youth work and the state of youth in Spain: 


■ Injuve youth in Spain report, published every four years since 1985. The 


last one has been published in 2008. It is expected that the next one will 


be presented in early 2013.  


■ Santa Maria Foundation: Sociological report on Spanish Youth, The last 


one has been published in 2010 and youth reports have been published 


since 1982.  


 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Spain 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Youth work in Spain is strongly linked 


to public policies in fields that are in 


the foundations of society, showing 


high standards of social cohesion and 
of youth inclusion. 


■ Youth workers have a holistic approach 


when approaching young people. 
■ Youth work adapts to the needs of the 


moment. For instance, youth workers 


are being trained on social networks 
and information technologies to 


communicate with young people. 


■ Youth workers are in most cases highly 
qualified. Most of them hold a 


university degree and they have 


experience gained through 
volunteering. Many have experience in 


mobility, having worked or studied 


abroad. 


■ The economic crisis should be seen as 


an opportunity to innovate and to 


optimise resources (Muñoz 2012) 


■ The development of Social networking 
and the use of information and 


communication technologies are useful 


tools to communicate with young 
people, increase their awareness of 


youth work activities and encourage 


their participation. 
■ The importance of youth work at EU 


level can help to develop and support 


this sector in Spain. 


 


                                           
45 Injuve (2008), Informe 2008 Juventud en España. available at: 


<http://www.injuve.es/sites/default/files/9314-07.pdf> date accessed:  29th of 


November 2012. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Youth work does not have a long tradition in Spain. The key issues related to the 


current state of play in Spain are: 


■ The lack of a formal definition and a general understanding of what youth 


work comprises of. 


■ The absence of a professional qualification to accredit youth workers.  


■ Youth is a regional responsibility and differences between the different 


Spanish regions (Autonomous Communities) can be found. 


■ There appears to be a lack of political commitment. 


■ The current economic crisis and the consequent budget cuts negatively 


impact youth work activities. 


■ Third sector youth associations and NGOs mainly depend on public 


funding. 


Recommendations to national authorities: 


■ Define what youth work comprises and start to work with the EU 


parameters from there 


■ Plan a long term strategy together with civil society (associations) towards 


2020 and develop it at local and autonomous communities’ level. 


■ Show a strong political and economic support. 


■ Develop research to measure outcomes and evaluate work done in the 


area of youth work. 


■ Strengthen the cooperation between autonomous communities, the central 


administration and municipalities.  


Recommendations to youth associations and NGOs: 


■ There is need to develop networking and stronger coordination between 


associations. Inter-associative projects should be carried out to make an 


optimal use of the strengths of each partner. 


■ Given their dependence on Spanish public funding and because of the 


public budget cuts, they should try to search for other sources of funding 


to continue developing their activities and even increasing them.  


■ Make an effort to increase education and training in the sector to improve 


the quality of its services.  


Recommendations to the EU: 


■ The EU considers youth as a priority and it should carry on with their good 


work in the field. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ The lack of formal conceptualisation of what 


youth work means in Spain. 


■ Little visibility and recognition of youth work 


and youth workers. 


■ Lack of political compromise, reflected in 


the lack of a formal concept and regulation 


of youth work. 


■ The lack of resources impedes reaching 


those that are more difficult to reach. 


■ The crisis has a significant impact on youth; 


the reduction of social welfare policies has 


led to a significant decrease for 


programmes of youth work. 


■ It is likely that there will be more cuts in the 


near future. 


■ Lack of involvement and recognition from 


civil society. 
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■ The EU should make sure that their programmes target those at risk of 


social exclusion and not only those that are well informed of the 


opportunities. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes   


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of youth work tradition  Over 50 years (first forms in 
20th century and development 


in the 1960’s) 


Approximate length of formal / professional youth work tradition  15-20 years  


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting young people Increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth work All 8 fields listed in section 5  


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth work Sport, leisure, participation, 
etc. 


1.1 Definitions 


In Luxembourg, youth work is defined in the youth Act (loi sur la jeunesse) adopted 


on 4 July 2008. The Act encompasses both formal and non-formal types of youth work 


stating that the sector brings together: 


■ Youth organisations whose main mission is to work/collaborate with young 


people through leisure activities. These are e.g. represented by scouts, 


youth clubs, etc. 


■ Organisations acting in favour of youth. Though under their remit, youth 


work is not their main activity. These are e.g. represented by sport clubs, 


religious or political organisations.  


■ Organisations that offer services to young people. Youth work is their core 


activity. These are commonly represented by the ‘Maisons de jeunes’ that 


are spread over the territory in 60 different places.  


 


According to the Act, young people are those aged 12 to 30 years old. The principles 


of non-formal education (understood as educational activities outside the formal 


educational system), voluntary participation of young people and the need to foster 


transversal approaches across the sector and its different providers are key elements 


of this definition. In light of the above, it is considered that the definition is close to 


the European one. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


The first forms of youth work date back to the early 20th century and were offered by 


the third sector. Religious organisations, scout federations and youth hostels were 


among the first youth work providers in the country. The sector did not increase much 


until the beginning of the 1960s when the first youth organisations focusing on third 


world aid, support for migrants, disabled people and elder people were set up. 


At governmental level, the first initiatives supporting the sector emerged in 1965 


(creation of the SNJ – Service National de la Jeunesse) and culminated in the first 


Youth Act in 1984. This partly resulted from youth organisations’ growing demand to 


get the sector better acknowledged and supported. 
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Actions to further ‘institutionalise’ the sector were then steadily undertaken from the 


1990’s onwards. According to the report on ‘Youth policy in Luxembourg’1, ‘the central 


feature of youth policy and provision in Luxembourg is (now) in the field of youth work 


and structures to enable and facilitate political participation’.  


The most important tools to develop youth work at local level have taken the form of 


subsequent ‘Youth Action Plans’ adopted by the government since 1998. Most public 


structures currently in place to support actions in the sector result from these. These 


build upon co-operation between the national and local government, and between 


statutory and non-statutory bodies as the 2010 national report on youth2 suggests. 


Other notable developments include steps taken by the government around 15 years 


ago (as two interviewees confirmed) to support youth work professionalisation. 


In 2012, in addition to the above-mentioned 2008 Youth Act, the whole sector is 


guided by the priority actions defined in the ‘Youth pact for 2012-2014’ (Pacte pour la 


jeunesse). One of its main purposes is to foster transversal approaches across the 


whole sector and cross-cutting policy areas in order to strengthen the coordination 


and efficiency of actions undertaken in favour of young people at risk of social 


exclusion.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


Both formal/statutory and non-formal youth work exist in Luxembourg. 


Formal youth work is mainly represented by: 


■ Service National des Jeunes (SNJ): the SNJ offers leisure and creative 


activities for young people. Their respective duration may vary from half a 


day to two weeks. SNJ pedagogical centres support out-of school activities 


(e.g. focusing on environment and sustainable development; history; 


creative- and media-related activities; sport, etc.). During summertime, 


these centres also offer their programmes to the Maisons de Jeunes and 


other youth organisations.  


■ The Conférence Générale de la Jeunesse luxembourgeoise (CGJL), also 


called National Youth Council, is the umbrella organisation, regrouping 


youth organisations in Luxembourg. The CGJL is a privileged partner of the 


public administrations (as formally set in the Youth Act) and defends the 


rights and interests of young people in Luxembourg on a national and 


European level. In this context the CGJL is regularly consulted regarding 


youth related issues and is seen as a competent discussion partner for the 


government and other actors in decision-making. It coordinates initiatives 


of the different youth movements and creates working groups on specific 


topics. 


■ Maisons de jeunes (MJs): non-profit making organisations, the 60 MJs are 


co-funded by the Ministry of Family and Integration and the municipalities. 


Open to all young people aged 12-26 years old, their main purpose is to 


offer information/guidance as well as a wide range of daytime and evening 


activities (in e.g. education, well-being, participation or culture areas) in 


order to raise young people’s self-confidence, participation and critical 


thinking. According to interviewees, the MJs primarily attract young people 


                                           
1 Demanuele J., Jones G. and al. (2002), Youth policy in Luxembourg - Report by an 


international panel of experts appointed by the Council of Europe, Strasbourg, Council of 


Europe. 
2 Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration  (2010), Rapport national sur la situation de la 
jeunesse au Luxembourg. Luxembourg: Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration. 
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from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds3. According to the ‘youth 


policy in Luxembourg’ report4, MJs play a central role in Luxembourg youth 


policy, combining broader goals with practical training aspects. 


■ Centre Information Jeunes (CIJ): established in 1987, the main mission of 


the centre is to provide information to young people and guide them 


towards the relevant structures and youth organisations at national and 


local level. The CIJ also offers services and assistance relating to student 


jobs, remedial courses, linguistic trips, au pair placement etc. 


■ Centre de médiation: created in 1998, the centre is primarily aimed to 


provide assistance (at both mediation and preventative level) to young 


people facing personal or family conflicts.  


It is worth mentioning that the MJs, the CIJ and the Centre de mediation are financed 


through a contract with the Government. Youth hostels as well as the training services 


delivered by the scout federations also benefit from state funding. 


Professionals and volunteers are the main delivery agents of formal youth work. Each 


Maison de Jeunes has for instance a minimum of two graduate educators supported by 


a varying number of volunteers.   


Meanwhile, non-formal youth work is represented by: 


■ Scout organisations (comprises two federations active since 1908). 


■ Youth fire brigade (Lëtzebuerger Jugendpompjeeën) that recruits and 


trains young people for the Luxembourgish emergency aid organisations. 


■ Several smaller youth organisations (JEC, Comité Spencer, Groupe 


animateur, local Youth clubs, etc.). 


■ Youth hostels etc. 


■ Sport clubs/federations: for instance, the League of students' sports 


associations Luxembourg (Ligue des Associations Sportives Estudiantines 


Luxembourgeoises, LASEL asbl) aims at developing sports in school and 


extracurricular sports activities. 


■ Environment youth organisations. 


■ Political organisations. 


Volunteers constitute the main bulk of delivery agents of non-formal youth work. 


Another main difference between formal and non-formal youth work regards the 


profile of young people who take part in formal or non-formal youth work. As 


mentioned above, formal youth work (at least as offered in the MJs) rather targets 


young people with disadvantaged socio-economic background. According to an 


interviewee, the latter have generally limited or no interest in the type of activities 


offered through non-formal youth work and more specifically in the way these are 


delivered. Said differently, the extent to which young people have to comply with 


strict rules and schedules can be seen as an important difference between formal and 


non-formal youth work.  


To illustrate this, the interviewee argued that the MJs are open to all young people, 


free of charge (the only registration fees to be paid amount to EUR 1.50), do not 


impose any strict rules regarding schedules or frequency of participation and offer 


personalised approaches (i.e. activities tailored to individual needs).  


                                           
3 Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration (2010), Politique Jeunesse, services et structures. 
Luxembourg: Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration. 
4 Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration  (2010), Rapport national sur la situation de la 
jeunesse au Luxembourg. Luxembourg: Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration. 
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Notwithstanding the above, there is no clear boundary among the two sectors that 


furthermore increasingly collaborate with each other as a result of recent policies and 


priority actions set out in the 2012 Youth Pact.  


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National/Local 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Ministry of Family and 
Integration, Service 


National de la Jeunesse 


(SNJ) and others (see 
below) 


2.1 Legal background 


As mentioned above, youth work is regulated by the Youth Act of 4 July 2008. The Act 


covers the whole sector, acknowledges the transversal nature of youth policy (i.e. 


cross-cutting several policy areas and building upon effective monitoring of young 


people’s situation and active consultation among key stakeholders) and its specific 


sectoral dimension. 


The priorities set out in the Act are recalled and reinforced in the 2012 Youth Pact. The 


latter strengthens, in particular, the need to establish a quality assurance system for 


the whole sector and this to expand the scope of youth work (i.e. towards embedding 


childhood policies). Two draft laws addressing these dimensions were adopted in 


February 2012 as an interviewee mentioned.  


Overall, the way youth work is regulated in Luxembourg was considered appropriate 


and suited to society’s needs by all interviewees. 


2.2 Governance 


The Ministry of Family and Integration is responsible for defining youth policy in 


Luxembourg. Accordingly with the transversal approach supported by the Youth Act, 


the Ministry collaborates with other Ministries (Education, Employment, Health, 


Housing, Gender Equality, Culture, Sports and Justice) through an inter-ministerial 


committee. One of its main missions is to ensure coordination between youth policies 


and other transversal government strategies.   


As a public body under the remit of the Ministry of Family and Integration (i.e. a public 


service since 1965 and a public administration since 1984), the Service National de la 


Jeunesse (SNJ) is the main body responsible for developing and supporting youth 


work. The SNJ comprises 5 units: 


■ The ‘direction’ unit: responsible for overall administration and SNJ 


horizontal services. 


■ The unit “Support to youth work”: responsible for designing and delivering, 


pedagogical projects, training for volunteer youth workers, support for 


youth work (special holiday, rental of material, financial support), 


prevention programmes and leisure activities. 
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■ The unit “Transitions”: coordinating the voluntary service programmes and 


projects in the field of transition from school to work such as “Anelo” and 


“Level up”. 


■ The unit “Pedagogical centres”: running 4 centres having each a special 


focus (environment education, preventive youth work, media education, 


sport activities)  


■ The unit “Quality development”: Today a small unit with the mission to 


prepare the implementation of the future Act of Children and young people 


improving quality in youth work. 


SNJ’s main mission is to implement youth policy but also to act as a key contact point 


for informing, counselling and supporting young people and youth workers. It offers 


leisure or training opportunities to young people (either on its own or jointly with 


other youth organisations); develops specific educational programmes within its 


specialised centres; promotes European and international youth and youth workers 


exchanges; organises continuing training for professional youth workers; promotes 


non-formal education and supports its recognition, etc5.  


In addition to the above, the participatory dimension of youth work is acknowledged6 


and supported through three consultative bodies: 


■ The ‘Conseil supérieur de la jeunesse‘: bringing together representatives 


of youth organisations and organisations acting in favour of young people, 


the body offers the opportunity to young people and their organisations to 


be consulted on youth questions having an impact on national policy and 


commitment taken at EU level. 


■ The ’Assemblée nationale des jeunes‘: assembly of young people 


elected/recruited individually taking position on behalf of youth. 


■ The ‘Centre d’études sur la situation des jeunes (CESIJE)’: initially set as 


in independent body, the CESIJE been now fully integrated into the 


University of Luxembourg. Its main mission is to collect evidence-base on 


young people in Luxembourg to inform policy-making. The Ministry of 


Family and Integration co-funds its research activities.  


 


Other relevant bodies/tools include: 


■ The Conférence Générale de la Jeunesse Luxembourgeoise (CGJL): 


umbrella organisation for youth organisations whose main mission is to 


ensure dialogue among the latter and the government. At European level, 


the CGIL also represents Luxembourg through the European Youth Forum. 


■ The Plan Communal Jeunesse: resulting from concerted action between 


the national and the local levels, the Plan Communal Jeunesse offers a 


relevant instrument for planning medium-term youth policies at local level. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Medium/Strong 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes  


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Though there is some 


                                           
5 Art. 7 of 2008 Youth Act. 
6 Art. 12, 13 and 14 of 2008 Youth Act. 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


impact, this seems to be 


rather neutral  


3.1 Policy commitment 


As mentioned above and in response to the Youth Act (Art. 15, 2) that called for a 


national action plan for youth, a national youth strategy is currently in place in 


Luxembourg. This takes the form of a ‘Youth Pact 2012-2014’ that was formally 


adopted by the government and presented by the minister of Family and Integration 


in May 2012. The document acknowledges the importance of youth work to foster 


youth participation and social inclusion among its core priority areas. 


In light of the priorities set out in both the 2008 Youth Act and the 2012 Youth Pact, 


the level of national political commitment to the issue of youth work was considered to 


be medium to strong according to interviewees. Though considering the question 


complicated (primarily because youth work is multi-faceted and transversal), all 


interviewees agreed that this commitment has increased over the 5 past years and is 


likely to be stronger in the future. Interviewees also claimed that funding, structures 


and programmes seemed appropriate. Two of them however stressed that there is still 


important room for improvement in the sector.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


At policy level, the main operational tool is the above-mentioned Youth Pact. This 


builds upon earlier guidelines7 and action plans8 that have designed the Luxembourg 


youth landscape since 1996. The Pact is meant to guide government’s political action 


in the field of youth for 2012-2014. It contains 76 actions in favour of young people, 


which are grouped into five action fields:  


■ Transition to work 


■ Start into adult life 


■ Health and well-being  


■ Participation in society and  


■ Evidence based youth policy 


 


It also supports the following transversal priorities:  


■ Coordinating measures issued by different actors that mainly target young 


people at risk of social exclusion. 


■ Supporting and following-up existing measures. 


■ Supporting preventative measures and family support. 


■ Anchoring measures into structures and institutions at local level. 


■ Fostering participative methods (including with young people).  


 


At programme level, the following programmes can be outlined as means to further 


develop youth work: 


■ National voluntary service programme: building upon the model of the 


European Voluntary Service (EVS), the programme offers three different 


sub-programmes: 


                                           
7 1996 Guidelines for youth policy: ‘For the young, with the young’ (Pour les jeunes, avec les 


jeunes) and 2004 guidelines for youth policy: ‘Youth and society’ (Jeunesse et société). 
8 1997 Action plan N°1: Participation of young people ; 1998 Action plan N°2: Communication 
with young people and 1999 Action plan N°3: Youth work, voluntary action and partnership. 
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– The ‘service volontaire d’orientation’ (SVO): allows young people to get 


personalised guidance/support to gain practical knowledge and 


competences through e.g. qualifying training. Its main purpose is to 


help socially excluded young people to (re-) integrate in the labour 


market. Early school leavers and NEETs9 are among its main target 


groups.   


– The ‘service volontaire de coopération’ (SVC): jointly developed with 


the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the SVC allows young people to 


experiment with volunteering in developing countries.  


– The ‘service volontaire civique’ (SVCi) : aims to increase young 


people’s participation and active citizenship. It practically allows young 


people to take part as volunteers in national projects for a definite 


period. 


These are complemented by other programmes or action plans that targets young 


people - though not exclusively: 


■ National strategy and action plan (2010-2014) to fight against drugs and 


addictions. 


■ Programme on tobacco addiction (Programme d'aide au sevrage 


tabagique). 


■ ‘Bouger plus, manger mieux’ action plan promoting healthy eating habits 


and sport, etc. 


■ BEE Secure: a national programme aimed to inform young people about 


the risks and opportunities of/with information and communication tools.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes (i.e. standards for statutory 


youth work and for some 
voluntary youth work) 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes  


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 
Yes  


Education background of the majority of youth workers Variable (i.e. youth work is 


mainly delivered by volunteers 
who have different profiles)  


Number of youth workers  No estimate available for 


volunteer youth workers, but up 


to 200 youth workers employed 
in Maisons de Jeunes  


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Stable  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


Minimum qualification standards apply to professional youth workers involved in 


statutory bodies such as the ‘Maisons de Jeunes’. Interviews confirmed that each MJ 


has two professional youth workers on average supported by a varying number of 


volunteers. These professionals can be either ‘éducateur gradué’ (BA level) or 


                                           
9 i.e. young people who are not in education, employment or training. 



http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svo/service-volontaire-d-orientation

http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svci/service-volontaire-civique
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‘éducateur diplômé’ (ISCED 3 - general education leaving certificate). They are both 


responsible for planning and organising activities with young people and for 


supervising volunteers. 


Interviewees indicated that certificates (‘brevet d’animateur’ subdivided into 5 


different levels) also exist for volunteers working with young people. Though not 


compulsory, these certificates are commonly required by many youth work 


organisations. Training courses are mainly delivered by the SNJ and eligibility criteria 


set in the Règlement grand-ducal of 22 June 201110. 


The first two levels (called ‘cycles’ A and B) are addressed to young people at least 


aged 15 and 16 years old respectively. These cycles last between 50 and 150 hours 


and culminate in assistant group leaders certificates (brevets d’aide-animateur A or 


B). Subsequent levels (‘cycles’ C, D, E and F) are more specialised and are addressed 


to older volunteers (at least 17 years for cycle C and 18 years for others). Each cycle 


builds on its predecessor (e.g. applicants for cycle C must have completed cycle B 


whilst those applying for further cycles must hold a cycle C-level certificate as a 


minimum). Their duration varies between 25 and 150 hours and each cycle leads to 


group leader certificates (brevet d’animateur C, D, E or F).  


Depending on the cycle, volunteers learn how to take care of young children or 


teenagers; to organise or design activities; to supervise groups of young people; to 


manage conflicts, etc. All certificates are delivered and homologated by the Ministry of 


Family and Integration.  


According to the ‘youth policy in Luxembourg’ report11, ‘there has been considerable 


progress in professional youth work over the past, though youth work is still mainly 


undertaken by volunteers’. The report furthermore suggests that attention has been 


increasingly paid to the quality of youth workers’ training overall. 


In February 2012 the Government adopted various law proposals focusing on quality 


enhancement in the field of non-formal education for children and young people. 


These proposals regard the structures that work professionally (i.e. most of them such 


as day care centres, crèches, etc. are publicly financed or profit making-oriented) with 


children and young people. If adopted, they will lead to the introduction of a general 


framework for non-formal education that will build upon compulsory continuous 


training for professional youth workers and other professionals working with children 


(around 5,000 people), a monitoring system, etc. 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Both interviews and research12 confirmed that the Ministry of Family and Integration 


has taken actions to strengthen the recognition of youth workers’ status over the past 


15 years. 


In addition to the information set out above (see 4.1), the Ministry has in particular 


signed 4 agreements with youth work training providers13: 


                                           
10 Règlement grand-ducal du 22 Juin 2011 modifiant le règlement grand-ducal du 9 janvier 
2009 sur la jeunesse 
11 Demanuele J., Jones G. and al. (2002), Youth policy in Luxembourg - Report by an 
international panel of experts appointed by the Council of Europe, Strasbourg, Council of 
Europe. 
12 Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration (2010), Politique Jeunesse, services et structures. 


Luxembourg: Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration. 
13 Règlement grand-ducal du 28 janvier 1999 concernant l’agrément gouvernemental à accorder 
aux gestionnaires de services pour jeunes. 
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■ Two of them regard training services offered by the scout federations 


(Letzebuerger Guiden a Scouten (LGS) and Fédération Nationale des 


Eclaireurs Luxembourgeois (FNEL). These are respectively the ‘Service 


d’Assistance aux Formations et Animateurs Bénévoles (S.A.F.A.B.) and the 


‘Service Formation FNEL (SFF)’. They both offer training and counselling 


for group leaders (‘animateurs’) and support/guide volunteers’ educational 


activities at local level. 


■ A third agreement was signed with the Conférence Générale de la 


Jeunesse Luxembourgeoise (CGJL). Its training service allows young 


people and their organisations to take part in youth policy. 


■ The fourth one regards the Centrale des Auberges de Jeunesse 


Luxembourgeoises (CAJL). Its training service offers training modules 


focusing on the creation, organisation, management and coordination of 


activities for schools and other groups of young people. 


Among other relevant initiatives supporting the recognition of youth workers, various 


types of continuous training provision offered by the SNJ are to be noted. These e.g. 


include training sessions for professionals (‘educateurs’) working for the Maisons de 


Jeunes; conferences and seminars for volunteers and professional youth workers as 


offered by SNJ’s ‘youth in action’ unit, etc.  


The SNJ also actively collaborates with other stakeholders to raise awareness on the 


role and value of youth workers. For example, there is collaboration with the 


pedagogical support and leisure centre of Luxembourg city (‘Centre d’animation 


pédagogique et de loisirs de la Ville de Luxembourg’ (CAPEL)) or with the Police 


training institution. The latter involves SNJ representatives to provide lectures on 


youth work as part of the initial training of prospective policemen. 


A further interesting example of collaboration exists between the SNJ and the 


Fédération Nationale des Eclaireurs et Eclaireuses du Luxembourg that led to issuing 


an ‘attestation de l’engagement’ (certification of engagement that was launched as a 


pilot project in 2006-2007 and legislated since then)14. The ‘attestation de 


l’engagement’ reflects volunteer activities undertaken by young people. It aims to 


value the competences and skills acquired by young people; describe the tasks fulfilled 


and related competences; award a certificate which is acknowledged by the Union des 


enterprises luxembourgeoises (UEL); support values of self-development. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


Desk research and interviews confirmed that statistics on youth work are overall 


scarce. It is therefore not possible to provide a clear and comprehensive picture of 


neither the number of youth workers nor this of youth organisations active in the 


country. 


An interviewee nevertheless estimated that around 150 professional youth workers (or 


200 if the SNJ is taken into account) may be working in statutory bodies. This figure is 


mainly based on the number of professional youth workers working in the Maison de 


Jeunes. 


As suggested earlier, youth work is mainly undertaken by volunteers. The number of 


volunteers active in both formal and non-formal youth work is difficult to capture for 


the following reasons: 


■ The youth sector is fragmented, comprising a large number of small 


organisations. 


                                           
14 Règlement grand-ducal sur la jeunesse du 9 janvier 2009. 
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■ Data on individual organisations’ youth workers and beneficiaries are 


rarely made publicly available. 


■ There is an important turnover of volunteers in the sector. 


The extent to which the number of non-formal youth workers exceeds this of 


professional youth workers is thus unknown. 


Regarding trends over the past decade, all interviewees estimated that the number of 


professional youth workers has undoubtedly increased (as a result of above-


mentioned policies) whilst the number of volunteers may tend to be stable or even 


lower.    


No data on the total number of existing youth organisations was found as noted 


above. Based on available data (i.e. over 60 Maisons de Jeunes and 27 CGJL’s15 


member) it can be deduced that there are at least 90 youth organisations in the 


country. 


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


Similarly to the above, research has not much explored this aspect of youth work and 


no data was found on the profile of youth workers (and particularly on their 


educational background). 


Regarding the profile of volunteers, the following information was obtained through 


interviews: 


■ Volunteers in Maisons des Jeunes: referring to the case of 2 MJs, the 


interviewee estimated that around 30% of volunteers are higher achievers 


(i.e. young people with higher education background) and the remaining 


consist of young people (with lower education background) who used to 


take part in MJs in the past as beneficiaries. 


■ Volunteers in scout local groups: their profile may greatly differ from one 


local branch to another. The interviewee reported that the profile of 


current group leaders is very diverse but does not comprise many young 


people with migrant background. According to him, this may change in the 


near future since young people with migrant background increasingly 


participate in the organisation. 


According to the 2010 national report on the situation of youth in Luxembourg, young 


people’s participation has evolved over the past years. Existing data shows that they 


mainly participate in school, municipal and political associations as well as in MJs. 


Their level of participation (i.e. as either volunteers or beneficiaries) is usually pre-


conditioned by their socio-economic background). Interviewees also indicated that 


many youth organisations face difficulties to attract and/or retain volunteers.  


Interviewees also reported that youth workers usually collaborate with other 


professionals. These include social workers, career advisors, youth justice workers, 


health workers, education and school services, teachers, policemen, etc.   


5 The role and value of youth work  


As noted earlier, the transversal dimension of youth work is acknowledged through the 


Youth Pact which supports the following priority actions: 


■ Transition to work 


                                           
15 Conférence Générale de la Jeunesse Luxembourgeoise. Its member organisations comprise 
political organisations, scouts, youth work organisations etc. 
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■ Start into adult life 


■ Health and well-being 


■ Participation in society (‘Young people as a resource’) 


Though no evidence-based assessing the role and value of youth work across the 


different policy areas listed below was found, practice examples were outlined by 


interviewees for each of these. These are set out below.  


5.1 Education and training 


In line with the ‘transition to work’ priority action, youth work has a key role to play in 


the context of education and training. 


Existing measures embed the provision of: 


■ Non-formal learning opportunities, such as the ‘Native Village’ scout 


initiative (see below) or several activities offered by the MJs to prevent 


violence, support fair play attitudes, democratic values, healthy habits, 


etc.; 


■ Support for at-risk students: this is a key governmental priority and 


several measures are undertaken in this area. These particularly include 


the service volontaire d’orientation (SVO, see further details under ‘social 


inclusion’)  


■ Counselling and other support services within schools and training 


institutions. This can take the form of, for example, the BEE-SECURE 


project (see below); the “Anelo” project (see below)16, remedial courses 


offered by the Centre Information Jeunesse (CIJ); in-service training 


provision for teachers on environmental education as delivered by the SNJ 


Hollenfels centre, etc. 


 


■ The ‘Native Village’ scout initiative offers non-formal learning opportunities 


centred on environmental education and values; knowledge of fauna and 


flora and applied techniques; experimental archaeology; history and social 


values, etc.   


■ The BEE SECURE17 initiative is jointly undertaken by the BEE Secure 


Awareness Centre and the Ministry of Economy. It delivers courses and 


advice on Internet safety, dealing both with technical and behavioural 


aspects. The course is now mandatory for all 7th class students in 


Luxembourg. The Centre also produces pedagogical materials and gives 


presentations and trainings for teacher or parent organisations. 


■ Initiated by the SNJ, the Anelo18 project is an online platform addressed to 


young people that is aimed to offer them information and useful links with 


regard to employment-related questions or situations. The site offers 


different tools including a database on jobs and qualification, an online 


training for job-interviews, etc. It is coordinated by the SNJ and was 


initially developed in cooperation with four Ministries, respectively these in 


charge of education, higher education, employment and of family. 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Jointly with the above and through complementary measures, youth work supports 


the improvement of employment opportunities for young people. Examples include: 


                                           
16 See: www.anelo.lu 
17 See: www.bee-secure.lu 
18 See: http://www.anelo.lu/fr 



http://www.bee-secure.lu/
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■ The service volontaire d’orientation’ (SVO) set up and managed by the 


SNJ, this initiative was reported by several interviewees as a key 


instrument in this area, targeting young people most at risk of social 


exclusion. For further details, see ‘social inclusion’. 


■ The Portfolio fir Jonker is a tool specifically designed for young people by 


the SNJ. It takes the form of a binder allowing young people to assemble 


in a comprehensive way any evidence of their learning outcomes acquired 


through both formal (e.g. certificates and degrees) and non-formal 


learning (e.g. ‘certificat de participation’19, ‘attestation de participation20’ 


or ‘attestation de l'engagement’21). The tool is meant to help them have a 


better overview of their strengths and facilitates their search for jobs/job 


interviews.     


■ Other interesting initiatives promoted by youth work organisations include 


information booklets (‘Cahiers du CIJ’) issued by the Centre Information 


Jeunesse (CIJ). These focus on different themes including information and 


useful links to seek employment in Luxembourg; fiches on existing 


legislation and financial support for young people to become 


entrepreneurs, etc. 


5.3 Health and well-being 


Interviewees confirmed that youth work supports various actions aimed at improving 


young people’s health and well-being. Several initiatives are e.g. carried out by MJs 


and other youth organisations in line with the ‘Bouger plus manger mieux’ action plan. 


MJs support weekly basic healthy habits (e.g. motivating young people to eat fruits 


and vegetables rather than manufactured food (biscuits or chips) once a week). They 


also offer continuous training for youth workers to raise their awareness on the topic.  


Sport values and good eating are furthermore supported through the Freestyle and 


Nuit du Sport initiatives that are being increasingly supported by municipalities. Both 


projects target young people aged 12 to 20 years old. 


In 2013, the SNJ will organise the 5th edition of the ‘Freestyle Tour’. Its main purpose 


is to motivate young people (aged 11-20 years old) to take part in ‘freestyle’ sport 


activities (e.g. Hip-Hop, Breakdance, Capoeira, Streetskate, Slalomboard, Jonglage, 


Footbag, etc.) and adopt good eating habits. These activities are usually offered by a 


‘freestyle crew’ that consists of volunteers trained by the SNJ to share their knowledge 


and experience with young people. In addition to their knowledge of one of these 


disciplines, volunteers must be aged 18 years old or more; enjoy interacting with 


groups of young people and share the core values of the project. The 2013 edition of 


the ‘Nuit du sport’ will be supported by one fifth of the municipalities as an interviewee 


reported. 


5.4 Participation  


Young people’s participation to community and political life is also supported through 


youth work. This is exemplified by initiatives such as: 


                                           
19 This certificate is issued by the responsible for the project/activity and outlines the duration 
and the type of involvement/activity carried out by the participant. 
20 The document is more detailed than a ‘certificat de participation’. Also issued by the person 
responsible for the activity, it comprises a summary of the project/activity, the duration and 
type of activity carried out by the participant as well as a detailed list of the different tasks 


performed by him/her. 
21 Official document delivered by the SNJ that acknowledges competences acquired through 
volunteering. 



http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svo/service-volontaire-d-orientation
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■ The ‘Parlement des jeunes’ (youth parliament): set in the 2008 Youth Act, 


this platform open to young people aged 14 to 24 years old allows them to 


exchange with their peers on topics and issues of mutual interest. 


Participants sign up for a year and meet in plenary sessions and thematic 


commissions where they address specific issues and draw 


recommendations, which are adopted by the plenary in thematic 


resolutions. 


■ The ‘Convention de la jeunesse’ (youth convention): this forum gathers 


young people through punctual participation (once or twice a year) and 


offers the opportunity to young people to express their views on specific 


topics (e.g. citizenship, media, consumption, xenophobia and 


discrimination) and to exchange on them, in order to reconsider their own 


approach. For a lot of young people, the Youth Convention offers a first 


opportunity to get directly in touch with national politicians. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Both research22 and interviews suggest that several youth organisations face 


difficulties in attracting or retaining volunteers. Meanwhile, the Youth Pact 


acknowledges the value of volunteering and encourages initiatives that are aimed to 


promote it and its recognition. 


■ In this regard, the SNJ has set up three different forms of voluntary 


services (the ‘service volontaire de coopération’ (SVC), the ‘service 


volontaire civique’ (SVCi) and the service volontaire d’orientation’ (SVO) 


as outlined above – see 3.2).   


■ The SNJ also offers ad hoc training and counselling for youth 


organisations’ representatives (e.g. joint collaboration between the SNJ 


and Luxembourg city) and has launched awareness campaigns. One of the 


campaigns was launched during the European year of volunteering and 


aims at both fostering young people’s interest in volunteering and 


promoting volunteering in general. 


5.6 Social inclusion 


As noted earlier, the ‘service volontaire d’orientation’ (SVO) was highlighted as a 


relevant example of youth work addressing the issue of social exclusion among young 


people. 


■ Launched in 2007, the SVO primarily targets early school leavers. Based 


on a 3 to 12 months volunteering scheme and personalised guidance, it 


allows young people (aged 16-30 years old) to develop or upgrade their 


skills whilst gaining their first experience on the labour market. The 


initiative is considered successful as it attracts increasing numbers of 


participants and has achieved promising results so far (see next section). 


5.7 Youth and the world 


The role of youth work in the context of promoting participation and increasing 


awareness among young people of international / global issues is valued through 


different initiatives both supported by statutory and non-statutory bodies. 


The SNJ particularly encourages youth work in this area through its ‘service volontaire 


de coopération’ (SVC) that enables young people to take part in volunteer 


activities/projects in developing countries.  


                                           
22 Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration (2010), Politique Jeunesse, services et structures. 
Luxembourg: Ministère de la Famille et de l’Intégration. 



http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svci/service-volontaire-civique

http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svci/service-volontaire-civique

http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svo/service-volontaire-d-orientation

http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svo/service-volontaire-d-orientation
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■ The Centre Information Jeunesse (CIJ) also supports the ‘Chantiers pour 


jeunes’ whose main aim is to bring together young volunteers of different 


nationalities in a given country to take part in a project undertaken 


with/by a local NGO. The activity is open to all young people who are at 


least 18 years old whilst younger (from 14 years old) can also take part in 


‘teenager workcamps’. The ‘chantiers’ mostly take place in July and August 


and their average duration varies between 1 to 4 weeks. This experience 


also allows participants to learn about the culture of the host country, visit 


local NGOs and participate in leisure activities. Several youth 


associations23 (e.g. Emmaüs international, solidarités jeunesse, Javva, 


etc.) also organise this activity. 


■ Both scout federations are also active in this field. An interviewee from the 


Letzebuerger Guiden a Scouten (LGS) reported that they organise various 


exchange projects across Europe and outside, such as environment-


centred projects in Senegal, Bosnia, India, Georgia and Brazil. These 


usually bring together around 150 Luxembourg participants and 150 


participants from host countries.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Interviewees confirmed that youth work also plays a valuable role towards increasing 


creativity and cultural participation among young people. 


MJs are actively involved in this area, supporting various forms of projects ranging 


from daily activities to wider projects. Several MJs such as these falling under the 


Nordstadjugend have developed radio or theatre projects and adapted their 


infrastructure (i.e. allocating specific rooms) accordingly. 


■ With the SNJ, all MJs also actively take part in the organisation of the 


annual festival ‘On Stéitsch’. The 4th edition took place in 2012 and 


gathered 1,200 persons. Artistic performances (including dance, music, 


theatre, etc.) were undertaken by 170 young people; a visual art 


exhibition (photography, paintings, sculpture, etc.) was proposed by 20 


further young people whilst videos were also presented by others in a 


separate room. In the field of media the “crème fraîche24” competition 


within the Luxembourg City Film Festival and the “CréaJeune25”-


competition offer similar opportunities. 


 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Accordingly with the objectives set in the 2008 Youth Act and in the 2012 Youth Pact, 


practice suggests that youth work is getting increasingly transversal and targets all 


young people aged 12-26/30 years old living in the country. 


                                           
23 See for example: www.javva.org; www.emmaus-international.org; www.apare-gec.org; 


www.solidaritesjeunesses.org; www.rempart.com, etc. 
24 See: http://www.snj.public.lu/dossiers/concours/creme-fraiche/index.html 
25http://www.snj.public.lu/actualites/2012/06/11_creajeune/20120611_creaflyer_internet.pdf 



http://www.javva.org/

http://www.emmaus-international.org/

http://www.apare-gec.org/

http://www.solidaritesjeunesses.org/

http://www.rempart.com/

http://www.snj.public.lu/dossiers/concours/creme-fraiche/index.html

http://www.snj.public.lu/actualites/2012/06/11_creajeune/20120611_creaflyer_internet.pdf
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Bearing in mind that Luxembourg is amongst those EU countries with the highest 


immigration rates, young people with a migrant background are de facto an important 


target group. According to the 2010 national report on the situation of youth in 


Luxembourg, over 40% of the population has a migrant background. Around 170 


different nationalities live together in the country.  


Against this background, all pupils (irrespective of their nationalities) are meant to 


learn the 3 official languages (French, German and Luxembourger) as from primary 


school and English as a fourth one in secondary education. In addition, the small size 


and features of the national labour market (mainly focused on specialised services 


including banking) requires specialised competences and skills from its workforce. 


All these parameters may significantly hamper young migrants’ social inclusion. Still 


according to the above-mentioned report, data shows that the majority of least 


qualified young people26 is found among those with a migrant background (e.g. 


Portuguese or nationals from the former Yugoslav countries in particular). The same 


applies to data on early school leavers27. Overall, interviewees confirmed that though 


youth work theoretically targets all young people, increasing emphasis is being put, 


through various measures and by all forms of youth work (statutory/non-statutory) on 


young people at risk of social exclusion with or without a migrant background. 


6.1.2 Reach 


As mentioned above, statistics are overall scarce on the topic in Luxembourg. Neither 


desk research nor interviews helped obtain consistent estimates for the number of 


young people reached by youth work each year. 


Interviewees only reported that ‘traditional’ youth work (e.g. sport/leisure clubs, 


political organisations) mainly attracts young people with higher socio-economic 


background whilst formal youth work organisations co-financed by the State and the 


municipalities (e.g. MJs in particular) but also scouts mainly reach young people with 


lower or disadvantaged background. Though no comprehensive data exists, 


interviewees felt that the number of young people with lower or disadvantaged 


background is steadily growing in the latter settings. 


According to the interviewee representing the MJs, the share of ‘hard to reach’ young 


people (i.e. NEETs in most cases) is difficult to estimate but is likely to be very 


marginal as the flexible philosophy and method of approach offered by the MJs has 


shown good results in attracting and (re-)motivating young people amongst the most 


disadvantaged over the past years. 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


With the exception of the voluntary service programme and work in the youth houses 


for which there is data available (further to subsequent assessments), there is scarce 


evidence offering an up-to-date and comprehensive overview of the outcomes and 


impact of youth work on the different target groups. The information set out below 


mainly builds upon interviewees’ opinions. 


Overall, interviewees claimed that the impact of youth work on young people with a 


migrant background is extremely difficult to evaluate considering both the high rate of 


migrants in the country and their diversity. An interviewee argued that in some 


                                           
26 According to 2008 data, the least qualified young people amount to 20,4% in Luxembourg. 
27 i.e. 13,4% of young people according to 2008 data presented in the Ministry of Education 
vocational training report entitled ‘Décrochage scolaire au Luxembourg - Parcours et 


caractéristiques des jeunes en rupture scolaire’. 
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municipalities and youth organisations, certain nationalities are over-represented. 


Practice shows that, in these cases, youth workers often encounter difficulties to foster 


young people’s curiosity and willingness to learn about other cultures and values. 


An area where interesting outcomes were reported regards youth work targeting early 


school leavers and unemployed youth. The value of the ‘service volontaire 


d’orientation’ (SVO) was acknowledged by all interviewees. According to the mid-term 


evaluation of the ‘youth in action’ programme (2007-2013) in Luxembourg, the 


initiative shows promising results with around half of participants who returned to 


school and around a quarter who re-integrated in the labour market according to 2010 


SNJ data. Data also show that the number of applications and participating young 


people is steadily increasing. According to an interviewee, this trend is being 


reinforced as a result of the economic crisis. More recent data collected by the SNJ 


also reveals that they have received 467 applications (compared to 380 in 2010) in 


2011 and have also recruited additional staff in order to double the capacity of 


intervention of the initiative. 


The mid-term evaluation of the ‘youth in action’ programme also informs that the 


Youth in action national agency (i.e. represented by the SNJ) is increasingly 


collaborating with other youth organisations. These joint actions clearly focus on social 


inclusion (i.e. 34.4% of all projects undertaken between 2007 and 2009) and primarily 


target disabled young people and those with a migrant background. Interviewees did 


not however express any clear views about their perception of the outcomes and 


impact of youth work on disabled young people. 


6.3 SWOT 


Based on the above, the key strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the 


youth work sector that emerge in Luxembourg are outlined in the table set out below. 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Luxembourg 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Comprehensive legislative and 


policy framework. 


■ Transversal approaches are 


encouraged across the whole 


sector. 


■ Recognition of youth worker status 


(both in formal and non-formal 


youth work) is supported. 


■ The role played by youth workers 


is seen as complementary to this of 


other professionals (such as 


teachers, health professionals, 


social workers, etc.). 


■ Youth work offers flexible 


approaches and methods better 


adapted to disadvantaged or hard 


to reach young people. 


■ Promising results of existing 


initiatives (e.g. ‘service volontaire 


d’orientation’ (SVO). 


■ Transversal approaches will be 


increasingly supported in the 


future.  


■ The scope of current youth policy 


will be expanded to the childhood 


sector. 


■ A quality assurance system will be 


progressively put in place across 


the whole sector. 


■ Evidence-base to be collected on a 


more systematic basis to inform 


policy-making (i.e. national 


monitoring reports every 5 years; 


increasing role of CESIJE). 


■ Youth work is mainly carried out by 


volunteers. These are usually 


motivated, flexible.  


 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 



http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svo/service-volontaire-d-orientation

http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svo/service-volontaire-d-orientation

http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svo/service-volontaire-d-orientation

http://www.volontaires.lu/jeune/svo/service-volontaire-d-orientation
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■ Though increasingly recognised 


and valued, youth work is not 


always well understood by the civil 


society. 


■ Youth work in Luxembourg is 


fragmented and lacks transparency 


and accountability. 


■ Young people with migrant 


background constitute a very 


heterogeneous group 


■ The impact and the value of youth 


work are not sufficiently evidenced 


and made visible. 


■ Youth work methods build on 


flexible and personalised 


approaches: this is time-consuming 


and requires a significant number 


of youth workers. 


■ The economic crisis (1): 


administratively the crisis does not 


directly threaten the sector, but all 


interviewees acknowledged that it 


has an impact on many youth 


organisations (e.g. increased 


difficulty to obtain additional 


funding for recruiting additional 


staff or renovate infrastructure, 


etc.). 


■ The economic crisis (2): social 


inclusion and in particular support 


for early school leavers and NEETs 


is a key priority action in 


Luxembourg. The economic crisis 


will spur existing needs (i.e. in 


terms of budget, number of youth 


workers, etc.) in this area.  


■ Several youth organisations face 


difficulties to attract and retain 


volunteers. 


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


As outlined above, the key issues faced by youth work in Luxembourg mainly regards 


the lack of visibility, accountability and evidence-base of/on the sector. The economic 


crisis is also perceived as a threat by several youth organisations, as interviewees 


noted. 


At youth organisation level, the difficulty to tailor activities for groups of young people 


of different nationalities as well as this of attracting/retaining volunteers were also 


emphasised. 


Notwithstanding this, interviewees agreed that significant developments have taken 


place in youth work over the past 5-10 years and that both existing legislation and the 


political framework are suited to both the national and EU context (for instance, the 


national Youth Pact’s priority actions comply with those defined at EU level). Upcoming 


developments are numerous and will notably affect two important dimensions that are 


missing so far, namely the progressive establishment of a quality assurance system 


and further efforts to support evidence-based policy-making (as one of the Youth 


Pact’s priority actions). 


The transversal nature of youth work in Luxembourg was valued by all interviewees. 


One of them suggested that youth organisations should better take advantage of the 


situation in the future to target different actors and get in touch with other 


stakeholders/partners. 


The value of EU funding (mainly through the youth in action programme) was also 


acknowledged and all interviewees voiced the recommendation that since such funding 


is crucial, it should be maintained, particularly in the context of the economic crisis.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Not a single definition. Several 


definitions co-exist  


Legal definition for youth work As above  


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Since early 20th century 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 


tradition  
20 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 


young people 
Increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 


work 


Information, leisure time, 


informal and non-formal 


learning, employment 
orientation and counselling, 


culture, creativity participation, 


health, sports, inclusion 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth 
work 


Informal and non-formal 
learning, leisure time, culture, 


creativity participation, 


volunteering, international 
exchange, health, sports, 


inclusion 


1.1 Definitions 


In Austria there is no single definition for youth work. Instead several definitions 


(presented below) emerged over time in legal texts and based on existing practice. 


Youth work is generally understood as out of school youth work focusing on leisure 


activities using informal and non-formal learning. 


The European definition of youth work and the understanding of youth work in Austria 


are very similar. Both definitions place at the centre of attention that activities should 


be organised with, by and for young people highlighting a voluntary participation. 


Youth work is based on informal and out-of school learning helping youth to gain 


social competences in all areas of societal life. The aim is to reach social inclusion of 


all young people and promote participation of the young in societal decision making 


processes. Nevertheless, while youth work in a broad sense is a term that places the 


personal development at the centre, the Austrian definitions differentiate between 


formal professional youth work - open youth work based on a scientific concept - and 


non-formal youth work as carried out by youth associations. 


Finally, the various definitions demonstrate that youth work is not just about providing 


for all kinds of leisure activities or education, the approach in Austria is that youth 


work provides activities and a space to help young people to fully develop and 


participate with their talents in society. It recognises youth as a value for society in 


general. 


Open youth work 


Open youth work is understood as a scientific based method for non-formal education. 


The three quality principles of open youth work are: 


■ Flexibility 


■ Process oriented 
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■ Continuity  


If these principles are not respected one cannot talk about open youth work. In its 


settings and contents it provides young people a framework to develop themselves as 


responsible persons and transfer knowledge in their environment. The main action 


principles are the following: 


■ Openness – being open to all young people without differentiation 


■ Voluntary – activities are based on voluntary participation of young people 


■ Non-political and non-confessional 


■ Living environment oriented – address young people according to their 


individual background 


■ Demand oriented – specific needs and hopes of the individual are taken 


into account 


■ Resource oriented – all talents of an individual are taken to be a potential 


and talent for the society and recognised. 


Professional relationship building is seen as a method to which a professional youth 


worker contributes. Open youth work is mainly carried out in youth centres that are 


formally subsidised by regional public funds. Open youth work (youth centres) is 


mainly present in bigger cities. In rural areas open youth work is rather perceived as a 


space (rooms for ex.) where youth dispose of resources to organise themselves their 


own activities. 


Associative youth work  


Associative youth work is defined as extracurricular, out of school activity with 


emphasis on leisure time activities, youth information and prevention. 


Associations work in a participatory manner and need volunteers. They 


provide a space to be together among peers interested in the mission of the 


association and have a clear structural organisation. They are generally not 


focussed on the individual but on a common cause defined by the mission of 


the association.  


Associative youth work is the oldest and the most common form of youth 


work in Austria, as associations are present in rural and urban areas. 


Associative youth work depends less on public funding. 


Youth policy 


Youth policies have as the main objective to help shape living situations and 


perspectives of young people in order to facilitate the passage from youth to 


adulthood. Central to youth policies is that they aim to protect children and youth and 


stimulate their development to become autonomous personalities to enable them to 


make use of their creative and productive potential for societal commitment. Youth 


protection policies refer in practice to age-specific regulations relating to the access to 


certain places, the consumption of alcohol and cigarettes, and the use of arcade / 


gambling machines, cinema, and theatre, as well as to the control of respect of 


children and youth rights.  


Enacting youth protection policies is the work of the Land youth offices part of the 


general administration.  


Youth welfare policies 


Youth welfare policies are closely connected to youth protection policies and they 


support education of children and youth in the context of their family. Other tasks of 


youth welfare are to provide for youth homes for those that are in difficulty and 


cannot stay longer in their family; preventive information work about drugs for 


example; leisure activities for young people that have experienced violence, and 
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leisure activities for young people with disabilities. Youth welfare work addresses more 


those young people that are more at risk in some problem areas and are therefore 


also target groups for secondary prevention. Youth welfare would also be in charge of 


young school drops outs that are underage.1 


Youth welfare support is provided mainly by the public youth welfare office also 


through the means of street work reaching out to youth that cannot be reached 


through the structures of open youth work or associative youth work. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


The development of youth work can be characterised by three phases describe below2. 


The first phase dates back to the beginning of the 20th century. At this time, the family 


was the central element in society and in charge for out-of school education. General 


education and acquisition of knowledge was mainly centred in schools. Youth work in 


an associative form just started and was seen as an addition to what family could 


provide. In the early 20th century especially middle class families in bigger cities were 


suffering from a lack of traditional and a cultural offer. So youth organisation centred 


their activities on traditional values such as spending time in nature – forming of 


scouts; and catholic values – catholic youth. These initiatives were based on volunteer 


help of adults and were free of charge for youth. 


The second phase started in the mid-20th century. School gained more importance and 


the school trajectory gets longer. School’s main task is to pass on knowledge rather 


than focussing on personal development of students. Associative youth work did not 


develop further in this phase, activities focus more on younger children to an age of 


14, while activities for older youth decrease, as well as the interest decreased in this 


form of youth work. The phase is characterised by the development of forms of open 


youth work and the setting up of youth centres. In the 60s youth wants an own space 


and turns its back to rules for more autonomy. A youth culture starts to develop, 


young people focus on music and sports. Youth centres are organised by youth for 


youth, there are no professionals involved yet. 


During the third phase the offer of youth activities in youth centres and youth 


organisation increases. In the late 70s social work and social pedagogy discover youth 


as a field of action. This is the time when youth centres start to work with 


professionals. Political support and investment was made at the time in order to “end 


autonomy” in youth clubs steered only by youth. It was seen as a measure for order. 


The concept was pedagogic guided animation and participation of youth.  


The last ten years could be seen as well as a fourth phase which is still on-going and 


which is characterised by an increase of the importance of open youth work.3 One of 


the reasons is that the free living space for the young became very much limited due 


to an increase of consumer obligation and a large offer of leisure activities that need 


to be paid for by the families. The recent history has seen as well an increase of 


international youth work, international cultural exchange and youth development aid 


with developing countries. There is also a tendency in professional youth work to leave 


youth centres and to focus on mobile youth work, to go directly to young people 


                                           
1 For more information on this definition: 
http://www.bmwfj.gv.at/Familie/Jugendwohlfahrt/Seiten/Jugendwohlfahrtsrecht.aspx; paper by 
Wagner, Oswald, Jugendwohlfahrt, University of Graz, 2008. 
2 This information has been largely gained by the interview with Helix Consulting Austria and 
their supporting paper “History of youth work” 
(http://www.helixaustria.com/uploads/media/Geschichte_der_Jugendarbeit.pdf) 
3 A report on the development of open youth work in Styria can be found here: http://www.dv-
jugend.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Pdfs/jugendinside_sept_2012.pdf 



http://www.bmwfj.gv.at/Familie/Jugendwohlfahrt/Seiten/Jugendwohlfahrtsrecht.aspx

http://www.helixaustria.com/uploads/media/Geschichte_der_Jugendarbeit.pdf

http://www.dv-jugend.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Pdfs/jugendinside_sept_2012.pdf

http://www.dv-jugend.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Pdfs/jugendinside_sept_2012.pdf
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where they would spend time.4 Work in youth associations is still characterised by 


mainly volunteer work, only few professionals are working in this sector. The concept 


behind this lies in their way of organisation. Youth associations aim to build up 


membership from the start so that older youth will help as leader later. The work is 


focussed on strong relationships between members over a long-term period. Open 


youth work to the contrary is based on the quality of relationships on a shorter term 


period. Open youth work can work successfully if space oriented gained knowledge is 


used operationally. This means that professionals will analyse the local space in which 


they operate in, knowing political actors, economic structure, social specialities and 


problems. According to this knowledge they will prepare activities to reach out to 


youth and help them orient themselves in society at large. In this sense, open youth 


work provides a lot of counselling and guidance services to support the individual in 


his personal development; support in education and leisure time educational activities. 


Nevertheless, open youth work also needs the participation and volunteering of young 


people to stem activities especially in rural areas.  


Both, associative youth work and open youth work are focussed on personal 


development, transmission of values and social competences but offering a different 


range of activities. Since the late 70s, it became increasingly recognised that youth 


work may need to be gender sensitive offering activities that focus only at boys or 


only girls. Also Land and national funds state that funded activities should be gender 


specific or provide for gender equality. Gender mainstreaming has become an 


important aspect especially in open youth work. 


From a policy point of view a recent paradigm change can be noted. While in the past 


the policy task was to provide for youth welfare and youth protection (somewhat 


deficit driven approach). Recently policies adopted a more positive approach 


recognising youth as a special focus group having their own expectations from the 


society and the State. The reason for this can be mainly found in the demographic 


development and the increase of the number of senior citizens.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


If formal youth work represents those bodies that provide activities employing 


professionals and that are financed largely by regional public funds than formal 


delivery of youth work is provided by the youth centres, youth cafes, youth 


counselling agents and not for profit organisations from open youth work sector. 


These are often directly subsidised by governmental funds and under the control of 


municipalities. Youth centres play a central role in the delivery of open youth work 


mainly in urban areas. They offer a broad range of activities for young people such as 


cultural education, specific projects that focus on environment, science or media. They 


organise sport activities and art courses. Youth centres intend to be foremost a place, 


open for all young people regardless of their social origin, enrich their life worlds 


through various activities and provide a space where they can meet without 


consumption pressures.  


Youth information services under the responsibility of regional youth policy 


departments are another type of formal youth work. The idea is to provide all young 


people an open access to all kinds of information of interest to them. Young people 


can come to the youth information office or visit regional websites. A national website 


has been developed together with 120 young persons and all regional youth 


                                           
4 An interesting example can be found in Vienna, where youth centres have created teams of 
mobile youth workers providing for activities in the city’s parks for more information: 
http://www.wien.gv.at/freizeit/bildungjugend/jugend/park.html 



http://www.wien.gv.at/freizeit/bildungjugend/jugend/park.html
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information services are bundled in a federal association that is further funded by the 


federal state. 


In addition, there is the Intercultural Centre of Austria5 which is an independent 


organisation that coordinates intercultural exchanges, produces pedagogical material 


on intercultural learning and promotes international youth work. It is furthermore the 


agency that delivers the Youth in Action programme, selecting and supervising the 


implementation of projects. It should however be kept in mind that there are other 


independent NGOs that focus on specific aspects of youth work.  


If non-formal youth work is defined by volunteer work and third sector actors than the 


main delivery agents of non-formal youth work are the Austrian youth associations. 


These associations are quite diverse in their mission: different religious groups (such 


as Catholics, Protestants, Jewish and Muslim), the youth organisations of different 


political parties or of political orientations and youth groups of social partners, some 


focus on young people coming from rural areas or with interest in environment 


protection and scouts.6 Some of these organisations employ professional youth 


workers and pedagogues or other professions; some provide internal training and 


some help young people with responsibility in their organisation to take specific formal 


training.  


Youth welfare is a specialised state service and is an official task of family policy in the 


public domain. Youth welfare is addressed to parents, children and youth. It provides 


support with education and family welfare through individual tailored advice. The 


offices delivering these services are part of a network which also involves youth 


associations and the open youth work sector. It should function as a one stop shop. 


The basic principle is the need for a coordinated and multifaceted approach to deliver 


effective work with young people in difficulty. One of the most important fields of 


action in youth work is the prevention of social problems. Also the support to young 


people to help them gain more confidence and self-control can be seen as preventive 


work. In this case almost nine out of ten associations also contribute to prevention 


work.7 


Finally, another important youth institution is the advocacy office for children and 


youth rights8 which was set up by law since 2000. It was conceived to monitor the 


implementation of the UN Convention on the rights of children. This institution 


contributes to the preventive youth work activities and youth welfare protection. 


These offices also deliver awareness raising campaigns and workshops such as 


participation projects and mainstreaming youth rights. 


                                           
5 See more details about the centre: http://www.iz.or.at/start.asp?ID=4143&b=1602 
6 See for a list of the main representative youth organisation: 
http://www.jugendvertretung.at/ueber-
uns/mitgliedsorganisationen/mitgliedsorganisationen.html 
7 Bohn, I; Institut für Sozialarbeit und Sozialpädagogik (2007), The Socio-economic Scope of 
Youth Work in Europe (Final Report), Frankfurt: Youth Partnership, Council of Europe, 
Directorate of Youth and Sport. (Download: http://www.youth-partnership.net/youth-
partnership/research/socioeconomicscopeofwork.html) [08.10.2012] 
8 For further information: http://www.kija.at/index.php/kija#adressen 



http://www.iz.or.at/start.asp?ID=4143&b=1602

http://www.jugendvertretung.at/ueber-uns/mitgliedsorganisationen/mitgliedsorganisationen.html

http://www.jugendvertretung.at/ueber-uns/mitgliedsorganisationen/mitgliedsorganisationen.html

http://www.kija.at/index.php/kija#adressen
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2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work  Yes  


Level of regulation for youth work National / Regional / Local  


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work National Ministry Economy, 


Family and Youth, National 
Ministry  Schools (and other 


Ministries), The National Body 


of Youth Representation, 


National Body of Open Youth 


Work, Intercultural Centre 


Austria, State Youth 
Administrations, Local Youth 


Referees 


2.1 Legal background 


Austria has ‘youth law’/legislation that specifically refers to youth issues/laws 


containing a section addressing the needs and/or rights of young people. These are 


foreseen under the: Youth Protection Act: federal framework regulation and 9 different 


youth protection acts in the 9 states; Federal Youth Promotion Act and Guidelines for 


the subsidisation of extracurricular education and youth work; and, Federal Youth 


Representation Act. 


On 1 January 2001, the Federal Youth Promotion Act9 came into effect. The aim of this 


law is the financial support of measures for the education and personal development 


of young people and of youth work outside the schools sector, particularly to promote 


the development of the intellectual, psychological, physical, social, political, religious 


and ethnic competencies of children and young people. The act sets a federal 


framework for public financing while the Land level enacts specific youth work plans 


and distributes funds to actors of youth work.  


The Austrian legal definitions can be found in the following laws:  


■ Jugendschutzgesetz - Youth Protection Act: federal framework regulation 


and 9 different youth protection acts in the 9 states - the state has to 


ensure that prevention work is carried out to sensitise youth for ex. on 


alcohol use or drugs. Therefore, funds are provided to carry out projects in 


this area. 


■ Bundes-Jugendförderungsgesetz - Federal Youth Promotion Act and 


Guidelines for the subsidisation of extracurricular youth education and 


youth work (2000/2001)10; this act defines the conditions under which 


associations and other organisations can benefit from national public 


funding. 


                                           
9 Federal Act on the Promotion of Education and Upbringing outside Schools and the Promotion 
of Youth Work (Federal Youth Promotion Act), Federal Law Gazette I No. 126/2000 of 29 
December 2000; Bundesgesetz über die Förderung der außerschulischen Jugenderziehung und 
Jugendarbeit (Bundes-Jugendförderungsgesetz), BGBl. I Nr. 126/2000, 29. Dezember 2000 
10 See: BGBl .I Nr. 126/2000 and BGBl. I Nr. 136/2001 
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■ Bundes-Jugendvertretungsgesetz - Federal Youth Representation Act 


(2000/2001)11; this law recognises the National Youth Council as a social 


partner. 


■ Bundes - Jugendwohlfahrtsgesetz – Federal Youth Welfare Law (1989)12 – 


provides for protection of children against all forms of violence, promotes 


the appropriate development and development of children and 


adolescents, reintegration of children and youth in their families, 


strengthening the education power of families and supporting parents in 


the care and education. 


2.2 Governance 


The national Government and the federal States share responsibilities for youth policy. 


At a national level, the Federal Ministry of Economy, Family and Youth coordinates and 


supervises various working committees. The youth section within this Ministry is 


rather small: 9 in the unit for national youth policy and 5 in the unit for international 


youth and family policy, 7 in the unit for youth welfare. Concurrently, policies referring 


to youth are implemented by all Federal Ministries in line with their own campaigns 


and initiatives. There is no coordination point or single governing body in place yet, 


but created in the near future. The federal level is responsible for the funding 


instrument of out-of-school youth work. The Federal Ministry is obliged by legislation, 


under the Federal Act for the mainstreaming of youth interests into all policy areas. It 


also has the responsibility to ‘inform about the development of diverse and open youth 


policies’. It provides the Parliament with a report on the situation of young people in 


Austria every five years (for each legislative period). In addition to these youth 


reports, a monitoring survey is conducted three or four times a year with around 800 


young people. The federal level has more a coordinating and steering role due to the 


federal structure of Austria.  


The youth departments of Austria’s nine federal states have the primary responsibility 


for funding youth work in the ‘core’ areas of youth policy, for example: extracurricular 


youth work; educational and vocational training institutions and, the work of youth 


associations and public youth work, such as sports, educational and cultural clubs. 


Youth referees for local communities are nominated to coordinate youth activities of 


associations and groups at local level. The referees function as advisor for municipal 


policy makers and as a person of trust for young people in the area. They inform 


about federal state, national and EU subsidies and are the connection between the 


different entities in youth work. Furthermore eight federal states (out of nine) have a 


youth council which represents youth interests in policy making at federal level. In the 


youth council sit representatives of all youth organisations in the federal state. The 


youth council status is recognised by legislation (except for one – Tirol). The youth 


laws on federal level determine that the participation of young people in policy making 


should be ensured.  


The federal states subsidise youth work in different areas:  


■ Youth centres and areas where young people can gather. 


■ Preventive youth work activities addressing at-risk youth.13  


There is the national youth council that should be consulted by all ministries for 


policies that impact on youth and youth interests as determined by the youth 


representation law which entered into force since 2001. All representative youth 


                                           
11 See: BGBl .I Nr. 127/2000 and BGBl. I Nr. 136/2001 
12 See: BGBl. Nr. 161/1989 and BGBl. I Nr. 41/2007. 
13 All of the information of this paragraph is taken from the 6th Youth report of the Government 
to the Parliament, 2011, pp.382 -389. 
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organisation on national level are part of the national youth council.14 The national 


youth council represents 52 children and youth organisations. It represents the 


political, social, economic and cultural interests of young people and voices their 


concerns and demands towards policy and decision-makers at all levels, the media 


and the public in Austria. There is the national Network of Open Youth Work which 


represents open youth work from each Land.15 It is the competency centre for all 


information and programmes that relates to this type of youth work. They are in 


general consulted for important youth relevant legislation.  


Youth information providers have an important role at national and federal level. They 


collect and link to all organisations and institutions that are relevant in youth work.   


An overall amount for public funding in youth work is not available as the initiatives 


can come from different resources of different ministries, federal state funding, Youth 


in Action and the ESF. 


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth work Medium  


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes  


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes  


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work None 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Austria recently renewed its national youth strategy for the period 2012-2020. The 


objective of this strategy is to follow a process structured in different phases 


conducting to a systemisation of youth policies, youth work initiatives and projects to 


further develop and strengthen youth policies in Austria. This process should 


contribute to identify best practices and weaknesses of youth policies and actions in 


place and determine future possible actions. The youth strategy targets young people 


aged from 14-24. The strategy also intends to reemphasise youth issues as one of the 


policy priorities as recently there has been a shift in focus from children and young 


people to senior citizens which resulted in lower commitment to youth issues.  


Young people will be actively involved in the implementation of the strategy through 


their representative bodies of the national youth council, as well as formal youth 


information centres and youth work bodies like the platform for open youth work. The 


strategy is based on eight fields of actions as set out under the EU youth strategy and 


combines the federal states action plans for youth.  


The youth strategy includes a model project, which started recently. The expected 


outcome of this model project is to raise awareness among all political actors on youth 


work and youth policies as a transversal issue to which they can actively contribute. It 


also aims to create a coordination centre for youth policies. This would work at an 


inter-ministerial level to streamline all issues and positive aspects of youth work. The 


three axes of the project are: 


                                           
14 For a list of national youth organisations represented in the youth council see: 
http://jugendvertretung.at/ueber-uns/mitgliedsorganisationen/mitgliedsorganisationen.html 
15 Website of the organisation: http://www.boja.at/ 



http://jugendvertretung.at/ueber-uns/mitgliedsorganisationen/mitgliedsorganisationen.html

http://www.boja.at/
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■ Knowledge: the background for this aim is that administration is not 


always aware of projects and programmes and the functions and 


structures of different youth work stakeholders, thereof the aim is to 


create a knowledge data base which is accessible to all relevant actors. 


The data base should also contain evaluations of youth projects and best 


practice examples. 


■ Transparency: all of youth work activities, benefits and political youth 


strategic measures should be made known to a wider public.  


■ Room for new designs: this final phase would then allow to create new 


initiatives and help new actors to contribute to an innovative youth 


strategy 


The youth strategy is a stepping stone to streamline youth into all policy areas. Youth 


legislation and policies are part of many different ministries at national level and 


shared with state level. In the preparation phase of the youth strategy, the Ministry 


for Youth found that in Austria regional action plans had not specifically mentioned 


youth actions. National level policies other than education rarely referred to youth 


(only health and environmental awareness policies mentioned youth). Until 2011 


national policies did not take youth into account as an interest group for policies other 


than those designated at youth. Only recently three federal states (Voralberg, Wien, 


Steiermark) have done a mapping of youth activities and started to evaluate policies 


and actions in youth work. These three states can be seen as well as the most active 


in the field of youth work from a strategic, politically coordinated and structurally 


funded point of view.  It has been remarked in an interview that youth work is only to 


a very limited extend subject of research in Austria. There used to be a national 


funded youth research institute however it has been closed down in 2009 in its 50st 


year of existence. There is a private research institution focussing more on research of 


youth culture.16 


The interviews for this study show that youth representatives consider that youth is 


often neglected in other policy areas and even though the national youth council is 


recognised by law as a social partner to be consulted, it is often a struggle to make 


the voice of young people heard at the national level. 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


The general development and financing of non-formal educational youth work falls 


under the responsibility of the federal states. 


The objectives of the Landesjugendreferate (federal state youth departments) are as 


follows: 


■ Maintain and strengthen the impact of youth work organisation. 


■ Enhance and improve open youth work and support social preventive 


youth work (more leisure time-pedagogy). 


■ Enhance voluntary work and participation. 


■ Professionalisation of youth work. 


■ Financing of training and additional qualification courses for youth 


workers. 


■ Continuous improvement of information distribution and guidance. 


■ Introduce more co-decision and participation of young people in decisions 


making at regional, federal and national level. 


■ Awareness raising measures of youth issues and needs in public decision 


bodies and media. 


                                           
16 Institute für Jugendkulturforschung, www.jugendkultur.at 
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Since 2011 the national body for open youth work determined in accordance with the 


national Ministry for Economy and Youth a quality framework within which projects 


and initiatives of open youth work should be delivered. Open youth work should reflect 


the following:  


■ The needs of young people 


■ The needs of youth work professionals to deliver quality work  


■ The needs of society at large 


Certain framework conditions need to be guaranteed in order for youth work to be 


successful. These conditions are:  


■ Stable financial and HR resources. 


■ Good cooperation between the administrations and actors delivering youth 


work projects. 


■ High qualification and professionalisation standards of youth workers. 


■ Longevity of key projects allowing youth workers to establish good 


contacts to young people providing them persistence, continuity and 


stability in their relations.17  


 


In general youth politics are based on two different tools. The Jugendmonitor18 is a 


monitor (questionnaire addressed to approximately 800 young persons) done several 


times each year. 


The national ministry and federal states youth administrations meet in different 


working groups to coordinate priorities. A strong priority at national level is to 


empower young people to actively participate in society and especially in youth 


policies. In 1991, a working group on youth participation was established to further 


develop concepts of participation and provide training for multipliers and pedagogues 


in youth work. All federal states youth administration referees, the ministry for youth 


and a representative of the national youth council are part of this working group.  


The general youth policy objectives are reflected in the national subsidy law for youth 


work. It states that financial aid should be deployed for out-of-school youth work and 


youth education in particular for the development of intellectual, psychical, physical, 


social, political, religious and ethical competences of children and youth. For the 


timeframe 2012-2014 the Federal Ministry for Economy and Youth determined three 


funding priorities:  


■ Occupational orientation: the emphasis of projects should attract young 


people to choose an occupation within the natural sciences, such as 


mathematic, informatics, physics, chemistry and technical occupations.  


■ Respectfully living together, violence prevention and integration: projects 


should enable a dialogue with young people from different religious and 


societal background. Violence prevention projects could be scientific 


studies that research the origin and causes for violent action.  


■ Participation: projects should reflect on processes on how to best make 


youth participate in societal responsibilities by involving young people and 


make use of social media and networks.  


                                           
17 From Leitlinien, Hilfestellungen und Anrgegungen für Qualitätsmanagement in der Offenen 
Jugendarbeit, Paper from the BOJA – National Organisation for Open Youth Work, 2011. 
18 The outcomes are published on the Federal Youth Ministry website: 
http://www.bmwfj.gv.at/Jugend/Forschung/Seiten/Jugendmonitor.aspx 



http://www.bmwfj.gv.at/Jugend/Forschung/Seiten/Jugendmonitor.aspx
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The budget for the National Youth Fund was set for 2012 at 8.6 million euro. Half of 


this budget was to be attributed to the national representative youth organisations 


that are part of the youth council as structural support, while other parts were 


provided for the federal youth information service and national youth work projects. 


Table 3.1 Budget National Youth Fund 


Year Budget (million, euro) 


2007 6.314.805,98 


2008 6.354.000,00 


2009 6.548.215,11 


2010 6.278.928,13 


2011 6.414.301,83 


Source: Federal Ministry for the Economy, Family and Youth 


The 6th Youth Report 2011 states that 43% of youth work is publicly funded and 


provides the below table on expenses. 


Table 3.2 Youth work budget of the 9 states in 2009 


Purpose Amount in EUR 


Youth departments 53.793.000 


Youth information 2.464.500 


Public administered youth organisations 5.130.000 


Total Budget Youth Work 61.567.500 


Source 6th Youth Report 2011 


The budget coming from the 9 states is additional to the National Youth Fund.  


The funds from the European programme Youth in Action can be seen as an important 


source for additional funding for youth projects in Austria. The budget available for 


Austria in 2012 was 3.5m Euro. Nevertheless, an interviewee remarked that the 


administration costs for small organisations of open youth work in rural areas are 


quite high to apply for these funds. Yet, the Agency distributing the funds in Austria 


ensures that funding for small scale projects in rural areas are prioritised. The 


interview partners confirmed that the Youth in Action programme provides funds for 


smaller scale projects especially from youth associations that do not receive federal 


funding. 


The economic crisis did not seem to have a particular financial impact. The 


interviewees did not particularly know about specific budget cuts related to the current 


crisis. It seems that more structural financial help could be provided in different rural 


areas but this problem is not a consequence of the crisis and existed already before. 


The Youth Representation has in a recent press conference claimed that governments 


do make cuts in budgets directed at young people, such as stricter regulated criterion 


to get study aids for school and university, cuts or no adjustment to inflation for 


subsidies for families in need. While the budget of the National Youth Fund remained 


stable, the challenges for youth, especially pressures from the labour markets 


increased, creating more work for youth associations and open youth work centres 


which had to be performed under the same budget.19  


                                           
19 Information was taken from the press statement of the Youth Representation : 
http://www.oeh.ac.at/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/unterlagen_pressegespraech.pdf 



http://www.oeh.ac.at/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/unterlagen_pressegespraech.pdf
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The recent strong political focus by the European Union on early school leaving did 


incite Austrian policy makers to pay higher attention and start the youth coaching 


initiative (School Ministry). This initiative aims to work as early as possible, preferably 


while still at school with hard to reach young people, or students likely to not complete 


a school degree and to provide for occupational orientation.20  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers Yes (youth welfare only) 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation No (only for the civil 


service in youth welfare) 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 
workers 


No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Social worker (Applied 
Sciences Degree)  


Psychologist, Social 


Scientists, Pedagogues 


Number of youth workers  NA 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are regulated minimum qualifications for youth welfare workers in the civil 


service. For this type of profession each federal state has its own laws and 


requirements. For example in the federal state Upper Austria the qualification can be 


obtained in specific training modules provided by recognised VET providers, consisting 


of at least 1200 units of instruction of theory and 1,200 hours of practice. The training 


is divided into at least two years of training. Concerning contents the following 


theories and subjects are included: 


■ General basics: education (45 lessons); medical and special pedagogy (45 


lessons); legal and institutional basics (70 lessons), Sociology and Social 


Policy (25 lessons); Psychology and Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (105 


units); Medical / First Aid / Food (55 sessions). 


■ Methodology of Social pedagogy (270 units). 


■ Social pedagogic action fields (195 units). 


■ Social and Personal Skills: self-awareness (75 units); Supervision (30 


lessons), other issues (165 units). 


■ Practical reflection (45 lessons)21. 


 


The profession of social worker or youth worker is not regulated as such. There are 


many different types of social workers and related professions. Each has its own 


specific training courses and curriculum. It is only the university, VET provider, schools 


that have to get a state certification in order to deliver a degree. This means that a 


number of criterions concerning the quality of teaching are regulated.  


                                           
20 Information from http://www.bmukk.gv.at/schulen/unterricht/ba/schulabbruch.xml 
21 Socialprofessions law of Upper Austria, Sozialberufegesetz 2006. 



http://www.bmukk.gv.at/schulen/unterricht/ba/schulabbruch.xml
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Various degrees for social worker are available: it can be a university degree, 


university degree of applied sciences, vocational training, additional qualifications for 


sociologists, psychologists, social management professionals etc. It seems that it 


depends on the degree of responsibility in a position and type of occupation which 


determines the necessary type of degree.22 In general, social workers or social 


pedagogues follow the degree provided by universities of applied sciences. The studies 


require a higher secondary diploma. A Bachelor or Master degree is provided at the 


end of studies. It was highlighted in an interview with an expert that social work 


studies do not pay significant attention on youth and the courses do not provide 


enough insights in the field of youth work. Knowledge is gained primarily during 


training within a youth association or centre. 


Open youth work employs mainly professional social workers. There are however 


differences between federal states. While in Vienna mainly qualified social workers 


work in open youth centres in Upper Austria many open youth centres are run by 


volunteers. The federal representation body for open youth work has recently in 2011 


set a quality framework for youth work in youth centres, specifically referring to the 


use of professional youth workers. The role of the youth worker is to be an expert 


guide, offer monitoring, guidance, solutions and options to the young persons. He / 


she is an authentic adult and should be considered as a “role model".23 


The youth associations, in particular those with a religious background have developed 


specific internal trainings that all youth guides and leaders need to follow prior taking 


up any responsibilities. Some of them have developed a certificate for the training that 


they provide detailing the quality and learning standards of the training.  


It can be concluded that youth work aims to integrate a professional approach also in 


the non-formal sector of youth work.24   


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


As said above youth worker is not a recognised profession in Austria. Professionals in 


youth work have generally an official recognition as social worker, psychologist, a 


specific additional qualification for youth work or social work, vocational training 


diploma in youth or social work, pedagogue or teachers. Depending on the projects 


also other professions can be found in youth work such as artists, sport coaches or 


musicians.25  


There are recognised professional social work bodies in Austria such as: 


http://boeshp.bplaced.net/boes/aktuell.php - Berufsverband Österreich 


SozialpädagogInnen; http://www.sozialarbeit.at Österreich Berufsverband 


SozialarbeiterInnen. These are national private associations with regional offices. 


However there is no qualification accreditation body for social work in Austria.  


The reason why there is no accreditation body in Austria is due to the very recent 


professionalisation in the sector of youth work.  


                                           
22 The public employment service has a glossary on professions. General information was taken 
from the glossary website: http://www.berufslexikon.at/pdf/pdf.php?id=2082&berufstyp=bhs 
23 Boja, Qualität in der Offenen Jugendarbeit in Österreich, June 2011.  
24 Further explanations about the types of internal training can be found in a document 
published by the Austrian Youth Representation: 
http://www.jugendvertretung.at/asset/bjv/28/3/download_001.pdf 
25 This enumeration represents the professions currently employed in the largest organisation of 
youth centres in Vienna.  



http://boeshp.bplaced.net/boes/aktuell.php

http://www.sozialarbeit.at/

http://www.berufslexikon.at/pdf/pdf.php?id=2082&berufstyp=bhs

http://www.jugendvertretung.at/asset/bjv/28/3/download_001.pdf
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4.3 Youth worker population  


There are some data provided regarding the number of professionals employed in 


youth work though they are rather based on Land level studies or indicative data 


provided by the youth associations. There is no database kept by the Land ministries 


to inform about the number of youth workers employed in youth associations and 


youth centres.  


Interviews confirmed a trend towards more professionalisation of youth work activities 


and increase of employed youth workers has been recognised by experts.  


The current state of employment of personnel in open youth centres is not very clear 


as different indicative data is available. In the federal state Voralberg 58% of 36 open 


youth centres found that their HR situation was only partially satisfactory.26 In those 


36 open youth work centres work in total 74 persons sharing 44.5 fulltime positions. 


This means that only 1.3 fulltime position is available on average per centre. However 


the situation in 2003 was that in 20 youth centres less than one person was 


employed. These figures show that most of the workers are employed part-time. The 


6th Youth Report 2011 states that 5% of Austrian youth centres do not have paid 


personnel while this is the case for 35% youth organisations.  In total there are 7.300 


youth workers in 203 establishments (open youth centres) employed but only 53% of 


the establishments are working only with paid personnel.27  This would indicate that 


personnel working in open youth centres are mixed – voluntary and paid personnel. In 


2009 a national study on open youth work was carried out, mailing to around 356 


establishments though only 60 replied. The responses of the youth centres reflect the 


study that was carried out in the federal state Voralberg, saying that most of the 


establishments employ 2 persons (27% of the 60 responding establishments). 


There are 35 national youth organisations available for national funding.28 There are 


more youth organisations that have not applied for national funding however they are 


not part of the statistics. It should be kept in mind that the 35 associations are 


present at national level however each has its federal state sub-associations. These 35 


youth organisation represent in total 1.5m members (double membership is possible 


and hence this figure exaggerates the total population reached). The table below 


shows the number of leaders working in these 35 youth organisations. In general it 


can be assumed that they have followed a specific training however they are not 


professional youth workers. It is not known if they are employed or voluntary 


personnel. 


Table 4.1 Number of Youth leaders in organisations receiving national 


funding, 2010 


Youth leaders Number Percentage 


Female 41.713 55,63 


Male 33.265 44,37 


Total 74.978 100,00 


Source: Ministry of Economy, Family and Youth website 


                                           
26 Helix Consulting Austria (2003), Evaluation of open youth work in Voralberg, Schoibl, p. 17 


accessed at: http://www.helixaustria.com/uploads/media/Offene_Jugendarbeit_in_Vorarlberg_-
_evaluation_01.pdf 
27 Unfortunately the report does not state the source for this number.  
28 Statistics for 2010 available at: 
http://www.bmwfj.gv.at/Jugend/Forschung/jugendkennzahlen/Seiten/default.aspx 



http://www.helixaustria.com/uploads/media/Offene_Jugendarbeit_in_Vorarlberg_-_evaluation_01.pdf

http://www.helixaustria.com/uploads/media/Offene_Jugendarbeit_in_Vorarlberg_-_evaluation_01.pdf

http://www.bmwfj.gv.at/Jugend/Forschung/jugendkennzahlen/Seiten/default.aspx
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4.4 Profile of youth workers 


Open youth work centres generally work with professionals, mainly social workers and 


social pedagogues. It depends however on projects and activities that are offered by 


the youth centres and accordingly selected personnel. For special counselling or 


individual coaching of young people there are special youth councillor qualifications. 


Also regarding professional orientation there is the profession of occupational 


councillor. It is rather rare that youth centres work with volunteers as the concept of 


open youth work demands for a professional implementation. However there can be 


quite strong differences between urban and rural areas as in very rural areas youth 


centres can be smaller and might be run by volunteers. The profile of these volunteers 


is not well known.  


Associative youth work is build up mainly by the work of volunteers. These are to a 


large extent young people themselves working together with young adults having 


already more experience. Many youth organisation are run by young people for young 


people. Nevertheless especially in youth organisation with religious background or 


political party youth groups do work with professionals. Also smaller project based 


associations could temporarily work with social workers.  


A study on youth work based on the state Styria29 (south east Austria) concludes that 


only 18 out of 38 organisation employed professionals but only in 8 associations 2 


social workers were employed on a full-time basis while in the other organisation 


professionals were employed on a punctual basis. Furthermore the study reports that 


distribution of subsidies was often made dependant on the size of organisations. This 


means smaller structures will depend highly on volunteers to animate activities.  


Yet, youth organisations have a long tradition to employ workers to guarantee a 


continuity of activities. It cannot be said however to what extent they were 


professionals or what kind of professionals because profession of social worker mainly 


developed in mid of the 20th century.  


A key challenge for the youth work sector is to provide sustainable employment 


conditions for professional youth workers. Only few youth centres and organisations 


can provide a position that is adequately paid and to offer long-term employment. 


Most of the activities in youth work are financed for a limited time period making 


planning of resources and personnel difficult.  


The structural support for youth clubs (finances, rooms other means) varies depending 


on local, city and regional administration. For example the city of Vienna provides long 


standing strong structural support to youth centres. However, youth work is different 


in rural areas in other Austrian Lander where much less structures exist to support 


youth work. Youth clubs play a central role in connecting young people with other 


youth work providers depending what kind of support is needed. 


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


Open youth work through youth clubs and youth associations play an important role in 


informal and non-formal education.  


                                           
29 Landesjugendreferat Steiermark, Jugendarbeit: freiwillig, engagiert, professionell –Versuch 
einer interdisziplinären Auseinandersetzung, 2012, Verlag der Jugendarbeit und Jugendpolitik 
Steiermark Download: http://www.landesjugendbeirat-steiermark.at/wp-
content/uploads/2012/07/Buch-jugendarbeit-freiwillig-engagiert-professionell1.pdf 



http://www.landesjugendbeirat-steiermark.at/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Buch-jugendarbeit-freiwillig-engagiert-professionell1.pdf

http://www.landesjugendbeirat-steiermark.at/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Buch-jugendarbeit-freiwillig-engagiert-professionell1.pdf
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Youth clubs engage in various activities that are open to all young people: 


■ Sports and adventure pedagogy  


■ Learning about and working with media  


■ Youth café  


■ Co-determination and participation in the organisation of youth centres 


■ Subject oriented projects 


■ Counselling and case management for job search 


■ Local community activities 


■ Campaign activities, participation in local politics 


Youth associations contribute to informal and non-formal learning equally as open 


youth centres. Their role in providing social competencies that are gained from 


activities or leadership in projects is recognised. Many youth associations’ projects 


focus on environment and energy. This shows that youth is highly interested in this 


topic and willing to actively participate in these activities. Some examples: 


■ Rural Youth – Project Energise me30 – aims to provide general information 


on sustainable energy provision, how to save energy and how to create 


energy, including workshops, competitions and energising cooking.  


■ Friends of Nature – Environmental camps – these are action weeks when 


young people can participate to protect nature and help in eco-tourism 


projects.31 Participation in the promotion work of these projects can also 


lead to a certificate from the Ministry of Life recognising gained 


competencies. 


■ Nature protection youth – eco-islands32 – children and youth donate their 


pocket money to help the organisation buy land to create biospheres for 


animals and nature.  


■ Scouts – provide many different activities outdoor and try to sensitise 


children and youth for their environment. 


 


Regarding at risk students or young NEETs, youth associations work preventive or 


open youth centres can play a role in the early warning network or help in motivating 


young NEETs to find employment. A network of different actors has been put in place, 


mostly public actors such as the youth welfare offices and public employment service 


or occupational counselling and coaching services to cooperate directly with schools in 


various projects. Examples: 


■ Youth Coaching: an initiative by the national Ministry for Education and the 


National Welfare Office. The Network of Occupational Search Assistance 


implements the initiative.33 The objective of youth coaching is to help 


difficult to reach young people and at-risk young drop outs in professional 


orientation. The youth coach will in a first step provide further information. 


In a second step, helps with reaching a decision and orientation towards a 


specific occupational profile. In a third stage, if needed, the young person 


can be accompanied for one year to develop an individual occupational 


development plan. The young person will be intensively accompanied in 


his/her decision making. The project started in January 2012 in Vienna 


and Styria and will be extended in the coming years. The providers of 


youth coaching are not for profit companies that sometimes create jobs 


that are publicly subsidised allowing only for a small compensation of the 


                                           
30 Website to the project: http://www.landjugend.at/?id=2500%2C2734952%2C%2C 
31 Website for the initiative: http://www.naturfreundejugend.at/ 
32 Website of the initiative: http://www.oenj.at/naturschutz/grundstuecke/ 
33 For further information: http://www.neba.at/jugendcoaching/warum.html 
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workers; or for ex the Caritas, the catholic not for profit organisation for 


social work.  


■ GenerationLearning34 – a project initiated by the city of Salzburg. It aims 


to engage senior citizens as mentors for students in difficulties at school. 


The mentor will work at least 2 hours per week with the student and help 


him/her with homework. In general the association Einstieg provides many 


initiatives for young NEETs and youth in difficulty to find work, provide out 


of school learning and reach a qualification.  


■ Assistance for schools with difficult or at risk-students is provided through 


social pedagogic professionals from a variety of providers. The Austrian 


ministry for education ran a pilot project early last year with different 


partners in all nine federal states.35 These partners are often independent 


NGOs providing social assistance. Schools work closely together with youth 


welfare offices and the child and youth advocacy offices. An example is the 


youth welfare office Upper Austria – SuSa project –set up a network of 


counselling offices (in social assistance offices) and send out social 


workers from the welfare offices in schools in order to better cooperate 


with schools to support especially those young people that are 


disadvantaged as early as possible. 


In Austria non formal education and learning is not validated in a formal way. 


Nevertheless it could depend on the project and initiative, for example if through 


coaching a young person did a traineeship or participated in an accompanied European 


volunteer service year then this is recognised as training. Participating in the health 


sector for the Red Cross, in the volunteer fire-fighter service or the Alps outdoor 


guides can also be formally recognised as professional experience. In Styria a 


validation initiative “Ehrenwertvoll”36 came into place in 2011 in order to recognise 


gained competencies in volunteer work. A certificate for youth work training and 


qualification was initiated in Tirol to promote quality of youth work in youth centres 


and organisations.37 The organisation for rural youth started a project onTOP which 


aims to provide a certificate to their volunteers having participated in more than 25 


hours personal development during one season.38 


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Youth centres and organisations such as the Catholic Youth can in some 


projects and labs provide for specific skills that can be useful for a future 


employment. Sometimes centres could establish contacts or help in CV and 


motivation letter writing. Youth centres can provide as well for specific 


occupational skills in this regard two examples:  


■ Spacelab urbain – youth centre in Vienna39, provides an integrative 


approach for young NEETs who wish to work in one of their four projects 


(creative lab, working in parks, environmental lab, media lab). They are 


led to acquire occupational competencies. In addition the centre provides 


                                           
34 Website of the project: http://generationenlernen.einstieg.or.at/; evaluation report accessed 
at: http://www.helixaustria.com/uploads/media/GL_Evaluationsbericht_2010_Endversion.pdf; 
Schoibl (2010), Evaluationsbericht, GenerationsLernern, Helix Austria Consulting, Salzburg, 
35 For further information on the initiative 
http://www.bmukk.gv.at/schulen/pwi/pa/schulsozialarbeit.xml 
36 For further information: http://www.ehrenwertvoll.at 
37 For further information: http://www.tirol.gv.at/themen/gesellschaft-und-
soziales/jugend/jugendreferat/aufzaq/ 
38 Website to the initiative: http://www.landjugend.at/?id=2500,2735160 
39 For further information: http://www.spacelab.cc/  
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clearing coaching to set up a competency profile of the young person and 


help with occupational orientation. 


■ Furthermore a project called “Job Ahoi” can be mentioned – an initiative of 


a youth centre in the state of Voralberg, city of Dornbirn40, the aim was to 


provide additional job qualifications in a “social enterprise”. The young 


people were able to produce products in the sector of textile and wood 


manufacturing. All participants earned a minimum wage and they could 


sell their products. 


In general it is more of a supporting work that is provided in motivating the young 


person. Projects to mention here come from the Youth Muslim organisation – Fatima 


and Mustafa – two projects one for young Muslim women and one for young Muslim 


men to help them gain decisive soft skills and empowerment to find a job.41 Also 


youth organisations of political parties, trade unions or within a specific political 


framework and orientation provide leadership skills in their activities. 


 


Even though youth work can contribute to entrepreneurial and employment orientation 


and training, in Austria, it is mainly the public employment service that provides for 


assistance for job search and occupational information and orientation. Furthermore, 


the Chambers of Commerce provide companies and young people guidance to find the 


right vocational training position. The Austrian Ministry of Labour initiated the project 


Active Youth in 2011 focusing on bringing young NEETs into the public sector 


employment such as police, fire fighters and elderly care. The Ministry subsidises as 


well projects helping young people without degree to be able to pass again a 


vocational training degree or to be employed in a specific subsidised employment in 


the services industry or not for profit companies to help young people without training 


to gain professional experience.  


The Chamber of Commerce also includes a sub-organisation called Young Chamber of 


Commerce directed at young entrepreneurs. The Young Chamber in Vienna also runs 


an academy providing training courses to young people aiming to become young 


entrepreneurs.42 The courses are given by professional trainers.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


In the area of health and well-being, Austrian youth organisations and formal youth 


work providers focus their activities mainly on prevention of addiction, extremisms, 


violence and promotion of sports. It should be noted that there is an inter-ministerial 


group that coordinates a framework policy on “health and well-being in school”43.  


Preventive Action Addiction 


Austria has a special working group on youth addiction prevention.44 This working 


group includes the Land youth departments, youth welfare organisation 


representatives and specific institutes. Each federal state nominated one organisation 


that acts on addiction prevention. The group’s objective is to develop prevention 


programmes and products that can be used in all Austrian states and to build up a 


network with all actors concerned.  


                                           
40 For further information: 
http://www.ojad.at/ojad/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=13&Itemid=24 
41 Website to the initiative: http://www.mjoe.at/projekte/mustafa/ ; 
http://www.mjoe.at/projekte/fatima/ 
42 For further information: http://akademie.jwwien.at/ 
43 For further information: http://www.gesundeschule.at/ 
44 Website of the working group: http://www.suchtvorbeugung.net/ 
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One example could be the Institute of addiction prevention of Upper Austria.45 They 


provide a wide range of activities such as campaigns, projects in schools, individual 


advice or workshops. One activity is run by and with young people called “Barfuss” - a 


bar that can be rented for parties but where no alcohol is served. The concept is to 


teach young people to create exotic juice drinks.  


Healthy Food Education 


Youth centres provide punctual workshops especially for girls on healthy food and 


nutrition.46 Another research project was organised in the state of Voralberg which 


tried to identify how to make health and well-being actions more attractive for youth. 


It was accompanied by a research team who worked closely with youth organisations 


and youth centres.47 


Sports 


Sports associations provide all kinds of activities for youth. They are the main sport 


activity provider. Youth centres in cities such as Vienna, also try to provide for 


concepts and sport activities that include all groups of young people in a local area, 


including maintenance activities of public sport spaces. The organisation “young 


friends of nature” 48provide many courses and outdoor projects for youth and children. 


It is young people that organise outdoor camps, skiing courses or hiking courses for 


other youngsters. The concept is to acquire social competencies through outdoor 


education and experimental outdoor pedagogy. 


5.4 Participation  


Austria emphasises efforts to increase participation of youth in local, regional and 


national societal decision making. When lowering the voting age for youth to 16 years 


(in vigour since 2007), each Land started a variety of projects concerning political 


education. There is a national working group49 on participation including all levels of 


youth public administration and ministries. This working group exists since 1991 and 


functions as an expert group accompanying certain projects and providing for quality 


and evaluation standards in participation projects. 


There are many examples either in relation to a specific project such as the creation of 


a youth centre or youth sports spaces; on-going participation like the open door day of 


federal youth ministries; or in relation to parliamentary work through simulation and 


youth parliament projects. 


■ Youth Codetermination Initiative Vienna50 – organisation of local district 


youth parliament implemented by local associations, schools and youth 


centres. The youth parliaments allow young people to get an idea of the 


parliamentary decision making process and to actively make their voices 


heart in areas that concern young people.  


■ Youth State Parliament Salzburg51 – met four times as of end 2012 and its 


objective is to provide youth a possibility to directly petition the state 


parliament. In 2012 youth parliament petitioned for better integration and 


                                           
45 Website of the Institute: http://www.praevention.at/seiten/index.php/nav.3/view.15/level.2/ 
46 Information received from Interview with Youth Centres Vienna. 
47Website to the report and the project: http://www.allsimgrueana.at/projekt 
48 Website of the youth organisation: http://www.naturfreundejugend.at/ 
49 Website of the working group: http://www.jugendbeteiligung.cc/index.php?id=2 
50 Website of the initiative: http://www.mitbestimmung-wien.at/parlamente.html 
51 Website to the initiative: http://www.akzente.net/Jugendlandtag-2007.1468.0.html 
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ending all kinds of discriminations. Similar initiatives exist in the state 


Styria and also on national level.  


■ Voralberg Initative Invo52 – coordination agency that helps local 


communities to implement youth participation. It also implements other 


projects related to health, politics and intergenerational dialogue. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


One of the biggest volunteering youth actions in Austria is a project called 72hours53 


hosted by the Caritas and young Catholics. During three days 5000 young people 


organised in groups in local areas around Austria need to work on specific projects to 


show solidarity. Groups can either propose a project beforehand or be surprised by an 


action that the organiser proposes to the group. Projects can include renovation 


actions in social facilities, work with disabled, charity or spend the days with asylum 


seekers. This initiative receives high attention. The 2012 edition (6th edition) was 


accompanied by television and other media.54  


Another important national project is the voluntary year in social work establishments 


– a project addressing youth in their age from 17 to 26 years. The young work nine to 


ten month in a social work project or with a carrier being only given a small living 


contribution and social security. The work is accompanied by training and supervision 


of professionals. Young people that wish to work later in the social work area gain 


valuable insights into different areas of work. It can help young people to orient 


themselves professionally.55 


5.6 Social inclusion 


Activities in this area generally focus on inclusion of young migrants, young people 


with disability or special educative needs.  


Examples: 


■ “Together we are Austria”56 is an action that started in 2012 by the 


Ministry for Integration implemented in schools, youth organisations and 


companies. The objective is to better integrate people with a migration 


background. It uses ambassadors for integration. These ambassadors are 


migrants holding good work positions. The organisation for rural youth is 


involved in this initiative. They wish to sensitise their members to help 


integrate young migrants or with a migrant background into their 


organisation. 


■ Open youth centre Klagenfurt – Together we are St. Ruprecht57 – an 


awareness raising and marketing action for a township in Klagenfurt that is 


known for a high number of migrant inhabitants and associated by the 


local population with high criminality. Young people and professionals from 


the youth centre created posters – taking pictures of personalities of the 


townships and telling their stories.  


                                           
52 Website of the agency: http://www.invo.at/ueber-invo 
53 Website of the initiative: http://www.72h.at/site/home 
54 Young Catholics office has internal documentation and evaluations available. 
55 There is an association that organises the admission of the young to the programme and the 
general co-ordination. The association was created by the Catholic youth organisations in 


Austria and other Christian associations. Website of the association: http://www.fsj.at/ 
56 Website of the initiative: http://www.zusammen-oesterreich.at/ 
57 This example was given as a best practice example by the national representation of Open 
youth work on its website: http://www.boja.at/index.php/gute-projektideen/konzepte-
diversitaet/587-plakataktion-wir-sind-st-ruprecht.html#.UL91M65i1I0 
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Social inclusion is however mainly promoted by the Youth welfare offices taking care 


of the following58:  


■ Children and Youth Protection house – every municipality, city, commune 


has it and provides especially mothers and her children protection from 


sexual abuse or violence. 


■ Street workers – are employed by the youth welfare office, providing 


socio-psychological help to young people either living on the street or 


coming from disadvantaged families. 


■ Residences – are run to provide for a temporary or permanent home for 


homeless youth, these residences employ professionals such as socio-


psychological, socio-educational personnel to provide guidance. 


■ Counselling services for families, children and youth providing all kinds of 


socio-psychological help, as well as educational guidance for parents. 


■ Leisure Camps – are organised in the summer for children and youth from 


disadvantage families that do not have enough money to go on vacation. 


Furthermore there are the children and youth advocacy offices that provide 


information and guidance on children and youth rights. There is an office in each 


federal state running different kinds of projects. Here some examples: 


■ The office in Vienna initiated a project called: Gemma’s an – it provides 


voluntary mentors (adults) to youth that finds themselves in a difficult 


situation or coming from disadvantaged families.59 A similar project is 


organised by the office in Upper Austria. 


■ The office in Styria has a yearly prize “Trau Di” for organisations that help 


youth and children to develop themselves according their needs. The gala 


for the prize is now well known and transmitted on regional television.60  


■ Most offices organise school workshops on rights of children and youth, 


and violence prevention providing mediation competencies. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


Almost all youth organisations are part of an international counterpart and organise 


exchanges in and outside the EU. 


■ Rural Youth – International Farmers Youth Exchange – the organisation 


facilitates exchange between young farmers, students in farming 


vocational training to get an international experience.61 


■ The Catholic Youth is also one of the biggest youth organisations focussing 


many of its activities on fair development policies, by organising 


workshops, projects and exchanges for youth and in cooperation with 


youth centres in Austria.62 They organise a working group Enchada in 


order to better network and promote the activities. Youth exchanges to El 


Salvador and India are organised.  


■ The Youth Red Cross – Summer camp for cultural exchange63 – camp is 


organised for two weeks to learn intercultural competencies. Young people 


                                           
58 This information was taken from the different youth welfare office websites in the nine federal 
states. 
59 Further information on this project can be found under the following link: 
http://www.zeitraum.org/de/gemmasanpatinnenprojekt 
60 Further information on the prize: http://www.kinderanwalt.at/_lccms_/_00176/TrauDi-


2011.htm?VER=121206120119&LANG=ger&MID=208 
61 Website of the initiative: http://www.landjugend.at/?id=2500%2C%2C1036481%2C 
62 Website showing all activities: http://katholische-jugend.at/entwicklungspolitik/ 
63 Website of the project: http://www.jugendrotkreuz.at/oesterreich/was-wir-tun/friedens-und-
konfliktkultur/internationales-freundschaftscamp 
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from Red Cross around the world come to Austria to make a unique 


experience. At the end of the two weeks an event in the regional city is 


organised to share opinions and explain ideas to the local community. 


 


The EU Youth in Action and other EU exchange programmes do provide for an 


important source of funding for many exchanges that are organised by youth 


organisations.  An important NGO for cultural and youth exchange is the Intercultural 


Centre. They coordinate partnerships for schools and teacher exchanges mainly in 


central and south-eastern Europe. In addition they also provide seminars and 


workshops on integration and intercultural learning. 


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Youth culture is decided by youth themselves. Youth organisations and centres will 


adapt to current trends or try a top-down approach in order to pass on specific values. 


In general quite a number of youth organisations are attached to regional traditions in 


Austria such as traditional dances, music and fashion. Their main focus is to keep the 


tradition alive among young people. Youth centres try to adapt more to the current 


youth cultures and help young people develop their own ideas and foster creativity.  


■ Rural youth – Do bin I dahoam – project aims to give old traditions a fresh 


look and to think about how to combine traditional values with modern 


way of life.64  


■ WUK – culture house Vienna, including spacelab – youth projects and 


meeting space. This NGO is one of the biggest culture and creativity 


houses in Europe, organising many different activities for different groups 


and ages.  


■ Brass music youth65 – different level certificate for all kinds of brass 


instruments, certifying the level of apprenticeship. The organisation 


disposes of a national youth brass orchestra in which the best musicians 


would play. 


All of the federal states and as well the national level organise a choir singing event. 


This brings together all young people interested in singing. This event seems to have a 


long standing tradition in Austria. 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


There is no general age definition for youth. The UN Convention on the rights of the 


child determines that any person aged below 18 is regarded as a child, however many 


youth policies address young people that are aged below 18. Austria considers that 


youth policies are targeted to people till an age of 30. Often policies refer to “young 


adults” once they target people aged over 20.  


There is a tendency that most of the activities and policies are targeted at a youth 


aged from 14 to 24. However, interviewees highlighted that there can be variations 


depending on the sector and policy objectives. 


                                           
64See: http://www.landjugend.at/?id=2500%2C2734947%2C%2C 
65 Website of the organisation: http://www.winds4you.at/jmla_richtlinien 
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Interviewees highlighted that in order for youth work to better contribute to help 


young NEETs and drop-outs an early warning networking system should be created 


connecting actors from school, the welfare office and social pedagogues working in 


schools with actors from youth work. Currently, young people in search of 


employment are provided help in youth work only once any other measure has already 


failed and the young person already left school. 


6.1.2 Reach 


The Ministry for Economy and Youth provides the following figures on the number of 


young people that have participated in youth projects in the national funded projects 


of the National Youth Fund.  


Table 6.1 Number of young people reached by projects of the National 


Youth Fund, 2010 


Participants Number of participants Percentage 


Female 689.127 51,71 


Male 643.520 48,29 


Total 1.332.647 100,00 


                  Source: Ministry for Economy, Family and Youth website 


These figures do not take into account the number of young persons reached through 


the work outside national financed youth work. This concerns in particular the people 


reached by open youth centres that are funded by municipalities or federal states. 


These centres reach a significant number of young people. For example, the Vienna 


youth centres association recorded more than 700.000 participants in various projects 


and in their cafés in 2011 (though there could be double counting as one individual 


can take part in several activities). This rate can of course only be reached in bigger 


cities. Youth centres in rural areas struggle sometimes to attract participants due to 


geographical distances in rural areas.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


It is commonly agreed that youth work contributes through informal education in 


various ways to the development of young people. Competencies such as information 


and technology skills, social skills, general values and other technical knowledge can 


be transmitted to the young. However, the outcomes and impacts of youth work in 


Austria are not systematically assessed. The main source of information is the youth 


report that has to be presented in each legislative period (4 years). Youth associations 


and open youth work establishments are mainly gathering output data in their yearly 


activity reports. A few federal states have tried to map activities in youth work and 


assess their impact though this has not been done in a continuous manner (ex. 


Styria). 


In open youth work, the organisation “Verein Wiener Jugendzentren” in Vienna ( 


running 25 youth centres, 1 café only for girls, 5 offices for mobile youth work and 6 


teams providing activities in city parks) can be seen as an exemplary model in Austria 


and is also one of its biggest “open youth work centres”. The organisation has 


developed its own concept to measure the outcomes and plan activities accordingly. 


The work is delivered in three dimensions:  
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The concept of evaluation states that the first step is to assess what needs to invested 


regarding input (working methods), then an activity needs to be described using the 


three dimensions, then output is measured and outcome inquired, finally the impact 


can be evaluated. The organisation has set three impact levels: the individual, the 


local community and the society at large. The impact for the individual is measured by 


recognising his potentials and how talents are fostered. Open youth work provides the 


individual fun activity and create curiosity but also focuses on the individuals’ specific 


anxieties and problems. Open youth work should empower the individual to act 


independent and self-determined. In a local perspective open youth work provides 


room and meeting space for youth and creates awareness for needs and interests of 


young people. Open youth work can ameliorate the participation of young people in 


local decision making and make their voice heard. The impact for society at large is 


that open youth work can provide for activities for young people independent from 


their socio-economic situation. Open youth work empowers young people to be 


recognised as a group in society by its political education, and through preventive 


work it contributes actively to prevent use of alcohol, drugs or violence.66 


The concept of evaluation and the impact levels of activities of the Vienna youth 


centres give an idea of the expected impacts of open youth work at large. Because 


open youth work depends more on public funding, and funding rules describe some 


quality standards regarding management and report, open youth work is more 


evaluated than associative youth work. Projects organised by youth associations are 


evaluated only when depending largely on public funding. Most of the youth 


association report outputs that are then presented in the annual activity report of the 


national youth council or their own activity reports. Projects such as the above 


mentioned project 72Hours (voluntary activities) organised by the Catholic Youth 


Austria are followed up by an evaluation that is based on a larger survey of 


participants giving insights on whether the project was well organised. The evaluations 


did not focus as such on its outcome and impact. While group work, help in organising 


                                           
66 The information on the evaluation concept is available in a published brochure by the Vienna 
youth centres available at: 
http://typo.jugendzentren.at/vjz/fileadmin/pdf_downloads/pdf_f_experts/wirkungskonzept_bros
chuere_klein.pdf  
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projects and participatory manner of structural organisation of an association can be 


placed to the front associative youth work impact, open youth work is based more on 


the individual and hence fostering technical skills for ex communication, computer, 


design, sports or creative skills. Both types of youth work are important for political 


education and participation of young people in societal decision making processes. 


Positive impacts have been recorded for the actions of public employment service and 


associated projects focusing on qualification for NEETs and bringing them into 


employment or into apprenticeships. These projects mostly reached out to boys and 


youth with a migration background. A study carried out for the federal state Upper 


Austria in 2011 showed that students reaching a qualification in the regular secondary 


school trajectory have fewer chances to be unemployed compared to those that have 


gained qualification through specific targeted measures and an alternative qualification 


measures by specialised schools – called the “third” way qualification. The reason 


behind this relates to a weak general image in society at large of “third” way 


qualifications even though the success rate for labour market integration of NEETs 


having followed “third way qualification” provided by the public employment services 


is still over 60%. One explanation for this success is certainly the apprenticeship 


system of Austria Yet, the economic crisis impacted most on unqualified or second 


chance young job seekers.67 Furthermore, a study from the public labour market 


service highlights that recognition of informal learning is especially important for drop-


outs and youth with migrant background.68However this has not been achieved so far. 


In Austria it is mainly the social origin that decides over success in the formal school 


education and while youth work has integrated this knowledge into their concepts the 


formal school system has not been able to make adaptations. It is highly 


recommended by experts that schools and youth work build up networks to prevent 


social origin being a determinant factor of young person’s life trajectory. 


Finally, the interviewees agreed that working with professionals in the youth work 


sector is seen as a criterion for quality assurance in youth work projects in general. 


Taking into account that social work is a scientific field working also with scientific 


methods and practices it can be assumed that this profession does add a substantial 


value for young people with specific needs. 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.2 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Austria 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Big variety of youth organisation 


having a long standing tradition. 


■ Legal recognition of national youth 


council as partners in politics providing for 


an adequate institutional framework of 


dialogue. 


■ Concept of open youth work as a 


local space based networking actor, 


providing an “open space” for all young 


■ The continuous high number 


of volunteers in associative youth 


work allows especially 


environmentally focussed and 


church oriented associations to 


multiply their activities and be a 


long term contact point for young 


people. 


■ Open youth work can be 


                                           
67 Vogtenhuber (2011), Aktive Arbeitsmarktpolitik fuer Jugendliche in Oberoesterreich, Institute 


fur Sozial – und Wirtschaftswissenschaften, WISO Zeitschrift, Liny - study has been consulted 
on the following link: http://www.isw-linz.at/themen/dbdocs/Vogtenhuber_LF_2_11.pdf 
68 Dornmayr et al (2006) Benachteiligte Jugendliche, Jugendliche ohne Berufsbilung, report for 
the PES Austria AMS, Vienna, study has been consulted under the following link: 
http://www.forschungsnetzwerk.at/downloadpub/Benachteiligte_Jugendliche.pdf 



http://www.isw-linz.at/themen/dbdocs/Vogtenhuber_LF_2_11.pdf

http://www.forschungsnetzwerk.at/downloadpub/Benachteiligte_Jugendliche.pdf
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STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


people; intermediary with all types of 


actors and additional formal alternative 


learning provider. 


■ Austrian youth strategy to 


streamline youth policy into all political 


resorts and renewing dialogue with all 


actors on impact of youth work and its 


role in society. 


■ National funds to finance 


structures of associative youth work. 


■ Youth welfare provides for 


additional protection and activities to most 


disadvantaged youth. 


further developed as intermediary 


between school and youth welfare 


office as it focuses strongly on the 


individual and his talents and 


increase the personal success of the 


individual and especially 


disadvantaged youth. 


■ Quality concepts and 


evaluation standards are currently 


reviewed and discussed for the new 


national youth strategy, could 


ensure better recognition of youth 


work activities. 


■ Professionalisation of open 


youth work. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ No uniform national formal recognition of 


informal learning and engagement in 


youth activities. 


■ No formal profession of youth worker. 


■ Weak image of youth work in society. 


■ Quality of delivery of youth work is 


difficult to assess due to a either very 


recent developed quality standards or 


absence of quality standards. 


■ Under investment in funding youth 


activities and lack of continuous 


provision of structural support for 


youth associations and open youth 


work drives youth work towards 


project termed operations making it 


difficult to employ staff on a long 


term or full time basis. 


■ Not enough recognition of open 


youth work in especially rural areas 


and regional planning due to a lack 


of political prioritising. 


■ Despite the young age of voters 


(16) youth is not yet recognised as 


a group of stakeholders which limits 


the impact of their voice for youth 


activities and structure of youth 


work.  


7 Conclusions and recommendations 


Key points to note concerning Austrian youth work are: 


■ Youth work is defined in general as out-of school activity based on the 


voluntary participation of youth; however methods, target groups and 


activities vary depending on the sector of delivery. There are four types of 


youth work in Austria: open youth work, associative youth work, youth 


information services and youth welfare protection. 


■ The strengths of Austria’s youth work sector lies certainly in its volunteers 


and youth associations. They have a long standing tradition in youth work 


and were able to innovate and adapt to youth culture and young person’s 


needs and interests. Furthermore the concept of open youth work his 


highly promising to achieve a better networking approach for all youth 


work actors and providing a web of target activities for all kinds of young 


people.  
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■ Future challenge for youth work is the change of participative behaviour 


of young people. Youth organises more and more in their own peer 


groups along their personal interests. They are more interested in bigger 


events or international exchange. This development has been driving 


their participation out of traditional associative forms of youth work. It 


has been a challenge for most of the bigger youth organisations to keep 


their memberships stable and to adapt to the very quickly changing youth 


cultures.  


■ Furthermore a paradigm change can be observed regarding the role of 


school and qualification and vocational training: while the role of schools 


decreases the role for youth work increases especially regarding 


guidance, alternative ways of qualification and acquaintance of social 


competencies. This would indicate that in the future a coherent national 


system for recognition of informal education would need to be put into 


place in order to adapt to this change.  


■ Most interviewees highlighted that the image of youth work is not very 


positive in the Austrian society. Many do not know about projects and the 


quality of work done by youth organisations and centres.  


■ Austria has seen a recent professionalisation (early 90s) of youth work 


and continues to develop. There is no general youth worker profession; 


most of the professional staff has social work and socio-pedagogic 


qualifications.  


■ Austria also witnesses an even more recent initiative in the development 


of quality standards for youth work activities (beginning 2010), This is the 


reason why at this stage there is no coherent evaluation framework or 


data collection on outcome and impact of youth work. 


■ Youth policy at national level has changed the ministerial resort after each 


change of government creating further inconsistencies regarding national 


strategies for youth and delimiting political commitment. 


The following recommendations were made in literature consulted and the 


interviewees: 


■ Clear legal definition of the role of national level in determining strategic 


goals for youth policies and clear division of tasks between Land and local, 


community level. Youth should be part of the same Ministry and not 


change with each government to guarantee continuity. Continue to 


prioritise the national youth strategy and put mechanisms in place to map 


activities in youth work.  


■ Standardised reporting on youth policies and youth work 


activities/programmes for the federal state level in order to be able to 


compare, this would necessitate firstly a report from each state on the 


current status of youth work and collect information on best practices. 


■ Continue the development of indicators for quality in delivering youth work 


and a systematic gathering of output, outcome and impact of youth work 


activities.  


■ Optimising structures for funding and transparent distribution of funding at 


national, federal state and local level. Specific focus should lie on activities 


in rural areas as youth as most activities are provided in bigger cities 


disadvantaging youth in rural areas. 
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■ Politics need to provide more attention to participation of youth in political 


decision making processes and should recognise youth as a particular 


group of stakeholders in society. 


■ Develop a national framework for the recognition of informal learning and 


skills gained from participation in youth work activities and volunteering. 


■ Recognise the profession youth worker and regulate minimum standards 


for qualification levels. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes  


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of youth work tradition  100 years 


Approximate length of formal / professional youth work 
tradition  


15-20 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in supporting 
young people 


Increased  


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory youth 
work 


Hobby education, Open 
youth work 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led youth 


work 


Youth associations, Open 


youth centres, Hobby 


schools  


1.1 Definitions 


Youth work is defined in the Estonian Youth Work Act1 (entered into force on 


17.06.2010 after the first Youth Work Act from 01.09.19982) as “the creation of 


conditions to promote the diverse development of young persons which enable them 


to be active outside their families, formal education acquired within the adult 


education system, and work on the basis of their free will.” It applies both to formal 


and non-formal aspects of youth work.  


This is in accordance with the definition adopted by the EU Youth Strategy3. Both 


definitions state that youth work covers a wide range of different activities which 


should enable young people to be active and develop outside the formal educational 


system. The non-formal learning process is emphasised by both of the definitions. 


Both definitions also underline the voluntary nature of taking part for young people.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work in Estonia has a long tradition which can be traced back to the national 


awakening in 19th century when the first youth movements and organisations (such as 


national student organisations and working class youth movements) started to 


form4,5. However, the first attempt for systematic youth activity outside the home, 


school, and church was the establishment of the scouting movement in 1911. The 


youth organisation law (passed in 1936) considered it important to support youths’ 


adaptation in life and stated the necessity to create favourable conditions for the 


development of youngsters’ knowledge, skills, and talents6.  


                                           
1 Government of Estonia (2010), Riigi Teataja, I 2010, 44, 262. Riga: Government of Estonia. 
2 Government of Estonia (1999), Eesti noorsootöö seadus. Riigi Teataja, I, 1999, 27, 392. Riga: 
Government of Estonia. 
3 Council of the European Union (2009), Council resolution on a renewed Framework for 
European Cooperation in the Youth Field (2010-2018). Brussels: Council of the European Union. 
4 Martinson, K., Bruus, K., & Sikk, T. (2000). Noorsooliikumise ajalugu Eestis. Eesti 
Noorsooraport. Tallinn: Ministry of Education.  
5 Talur, P. (2012), Noorsootöö olemus ja kujunemine. Noorteseire aastaraamat 2011. Tallinn: 
PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies.  
6 Kivimäe, A. (2009), Töötutule trügides: väljakutsed noorsootöös, Mihus.  
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World War II and the Soviet occupation of Estonia interrupted the smooth 


development of youth work by suppressing existing youth organisations. The soviet 


era in Estonian youth work can be best characterised by mass organisations for youth: 


there was Estonian Leninist-Communist Youth Association for young adults, the 


pioneer organisation for teenagers, and October children groups for younger school 


children. The main aim of these organisations was the communist upbringing/ 


education of children and young people. More than 95% of children and youngsters 


were in those organisations by the end of 1980ies7.  


Youth work in contemporary Estonia is in many ways based on the physical 


infrastructure which was built in 1940-1988 (such as pioneer houses, pioneer camps, 


hobby schools etc.). However, those old buildings and systems are nowadays filled 


with much more contemporary and flexible content to support the individual 


development of young people8.  


Modern professional youth work is approximately 15-20 years old in Estonia. The old 


soviet forms of youth organisations collapsed with the Soviet Union and it took some 


years to establish a new and more flexible youth work system. Many youth 


organisations were established or re-established at the beginning of 1990s and the 


very first open youth centre was established at 1998. Youth work has been taught as 


a profession in Estonia for last 20 years. The importance of youth work in Estonia has 


increased considerably in the last ten years. In fact, it can be claimed that modern 


youth work in Estonia was created as an independent sector (different from social 


work or education) during the last ten years. Most of the modern infrastructure has 


been developed during that time (1 open youth centre in 1998, and about 230 open 


youth centres in 20129), the number of youth work organisations and youth workers 


has increased considerably, available resources have grown, there is more knowledge 


about youth work, there are more opportunities for young people to participate in 


decision making, and youth work has also gained more media coverage. According to 


the interviews undertaken, youth work is now seen as an opportunity to solve many 


problems in society, mainly targeting children and youth with fewer opportunities, not 


just providing some rather concrete service or activity (like event or project based 


activity).  


The new trend is that the focus of youth work is moving away from developing the 


infrastructure and concrete services towards the pedagogical aims to support the 


formation of an active and conscious citizen of society. There is also growing 


understanding that it is not meaningful to separate different sub-sectors inside the 


youth work (like youth info, open youth work etc.) because the young people actually 


need a complex package of youth work services.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 


youth work 


There is no legal definition of both formal and non-formal youth work in Estonia or 


clear dividing line between the two forms of youth work providers. However, there is 


acknowledgement of formal (or general) education and non-formal and informal 


educational environments that fall under the definition of youth work and divided 


between various institutions and legal actions10. Thus, the Estonian Youth Work act 


                                           
7 Talur, P. (2012), Noorsootöö olemus ja kujunemine. Noorteseire aastaraamat 2011, p25-34. 
Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ministry of Education and Research, Youth Affairs Department.  
10 “Youth work creates the circumstances for the youth’s personal (personality) and social 
development through the acquisition of new knowledge and skills in non-formal and informal 
educational environments.” (Ministry of Education and Research (2006), Noorsootöö strateegia 
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distinguishes between a youth work agency, youth work association and youth work 


institution, where each body represents formal or non-formal aspects of youth work. 


In reality, there is especially complex symbiosis of formal and non-formal youth work, 


for instance at the local level. Therefore, in this report we cannot clearly distinguish 


between the governmental bodies (ministry, municipality, state agency) that represent 


formal / professional / statutory youth work, and second (NGO, club, youth centre) – 


non-formal / non-governmental / third sector youth work bodies, moreover there are 


no services that are exclusively provided by formal or non-formal organisations only11. 


Similarly, the hobby education is “to create possibilities for the versatile development 


of personality and support the formation of a young person info a member of society, 


who is managing well”12 and therefore falls in line with the general definition of non-


formal education, but in reality is a more formal youth work service offering activities 


on the basis of a curriculum and could be delivered by both formal and non-formal 


organisations. Similarly youth associations are exclusively non-governmental 


organisations; however they can be supported by the government.  


A couple of experts suggested that the main difference between formal and non-


formal youth work may be the search for creative solutions. Due to the fact, that non-


formal youth work is, from the one hand, more flexible and, on the other hand, it 


depends more on the project money, it has to be more creative (in methods used etc.) 


to attract young people and to get funding for the activities. 


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National/Regional 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Ministry of Education and 


Research 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work is regulated by law at the national level in Estonia. There is the Youth 


Work Act 201013, which regulates the whole youth work sector, but also many other 


laws are important in the context of youth work (Child Protection Act14 etc.). Some 


specific domains of youth work are regulated separately and more concretely by law 


(Hobby Schools Act15, and Juvenile Sanctions Act16, for example).  


There has been discussion among the youth work specialists in Estonia whether some 


more issues should be regulated by the law. For example, there is a question whether 


the qualification standard for the youth workers should be made compulsory; or 


                                                                                                                                
2006-2013. Tartu: Ministry of Education and Research.). See also: Ministry of Education and 
Research (2005), Lifelong Learning Strategy 2005-2008 (2005). Tartu: Ministry of Education 


and Research. 
11 It is common in many municipalities that the non-formal youth work associations use the 
rooms of the youth centre, which are actually owned by the municipality, and the municipality 
has delegated the provision of actual youth work to the third sector. 
12 Standard of Hobby Education. The regulation is established on the basis of § 9 of the Hobby 
Schools Act (2007). Tartu: Ministry of Education and Research.  
13 Government of Estonia (2010), Riigi Teataja, I 2010, 44, 262. Riga: Government of Estonia. 
14 Government of Estonia (1992), Riigi Teataja, 1992, 28, 370. Riga: Government of Estonia. 
15 Government of Estonia (2007), Riigi Teataja, I 2007, 4, 19. Riga: Government of Estonia. 
16 Government of Estonia (1998), Riigi Teataja, I, 1998, 17, 264. Riga: Government of Estonia. 
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should a youth centre be defined by the law. However, interviewed experts agreed 


that currently there is no consensus in that matter and there are many different 


opinions whether more regulations would be beneficial for youth work or not.  


2.2 Governance 


The ministry responsible for youth work is the Ministry of Education and Research. Its 


main functions in the field of youth work are the preparation of the national 


programmes of youth work, performing functions provided by legislation, state 


supervision within the authority provided for in legislation and monitoring the 


purposeful use of funds allocated from the state budget, support the activities of youth 


organisations and allocation annual grants, In addition, the Ministry supervises the 


actions by local municipalities, youth councils, regulates youth camps management 


rules, issues licenses, etc. 


The interviewees noted that nevertheless youth work is the responsibility of the 


Ministry of Education and Research at the moment, actually most of the ministries 


have something to do with the young people and cooperation between different 


ministries is needed to make the life of young people better and to give young people 


more possibilities to participate in decision making processes.  


Organisation and provision of youth work is the responsibility of municipalities in 


Estonia and youth work is funded from the local government budget, due to what 


allocated funds may vary depending on total turnover of local municipality.  However, 


much of youth work is project based and based on temporary funding from other 


sources.   


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth work Medium  


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative  


3.1 Policy commitment 


The youth work strategy for 2006-201317 draws together the strategic aims of two 


areas: youth policy and youth work. In addition, there is also an implementation plan 


of the youth work strategy for 2011-201318 and annual reports on the execution of the 


strategic objectives and implementation plan available on Estonian Youth Work Centre 


(ENTK) webpage19.  


                                           
17 Ministry of Education and Research (2006), Noorsootöö strateegia 2006-2013. Tartu: Ministry 
of Education and Research.  
18 Ministry of Education and Research(2011), Noorsootöö strateegia 2006-2013. Rakendusplaan 
aastateks 2011-2013. Tartu: Ministry of Education and Research.  
19 Estonian Youth Work Centre (ENTK) (),Noorsootöö strateegia rakendusplaanide aruanded,  
<http://www.entk.ee/noorsootoeoe-strateegia-rakendusplaanide-aruanded> date accessed: 
22nd of December 2012. 



http://www.entk.ee/noorsootoeoe-strateegia-rakendusplaanide-aruanded
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Youth work and youth policy development is declared to be the priority in Estonia in 


the Estonian Youth Work Strategy 2006-201320. However, interviewees doubted 


whether the youth work really is the priority. On the one hand, there have been major 


developments and an investment in the youth work infrastructure, on the other hand, 


much less has been invested in people. Interviewed experts consider the sustainability 


of youth work as being rather questionable because all the funding for quality 


improvement in youth work comes from temporary programmes and there is no 


certainty that such programmes will continue in the future. It is probably fair to claim 


that young people are a priority in Estonia (especially in terms of education) but there 


is still lot to do to inform policy makers about the special value of youth work.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


As noted above, there is the youth work strategy for 2006-201321 and an 


implementation plan of the youth work strategy for 2011-201322. A new youth work 


strategy for the period of 2014-2020 will be developed during the first months of 


2013.  


The most prominent programme in the field of youth work is the ESF funded 


programme “Improving the quality of youth work”, led by ENTK. The content of this 


programme has a significant impact on the quality of youth work and knowledge base 


about the youth work in local governments.  


There are also national investment programmes, such as annual or operating grants, 


which allow the use of European structural funds to develop the infrastructure of youth 


work23. In addition, the Council of Gambling Tax operated to allocate of gaming tax 


revenues and support local initiatives.  


Some experts referred to several reports showing that the municipalities, that have 


decided to use the money to develop the youth work infrastructure, actually offer 


more services than the minimum required to obtain the benefits. They also continue to 


do so after the so-called mandatory time has passed, which means that impact of 


investment is sustainable.  


The interviewees agreed that function of Estonian National Agency for EU level 


programme Youth in Action is considered extremely important body for supporting 


Estonian youth work especially in terms of cooperation with local organisations, 


consulting and creating the possibilities for the mobility and initiative of young people.  


The funding from the municipalities decreased considerably at the time of the 


economic crises. At the same time, there were no cuts in the programmes mentioned 


above, and those programmes played an important role in funding youth work 


throughout the crisis. However, the crisis expressed itself also in the work of 


programme authorities as youth workers started to apply for more funding. One 


interviewee brought an example of a number of grant applications from the traditional 


                                           
20 Ministry of Education and Research (2006), Noorsootöö strateegia 2006-2013. Tartu: Ministry 
of Education and Research. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ministry of Education and Research (2011), Noorsootöö strateegia 2006-2013. Rakendusplaan 
aastateks 2011-2013. Tartu: Ministry of Education and Research.  
23 Another legal entity National Foundation of Civil Society (NFCS) (See: www.kysk.ee) 
contributes to enhance the capacity of non-profit organisations and support civic initiatives, 
amongst which is also youth work organisations. However, youth work itself is not a priority for 
NFCS. See: National Foundation of Civil Society (2009), National Foundation of Civil Society 


2009-2013, 
<http://kysk.ee/sisu/23_24*_NATIONAL_FOUNDATION_OF_CIVIL_SOCIETY_STRATEGY_for_20
09__2013.doc> date accessed: 22nd of December 2012. 



http://www.kysk.ee/

http://kysk.ee/sisu/23_24*_NATIONAL_FOUNDATION_OF_CIVIL_SOCIETY_STRATEGY_for_2009__2013.doc

http://kysk.ee/sisu/23_24*_NATIONAL_FOUNDATION_OF_CIVIL_SOCIETY_STRATEGY_for_2009__2013.doc
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open youth work centres that provide every day activities for young people (such as 


hobby schools or clubs), which in better times were supported by the municipalities, 


but now would present its activities as the youth initiatives in order to get support 


from other relevant EU level programmes and measures.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for 


youth workers 
Yes 


Education background of the majority of youth 
workers 


Nearly 70% of Estonian youth 
workers have higher education.  


About 15% have studied youth 


work; most of the youth workers 
are trained teachers.  


Number of youth workers  500024 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase  


4.1 Training and qualifications  


The professional standard for youth workers was approved in 2006. It describes youth 


work as a profession and states the qualification requirements for the profession 


qualification of youth worker (Professional Standard. Youth Worker III, IV, V25). 


However, obtaining the qualification standard is not mandatory and less than one 


hundred youth workers have applied for it in last six years26. Experts argued that as a 


result, almost anyone can be youth worker in Estonia; professional qualification is not 


always required (especially in smaller municipalities in periphery).  


A new professional standard for youth workers was approved on 21.11.201227. It 


defines the qualification requirements for the youth workers at the level of IV, VI, and 


VII. However, it is still not mandatory for youth workers.  


It is important to mention that despite the fact that only very few youth workers have 


applied to obtain the professional qualification standard, many more have graduated 


from higher education institutions as trained youth workers. Youth work is taught in 


different institutions in Estonia. There is youth work curricula in Tallinn University 


Pedagogical Seminar, University of Tartu Viljandi Culture Academy, and University of 


Tartu Narva College. Recent research on youth workers’ educational background 


                                           
24 Information from the Estonian Youth Work Centre.   
25 Professional Council for Education (2006), Professional Standard. Youth Worker III, IV, V. 
Tallinn: Professional Council for Education.  
26 Estonian Youth Work Centre, Noorsootöötaja kutse saanud, 


<http://www.entk.ee/noorsootoeoetaja-kutse-saanud-0> date accessed: 22nd of November 
2012.  
27 Ibid.  



http://www.entk.ee/noorsootoeoetaja-kutse-saanud-0
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showed that most (62%) of the youth workers, who have passed the youth work 


curricula, have graduated from the Tallinn Pedagogical Seminar28.  


There are also non-formal training opportunities available for youth workers. The need 


for training is monitored among the youth workers to find out what kind of training 


and courses they need the most29.  


As expected, there are no minimum qualification standards for volunteer youth 


workers. Interviews undertaken showed that usually volunteer youth workers are 


trained on the spot by youth work organisations. However, they also have an 


opportunity to participate in non-formal training for youth workers provided by ENTK 


or relevant agency (if they can afford it).  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


Youth work has become gradually more professional in Estonia during the last 


decade30. How professional and recognised youth workers actually are, is a matter of 


debate. On the one hand, there is youth work curricula, and Professional Standards for 


youth workers, and surveys to find out more information about the youth worker 


population (educational background, main tasks, skills, need for training, motivation, 


etc.) and it is all taken into account to plan better training for youth workers. On the 


other hand, professional qualification standards are not really required to be a youth 


worker and more than that, youth workers are underpaid and do not feel recognised 


by the employers and by the society31.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


The ENTK estimates that there are about 5000 youth workers in Estonia. This number 


has been growing steadily in last ten years (ENTK). However, it is important to note 


that not all of them work as a full time youth workers: many of them do something 


else as their main activity32.  


An estimated 58% of youth workers are working in the public sector, and 42% in the 


third sector (ENTK). The number of youth workers has been growing together with the 


development of the infrastructure of youth work. There has been major growth in the 


number of open youth centres, for example, in last ten years and as a result many 


posts for youth workers has been created.  


                                           
28 Veltmann, V. (2010), Kas noorsootöö on professionaliseerumas – eriharidusega ja 


erihariduseta noorsootöötajate võrdlus. In: Murakas, R. (ed.) (2010). Eesti noorsootöötaja, 
tema pädevused ja koolitusvajadused. Kokkuvõte uuringutulemustest, p108-122. Tartu: 
University of Tartu, Institute of Sociology and Social Policy.  
29 Visnapuu, U. (2010), Noorsootöötajate koolitusvajadus nende endi ja tööandjate 
vaatenurgast. In: Murakas, R. (ed.) (2010), Eesti noorsootöötaja, tema pädevused ja 
koolitusvajadused. Kokkuvõte uuringutulemustest, p86-100. Tartu: University of Tartu, Institute 


of Sociology and Social Policy.  
30 Veltmann, V. (2010), Kas noorsootöö on professionaliseerumas – eriharidusega ja 
erihariduseta noorsootöötajate võrdlus. In: Murakas, R. (ed.) (2010), Eesti noorsootöötaja, 
tema pädevused ja koolitusvajadused. Kokkuvõte uuringutulemustest, p108-122. Tartu: 
University of Tartu, Institute of Sociology and Social Policy. 
31 Beilmann, M. (2011), Noorsootöötajate ootused noorsootöö toimimise keskkonnale, 
Noorteseire Eestis. Poliitikaülevaade. Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies. 
32 Beilmann, M. (2010), Noorsootöötajate tegevuse üldülevaade. In: Murakas, R. (ed.) (2010), 
Eesti noorsootöötaja, tema pädevused ja koolitusvajadused. Kokkuvõte uuringutulemustest, 
p24-34. Tartu: University of Tartu, Institute of Sociology and Social Policy. 
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Estonian Youth Work Centre estimates that there are about 1300 youth work and 


youth organisations in Estonia33. According to Veski (201034) there are about 1250 


different youth work organisations in Estonia. The number of different youth work and 


youth organisations has been growing slightly in last ten years (ENTK).  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


Youth workers in Estonia are predominately female: 79% in 200535 and 86% in 


201036. Estonian youth workers are rather young and they are getting younger. In 


2005 25% of youth workers were aged 17-26 and 31% in 2010. Only 16% of youth 


workers are older than 4637.  


Both Veski (2010) and Ümarik & Loogma (2005) report that nearly 70% of Estonian 


youth workers have higher education, including 12% with the MA degree. Around 15% 


of the youth workers had studied youth work in 2005, about 10% were qualified social 


workers. However, most of the youth workers were trained teachers which can be best 


explained by the popularity, high quality, and long tradition of hobby education in 


Estonia. The amount of youth workers with professional training in youth work 


reached 22% in 201038.   


Youth work is the main job of about half of youth workers in Estonia39. More than 25% 


of youth workers have more than one job and about 10% of them have another job 


which is not connected to youth work. Around one fifth of youth workers are unpaid 


volunteers. The vast majority of volunteers are students40.  


Slightly more than 30% of youth workers are employed by youth centres and a bit 


less than 30% by schools (so called recreation assistants41). Many youth workers work 


at different youth organisations, hobby schools, and for local government42.  


                                           
33 This number also includes youth associations. 
34 Veski, L. (2010), Uuringu probleemipüstitus, metoodika ja vastanute iseloomustus. In: 


Murakas, R. (ed). Eesti noorsootöötaja, tema pädevused ja koolitusvajadused. Kokkuvõte 
uuringutulemustest, p15-23. Tartu: University of Tartu, Institute of Sociology and Social Policy. 
35 Ümarik, M. & Loogma, K. (2005), Competence and the development of competencies in the 
field of youth work: The professional background of Estonian youth workers. Report on the 
survey in the field of youth work training.Tallinn: University of Tallinn, Institute of Educational 


Research.  
36 Veski, L. (2010). Uuringu probleemipüstitus, metoodika ja vastanute iseloomustus. In: 
Murakas, R. (ed.) (2010), Eesti noorsootöötaja, tema pädevused ja koolitusvajadused. 
Kokkuvõte uuringutulemustest, p15-23. Tartu: University of Tartu, Institute of Sociology and 
Social Policy.  
37 Ibid.  
38 Veltmann, V. (2010), Kas noorsootöö on professionaliseerumas – eriharidusega ja 


erihariduseta noorsootöötajate võrdlus. In: Murakas, R. (ed.) (2010), Eesti noorsootöötaja, 
tema pädevused ja koolitusvajadused. Kokkuvõte uuringutulemustest, p108-122. Tartu: 
University of Tartu, Institute of Sociology and Social Policy.  
39 Beilmann, M. (2010), Noorsootöötajate tegevuse üldülevaade. In: Murakas, R. (ed.) (2010), 
Eesti noorsootöötaja, tema pädevused ja koolitusvajadused. Kokkuvõte uuringutulemustest, 
p24-34. Tartu: University of Tartu, Institute of Sociology and Social Policy.  
40 Ibid. 
41 There is no sufficient and evident information about recreation assistants (or school’s youth 
work instructor, (huvijuht)) who are by law recognised as youth workers, but in reality do not 
consider themselves as such (they are more teachers than youth workers). Such mismatch was 
caused by several circumstances: since Youth Work Act defines necessity of youth workers to be 
present at schools, major popularity of recreation assistants is made of teachers who were kept 
at schools to avoid redundancy and fulfil the requirements of the Ministry. The recreation 


assistants rarely take part in the youth work researches, trainings and networking also because 
their work is regulated by school directors.  
42 Ibid. 
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In the coming years it is important to increase the number of youth workers who have 


studied youth work. Three interviewed experts noted that professional training is 


essential to face the challenge of doing more meaningful youth work and becoming a 


reflexive practitioner who is the generator of processes (and not merely the organiser 


of events).    


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


Youth work is widely recognised as an important form of non-formal learning by the 


authorities and experts in Estonia. There is general awareness among the youth 


workers that on the whole, youth work is actually a non-formal learning experience. 


Opportunities for non-formal learning are diverse: hobby schools, youth centres, youth 


clubs, youth associations etc.  


Youth work makes quite an effort to teach young people different skills (including 


presentation skills, organisation, and project work, to name only few). At the same 


time it is important to provide young people with instructions on how they can present 


their non-formal learning experience to their advantage. A new webpage 


www.stardiplats.ee [Stardiplats = Launch pad] was launched in the frame of the ESF 


programme “Improving the quality of youth work”. The purpose of this site is to help 


young people to describe and prove the skills and experiences they have gained 


through non-formal learning and youth work.  


Also, experts claimed that the Youth in Action Programme has had an influence on 


recognising non-formal learning experiences. Introduction of YouthPass and 


accompanying CV-forms were probably the first steps towards the wider recognition of 


non-formal learning experience.  


Career services (career consultants and advisors at schools, youth centres, etc.) are 


provided to young people free of charge all over the country (funded in cooperation by 


the Ministry of Education and Research and the Ministry of Social Affaires). The 


problem is that coverage with the service is regionally inconsistent. Thus, interviewed 


experts see that the service has really high quality in some parts of the country 


(bigger towns) and it is often rather inadequate or insufficient in some other places.  


■ Concerning young people at risk of dropping out of school, it has been 


recognised that youth work has great potential to help young people in 


trouble. Two years ago two programmes were introduced: “Secure school” 


(Turvaline Kool)43 by Ministry of Education and Research and “MoNo” 


programme (Mobiilne Noorsootöö = Mobile youth work) by Estonian Open 


Youth Centres Union (EANK)44 to involve more youth at risk with youth 


work activities. In the experts’ opinion, it is difficult to measure whether 


this programme has prevented someone from dropping out of school but 


the general idea behind the programme is to provide youngsters, who are 


failing at school, with non-formal learning experiences which enable them 


to see that they are actually capable of successful learning and they are 


                                           
43 The programme information is available on www.hm.ee (in Estonian only). This programme 
follows the model of the previous programme called „School Peace” (Koolirahu) initiated by 
Finnish Mannerheim Child protection Union in 1990’s. 
44 The programme is funded by above mentioned ESF programme “Improving the quality of 
youth work” (code: 1.1.0201.08-0001). The Estonian Open Youth Centres Union webpage is: 
http://www.ank.ee/?p=p_816&sName=mono. 



http://www.hm.ee/

http://www.ank.ee/?p=p_816&sName=mono
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not failing everywhere. However, there is a need for more long term 


programmes and projects and more personal approach to make a bigger 


impact in young people’s lives and fulfil the potential of youth work as a 


prevention method.  


During the interviews undertaken, youth work experts express that youth work could 


do much more in the school context if there was more cooperation with schools. Youth 


work definitely has the potential to prevent bullying at schools or school drop-out, but 


this potential can only be used in tight cooperation with schools. Unfortunately the 


cooperation between the schools and different youth work providers is not as common 


as it could or should be at the moment.   


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


It is obvious that besides formal qualifications, young people need social skills to find 


a job and youth work can provide them with those skills. Besides that, youth work can 


also provide young people with some working experience which is often required to 


gain access to jobs.   


■ There is a long tradition of youth work camps (Malev) in Estonia. Work 


camp is actually rather misleading translation from Estonian word “Malev” 


because everything takes place on a voluntary basis. Through the Malev-


programme young people are given an opportunity to work part time 


(mostly in groups with other teenagers) every summer and participate in 


group activities with other participants in the programme. Job tasks can 


vary a great deal but the premise is that the groups of youngsters have a 


mentor or tutor, their (legal) rights are granted, they get paid for their 


work, and all in all it is a safe way to gain their first work experience and 


find new friends at the same time. Although the experts admit that the 


competition to participate in the programme is so intense that not 


everybody gets the chance to take part of the programme.  


■ Career services are provided by Innove Foundation in order to coordinate 


the livelong learning development activities and to implement other 


relevant programmes with the EU structural aid, such as career 


counselling and youth employment information in areas of general and 


vocational education. Similarly, EURES Estonian office is an actively 


functioning agency of EU, however mainly targeting youth in higher 


education. 


■ The ESF funded programme “Improving the quality of youth work” has to 


be mentioned again because the main aim of this programme is to make 


youth work and youth workers more capable of supporting young people 


at the beginning of their working life. It includes career services before 


choosing their occupation, support while the young person is entering the 


labour market, and counselling if there should be any problems concerning 


the job, working environment, etc. The long-term project MoNo Bus (as a 


part of MoNo programme by EANK), S.I.N.A.45 (literally “you” in Estonian) 


are some concrete examples of what youth work can do towards 


smoothing young people’s entry into labour market are, for example, 


providing young people with some work experience in youth work 


(volunteering, conducting a project, etc.) and by helping young people to 


describe their working experience. 


                                           
45 S.I.N.A. (Suured Ideed Noorte Algatusel = Big Ideas on Youth Initiative) is initiated in 2007 
by a consortium of local municipalities of Tartu and Tallinn, Ministry of Education and Research 


and other NGO-s and steadily evolved into the on-going training and mentorship programme for 
young entrepreneurs aged 13-19. More information is available at www.sinanoored.ee (in 
Estonian only). 



http://www.sinanoored.ee/
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Special attention to be given to the entrepreneurship programmes such as Entrum and 


Creative Estonia. Whereas Entrum, initiated by energy corporation Eesti Energia, 


trains youngsters from 16 years old to develop practical entrepreneurial skills and turn 


ideas into action in any field of action, Creative Estonia is focused on developing 


entrepreneurial skills within creative industries (see p 5.8). 


5.3 Health and well-being 


Sport is the most popular hobby among young people (especially males)46 and there 


are many sport clubs for young people. However, sport falls under function of Ministry 


of Culture and is regulated separately by Sport Act47 where youth sport does not have 


much attention. Therefore sport really is not considered as a part of the youth work 


sector in Estonia and coaches do not see themselves as youth workers. On the other 


hand, sport is mentioned among other areas in Estonian Hobby School Act and 


therefore is available for young people, but not organised or regulated by the youth 


work sector.  


■ The main things, in terms of what youth work is doing for the sake of the 


health and well-being of young people, are prevention of risk taking 


behaviour and raising the awareness about the health issues. Much has 


been done to inform young people about HIV/ AIDS48. The problem is that 


though the Estonian youngsters are now very aware of the issue, they still 


make risky decisions. Raising awareness about safe sex more generally 


and drug prevention are other major topics in the health context. There 


are very many projects in that field, often coordinated by the Estonian 


National Institute for Health Development. Interviewed experts named 


only few that target directly young people, namely NGO Living for 


Tomorrow (www.lft.ee), Estonian Sexual Health Association 


(www.amor.ee), Estonian Association Anti-AIDS 


(http://www.hot.ee/h/hivennetamine/)49.  


■ Growingly there are campaigns and publications50 to raise young people’s 


awareness preventative measures like healthy eating and need to exercise 


regularly.  


5.4 Participation  


Youth participation has been the fundamental principle of Estonian youth work since 


the very beginning. Even the youth organisation law from 1936 mentioned youth 


                                           
46 Pihor, K., Taru, M., Batueva, V. (2012). Eesti noorte osalemine noorsootöös. Noorteseire 
Eestis poliitikaülevaade 3/2012.Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies. 
47 Estonian Sport Act (2005), Riigi Teataja, I 2005, 22, 148. 
48 According to Estonian Statistical Yearbook (2012), in 2010 the number of new cases of HIV 
infections decreased by 10%. 25 AIDS cases were registered in 2010, whereas 38 cases had 
been registered the year earlier. The latest data by Estonian Health Board shows 35 new AIDS 


cases registered in 2012 (Estonian Health Board webpage: 
http://www.terviseamet.ee/nakkushaigused/nakkushaigustesse-haigestumine/hiv-ja-aids.html). 
49 In 2009-2010 these three organisations formed a consortium to implement health-related 
project “Youth-based health education” funded by the Ministry of Education and Research and 
the Gambling Tax Council. The project aimed to raise school pupils’ awareness on various topics 
of health education in formal learning environment. 
50 National Institute for Health Development regularly publishes various guides, brochures and 


articles on topic of child and youth health providing support to young people, youth workers and 
parents to deal with health issues. These can be found on their webpage: 
http://www.tai.ee/en/publications/publications. 



http://www.lft.ee/

http://www.hot.ee/h/hivennetamine/

http://www.terviseamet.ee/nakkushaigused/nakkushaigustesse-haigestumine/hiv-ja-aids.html

http://www.tai.ee/en/publications/publications
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participation51. Participation of young people is the aim and the means at the same 


time in the Estonian youth work.  


■ In last 15 years much has been done to promote the young people’s 


participation. The opportunities to participate in decision making have 


been growing rapidly: students’ councils, participant councils, youth 


parliaments, youth councils, youth associations. There was about five 


youth councils in 1998 and there are about sixty in 201252. One example is 


Estonian Union of Youth Associations (ENL)53, which do a lot to support the 


youth participation at the local level, for example www.osale.ee 


information portal (Osale = Participate), or www.noortekogud.ee 


(Noortekogud = Youth assemblies). Separate events to promote 


participation is organised every year (Youth Field Recognition Event, Youth 


Monitor Yearbook introduction event, Youth Policy Briefs, Youth Work 


Week, The Youth Day celebration, The Citizen's Day celebration, etc.) and 


Estonian Youth Forum is held every four years. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


The youth work sector has played an important role in giving the content or meaning 


to volunteering in Estonia. From the very beginning a lot was done in youth work on a 


voluntary basis but awareness that these extracurricular or outside work activities, 


which are done for the youth club or the community, are actually voluntary activities, 


has started to spread more recently.  


The Youth in Action Programme has had great impact on popularity of voluntary 


activities in Estonia by making the whole issue more visible and giving financial 


support for the youth projects. European Voluntary Service and the chance to live 


abroad was maybe the first impulse to make young people participate in voluntary 


activities but according to interviewed experts by now many young people do want to 


be volunteers not only abroad but in their hometown or village as well.      


All in all, encouraging voluntary activities has been another guiding principle in 


Estonian youth work. The downside of this principle is that much has been done on a 


voluntary basis in youth work. During the interviews some experts felt that the old 


generation of youth workers and partially even officials (and maybe wider society as 


well) often expect that it is possible to do everything with just some enthusiasm in 


youth work. That puts undeserved pressure on youth workers who would like to get 


paid for their work like everybody else.  


Interviewed experts suggested that as a result of professionalisation things are 


changing slowly and there are more and more paid employees in youth work sector. 


For example, there were no employees in youth associations twenty years ago; it was 


not possible to afford it. Today many youth associations have employees and it is 


considered normal.  


■ The most important example of voluntary action in Estonia comes not 


directly from the youth work sector but it has been extremely popular 


among the young people in Estonia and made young people more aware of 


the voluntary actions. One of the most known Estonian volunteering 


campaigns that was named during the interviews is “Let’s do it”54 (Teeme 


                                           
51 Kivimäe, A. (2009), Töötutule trügides: väljakutsed noorsootöös. Mihus, 2: 7-8.  
52 Ministry of Education and Research, Youth Affairs Department.  
53 Estonian Union of Youth Associations is an umbrella organisation for 63 youth organisations 


empowering participation and youth initiatives for civil actions. Their webpage: 
http://www.enl.ee. 
54 See: http://www.teemeara.ee. The worldwide section is located at http://letsdoitworld.org/. 



http://www.noortekogud.ee/

http://www.enl.ee/

http://www.teemeara.ee/

http://letsdoitworld.org/
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ära!) has now gone worldwide under the title “Let’s do it! World cleanup” 


however does not target youth specifically. Nevertheless, this programme 


is in line with several state funded programmes to promote sustainable 


use of natural resources, nature protection, and environmental issues, 


such as “Young Rangers”, targeting mainly school children. 


■ Another organisation mentioned is the Centre for Development of 


Voluntary Activity55 which promotes voluntary activities in Estonian 


society. The organisation has grown up from youth non-governmental 


organisation however recently has changed its name and priorities 


addressing now wider society and not only the youth. For decades the 


organisation has implemented several long-term projects and initiated 


local civil action campaigns for various target groups including children and 


youth (such as S.I.N.A., Heategu Foundation, Bioneer, Uuskasutuskeskus, 


etc.).  


5.6 Social inclusion 


Young people at risk of being socially excluded are the priority in state funded youth 


programmes since 2010 (above mentioned programmes Secure School and MoNo). 


Young people at risk because of their poverty, unemployment, poor language skills 


(youth with immigrant background), etc., are differentiated to reach the target groups 


better. 


■ One example is the programme “OlenOK” (= I am OK) that was launched 


by Estonian Association of Psychology Students (EPSA) in cooperation with 


open youth centres, school teachers and administration to provide young 


people, who have not participated in youth work activities before and who 


are at risk (e.g. because of poverty), with at least minimum package of 


youth work services. 


■ The aim of another above mentioned ESF programme “Improving the 


quality of youth work”, led by ENTK is also to use the youth work methods 


to decrease the impact of deprivation in young people’s lives. In only two 


years 30,000 young people participated through this programme56 in 


different youth work activities provided by the open youth centres in rural 


areas.   


Of course, there is lot more to be done. To have a long-lasting effect on young 


people’s lives and really prevent social inclusion, cooperation is needed between 


different professionals working with young people and parents. Such networks are not 


established so far.  


5.7 Youth and the world 


As stated by interviewed experts, EU funded Youth in Action Programme is probably 


the most prominent programme in Estonia to improve the young people’s awareness 


about different cultures, cross-cultural communication, and global issues. Or more 


precisely, the interest and awareness about other cultures probably would have been 


there also without this programme, but the possibilities to actually meet people from 


different cultures and go beyond the stereotypical ideas about other cultures would 


have been much more restricted for many young people, especially before the time of 


social networks in internet. In addition, there are several cultural and ethnic 


                                           
55 See: http://www.vabatahtlikud.ee/vta/. 
56 Source: Interviews  
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organisations in Estonia functioning on local level, however not targeting youth 


specifically57. 


■ Besides Youth in Action Programme, several internationally recognised 


organisations, such as Youth for Understanding (YFU), AIESEC, Global 


Education Network of Young Europeans (GLEN), NGO El Mondo World 


Education Centre58, for example, has been educating the wider public, 


including young people and youth workers, about global issues, mainly 


humanitarian and development cooperation.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


There is a long and strong tradition of hobby schools/ hobby education in Estonia. 


Mainly these were considered by experts as to have a niche in the field of culture and 


creativity. Up to 60% of young people aged 7-18 in Estonia participate at least once a 


week in some organised hobby activity and the number of hobby school grows 


steadily59. Main areas of hobby schools/ clubs with largest proportion of participants 


are sport, arts and handicraft (Varaait project), singing, and dancing (historical Youth 


Song and Dance Celebration events “Gaudeamus”). Some of schools/ clubs even 


recognised as youth associations and act as specialised NGO (for example, some youth 


choirs collectives). 


■ Besides hobby schools and other traditional youth work activities, there 


are also considerable youth initiatives in the field of culture (JJ Street 


Dance Company, for example, to name one of the best known dance 


studios). Young people organise different dance and music festivals. These 


events may not be very large but they give young people the opportunity 


to engage with exactly that kind of music or dance style what they like the 


most. In some cases this kind of events are so successful that young 


people later start their own hobby school, organisation or enterprise. 


■ A new project “Creative Estonia”60 (= Loov Eesti), initiated by the 


consortium of the ministries (mainly of Economics and Culture) and 


Enterprise Estonia foundation with help of ESF, also provides opportunities 


for youngsters to enhance their creativity and entrepreneurial skills that 


result in creative incubators and start-ups. The project does not designed 


for young people directly though. 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


As defined by the Youth Work Act 201061, the target group of the youth work in 


Estonia are all young people, aged 7-26. However, there are groups which are 


considered as a priority in youth work by Juvenile Sanction Act62 such as NEETs and 


                                           
57 More information about cultural and ethnic organisations is available at Etnoweb information 
portal: www.etnoweb.ee. 
58 See: http://mondo.org.ee/, accessed 29.12.2012. 
59 Pihor, K., Taru, M., Batueva, V. (2012), Eesti noorte osalemine noorsootöös. Noorteseire 
Eestis poliitikaülevaade 3/2012.Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies. 
60 See: www.looveesti.ee. 
61 Estonian Youth Work Act (2010), Riigi Teataja, I 2010, 44, 262.  
62 Estonian Juvenile Sanctions Act (1998), Riigi Teataja, I, 1998, 17, 264. 
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juvenile offenders who are reached by social/ youth workers and therefore involved in 


youth work activities at some point.  


Interviewed experts also named very active young people as a target group since they 


are present in various forms of youth activities: in hobby education, in youth 


associations, and in open youth centres too. At the same time, there are young people 


who are not active anywhere (an average child who is doing ok at school, who is not 


particularly talented, and who comes from the average family) and may be least 


represented in youth work.  


Age is an important predictor of the availability of youth work services. Though, 


according to the legislation, the target group of youth work are all young people aged 


7-26 but in reality there are only very few services for young people aged 18-2663.  


Youth workers have admitted that they do not feel qualified to work with adult 


youth64. 


Regional coverage with youth work is another aspect to consider. The standard of 


youth work is very unequal in different municipalities. In some municipalities young 


people really have a varied choice of different activities and they get professional 


support from youth workers, whereas in some other regions, there is just restricted 


choice of services and not enough youth workers. Youth in towns generally have more 


youth work services than the young people from rural areas65.  


There is also a problem that offering youth work services are often based on supply 


and not on the demand. For example, if there is a music teacher in the community, 


there is also a youth choir; and if there is no dancing trainer, there is also not a dance 


studio. That means that young people very often do not have much choice of 


activities. Experts explain that there are practical reasons to explain why the services 


are often not based primarily on youth’s interests, but encouraging young people’s 


initiative to get engaged and start the things they really like, should be prioritised 


because it would bring new ideas, methods and people to the youth work.  


6.1.2 Reach 


As of January 1, 2011, there were a total of 321,705 young people aged 7-26 in 


Estonia and they made up 24% of the population66. Kirss and Batueva67 report very 


high participation rate in youth work among young people aged 7-26: almost three 


quarters of young people responded in their survey that they have participated in two 


or more youth work activities during last three years. Only one young person out of 


ten has had no connection to youth work activities during last three years. There is a 


tendency that 7-18 year olds are much more active in youth work activities than older 


youth, which can be partly explained by entering the labour market and also by 


                                           
63 Kirss, L. & Batueva, V. (2012), Eesti noorte osalemine noorsootöös. Noorteseire aastaraamat 
2011, p37-52.Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies.  
64 Beilmann, M. (2010), Noorsootöötajate tegevuse üldülevaade. In: Murakas, R. (ed.). Eesti 
noorsootöötaja, tema pädevused ja koolitusvajadused. Kokkuvõte uuringutulemustest, p24-34. 
Tartu: University of Tartu, Institute of Sociology and Social Policy.  
65 There is at least one youth work agency administered by city and rural municipality, which 


means that youth work agencies are spread around the country. However, geographically about 
20% of youth work agencies are concentrated in Harju county (Tallinn area), 10% - in Tartu 
county (Tartu area) and the rest are in rural areas. From the other hand, the large number of 
youth work agencies does not mean large proportion of youngsters that participate. Source: 
Kirss, L. & Batueva, V. (2012), Eesti noorte osalemine noorsootöös. Noorteseire aastaraamat 
2011.Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies.  
66 Pihor, K. & Batueva, V. (2012), Ülevaade noorte eluolus toimunud muutustest. Noorteseire 


aastaraamat 2011, p7-22.Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies.  
67 Kirss, L. & Batueva, V. (2012), Eesti noorte osalemine noorsootöös. Noorteseire aastaraamat 
2011, p37-52.Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies.  
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starting the family which reduces the time available for leisure activities. At the same 


time, there are more services provided for youth at this very age, than for example for 


youth aged 18-26, mainly because there is more hobby schools and clubs oriented to 


7-18 year olds. However, ENTK reports68 somewhat lower share of the young people 


reached: their estimate is 39%. Differences in estimates are probably due to the 


different data collection methods: Kirss and Batueva (2012) used survey data unlike 


ENTK operates with number of officially registered participants. The main concern is 


that Kirss and Batueva (2012) considered involved in youth work every young person 


who have visited at least one youth work event in last three years. Therefore, their 


estimates are strongly exaggerated.  


There are also some regional differences. Kirss and Batueva (2012) report that 


participation rates are highest in Central Estonia and Southern Estonia, whereas most 


of the youth, who have not participated in youth work activities, live in Northern 


Estonia. 


Hobby education is the most popular youth work domain among Estonian youth. It 


involves about 85% of youngsters aged 16-1869. Youth camps, youth centres and 


voluntary activities are also popular among up to 15 year olds in Estonia. 16-26 year 


olds prefer voluntary activities and they are also somewhat more active in youth 


organisations.   


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is no considerable analysis about the impact of youth work on different target 


groups in Estonia, except separate papers focusing on a specific issue70. The 


interviewees had rather incompatible ideas whether enough is done with specific 


target groups (such as early school leavers, young people with migrant background, 


unemployed youth, NEETs, young people with disabilities, high achievers) or not.  


Youth work targeting early school leavers and unemployed youth/ NEETs is getting 


more attention from the youth work agencies and becomes a hot topic for 


development of integrated youth policy. Youth work amongst those with a migrant 


background is less common as the percentage of young people in Estonia who are first 


generation migrants is low, only 16% (Eurostat estimates for 2009).71 Most of the 


young people with a migrant background in Estonia (mainly Russian speaking young 


people – 24% in 200972) are second, third, or fourth generation migrants and they are 


considered youth with fewer opportunities thus often prioritised when it comes to the 


distribution of project funding73. However, there is a lot to be done to provide Russian 


                                           
68 Ministry of Education and Research(2011), Noorsootöö strateegia 2006-2013. Rakendusplaan 
aastateks 2011-2013. Tartu: Ministry of Education and Research. 
69 Kirss, L. & Batueva, V. (2012). Eesti noorte osalemine noorsootöös. Noorteseire aastaraamat 
2011, p37-52. Tallinn: PRAXIS Centre for Policy Studies. 
70 Taru, M. (2010), Youth Work in Tallinn: the Positive Impact on Young People, Studies of 
Transition States and Societies, Tallinn: Tallinn University. 
71 SEC (2011), 526: Progress towards the common European objectives in education and 
training: Indicators and benchmarks 2010/2011. Commission staff working document: Brussels: 


Commission of the European Union. available at: <http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-
learning-policy/doc/report10/report_en.pdf> date accessed: 4th of January 2013. 
72 Parts, V. & Veldre, V. (2010), Demograafiline ülevaade. Noorte monitor 2009. Tallinn: Eesti 
Noorsootöö instituut. 
73 Various funding programmes and legal strategic documents prioritise inclusion of youth 
people with fewer opportunities, such as national Youth Work Strategy, Hobby School Act, 
programmes on Ministry of Education and Research (national summer and work camp 


programme, „Smart and active people“(= Tark ja tegus rahvas) development plan 2012-2016, 
etc), local governmental programmes, Integration and migration foundation funds, EU funded 
Youth in Action programme, etc. 



http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-policy/doc/report10/report_en.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-policy/doc/report10/report_en.pdf
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speaking young people with more information about the services of youth work in 


their native language. Another problem, mentioned by interviewed experts, is lack of 


communication and cooperation between Estonian and Russian speaking youth 


workers. Some youth associations, on the other hand, are good examples where 


young people with different ethnic background cooperate and enjoy joint activities 


together.  


Similarly, young people with disabilities form another cluster of youth with fewer 


opportunities and are prioritised. However, although this group is acknowledged and 


prioritised by youth work agencies and legislation, it is regulated and supported by 


Ministry of Social Affairs. It might be another reason for the low participation rate of 


the given target group in youth work activities and lack of contemporary knowledge in 


youth workers about working with people with disabilities. Therefore, people with 


disabilities have their own organisations, not primarily focusing on youth, but who 


cooperate with youth organisations on various projects, such as short-term projects 


“Reconfiguring perceptive borders through art” (2009), “Let’s act now” (2011)74 or 


initiatives by NGO Estonian Special Youth Work Association “noOr”.  


There are hobby schools and various awards by Ministry of Education and Research to 


promote and enhance youth talents (e.g. sport, music, dance, art, theatre). There are 


also some special programmes for the academically very talented pupils, such as the 


Gifted and Talented Development centres at major Estonian universities (Tartu 


University, Tallinn University, Tallinn University of Technology). However, interviewed 


experts and special education workers in Estonia claim there is not quite enough 


knowledge and resources (e.g. qualified teachers and trainers, materials etc.) to work 


with very talented kids.  


Eventually, what concerns the key strengths of youth workers (compared to other 


professionals working with young people) in supporting the young people it seems that 


youth workers often have more genuine contact and more equal relationship with 


young people. Also interviews confirmed that youth workers also have very broad 


knowledge about youth and sometimes this broad picture is needed, instead of rather 


narrow specialist view of some other professions. 


 


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Estonia  


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Long tradition of youth work. 
■ Existing legislative background. 


■ Youth work is appreciated by the 


authorities and regarded as necessary. 
■ Youth work is diverse, creative, and 


interesting. 


■ Good knowledge of foreign languages 
(i.e. opportunities for young people 


and youth workers to participate in 


trainings, youth exchanges, etc. 
abroad). 


■ Popularity/ actuality of youth work 
(on-going debates and research). 


■ Paradigm shift (i.e. new ideas about 


youth work and how it should 
develop). 


■ New generation of youth workers 


(i.e. different thinking, fresh ideas 
and attitudes, experience of up to 


date professional training). 


■ Professionalisation process. 
■ Existing programmes to support the 


development of youth work 


                                           
74 Information about these and other projects is available at Estonian National Agency for Youth 
in Action programme webpage: www.noored.ee. 
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STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


(hopefully continued through the 


next funding period). 


■ Bilingual youth organisations/ 
associations which bring together 


Estonian and Russian speaking 


young people in Estonia. 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Lack of social recognition (i.e. wider 


public, including young people, do not 
understand the content and importance 


of youth work) . 


■ Lack of innovativeness (i.e. the long 
tradition of certain forms sometimes 


prevents the generation of new forms 


and methods of youth work). 
■ Lack of funding (especially concerning 


the wages of youth workers). 


■ Fluctuation of personnel (i.e. youth 
work is not seen as a permanent job). 


■ Dependence on projects (because of 


lack of the permanent funding for 
many activities). 


■ Offering the youth work services is 


based on opportunities, not on needs. 
■ Low standard of professional training 


(i.e. lack of qualified trainers and 


teachers who would be capable of 
teaching/ training next generation of 


trainers). 


■ Sport is not part of the youth work 
sector.  


■ Some important institutions in the 


youth work sector becoming overly 
populist and not admitting the 


problems in the youth work sector 


(i.e. saving face). 
■ Lack of cooperation and solidarity 


between different subfields of youth 


work; lack of integration between 
different subfields (i.e. 


encapsulation in doing what the 


organisation has always done and 
no interest in cooperating with 


organisations what provide different 


kind of services). 
■ Lack of cooperation between 


Estonian and Russian speaking 


youth workers in Estonia. 
■ Decrease of EU funding (i.e. threat 


to continuity of really essential 


programmes to develop youth 
work). 


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


Recommendations to the youth work organisations and youth 


associations  


Youth associations appear to have gotten stuck somewhere in their development. 


During the interviews it appeared that youth associations do not enlarge and therefore 


the number of officially registered members in youth associations has stayed the same 


for years. This is not due to demographics as there was a baby boom in Estonia in the 


1980s, meaning that youth associations should have seen an expansion from the mid-


1990s through the 2000s. However that was not the case. At the same time the 


budget of youth associations has been increasing steadily, which means that it is 


unlikely to be financial reasons that are preventing growth. One possible reason is low 


motivation of youth workers to seek for newcomers or shifts in youth work principles. 


Another reason mentioned is new membership policies at youth organisations and 


changed registration procedures powered by local municipalities. Therefore, youth 


associations should go through serious self-analysis and think about what they could 


do to become more popular among young people.  


Besides the existing youth organisations it could be worth considering what could be 


done to encourage young people to create new organisations/ associations. There was 


a boom of new youth organisations/ associations 10-15 years ago and back then, 
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youth workers very much encouraged and helped young people by starting their 


organisations/ associations. Experts suggested that this kind of encouragement and 


support should be renewed.  


Recommendations at the municipality level   


Interviewed experts suggested reconsidering strategic planning at the municipality 


level: what are the needs of young people and how to meet them, how to make young 


people to participate more.  


Recommendations at the national level   


Similarly, it was suggested that reconciliations are needed at the national level, such 


as common framework of youth policy between the ministries is needed. Youth work is 


the responsibility of the Ministry of Education and Research at the moment but there 


are also other ministries whose decisions are affecting the lives of young people.  


It is necessary to educate the wider public and especially specialists in related fields 


about youth work. Some experts proposed that vocational training in youth work 


should be mandatory part of the curricula for social workers, psychologists, therapists, 


public administration specialists, policemen, and everybody else who may be working 


with young people.  


Experts also felt, that youth workers need more guarantees to feel safe about their 


work. Primarily it means that obtaining the qualification standard should be tied to 


better salaries. Secondly, there is urgent need for supervision to prevent the burnout 


among youth workers.  


Recommendations at the EU level   


Experts regard any strong attempts at the European level to integrate youth sector 


into other policy sectors as problematic. It is very welcome that youth work is seen as 


a solution to many problems in different sectors but experts are afraid that the value 


of the youth work will vanish all together when it gets integrated into different sectors 


(e.g. education, employment, etc.). Youth work is the bridging entity between 


different sectors dealing with young people and exactly that makes it valuable. And 


that is why the importance of youth work should not be just rhetoric at the European 


level, but it should be recognised as a separate and important sector when it comes 


down to instruments, implementations programmes, and finances. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  No single definition of youth work 


Legal definition for youth work No 


However, some elements of 


youth work have legal definitions  


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  Since mid-19th century 


Approximate length of  formal / professional youth work 


tradition  


Formal (state governed and 


supported) youth work dates 
back to the 50’s  


Overview of relative importance of youth work in 
supporting young people 


Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / statutory 
youth work 


Extra-curricular (leisure) 
education, information and advice 


activities, activities of the civil 


society for youth, street work and 
drop in centres  


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector led 


youth work 


Education and training and social 


inclusion 


1.1 Definitions 


There is no clearly formulated definition and no formal (legal) definition of youth work 


in the Czech Republic. Several aspects of work with young people can be seen as 


falling under the term ‘youth work’ and these are discussed below. Overall, there is a 


clear compatibility between these activities in the Czech Republic and the European 


definition of youth work because: 


■ Focus is on non-formal learning, education and development of young 


people; and 


■ Participation of young people in these activities is voluntary.  


In general those activities that are non-voluntary (such as care services) or integrated 


to formal education are not considered as being part of youth work.  


The following four main categories are explicitly covered by the Youth Policy of the 


Czech Republic1: 


■ Extra-curricular (leisure) education is an important element of youth 


work (and of youth policy) in the Czech Republic. This form of non-formal 


education is defined as education developing personal interests2. Extra-


curricular education can be delivered by leisure time centres, school play 


centres and school clubs. School facilities for extra-curricular education are 


typically set up by municipalities or regions but they can also be set up by 


other actors (for example religious organisations). They target children 


and young people without distinction according to age, gender or other 


characteristics. They can also provide activities for pedagogues and adults. 


School clubs and leisure play centres are associated with one or several 


schools and both are in practice serving children rather than young 


                                           
1 Ministerstvo Skolstvi, Mladeze a Telovychovy (2012) Youth Policy Czech Republic  
2 Idem 
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people3. However all three types of organisations are governed by the 


same legislation (see section 2) and are funded via the same channels, 


therefore it is not possible to clearly distinguish between the policies and 


programmes aimed at young people and those aimed at children in this 


area.  


■ Youth information centres are a specific group of organisations which 


fall under the remit of youth work. Their activities focus on providing 


information and guidance to young people up to the age of 26. The areas 


covered by their services are: formal education, employment, travel, 


leisure time, socio-pathological disorders, citizens and society, youth and 


the EU and regional information4. The work of the network is 


methodologically supported by the National Information centre for young 


people, which also accredits the local information centres. Most of these 


centres are organisations that also have other activities (they are 


providers of youth work);  


■ NGOs which systematically work with young people throughout the year. 


These organisations have access to the grants of the Ministry of Education, 


Youth and Sports (MEYS later in the report) in the field of youth. This 


covers so called ‘traditional associations’ such as scouts, young fire 


fighters, campers etc. which are internationally organised, whose approach 


to education is based on developing a certain ‘ideal-type’ and who focus 


their activities mainly on members. It also covers ‘new wave’ associations 


which focus on using experiential pedagogy and have strong interest in 


use of technology. They typically do not restrict their activities to 


members. The last group of NGOs are youth political associations5.  


■ Support to talented young people that covers different competitions, 


shows and festivals. The aim of this strand of youth work is to foster 


development of young people’s talent in specific areas through non-formal 


education. There is quite strong focus currently on supporting talent in 


technical fields.   


In addition to these four categories activities of some organisations which provide 


social services can be categorised as youth work using the European definition. Social 


services are governed by specific legislation in the Czech Republic and are considered 


part of the welfare support system. However the activities of drop-in-centres (also 


translated as walk in centres or open contact centres) for young people and of 


street-workers are clearly in line with the European definition of youth work given 


their educational and development purpose and voluntary nature of support provided.  


There are other aspects of work with young people which could be considered as 


falling under youth work by some persons (such as the work of educational assistants 


or the work of public employment services with young people) but these are typically 


covered by other policies/ regulations.  


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Broadly speaking the history of youth work in the Czech Republic can be divided into 


three main phases: 


                                           
3 Leisure play centres target children in primary education and school clubs target children in 
lower secondary (10-15 years old).  
4 Ministerstvo Skolstvi, Mladeze a Telovychovy (2012) Youth Policy Czech Republic   
5 This description is based on Ministerstvo Skolstvi, Mladeze a Telovychovy (2012) Youth Policy 
Czech Republic   
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■ Since the middle of the 19th century until the socialist state – and in 


particular the period in-between the two wars; 


■ The period under the socialist state; and 


■ The period since 1989. 


The first phase is characterised by the creation of youth movements of which some 


remain active nowadays – such as the Czech Scouting movement or the sports youth 


movement Sokol. The creation of these movements was inspired by developments in 


other parts of Europe.  


During the first Czechoslovak state (1918-1938) movements such as Sokol, Orel, 


Junak (Czech Scout movement), YMCA and others gained strong popularity among 


young people but also parents. They became part of the popular culture and their 


positive image was also built thanks to the work of literature for young people. The 


popularity of these movements in this period gave roots to quite strong renewal after 


the socialist period (though it also influenced the work of youth organisations during 


the socialist years).  


Under the socialist regime the youth movements which existed under the first 


Czechoslovak Republic were prohibited –due to their pro-democratic vulture. However 


many of them continued underground, hidden in other organisations or in exile. 


Another form of youth work was created according to the Soviet model.  This 


consisted of provision of after school activities to children and young people. Creation 


of this form of youth work was strongly linked to the massive entry of women into the 


labour market and the main objective was to provide children and young people with 


meaningful extra-curricular activities in their free time. This form of youth work was 


state led and focused on culture, sports and other hobbies mainly. The latter years of 


this period (since late 70s early 80s) also saw the development of other forms of 


movements. These movements were not openly against the regime in place but had 


certain ‘subversive’ features and their position towards the mainstream ideology was 


ambivalent (a feature which possibly made them popular with youth)6. This was for 


example the case of the movement for protection of nature7.  


After the Velvet revolution in 1989 (in which youth engagement was a strong element) 


different forms of youth work started to flourish: 


■ Many movements which existed in the period in between the two wars and 


worked underground or developed during the communist era were re-


established/officially esteblished; 


■ The civil society sector developed in the 90s including organisations 


focusing on young people; 


■ Successful programmes from abroad were brought to the country 


(International Award Association 


■ Different forms of young people’s representative bodies were set up, such 


as the Youth Council or school/ university councils; 


■ NGOs offering a range of activities and support to young people using 


innovative methodologies and approaches were developed. 


At the same time the sector of extra-curricular education was maintained, though it 


did undergo transformation.  


                                           
6 See Vanek (2002) Ostrůvky svobody: Kulturní a občanské aktivity mladé generace v 80. letech 


v Československu 
7 See Blaha and Zemsky (2010) Mladi lide a dobrovolnictvi v oblasti pece o prirodu a kulturni 
dedictvi v Ceske Republike  
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Over the last decade, the Czech Republic enhanced efforts to consolidate the highly 


fragmented youth policy into a more coherent framework. According to the 


interviewees this development can be attributed to the European cooperation in the 


field of youth. During this process, the theme of youth work became more prominent 


and more attention was paid to the quality of workforce in the sector. Since extra-


curricular education was integrated into the Education Act, much stronger 


requirements for staff qualifications and training have to be observed. The main 


motivation for clearer regulation of the sector was the need to enhance quality 


assurance and accountability. The introduction of these requirements led to activities 


to retrain and recognise the competence of youth workers.  


In parallel the civil society sector also saw a positive trend in professionalisation of the 


work force. This is partly due to the rather large supply of graduates in social sciences 


and, in particular, social work on the labour market. The field of social services was 


also strongly professionalised and the introduction of clear qualification requirements 


for social workers had a strong role to play in this regard – this particularly affected 


the form of youth work which is referred to as drop-in centres and street work in this 


report.  


On the other hand the interviewees considered that the rapidly worsening situation of 


young people in the Czech Republic on the labour market did not yet sufficiently 


influence the youth policy vision in the country. Until the economic crisis, young 


people were relatively well positioned on the Czech labour market (though great 


differences existed depending on their qualifications or between regions). Despite the 


negative evolution of their situation, the efforts to enhance youth work activities to 


support youth integration into the labour market remain insufficient, according to the 


interviewees.   


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


The degree of regulation of the above described types of youth work by the state 


varies greatly. The activities of extra-curricular education are rather tightly regulated 


(compared to the other forms) and can hence be considered as a form of formal youth 


work. Those types of youth work that fall under publicly subsidised social services 


(street work & and drop in centres) have to be delivered by organisations which 


comply with the regulation on social services. These can also be considered as formal 


youth work.  


The activities of information centres have to follow a certain framework but its 


implementation is based on voluntary engagement. The activities of NGOs are not 


regulated. Hence, both youth work activities of NGOs and information and guidance 


activities for young people can be described as non-formal youth work.  


As said earlier, extra-curricular education aims at the development of personal 


interests of young people. It covers a very broad range of forms of extra-curricular 


education from different forms of arts, crafts through sports, etc. Organisations 


providing this form of youth work offer regular (typically weekly) courses or more 


intensive activities during summer camps over holiday periods. Weekly courses or 


summer camps are very often publicly subsidised but less regular activities need to be 


funded from other sources. As discussed below, this form of youth work is actually 


governed by the Education Act which also regulates formal education. These forms of 


activities are open to all young people independent of any target group characteristics. 


They cover the whole territory of the country. 
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Similarly the information and guidance provision is open to any young people and the 


existing network covers the whole territory though the coverage remains uneven8.  


The youth work provided by NGOs represents a very broad spectrum of activities 


depending on the NGO focus and aims. It can be restricted as many NGOs focus on 


specific target groups or provide activities to members only.  


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes for some aspects of 
youth work 


Level of regulation for youth work National 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth work Ministry of education, 
youth and sports 


Other ministries 


Regional and local 
authorities 


2.1 Legal background 


According to the Education Act (317/20089) school facilities for extra-curricular 


education are considered as educational facilities (školská zařízení). The Education Act 


defines that all educational facilities (thus also extra-curricular education centres) 


have to: 


■ Be registered in the school register; 


■ Carry out their activities based on an education programme/ curriculum 


which defines the objectives of the education process (learning outcomes), 


the duration, form as well as other aspects of the learning process; and 


■ Ensure that learning activities are supported by trained professionals.  


The act also defines the focus of extra-curricular education as follows: extra-curricular 


education facilities provide, depending on the purpose for which they were 


established, educational, learning, leisure or thematic recreational activities, they 


ensure awareness raising activities for pupils, students and pedagogical staff and 


possibly other type of target groups10.  


The external quality assurance of facilities for extra-curricular education is ensured by 


the Czech School Inspection.  


The legal framework for extra-curricular education is further defined in the Decree on 


Extra-curricular Education (74/2005 Sb and consequent amendments). This defines 


the target group for extra-curricular education as primarily children, pupils and 


students. The forms of extra-curricular education are also defined in the decree as well 


as the different types of extra-curricular education facilities11.  


                                           
8 See for example the discussion in Urbancova and Urbanec (2008) Pravni analyza problematiky 
prace s detmi a mladezi 
9 Školský zákon Sbírka zákonů č. 317/2008  
10 Paragraph 118 of the Education Act 317/2008 – own translation 
11 The forms of extra-curricular education defined in the Decree are: occasional and regular 
education, learning, leisure; thematic recreational activities; summer camps; awareness raising 


activities including information provision to children and young people; individualised activities 
and open provision of activities. The types of extra-curricular education facilities are: leisure 
time centres; school clubs and after-school centres.  
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The requirement for school facilities for extra-curricular education to follow an 


education programme with defined objectives and to ensure that staff are qualified is 


still relatively new. It was brought in with the 2004 reform of the education act which 


entered into practice as from 2005. However, according to one of the interviewed 


experts, the extra-curricular education centres are only very slowly developing the 


capacity and the understanding of what these programmes should entail.  


The Act on Social services (108/2006) defines the legal framework for provision of 


social services which covers the work of drop-in centres for children and youth 


(nízkoprahová zařízení pro děti a mládež). According to this act the drop in centres 


provide services to at risk children and youth aged 6 to 26. The services cover: 


educational, learning and activation activities, socialising, socio-therapeutical activities 


as well as legal advice. Streetwork activities (which can focus on youth as well as 


other groups) also fall under this legal regulation.  


Organisations providing social services have to be registered. One of the conditions for 


registration is the professional competence of staff. The Act on Social services defines 


the qualification requirements for staff in social services12.  


The border between social services provided by drop-in centres and the activities 


offered by some leisure clubs is not clear-cut. Many leisure clubs also offer low 


threshold or open-club activities without these being recognised as a social service.  


Finally, the law on volunteering (198/2002 S.z) regulates the conditions for 


volunteers and organisations working with volunteers. It also stipulates that people 


who volunteer for more than 20hours in a week have their health care insurance 


covered by the state in case it is not already covered by an employer or other 


channels. As many youth workers are volunteers this legislation also affects youth 


work.  


2.2 Governance 


Youth policy in the Czech Republic is considered a transversal area with the 


involvement of multiple ministries and their agencies.  


The Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport has the main responsibility for this policy 


area. It coordinates an inter-ministerial working group which develops the action plans 


to implement the youth strategy. Each ministry defines its contribution to the 


strategy. It was noted in the interviews that the commitment of other ministries to 


this topic varied greatly as shown in their relatively low and discontinued participation 


in the inter-ministerial group. Each ministry defines its objectives and actions it will 


implement under the strategy, however, in most cases the ministries present those 


activities they are already carrying out. They do not innovate or review their actions 


as a result of the strategy.  


The Ministry of education, youth and sport is also the key body in charge of regulating 


youth policies, including youth work.  


Municipalities and regions have an important role to play in governing actions in the 


area of youth policy. They set up the school facilities for extra-curricular education. 


They should also have a regional youth strategy and involve regional stakeholders in 


the governance process. In some regions, for example the South-Moravia region, this 


strategy is linked to the regional programming documents for the use of European 


Social Fund13.  However in many cases the youth strategy is not a specific and detailed 


                                           
12 Paragraph 110 of the Act on Social Services. Zákon ze dne 14. března 2006 o sociálních 


službách 108/2006 Sb. 
13 Jihomoravsky kraj (2012) Dlouhodoby zamer vzdelavani a rozvoje vzdelavaci soustavy 
jihomoravskeho kraje  
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action plan but it is embedded in a broader strategic document for the region where 


the theme of youth is covered rather superficially.  Alternatively the objectives and 


activities aimed at young people are reflected in strategic documents related to 


education thus covering only some aspects of youth work14.   


Other organisations involved in the governance of youth policy are: 


■ The Chamber of youth – this is an advisory body to the Ministry of 


education, youth and sport and brings together representatives of the 


extra-curricular education sector; 


■ The Czech Council for Children and Youth is an umbrella organisation for 


NGOs and youth organisations. It is also frequently consulted by the 


ministry of education in matters of youth policy; 


■ Association of staff working in leisure education centres groups personnel 


employed in these types of facilities15  


The National Children and Youth Institute is a subsidised agency of the Ministry of 


Education, Youth and Sports which implements several programmes and initiatives in 


the field of youth, including the EU Youth in Action Programme. However, as part of 


the government’s cost-saving measures the institute is expected to be closed as of 1st 


of January 201416.  


Activities of organisations in the field of youth work are funded either by the Ministry 


of Education Youth and Sports, the municipalities/ regions, Ministry of Labour and 


Social Affairs or exceptionally through the grant schemes of other ministries (see also 


below).  


3 Policy and programme framework  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth work Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No strategy on youth work 


but there is a Youth 


Strategy (broader than 
youth work) 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes – there are funding 
schemes for organisations 


delivering youth work 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


The Czech Youth Strategy for the period 2007-2013 is structured into 19 policy areas. 


Non-formal education (which is one aspect of youth work) is one of these areas. 


However most of the other areas are also tackled by youth work and organisations 


delivering youth work. The youth strategy for the upcoming period is in preparation 


and it is expected to have a smaller number of strands.  


                                           
14 See Bocek (2010) Problematika mládeţe na úrovni krajů České republiky. Závěrečná zpráva z 
empirického výzkumu http://www.vyzkum-mladez.cz/zprava/1309201064.pdf  
15 http://spddm.org/  
16  Návrh úsporných opatření v oblasti zjednodušení agend a zrušení duplicit ve státní správě 


pro rok 2014 http://www.vlada.cz/assets/clenove-vlady/pri-uradu-vlady/petr-mlsna/tiskove-
zpravy/Navrh-uspornych-opatreni-v-oblasti-zjednoduseni-agend-a-zruseni-duplicit-ve-statni-
sprave-pro-rok-2014---1--etapa.pdf  



http://www.vyzkum-mladez.cz/zprava/1309201064.pdf

http://spddm.org/

http://www.vlada.cz/assets/clenove-vlady/pri-uradu-vlady/petr-mlsna/tiskove-zpravy/Navrh-uspornych-opatreni-v-oblasti-zjednoduseni-agend-a-zruseni-duplicit-ve-statni-sprave-pro-rok-2014---1--etapa.pdf

http://www.vlada.cz/assets/clenove-vlady/pri-uradu-vlady/petr-mlsna/tiskove-zpravy/Navrh-uspornych-opatreni-v-oblasti-zjednoduseni-agend-a-zruseni-duplicit-ve-statni-sprave-pro-rok-2014---1--etapa.pdf

http://www.vlada.cz/assets/clenove-vlady/pri-uradu-vlady/petr-mlsna/tiskove-zpravy/Navrh-uspornych-opatreni-v-oblasti-zjednoduseni-agend-a-zruseni-duplicit-ve-statni-sprave-pro-rok-2014---1--etapa.pdf
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The interviewees mentioned that over the past few years the Czech Republic 


developed a more systematic approach to youth policy. However they also noted the 


lack of commitment of most ministries to this agenda. Though the importance of youth 


work is considered as having improved over past years it is also seen as insufficient. 


The interviewees referred to the very small number of staff in the unit in charge of 


youth within the ministry of education as an illustration of the level of commitment to 


the topic. As discussed earlier, the commitment of other ministries is rather formal. 


Youth work is not seen as an important topic by ministries such as employment, 


health care or others.  


The key policy commitment to the field of youth work over the past years was the 


design and implementation of a large scale national European Social Fund (ESF) 


funded initiative called Keys for life17. Among the key activities of this project was 


professionalisation of staff in youth organisations (be it NGOs or publicly funded and 


governed bodies) through delivery of training, identification and promotion of good 


practice in training and professional development of staff in youth organisations as 


well as recognition of non-formal and informal learning for staff in youth organisations. 


This project is described in greater detail below.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


The main funding sources for organisations delivering youth work are:  


■ Grants from the Ministry of education, youth and sport (under the 


programme of state support for work with children and young people for 


NGOs); 


■ Grants from regions and municipalities; 


■ Grants from the Ministry of Labour and Social affairs when it comes to 


social services; 


■ Grants from the European Social Fund via the Operational Programme 


(OP) Education for Competitiveness but also the OP Human Resources and 


Employment;  


■ Grants from the EU Youth in Action programme;  


■ Funds from the Ministry of Home Affairs that can cover insurance for 


working with volunteers and for long-term volunteers they cover the costs 


of health care insurance;  


■ Own sources such as membership fees; 


■ Other sources. 


A 2010 analysis of funding sources for extra-curricular activities in the Czech Republic 


estimated that 325.5 million CZK (approx. 12.7m€) was allocated to this form of 


activities18. The data is presented in table 3.1 below. However, the numbers below 


should be considered with caution as they represent the funding that is dedicated to 


activities for both children and youth and in practice a significant proportion of these 


resources is dedicated to activities mainly attended by children and the lower age 


groups of youth.  


The below numbers do not cover the funding for social services in the field of children 


and youth. These funds are presented in table 3.2 below. 


The below numbers are also very partial as they only show the budgets the state 


disburses to NGOs. There is lack of clarity over the funding that goes into leisure 


education offered by fully publicly funded bodies. In these organisations the wages of 


staff are fully paid for by the central state and the facilities are paid for by the regional 


                                           
17 http://www.nidm.cz/projekty/realizace-projektu/klice-pro-zivot/  
18 Cerny (2010) Financovani volnocasovych aktivit deti a mladeze v CR v letech 2004-2010 



http://www.nidm.cz/projekty/realizace-projektu/klice-pro-zivot/
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or local authorities. The expenditure is likely to be significantly higher than the 


numbers below.  


At the level of the Ministry of education, youth and sports, the main funding 


instrument is the Programme of state support to work with children and young people 


for NGOs. This programme has five main axes: 


■ Subsidy to fund regular activities of NGOs for ‘organised’ youth (i.e. young 


people who are registered members of these organisations); 


■ Support to selected forms of activities for non-organised youth (i.e. not 


particularly targeted at members of the NGO) – these are activities open 


to anyone; 


■ Investment in the infrastructure of NGOs in this field; 


■ Support to ad hoc priorities (examples of themes prioritised in the past 


were volunteering or Roma); 


■ Support to the network of youth information centres.  


Table 3.1 Public funding to NGOs in the field of children and young 


people (thousands of Czech crowns) 


Source 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 


State budget 206 194  214 359  220 741  251 022  208 540  195 141  177 155  


- Of which 
the ministry 


of education 


youth and 
sport 


206 194  214 359  220 741  219 657  208 540  183 343  177 155  


- Other 
ministries 


   31 365   11 798  


Regions 37 457  37 457  36 659  35 477  40 498  41 766  41 167  


Municipalities 55 549  55 549  86 165  84 728  87 540  95 862  107 176  


Total in 


thousands CZK 


299 200  307 365  343 565  371 227  336 578  332 769  325 498  


Total in 


thousands Euro 


(approx.) 11 761* 12 082* 13 505* 14 592* 13 230* 13 081* 12 795* 


*Own calculation using the median official monthly exchange rate from 2010 which 


was 1€ = 25.44 CZK 


Source: Cerny (2010) 


Table 3.2 Ministry of Labour and Social affairs funding for drop in 


centres for children and youth 


 2008 2010 2011 2012 


CZK 


(thousands) 


99 260.5 85 077 71 613 1 425 203.8 (1 710 808.8 after 


top up) 


Approximate 


value in Euro 
(thousands) 


39 018 33 442 28 150 56 022 (67 249 after top up) 


The table only includes allocations that fall under the category drop in centres for children and youth 


Source: Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs – Grants for social services19 


                                           
19 http://www.mpsv.cz/cs/740  



http://www.mpsv.cz/cs/740
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Organisations active in the field of youth work can also access funds from European 


funds such as ESF, ERDF or Youth in Action. Non-formal education and extra-curricular 


education are clearly identified as types of activities that can receive funding from the 


ESF OP Education for Competitiveness. Youth is also the target group for the ESF OP 


on human resources and employment which has as one of its priorities social inclusion 


and integration of vulnerable target groups. Organisations active in the field of youth 


work can seek funding from this source, and they do so, but the OP does not have a 


clear focus on the more traditional aspect of youth work but rather the forms of youth 


work that overlap with other social services.  


Interviewees noted that due to the administrative procedures required to access and 


manage ESF and ERDF funding it was very difficult for most youth organisations – in 


particular the small ones – to use these sources.  


Youth organisations can also access funding from donors (private companies, 


philanthropists or from lotteries) but according to Cerny20  these sources are minimal 


in the youth sector in the Czech Republic.  


Interviewees noted that the economic crisis had a negative impact on funding 


allocated to youth work – in particular when it comes to extra-curricular education. As 


seen from the table 3.1 the budget allocations for this field have continued diminishing 


since 2007. As also explained in section on governance, the national institute for 


children and youth will be closed as a result of cost saving measures. The funding of 


the ministry of labour also diminished in the period 2008-2011 but it has significantly 


increased in 2012. It is not clear to what factors this increase is due. Regional funding 


to youth was also negatively affected, for example the South-Moravia region did not 


allocate any project-based funding to NGOs in the field of youth and sports in the year 


2011 (previously there were annual calls for projects)21. It however did maintain the 


funding to publicly funded leisure education centres.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No – except in social services 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes 


In extra-curricular education – 
pedagogue for extra-curricular 


education 


In social services the required 
qualifications are in the field of 


social work 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 


Yes 


 


Education background of the majority of youth workers Different types of pedagogical 


professions/ qualifications, 


social worker 


                                           
20 Cerny (2010) Financovani volnocasovych aktivit deti a mladeze v CR v letech 2004-2010 
21 Jihomoravsky kraj (2012) Dlouhodoby zamer vzdelavani a rozvoje vzdelavaci soustavy 
jihomoravskeho kraje 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Number of youth workers  It is estimated that there are 


45,000 persons working with 


children and young people 
outside of formal education 


activities.  


This figure does not cover 
those delivering social 


services.  


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase over past decade 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


The legislation on pedagogical staff (563/200422) defines the qualification 


requirements for the pedagogue in extra-curricular education. Several pathways into 


the profession are recognised. There are specialised higher education qualifications 


focusing on social pedagogy and leisure education. Other pedagogical qualifications 


are also recognised. In addition there are lifelong learning courses/ qualifications for 


persons who achieved initial qualifications in a different field.  


For people working in the area of social services the required qualification is that of 


social worker. However, this qualification can also be achieved through different 


pathways including full-time higher education in this field and also lifelong learning for 


people who hold initial qualifications in other areas.  


In general, there are a rather high number of higher education graduates in the field 


of social work and pedagogical fields of study in the Czech Republic. Many younger 


people who work in youth organisations or NGOs more generally have these 


qualifications. Overall the staff working in youth organisations is in general educated 


at higher education level. Securing a paid position in an NGO is a rather attractive 


option for young people which means there is a sufficient supply of qualified and 


skilled persons to enter into the profession (the supply is higher than the demand).  


In addition to the formal requirements for qualifications, the vast majority of 


organisations in the field of youth work – be it the extra-curricular education facilities 


or NGOs active in this field – provide training and professional development to their 


staff.  


The already mentioned large scale national project Keys for life designed and delivered 


a range of educational and training activities for people in the field of youth work. 


These activities were accessible to a range of profiles: people from extra-curricular 


education facilities, NGOs staff as well as volunteers with responsibilities. In addition 


to training programmes in various areas and for different profiles of staff23 the 


programme also developed a self-assessment based competence portfolio24 and a 


method for internal quality assurance of organisations providing non-formal 


education25.  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


As is apparent from the above, there are overall four categories of people who can be 


considered as youth workers: 


                                           
22 ZÁKON č. 563/2004 Sb. ze dne 24. září 2004 o pedagogických pracovnících a o změně 
některých zákonů 
23 The offer of the training courses provided can be found here http://vm.nidm.cz/  
24 http://www.nidm.cz/okp  
25 http://www.nidm.cz/k2  



http://vm.nidm.cz/

http://www.nidm.cz/okp

http://www.nidm.cz/k2
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■ Those employed in extra-curricular education facilities with the status of 


pedagogues of extra-curricular education; 


■ Social workers in the field of social services;  


■ Other staff employed by NGOs or other organisations; and 


■ Volunteers. 


It should be noted that the majority of NGOs active in the field of on-formal education 


work with large pools of volunteers and can only afford a small number of regularly 


employed staff.  


4.3 Youth worker population  


There are no exact numbers of the population of youth workers in the Czech Republic. 


However the following data give a certain idea of the scale of youth work: 


■ According to the project documentation for the initiative Keys for Life, 


there are approximately 20,000 pedagogical staff working in extra-


curricular education centres in the Czech Republic26. However, these staff 


members provide services not only to youth but also largely to children. 


Furthermore, the figure does not cover the activities of NGOs or social 


service providers in the field of youth;  


■ The same document estimates that there are 45,000 staff working in 


providing services and activities to children and youth through the network 


of extra-curricular education facilities as well as NGOs27. As above, this 


covers also those who work predominantly with children;  


■ In 2012, the Ministry of Education, youth and sport provided funding to 


170 organisations in the field of extra-curricular education for youth and 


children28; 


■ In 2011, the Ministry of Labour and social affairs funded 186 drop-in 


centres for children and youth29; 


■ In 2012, as part of the project Keys for life the national centre for children 


and youth contacted 3500 persons who were either extra-curricular 


education pedagogues, other workers in the field of youth or volunteers 


and who took part in the project activities30.  


The interviewees estimate that the number of persons active in the area of youth work 


has increased over the past decade.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


According to a 2010 survey31 of 643 workers in the sector of extra-curricular education 


(including NGOs working with children and young people), 42% of respondents had 


higher education qualifications and 50% upper-secondary level qualifications (many in 


pedagogical fields). Only 12% of respondents said they did not have any education 


background in the field of pedagogy.  


As said earlier most people in the sector of youth work are qualified in fields of 


pedagogy, social work or social sciences more generally. The requirements for 


qualifications for those providing social services as well as for pedagogues of extra-


                                           
26 Národní institut dětí a mládeže (2009) Klíče pro život2009–2013 
27 Idem 
28 http://www.msmt.cz/file/26199  
29 http://www.mpsv.cz/cs/9368  
30 http://www.nidm.cz/projekty/realizace-projektu/klice-pro-zivot/vyzkumy/realizace/evaluace-


projektu-je-v-plnem-proudu  
31 Národní institut detí a mládeže (2010) Analýza stavu potreb „Dalšího vzdelávání 
pedagogických a nepedagogických pracovníku v oblasti zájmového a neformálního vzdelávání“ 



http://www.msmt.cz/file/26199

http://www.mpsv.cz/cs/9368

http://www.nidm.cz/projekty/realizace-projektu/klice-pro-zivot/vyzkumy/realizace/evaluace-projektu-je-v-plnem-proudu

http://www.nidm.cz/projekty/realizace-projektu/klice-pro-zivot/vyzkumy/realizace/evaluace-projektu-je-v-plnem-proudu
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curricular activities have been introduced over the last decade. This meant that many 


people active in the sector for a rather long period of time had to upgrade their 


qualifications through lifelong learning courses and that was one of the reasons for 


introducing the above mentioned initiative Keys for life.  


One interviewee mentioned that there was a proposal and a discussion at one point in 


time to require that any staff working with children and young people should be 


qualified, including those in NGOs as well as volunteers. The motivations for 


introducing such requirements were mainly related to the issue of safety and 


protection. However, this was opposed by the NGO sector as it imposed requirements 


that were too high, place a burden on them and would make running many of their 


activities hard if not impossible. Consequently the initiative was abandoned.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


As apparent from the previous sections of this report, a large publicly funded segment 


of youth work – extra-curricular education – is conceptualised as mainly contributing 


to learning and education. Extra-curricular education activities should be designed as 


education and training interventions with clear programmes and defined expected 


outcomes.  


As is clear from the definition of extra-curricular education, the main contribution of 


these activities is expected to be learning through participation in meaningful activities 


for the young person (or child).  


A specific segment of extra-curricular education in the Czech Republic is to offer 


support to talented children. Extra-curricular education activities are considered to 


provide talented children and young people with additional opportunities for their 


development which cannot be supplied in the mainstream curriculum. However, 


currently most of the funding in this domain goes to organising competitions which is 


considered to be no long a model sufficiently attractive to young people. Research32 


from the national centre for children and youth shows that the current system for 


support to talented children and young people has important gaps. Schools are 


expected to be a key player in providing this support as well as identifying talent but 


they do not have the conditions to engage in such activities. Centres for extra-


curricular education could be important players in the process but cannot have the 


main responsibility. Universities could also play a role but are rather disconnected 


from the rest of education networks. Regional authorities do not have a systemic 


method to decide on funding the support for talented young people. Examples projects 


in this field include: 


■ The portal talentovani.cz33 which is dedicated to those who work with 


talented children and young people and to the talented themselves. It 


focuses on fields of science and technology. It includes information on 


activities on offer as well as on pedagogies and tools; 


■ Another project also focusing on the field of science and technology is 


called Talent34 and offers exchanges with experts with a view to motivate 


                                           
32 Národní institut dětí a mládeže (2008) Shrnutí dílčích šetření současného stavu a způsobů 
realizace politik podpory identifikace a rozvoje kognitivně nadaných se zájmem o přírodovědné a 


technické obory v ČR a vybraných zemích EU 
33 http://www.talentovani.cz/web/guest  
34 http://www.talnet.cz/home  



http://www.talentovani.cz/web/guest

http://www.talnet.cz/home
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and inspire young people, e-learning but also excursions to places of 


interest. 


An example of a project run by an NGO focusing on complementing and enriching 


formal education provided by schools as well as for innovating formal education is the 


project One world in schools35 run by the NGO People in need. The project develops 


audiovisual materials, in particular documentary films and supporting materials, on 


themes such as human rights, the theme of minorities, social topic (violence, drugs, 


disabilities, etc.) and others. These films are often projected in school film clubs 


followed by a discussion. The project has been running for 10 years now and has been 


transferred to other countries. The materials are used in 2900 primary and secondary 


schools in the Czech Republic.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


In the Czech Republic the services to support employment of young people fall under 


the responsibility of public employment services (PES). Unemployed youth are defined 


as a priority group for public employment services which means that normally they 


have to support them early on in their job seeking efforts in particular via 


development of individualised plans. However, the interviewees agreed that PES are 


not equipped to provide tailor made support to young unemployed. Most PES staff are 


not sufficiently aware of the specific needs and issues faced by young unemployed.  


Furthermore, the number of cases handled by PES workers is too high to enable 


individualised treatment.  


The weak involvement of PES in providing young people with tailor made support to 


enter employment was identified as a weakness of the Czech approach to youth work. 


It was also noted that the involvement of the Ministry of Labour and Social affairs in 


the Czech Youth Strategy is relatively low compared to the role this administration 


could play.  


An example of good practice in the field of support to employment and 


entrepreneurship amongst young people are the career guidance services of the 


drop in centre Drom in Brno36 which focus on Roma youth. The centre provides a 


comprehensive set of activities for vulnerable young people (and in particular Roma) 


including after-school education support but also career guidance. The main problems 


tackled by the career guidance programme are the lack of planning skills, too much 


focus on the present and lack of aspirations, low self-esteem and lack of trust in 


people from the ‘majority population’. The activities combine group work and 


individualised sessions and are also carried out in cooperation with schools. The 


presentation of this project at the 2011 national conference on street work and low 


barriers contact activities was positively rated by the participants37.  


5.3 Health and well-being 


The contribution of youth work to the area of health and well-being in the Czech 


Republic is very varied. On one hand improved well-being is expected to be a ‘side-


effect’ of most youth work activities where young people are led to develop their 


personality in a positive and empowering manner. Furthermore, many youth work 


                                           
35 http://www.clovekvtisni.cz/index2.php?sid=115&id=145  
36 http://www.drom.cz/cs/drom-romske-stredisko/socialni-sluzby/nizkoprahove-zarizeni-drom/  
37 
http://www.streetwork.cz/images/stories/CAS/Vzdelavani/Konference11/hodnoceni_prispevku.p


df  and 
http://www.streetwork.cz/images/stories/CAS/Vzdelavani/Konference11/sbornik/Kanska_Krchn
ava.pdf  



http://www.clovekvtisni.cz/index2.php?sid=115&id=145

http://www.drom.cz/cs/drom-romske-stredisko/socialni-sluzby/nizkoprahove-zarizeni-drom/

http://www.streetwork.cz/images/stories/CAS/Vzdelavani/Konference11/hodnoceni_prispevku.pdf

http://www.streetwork.cz/images/stories/CAS/Vzdelavani/Konference11/hodnoceni_prispevku.pdf

http://www.streetwork.cz/images/stories/CAS/Vzdelavani/Konference11/sbornik/Kanska_Krchnava.pdf

http://www.streetwork.cz/images/stories/CAS/Vzdelavani/Konference11/sbornik/Kanska_Krchnava.pdf
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interventions involve outdoor and sport activities which support health and well-being. 


On the other hand there are activities which have health and well-being as key 


objective. This concerns in particular various preventive and awareness raising actions 


it areas such as substance abuse, sexual education or bullying. There are also de-


stigmatisation activities focused on supporting well-being of certain specific target 


groups such as the LGBT young people or young people with mental illness. These 


activities can target the people in these target groups and/or the majority population.  


Many traditional youth work organisations involve some preventive activities in their 


mainstream actions. For example the Charter for prevention of sexual violence of 


the Czech Youth Council38 encourages youth organisations to integrate learning 


activities that lead young people to develop competence and attitudes that help youth 


to avoid situations of abuse or to react and protect themselves. The whole charter 


supports preventive action in the area of sexual abuse in youth organisations. The 


charter is promoted to be used as guidance by the member organisations.  


Another example is the project diversity against bullying39 which developed 


awareness raising activities for young people, including films (one of which was award 


winning), to combat prejudice against LGBT persons. The project also organised 


discussions and training sessions in upper-secondary schools. The short films were 


prepared by young people from a film school.  


The Czech association Streetwork40 developed prevention materials for its member 


centres on topics such as sexual behaviour, substance abuse, bullying or violence. 


These short cartoons talk about these behaviours and situations and encourage young 


people to seek support in drop in centres (see illustration below).  


 


 Illustration 1 – Where is our friend? (prevention flyers against binge drinking) 


 


                                           
38 http://www.crdm.cz/download/dokumenty/kodex-nas-se-to-tyka-letak-web.pdf  
39 http://www.genderstudies.cz/aktivity/projekt.shtml?cmd[2828]=x-2828-2189692  
40 http://www.streetwork.cz/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1548  



http://www.crdm.cz/download/dokumenty/kodex-nas-se-to-tyka-letak-web.pdf

http://www.genderstudies.cz/aktivity/projekt.shtml?cmd%5b2828%5d=x-2828-2189692

http://www.streetwork.cz/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1548
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Source: Streetwork.cz  


5.4 Participation  


The Czech Youth strategy identifies participation as a key area for development. A 


survey41 carried out in 2010 on a sample of 1061 young persons showed rather low 


interest of young people in political developments in the country as well as 


internationally. Active civic participation of young people at local/ regional and national 


level is also low. The research also identified the main barriers for involvement and 


interest in political participation among young people. These is the feeling that they 


cannot influence the developments, the disillusion with politics and the feeling that 


international and European developments are too remote from their lives.  


The project Let’s talk about it42 is considered a good practice in this field 


(recommended by the European Youth Forum). The project gives young people the 


opportunity to express themselves about topics that concern them. Examples of 


themes tackled are: state support to young families, sexual education in schools, fees 


in higher education, legalisation of marihuana, cyber-bullying, state school 


examinations or employment of young people. The project encourages discussions on 


these topics via a web-based forum as well as using social media (facebook and 


twitter). The contributions are summarised, published and presented at different 


occasions.  


Another example of a project in this field is the portal demagog.cz43. It is a fact 


checking web-site about politicians' statements. The activity was set up spontaneously 


by a small group of young people but it is currently receiving funding from the Youth 


in Action programme. The number of discussions as well as the number of contributors 


has grown rapidly since the portal was set up by a group of students.  


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


As described in the earlier sections of this report, volunteering and the work of 


volunteers are an important contribution to youth work in the Czech Republic. The 


regulatory framework for volunteering is defined in a specific legislation as stated 


above.  


In addition to youth work being run by volunteers some activities have been 


developed at national level to promote volunteering among young people. In 2011, for 


the European year of volunteering, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports 


awarded some specific grants to youth organisations for activities to support 


volunteering. An example of a project funded is the project led by the Czech National 


Youth Council called 72 hours44. Through this project series of volunteering 


interventions were organised across the country. The project ensured the 


dissemination and communication about these activities. The aims were to engage 


young people in volunteering through piece-meal activities but also to raise awareness 


about volunteering.  


The association Hestia45 supports volunteering through a number of channels: 


■ Since 2006 the association awards a prize for volunteering based on 


nominations and regional rounds of selections. Many people who were 


                                           
41 Ipsos Tambor pro Národní institut dětí a mládeže (2009) Informovanost a participace mládeže 
Zpráva z výzkumu 
42 http://www.kecejmedotoho.cz/  
43 http://demagog.cz/  
44 http://www.72hodin.cz/  
45 http://www.hest.cz/hestia/nase-cinnost/  



http://www.kecejmedotoho.cz/

http://demagog.cz/
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awarded the prize were volunteering in the field of youth work (or work 


with children in some cases);  


■ Training of volunteers and in particular volunteers’ coordinators for 


organisations that use volunteers; 


■ Being an intermediary between organisations searching for volunteers and 


people wishing to become volunteers. 


The organisation also runs mentoring programmes based on volunteers for 


disadvantaged and children and young people with disabilities.  


5.6 Social inclusion 


The contribution of youth work to social inclusion can be seen from two different 


angles: 


■ Awareness raising activities and activities aimed at changing attitudes of 


all young people that focus on topics related to vulnerable minorities such 


as Roma, migrants or LGBT persons; or 


■ Services for and work with people at risk of exclusion or marginalised 


groups. In this category a lot of work focuses on young Roma who often 


face multiple forms of disadvantage (ethnic background, low levels of 


education, unemployment) and exclusion (poverty, housing, 


discrimination, etc.). The fact that a lot of work focuses on Roma 


population is also due to the fact that they are identified as a priority 


group under European Social Fund operational programmes. 


 


The drop-in centres run by the NGO Your chance (Sance pro tebe)46 offer a range 


of services for young people at risk of exclusion or in difficult situations. The services 


range from providing information, guidance, individualised counselling, etc. The work 


of the centre is based on a full needs assessment in the municipal area and monitoring 


of services of the centre. This approach helped the NGO to identify those geographical 


areas where services where most needed and to base the activities on a pilot (in 


2008). The needs assessment and monitoring activities of the centre were described 


as an example of good practice in the publication of the Czech national association for 


streetwork47.  


The organisation Diakonie48 runs several drop in centres in the western region of the 


Czech Republic. Activities of the centre in Rokycany were cited as an example of good 


practice in the above mentioned compendium of the national association Streetwork. 


The drop in centre focuses on the group of children and young people aged 6 to 20 at 


risk of exclusion. The centre in Rokycany has been operational since 2000. The main 


group that the centre serves are young Roma who have little family support and 


encouragement. One major axis of their intervention is to support the motivation of 


this group of youth through the use of individualised plans and progressive recognition 


of achievements made49.  


                                           
46 http://www.chance.chrudim.cz/nizkoprahovekluby.php  
47 Marek (2011)  Monitoring cílových skupin v lokalitě – zjišťování potřebnosti terénní práce s 
mládeží in Filipkova et al. (2011) Dobrá praxe České a zahraniční zkušenosti z práce v 
nízkoprahových terénních a kontaktních službách 
48 http://www.diakoniezapad.cz/  
49 Pittnerova (2011) Příklad dobré praxe v zařízení, kde pracu ji aneb Co se daří v zařízení, kde 
pracu ji Motivační sy stem in Filipkova et al. (2011) Dobrá praxe České a zahraniční zkušenosti z 
práce v nízkoprahových terénních a kontaktních službách 
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5.7 Youth and the world 


This dimension is reflected in youth work through two types of activities: 


■ Mobility and exchanges of young volunteers and youth workers – these are 


nearly exclusively funded through the Youth in Action programme. The 


funds of the ministry of foreign affairs for development aid can be offered 


by NGOs that work with young people and they can focus on young people 


but the funds as such do not have a specific focus on this group); and 


■ Awareness raising, discussions and other learning activities focused on 


European or global issues.  


The organisation People in need (Clovek v tisni) is running a programme Variations50 


for over a decade now. The programme focuses on developing intercultural 


understanding and global development education. It is implemented in schools and for 


teachers. The topics tackled go from aspects such as the life of migrants in the Czech 


Republic, through poverty, human rights, development aid to fair trade. The 


programme offers courses for teachers and pedagogical professionals, who are 


multipliers to reach young people, as well as materials for teaching.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


Culture and arts are frequently used as a method of youth work. There are over 500 


cultural education centres funded by the Ministry of education which offer non-formal 


education in fields of music, dance, plastic arts, theatre, etc. Cultural activities are 


also the key activity of many extra-curricular education activities which are an 


important element of youth work in the Czech Republic. There is a very rich tradition 


of youth organisations offering extra-curricular education in the areas of culture and 


arts in the Czech Republic51.  


For example the association Duha (rainbow)52 offers leisure activities to children and 


youth based on the principles of experiential learning since 1989. The activities of 


Duha local units are varied comprising tourism, camping, theatre, fine arts or many 


others. Many local units also offer cultural clubs.  


The civic association LOS (Liberecká občanská společnost)53 is running activities 


called ‘living library’ since 2010. These are based on using oral history of people living 


in the region. Oral history is used as a medium to fight prejudice and to engage 


dialogue on various societal aspects while also developing young people’s identities 


and sense of belonging. The organisation for example developed and implemented a 


methodology to discuss homelessness with students in schools through life stories of 


homeless people in the region and interactive sessions which use graphic expression 


that encourage students to reflect on social exclusion54. The association and its 


activities are a good practice example of youth work also because of the participatory 


approach used in the organisation which is run by young people of whom many are 


still students or recent graduates.  


Another example of activities in this area is the competition My country at heart of 


Europe55 which encourages children and young people to become familiar with 


regional and local cultural heritage and to engage in its conservation56. The 


                                           
50 http://www.varianty.cz/index.php?id=15  
51 See for example the activities listed under the topic of tradition on the information system for 
children and youth: http://www.adam.cz/tradice.html  
52 http://www.duha.cz/o-nas  
53 http://en.losonline.eu/  
54 LOS (2012) Komu zvoni hrana  
55 http://www.adam.cz/mavlast/  
56 http://www.adam.cz/mavlast/index.php  
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competition is supported by the Ministry of Culture and has been organised since 


2006.  


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Extracurricular education is open to all children and youth aged between 6 and 18 (in 


some cases 20) but the majority of participants are below the age of 15.  


Youth work activities provided by NGOs are either restricted to the members of the 


NGO or open to all young people.  


Activities of drop in centres and organisations delivering youth work as part of social 


services are targeted at vulnerable youth or young people in situation of exclusions or 


at risk of exclusion. Particular target group for some NGOs and social services are 


Roma young people.  


Many youth organisation have a local or regional mission and target young people in 


the given geographic area. As a result there are some geographical differences in 


accessibility of youth work.  


6.1.2 Reach 


There is no exact data about the number of young people who participate and benefit 


from youth work. However important efforts have been made as part of the project 


Keys for Life to understand the participation of children and young people in activities 


organised for them as well as more generally civic participation. The main results are 


presented here.  


The Czech Council for children and youth has a membership base of 102 organisations 


that represent around 200,000 persons57.  


Based on survey of a representative sample of young people aged between 15 and 26 


in 200958, it appears that two thirds of Czech youth took part in some form of 


activities organised by organisations active in the field of youth work. The survey 


asked them about their participation in activities either as members, as supporters or 


as participants in a range of bodies over the past 12 months. Note that this figure 


includes participation in sports which represents a rather high proportion of 


participation. The responses are shown in figure 6.1 below. 


The survey also showed that there were notable differences in the type of activities in 


which young people participate depending on age: 


■ The active participation in hobby based organisations (fishermen, hunters, 


fire-fighters etc.) as well as in more traditional youth movements such as 


scouts decreases significantly with age; 


■ Activities of NGOs and those of student councils and representative bodies 


attract more people in higher education than other groups. 


                                           
57 http://www.crdm.cz/view.php?cisloclanku=2008101502  
58 Ipsos Tambor pro Národní institut dětí a mládeže (2009) Informovanost a participace mládeže 
Zpráva z výzkumu 
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The same survey also showed that three quarters of young people did not know about 


the network of information centres for children and youth. The proportion of those 


who knew and used it was highest among youth studying at post-secondary level or in 


higher education59.  


When looking at parental education background of children and young people, the 


data shows that in general children of parents with higher education background 


participate much more frequently in any form of organised extra-curricular activities. 


The differences are particularly notable when it comes to artistic activities, school 


representation activities and any activities related to presenting in public60.  


Research focusing on the access of children and young people with special needs to, 


and engagement in, non-formal education showed that these groups were 


underrepresented in extra-curricular education. This research focused in particular on 


children and young people with a physical or mental disability. The study concluded 


that these children and young people did not have equal opportunities to participate in 


non-formal education and if they wished doing so their parents had to develop a lot of 


effort to make participation possible as centres are not prepared for adapting their 


activities61.  


Another study focusing on the participation of ethnic minority groups62 showed that 


their participation in mainstream activities (i.e. activities that do not target them 


specifically) is low. Most Roma children and youth do not take part in mainstream 


activities for youth. They are mainly involved with the activities of drop in centres for 


whom they are an important target group.  


                                           
59 Idem 
60 Spacek (2010) Rodiče a výchova 2010 
61 GAC (2009) Klíčové  faktory  ovlivňující  inkluzi  dětí  a mládeže  se  specifickými  
vzdělávacími  potřebami  do  zájmového  a  neformálního  vzdělávání 
62 GAC (2009)Multikulturalita  v zájmovém  a  neformálním  vzdělávání 
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Figure 6.1 Active and passive participation in various types of 


organised actions (n=1061) 


 


Source: Ipsos Tambor pro Národní institut dětí a mládeže (2009) 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


It is estimated that more than three quarters of children and young people aged 6 to 


15 in the country attend some form of extra-curricular non-formal education – even 


though it is likely that this includes a certain share of double counting as some 


children attend more than one activity. Though participation decreases after the age of 


15, this form of leisure education still reaches many young people below the age of 


18. All courses provided through non-formal education as part of extra-curriculum 


education facilities have to follow a training programme. The project Keys for life63 


described the different competence areas and skills that non-formal education courses 


can lead to. This list is expected to serve as basis for development of programmes and 


profiles in extra-curricular education. The competences are grouped into three main 


areas64: 


                                           
63 Havlickova et al (2012) Kompetence v neformálním vzdělávání 
64 Idem. 
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■ Soft competences, for example: effective communication, cooperation, 


influencing others, responding to clients’ needs, lifelong learning, proactive 


attitude, coping with difficulties, entrepreneurship, flexibility, autonomy, 


effectiveness, problem solving, planning and organisation, working with 


information, leadership; 


■ Professional competences, for example: needs analysis of a group of 


people; identification and formulation of education objectives; organisation 


and implementation of games and other activities; carrying out prevention 


activities; crisis intervention; first aid; health risk and safety assessment; 


■ Professional knowledge related to the professional competence.  


  


Each non-formal education facility should define the expected learning outcomes for a 


given activity. On achievement of the competence, these should be recorded in young 


persons’ competence portfolios. Though the outcomes different from one programme 


to another and one young person to another. The list of competence areas identified 


through the project Keys for life provides the broad spectrum of skills and competence 


that non-formal education develops and which are broadly applicable in life and work. 


However, according to the interviewees most of the extra-curricular education facilities 


have still little experience of such systematic way of defining and assessing the 


learning they facilitate.   


The contribution of non-formal education to young persons’ skills and competence is 


generally recognised by parents who see it as the main contribution of leisure 


activities. Other reasons why parents value non-formal education include the fact that 


children and youth develop social competences as well as new friendships, learn how 


to organise themselves and broaden their minds beyond school activities65.  


Beyond the development of skills and competences, youth work has other documented 


outcomes. A 2009 survey66 showed the positive influence of drop in centres on young 


people with disadvantaged socio-economic background. For most of these children and 


young people drop in centres are the only form of extra-curricular activities. Only one 


third of them also take part in other organised activities.  


. The quality framework of the national association Streetwork requires the member 


centres to measure the effectiveness of their services, in particular focusing on 


outcomes on the group of clients67.  


                                           
65 Spacek et al (2010) Rodiče a výchova 2010 
66 Národní institut dětí a mládeže (2009) Zdravé klima v zájmovém a neformálním vzdelávání 
67 Racek (2009) Dobra praxe a druhove standardy jako nastroj rizeni kvality in Streetwork 
(2009) Kontaktni prace  
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6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Czech Republic 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ The infrastructure of centres and NGOs 


working with young people is quite well 


developed and covers the whole country. 


There are centres/ organisations working with 


this target group across the country. 


■ There is a national programme to support the 


funding of youth work; 


■ Regions are actively involved in (co-)funding 


youth work; 


■ The contribution of non-formal education to 


development of children and young people is 


recognised by embedding into the education 


system via the Schools Act; 


■ The contribution of drop in centres for young 


people to social inclusion is recognised by 


including this form of youth work under the 


legislation and funding stream for social 


services; 


■ There is high emphasis on qualifications and 


training of people working with young people 


both in the publicly funded youth work as well 


as in NGOs.  


■ Important efforts have been 


undertaken in the past few years to 


provide training to youth workers 


which should have positive impact on 


the quality of youth work; 


■ A national project to introduce quality 


standards in youth work is on-going 


(started in 2013); 


■ In the past programming period for 


European funds (2007-2013), non-


formal education and different forms of 


youth work were included as 


beneficiaries. The planning for the next 


period is currently on-going and if 


youth work continues being included 


there will be opportunities to continue 


strengthening the sector of youth 


work.  


■ The growing internationalisation of the 


sector (linked to the availability of EU 


funding) creates growing opportunities 


for exchange 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ Mainstream youth work provision fails to 


attract young people from vulnerable groups 


(Roma, migrants, people with disabilities); 


■ A very important share of resources for youth 


work actually benefits children (extra-


curricular education) and those organisations 


focusing on young people struggle to secure 


funding; 


■ The funding schemes privilege more traditional 


forms of work with young people and only 


project based funding is available to other 


organisations;  


■ There appears to be very little cooperation on 


the theme of youth work between the two 


main ministries: education and labour; 


■ At local level there is rather little cooperation 


between drop in centres (funded by the 


ministry of labour) and extra-curriculum 


education facilities (funded from education 


budgets) 


■ Uncertainty around the continuation of 


the main agency supporting work with 


children and young people (National 


centre for children and youth); 


■ The economic crisis negatively affects 


public budgets and the funds allocated 


to activities for children and youth are 


consequently shrinking;  


■ Given the predominance of project 


based funding it has become 


increasingly difficult for youth 


organisations to invest in infra-


structure. The project based funding is 


also a threat to sustainability of 


activities.  
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


The Czech Republic has a well-developed network of non-formal education which 


delivers extra-curricular education to a large proportion of children and the lower age 


cohorts of youth (aged 15-18). These centres are open to all but in practice are less 


attractive for young people from marginalised groups or disadvantaged socio-


economic background. Important efforts have taken place over the last decade to 


strengthen the quality of these services through training of staff as well as 


introduction of requirements to develop education programmes and competence 


profiles for those who undergo these non-formal education activities.  


While these centres serve a large cohort of youth below the age of 18-19, they 


capture only a marginal proportion of youth aged 20 and above.  


In parallel, the country also has a well-developed network of drop-in centres for 


children and youth that target those at risk of social exclusion or vulnerable youth. 


These centres fall under the delivery of social services. Like in the non-formal 


education sector, there is great emphasis on the quality of the services provided by 


these centres from the side of policy makers as well as from within these 


organisations.   


Unfortunately there appears to be little coordination between the work of these two 


strands of youth work at national as well as regional and local level.  


Other forms of youth work, mainly run by NGOs, open to all and providing more ad-


hoc activities and products rely on project-based funding from national or regional 


level.  


The economic crisis has negatively affected the budgets allocated to those forms of 


youth work that fall under extra-curricular education and traditional organised forms 


of youth work.  


7.1 Recommendations 


At national level: 


■ Strengthen coordination of the ministry of education with other ministries 


and in particular the ministry of labour and social affairs. Streamline the 


youth strategy into less priorities and define clearer and more ambitious 


targets for the different bodies in charge; 


■ Continue to promote measures to enhance quality in youth work through 


the training of staff and quality assurance framework development;  


■ Review the extent to which the funding for youth work is distributed across 


age groups and target groups of beneficiaries. Envisage reviewing the 


funding streams to support greater participation among disadvantaged and 


older age cohorts;  


■ Continue funding research and evaluation of youth work which has been 


launched under the project Keys for life;  


■ Ensure that youth work remains a potential beneficiary group for ESF 


funds in the next programming period. Consider approaches to ease 


administrative burden on beneficiaries to facilitate access to funds for 


smaller organisations.  


At regional and municipal level: 


■ Ensure the geographical distribution of youth work centres corresponds to 


the needs and the demand; 


■ Continue funding youth work activities, where possible and depending on 


the needs strengthen funding in targeted areas/ for specific populations; 
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■ Support cooperation between different facilities and services.  


At the level of youth work organisations: 


■ Continue supporting professional development of staff working with young 


people; 


■ Define clear objectives for services and interventions delivered;  


■ Monitor effectiveness of services delivered and adopt an approach based 


on quality enhancement. 
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes  


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work 


tradition  
120+ years 


Approximate length of  formal / 


professional youth work tradition  
Around 90 years 


Overview of relative importance of youth 


work in supporting young people 
Increased 


Main sectors / fields of formal / 


professional / statutory youth work 


Prevention of social exclusion and substance abuse 


problems, supporting labour market integration, 


provision of facilities for youth clubs, youth and 
culture, international youth co-operation, local 


youth councils, youth information and advice, and 


youth research 


Note: No significant difference between ‘formal’ and 


‘non-formal’ youth work in Finland (see Section 1.2) 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third 


sector led youth work 


Hobby and leisure time activities, sports, work 


with specific groups of young people and work on 
specific issues, ‘spiritual’ and psychological 


guidance and support, participation and 


volunteering 


Note: No significant difference between ‘formal’ and 


‘non-formal’ youth work in Finland (see Section 1.2) 


1.1 Definitions 


Youth work is a relatively well defined concept and term in Finland, especially when 


compared to many other countries. It was first defined within legislation in 1972 when 


the legislation governing youth work was first introduced. The Youth Act 235/1995 


defined youth work as “work aimed at promoting civic activity and improving the living 


conditions of young people”. Youth activities were defined as “activities aimed at 


promoting growth and citizenship skills”. 


In the 2006 revision of the Youth Act, the definition of youth work was extended to 


include the promotion of the social empowerment of young people, with a focus on 


young people’s personal development and prevention of (social) exclusion: “youth 


work means the promotion of active citizenship in young people's leisure time, their 


empowerment, support to young people's growth and independence, and interaction 


between generations”. 


There have been further definitions of youth work, for example, the Director of the 


Department of Youth in the City of Helsinki stated that youth work encompasses: the 


promotion of participation in the labour market, cultural life and public decision 


making; the creation of opportunities for discussing issues of identity, knowledge and 


moral issues; the development of participatory pedagogy; and the development of 


skills of participation.1 Allianssi - the national service and lobbying organisation for 


youth work – classify the provision of stimulating leisure time activities for young 


people as the main goal of youth work, together with activities which help young 


                                           
1 Höylä, S. (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of applied Science. 



http://www.humak.fi/sites/default/files/liitteet/humak-nuorisotyo-suomessa-hoyla.pdf
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people in becoming active members of the society. They also emphasise the 


importance of a long-term approach to youth work which can play an important role in 


the prevention of exclusion among young people2. Sari Höylä, senior lecturer in the 


field of youth work, stresses the objective of youth work in helping young people in 


becoming active members of the society and emphasises voluntary participation of 


young people and preventive approach as some of the key principles behind youth 


work3. Finally, the latest Government Programme for Child and Youth Policy highlights 


‘communality, non-discrimination, mutual respect and equality as well as local, 


regional and global solidarity’ as key principles behind youth work in Finland4. 


The Finnish definition of youth work found within the Youth Act is not too different 


from the European definition for youth work, albeit the European one is more detailed 


and the Finnish one plays particular attention to leisure time activities and highlights 


the importance of youth work in helping young people becoming active members of 


the society. Both stress youth work methods as non-formal, voluntary learning 


methods taking place outside the formal education system. 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Youth work has a long tradition in Finland originating from Christian forms of 


association in the 1880s5. The Church began educating young people in 1868. In 1889 


the YMCA was established in Finland in close cooperation with the Lutheran Church 


and it grew to be one of the most important youth movements in Finland. The YMCA 


helped to establish the early forms of Scouts as well as youth camp, choir and band 


activities. In 1897 the first Finnish youth association – called Nuorisoseuraliike – was 


established with the aim of educating rural young people. After the civil war in 1918, 


there was an influx of political youth organisations divided according to political 


divisions and the first student unions were established in the 1960s.  


The early forms of youth work were based on voluntary work and were mainly 


concentrated on the provision of leisure time activities for young people. The early 


forms of youth work tended to be separate for boys and girls6. 


Today, youth work is delivered by three key bodies / sectors: municipalities (public 


sector), youth NGOs and the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Church (third sector 


organisations). Youth work in all these three bodies / sectors has for a long time 


already been and continue to be characterised by a high degree of professionalism. 


Professionalism in this context refers to the fact that by far the great majority of youth 


workers are trained / qualified youth workers (increasingly at the level of higher 


education) and this applies to youth workers employed by municipalities, youth NGOs 


and the Lutheran Church alike. Indeed, youth work has for a long time been seen as a 


profession itself – it is not seen as something to be practiced ‘just by anyone’.  


It is for this reason that the terms ‘formal’ and ‘non-formal’ youth work do not really 


apply to the Finnish context since youth work delivered by both the public sector and 


                                           
2 Allianssi (2008), Nuorisotyöllä on merkitystä: Opas kuntavaikuttajille ja nuorisotyöntekijöille 


nuorisotyön yhteiskunnallisesta merkityksestä. Helsinki: Suomen Nuorisoyhteistyö. 
3 Höylä, S. (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of applied Science. 
4 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), Child and Youth Policy Programme 2012-2015. 
Helsinki: Ministry of Education and Culture. 
5 Information in this paragraph is summarised from the following publication: Helve, H. (2005), 
Youth work, youth work policy and youth research. The Finnish perspective, <http://youth-
partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-


partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Better_understanding/Research/Helve.pdf> 
date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
6 Ibid. 



http://www.alli.fi/binary/file/-/id/665/fid/832/

http://www.humak.fi/sites/default/files/liitteet/humak-nuorisotyo-suomessa-hoyla.pdf

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Julkaisut/2012/liitteet/OKM8.pdf?lang=en

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Helve.pdf
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third sector organisations (including NGOs and the Church) can be argued as being 


‘formal’ youth work, with all three parties playing an important part in improving the 


lives of young people. 


Indeed, the professionalisation of youth work has been ongoing since 1922 when the 


youth institute for training youth workers was set up. This process has seen several 


key events, for example in 1945 the first degree level studies for youth work were 


introduced and just four years later the Church started to train its own youth 


workers7. Now formal training opportunities are available for aspiring youth workers at 


vocational upper secondary schools and HE institutions, including both universities and 


universities of applied sciences.  


Youth work has continued to grow in importance in recent years and has a high 


position in the public discourse. Youth unemployment and inactivity (a high number of 


male NEETs in particular) is one of the most important reasons. In addition, the 


growing awareness of a number of young people ‘not feeling well’ in society, 


demonstrated for example by the school shootings, is another important reason. The 


new president, Sauli Niinistö, has spoken widely about his concerns over growing 


levels of exclusion among specific groups of young people and went to establish a 


special task force on the topic after his inauguration in early 2012. Youth policies are 


also included as a priority area in the Work Programme of the current coalition 


government, led by the Prime Minister Jyrki Katainen. It highlights the promotion of 


employment and prevention of social exclusion among young people as key areas. 


Following this, a high profile, tripartite working committee was set up in 2011 to 


revise and improve the Youth Guarantee, one of the existing flagship policies from the 


field of youth, which, however, was not seen as being fit for the purpose, given the 


scale of the challenge. As a result of the work of the working committee, an additional 


EUR 60 million per year will be invested as from January 2013 onwards on a social 


guarantee for young people. This new Guarantee ensures that each person under 25 


years of age, and recent graduates under 30 years of age, will be offered either work, 


traineeships, study, workshops or labour market rehabilitation places within three 


months of registering as an unemployed jobseeker. The Guarantee also includes an 


educational guarantee, which promises a study place for each young person finishing 


basic education.  


The growing importance of youth work is also evidenced by a survey8 of municipal 


youth workers and youth work managers, undertaken by Allianssi and the Association 


of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities (Suomen Kuntaliitto) in 20119. Around half of 


respondents to this survey stated that the importance of youth work had grown 


‘somewhat’ over recent years and further 20% were of the opinion that it has grown 


‘significantly’. This means that more than two-thirds of municipal youth workers and 


managers feel like youth work has been growing in importance.  


Key trends in the development of youth work over the last decade include the 


following: 


■ Growing concern over social exclusion among young people, NEETs in 


particular, and related health problems, such as mental health issues and 


substance abuse. This has meant that youth work is becoming increasingly 


‘issue’ and ‘target group’ driven, with a bigger share of the total youth 


work funding going on work with at-risk groups, rather than ‘universal’ 


youth work services, which has traditionally been the core concept behind 


                                           
7 Ibid.  
8 Söderlund, M. et al. (2011), Kunnallisen nuorisotyön tulevaisuusodotukset. Helsinki: Suomen 


Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi Ry ja Suomen Kuntaliitto. 
9 Youth workers and managers of youth work services from 216 municipalities (out of the 310 
municipalities where the survey was sent) responded to the survey. 



http://www.nuorisotakuu.fi/nuorisotakuu

http://www.nuorisotakuu.fi/nuorisotakuu
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youth work in Finland. This development goes hand-in-hand with a 


growing focus on outreach (‘street-based’ youth) work.  


■ Outreach work and work with at-risk groups more generally require new 


skills from youth workers. One municipal youth worker described this 


trend in the following manner: “youth work has changed over the course 


of my career from leisure-time activities to a challenging job that requires 


specific occupational skills from those practicing it” 10. 


■ Youth workers are increasingly highly educated: the majority of youth 


workers in Finland have already for a long time been qualified youth 


workers but the emergence of new HE qualifications in this field, at 


Master’s degree level in particular, has meant that a growing share of 


youth workers hold a university level qualification (and increasingly a 


Master’s degree level qualification) in youth work.  


■ New forms of youth work have emerged, for example, more and more 


youth workers carry out work online (in 2011, 47% of municipal youth 


workers were active in web-based youth work11 and the Lutheran Church 


has also been active in developing ‘spiritual’ youth work models through 


the internet – see for example Hengellinen elämä verkossa ja Poikien ja 


Tyttöjen keskus).  


■ There has been an increase in the outsourcing of youth work services to 


voluntary organisations, albeit this is still small-scale when compared to 


some other European countries. The 2011 survey of municipal youth 


workers and youth work managers12 revealed that a quarter of 


municipalities have seen an increase in the use of outsourcing in the field 


of youth work over the past five years, while the situation has remained 


stable in nearly two out of three municipalities (63%) and declined in 


every tenth municipality. 


■ The latest amendment to the Youth Act (20.8.2010/693) introduced cross-


sectoral, multi-agency working as a requirement for municipalities in terms 


of how to organise themselves to address youth issues. The new 


amendment states that municipalities, or groups of municipalities, have to 


set up youth information and guidance networks consisting of 


representatives from education, health, social, youth, employment and law 


enforcement sectors. The goal of the networks is to gather information on 


the lives of young people in their locality and in that way improve the 


reach, availability and responsiveness of local youth services, ensure the 


situation of young people is taken into consideration in municipal decision-


making, and avoid duplication of services through improved collaboration 


between key actors. 


There had been an increase in multi-agency working even without the 


amendment and many municipalities had such a network in place already 


before this change took place. Having said that, this is an important, new 


requirement for many other municipalities and remains a challenge 


                                           
10 Söderlund, M. et al. (2011), Kunnallisen nuorisotyön tulevaisuusodotukset. Helsinki: Suomen 
Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi Ry ja Suomen Kuntaliitto. 
11 Söderlund, M. et al. (2011), Kunnallisen nuorisotyön tulevaisuusodotukset. Helsinki: Suomen 
Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi Ry ja Suomen Kuntaliitto. 
12 Ibid.  



http://sakasti.evl.fi/sakasti.nsf/sp?open&cid=Content26433F

http://www.ptk.fi/

http://www.ptk.fi/
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especially in some of the smaller ones. By the Autumn 2011 such network 


had been established in around 63% of municipalities13.  


In terms of trends in the sectors / fields in which youth work has grown in 


importance over the past decade, it is very clear that specialist youth work 


dealing with vulnerable groups has grown in importance and more funding 


has been allocated to such work. International / global issues are of great 


interest to many young Finns and youth work NGOs in this sector tend to be 


very active with a very enthusiastic core group of young people benefiting 


from their work. The Finnish Scouts (Suomen Partiolaiset) have made a 


number of reforms in recent times and consequently have managed to 


increase the number of young people taking part in their work. At the same 


time, a number of other youth NGOs have seen reductions in the number of 


participants.   


Interviewees highlighted multi-cultural youth work as another significant 


growth area. Many new youth NGOs have emerged in this field and now the 


challenge lies in integrating the activities of those to the activities of larger, 


more established NGOs and thereby ensuring that their work moves from the 


periphery closer to the core of all youth work. Youth information and advice is 


another fast growing form of youth work. The aim of youth information and 


advisory services is to give young people professional support, help and 


advice in different issues relating to their lives14. 


1.3 Current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal youth 


work 


As mentioned in the previous section (Section 1.2), most of the youth work in Finland 


is seen as ‘formal’ rather than ‘non-formal’ youth work, given that the majority of 


youth workers in both public and third sectors are trained professionals.  


Today, youth work is delivered within three, key spheres: by the public sector, youth 


and other NGOs and the Lutheran Church.  


The three main goals of the youth work delivered by the public sector are to: (1) 


foster active citizenship, (2) empower young people, and (3) improve young people’s 


living conditions and provide opportunities for personal growth and learning15. The 


main youth work activities funded by the Ministry of Education and Culture include16: 


■ Funding of national youth NGOs and civic organisations carrying out youth 


work: Around 100 youth organisations are entitled to state support. They 


                                           
13 Allianssi (2012), Nuorista Suomessa. Tietoa nuorista, heidän asemastaan, elinoloistaan ja 


nuorisotyöstä 2012. Helsinki: Suomen Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi ry. 
14 Ministry of Education and Culture, Information and advisory services, 
<www.minedu.fi/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisotyoen_kohteet_ja_rahoitus/tieto-
_ja_neuvontapalvelut/?lang=en> date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
15 Minestry of education and culture, Etusivu, <www.minedu.fi> date accessed: 5th of November 
2012. and Allianssi (2012), Nuorista Suomessa. Tietoa nuorista, heidän asemastaan, 
elinoloistaan ja nuorisotyöstä 2012. Helsinki: Suomen Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi ry. 
16 Ministry of Education and Culture, Youth work, 
<www.minedu.fi/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisotyoen_kohteet_ja_rahoitus/?lang=en> date accessed: 5th 
of November 2012 . 



http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisotyoen_kohteet_ja_rahoitus/tieto-_ja_neuvontapalvelut/?lang=en

http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisotyoen_kohteet_ja_rahoitus/tieto-_ja_neuvontapalvelut/?lang=en

http://www.minedu.fi/

http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisotyoen_kohteet_ja_rahoitus/?lang=en
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cover 6,000 local association and 800,000 members.17 Discretionary 


government grants to organisations are based on performance criteria, 


including the quality, extent and cost-effectiveness of activities. Other 


aspects taken into account when deciding on grants include the current 


social relevance of activities and the organisation’s need for financial 


support. 


■ Young people's cultural pursuits, for example, through the Young Culture 


event, Young Culture ambassadors, Network of regional art centres for 


children and young people and the International Award for Young People. 


■ Prevention of social exclusion and supporting the (re)integration of 


inactive young people into employment, education and / or training, for 


example, through outreach youth work (Etsivä nuorisotyö – see Section 


5.6) and Youth Workshops (see Section 5.2). 


■ National youth centres provide youth activities, such as school and nature 


camps and participate in international youth cooperation. They act as a 


safe operating environment in which children and young people, youth 


organisations and youth groups are able to undertake their activities. The 


centres are principally owned by local authorities and are available at a 


reasonable cost.18  


■ Prevention of substance abuse, for example, by providing grants for 


different organisations to carry out work in this field and train personnel 


and volunteers. 


■ Building and maintenance of ‘youth centres’. 


■ Implementation of the four-year youth strategy: the Finnish 


Government´s Child and Youth Policy Programme. 


■ Youth research: The Ministry of Education and Culture supports applied 


research on youth work, activities and policy, and also funds the annual 


Youth Barometer which measures young people’s values and attitudes. 


■ International cooperation in the field of youth. 


■ Youth information and advice, which is one of the growing forms of youth 


work. The information and advisory services give young people 


professional support, help and advice in different issues relating to their 


lives. 


The delivery of public youth work is principally undertaken by the municipalities. 


According to the Youth Act (72/2006), local youth work and youth policy should 


consist of educational guidance, facilities and leisure opportunities, information and 


advisory services, support to youth associations and other youth groups; sports, 


cultural, international and multicultural youth activities; young people's environmental 


education; and, where needed, youth workshop services and outreach youth work 


(Amendment 693/2010) or other forms of activity suited to local circumstances and 


needs. Each municipality has the freedom to choose the form, methods and extent of 


its youth services. One of the most important tasks of the municipalities is the running 


of youth facilities / youth club houses which can be found in every municipality across 


                                           
17 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: Ministry of 


Education and Culture. 
18 Ministry of Education (2010), Youth Work and Youth Policy: Factsheets – Youth. Helsinki: 
Ministry of Education. 



http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Nuoriso/?lang=en

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/Liitteet/YOUTH_WORK_AND_YOUTH_POLICY.pdf
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the country: in 2012 there were around 1,000 such facilities maintained by 


municipalities19.  


Non-governmental youth organisations and other NGOs are other important players in 


the delivery of youth work. They work independently and together with municipalities 


to deliver youth work.20 As mentioned before, around 100 youth organisations are 


entitled to state support and Allianssi is an umbrella, representative organisation for 


around 117 youth NGOs involved in youth work. Their members are involved in a 


broad range of youth work, starting from leisure time / hobby focussed NGOs, political 


youth organisations, student organisations and youth organisations specialised in 


international affairs, to NGOs supporting vulnerable children and young people, youth 


NGOs working on specific issues such as environment protection and NGOs 


representing certain groups of young people, like different minority groups21.  


Another important body involved in the delivery of youth work is the Finnish 


Evangelical Lutheran Church. The Church has been active in this field for decades 


already and trains and employs youth workers (Nuorisotyönohjaaja) to work in most 


parishes around the country. The youth work leaders employed by the Church work 


with school-aged boys and girls, young people and their families. Their role is diverse, 


including education and training related activities, provision of information and 


spiritual guidance, organisation of events and youth camps, hosting youth clubs, and 


overall meeting, listening and supporting young people and their families on a one-to-


one or group basis. 


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for governing youth 


work 


Ministry of Education and 


Culture 


2.1 Legal background 


Youth work has been regulated in Finland since 1972 when the first Act on youth work 


was introduced. The Act on Youth Committees and State Subsidies for Municipal Youth 


Work (117/1972) allowed for the development of a ‘statutory system of youth 


organisations’ and formalised state funding for local authorities to organise youth 


work22.  


Since then the youth work legislation has been amended several times (1986, 1995, 


2006). In broad terms, the purpose of the latest Youth Act (2006) is to specify the 


objectives and values of youth work and policy23. It was introduced to support young 


                                           
19 Sjöholm, K. (2012), Nuorisotyö, < 
www.kunnat.net/fi/asiantuntijapalvelut/opeku/kulti/nuoriso/Sivut/default.aspx> date accessed: 
. 
20 Peltola, M. (2010), Youth Work in Finland – Finding ways for intercultural opening. Helsinki: 
Finnish Youth Research Society. 
21 A full list of the member organisations of Allianssi can be found here: 
http://www.alli.fi/allianssi/jasenjarjestot/ 
22 Höylä, S. (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of applied Science. 
23 The 2006 version of the Act, in English, can be found here: 
http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisopolitiikka/liitteet/HE_nuorisolaki



http://www.nuorisotutkimusseura.fi/julkaisuja/youthwork.pdf

http://www.alli.fi/allianssi/jasenjarjestot/

http://www.humak.fi/sites/default/files/liitteet/humak-nuorisotyo-suomessa-hoyla.pdf

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisopolitiikka/liitteet/HE_nuorisolaki_eng.pdf
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people’s growth and independence and to promote ‘active citizenship, social 


empowerment of young people and improvement of their growth and living 


conditions’. The main reasons for recognising youth work as a specific youth sector 


activity within the legislation were to ensure ‘communality and solidarity, equality and 


non-discrimination, multiculturalism and internationalism, healthy lifestyles and 


respect for life and the environment’. The Act also lays down the provisions for expert 


bodies supporting the policy making at national level and specifies the funding 


arrangements for youth work. The Youth Act is complemented by the Government 


Decree on Youth Work and Policy (103/2006). 


The most recent updates were made in 2011 when the provisions for outreach youth 


work were specified. The amendments also made it compulsory for municipalities, or 


groups of municipalities, to set up cross-sectoral, multi-stakeholder co-operation 


networks in the field of youth. 


With regards to the future, stakeholders are of the opinion that the likelihood of 


introducing some further modifications to the legislation in the next few years is quite 


high. For example, the current law defines young people as being all under 29-year-


olds and some see this age bracket as being too broad and feel the age threshold for a 


‘young person’ should be lowered (i.e. to 25 or even 20) so as to focus the limited 


resources on younger age groups24. 


Others are of the opinion that any possible changes should be seen in the context of 


recent, significant changes to the law: enough time should be given for those new 


forms of working to become a mainstream practice before further, ground-breaking 


changes are made to the existing law.  


Overall, anecdotal evidence suggests that the law is fairly highly regarded by those 


working in the field and it is seen as the backbone of youth work in Finland. It is 


nevertheless recognised that its awareness at the grassroots level could be improved.  


2.2 Governance 


The Ministry of Education and Culture has the responsibility for the development of 


youth work and associated policy, as specified by the Youth Act (72/2006). In 


practice, the Youth Division of the Department for Cultural, Sport and Youth Policy at 


the Ministry of Education and Culture undertakes the development of youth work. This 


team had 15 staff in November 2012. The team steers and develops youth policy by 


means of legislation, studies, reviews and funding25. There are two expert bodies that 


facilitate the Ministry of Education with regards to youth work, the Advisory Council for 


Youth Affairs (NUORA) and the Youth Organisation Subsidy Committee.26 


Even if the Ministry of Education and Culture is the leading national administration in 


this field, other ministries are involved in the development of a range of youth policies 


which again have an impact on youth work practice and policy. As an example, the 


recent modification of the Social Guarantee for Young People, which is due to come 


into force in January 2013, was developed by a national, tripartite working committee 


consisting of representatives from ministries in charge of labour, education, health, 


                                                                                                                                
_eng.pdf (please note that this translation does not include the modifications that were made in 
2011).  
24 Sources: Interviews and Söderlund, M. et al. (2011), Kunnallisen nuorisotyön 
tulevaisuusodotukset, 2011. Helsinki: Suomen Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi Ry ja Suomen 
Kuntaliitto. p25. 
25 The website of Ministry of Education and Culture: 


http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Nuoriso/?lang=en 
26 Ministry of Education (2010), Youth Work and Youth Policy: Factsheets – Youth. Helsinki: 
Ministry of Education. 



http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisopolitiikka/liitteet/Valtioneuvoston_asetus_en.pdf

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisopolitiikka/liitteet/Valtioneuvoston_asetus_en.pdf

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisopolitiikka/liitteet/HE_nuorisolaki_eng.pdf

http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Nuoriso/?lang=en

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/Liitteet/YOUTH_WORK_AND_YOUTH_POLICY.pdf
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social, defence and finance matters, together with representatives of youth 


organisations, local authorities, trade unions, employers, entrepreneurs and the social 


insurance institute KELA. Furthermore, the Youth Act stipulates that the Government 


is to adopt a new development programme for matters concerning the lives of children 


and young people every four years with the aim of improving cross-sectoral action in 


the field of youth affairs. This programme is drafted through cross-ministerial 


collaboration too27.  


The Centres for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment (ELY-


keskukset) are the authorities dealing with youth affairs at regional level, although it 


is the municipalities which have the main responsibility for the delivery of youth work 


specified by national legislation, policies and programmes (in addition to youth NGOs 


and other organisations involved in youth work).  


Youth work in Finland is funded mainly from municipal and church taxes as well as 


central government (Ministry of Education and Culture) subsidies28. In terms of 


funding priorities of the Ministry, the section 1.3 of the report outlines the key areas of 


youth work action funded by the Ministry. They show that in addition to specific 


programmes and actions, the Ministry allocates government transfers to local 


authorities for youth work based on the number of young residents under 29 years of 


age29. The Ministry also offers discretionary government grants for youth sector 


organisations to undertake youth work. Indeed, the central government has funded 


youth NGOs involved in the delivery of youth work systematically since the 1940’s30. 


The state funding provided for NGOs comes primarily from the proceeds of the gaming 


industry (i.e. the lottery), and this funding covers around a quarter of their operating 


costs31. 


The following amounts are spent on youth work in Finland: 


■ In 2012 the municipalities spent in the region of EUR 200 million on youth 


work. The amount has increased from EUR 149 million in 2002 and EUR 


168 million in 200832. The EUR 200 million per year forms around 0.5% of 


the total municipal budgets and translates to around EUR 35 per 


inhabitant33.  


The sum needs to be seen in the context of wider municipal funding for 


services for children and young people: in 2005, an annual municipal 


expenditure on all such services accounted for around 35-45% of 


municipal expenditure34. Around 4.2% of the municipal expenditure on 


                                           
27 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), National Youth Report 2012: Finland. Brussels: 
European Commission, DG EAC. 
28 Cederlöf, P. (2011), Nuorisotyön voimavarat Suomessa 2: rahat, 
<www.kommentti.fi/kolumnit/nuorisoty%C3%B6n-voimavarat-suomessa-2-rahat> 
29 Ministry of Education (2010), Youth Work and Youth Policy: Factsheets – Youth. Helsinki: 
Ministry of Education. 
30 Helve, H. (2005), Youth work, youth work policy and youth research. The Finnish perspective, 
<http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-


partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Better_understanding/Research/Helve.pdf> 
date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
31 Ministry of Education (2010), Youth Work and Youth Policy: Factsheets – Youth. Helsinki: 
Ministry of Education. 
32 See: www.kunnat.net 
33 Sjöholm, K. (2012), Nuorisotyö, < 
www.kunnat.net/fi/asiantuntijapalvelut/opeku/kulti/nuoriso/Sivut/default.aspx> date accessed: 


5th of November 2012. 
34 Helve, H. (2005), Youth work, youth work policy and youth research. The Finnish perspective, 
<http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-



http://ec.europa.eu/youth/documents/national_youth_reports_2012/finland.pdf

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/Liitteet/YOUTH_WORK_AND_YOUTH_POLICY.pdf

http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Youth_Work/Research/Helve.pdf

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/Liitteet/YOUTH_WORK_AND_YOUTH_POLICY.pdf
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youth work is covered by State subsidies: and the rest are collected by the 


municipalities through taxation and other means35.   


■ In 2012, the State funding for youth work amounted to around EUR 69.9 


million. The amount has increased from around EUR 30.8 million in 2004 


to EUR 47 million in 200836. The 2012 figure accounted for about 0.13% of 


the total State budget37.  


This sum also needs to be seen in the context of wider funding available 


for children and young people, which in the same year accounted for 


around 15% of the total State budget38. Around of a quarter of the State 


funding comes from general budget funds and the rest come from the 


proceeds of the gaming industry (around 9% of all proceeds of the gaming 


industry is allocated towards youth work)39.  


■ The Church spends in the region of EUR 190 per year on work with 


children and young people, out of which around EUR 100 million is spent 


on youth work. Overall, the work with children and young people account 


for around 30% of the Church budget40.  


3 Policy and programme framework   


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of youth 


work 
Strong / Medium 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  Yes, in a form of Youth Act 


and Government Decree on 
Youth Work 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes: Child and Youth Policy 


programme 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Mixed: mostly increases in 
funding, albeit some 


municipalities, parishes and 


NGOs have seen cuts in 
funding 


                                                                                                                                
partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Better_understanding/Research/Helve.pdf> 
date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
35 Sjöholm, K. (2012), Nuorisotyö, < 


www.kunnat.net/fi/asiantuntijapalvelut/opeku/kulti/nuoriso/Sivut/default.aspx> date accessed: 
5th of November 2012. 
36 See: www.minedu.fi 
37 Allianssi (2012), Nuorista Suomessa. Tietoa nuorista, heidän asemastaan, elinoloistaan ja 
nuorisotyöstä 2012. Helsinki: Suomen Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi ry. 
38 Helve, H. (2005), Youth work, youth work policy and youth research. The Finnish perspective, 


<http://youth-partnership-eu.coe.int/youth-
partnership/documents/EKCYP/Youth_Policy/docs/Better_understanding/Research/Helve.pdf> 
date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
39 Humak (2010), Nuorisotyön rakenne Suomessa, 
<http://nam.humak.fi/artikkelit/nuorisotyon-rakenne-suomessa> date accessed: 5th of 
November 2012. 
40 Cederlöf, P. (2011), Nuorisotyön voimavarat Suomessa 2: rahat, 


<www.kommentti.fi/kolumnit/nuorisoty%C3%B6n-voimavarat-suomessa-2-rahat> date 
accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
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3.1 Policy commitment 


All of the interviewees regarded ‘national political commitment’ on the issue of youth 


work to be either ‘strong’ or ‘medium’. None were of the opinion that it was weak. All 


were universally of the opinion that youth issues – including youth work as a way of 


preventing and tackling problems faced by young people - is one of the biggest 


priorities for the country and that a significant attention is being paid to the issue. The 


main reasons for the high priority status were explained earlier in the report (see 


Section 1.2).  


Some concerns were raised over funding for youth NGOs as the current government 


programme foresees cuts in the state budget for them in order to increase funds for 


youth work carried out with vulnerable young people.  


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


Three key documents guide the development of youth work in Finland: 


■ The 2006 Youth Act (and consequent updates), which is the regulatory 


‘backbone’ behind youth work in Finland;  


■ The Government Decree on Youth Work and Policy (103/2006); and 


■ The national, four-year Child and Youth Policy programme (2012-2015). 


With regards to the last document, the 2006 Youth Act stipulates that the Government 


is to issue a new national youth policy development programme every four years. This 


programme is to cover matters concerning children and young people in the country, 


with a goal of increasing cross-sectoral and cross-ministerial collaboration on matters 


concerning the lives of children and young people. The programme also identifies 


medium-term targets and priorities for the development of youth policy in the country 


and issues guidelines for local and regional implementation. The first programme was 


approved for the period 2007-2011. 


The second Child and Youth Policy programme was approved in December 2011 and is 


valid a four-year period between 2012 and 201541. It is built around the same 


principles than the Youth Act and the associated Government Decree on youth work (1 


- Supporting young people’s growth and independence; 2 - Promoting young people’s 


active citizenship and social empowerment; and 3 - Improving young people’s growth 


and living conditions) and underlines non-discrimination, improvement of life 


management skills of young people, participation and social inclusion as the priority 


themes for youth policy in the next four years.  


Throughout this document youth work is identified as a measure to achieve many of 


the strategic goals of the Programme, including as a tool to increasing employment 


amongst young people, fostering active participation of young people in community 


life, tackling substance abuse and prevention social exclusion, for example.42  


In terms of the impact of the economic crisis on policies and programmes on youth 


work, the situation is rather mixed. Youth policy is an area in which a lot has been 


invested since the start of the economic downturn43. This has been a result of a rapid 


increase in youth unemployment which has been seen as a priority to tackle, 


considering the potential long-term effect of youth unemployment on individuals and 


                                           
41 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), Child and Youth Policy Programme 2012-2015. 
Helsinki: Ministry of Education and Culture. 
42 Ibid, p.26 
43 Cederlöf, P. (2011), Nuorisotyön voimavarat Suomessa 2: rahat, 
<www.kommentti.fi/kolumnit/nuorisoty%C3%B6n-voimavarat-suomessa-2-rahat>  



http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Nuoriso/nuorisopolitiikka/liitteet/Valtioneuvoston_asetus_en.pdf

http://www.minedu.fi/export/sites/default/OPM/Julkaisut/2012/liitteet/OKM8.pdf?lang=en
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society (e.g. Finnish studies show that the cost of exclusion at a young age can have a 


societal cost of over EUR 1 million over the course of his / her lifetime). For example, 


central government funding for youth work has increased practically every year over 


the past decade. Outreach youth work and other youth work carried out among 


unemployed / excluded young people has witnessed particularly significant funding 


increases. 


At the same time, some individual municipalities and parishes have had to make cuts 


in their youth work services, followed by reductions in tax proceeds, financial 


pressures on municipalities caused for example by increases in expenditure on health 


and social care for the elderly citizens and other financial pressures caused by the 


downturn. The 2011 survey of municipal youth workers and youth work managers44 


revealed that while municipal funding for youth work has grown in recent years in 


about 45% of municipalities of which representatives responded to the survey, its 


share from total municipal funding has declined. At the same time about a fifth of 


municipalities have seen reductions in overall funding for youth work. On the basis of 


the survey results, many municipal youth workers remain concerned about the future 


funding levels.   


The new government programme requires the State to save EUR 6 million from central 


government funding for youth work while funding has been increased for outreach 


youth work and on the new Social Guarantee for young people. In practice this means 


that even if overall state funding for youth work has continued to increase even in 


2012, the ‘traditional’ areas of youth work (such as funding for youth NGOs), is 


declining. This is an area of concern for the third sector organisations.  


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No  


[Minimum qualifications standards 


exist for youth workers employed by 


the Finnish Lutheran Church] 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes  


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 


workers 


Yes  


[several training and qualification 


opportunities at different levels of the 


education system, including HE and 


upper secondary VET] 


Education background of the majority of youth workers The majority of youth workers 


are qualified youth workers 
having undergone specialised 


training on youth work or youth 


policy at an HE or VET institution 


Number of youth workers  Around 7,000 of which up to 


3,000 are involved in core 
activities related to the delivery 


of youth work 


                                           
44 Söderlund, M. et al. (2011), Kunnallisen nuorisotyön tulevaisuusodotukset. Helsinki: Suomen 
Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi Ry ja Suomen Kuntaliitto. 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Stable 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are no longer minimum qualification standards for youth workers in Finland45. In 


terms of public sector, the implementation of youth work is the responsibility of the 


municipalities who specify the qualification requirements for youth workers they 


employ.46 Qualification standards are also decided by each NGO that employs youth 


workers. The Lutheran Church however does have minimum qualification standards for 


youth workers that it employs. Youth workers within the Lutheran Church are required 


to have a Bachelor Degree either in Social Services or Humanities (Community 


Education), both of which include specialist youth work studies and a 90 ECTS module 


in ecclesiastical studies.47  


Despite not having minimum qualification standards (apart from ‘the church sector’), 


in practice, the majority of youth workers are trained / qualified youth workers. This 


applies to all three sectors involved in the delivery of youth work (municipal and NGO 


youth workers as well as youth workers employed by the Church) and in particular to 


youth workers who hold a permanent position. Occasionally other professionals and / 


or unqualified youth worker trainees / students are taken to fill up temporary / project 


based positions but they remain a minority when the whole youth worker population is 


taken into consideration.  


There are no formal training requirements for volunteer youth workers either, albeit 


many NGOs and the Church in particular do provide non-formal training opportunities 


for many of their volunteers.  


There are a number of formal training and qualification opportunities available to 


youth workers in Finland. These opportunities are available both at upper secondary 


(vocational) and higher education (Bachelor and Master’s degree) levels48. 


■ At upper secondary level the Vocational Qualification in Youth and Leisure 


Instruction allows VET graduates from this field to work as youth and 


leisure instructors. ‘Youth and Leisure Instructors’ are trained by several 


vocational upper secondary schools across the country, but the 


qualifications can also be completed as an apprenticeship or as a 


competence-based qualification (i.e. demonstrating the relevant skills and 


competences gained through work experience through practical, 


competence-based tests). The qualification gives the graduates the 


eligibility to apply for further studies at HE level. 


In addition, persons obtaining a Further Qualification in Special Needs 


Instruction for Children and Young People are able to work in positions 


involving education, instruction and organisation. 


■ University level studies have existed already since the 1980s. At the 


higher education level, the degree programme in ‘Civic Activities and 


Youth Work’ is available at several universities of applied sciences in 


Finland. Graduates obtain a Bachelor degree in Humanities, with an exact 


title of ‘Community Educators’.  


                                           
45 Such standards were in place when the first youth work act was introduced in 1972 
46 Höylä, S. (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of applied Science. 
47 Ibid. 
48 Unless otherwise referenced, information in the next four paragraphs comes from the 
following publication: Höylä, S. (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of 
applied Science. 
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■ Individuals who have gained a Bachelor’s degree and at least three years 


work experience in the youth sector can apply for the Masters programme 


in ‘NGO and Youth Work’ (Master’s in Humanities, ‘Community Educator’). 


Furthermore, at HUMAK University of Applied Sciences an English-


language Masters programme in ‘Youth Work and Social Equality’ is 


available and the University of Tampere offers a Master’s Programme in 


‘Youth Work and Youth Research’.  


■ Finally, the Finnish Lutheran Church trains their youth workers at three 


universities of applied sciences (ammattikorkeakoulu) of their own. 


Qualified youth workers trained by the church are known as ‘youth work 


leaders’ (nuorisotyönohjaajat) and are educated to a Bachelor degree 


level. The qualifications they obtain are either Social and Health Science 


degrees (Bachelor of Social Services / Sosionomi) or degrees in humanities 


(Bachelor degree in Community Education / yhteisöpedagogi). Both 


programmes include specialist courses / studies on youth work and they 


meet the Episcopal eligibility requirements set by the Church49.  


In terms of non-formal training opportunities, there are many youth organisations that 


provide training for youth workers. For example, the Guides and Scouts of Finland 


trains peer instructors for voluntary youth activities.50 Furthermore, many volunteers 


carrying out unpaid youth work for the Lutheran Church are trained by the Church to 


carry out such roles. This includes voluntary leaders of children’s and youth clubs, 


voluntary outreach youth workers, voluntary leaders of courses leading to 


confirmation, etc. Some of the training courses last up to two years.  


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


A youth worker has a recognised, professional status in Finland. This derives from the 


fact that training for youth workers has existed already since 1922 and now a range of 


training opportunities exists at different levels of the education system. Even if there 


are no longer minimum training standards (apart from youth workers employed by the 


Church), anecdotal evidence points out that most youth workers are qualified youth 


workers. There are however workers in the field who hold Bachelor degrees either in 


Culture, Arts or Social Services too51, and youth workers collaborate closely with 


professionals such as teachers, guidance counsellors, psychologists, social workers, 


etc. 


There is some research to suggest that training and status associated with youth work 


as a profession have helped to improve the relevance of youth work activities and 


methods. Senior lecturer in youth work, Sari Höylä, describes the ‘evolution’ of youth 


work practice in the following manner: “Only a few decades ago, most youth workers 


became qualified in their jobs through practical experience, and therefore youth 


activities were largely based on models developed through experience. Often the 


experience resulted in good, consistent practices, but the lack of a theoretical 


framework also resulted in wrong kinds of activities. Activities that are not inspired by 


the young people themselves, or are planned and organised too extensively by adult 


leaders, should not be called youth activities in the first place”52. 


There is also evidence to indicate that the increases in the education opportunities at a 


Master’s degree level are having a positive impact on the ‘status’ of the profession. 


Anecdotal evidence indeed suggests that many youth workers feel more comfortable 


                                           
49 Further information can be found from the website of the Lutheran Church. 
50 Höylä, S. (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of applied Science. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
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and confident in their post after having obtained a Master’s degree in youth work as 


most of the other professionals they work with (such as teachers) are qualified to a 


Master’s degree level. 


4.3 Youth worker population  


It has been estimated that around 7,000 people are working in the Finnish youth work 


sector, of which around 3,000 are involved in core activities related to the delivery of 


youth work53. An important proportion of the 7,000 work with children, as opposed to 


older age groups, thus it has been estimated that only in the region of 3,000 work 


with ‘young people’. Out of the 3,000 involved in youth work, it is estimated that 


every two out of three employees have a permanent post54. Please note that the 


figures quoted above exclude non-direct youth worker personnel, such as those 


involved in administration, finance, cleaning or facilities, and include only those 


involved in the delivery. Table 4.1 gives more information on staff numbers by sector.  


In addition to paid youth workers, there are a large number of people who help to 


organise youth activities in a voluntary capacity through youth associations and 


organisations. It is estimated that at least 80,000 – 130,000 volunteers are involved 


in the youth work sector.  


Figure 4.1 The number of youth workers by sector 


Sector / 


employer 


Number of youth 


workers 


Number of 
volunteers 


engaged in 


youth work 


Sources 


Municipalities 


Around 2,200 - 3,000 


paid staff of which 


around 1,700 involved 


in the delivery of youth 


work (the rest include 


project officers, 


administrators, etc.) 


NA 


■ Allianssi (2012) Nuorista 


Suomessa. Tietoa nuorista, 
heidän asemastaan, elinoloistaan 


ja nuorisotyöstä 2012. 


■ Cederlöf, P. (2010) Nuorisotyön 


voimavarat Suomessa 1: 


ihmiset. 24.10.2010. 


■ Sjöholm, K. (2012) Nuorisotyö. 


Kuntaliitto. 


Lutheran Church 1,277 30,000 


■ The Union of Youth Workers of 


the Finnish Lutheran Church 
(Kirkon Nuorisotyöntekijöiden 


Liitto KNT) 


■ Kirkkohallitus (2011) 


Tilastollinen vuosikirja 2011.  


Youth NGOs 


Around 1,700 paid staff 


of which around 500 


involved in the delivery 


of youth work (the rest 


include administrators, 


cleaners, finance 


personnel, etc.) 


50,000 – 


100,00055 


■ Allianssi (2012) Nuorista 
Suomessa. Tietoa nuorista, 


heidän asemastaan, elinoloistaan 


ja nuorisotyöstä 2012. 


                                           
53 Interviews and Cederlöf, P. (2010), Nuorisotyön voimavarat Suomessa 1: ihmiset. 


24.10.2010. 
54 Cederlöf, P. (2010), Nuorisotyön voimavarat Suomessa 1: ihmiset. 24.10.2010. 
55 The number depends on how different studies have defined a volunteer. 
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Overall, the number of youth workers has remained stable over the last ten years. 


There have been some increases throughout the decade but the economic downturn is 


now affecting the numbers. For example, the 2011 survey of municipal youth work 


services revealed that youth work staff increases had been witnessed in 44% of 


municipalities which responded to the survey over the past five years56. The staff 


numbers had remained the same in 41% of municipalities and 15% had witnessed 


reduction in the number of youth workers. The respondents however highlighted that 


the current youth worker numbers are minimal as they are and could not really see 


possibilities to reduce more staff, albeit every tenth municipality expected further staff 


cuts to take place in the years to come. 


The finances of parishes have become tighter and consequently the number of youth 


workers employed by the Church has declined over the last decade by around 7%: 


from 1,328 in 2002 to 1,277 in 201157.  


4.4 Profile of youth workers 


Limited research based evidence is available on the profile of youth workers, but the 


following is known about them: 


■ As previously mentioned, the great majority of youth workers in the 


municipal, NGO and church sectors are qualified youth workers who hold 


one of the specialist youth worker qualifications. Anecdotal evidence 


suggests that many of the older youth workers hold an upper secondary 


level youth worker qualification while a growing share of younger workers 


are educated to a Bachelor and / or Master’s degree level. This is 


explained by the fact that more HE level education opportunities have 


emerged in recent years.  


There are also individuals working in the sector who hold a Bachelor 


degree either in social services, Culture or Arts.  


■ The sector is dominated by female workers. For example, anecdotal 


evidence indicates that only around a tenth of applicants on some of the 


university courses on youth work have been male.  


This trend applies to grassroots level workers in particular. Anecdotal 


evidence suggests that many more men are involved in the management 


of youth work services.  


The results of the survey undertaken by Allianssi and the Association of 


Finnish Local and Regional Authorities (Suomen Kuntaliitto) among 


municipal youth work services also shed some light into the gender profile 


of municipal youth workers. Women made up 58% of all respondents58. It 


is however believed that the gender breakdown is even more female 


dominated than this survey suggested, if the whole youth worker 


population is taken into consideration, because this survey captured a 


relatively high share of individuals in charge of youth services: a third of 


respondents were managerial staff.  


                                           
56 Söderlund, M. et al. (2011), Kunnallisen nuorisotyön tulevaisuusodotukset. Helsinki: Suomen 
Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi Ry ja Suomen Kuntaliitto. 
57


 Kirkkohallitus (2011), Tilastollinen vuosikirja 2011, 
<http://sakasti.evl.fi/sakasti.nsf/sp?open&cid=Content240FFA> date accessed: 5th of 


November 2012 . 
58 Söderlund, M. et al. (2011), Kunnallisen nuorisotyön tulevaisuusodotukset. Helsinki: Suomen 
Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi Ry ja Suomen Kuntaliitto. 
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■ Limited information is available on the age profile of youth workers. 


Referring to the survey responses mentioned above59, every tenth 


respondent was 30 years of age or younger, youth workers in their thirties 


and forties made a quarter of respondents each, a third were 51-60 years 


of age and finally just under a tenth were already over 60 years of age. 


However, as stated above, these results must be read with caution 


because the survey was not carried out to analyse the profile of youth 


workers. Instead, the survey captured some personal details of the 


respondents.  


5 The role and value of youth work  


5.1 Education and training 


One of the aims of youth work is to support the educational development of young 


people. Youth work facilitates ‘goal-oriented, non-formal learning’ outside of the 


classroom context, in different settings and through various activities. Learning may 


not be the focus of the activity rather it is a result of it.60 For example afternoon 


activities for school children promote non-formal learning. These activities are 


organised according to school level and organised by municipalities who may purchase 


the services from public or private service providers.61 Furthermore, much municipal 


youth work is delivered through ‘youth centres / youth club facilities’ that provide 


different youth work activities.  


Youth centres give young people the opportunity to meet other young people and youth 
workers who are trained to provide support and guidance to young people. There is at least 


one youth centre in every municipality in Finland and there are a total of around 1,000 youth 
centres in the country as a whole. Youth centres encourage the participation of young people 
in decision making with regular ‘house meetings’ organised to plan future activities.62  The 


new Child and Youth Policy Programme has assigned the youth centres with the task of further 
developing adventure and experiential education as a form of youth work. 


 


In a similar manner, most leisure time activities offered by youth NGOs act as non-


formal learning opportunities for young people. As a good example can be mentioned 


the Summer High School Association (Kesälukioseura ry) which was founded already 


in 1965 to promote the voluntary study and leisure activities of young people, and to 


organise experimental and research activities relating to studying and teaching.  


The Summer High School Association runs summer high schools for young people living in 
Finland, organises courses in Finnish language and culture for Finnish ex-pat youths as well as 


summer high school courses for refugee youths living in Finland, in their own language and 


culture.  


The summer high schools organised for refugee youths have been praised for their multi-


cultural approach in that they help young refugees to maintain and strengthen their cultural 


identity. Courses are held in different parts of the country, and the duration of each course is 
approximately one week. Each year, about 300 students together with 60 refugee teachers 


                                           
59 Ibid.  
60 Höylä, S. (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of applied Science. 
61 Ministry of Education (2010), Youth Work and Youth Policy: Factsheets – Youth. Helsinki: 


Ministry of Education. 
62 Peltola, M. (2010), Youth Work in Finland – Finding ways for intercultural opening. Helsinki: 
Finnish Youth Research Society. 
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attend these courses.  


Traditionally youth work has not played as big of a role in the classrooms of primary 


and secondary schools, than outside the classroom. However, the Child and Youth 


Policy Programme 2012-2015 stresses the importance of bringing primary and 


secondary education closer to municipal youth work. This is to be done, for example, 


by improving information and counselling services for young people. Support in the 


transitional phases from lower to upper secondary level studies and from education 


into employment will also be improved through Youth Workshops (see Section 5.2) 


and various other measures. Schools are also encouraged to adopt some of the youth 


work working methods liked adventure and experiential education methods as a way 


of revitalising the interest of young people at risk of dropping out of their studies. 


Online youth work (together with a Virtual Community Police Team) is also recognised 


as one of the tools to address bullying in social media.  


Youth work also plays a role in young people’s opportunities to validate informal and 


non-formal learning. It was in fact a Finnish youth NGO, Youth Academy, which 


developed one of the first ‘record books’ offering young people a chance to identify 


and record the competences they had developed during their voluntary engagements.  


The Recreational Activity Study Book was created in 1996 by the Finnish Youth Academy and 


was aimed at all young people above 13 years of age who were involved in recreational and 


voluntary activities. At the end 80,000 Recreational activity study books were distributed and 


around 5,000 young people took up this activity each year. 


In 2009, the activity book was introduced as a web-based tool. SKENE-X (www.skene-x.net 


and http://itsetehty.fi/) is an internet-based tool kit to support own projects of 13-19-year-


olds. Small groups of young people can apply for a small amount of funding (EUR 100 – EUR 


500) for the implementation of their own project. Since 2006, around 25,000 young people 


have been involved in running their own projects, which have been supported by a total of 


EUR 160,000. 


The website also hosts an online based ‘activity record book’ in which young people can record 


their own project, hobby, voluntary work and other non-formal and informal learning 


experiences. The young people can also ask their youth worker, tutor or teacher to record an 


assessment of their performance in different activities. The system does not measure the 


young person’s competences and does not aim for formal accreditation, but it serves young 


people as a tool for making all the different experiences and learning of young people visible 


when applying for a job or a study place.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


Youth workers play a growing part in the context of improving employment and 


entrepreneurship opportunities for young people in Finland. Youth work has been 


identified as a means to reduce youth unemployment as part of the implementation of 


the Social Guarantee, which ensures that everyone under the age of 25, and recent 


graduates under 30 years of age, will be offered work, a traineeship, or a study, 


workshop or labour market rehabilitation place, within three months of becoming 


unemployed63. Outreach youth work and youth workshops (nuorten työpajat) are 


some of the key measures used to carry out this programme and youth workers play a 


                                           
63 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), Child and Youth Policy Programme 2012-2015. 
Helsinki: Ministry of Education and Culture. 
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central role in these measures, outreach youth work in particular which is discussed 


further in section 5.6. 


Youth workshops (nuorten työpajat) have existed in Finland since the late 1980s. The 
workshops typically occupy a ‘middle ground’ between the education system, work, social and 


health services and aim to overcome a range of barriers and obstacles that early school 


leavers must overcome if they are to make a successful transition to further education / 
training or employment.  


Youth workshops offer training and work practice to unemployed young people under 25 years 


of age. Two-thirds of beneficiaries are young people with compulsory education qualification at 
most and therefore in a vulnerable position in the labour market. The Youth workshop activity 


aims to support young people’s social growth, deal with social and personal problems and 


reinforce their skills in life (e.g. learning a daily training/work routine). Workshops have 
different orientations allowing young people to learn practical skills in different fields such as 


graphic design, metalwork, carpentry, textiles, catering, etc. 


Young people are supported by a range of professionals during their time in the workshop: 
they are supported by teachers and two types of mentors. Professionals such as nurses, youth 


workers, psychologists and social workers deal with social and psychological concerns and 


labour market mentors help the young people to integrate into the labour market after their 
participation to the programme, or help to look for a study place. They also help with practical 


skills required in the labour market (e.g. time management, workplace behaviour). 


Most young people participate in the workshops for five to six months. There were 196 youth 
workshops across the country in 2010, covering about 80% of all municipalities, but youth 


workshop activities can be found in 264 municipalities. They benefited some 13,016 under 29-


year-olds in 2010, of which 10,859 were under the age of 2564. Three out of four beneficiaries 
(75%) found a job, a study place or another activity after their participation in the programme 


(Ministry of Employment and the Economy, 2012).       


Another example of a policy from the field of youth work which supports labour 


market integration efforts of young people is the local Youth Information Centres and 


Services, which provide information and counselling to young people on all aspects of 


their lives, including employment issues.  


Youth Information Centres and Services (nuorten tieto- ja neuvontapalvelut) are funded by 


municipal youth work budgets. The first youth information centre was opened in 1983 and in 


2007 there were 79 centres providing these services. Around 450 youth workers were trained 
to work in the centres.  


The centres cater for a broad range of young people: from young people who are able to find 


information independently and young people who need help in clarifying their own needs, to 
young people who experience problems and may need more intense support. Furthermore 


web based services are available with an interactive question and answer function.65 In fact, 


internet based municipal youth information and counselling services current cover 230 
municipalities and therefore around 90% of young people aged 13 to 2466.  


Youth NGOs are also involved in supporting labour market integration efforts of young 


people. Two examples are offered below.  


                                           
64 Allianssi (2012), Nuorista Suomessa. Tietoa nuorista, heidän asemastaan, elinoloistaan ja 
nuorisotyöstä 2012. Helsinki: Suomen Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi ry. 
65 Ministry of Education and The Youth Affairs Department, City of Oulu (2010), National 
Coordination and Development Centre of Youth Information and Counselling Services in Finland, 
<http://www.bufetat.no/Documents/Bufetat.no/Kurs%20og%20konferanser/Konferanse%20om
%20barne-%20og%20ungdomsinformasjon/JaaneFedotoff.pdf> date accessed: 5th of November 


2012. 
66 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), National Youth Report 2012: Finland. Brussels: 
European Commission, DG EAC. 
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The Finnish 4H organisation is a youth development organisation, which aims its activities at 


young people aged between 6 and 28 years old living in both rural and urban areas. The youth 


work carried out by the 4H organisation has an educational purpose with long-term goals to 


endorse entrepreneurship, employability and active citizenship in young people. 


The NGO operates a ‘Three Steps to Employment’ model: 


■ With regards to the first step, in the 4H clubs children learn practical skills by doing fun 


TOP-task bank activities led by a trained club leader.   


■ The Hands-on courses are designed to give a young person the basic skills and knowledge 


to be employed to do babysitting, dogsitting, housekeeping, gardening and forestry tasks.   


■ The Passport to work – courses help a young people make the transition from education to 


employment by improving their employability skills and knowledge of the rules of the 


working world. The course handles with matters such as job applications and CVs, job 


interviews, workplace rules, views of employers, views of customers and customer service 


roles, and difficult customer service situations. 15,000 young people have already taking 


part in the course.  


The Youth Cooperation Allianssi has organised a number of employment projects in recent 


years. For example, Employing Young People 2009, funded by the Ministry of Education, 


organised jobs for young people in the youth work sector. Organisations received EUR 1,500 a 


month for every young person that they employed. In total 205 young people found 


temporary placements with youth organisations and municipalities. In 2010 Allianssi aimed to 


find work placements for at least 1,100 young people for at least three months. The project 


ran for one year and provided 1,200 young people with placements many of whom became 


employed in the organisation they were place in after the completion of the project. This 


project targeted unemployed young people, recent graduates and those at risk of becoming 


unemployed.67   


5.3 Health and well-being 


Youth work in Finland aims to encourage young people to lead healthy lifestyles. One 


of the main issues addressed by youth work is the prevention of substance abuse 


including drugs, alcohol and tobacco. Municipalities and third sector organisations play 


an important role in this work.68  The Child and Youth Policy Programme for 2012-


2015 in particular specifies the importance of investing in preventive substance abuse 


work and highlight its development as a form of youth work. It also identifies youth 


work methods to be used as one of the means of carrying out preventive mental 


health work among young people.  


In terms of specific measures already introduced, educational activities have been run 


in Youth Workshops to education young people about the adverse effects of drinking 


and smoking and to prevent the experimentation with illegal drugs. In addition, drug 


and alcohol free cafes have been set up with funding from central government. In 


more generic terms, youth work concerning substance abuse prevention has so far 


consisted of both group work and one-to-one sessions and takes place in youth clubs, 


youth centres, open cafes and self-organised groups of young people. The role of the 


youth worker is to facilitate discussion on the issues surrounding substance abuse to 


encourage young people to view illegal drugs in a responsible way. Issues discussed 


                                           
67 Youth Employment Action, Work on the Ground: Spotlight on the National Youth Council of 
Finland, <http://www.youthemploymentaction.org/news/work-ground-spotlight-national-youth-


council-finland> date accessed: 5th of November 2012. 
68 Ministry of Education (2010), Youth Work and Youth Policy: Factsheets – Youth. Helsinki: 
Ministry of Education. 
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may include the various consequences of substance abuse and should provide young 


people with information on the risks of different substances.69  


Some youth work initiatives have focused on issues surrounding sexual health.  


Stage 1 In Helsinki the municipality runs a Girls’ Centre, an area where girls and young women aged 


between 10 and 28 are able to attend. The Centre runs a sexual health advice service called 


Pop In that can be visited without making an appointment.70  


An example of a youth counselling programme can be found from Helsinki.  


Stage 2 The programme Luotsi is a targeted youth work programme, in Helsinki, run in association 


with the Youth Department, the Social Services and the Health department. The aims of the 


programme are to help teenagers to develop and grow, to prevent social exclusion and to 


provide early support for the target group. The programme aims to help young people aged 


12-15 who have a variety of problems, for example, depression, antisocial behaviour or 


attention deficit disorder. A network of professionals supports an individual teenager to aid 


them in their development and help them to tackle their particular problem. An individual 


support plan is developed with the individual to identify their goals. The individual has regular 


meetings with a counsellor. In total about 350 young people participate annually and 90% 


complete their personal plans.71       


5.4 Participation  


The promotion of young people’s participation in society is another important part of 


youth work in Finland and involves the development of citizenship skills and promotion 


of participation in democratic activities. The main objective is to increase ‘enthusiasm, 


motivation and skills as well as practical experiences in active citizenship’.  


The role of youth work in promoting participation stems from strong legal background 


and focus on the issue: 


■ The Constitution of Finland (731/1999) guarantees every person the right 


to participate in civil society and politics, and to influence the decisions 


concerning themselves72.  


■ The Local Government Act (365/1995) also guarantees the residents and 


service users of a municipality the right to participate in and influence 


decision making in their municipality. The responsibility for providing 


opportunities to do so rests with municipalities73. 


■ Last but not least, the Youth Act stipulates young people’s right to be 


heard in matters concerning them and to be given opportunities to take 


part in the handling of matters concerning local and regional youth work 


and youth policy. 


Despite of the strong legal background, the declining interest of young people in 


political and democratic processes has caused a lot of concern. International studies 


                                           
69 Ministry of Education and Culture (2009), What is Youth Substance Abuse Prevention, 
Helsinki: Ministry of Education. 
70 City of Helsinki (2012), Advice and Guidance, <www.hel.fi/hki/nk/en/Advice+and+guidance> 
date accessed: 5th of November. 
71 City of Helsinki, Youth Work Unit “Luotsi”,  
<www.nji.nl/nji/download/congressen/101110Youth_work_unit_Luotsi.pdf> date accessed: 5th 


of November 2012. 
72 Höylä, S. (2012), Youth Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of applied Science. 
73 Ibid. 
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have shown that in comparison to many of their foreign peers, young Finns show 


relatively little interest in politics, elections and democratic processes and even 


interest in youth NGO activities has declined in recent years74. Research shows that 


today’s young people most value ‘spontaneous free time with their friends’, followed 


by ‘leisure time spent with the family’ and then ‘organised civic activity’75. 


A concern for the declining interest among young people to influence matters 


concerning themselves has resulted in the establishment of municipal youth 


participation environments. In 2011, there were active youth councils or similar 


groups in about 170 municipalities76. Their goal is to empower young people and in 


practical manner involve them in decision-making. 


Stage 3 Under the Youth Act, young people under 29 years of age must be offered opportunities to 


participate and be heard in matters relating to local and regional youth work and youth policy 


at the local level. Thus, 170 municipalities have established municipal youth councils of which 


goal is to make young people's views, wishes and initiatives known to local policy-makers, 


even if the youth councils do not have actual decision powers.  


Overall, there are around 2,000 youth councils, youth organisations, youth parliaments and 
other youth associations which seek to influence matters concerning young people. The 
Finnish Children’s Parliament includes representatives of children and young people from 240 
municipalities77.  


 


As a pilot activity, around 60 municipalities have run annual youth discussion days since 2008. 


The day starts by young people evaluating existing municipal youth services and then 


communicating the improvement needs to the local decision-makers.  


Two further examples of youth work initiatives aimed at increasing the participation of 


young people can be found below. Both are run by youth NGOs.  


Stage 4 Project Mahis, run by the Finnish Youth Academy, is a youth work project aimed at youth 


workers and the young people they are working with. First, the Mahis project provides 


additional non-formal training for youth workers on how to deal with at-risk youth and how to 


stimulate young people to take part in leisure time activities. Following their participation in 


the training course, the youth workers together the young people they work with can apply for 


their own project funding, up to EUR 600. Examples of types of projects implemented by the 


youth groups include graffiti art projects, set up of a multi-cultural youth club, renovation of a 


youth club, comic cafe, theatre project, etc. The first Mahis project was funded in 1998 and 


since then over 1,600 Mahis projects have been funded, involving 15,000 young people. In 


total, over EUR 810,000 have been allocated for different youth groups. 


A project run by Allianssi ‘Assessing the basic services with young people’ provides an 
opportunity for young people and youth groups to participate in decision making by evaluating 
the basic services in their municipality. The young people are encouraged to talk about the 
services available and critically assess them within a group context.78  


A local initiative Ruuti from Helsinki is a similar initiative.  


                                           
74 Ibid. 
75 Based on research carried out by Myllyniemi, S. (2009), quoted in Höylä, S. (2012), Youth 
Work in Finland. Helsinki: HUMAK University of applied Science. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), National Youth Report 2012: Finland. Brussels: 


European Commission, DG EAC. 
78 Allianssi, Allianssi - Different Together, <www.alli.fi/english> date accessed: 5th of 
November2012. 
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Stage 5 In Helsinki, a project called Ruuti gives young people the opportunity to partake in the 


decision making process. The project consists of events, gatherings, activities and initiatives 


organised by young people. For example an annual meeting between young people and 


decision makers within Helsinki is held and ‘open-activity groups’ are held for young people to 


discuss ideas and important issues. The aim of Ruuti is to allow young people to debate issues 


that they consider to be important with decision-makers within Helsinki.79   


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


Organisational and voluntary activities are a significant part of life in Finland: by 


international comparison, Finns participate very actively in voluntary activities. 


Voluntary activities are typically undertaken in NGOs, under conditions created by the 


State. In recent years, however, there have been indications that young people’s 


commitment to traditional organisational and volunteering activities has decreased, 


particularly among those under 15 years of age. Of all young people between 10 and 


29 years of age, approximately 45% report that they belong to a youth or other non-


governmental organisation.80 Consequently the previous Child and Youth Policy 


Programme (2007-2011) already highlighted the importance of integrating an element 


of volunteering into secondary level education in Finland. The programme stressed the 


significance of an understanding of the importance of volunteering from a young age. 


As an example of an international volunteering programme can be mentioned Allianssi 


Youth Exchanges (see introduction below).  


Allianssi Youth Exchanges is a youth exchange agency providing young Finns opportunities to 


carry out voluntary work and other exchanges abroad. Every year around 1,000 young Finns 
volunteer abroad and around 100 international volunteers come to volunteer in Finland. 


5.6 Social inclusion 


The role of youth work in preventing social exclusion is growing as a result of 


increased funding to support social integration of disfranchised, unemployed young 


people in particular. This is an area which has seen the greatest increases in funding 


in recent years and youth workers play a central role in the new initiatives in this area, 


as shown by the examples below.  


Stage 6 For the last few years, municipalities have been encouraged to apply for special grant funding 


from central government in order to recruit outreach youth workers (Etsivä Nuorisotyö) who 


identify, contact and follow up young people at risk of exclusion, in particular young people who 


have left the education system before obtaining an upper secondary level qualification and are 


now outside education, training and employment and who may need extra support in accessing 


‘mainstream’ public services which would help them with their reintegration. Importantly, at the 


core of the initiative is the outreach, street-based youth work which means youth workers go 


out on the streets, youth clubs, shopping centres, and other areas where young people ‘hang 


out’ to identify young people who may be in need of help, rather than expect them to ‘come to 


look for help’. This outreach youth work approach was first piloted in a selection of 


municipalities, before being written into the Youth Act in January 2011 as one of the 


mainstream approaches to tackling social exclusion among young people.  


This year (in 2012), around 340 outreach youth workers – many of whom are qualified youth 


                                           
79 Youth Department City of Helsinki, City for the Young. Helsinki; Youth Department City of 


Helsinki. 
80 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), Child and Youth Policy Programme 2012-2015. 
Helsinki: Ministry of Education and Culture. 
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workers – were carrying out such work in 279 municipalities across the country. In 2010, the 
outreach workers reached almost 11,000 young people and more than half of them (5,724) 
benefitted from a support exercise which mapped the availability of support (health, 
employment, education, training, social etc,) for the young person and more than a third of 


beneficiaries (3,937) were guided into such services. In 2011, outreach youth workers reach 
over 15,000 young people.  


The initiative has made the funding and approach to reaching out to marginalised groups more 
systematic and as shown above, youth workers play a critical part in this initiative. 


 


Nuorten Keskus (The Evangelical Lutheran Association for Youth in Finland) is a nationwide 
central and service organisation in youth work which was founded in 1905. One of the activities 
of the organisation is Saapas-project which is a form of youth work carried out by the youth 
workers of the Church and unpaid volunteers, who are trained for the role. The Saapas project 
involves meeting young people outside formal establishments where young people normally get 
together. This means meeting young people on the streets, festivals, etc. The aim is to help, 


guide and listen to young people. The project has also started to operate online. 


 


Myrsky ("Storm" in Finnish) aims to prevent social exclusion of young people through arts 
education. The project supports art projects carried out by young people, guided by 


professional artists through funding, networks and training. During 2008-2011 over 14,000 


young persons participated. 


Similar trends can be seen within the youth work that is undertaken with young 


people from an immigrant background. The demand for youth work activities is high 


within immigrant communities, for example the majority of users of some youth 


facilities in Helsinki are young immigrants. As a result, cities have been developing 


targeted measures for young immigrants and youth organisations are promoting 


immigrant participation.81  


5.7 Youth and the world 


International youth work is an area that engages an active group of young people to 


work around issues such as human rights and the environment. It is also very 


common for young Finns to take part in different exchange programmes abroad, 


including exchange programmes for secondary school students, work experience 


exchanges and language courses. An example of a programme aimed at HE students 


is offered below.  


The North-South-South Higher Education Institution Network Programme (North-South-South) 


opens up opportunities for cooperation between higher education institutions in Finland and 
developing countries. The main focus is on reciprocal student and teacher exchange. 


The purpose of the programme is to enhance human capacity in all participating countries 


through interaction and mobility. The aim is also to generate and disseminate knowledge and 
to create sustainable partnerships between higher education institutions in Finland and in the 


partner countries. The focus is especially on the enhancement of higher education in partner 


countries. 


 The programme contributes both to the Millennium Development Goals for reducing poverty 


and supporting sustainable development, which are crucial for the Finnish development 


cooperation policies. 


                                           
81 Ministry of Education (2010), Youth Work and Youth Policy: Factsheets – Youth. Helsinki: 
Ministry of Education. 
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5.8 Creativity and culture 


Youth work helps to facilitate young people’s access to cultural and creative activities. 


Some examples of good practice are provided below.  


The Young Culture (Nuorikulttuuri) initiative encourages young people to participate in cultural 


activities and consists of events that showcase young people’s artistic work and provide the 


participants with feedback on their performances and works. Their events are aimed at young 


people aged between 10 and 20. The events include performances workshops and seminars 


and young people are also involved in organising these events.  


Taikalamppu, ‘Aladdin's Lamp’, is a network of 11 regional art centres for children and young 


people that was established by the Ministry of Education and Culture. The network offers art 


and cultural services to children and young people throughout Finland. Through artistic actions 


children and young people learn to express themselves, find creative solutions and discover 


their own way of being. The network is on its third term in Finland (2009-2013). Collaboration 


with government, municipalities and third sector is important for the network. Multi-


professional networking gives an opportunity to create new ways to operate.  


Avartti - nuoret sen tekevät! is an international action programme for young people aged 14-


25, which is also known as The International Award for Young People. Avartti is a form of 


youth work which is based on collaboration between existing youth NGOs and other 


stakeholders. These organisations get together in a form of a network to provide opportunities 


for young people to get involved in as broad range of organisational and leisure time activities 


organised by the network. Avartti is active in 50 municipalities and currently involve around 


600 young people. 


A local NGO from Helsinki, Oranssi Ry, won an award this year for youth work it has been 


undertaking since 1990. The NGO renovates old houses and then offers them as reasonably 


priced rental apartments for young people who take part in their renovation and maintenance. 


The aim is to encourage young people to find their independence by providing low-cost 


housing and create stable housing communities. At the moment Oranssi ry maintains 


approximately 80 apartments, and also offers a range of cultural activities. 


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work  


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Traditionally, youth work has been seen as universal practice, meaning that it should 


be available to support all young people, rather than being available to support 


specific groups alone. The Youth Act specifies that the target group of youth work is 


young people under the age of 29. 


In practice however, the youth work provision comprises both universal and targeted 


activities, with a growing focus on the latter. As already identified throughout the 


document, at-risk young people, especially (male) NEETs, unemployed youth and 


generally disfranchised young people, are the group of young people whose situation 


is of particular concern to policy makers and who are receiving special attention in a 


form of new policies and funding (i.e. outreach youth work introduced in Section 5.6). 


Multi-cultural youth work is seen as another area which needs to be strengthened and 


consequently new activities are being piloted and carried out with migrant youth.  


It could therefore be argued that this development means that today youth work plays 


a bigger role than before in filling the gaps for young people left by other services. The 
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more targeted approach than before also means that in relative terms more funding is 


going on ‘rehabilitative / corrective’ youth work, rather than ‘preventive’ work, which 


has traditionally been the cornerstone of youth work (and still continues to be, albeit 


more funding is allocated towards corrective actions than before). 


6.1.2 Reach 


There are no studies, statistics or estimates on the number of young people reached 


by youth work at national or local levels82.  


Anecdotal evidence indicates that migrant youth, disfranchised inactive young people / 


NEETs (especially young men), and some other minority groups such as the Gypsy 


and LGBT83 communities are not being currently addressed / reached by youth work 


as well as they could / should be. Youth work carried out among migrant youth and 


young people with disabilities could also be brought closer to the mainstream youth 


work services.  


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is common agreement that youth work contributes to the personal and social 


development of young people and thereby makes a considerable difference to the lives 


of many young people. Youth work is seen as contributing to many areas of young 


people’s lives including, for example, enhanced levels of aspiration, increased 


opportunities to take part in non-formal leisure time activities, making new friends, 


addressing a range of health and crime related risk factors, learning new skills, 


becoming more active members of society, increased confidence, preventing social 


exclusion and being more prepared to enter the labour market or re-enter education / 


training. 


A number of factors make youth work as distinct from work carried out by other 


professionals who work with young people: 


■ One of the main success factors behind youth work is that youth work is 


based on relationships voluntarily entered into, while schooling and 


relationships with professionals such as Public Employment Service (PES) 


advisers and social workers, for the most part, is compulsory.  


■ Youth work aims to empower young people to make their own decisions 


that can improve their lives and adopts a youth focussed approach where 


the young person and his/her wishes are at the heart of the activities – 


rather than being driven by organisational targets or requirements.  


■ The credibility of youth workers in young people’s eyes often derives from 


being close to the community and having a genuine insight and non-


judgemental attitude towards young people they work with. 


■ A good relationship between youth worker and young person is usually 


rooted in a relationship of mutual trust and respect. Building such 


relationship, particularly with high-need young people can take 


considerable time. ‘Troubled’ young people may be more likely to build 


such relationship with an adult (i.e. youth worker) who they do not see as 


‘authority’ (like they may view teachers, social workers, etc.), but 


someone who simply offers to listen and support them at a pace that suits 


them the best. Indeed, in order to work successfully with the most 


                                           
82 This was confirmed by the interviewees. 
83 The LGBT community stands for the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community. 
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disfranchised young people, youth workers believe that they need time to 


engage the young people and get their trust.  


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.1 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in Finland 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ Majority of youth workers working in 
public and third sectors (both youth 


NGOs and the Lutheran church) are 


trained / qualified youth workers. 
■ A long tradition of diverse forms of 


youth work. 


■ Legislation on youth work defines the 
scope of youth work and the tasks of 


key stakeholders.   


■ Youth work is seen as its own 
professional sector. The sector seems 


to have a growing ‘value’ in the Finnish 


society.  
■ Established delivery structure for youth 


work. 


■ Municipal youth workers themselves 
feel that they are particularly 


successful at providing stimulating 


leisure time activities and facilities for 
young people, offering educational 


guidance, supporting youth clubs and 


organisations, offering sports 
opportunities and organising outreach 


work (Etsivä nuorisotyö)84 . 


■ Specialist education and training on 
youth work is seen as being ‘current’ 


and responsive to the demands of 


youth work today. I.e. the training 
covers new, innovative youth work 


methods and the importance of cross-


sectoral cooperation. 


■ Funding for outreach (‘street’-based) 
youth work has grown in recent years, 


improving opportunities to reach some 


of the most disfranchised young 
people.  


■ A growing share of youth workers is 


educated to a Masters degree level in 
youth work. 


■ Strong collaboration between the 


national research network on youth 
work, policy makers and practitioners.   


■ New requirement for municipalities to 


set up cross-sectoral, multi-agency 
partnerships as a way of bringing key 


parties together to tackle the problems 


faced by young people in a co-
ordinated manner.  


■ The role of web-based youth work 


methods has strengthened and such 
methods have been relatively well 


adopted by youth workers.   


■ Collaboration between the formal 
education system and youth work is 


expected to strengthen in the years to 


come. 
■ New innovative, youth-centered forms 


of youth work have been piloted, such 


as municipal or NGO led youth clubs in 
facilities favoured by young people, 


such as shopping malls and petrol 


stations.  


 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


■ There is room for improvement in 


multicultural youth work provisions85 


and integrating youth work carried out 
among minority groups (such as 


immigrant youth and young people 


with disabilities) into mainstream youth 


work services.  


■ Great improvements have been made 


in improving collaboration between 
different authorities and agencies at 


local level, but anecdotal evidence 


■ There is a concern that the growing 


focus and investment in targeted youth 


work for vulnerable young people is 
funded at the expense of universal 


youth work services. 


■ The role of Finnish youth NGOs in the 


provision of youth work remains 


strong, but there are concerns over 


funding in the future and increasing 
‘competition’ over young people’s 


leisure time: young people are less 


                                           
84 Söderlund, M. et al. (2011), Kunnallisen nuorisotyön tulevaisuusodotukset. Helsinki: Suomen 
Nuorisoyhteistyö – Allianssi Ry ja Suomen Kuntaliitto. 
85 Ibid. 
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suggest that room for improvement 


remains in achieving this in all 
municipalities across the country. 


Collaboration between youth workers 


from the public, NGO and church 
sectors could also be strengthened, 


especially in some of the smaller 


municipalities. 
■ The Youth Act is seen as the backbone 


of youth work in Finland. It is 


nevertheless recognised that the 
awareness of its content among 


grassroots level workers could be 


improved.  
■ Involvement of enterprises in youth 


work could be strengthened. 


■ Disparities in the quality and quantity 
of youth work between municipalities.  


■ Even if opportunities for young people 


to be heard and influence municipal 
decision-making have increased, 


surveys show that young people 


themselves still feel insufficiently heard 
and consulted and wish more electronic 


consultation models to be introduced86.  


likely than before to commit to one 


activity / traditional forms of 
participation / one youth NGO for a 


long period. This challenges even the 


most established youth NGOs to 
develop new methods and activities 


that appeal to today’s young people, 


even if the various new forms of 
activism can also be considered as an 


opportunity for enhancing democracy. 


It is also more important than before 
to involve young people in decision-


making. The budget concerns at the 


NGO sector also challenge them to 
identify new fundraising methods, i.e. 


involve companies as sponsors and 


engage more volunteers.  


7 Conclusions and recommendations  


The Finnish youth work sector is characterised by a high degree of professionalism and 


a relatively high status, especially when compared to many other European countries. 


This is mainly a result of the sector having qualified, highly educated workers who are 


specialists in their field and the sector is relatively well defined, with relevant 


legislation dating back to early 1970s.  


Some challenges however remain. While the investments in the use of youth work as 


a way of reaching out to the most disfranchised young people is warmly welcomed by 


all stakeholders, there is some concern that funding for such activities comes at the 


expense of spending on traditional, leisure-time youth work activities. This 


development also suggests that youth work is starting to play a growing role in filling 


the gaps for young people left by other services – a trend which has been detected in 


other European countries too. This also calls for the need to equip youth workers with 


specialist skills in outreach and other work with most vulnerable young people because 


such work requires specific skills and experience. 


New legislation requiring local authorities to establish cross-sectoral, multi-stakeholder 


‘youth work working groups’ are a positive development, albeit achieving success in all 


municipalities across the country is expected to take some time. Recent reductions in 


funding for youth NGOs as well as declining memberships are some of the greatest 


concerns for the third sector driven youth work. The sector needs to innovate and 


come up with fresh youth work methods that appeal to young people and greater 


collaboration with enterprises may be needed to fill in gaps in funding.   


With regards to recommendations for EU level actions in the field of youth work, the 


interviewees highlighted the importance of continuing funding specific programmes 


                                           
86 Ministry of Education and Culture (2012), National Youth Report 2012: Finland. Brussels: 
European Commission, DG EAC. 
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and activities in this field, as well as opportunities for the Member States to exchange 


experiences and successful practices. They also called for European level action to 


highlight the economic and social significance of youth work. The importance of 


recognising and valuing the contribution made by non-governmental youth 


organisation to youth work was also stressed, as was the need to maintain the special 


status of NGOs so that they can continue to contribute to youth policy objectives. 


Existing national youth research and associated networks could also be better utilised 


to support EU level policy making in the field of youth.  
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1 Introduction: tradition, definitions and concepts  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Definition for youth work  Yes 


Legal definition for youth work Yes 


Approximate length of  youth work tradition  21 years (since Slovenia declared 


independence) 


Approximate length of  formal / professional 


youth work tradition  


21 years (since Slovenia declared 


independence) 


Overview of relative importance of youth work in 


supporting young people 
Increased 


Main sectors/fields of formal / professional / 


statutory youth work 


Autonomy of youth – supporting young 


people in to independence/Informal 


learning and training and increasing the 
competences of youth/Access of youth to 


the labour market and enterprise 


development of youth/Care for youth 
with fewer opportunities in 


society/Volunteering, solidarity and 


intergenerational participation of 
youth/Mobility of youth and international 


integration/Promotion of healthy lifestyle 


the prevention of various forms of youth 
dependencies/Access of youth to cultural 


activities and the promotion of creativity 


and innovation among youth/The 
participation of youth in managing public 


affairs in society.1 


Main sectors / fields of non-formal / third sector 


led youth work 


Non-formal 


education/Volunteering/Participation of 
youth/Promoting creativity among 


youth/Care for youth with fewer 


opportunities/Mobility of youth 


1.1 Definitions 


In 2010, we saw the adoption by government of a new Act on Public Interest in Youth 


Sector, introduced by the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport and the 


Office of the Republic of Slovenia for Youth. This came about following a period of wide 


public debate and is the first law which systematically regulates the youth sector. 


Article 3 defines the particular terms used in this Act, and also provides a legal 


definition for youth work, combining formal and non-formal aspects of youth work: 


“Youth work” is an organised and target-oriented form of youth action and is for the 


youth, within which the youth, based on their own efforts, contribute to their own 


inclusion in society, strengthen their competences and contribute to the development 


of the community. The implementation of various forms of youth work is based on the 


volunteer participation of the youth regardless of their interest, cultural, principle or 


political orientation”.2 


                                           
1 Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of the Republic of Slovenia for 


Youth (2010), Act on the Public Interest in Youth Sector. Ljubljana: Ministry of Education, 
Science, Culture and Sport.  
2 Ibid. 
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Prior to this, Slovenia did not have any national legislation relating to youth work nor 


a central definition of youth work. This has led to the proliferation of a range of 


definitions in existence across Slovenia with many youth organisations often using 


their own definitions.   


The new definition of youth work in Slovenia as established through the Act on Public 


Interest in Youth Sector provides a framework for all youth organisations and 


organisations working with young people.  The definition adopted through this Act is 


broadly similar to the European definition in terms of its focus on activities, both by 


and young people with an emphasis on voluntary participation.  Although the 


Slovenian definition does not directly mention that youth work belongs to the area of 


“out of school” education, the content of the whole Act carries this meaning and 


reinforces the importance of “non-formal education”.3 


1.2 Tradition and development of youth work  


Up until 1991, Slovenia was part of Yugoslavia and within this context there was a 


relatively strong youth movement, which helped form the basis later on for the 


development of youth work. For example, there were social movements in the late 


1960’s, which, followed by student protests in the 1970s, led to the formulation of civil 


society movements and the development of a strong youth scene. In the 1980’s we 


then saw a very intensive period for youth movements both formal and informal, 


focusing on “all that was different” i.e.: different cultures, new forms of 


entertainment, new knowledge and changes in political culture.4 


A formal approach to youth policy and support for youth work began in 1990, with the 


establishment of the National Youth Council.  This was developed further through the 


work of the Office of the Republic of Slovenia for Youth by the Ministry of Education 


and Sport. With the declaration of independence in 1991, Slovenia also begun to have 


access to European Union policy frameworks for the first time. In this context, new 


concepts of youth work were formulated with young people and in cooperation with 


the Council of Europe, Directorate for Youth and Sport. During these early years, a 


range of approaches and practices in working with and for young people, were 


developed. Youth work at the local level developed at a rapid pace, including the 


further development of those that already existed and the creation of entirely new 


ones including:  local youth organisations; local youth councils and youth centres. 


 
In 1999 and led by the Slovenian National Agency MOVIT NA MLADINA we saw the 


participation of Slovenia in a number of EU programmes for young people (such as the 


Youth in Action Programme). The EU framework has been one of the key drivers for 


supporting and developing youth work in Slovenia.5 For example during this time we 


saw the proliferation of youth centres and in 2000 we saw the adoption of the Act of 


Youth councils, which led to the establishment of many local youth councils.6 Indeed, 


the subsequent EU White Paper on Youth published in 2001 created crucial incentives 


for the introduction in Slovenia of a Youth programme at a national level. In the wake 


of this, and as part of the preparation of the 2010 Act, the Office of the Republic of 


                                           
3 The Council of the European Union (2009), COUNCIL RESOLUTION of 27 November 2009 on a 
renewed framework for the European cooperation in the youth field (2010-2018), Council of the 
European Union. 
4 Nastran Ule, M., Rener, M., Miheljak, V., Kurdija, S. In Metka Mencin Čeplak (1996). Predah za 
študentsko mladino. Ljubljana: Ministrstvo za šolstvo in šport, Urad RS za mladino, Zavod RS za 


šolstvo. 
5 Pazler, N. (2009),  Profil mladinskega delavca v Sloveniji danes in v prihodnosti, Ljubljana: 
University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Science. 
6 The Register of the National Youth Council of Slovenia has 45 local youth councils 
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Slovenia for Youth published in 2005 their first Strategy for Support and Development 


of Youth Work for the period 2005-2010. The strategy focused on different measures 


with overall aims being: 


■ To develop different youth actors at local and national levels. 


■ To introduce national legislation. 


■ To recognise youth work more generally.  


Overall, and in more recent years, there has been a growth in the funding and support 


of publically funded local government-led youth centres mostly as an: “Answer of local 


governments to the needs of young people (specially the non-organised youth) in the 


local community.”7 In 2009, for example, we saw the Office of the Republic of Slovenia 


for Youth successfully bid for a special tender to support the project on the social, civil 


and cultural competences of youth for the period 2009-2012. Financed by the 


European Social Fund (4 million EUR), this resulted in the establishment of seven 


different consortium networks. In the same period, the Office of the Republic of 


Slovenia for Youth, oversaw a co-financed initiative worth 6.6 million EUR with the 


European Regional Development Fund, resulting in the creation of ten new youth 


centres with accommodation facilities. Most recently, in 2012 and in response to 


growing unemployment among young people, the Ministry of Labour, Family and 


Social Affairs, through the National Employment Office, provided special support 


measures targeted towards the employment of young people aged under 30 years. 


This measure will continue to be funded in the years 2013 and 2014.  


In this sense, it is possible to see that there has been continued commitment to the 


development of youth work both nationally and by the local municipalities. Indeed, the 


Act on Public Interest in Youth Sector in particular gave a new push and clarity to the 


development of the youth sector in Slovenia in terms of defining “who's who” and 


providing the formal legal basis for the preparation of the National Youth Programme 


at both at the national and local levels.  Nevertheless, due to the financial crisis and 


cuts in the national budget, there was a decrease in 2012 of 10% in the annual budget 


(from 1.466.000,00 EUR to 1.280.000,00 EUR) for the Office of the Republic of 


Slovenia for Youth in terms of co-financing youth work. 8   


Overall, there have been a number of identifiable phases in the development of youth 


work in Slovenia, beginning with a focus on participation of young people, followed by 


a focus on preventive and/or therapeutic youth work, with most recently a focus on 


the competences as defined by EU priorities. With the economic climate, we have also 


seen a general decline in youth work that delivers leisure activities, with much more of 


a focus on active citizenship and social help.  


1.3 The current situation: the delivery of formal and non-formal 
youth work 


In Slovenia it is very difficult to compare ‘formal’ and ‘non-formal’ youth work mainly 


because youth work has not developed in this way but also because official definitions 


do not make this distinction. Further still, the profession of ‘youth work’ does not exist 


in official documentation nor is it currently possible to study youth work in Slovenia. In 


this sense, interviewees struggled to answer questions relating to formal and non-


formal youth work delivery. 


Using the definition of formal youth work as set out for this study, it is possible to 


observe that the majority of formal youth work is delivered through publically funded 


                                           
7 Murn, K., (2011), Youth centres in Slovenia. Ljubljana: Youth Network MaMa. 
8 Office of RS for Youth, Results of open call, 
<www.ursm.gov.si/si/javni_pozivi_razpisi_narocila/javni_razpis_za_sofinanciranje_mladinskega
_dela_v_letu_2012/> date accessed: 4th of November 2012. 



http://www.ursm.gov.si/si/javni_pozivi_razpisi_narocila/javni_razpis_za_sofinanciranje_mladinskega_dela_v_letu_2012/

http://www.ursm.gov.si/si/javni_pozivi_razpisi_narocila/javni_razpis_za_sofinanciranje_mladinskega_dela_v_letu_2012/
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youth centres or youth councils and some other youth organisations and institutions. 


They are focused on all fields of youth work; with larger organisations focusing more 


on education, and smaller ones on leisure and cultural activities.  Youth councils in 


particular serve to unite youth organisations in a given locality with the requirement 


that at least 90 percent of members are aged up to 29 years and that 70 percent of 


members of the management are aged between 15 and 29 years.9 Youth centres are 


more of an organised functional centre provided within a local community.10 In recent 


years, we have seen a rise in the number of youth centres and a corresponding 


decline in youth councils. In 2012, the number of active youth councils in Slovenia was 


just 18, compared with 45 in 2000. The number of established youth centres, 


however, in 2012 was 54.11  


All other organisations active in the youth sector that are not publically funded, 


including national youth organisations, NGO-run youth centres, other youth NGOs, and 


youth councils can be defined, according to this study, as organisations implementing 


‘non-formal’ youth work. All these organisations, across formal and non-formal - 


however, are generally speaking, focused on the same areas of work.  While both 


types of provision support young people aged 15-29 years, perhaps, the main 


difference between formal and non-formal youth work delivery in Slovenia, is that the 


former offer universal provision and the latter tend to be membership based 


organisations.   


2 Legislative context and governance  


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Legislative framework for youth work Yes 


Level of regulation for youth work National/Local 


Body(ies) with a responsibility for 


governing youth work 


National public authorities: 


■ Ministry of Education, Science, Culture 


and Sport, the Office of the Republic of 
Slovenia for Youth (Youth Department in 


the Ministry) 


■ The Council of the Government of the 
Republic of Slovenia for Youth; 


Governmental consulting body in making 


decisions on matters in the field of youth 
and the youth sector. 


■ The Parliament of the Republic of 


Slovenia: Committee for Culture, 
Education, Sport and Youth  


 
Local public authorities: 
■ The role of local communities in Slovenia 


varies and also depends on the size of 


the respective local community. Bigger 


communities, for example: the 


municipality of Ljubljana (the capital of 


                                           
9 The Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of the Republic of Slovenia 
for Youth (2010), Youth Council Act. Ljubljana: the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and 
Sport. 
10 The Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of the Republic of Slovenia 


for Youth, (2010), The Act on the Public Interest in Youth Sector. Ljubljana: the Ministry of 
Education, Science, Culture and Sport. 
11 Murn, K., (2010), Youth work and youth policy on local level. Ljubljana: Youth Network MaMa. 
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KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Slovenia), has a structure within the city 


administration - youth department. 


Others have a person within the city 
administration, responsible for youth 


issues, but most of the local 


communities do not have a youth office 
nor person for youth issues, but 


cooperate closely with organisations in 


the local community working in the field 
of youth work, usually these are youth 


centres that take over part of the tasks 


that a local community should provide.12 


2.1 Legal background 


Previous to the 2010 Act (described above), Slovenian youth policy was indirectly 


governed by the Act of Youth Councils and the Student Association Act, based on a 


range of international and national guidelines and regulations (e.g. the Council of 


Europe, the United Nations and the European Union).  With the coming into force of 


the 2010 Act, we saw for the first time, the introduction of a national law that formally 


regulated the youth sector.  


The Act defines at a national level the youth sector, determines the public interest in 


the youth sector and sets out a method for implementation. According to the Act 


(Article 6)  


“The public interest holders in the youth sector shall be the State and the self-


governing local communities and the self-governing national communities in the areas 


where the autochthonous members of the Italian and Hungarian national communities 


live.”13 


The Act also clearly defines the Fields of the Youth Sector which, according to Article 


6, relate to:  


“autonomy of youth, informal learning and training and increasing the competences of 


youth, access of youth to the labour market and enterprise development of youth, 


care for youth with fewer opportunities in society, volunteering, solidarity and 


intergenerational participation of youth, mobility of youth and international 


integration, a healthy lifestyle and preventing various forms of youth dependencies, 


access of youth to cultural goods and promoting creativity and innovation among 


youth and participation of youth in managing public affairs in society.“ 14 


The 2010 Act, in line with the EU Strategy, is broad and covers all sectors and 


opportunities for development of youth work, to be implemented through the National 


Youth Programme (2012 – 2021). Currently subject to public debate, this programme 


is expected to be adopted by the National Assembly by the end of 2012 or beginning 


of 2013. 


                                           
12 Zgonc, A. (2011), Country sheet on youth policy in Slovenia. Strasbourg: Council of Europe. 
13 The Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of the Republic of Slovenia 
for Youth, (2010), The Act on the Public Interest in Youth Sector. Ljubljana: The Ministry of 
Education, Science, Culture and Sport. 
14 Ibid. 
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2.2 Governance 


As stated above, Article 6 of the 2010 Act identifies that responsibility for governing 


the youth sector lies with the State, self-governing local communities and self-


governing national communities, where relevant.  More specifically, it states that: 


“The body responsible for implementing the public interest in the youth sector on a 


national level shall be the administrative body responsible for youth. In implementing 


public interest in the youth sector, other administrative bodies responsible for 


particular fields in the youth sector shall participate as well. 


For participating in the making and implementing of the youth policy, the Government 


of the Republic of Slovenia shall appoint a consulting body for youth. The bodies of the 


self-governing local community shall be responsible for implementing public interest in 


the youth sector on a local level." 15 


According to 2010 Act, therefore, the administrative body responsible for youth on a 


national level is the Office of The Republic of Slovenia for Youth which sits within the 


Youth Department in the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport. According 


to Article 7 of the Act the main responsibilities are: 


 


■ To prepare the regulations and measures in the field of the youth sector. 


■ To provide the financial support to youth programmes and programmes for 


youth (programmes in the youth sector). 


■ To provide for and execute supervision for the implementation of 


regulations and measures in the youth sector. 


■ To monitor the situation of youth and the impact of measures in the youth 


sector; cooperate with the responsible bodies and other subjects in the 


youth sector. 


■ To participate in representing the State in the bodies of the European 


Union and the Council of Europe and at an international level in the matter 


relating to youth. 


■ To perform other tasks in accordance with the law.16 


The Office of the Republic of Slovenia for Youth also coordinates works for Council of 


the Government of the Republic of Slovenia for Youth which is governmental 


consulting body responsible for making cross-departmental decisions on matters in the 


field of youth and the youth sector. The Council of the Government of the Republic of 


Slovenia for Youth consists of twenty representatives from both Government 


(ministries) and youth organisations.  These include representatives from: 


■ The Minister of Education and Sport (president). 


■ The Ministry for Education and Sport. 


■ The Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Affairs. 


■ The Ministry for Culture. 


■ The Ministry for High Education and Science. 


■ The Ministry for Environment. 


■ The Ministry for Health. 


■ The Office of the Republic of Slovenia for Youth. 


■ The Office of the Prime Minister of Slovenia. 


■ The Ministry for Local and Regional Development17. 


                                           
15 Ibid.  
16 Ibid. 
17 Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of The Republic of Slovenia for 
Youth, Working Field, Youth Policy, 
<www.ursm.gov.si/si/delovna_podrocja/mladinska_politika/svet_vlade_rs_za_mladino/> date 
accessed: 31st of October 2012. 



http://www.ursm.gov.si/si/delovna_podrocja/mladinska_politika/svet_vlade_rs_za_mladino/
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According to Article 8, the Council is responsible for performing the following tasks:  


■ Monitoring, determining and assessing the situation of youth in society. 


■ Monitoring and assessing the consideration of the proposals of youth 


relating to social changes. 


■ Proposing measures in the youth sector and monitoring the 


implementation of interests of youth in other policies at the national level. 


■ Considering the proposals of acts and other regulations and measures of 


the Government relating to the field of youth work, youth policies and the 


life of youth in general, and giving opinions on the act proposals. 


■ Discussing the current issues of youth and giving opinions to the 


competent institutions on these issues. 


■ Giving incentives and proposals for settling particular issues in the field of 


youth. 


■ Giving proposals and recommendations relating to financing the activities 


of youth. 


■ Considering the trends of programming and financial plans of youth 


organisations and other organisations participating in the youth sector. 


■ Giving the Government and the competent ministries the proposals, 


incentives and recommendations for implementing the commitment of 


strengthening the youth dimension in particular sectoral public policies. 


■ Stimulating the participation of youth in various consulting and decision-


making bodies at the national and local levels18. 


However, it is important to note that since the change in Government in February 


2012 and the subsequent reorganisation of the Ministries, the Council of the 


Government of the Republic of Slovenia for Youth has not yet convened. 


On a local level public interest holders are the self-governing local communities. The 


role of local communities in Slovenia varies and also depends on the size of the 


respective local community. Bigger communities for example: the municipality of 


Ljubljana (the capital of Slovenia), has a structure within the city administration i.e. a 


youth department. Other municipalities, for example, have only a single person within 


the city administration responsible for youth issues. Most municipalities, however, do 


not have a youth office or a dedicated role responsible for youth issues. Instead, they 


cooperate closely with organisations in a local community working in the field of youth 


work (usually these are youth centres). 


There is no analysis available of the proportion of public funding (of GDP) in Slovenia 


that is dedicated to youth work, either at the national or local level. On the national 


level, different ministries support different measures according to their field of work. 


For example: Employment of young people is under competence of the Ministry of 


Labour, Family and Social Affairs which implements and co-finances different 


programmes for the support of (social) youth work. Similarly, the Office of the 


Republic of Slovenia for Youth by the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and 


Sport, publishes annual tenders for the co-financing of youth work strictly for 


organisations working in youth sector. (In 2012, it provided 1.280.000,00 EUR for 131 


organisations).19  


                                           
18 The Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of The Republic of Slovenia 
for Youth, (2010), The Act on the Public Interest in Youth Sector. Ljubljana: The Ministry of 
Education, Science, Culture and Sport. 
19 Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of The Republic of Slovenia for 
Youth, Working Field, Youth Policy, 
www.ursm.gov.si/si/javni_pozivi_razpisi_narocila/javni_razpis_za_sofinanciranje_mladinskega_
dela_v_letu_2012> date accessed: 4th of November 2012. 
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3 Policy and programme framework 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


General level of political commitment to the issue of 


youth work 
Medium/Low 


Dedicated policy / strategy on youth work  No  


(But a National Youth 
Programme is due to be 


launched at the end of 2012, 


with a proposal currently 
under public debate) 


Programmes on the development of youth work Yes 


Net impact of economic crisis on funding for youth work Negative 


3.1 Policy commitment 


Currently there is no national youth strategy in place in Slovenia, but the 


aforementioned 2010 Act has formed the basis for the preparation of a new National 


Youth Programme. A draft document, currently under debate, is due to be finalised 


and adopted by the National Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia by early 2013. 


The draft National Programme for Youth signals a policy commitment to supporting 


young people and includes specific reference to youth work in the Chapter: Youth in 


Society and Importance of the Youth Sector, which defines the priorities and measures 


that underpin the youth sector. The National Programme for Youth contains: details of 


the programmes, the financial plan with the costs and sources, the providers, the 


expected development impact and the impact assessment indicators, and the period 


and the time limits of implementing this programme. It is expected that the 


Government shall adopt the plans in accordance with the adopted national budget.20  


According to the interviewees for this study, the level of national political commitment 


to youth work ranges from low to medium. Some interviewees argue that youth work 


is still “hidden” within formal education and is not transparently presented nor 


properly addressed within the political discourse. Despite the 2010 Act, it is only a 


recent development, and, therefore, some interviewees feel that in practice there is 


still no clear national youth policy and that recognition and support for youth work is 


low.21 For example, while there exists the Office of Republic of Slovenia for Youth 


under the Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, its role is perceived as 


weak. On the other hand, however, some interviewees reported that when looking 


back over the last ten years, it is important to note that some crucial developments 


have been made including the 2010 Act itself and the co-financing of a new youth 


centre infrastructure.22 


3.2 Policies and programmes to develop youth work 


As explained above, while there was a 2005-2010 Strategy of the Office of the 


Republic of Slovenia for Youth, a national youth strategy in Slovenia currently does not 


                                           
20 The Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of The Republic of Slovenia 
for Youth, 
National Youth Programme proposal,  


<www.ursm.gov.si/nc/si/medijsko_sredisce/novica/article/10404/5529/c86617b64d778342715
6ef39e1cdec74/>, date accessed: 1st of November 2012. 
21 Source: Interviews 
22 Source Interviews 



http://www.ursm.gov.si/nc/si/medijsko_sredisce/novica/article/10404/5529/c86617b64d7783427156ef39e1cdec74/

http://www.ursm.gov.si/nc/si/medijsko_sredisce/novica/article/10404/5529/c86617b64d7783427156ef39e1cdec74/
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exist. There is a draft National Programme for Youth in place, with the final version 


scheduled to be launched beginning of 2013. Concrete measures and programmes 


including budgets for implementation have yet to be agreed and coordinated.  


The economic crisis has had a negative impact on the funding of youth work 


programmes. Cuts to the national budget have led to reduced funding available for 


youth programmes.  As already mentioned, there has already been a 10 per cent 


decrease in the budget of the Office of the RS for Youth for youth work programmes 


with further cuts to be announced for 2013. At the same time, however, a number of 


ministries are introducing new open funding calls for special measures in 2013 and 


2014, which include some programmes in the youth sector. 23 


4 Youth workers: training, status, population 


and profile 


KEY FACTS RESPONSE 


Minimum qualifications standards for youth workers No 


Youth worker as a recognised profession / occupation Yes (only for public sector) 


Availability of formal, dedicated qualifications for youth 
workers 


No 


Education background of the majority of youth workers No formal education for a youth 


worker. Diverse education of 


Slovenian youth workers (from 
high school graduates, social 


workers, sociologists, economists, 


etc.) 


Number of youth workers  Between 1000-1,250 (estimation) 


Trend in the overall number of youth workers Increase 


4.1 Training and qualifications  


There are no minimum qualification standards for publically funded youth workers or 


for volunteer/unpaid youth workers. There is also no formal education for a youth 


worker. Available evidence, although limited, does suggest that the majority of youth 


workers are trained via other professions. A one-off research study, for example, was 


conducted with 263 youth workers from 101 organisations in Slovenia in 2006. This 


found that 12% of youth workers finished High School, 11% finished Social Work, 9% 


finished Economic High School and 7% of them were sociologists. The research also 


showed that among the 263 people interviewed, 76 different occupations were 


reported.24 


Although there is no formal education or accredited qualifications for a youth worker, 


there are many different generic training opportunities available for youth workers and 


for volunteer/unpaid youth workers such as basic training in project management, 


                                           
23 Source: Interviews 
24 Kern, B. (2006), Zasnova integrativnega modela programov mladinskih dejavnosti v 
sistemskem okolju – primer Slovenije. Doktorska disertacija. Ljubljana: University of Ljubljana, 
Faculty for social science. 
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communication skills, public relations, intercultural learning, intergeneration 


cooperation, fundraising and organisational management.25 


4.2 Status of youth worker profession 


The development of a professional occupation status for youth workers in Slovenia is 


still underway. Although, the office of the RS for Youth has run a number of activities 


in the last ten years for the development of the profession of a youth worker, the 


youth worker role is still not (fully) recognised as a professional occupation. Some 


progress was made in 2008, when four occupation categories for the youth work role 


were specified, but these were only for those working in publically funded youth 


centres:  


■ Youth worker I, (IV level education). 


■ Youth worker II, (V level education). 


■ Coordinator of youth programmes (VI level education). 


■ Head of youth programmes (VII level education).26 


4.3 Youth worker population  


As there is no formally recognised profession for the role of ‘youth worker’ there are 


no official statistics for how many youth workers there are in Slovenia.  


The Office of the RS for Youth as part of its annual open funding call for youth work 


programmes collects some data, albeit limited, on the number of employees working 


in youth organisations. See Table 4.1 below.  


Table 4.1 Number of regularly employed workers in youth 


organisations, 2011. 


Type of organisations Number of regularly employed 


workers 2011* 


National youth organisations No statistics gathered 


Youth centres No statistics gathered 


Other youth organisations 601 


*Source: The Office of the RS for Youth (7.11.2012) 


A research study conducted by Network MaMa in 2010 with 28 ‘formal’ youth centres 


across Slovenia estimated that around 490 youth workers were employed in these 


centres either on a full or part-time basis.27 


Based on the information set out here and the views expressed by the interviewees for 


this study, it is estimated there are approximately between 1000 and 1250 youth 


workers in Slovenia. There also appears to be a trend where numbers of youth 


workers over the past 10 years have increased, based on the fact that there are now 


more organisations active in the youth sector. 


                                           
25 Cepin, M. (2011), Neformalno izobraževanje mladinskih voditeljev in delavcev v Sloveniji: 
pregled stanja in možnosti razvoja, <http://www.mladinski-
delavec.si/index.php?option=com_sobi2&Itemid=11> date accessed: 11th of December 2012. 
26 Pazler, N. (2009),  Profil mladinskega delavca v Sloveniji danes in v prihodnosti. Ljubljana: 


University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Social Science. 
27 <www.mreza-mama.si/static/images/usrupl/E-PUBLIKACIJE/11.pdf> date accessed: 14th of 
November 2012. 



http://www.mladinski-delavec.si/index.php?option=com_sobi2&Itemid=11

http://www.mladinski-delavec.si/index.php?option=com_sobi2&Itemid=11

http://www.mreza-mama.si/static/images/usrupl/E-PUBLIKACIJE/11.pdf
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4.4 Profile of youth workers 


As explained before the role “youth worker” does not formally exist and as such 


information on the profile of youth workers is limited. While some work has been done 


to establish occupational categories for youth work as outlined in the previous section, 


these do not influence or state the requirements for a particular educational 


background. Beyond those statistics listed above, there are no official statistics 


collected of the number of youth workers that are employed in the public sector.  


In recent years, there have been some attempts made to establish study programmes 


for youth workers at two universities, but these have yet to become operational. 


Consequently, youth workers are trained via other professional routes as described 


above in Section 4.1.  


More broadly, interviewees for this study were not able to identify any major 


challenges facing youth workers in Slovenia. 


5 The role and value of youth work 


5.1 Education and training 


Examples include: 


■ The Office of the RS for Youth publishes annual open funding calls for 


youth work programmes. This includes funding for non-formal education 


and training. Indeed, all 131 organisations, co-financed by the Office of RS 


for Youth in 2012 are implementing programmes related to non-formal 


education and training.  


■ At a local level youth centres deliver a range of non-formal education 


activities including information and counselling services and support with 


volunteering. 


■ The promotion of learning mobility among young people through a range 


of EU programmes including the Lifelong Learning Programme and 


especially the Youth in Action and its National Agency. The latter, in 


particular, played a crucial role in the development and recognition of the 


non-formal education sector in Slovenia. 


■ The development of the National Occupational Qualifications; a system for 


the recognition and assessment of non-formally obtained knowledge for 


young adults aged 18 years and over.  


■ A range of organisations provide non-formal learning opportunities for 


young people including: the Nefiks project which provides an index of non-


formal education in Slovenia  - a tool for 14 years+  young people to 


record their non-formal learning; the National Agency for the Youth in 


Action programme (MOVIT) which provides training for non-formal 


learning; and Youthpass and the Office of the RS for Youth, which in 2012 


introduced awards for outstanding young people in the field of non-formal 


education. 


■ The programme, Project Learning for Young Adults (PLYA), which offers 


opportunities for young people, who have left school before graduation, to 


access and experience learning, beneficial work, and different jobs in an 


interesting (non-formal) way. The PLYA programme is financed by the 


European Union through the European Social Fund and the Ministry of 


Education and Sport.  


■ Between 2009 and 2012, the funding of seven networks aimed with 


strengthening the NGO youth sector. This included projects such as Youth 
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Worker, Active citizenship.si, Forever Young, Youth Opens the Space, 


Intergenerational Coexistence Network, Social Capital Network, National 


Network for Developing Research Values for Youth, and Young 


Ambassadors of the Intercultural Dialogue. These are funded jointly by the 


European Social Fund and the Ministry of Education and Sport under the 


framework of the Operational Programme for Human Resources 


Development for 2007-2013. 


■ The continued funding of career guidance and counselling services 


provided through Career Centres within Slovenian universities, as part of 


the 2007–2013 Operational Programme of Human Resources 


Development. 


■ European Social Fund support for human resources has facilitated the 


establishment of a research and development group, which, building on 


the work by the Office for Youth in the 1990s, is concerned with promoting 


the 'youth worker' profile. The main stages of the work are to:  


– Define youth work standards in Slovenia. 


– Define key competencies relating to youth work in Slovenia. 


– Develop the models of non-formal, formal and optional education 


programmes for youth workers. 


– Test the models in relevant social practices in Slovenia. 


The project is being mainstreamed into the youth work field in Slovenia, in light of 


increasing demands to regulate this sector.  


5.2 Employment and entrepreneurship 


It is only in recent years with the onset of the economic crisis, that youth work has 


become viewed as a means for supporting young people into employment and 


entrepreneurship opportunities. The Financial Perspective (2007–2013), the Lisbon 


Strategy, and the 2005 annex to the strategy (European Youth Pact), which calls on 


the EU Member States to improve the employment opportunities, education and 


reconcile work and family life, all provide a framework for various measures aimed at 


improving the employment opportunities of the young people. In Slovenia we havse 


seen the implementation of the Active Employment Policy Action Plan 2010/2011, 


which provides a substantial increase in the funds earmarked for active employment 


policy. While young people are not specifically targeted, they are not excluded either 


and can access a range of support measures including: counselling and job-seeking 


assistance, training and employment/self-employment incentives.  


Other examples include:   


■ The establishment of new information and vocational counselling centres 


(CIPS) in 2009. 


■ In 2010/2011, a number of initiatives funded jointly by the Ministry of 


Labour, Family and Social Affairs and the European Social Fund in the 


areas of the active employment policy and scholarship. These included 


camps for Zois scholarship holders (high achievers) and clubs for job 


seekers; employment fairs and on-the-job training opportunities for 


graduate candidates; and subsidies for the employment of graduates and 


graduate candidates (the 'Be active and find employment' project). 


■ Targeted employment initiatives for young people such as in 2011 - 2012 


the introduction of subsidies for the employment of the  young people 


under 30 years of age. 


■ The inclusion of young people as a named target group in the Act on the 


Social Entrepreneurship, which, among other things, promotes socially 


useful activities and the improvement of the socio-economic situation of 


people in vulnerable target groups. 
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Despite these numerous measures, Slovenia has not yet succeeded in eliminating the 


structural labour market problems. Slovenia has a well above-average share of young 


people engaged in 'flexible' employment. 28 


5.3 Health and well-being 


Key points to note are that: 


■ The health of young people is one of the funding priority areas for the 


Office of the RS for Youth.   


■ At the local level, there are a number of good practice examples of 


projects connecting youth organisations with health based organisations, 


contributing to the promotion among, and training of, young people of 


healthy lifestyles.  


■ At the national level the issue of alcohol abuse, tobacco and other drugs is 


addressed in the Resolution on the National Health Care Plan for 2008–


2013 and the Programme for Children and Youth 2006–2016. 


■ In 2010, the Institute of Public Health of the Republic of Slovenia 


published the Slovene translation of a handbook for the promotion of 


health among young people. This is basically intended for teachers and 


health education teaching in schools, but it is also useful for all who work 


with young people in this field. The training of youth workers in the field of 


youth health was introduced in the youth sector by the National Agency for 


the Youth in Action programme. 


■ Peer mediation projects within the Slovenian Network of healthy schools 


are an example of good practice. The program »Peers and me – let's talk« 


was created in 2003/2004. It is aimed with promoting good relations and 


the prevention of violence in school using the method of peer learning or 


peer mediation. 


■ For some years, a national youth association named 'Brez izgovora 


Slovenija' (No Excuse Slovenia) has been successfully carrying out 


awareness-raising projects dealing with active and passive smoking and 


the unethical marketing strategies of the tobacco industry. By 2011, the 


association raised the awareness of 15 592 young people between the 


ages of 12 and 15. Through 633 peer-to-peer workshops, the organisation 


has reached 40 % of their target group, which accounts for 39 029 young 


people according to the Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia data 


for 2010. Their programmes are supported by public funds, primarily via 


the Ministry of Health and the Office of the Republic of Slovenia for Youth. 


5.4 Participation  


Key points to note: 


■ In general, youth participation activities have been relatively unregulated.  


However through the Youth Councils Act and Student Association Act, 


young people are empowered to enable to participate in adopting laws and 


regulations that affect the life and work of the young people. For example, 


Article 6 of the Youth Council Act, allows for the cooperation between the 


government and the national Youth Council or Local Youth Councils: “Prior 


to preparing the proposals of acts and other regulations having a direct 


                                           
28 More about youth unemployment in Slovenia, can be found in the policy paper on this topic. 
National Youth Council of Slovenia (2010), Policy paper: Youth employment. Ljubljana: National 
Youth Council of Slovenia. 
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impact on the life and work of the young people”.29 However it has been 


highlight by youth representatives of the Council of the Government of the 


Republic of Slovenia for Youth that there are no incentives for the actual 


use of article 6 and the application of this article has not - as yet - become 


a common practice. 


■ Zavod MOVIT NA MLADINA- the National Agency of the Youth in Action 


plays an important role in encouraging and promoting youth participation. 


The Youth in Action programme is an important instrument in developing 


the youth policy at national and local levels and plays an important role in 


involving (especially unorganised) young people in Slovenia.  For example 


one of the similar projects in 2008  (under Action 5.1 of YiA programme) 


named Act Locally and implemented by Youth Network MaMa, involved the 


running of  12 regional events, which brought together young people, 


youth workers and local decision makers to debate youth work and youth 


policy. 


■ There is an inter-ministerial working group set up as part of the 2010 Act 


on Public Interest in the Youth Sector. This group is a consultative body at 


the national level that proposes measures and monitors the consideration 


of youth interests in various public policies. 


■ There are also examples of good practice in relation to young people’s 


participation within decision-making processes at the local level as 


developed by some local municipalities. For example: The Commission for 


Youth at municipality level, which, appointed by the mayor as his 


consultative body on youth issues, consists of young representatives and 


those from the local community; and The Board of the Local Community 


Council for Youth a forum bringing together citizens to discuss municipality 


level youth issues as regulated by law. This board monitors and identifies 


the needs of young people, provides recommendations to the Local 


Community Council on youth matters and participates in the budget-


planning of assets for youth programmes. 


5.5 Voluntary activities / volunteering 


A substantial contribution towards volunteering in Slovenia has been made by Slovene 


Philanthropy, the Association for the Promotion of Volunteering, which is also the 


leading partner in the Slovenian network of voluntary organisations. This network also 


includes many organisations from the youth sector. The network activities are aimed 


at promoting volunteering in general but also focus on the various target groups (such 


as migrants and NEETs.). The youth organisations members play an important role in 


promoting the voluntary work of young people, particularly the Youth Council of 


Slovenia, which presents a widely publicized Volunteer of the Year Award. Similarly, 


the National Agency of Youth in Action programme plays an important role in 


promoting the international volunteering of young people. 


It is also important to highlight that volunteers are crucial for the entire youth sector, 


as without them many youth organisations would not exist.   


                                           
29 The Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport, the Office of the Republic of Slovenia 


for Youth (2010), Youth Council Act. Ljubljana: The Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and 
Sport. 
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5.6 Social inclusion 


Slovenia has adopted a number of national programmes, strategies and resolutions, 


individually addressing the issues and challenged faced by young people.  For 


example: 


■ The National Housing Programme (2000) for example plays an important 


role in defining young families as a vulnerable group in the housing area.  


Through this programme young families can get help through the non-


profit rental sector. 


■  In the Programme for children and youth (2006-2016) Slovenia has 


strategies for several programmes regarding social exclusion, to assure 


quality of living for youth, and to establish cooperation between social 


centres, nongovernmental organisations and youth centres.  


Support from the European Social Fund has also brought some examples of good 


practice, such as: 


■ Project Young Ambassadors of Intercultural dialogue, which aims to set 


strong foundations for multicultural societies in terms of bringing together 


different cultural and ethnic groups. This has included support to young 


people from the Roma community. 


5.7 Youth and the world 


The Ministry of Foreign Affairs coordinates an inter-ministerial working group for global 


education. Under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and coordinated by SLOGA (NGO 


platform for development cooperation and humanitarian aid), a week of global 


education is organised every year in cooperation with a number of non-governmental 


organisations for young people. In 2011, the central topic focused on the responsible 


behaviour of individuals to our planet and its inhabitants. There is also the support of 


youth exchanges and youth volunteering abroad mostly supported through the EU 


Young in Action programme.  


5.8 Creativity and culture 


The draft of the National Programme of Culture 2012–2015 pays particular attention 


to cultural and artistic education and the encouragement of creativity, especially 


among children and youth. 


Research suggests that compared to 2000, young people in 2010 were devoting less 


time to keeping up with cultural and artistic content, but significantly more time to 


cultural and artistic creativity.30 Cultural institutions, at both national and local levels, 


as well as in all areas of culture, enable young people to gain access to facilities where 


they can creatively spend their leisure time, while offering them a number of cultural 


activities to join and actively participate in their spare time. Such activities are either 


funded through state or local financial support and/or maintained through the 


volunteering of creators (artists) and professional workers in cultural institutions. 


There are several of activities for young people that are entirely free of charge. The 


majority of such activities take place in the larger urban centres, such as Ljubljana 


and Maribor, while in the remaining part of Slovenia, the majority of youth activities 


are provided by local youth centres. 


Some examples: 


■ Youth exchange: Street art, Theme: Social inclusion art& culture. This 


includes art activities delivered on the streets and discussion workshops in 


                                           
30 Lavrič, M. (2011), Youth 2010: The social profile of young people in Slovenia. Ljubljana: 
Ministry of Education and Sports, Office for Youth.  
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which young people and members of the public exchange views on 


diversity, social inclusion, citizenship and European art. The highlight of 


the exchange was a two-day festival, which gave the opportunity to 


present all of the partner countries and a selection of young local and 


invited artists. During the evaluation of the project after the completion of 


the exchange itself and return to the home country, the partners stayed in 


touch primarily through electronic media and exchanged their 


improvement in the artistic skills. 


■ Youth initiative: Video workshops: Coexisting of Diverse World; The 


association to help homeless people Kralji ulice. This brought together a 


group of young homeless people and young people to participate in a 


successful theatre project. In their discussions, they discovered the 


differences and synergies between their different worlds. The project 


developed the idea to create short films about their worlds and their 


mutual connections. They were soon joined by more young people to 


record short demonstration movies together.  


6 Outcomes and impact of youth work 


6.1 Target and reach 


6.1.1 Target groups 


Article 3 (definition of terms) of the Act of Public Interest in the Youth Sector defines, 


that “youth” are “young people and young adults of both genders aged between 15 


and a completed 29 years”. Since 2010, this has formed the basis for defining the 


target group of youth work in Slovenia.  


There are, of course, differences in target groups among different organisations. 


Firstly it seems that non-formal youth organisations are membership based such as 


Scouts; while (state funded) youth centres are primarily focused on open access 


universal provision. Other youth organisations also work to support specific vulnerable 


groups such as early school leavers or young people from the Roma community.   


6.1.2 Reach 


The Office of the RS for Youth in its annual open funding call for youth work collects 


some statistics on the organisations within the youth sector. Table 6.1 below, for 


example shows the number of active participants by organisation type. 


Table 6.1 Number of participants by organisation type, 2011. 


Type of organisations Number of active participants in 2011 


National youth organisations 46,879 


Youth centres 30,005 


Other youth organisations 91,632 


Total 168,516 


Source: The Office of the RS for Youth (7.11.2012) 


 
■ If we compare this number with the number of all young people aged 15-


29 years in Slovenia (which is approximately 400,000) it is possible to 


conclude that youth work is engaging around 40% of all young people in 
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Slovenia. However, it is worth emphasising that these statistics are based 


on information provided by the organisations and that no common criteria 


are used.  Furthermore, there is no proper research available that explores 


under-served groups of young people. Interviewees for this study however 


were all in agreement that youth work in Slovenia is generally reachable 


and open to all young people. 


6.2 Outcomes and impact 


There is little research or literature available that documents outcomes and impacts of 


youth work in Slovenia, although in recent years this has begun to change: 


 
■ The Office of RS for Youth has recently supported and promoted cross-


disciplinary research. In 2010 national research on young people was 


completed - Youth 2010, which is the first comprehensive research on 


Slovenian youth in a decade.31 


■ Also in 2010, Youth Network MaMa published an analysis of Youth Work 


and Youth Policy at Local Level. 


■ In 2011 the Office of RS for Youth funded two analyses of the youth 


situation, which were carried out by the Youth Network MaMa, the network 


of youth centres in Slovenia and Pohorski Bataljon. They examined the 


functioning and impacts of the youth centres and youth field organisation 


in Slovenia on young people and society in general. Youth Network MaMa 


through their analysis 'Youth Centres in Slovenia'32 and Pohorski Bataljon 


in 'Analysis of the Situation and Potentials of Non-governmental Youth 


Field in Slovenia'.   


■ In 2012 the Youth Council of Slovenia published its analysis of the 


functioning and impacts of national youth organisations on young people 


and the youth sector in Slovenia. 33 


■ The Youth Council of Slovenia in 2012 also published a book about Youth 


work in Slovenia, including results and impact.34  


 


Key findings from this emerging literature include: 


■ Evidence that suggests that early school leavers, when supported go onto 


to finish school and become active in promoting the value of formal as well 


as non-formal education later on in their lives. An especially successful 


example is the state financed project for early school leavers called Project 


Learning for Early School leavers. 


■ Young people with a migrant background supported through youth work 


become more connected to the dominant culture and become a part of 


wider society but at the same time, they have opportunities to celebrate 


and present their own culture. Especially welcomed are language courses. 


Interviewees for this study stated, however that there are not many youth 


organisations working directly with and for young people with migrant 


backgrounds in Slovenia. 


■ In recent years the focus of youth work is changing and youth work is 


seen as the means for supporting the employability of young people and 


even more, as a tool for employment of young people. Research shows 


that young people, and particularly NEETs, supported through youth work 


                                           
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Baumkirher, T., Snezana, D., Murn, K. (2012), Anaila Nacionalnih Mladinskih Organizacij. 
Ljublja: National Youth Council of Slovenia. 
34 See: www.mss.si/sl/publikacije.html 



http://www.mss.si/sl/publikacije.html
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gain extra knowledge, meet new people, build social networks, and 


explore knowledge in practice, thus making them more employable.  


■ In Slovenia the subject of disability is still taboo, which is reflected in the 


structure of organisations supporting young people with disabilities.  They 


tend to run their own programmes and infrastructure in parallel to rather 


than as part of the wider youth sector. “Nevertheless it is clear that there 


are examples of good practice in youth work that supports young people 


with disabilities, such as encouraging interaction and boosting personal 


confidence.”35 


■ There are also examples of projects effectively supporting ‘high achievers’ 


through youth work in terms of providing new possibilities, meeting new 


people, working in teams and getting a sense of equality. “Especially 


welcomed is the interaction between high achievers and, for example, 


young people with a migrant background or NEETs”. 36  


6.3 SWOT 


Table 6.2 Summary of key strengths and weaknesses of the youth 


work sector in SLOVENIA 


STRENGTHS  OPPORTUNITIES 


■ A range of bodies exist that have 
responsibility for youth work policy, 


such as the Office of Republic of 


Slovenia for Youth within the Ministry 
of Education, Science, Culture and 


Sport, the Council of the Government 


of the Republic of Slovenia for Youth, 
the National Agency of Youth and the 


National Youth Council of Slovenia. 


■ Since 2010 there is now a national Act 


on the public interest in the youth 


sector that provides youth work with a 


legal basis. 
■ There exist a range of different local 


youth NGOs that are working to 


support the needs of young people 
there. 


■ There is increased support for youth 


centres from local government 
including the funding of a youth 


infrastructure that includes 


accommodation facilities  
■ More generally, youth centres are seen 


as the main drivers of youth work at 


the local level and as forming the basis 
for a national implementation 


structure.   


■ The Act on local youth councils 
provides the opportunity to establish 


and run local youth councils as 


advocacy organisations  


■ There appears to be a very high level 
of self- initiative and creativity of youth 


actors on local level. 


■ There are different types of youth 
organisations and organisations for 


working with youth. 


■ Being part of EU brings information 
and new possibilities for EU funds as 


well as opportunities for exchange of 


good practice within the youth field. 


■ Rising number of youth centres and 


youth clubs shows interest of local 


communities for this kind of support 
for youth work at local levels. 


 


 


WEAKNESSES THREATS 


                                           
35 Source: Interview. 
36 Ibid. 
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■ Responsibilities for the implementation 


of youth policy and support for youth 
work is not clearly set between 


national level (state) and local levels 


(local governments).  
■ Insufficient financing of youth work at 


national and also on local levels. 


■ The role of Youth worker is not 
formally recognised as and occupation 


and there is no recognised formal or 


indeed non-formal education for youth 
worker. 


■ There are no clear statistics about 


youth work  
■ Most youth councils failed to achieve 


the goals set out by the Act on Local 


Youth Council.  
■ The diverse nature of the different local 


youth NGOs means there is no clear 


mission or vision. 
■ Local youth NGOs usually do not have 


professional staff and their 


organisational capacity is low. 
Volunteers are key in running local 


youth NGOs and because of that, 


development of these organisations is 
slower and the focus of their work is 


locally rather than nationally driven.  


■ A key challenge for state funded youth 
centres is how to include young people 


and to support their active 


participation. 
■ Level of support for youth work from 


local governments is variable; in some 


local communities, there is a very high 
level of recognition and support for 


youth work, while in others, the level 


of support is very low. 
■ Local youth councils are not connected 


through a (national) umbrella 


organisation, so they do not coordinate 
or cooperate.  


■ Very low cross-sectorial cooperation in 


implementing youth policy 
■ Other fields are stronger and have 


more capacity than the youth sector 


(e.g. education) 
■ The next Education and Training 


programming period of the EU does not 


specific youth work 
■ Responsibilities for the implementation 


of youth policy and support for youth 


work is not clearly set between 
national level (state) and local levels 


(local governments).  


■ Low participation of young people in 
political participation and also as 


citizens in democratic life of their 


communities. 
■ The partial interests of youth 


organisations that focusing on their 


own needs rather than seeing 
themselves as part of a wider and 


coordinated youth sector as whole. 
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7 Conclusions and recommendations 


 


 


 


■ The professional development of youth workers should be one of the main 


priorities in the future development of youth work in Slovenia. As stated 


above there is no recognised formal or even non-formal educational role 


for youth work in Slovenia and the role of youth worker is not formally 


recognised as an occupation.  The Office of RS for Youth should establish 


and implement a state recognised formal and non-formal educational role 


for youth workers with clear criteria for quality youth work.  


■ Responsibilities for the implementation of youth policy and support for 


youth work is not clearly set between national level (state) and local levels 


(local governments). Because of this, the level of support for youth work 


among local governments varies from one locality to another.  The office 


of RS for Youth should focus on changing the Local Government Act, to set 


responsibilities for the support of youth work at the local level. The role of 


national government should be to facilitate a cross-sectoral approach to 


the implementation of youth work nationally.  


■ Current levels of financing for youth work at national and local levels 


should be reconsidered with increased emphasis placed on seeking 


increased funding for youth work. 


■ The Office of RS for Youth should establish a national system for collecting 


statistics about youth work and youth workers on an annual basis. Such 


information could be used for the evaluation of youth work and for the 


development of the sector. 


■ Local youth councils should connect through a (national) umbrella 


organisation, so they can more effectively coordinate their activities and 


also act as a national body to advocate for the development of youth 


policy. 


■ In general youth organisations and organisations for youth do not have 


professionally trained staff and organisational capacity is low. Youth actors 


should put more effort into the capacity building of their organisations and 


the professional development of their youth workers. 


■ It is crucial that the European Commission recognises the role of EU 


programmes in shaping and supporting evidence based national policies 


relating to youth and that different member states operate in very 


different contexts. The open method of coordination, in particular, 


provides a useful framework for peer learning and exchange of good 


practice within the youth sector across member states.   
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